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Glossary and Abbreviations
Abbreviations
AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic

AAIs

Areas of Archaeological Importance

ABI

Annual Business Inquiry

AGSV

Area of Great Scientific Value

ALSF

Aggregates Levy Sustainable Fund

AOD

Above Ordnance Datum

AQAP

Air Quality Action Plan

AQMA

Air Quality Management Area

ASHE

Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings

BAP

Biodiversity Action Plan

BPM

Best Practicable Means

BRE

Building Research Establishment

C &D

Construction and Demolition Waste

C &I

Construction and Industrial Waste

CC

Coast and Countryside

CCC

Cornwall County Council

CD

Chart Datum

CEMP

Construction Environment Management Plan
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CfSH

Code for Sustainable Homes

CHP

Combined Heat Power

CLEA

Contaminated Land Exposure Assessment

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CPA

Coastal Protection Act

CSBT

Cornwall Sustainable Building Trust

CSEP

Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership

CSO

Combined Storm Overflow

DCLG

The Department for Communities and Local Government

DEFRA

Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

DfES

Department for Education and Skills

DFES

Department for Education & Skills

DMRB

Design Manuals for Roads and Bridges

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

EA

Environment Agency

EALs

Environmental Assessment Levels

EC

European Commission

EH

English Heritage

EMP

Environmental Management Plan

EP

English Partnerships

EPBD

European Union Energy Performance Device
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EQS

Environmental Quality Standards

ERDF

European Regional Development Fund

ES

Environmental Statement

ESF

European Social Fund

EU

European Union

EWC

European Waste Catalogue Code

FEPA

Food and Environment Protection Act

FRA

Flood Risk Assessment

FTE

Full time equivalent (usually in reference to jobs)

GD

General Development

GVA

Gross Value Added

HERS

Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme

HGVs

Heavy Good Vehicles

HW

Hot Water

IEA

International Energy Agency

IEMA

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment

ILM

Intermediate Labour Market Schemes

kWh

Kilowatt hour

LAQM

Local Air Quality Management

LDF

Local Development Framework

LEA

Local Education Authority

LiDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

MCTI

Market & Coastal Towns Initiative

MRF

Materials Recovery Facility

MRS

Materials Recovery Station
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MSW

Municipal Solid Waste

MWh

Megawatt hour

NAQIA

National Air Quality Information Archive

NEC

Noise Exposure Categories

NES

National Earnings Survey

NO

Nitrogen Dioxide

2

OD

Ordnance Datum

ODN

Ordnance Datum Newlyn (the mean sea-level height datum in the UK)

ODPM

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

ONS

Office of National Statistics

PAH

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

PCT

Primary Care Trust

PDC

Penwith District Council

PM

Particulate Matter

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPG

Planning Policy Guidance

PPG

Pollution Prevention Guidelines

Ppm

Parts per million

PPS

Planning Policy Statement

PPS25

Planning Policy Statement 25 – Development and Flood Risk

RE

River Ecosystem

RES

Regional Economic Strategy

RPG

Regional Planning Guidance
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RQO

River Quality Objective

RQOs

River Quality Objectives

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

RSS

Regional Spatial Strategy

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

SACFOR

A scale of abundance (Superabundant, Abundant, Common, Frequent, Occasional, Rare)

SAP

Standard Assessment Procedure

SEL

Single Event Level

SFRA

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

SM

Scheduled Monuments

SMA

Sensitive Marine Area. SMA designation is applied by Natural England to sites which are
nationally important and notable for their animal and plant communities or which provide
ecological support to adjacent statutory sites

SNCI

Site of Nature Conservation Interest

SPA

Special Protection Area

SPG

Supplementary Planning Guidance

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest. An SSSI is of national importance for nature conservation and
is designated under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981

SUDS

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems

SWMP

Site Waste Management Strategy

THI

Townscape Heritage Initiative

TTWA

Travel to Work Area

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
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WFD

Water Framework Directive

WRA

Water Resources Act

Glossary
Additionality

The extent to which something happens as a result of an intervention that
would not have occurred in the absence of the intervention

Algae

A group of organisms that include seaweeds

Alluvium

Soil or sediments deposited by a river or other running water. Alluvium is
typically made up of a variety of materials, including fine particles of silt and
clay and larger particles of sand and gravel

Amphipods

A group of small, swimming crustaceans. Includes sand-hoppers

Analysis (landscape)

The process of breaking the landscape down into its component parts to
understand how it is made up

Areas of Archaeological

Areas designated under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act

Importance

1979

Assessment (landscape)

An umbrella term for description, classification and analysis of landscape

Background
Benthic

Living on or in the sediment

Benthic fauna

Animals that live in close relationship to the bed of a body of water

Benthos

Flora and fauna living on or in the sediment

Biodiversity

The variety of life present. Biodiversity encompasses genetic, species and
ecosystem diversity

Biomass

Organic materials, such as wood by-products and agricultural wastes, that can
be burned to produce energy or converted into a gas and used for fuel
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Biotope

Biotopes are habitats and their associated biological communities. Those
present at Penpol and parts of Carnsew Pool were classified according to the
marine biotope scheme used by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee
(Connor et al, 2004)

Bryophytes

Mosses, liverworts and hornworts

Classification

A process of sorting the landscape into different types using selected criteria
but without attaching relative values to the different kinds of landscape

Cold/Thermal bridging

An element of the building’s construction that allows significantly higher heat
loss than the surrounding area.

Combined Heat and

A system which uses waste heat from power generation, typically to heat other

Power

buildings nearby.

Commercial waste

Waste originating from businesses which are used mainly for trade, business,
sport, recreation or entertainment which include stores, offices buildings,
restaurants and shopping centres

Comparison Goods

Durable goods such as clothing, household goods, furniture, DIY & electrical
goods

Composting
Composting rate

The controlled breakdown of biodegradable material in the presence of air
The percentage of separated organic material collected for composting that
would otherwise be destined for disposal

Conservation Area

The local planning authority may designate a section of land or buildings with
special architectural or historic interest as a conservation area

Construction waste

Waste from the construction, repair and maintenance of buildings which
includes bricks, concrete, soil and wood

Cumulative effects

The summation of effects that result from changes caused by a development in
conjunction with other past, present or reasonably foreseeable actions
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Deadweight (reference

The outputs which would have occurred whether or not the proposed

case)

development takes place

Demand Driven Ventilation

The use of e.g. CO sensors, to avoid unnecessary ventilation of a space,
2

reducing fan power use and heating/cooling loads.
Demolition waste

Waste originating from the demolition of buildings

Displacement

The proportion of project outputs/outcomes which should be discounted
because the project results in reduced outputs elsewhere in the target area

Disposal rate

The percentage of waste that is collected and disposed rather than being
recycled or recovered

District Heating

Heating systems which distribute steam or hot water to a number of buildings
across a district. Heat can be provided from variety of sources, including
geothermal, CHP plants, waste heat from industry and purpose built heating
plants.

Economic Multiplier

Further economic activity (jobs, expenditure or income) associated with
additional local income, local supplier purchases and longer term development
effects

Energy from waste

A generic phrase that covers a range of technologies which generate energy
(electricity and heat) from waste. Typically waste is incinerated to produce
steam and run a turbine to create electricity.

Energy recovery

Using the energy contained in waste to generate power and heat while
reducing the amount of waste

Generation rates
Geothermal

Green waste
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The amount of waste that is produced over a given period of time

Energy derived from naturally occurring underground heat.
Waste consisting of plant material originating from gardens
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Ground Source Heat
Pump

Hazardous waste

A type of heat pump that uses the natural heat storage ability of the earth
and/or the groundwater to heat and/or cool a building.
Waste that contains significant quantities of hazardous substances (e.g.
materials that are carcinogenic, toxic, corrosive etc)

Heat recovery

The process of capturing heat that normally would be wasted and delivering it
to a device, space or process where it can be used.

Household waste
Hydropower

Waste that originates from homes. Also known as domestic waste

Electricity or mechanical energy produced by the conversion of energy from
falling or moving water.

IES Virtual Environment

A software program that allows detailed modelling of building energy use;
approved for use in Part L calculations.

Indirect Impacts

Impacts on the Environment, which are not a direct result of the development
but are often produced away from it or as a result of a complex pathway.
Sometimes referred to as secondary impacts

Industrial waste

Waste that originates from any building occupied by a factory or industry

Inert Waste

Waste that does not undergo any significant biological, chemical or physical
transformations, and therefore does not give rise to environmental pollution or
harm to human health

Infiltration

The uncontrolled inward leakage of air through cracks and gaps in the building
envelope.

Intelligent Control Systems

Systems that sense and react to the internal environment.

Interbedded Slates

Slates comprising bands of siltstone and mudstone within the Gramscatho
Beds sequence

Intertidal
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Invertebrates

Animals without a backbone, for example worms, crustaceans and snails

Kerbside recycling

The regular collection of waste for recycling in special containers placed on the
kerbside of a property

Land Use

The primary use of the land, including both urban and rural activities

Landfill

A place, location, tract of land, area or premises used for the disposal of solid
waste

Landform

Combinations of slope and elevation that produce the shape and form of the
land

Landscape

Human perception of the land conditioned by knowledge and identity with a
place

Landscape Capacity

The degree to which a particular landscape character type or area is able to
accommodate change without unacceptable adverse effects on its character.
Capacity is likely to vary according to the type and nature of change being
proposed

Landscape Character

The distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs consistently in a
particular type of landscape, and how this is perceived by people. It reflects
particular combinations of geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use and
human settlement. It creates a particular sense of place of different areas of the
landscape

Landscape Character

A landscape type will have broadly similar patterns of geology, landform, soils,

Type

vegetation, land use, settlement and field pattern discernable in maps and field
survey records

Landscape Effects

Change in the elements, characteristic, character and qualities of the
landscape as a result of development. These effects can be positive or
negative

Landscape Feature
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A prominent eye-catching element, for example, wooded hilltop or church spire
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Landscape Quality (or

Is based on judgements about the physical state of the landscape, and about

condition)

its intactness, from visual, functional and ecological perspectives. It also
reflects the state of repair of individual features and elements which make up
the character in any one place

Landscape Sensitivity

The extent to which a landscape can accept change of a particular type and
scale without unacceptable adverse effects on its character

Landscape Value

The relative value or importance attached to a landscape (often as a basis for
designation or recognition), which expresses national or local consensus,
because of its quality, special qualities including perceptual aspects such as
scenic beauty, tranquillity or wildness, cultural associations or other
conservation issues

Leachate

The liquid produced when water percolates through any permeable material. It
can contain both dissolved and/or suspended material

Leaching

The loss of water-soluble organic and inorganic determinants from the soil due
to rainfall percolation through the soils

Leakage

The number or proportion of outputs that benefit those outside of the project’s
target area or group which should be deducted from the gross direct effects.

Listed Building

Under section I of the Planning (listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sports is required to
compile lists of special architectural or historic interest on advice from English
Heritage. Listed buildings are classified in Grades according to their
importance

Littoral

Of the sea shore

Loafing

Term used in studies of bird behaviour to describe when a bird is neither
feeding, roosting, nesting or mating but is onstead engaged in less active
behaviours and is simply resting and preening etc.

Made Ground

Often formed by using waste materials (e.g. demolition rubble, ash etc.), reworked natural materials to fill in depressions or raise ground levels
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Magnitude

A combination of the scale, extent and duration of an effect

Main Rivers

Main Rivers are usually larger streams and rivers. However, they do include
smaller watercourses of local significance. A Main River is a watercourse
marked as such on a Main River map. Main River Maps are administered by
Defra. The Main River designation also includes any structure or appliance that
controls or regulates the flow of water in, into, or out of, the Main River

Material recycling facility

A recycling operation that sorts materials by type then cleans and compresses
the recyclables before transferring them to re-processors

Metal recycling sites

A recycling operation that sorts out metal material by grading before
compressing, melting and distributing to manufacturers

Methodology

The specific approach and techniques used for a given study

Mitigation

Measures, including any process, activity or design to avoid, reduce, remedy or
compensate for adverse landscape and visual effects of a development project

Municipal solid waste

Residential and commercial waste generated by a particular municipal area
that includes street sweepings. Usually does not include industrial and
hazardous waste

Natural Ventilation

The movement of air into and out of a space through openings, such as
windows and doors due to wind pressure or buoyancy effects.

Neap tides

The period of lowest tidal range. The smallest neap tides occur at intervals of
approximately 14 days

Organic waste

Waste derived from plants and animals, chemically containing carbon and
typically used as a term to describe waste suitable for composting
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Orientation

Orienting the buildings correctly can reduces demand for heating and cooling.
Orienting occupied spaces to the North or South can avoid overheating from
low angle solar gains during summer months.
Orienting buildings to self shelter from prevailing winds reduces infiltration
losses.

Passive Design

Energy efficient design that makes the most of local conditions, using natural
light, shade, air movement etc and avoiding the use of systems that require
mechanical or electrical energy.

Perception (of landscape)

The psychology of seeing and possibly attaching value and/or meaning (to
landscape)

Phytoxicity

Term used to describe the toxic effect of a compound on plant growth. Such
damage may be caused by a wide variety of compounds, including trace
metals, pesticides, or salinity.

Point Source

In the context of air quality, a point source is a single localised source of
pollutants to air. It represents an area with a concentrated output that occupies
a small region

Proximity principle

The proximity principle is that waste should be treated close to its source of
generation to reduce the environmental impact of transporting waste

Quaternary Blown Sands

Sands deposited during the quaternary period by wind action

Ramsar Sites

A Ramsar Site is an area that is on the Ramsar List of Wetlands of International
Importance. The Ramsar convention is an international treaty for the
conservation and sustainable utilisation of wetlands.

Receptors (landscape)

Physical landscape resource, special interest or viewer group that will
experience an effect

Recovery rate

The percentage of useable recycled materials otherwise be destined for
disposal that is collected, reprocessed or remanufactured and reused
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Recycle

To divert useful materials from disposal through reprocessing into new
products that are useful

Recycling rate

The percentage of material collected for recycling that would otherwise be
destined for disposal

Reduction

Avoiding the creation of waste

Renewable Resource

A naturally occurring raw material or form of energy which has the capacity to
replenish itself through ecological cycles and sound management practices.
(the sun, wind, falling water, and trees)

Residual waste

The remainder of waste produced after reducing, re-using, recycling and home
composting

Scheduled Monuments

The Secretary of State can schedule any building, structure or other work
below or above ground which appears to be of national importance due to its
historic, architectural, traditional, artistic or archaeological interest, under the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas

Sense of place (genius

The essential character and spirit of an area: genius loci literally means ‘spirit

loci)

of the place’

Sluicing

The activity of passing water through a sluice. (A sluice is an artificial structure
for conveying water, with a gate (or gates) to regulate the flows)

Solar Hot Water

A system that uses solar radiation to produce heat energy for domestic hot
water.

Solar PV

A system that uses solar energy to induce a direct electrical current.

Spring tides

The period of greatest tidal range. The most extreme spring tides occur at
intervals of approximately 14 days
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Standard Assessment

Government's standard for home energy rating. SAP ratings provide a simple

Procedure

indicator of the efficiency of energy use for space and water heating in new and
existing dwellings. SAP ratings are expressed on a scale of 1 (poor) to 100
(excellent).

Substitution

This is where a firm substitutes one activity for a similar one to take advantage
of public sector assistance.

Subtidal

The zone below the lowest spring tides

Sustainability

The principle that the environment should be protected in such a condition and
to such a degree that ensures new development meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs

Taxa

Similar to species, but includes identifications made at all taxonomic levels (eg
species, genus, family). The number of taxa at a site is the total number of all
different organisms identified, at various levels of identification (eg species,
genus & family)

Thermal Imaging

Images produced by the detection of infrared radiation from heat sources, used
to find areas of heat loss from buildings.

Thermal Mass

Refers to the solid part of a building, such as block or brickwork, in which heat
energy, from the sun or other sources, is absorbed, stored and then gradually
given off.

Tidal Power

Electricity generation achieved by capturing the energy contained in moving
water mass due to tides.

Transfer stations

A place where waste is separated or ‘bulked’ up before being taken for
recovery or disposal

Turbiditic Sandstone

Sandstones formed by the deposition of material at the edge of continental
shelves. Often well sorted in sequence
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Visual Amenity

The value of a particular area of view in terms of what is seen

Visual Effect

Change in the appearance of the landscape as a result of development. This
can be positive (i.e. beneficial or an improvement) or negative (I.e. adverse or a
detraction)

Visual Envelope

Extent of potential visibility to or from a specific area or feature

Viviers

Cages suspended in the water, used to hold live marine organisms such as
crabs and lobsters

Waste hierarchy

A ladder of waste management options that prioritises waste prevention over
disposal

World Heritage Site

Internationally designated sited under the UNESCO Convention for the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage

Zone of Visual Influence

Area within which a proposed development may have an influence or effect on
visual amenity
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1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The environmental statement (ES) has been prepared in conjunction with the proposals to redevelop and
regenerate Hayle Harbour, Cornwall hereafter referred to as ‘the development proposal’.
The applications for outline planning and listed building consents have been submitted on behalf of the land
owners ING RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Limited, hereafter referred to as ‘ING Ltd’.
The preparation and co-ordination of this ES, including collation of chapters prepared by others, has been
undertaken by Buro Happold Ltd. The following chapters were prepared by others:
•

Chapter 2 Site Description – Buro Happold Ltd in conjunction with Additional2

•

Chapter 3 Scheme Description – LDA Design Ltd

•

Chapter 4 Planning Policy Context – LDA Design Ltd in conjunction with Berwin Leighton Paisner

•

Chapter 5 Alternatives – LDA Design Ltd

•

Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual – LDA Design Ltd

•

Chapter 10 Archaeology and Cultural Heritage – Steve Little Research

•

Chapter 12 Ecology – The Environment Practice

•

Chapter 15 Socio-economics – Roger Tym and Partners

The development proposal is described in detail in Chapter 3. In summary, the proposed development
involves the dredging and sluicing of harbour waters and the impoundment of Penpol Creek to create an
appealing and active waterside location for a comprehensive mix of urban land uses. Part of the historic dock
adjacent to Harvey’s Foundry will be reinstated and business, retail, residential apartments and community
uses will be built in the old shipyard area of South Quay. New housing, a hotel and employment uses will be
built on the North Quay, including a new fishing quay and associated facilities. Residential uses are also
proposed on the land adjacent to the harbour at Riviere Farm and the Hilltop area
The key elements of the scheme are:
•

Reinstatement of the historical sluicing system

•

Removal of a sand bar called Cockle Bank to provide a new marina

•

Impoundment of Penpol Creek through use of a half tide gate

•

Creation of 1,039 dwellings (175 of which are affordable)
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•

Creation of over 1,766 jobs (including jobs created during construction)

•

Provision of new industrial and business space

•

Provision of multi-purpose building containing business and education facilities

•

Hotel and leisure facilities

•

Space for primary health care facilities

1.2

Environmental Impact Assessment overview

The ES has been prepared under the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England
and Wales) Regulations 1999 (referred to as the “EIA Regulations”). During preparation of the ES reference has
been made to the relevant guidance, particularly DETR Circular 02/99, Environmental Impact Assessment, and
Environmental Impact Assessment – A Guide to the Procedures (DETR, 2000).
The main purpose of the ES is to allow the decision makers, statutory consultees and all interested parties
including members of the public to understand the implications of the development proposal on the
environment. The ES sets out the findings of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) describing the
development proposal, and the information required to assess the impact of the development proposal on the
environment. It includes a series of technical chapters examining in detail the potential impact of the
development proposal on specific aspects of the environment and presenting the significant impacts identified,
mitigation proposals and the residual impacts.
The EIA has involved the following key stages:
•

Define scope of assessment (Scoping)

•

Baseline data collection

•

Impact assessment and consideration of alternatives/design iteration

•

Development of mitigation measures, as appropriate

•

Assessment of residual impacts

•

Consultation (undertaken throughout EIA process)

These stages are described in more detail in the following sections.
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1.3

Scoping

Scoping is an important part of the EIA process to ensure that all the environmental issues that could involve
significant impacts are identified and appropriate methods for information collection and impact assessment
are devised. Scoping involves the following key stages:
•

Preliminary appraisal of the predicted likely effects of the proposals from a list of environmental issues
derived from the EIA Regulations

•

Preliminary investigations to inform the scoping report which accompanied a request to Penwith District
Council (PDC) for a Scoping Opinion

•

Receipt from PDC of their formal scoping opinion based on their consultation with Cornwall County
Council, Environmental Agency, English Heritage and Natural England

•

Direct consultation by the EIA team with a range of statutory and non-statutory organisations during the
EIA Scoping and ES preparation processes

Annex 1A contains the scoping response that was received from Penwith District Council and responses from
the other statutory consultees (Cornwall County Council, RSPB and Natural England).
Through the scoping process, the development proposal was found to potentially have significant
environmental impacts on the following environmental topics and thus required detailed assessment:
•

Noise

•

Landscape and Visual

•

Transport and Access

•

Waste

•

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

•

Air Quality

•

Ecology

•

Water Resources

•

Ground Conditions and Geology

•

Socio-economic

•

Energy

Each of the above environmental topics is dealt with under a separate chapter in the ES which has been
prepared by a specialist in that field. Table 1-1 details the qualifications of each of the chapter authors.
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Chapter

Lead Author and

Qualifications/experience

Company
Noise and Vibration

Ian Thompson

MSc MIOA

(Buro Happold)

25 years experience across a range of acoustic
consultancy activities.

Landscape and Visual

David Wesselingh
(LDA Design ltd)

Transport and Access

BA (Hons) Landscape Architecture (1st class),
2004, Diploma in Landscape Architecture
(Distinction), 2006

Gerry Prodohl

BSc, MIHT

(Buro Happold)

27 years experience in highways engineering and
transportation planning.

Waste

James Hobson

BSc (Hons), Chartered Waste Manager

(Buro Happold)

Over six years in environmental consultancy and
waste management.

Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage

Steve Little

B.A. (Hons]

(Steve Little Research)

Nine year consultancy in Industrial Archaeology
after many years experience in the voluntary
sector.

Air Quality

Stephanie Davis
(Buro Happold)

B.Eng (Chem) McGill University, Environmental
Regulation of Industry (IPPC), IChemE short
course, University of Manchester.
Three years experience within environmental
consultancy

Ecology

Ruth Chambers
(The Environment Practice)

MSc Conservation; Member of Institute of Ecology
& Environmental Management (MIEEM); Chartered
Environmentalist.
18 years experience in ecological impact
assessment (EcIA).

Dr Phil Smith

BSc Chemistry and Environmental Science; PhD in
Estuarine Ecology; Chartered Chemist; Chartered
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Chapter

Lead Author and

Qualifications/experience

Company
(Aquatonics)

Environmentalist.
25 years experience in estuarine ecology and EcIA.

Nick Cutts
(Hull University)

Deputy Director of the Institute of Estuarine &
Coastal Studies (IECS), University of Hull.
20 years experience in ornithological research on
estuarine waterfowl communities, including
Environmental Statements for port developments,
sub-sea pipelines, oil and gas exploration.

Catriona Neil
(Spalding Associates)

Member of Institute of Ecology & Environmental
Management (MIEEM); Chartered Environmentalist;
Over 10 years experience in coastal ecology and
EcIA.

Water Resources

Ground Conditions

Chris Rose

BSc MSc MCIWEM CEnv CSci

(Buro Happold)

12 years experience working in water sector

Simon Pilkington

BSc (Hons) – Environmental Science, MSc

(Buro Happold)

(Distinction) – Water & Environmental Engineering
4 years experience in geoenvironmental
engineering.

Socio-economics

John Forsyth
(Roger Tym and Partners)

Bachelor of Engineering (Civil Engineering, Hons
2.1), MCD (Master of Civic Design: Urban &
Regional Planning), MSc (Sociology & Politics),
Member of Royal Town Planning Institute
30 years of experience in town planning,
development and regeneration initiatives, including
work in local authority, higher education, and
consultancy environments.
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Chapter

Lead Author and

Qualifications/experience

Company
Energy

Dr Robert Cooke
(Buro Happold)

BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering, MSc Energy
Systems and Thermal Processes, EngD
Environmental Technology
8 years experience in environmental and
sustainable engineering

Table 1—1: Author qualifications

1.4

Baseline

Baseline studies describe the current condition (and where appropriate the predicted future ‘without
development’ or ‘do nothing’ scenario) of those elements of the environment which are likely to be significantly
affected by the proposed development. The future baseline considers aspects such as other consented
developments and natural processes. The description of baseline conditions includes an assessment of the
importance and sensitivity of identified receptors, making reference to relevant designations and standards.
Assessment of baseline conditions can include both an assessment of existing data as well as specifically
commissioned studies. Results of consultations undertaken are also described in this section.
Details of methods used to collect baseline data for each specific environmental topic are described in the
appropriate chapters within the ES. In general, baseline data collection involves a combination of desk-based
study to collate existing data, consultation with relevant bodies, field survey and where appropriate
modelling/predictions of possible future baseline scenarios.

1.5

Impact assessment

Impact assessment is the assessment of the significance of the changes that are predicted to take place to the
existing condition of the environment as a result of the proposed development. Ie it is the comparison of the
‘with development’ conditions against the baseline conditions.
Impact assessment in the ES chapters separates impacts into:
•

Construction/demolition impacts

•

Operation impacts
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Environmental impact assessment generally involves the following key steps:
1.

Determination of the value/sensitivity of the environmental features and resources (receptors) affected

2.

Assessment of the impacts affecting these receptors with reference to relevant thresholds and criteria

3.

Quantification of the extent, magnitude, duration, timing and frequency of the impacts

4.

Assessment of the impact’s reversibility

5.

Explanation of the level of confidence in these predictions

6.

Identification likely significant impacts in the absence of any mitigation

Assessment of impacts included consideration of the following:
•

Direct, indirect and secondary impacts

•

Cumulative impacts

•

Short, medium and long term impacts

•

Permanent and temporary impacts

•

Positive and negative impacts

The following terms were used when referring to impact significance:
•

Major (adverse or beneficial)

•

Moderate (adverse or beneficial)

•

Minor (adverse or beneficial)

•

Negligible

Topics of moderate significance or higher were considered necessary of consideration of mitigation, although
in some cases mitigation was proposed for impacts of minor significance.
Each environmental topic has its own specific impact assessment method and these are described in detail in
each topic chapter. Impact assessment methods are based on standards or codes of practice, consideration
of the EIA Regulations, expert judgement, and the advice and views of other agencies and organisations.
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1.5.1

Cumulative impact

Each chapter also considered cumulative impacts as part of their assessment. The EIA regulations state that:
“the characteristics of development must be considered having regard, in particular, to…(b) the cumulation
with other development”
“description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment, which should
cover…cumulative…effects”
The cumulative effects of an action are viewed as the total effects on a resource, ecosystem, or human
community of that action and all other activities affecting that resource no matter what entity is taking the
action. Cumulative impacts were classified as follows:
•

Additive

•

Interactive

•

Sequential

•

Multiple

•

Synergistic

•

Threshold exceedance

Cumulative impacts that were considered were those that arise from:
•

Interactions between different effects at the same location/on same receptor/resource

•

Interaction of different effects over time

•

Additive or multiple impacts over time or space

•

Effects of a number of developments

The following developments have been identified as relevant for consideration in the assessment of cumulative
impacts:
•

Foundry Square – Improvement works to the public realm around foundry square including making the
area more pedestrian friendly and making changes to junctions. Largely completed

•

Waterside walkway – The proposed walkway seeks to provide a pedestrian link along the south side of
Copperhouse Pool, following the old canal towpath as far as practicable. The aim is to form part of a
circular route around all sides of the Copperhouse Pool, and to strengthen links between the Towans,
beaches, public transport, shops and homes. At time of writing Penwith District Council had not
secured funding for this proposal
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•

Wave Hub –Proposal by SWRDA to bring ashore at Hayle renewable power generated by a range of
wave energy generation technologies

•
•
•

1.6

A30 Hayle Retail park - Recently completed and largely occupied. Approx. 180 jobs created
St Erth Park & Ride – Proposal to create a bus and rail park and ride at St Erth Railway station
Loggins Mill – Creation of new employment space within a Grade 2 listed mill

Mitigation

Mitigation measures were proposed for significant adverse impacts (moderate or higher) identified as resulting
from the development proposal.
Mitigation measures were explored using the following hierarchy:
1.

avoid

2.

reduce

3.

repair

4.

compensate

In addition to the above, enhancement measures were considered, wherever possible, even where no adverse
impacts were identified.
Mitigation measures for specific impacts are described in detail under each topic chapter.

1.7

Residual impacts

After the mitigation strategies had been fully devised and their likely success considered, residual impacts
were assessed. Assessment of residual impacts included consideration of the consequences of significant
residual impacts in light of planning policies and legislation.

1.8

Monitoring

Monitoring is undertaken for two reasons:
•

Compliance monitoring – to ensure commitment to mitigation or predictions

•

Effects monitoring – to correct unforeseen negative effects of development

Monitoring proposals are described in the ES in each topic chapter.
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1.9

Consultation

Formal and informal consultation has been undertaken over a number of years prior to the application
including throughout the EIA process, and has involved the statutory and non-statutory consultees.
Consultees included Cornwall County Council, Penwith District Council, Hayle Town Council, Environment
Agency, Natural England, English Heritage, the Highways Agency and RSPB. Other consultees included
SWRDA (South West Regional Development Agency), MCTi (Markets and Country Towns initiative), GOSW
(Government Office South West), CPR Regeneration, Save our Sands, Hayle Harbour Users Association,
Fishermen’s Groups, and Hayle Harbour Support Group. Details of the results of these consultations are
reported in the individual topic chapters.
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2

Site Description

2.1

Site location

The site is located within the town of Hayle on the north coast of Cornwall within a sheltered estuary
approximately 5.5 miles south-east of St Ives, 8 miles north-east of Penzance and 6 miles south-west of
Camborne (see Figure 2.1).
The site consists of;
x
x

a main harbour area located within the town of Hayle, which includes three main quays
areas of dunes and agricultural land to the north of the harbour

See Figure 2.2.

2.2

Brief site history

Whilst not quite the cradle of the Industrial Revolution, Hayle can claim to have made a major impact upon
industrialisation worldwide in the 19th Century. It is this industrial heritage which is crucial, both to the current
nature of Hayle and to the proposals for regeneration.
Hayle is not, and never was, a picturesque Cornish fishing village. Neither is Hayle a natural harbour. The
very nature of the waters in and around the Harbour is an artificial construct, deriving directly from competition
between the two industrial giants: Harvey’s Foundry and Trevithick on the one hand; and the Cornish Copper
Company on the other. The great features of the estuaries of the Hayle and Angarrack rivers: Carnsew Pool,
Copperhouse Pool, the harbour itself, the triangular spit and cockle bank (see Figure 2.2), are all products of
that industrial competition. They were constructed to allow an unnatural harbour to be kept clear and create
sufficient depth of water to allow the large ships of the day to service the two foundries and take away their
products.
Both North and South Quays would have presented a picture not dissimilar to the industrialised towns of the
North. Both foundries built their own ships and also ships for others. Railway lines linked the main line to all
the quays by around 1850. From the end of the 19th Century through to the end of the First World War, the
large factory of the National Explosives Company was one of only two producing cordite for the Royal Navy.
Between the wars the shipyard on South Quay became the ship breakers yard of Thos W Ward Ltd, scrapping
ships surplus to requirements after the War. During the Second World War, North Quay was the site of the
only ICI factory making the fuel additives crucial to combat aircraft. At the beginning of the 20th Century,
North Quay became the site of a power station, serving most of West Cornwall with electricity and getting its
coal from South Wales by sea. The advent of nuclear power saw its demise in 1979.
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2.3

Outline of existing conditions

By the beginning of the 1980s, Hayle had largely taken on the form seen today. Virtually all of the industries
had gone; along with most of the buildings. What remained was the basis of the historic sluicing system and
the equally historic and significant harbour walls.
The site can be divided into eight distinct areas (see Figure 2.2):
x

Copperhouse Pool

x

Carnsew Pool

x

North Quay

x

South Quay

x

East Quay

x

Triangular Spit

x

Harbour

x

Existing agricultural areas referred to as Riviere Fields and Hilltop

Both North and South Quays are now largely derelict. Areas on both these Quays are used by the local fishing
fleet and there is some storage of boats for repair work. Chieftain’s Yard on North Quay was previously used
for oil storage and is still used for aggregate operations, whilst the ICI “Octel” building is in partial use,
including a café. The original Customs House is now the office of Hayle Harbour Management Ltd, the harbour
operator; a part of ING Ltd.
East Quay is occupied by a small boatbuilder and a shellfish wholesaler, whose indoor tanks are used to
“fatten up” the shellfish. The base of the old power station still remains at the end of North Quay, adjoining the
main sub-station for this part of Cornwall. A line of sandstone and mudstone cliffs backs North Quay. Made
ground, a relic of long-dead copper mining, is found above this. Beyond North Quay are “the Towans”, “Hayle
Towans” and “ Riviere Towans”, areas of extensive dunes including an area of chalet dwellings, characteristic
of sections of the North Cornwall coast. The area above Copperhouse Pool is, and has always been, in
agricultural use.

2.4

The context of regeneration

Hayle Harbour represents, perhaps, the most significant area of derelict land in a single ownership within the
South West. Its lack of development has prevented the effective economic growth of Hayle for the best part of
half a century. The South West’s Regional Spatial Strategy and the South West’s Regional Economic Strategy
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and Business Plan recognise the priority to be given to Hayle in finally achieving its regeneration. Penwith
District Council regards the regeneration of Hayle as their greatest priority.
The development proposals have been designed with the aim to address the clear need to make a contribution
to the economy of West Cornwall through the creation of a sustainable community at Hayle Harbour, linking
effectively the new and existing elements of Hayle.

2.5

Key environmental features of site and surroundings

The following were identified during scoping as key features of the existing environment which could
potentially be sensitive to environmental impacts, and/or could have implications in terms of the significance of
the likely environmental impacts:
x

Sensitive ecological areas – The site and surrounding brownfield and greenfield areas are known to
support important ecological communities. Known sensitive areas include Carnsew and Copperhouse
pools which lie within the Hayle Estuary, Carrack Gladden SSSI (see Figure 12.2), a colony of rare
liverwort called Petalwort on the Triangular Spit, and South Quay and dune grassland habitats at in the
towan areas

x

Sensitive water resources – The proximity of the site to sensitive waterbodies was identified as having
implications in terms of risk of water pollution from construction and operational activities including
remediation works as well as the impacts from any planned discharges or abstractions

x

Shellfish fishery - Hayle supports one of the most significant crustacean fisheries in the UK. Water
quality is critical to the preservation of this fishery

x

Areas important for protected species - The proposals are located within an area of brownfield and
greenfield habitat supporting an important ecosystem including legally protected species such as bats
and reptiles

x

Transport routes – The provision of a new major residential, leisure and retail destination will potentially
have impacts on the existing road network as well as public transport services and parking

x

Historic areas – The whole of the site is located within a World Heritage Site. The site is of historical
significance and parts lie within a Conservation Area. The site contains a number of listed and locally
listed buildings. From a historical perspective, the sluicing system represented by the Carnsew
Tunnels, the buried mitregate sluice and the listed quay walls and associated structures, together with
the two pools – Carnsew and Copperhouse, all require preservation and reinstatement
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x

Existing site type - The site that is proposed for development is predominantly a brownfield site. The
government has set a target (in PPS3 - currently under consultation) that by 2008 at least 60% of new
housing is to be provided on brownfield land

x

Contaminated land - The site is currently known to be contaminated from previous land uses. This will
have issues in terms of construction waste disposal and potential ground and water pollution

x

Flooding - The site lies in an area at risk from tidal flooding (and to a lesser extent fluvial flooding). The
existing flood defences only provide a level of protection equivalent to a 1 in 50 year tidal storm. This is
below the required standard of flood defence performance

x

Socio-economic - The project is likely to have an effect on security, community cohesion, employment
and economic conditions. These effects are likely to be positive but careful design will be needed to
ensure this

x

Energy - St. Ives Bay will be the site of a major new initiative in renewable energy – the WaveHub
Project, aimed at testing the ability to produce commercially viable wave-generated energy. Hayle
Harbour will be the on-shore terminal of the power cable and the potential base of operation for the
companies carrying out this experiment
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3

Scheme Description

3.1

Introduction

The Hayle Harbour development proposals are in outline at this stage, but a clear development ‘envelope’ has
been defined for Outline Planning purposes and it is this that is the subject of this environmental impact
assessment.
This section describes:
•

the development objectives

•

an overview of the Hayle Harbour development scheme

•

a description of the proposed development ‘envelope’ that is the subject of this Environmental
Statement

3.2

The development objectives

The redevelopment of Hayle Harbour serves several different purposes as outlined below, but its overriding
purpose is to regenerate not just the Harbour, but the whole town of Hayle and to stimulate economic activity
in the town, in Penwith and in West Cornwall generally.
The proposed development aims to:
•

stimulate and sustain economic growth in the town and in West Cornwall by providing high quality,
flexible, ICT-connected business premises in a very desirable setting, and by creating a more positive
local business climate

•

realise the full potential of the harbour land, replacing dereliction and inaccessibility with opportunities
for all to benefit from the town’s exceptional beauty and inspirational history

•

release the site’s inherent value, giving people the chance to live, work and socialise on the water’s edge

•

protect, enhance and promote the truly distinctive historical built and natural heritage, reflecting the
site’s World Heritage Site status

•

introduce wider choice for the residents of Hayle and Penwith – choice of housing, jobs, shopping,
leisure and transport, all within the local area

•

make Hayle Harbour a desirable and sustainable destination for home owners and businesses
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•

generate investor confidence in Hayle at all levels, from local businesses and home owners to inward
investors in higher value added businesses

•

3.3

develop proposals in a way that makes efficient use of previously developed brownfield land

Outline of the Hayle Harbour proposals

The development proposals comprise the following key components:
Land use

Gross sq m

Gross sq ft

Retail (A1-A5)

13,198

142,063

Office (B1)

12,905

138,910

Industrial (B2 and B8)

5,575

60,009

Hotel (C1)

2,430

26,157

3,055

32,884

Residential (C3)(incl
affordable units)

Units
1,039 (175)

Leisure and non-residential
institutions (D1 and D2)

Table 3— 1 Development proposals
3.3.1

Proposed new buildings

The specific components of the scheme are indicated in Figure 3.1 and would include:
•

1,039 new dwellings, of which 175 will be affordable units

•

A new Fishermen’s Harbour, incorporating a new Harbour Master’s Office and a fishing support building

•

7,755 sqm of employment space on North Quay, adjacent to both the Wave Hub buildings and the
proposed Fishermen’s Harbour, providing premises for potential fishing-related processes and marinerelated and energy-related activities

•

5,150 sqm business space adjoining the Harvey’s Foundry, including a multi-purpose building
containing a Business Centre for start-ups & small businesses and a FE/HE College facility

•

Space for primary health care facilities

•

A total of 13,198 sqm of food, drink and retail space
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•

A 60 bed hotel and tourist accommodation

•

A fitness gym

•

An information centre;

•

A leisure building to support sailing and other water-based activities

•

Opportunities for landmark buildings on the northern tip of East Quay and South Quay

3.3.2

Proposed new infrastructure

The specific infrastructure components of the scheme would include the following, as indicated in Figure 3.2:
•

Refurbishment and reinstatement of the Listed harbour walls

•

Excavation and reinstatement of part of the historic dockyard which served Harvey’s Foundry

•

Reinstatement of the historic sluicing system

•

Creation of a new fishing and commercial harbour located at the seaward end of North Quay to serve
both the fishing fleet operating from Hayle and vessels supporting the Wave Hub Project

•

Provision of a marina and supporting facilities within a deepened and dredged area of the mid section of
the harbour

•

Impoundment of Penpol Creek as part of the marina by the provision of a half-tide barrier and locking
system to allow deeper draught vessels to operate from Hayle

•

Construction of a new road bridge to access North Quay from Commercial Road

•

Construction of a new road access to South Quay from Carnsew Road

•

Construction of a new road along North Quay, up to Hilltop, through Riviere Fields to connect with
Churchtown Road and Phillack

•

Creation of high quality public open space alongside the harbour throughout South and North Quays,
incorporating a waterside walkway connecting both Foundry and Merchant Curnow’s Quay to the beach

•

Provision of the new cycle connection between Carnsew Road and Copperhouse Pool

•

Incorporation of two new pedestrian/cycle bridges over Penpol Creek

•

Incorporation of a new pedestrian/cycle bridge between East Quay and North Quay

•

Creation of new pedestrian routes between North Quay and Hilltop

•

Provision of parking to serve the new development
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3.3.3

Key development principles and scheme envelope

The development principles underlying the scheme include:
•

Making the best use of previously developed land – to realise the full potential of the brownfield harbour,
enabling Penwith to provide a significant number of homes, jobs and services with minimal impact on
greenfield land

•

Creating an environment that will stimulate and sustain economic growth – to create a very desirable
location capable of attracting businesses to Hayle, encouraging the growth of existing businesses, and
providing opportunities and support for the emergence of new enterprise

•

Benefiting from the waterside location – recognising that the water is central to the regeneration of
Hayle, generating value and acting as a unifying element of an otherwise disparate set of sites

•

Providing a sustainable mix of land uses to generate a residential, employment and visitor destination –
to add to the mix across the whole town, expanding the range of facilities and services locally available
to residents and therefore both adding to the appeal and creating a more sustainable place that is less
car-dependent

•

Protecting the historic waterside infrastructure – responding to the historic setting through appropriate
layout and scale of buildings and open space. Proposals respond to the setting of Listed Buildings,
historic features and the natural setting, improve access to the historic quayside and introduce
interpretation of historic features

•

Integrating the development area with the town and local environment – the built form is intended to
integrate the new development with the existing built areas of the town. One of the key features of the
proposal is the interconnecting promenade that connects the town, the harbour, the hilltop area, the
towans and the beach. The scale and massing of the proposed development reflects the existing
development pattern and natural setting and is represented by five character areas within the proposed
development

3.4

Proposals in more detail

The proposed scheme would comprise five character areas: South Quay, East Quay, North Quay, Hilltop and
Riviere Fields, as shown in Figure 3.3.
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The proposed character areas, land uses, block layouts, building heights, movement connections, access
arrangements and car parking, and a schedule of accommodation, are illustrated in Figures 3.4 to 3.6. These,
together with the scheme description above, represent the proposed development envelope that has been
subject to the environmental impact assessment. No development area is shown for East Quay in Table 3-2
because no building is currently proposed in this location; instead a parcel of land would be made available for
development of a possible landmark building.
Land use

South Quay

North Quay

Hilltop

Riviere Fields

Residential units

260

381

98

300

Retail (A1-A5) (sqm)

10,585

2,613

0

0

Office (B1) (sqm)

5,150

7,755

0

0

Industrial (B2 and B8) (sqm)

0

5,575

0

0

Hotel (C1) (sqm)

0

2,430

0

0

2,000

1,055

0

0

Leisure and non-residential institutions
(D1 and D2) (sqm)

Table 3— 2 Key built components by character area:
3.4.1

South Quay

See Figure 3.4
South Quay is a waterfront area with creeks on both sides and the historic Foundry at its southern end. It is
proposed that the new development would constitute a part of the town centre of Hayle and would include a
mixture of uses including living space, retail units, food and drink, business workspace and community
facilities.
Under the proposed development, South Quay would incorporate a variety of public spaces, streets and public
realm connections with the town centre and the rest of Hayle Harbour. A new pedestrian bridge would
facilitate both direct connection across Penpol Creek and a circular route along South Quay, Foundry and
Penpol Terrace. The proposed block layout would connect through the viaduct arches to the spaces of the
Foundry.
The development would form an edge to Penpol Creek with a variety of retail uses and some food and drink
along the stepped waterfront promenade. Along the western edge of South Quay, overlooking Carnsew Pool,
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there would be a greater proportion of business and commercial uses, associated with the Foundry business
community.
It is proposed that residential uses above ground floor would have balconies and, in some places, roof gardens
above the retail use. Proposals include for a potential landmark building on the end of South Quay, a
prominent position within the harbour development.
A new pedestrian bridge would connect over Penpol Creek to East Quay to another potential landmark
building. A further bridge would connect East Quay to North Quay. Pedestrian and cycle connections would
be provided along the length of the South Quay and on to Copperhouse Pool via the new bridges, forming a
connection between Carnsew Road and the King George V Memorial Walk.
South Quay would be accessed at its southern end via a new road connected to Carnsew Road. Car parking
would be a mixture of surface parking, basement parking for residents and some parking, in the last phase of
development, on the eastern area of the Triangular Spit and the connecting causeway.
3.4.2

East Quay

See Figure 3.4
East Quay is strategically located between Copperhouse and Foundry. It sits between South Quay and North
Quay and two new pedestrian/cycle bridges would connect it to the new waterfront promenades, making it a
crucial component of the link between town and beach. The proposed development includes public realm to
match the quality of that on the other two quays.
The prominent location of East Quay offers 360° views of the harbour, estuary, the surrounding countryside
and the town. It is proposed as a location for a potential landmark building.
3.4.3

North Quay

See Figure 3.5
As on South Quay, the proposed promenade along North Quay would make up the change in levels between
the new flood-protected development and the old harbour walls and would provide public open space. New
pedestrian and cycle linkages would connect North Quay to both Copperhouse, and to South and East Quays.
A new walkway is proposed from the western end of North Quay to the beach.
A new hotel is proposed as a focal building at the eastern entrance to North Quay, a location that references
the site of the previous Britannia Hotel. It is intended to retain the adjacent listed former stable block, although
it is in very poor condition. However, the environmental assessment assesses impact and mitigation in the
event of its demolition in case future detailed design work demonstrates that it is unfeasible to retain it after all.
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The eastern end of North Quay is notable for a concentration of other historic features, including the Octel
buildings, Harbour Master’s Office, Listed railway bridges and other structures. The proposed development
would introduce interpretation of historic features throughout the Harbour.
Proposals for North Quay incorporate more food and drink outlets than non-food retail; non-food retail is
expected to be predominantly related to water-based activities. Food and drink outlets would line the
promenade with south facing areas for outdoor eating and drinking.
The Fishermen’s Quay and Harbour would be located towards the western end of North Quay. This is also the
proposed location for uses associated with the Wave Hub project and for businesses serving the marine /
energy sector.
The adjacent Energy Centre for North Quay would provide energy for the development through a district
network. South Quay would similarly be served by a district network.
Proposals incorporate a variety of building types with apartment blocks, houses with duplex and flats above,
and town houses with south/ south-east facing gardens, arranged with views of the waterfront either from
within the dwelling or from external spaces including balconies, decks and gardens.
The vehicular access along North Quay is proposed as a street, accommodating traffic movement and HGVs
but also serving as a pedestrian connection. The variety of connections and ‘opeways’ proposed are intended
to provide access to the water and to the Hilltop area.
3.4.4

Hilltop

See Figure 3.5
It is proposed that residential development take place on the Hilltop, a raised area of towans above the cliff
with views across the harbour, estuary, the Hayle townscape and surrounding landscape.
At the top of the cliff, it is proposed that terraces of houses and apartments continue the line of the housing on
North Quay. The western housing would be connected to the waterside via a stepped ‘opeway’ and a ramped
path would provide alternative, DDA compliant access between Hilltop and North Quay. The proposals allow
for a small cafe on the Hilltop, as a destination and viewing area.
Vehicular access to Hilltop would be via a new road that loops around the western end of North Quay, and by
a connection through to Phillack.
3.4.5

Riviere Fields

See Figure 3.6
Riviere Fields is proposed as a new community on the hillside overlooking Copperhouse Pool. It contrasts with
the development on the towans and has a more village character.
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The proposed residential development is arranged around a central green within a landscape of pines,
arranged in a series of terraces with south facing gardens. Community gardens are proposed in the south east
corner of the site.
Pedestrian and cyclist linkages to Phillack and Copperhouse are proposed but linkages into the towans are
limited to minimise any ecological impacts. The transition between the towans and Riviere Fields is made by
the meeting of dune grassland and a copse of pines which act as a shelterbelt as well as a landscape structure
defining the junction between the two areas
3.4.6

Water-based development

See Figure 3.2
The development scheme proposes a new fishermen’s harbour with a fixed, cross-flow harbour arm and
floating pontoons to accommodate the needs of fishermen displaced by other water-based development in the
harbour. The quay alongside would accommodate purpose-built ancillary buildings and facilities to support the
fishing industry. The boat building and shellfish processing activities currently on East Quay would be
relocated to this new quay to create a new consolidated fishing hub.
The new fishermen’s harbour would also support the Wave Hub project, serving the larger vessels that will be
used to service the off shore infrastructure. A new sailing club will be constructed adjacent to the fishermen’s
quay, with a clubhouse, slipway and boat storage provided.
It is proposed to create a new marina basin by the removal of the Cockle Bank, the area beneath and around it
being deepened so that vessels can float at all states of the tide.
Penpol Creek would be impounded by the construction of a half tide, bottom-hinged lifting gate at its entrance.
Under normal operation the gate would lift when the tide falls to mid-tide level to retain a permanent depth of
water within the creek to keep certain vessels afloat during low tide. However, it would also be possible to
raise the gate to a higher retained water level to enable the temporary mooring of a larger vessel, such as an
historic ship, at South Quay. In conjunction with other civil engineering works, it would also provide a means of
increasing the tidal flood defence protection to existing development at Foundry Square.
It is proposed that the scheme replace the sluices that were historically located at the entrance to
Copperhouse Pool, Carnsew Tunnels and Carnsew ‘Second Sluice’ with modern equivalents. The sluice gates
have traditionally operated to aid the management of sediment in the harbour by holding the water back in the
Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools, and then releasing it to scour away unwanted sediment to prevent the
harbour and estuary mouth from clogging up. Their reinstatement would allow the same function to be
performed.
These water-based infrastructure works are intended to help to unify Hayle, raising the importance of the water
as an integral component of the town and a focus of interest and activity.
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3.4.7

Phasing of development

ING intends to implement the proposed development through phased construction over 9 years to 2018.
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4

Planning Policy Context

4.1

Introduction

This chapter sets out the overarching planning policies relevant to the consideration of this outline application.
It outlines the policy context within which this environmental impact assessment has been carried out.
Specific planning policies relevant to each environmental topic are outlined in the relevant topic chapters of
this Environmental Statement. The case, in terms of planning policy, is made in the accompanying ‘Planning
Statement’.
The relevant planning policy is set at national, regional and local level:
•

At a national level guidance is provided by a series of Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPGs) and
Planning Policy Statements (PPSs)

•

Since the commencement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the previously
advisory Regional Planning Guidance (RPG) is now part of the development plan and has been
renamed the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS). The draft RSS for the South West, which will replace
the existing document, has been published and was examined between April and July 2007, but is
afforded less weight because of its draft status. The adopted Cornwall Structure Plan will eventually
be replaced by the RSS

•

Local planning policy is made up of the adopted Penwith Local Plan which will eventually be replaced
by the Local Development Framework

4.2

National policy

4.2.1

PPS1: Delivering sustainable development

The starting point for consideration of planning policy is Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable
Development. Sustainable development is the overarching concept for all national planning policy and the
regional and local planning policy documents that take their lead from national planning policy. Paragraph 4 of
PPS1 sets out the Government’s four aims of sustainable development as;
•

social progress which recognises the needs of everyone

•

effective protection of the environment

•

the prudent use of natural resources

•

the maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment
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Paragraph 13 sets out a number of Key Principles that are intended to ensure that decisions taken on planning
applications will make a positive contribution to the delivery of sustainable development. Of particular
relevance to this proposal are the need for a spatial planning approach (as opposed to a land use based
approach); the need to pursue development in an integrated manner; the need to address the causes of
climate change; the need for high design quality; and effective community involvement.
Paragraph 35 provides greater detail on design and states that “high quality and inclusive design should be the
aim of all those involved in the development process. High quality and inclusive design should create wellmixed and integrated developments which avoid segregation and have well-planned public spaces that bring
people together and provide opportunities for physical activity and recreation. It means ensuring a place will
function well and add to the overall character and quality of the area, not just for the short term but over the
lifetime of the development. This requires carefully planned, high quality buildings and spaces that support the
efficient use of resources”.
December 2006 saw the publication of a consultation draft of a supplementary document to PPS1 on ‘Planning
and climate change’. Although the document is in draft form, it is a clear indication of the importance that the
Government attaches to the issue. Paragraph 6 highlights key planning objectives and reduction in carbon
emissions is highlighted as one.
The proposed development complies with the provisions of PPS1 and the climate change supplement. The
need for the scheme is set out in Local Plan policy. The Statement of Community Involvement that
accompanies the planning application indicates that the local community supports the regeneration of Hayle
Harbour and has been involved throughout the development of the proposal. An integrated approach has
been taken to developing the scheme, integrating land use, transportation, socio-economic and environmental
planning issues resulting in a comprehensive proposal. As demonstrated in the supporting documentation, the
proposal provides for high quality design and accessibility, incorporates energy efficiency and renewable
energy measures and supports the Wave Hub renewable energy project.
4.2.2

PPS3: Housing

The main provisions of PPS3 insofar as they apply to the proposal are embodied in the first four objectives
outlined in paragraph 10, as follows;
•

High quality housing that is well-designed and built to a high standard

•

A mix of housing, both market and affordable, particularly in terms of tenure and price, to support a
wide variety of households in all areas, both urban and rural

•

A sufficient quantity of housing taking into account need and demand and seeking to improve choice

•

Housing developments in suitable locations, which offer a good range of community facilities and with
good access to jobs, key services and infrastructure
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In addition, paragraph 40 reiterates guidance found throughout policy on the desirability of reusing previously
developed land for development.
The proposal commits to high design quality and high density development where this respects character,
topography, heritage and nature conservation. The scheme would provide 1,039 new dwellings, of which 175
would be affordable, representing almost a third of the number of Hayle’s existing dwellings and provides a
significant proportion of Penwith’s future housing targets. It would incorporate a mix of housing type, tenure,
size and affordability, improving supply and choice in an area of housing need. The development site is
located adjacent to the urban centre of the town and is well connected to services, jobs, and transport
infrastructure, adhering to the principles of sustainable development.
4.2.3

PPG4: Industrial, commercial development and small firms

The PPG dates from 1992 and is due to be updated but it continues to highlight a number of relevant
principles. Paragraph 1 highlights the importance the Government attaches to economic development, along
with the need for environmental protection to be a consideration at the same time. Paragraph 15 highlights the
benefits of mixed use development and paragraph 21 states that “many urban areas contain large amounts of
land, once used for industrial purposes but now under used or vacant. Getting this land back into beneficial
use is important to the regeneration of towns and cities”.
The proposal makes efficient use of former industrial land in a way that is designed to unlock and support the
regeneration of the town. The scheme encompasses the provision of employment space and its integrated
approach should support both existing and new business, as discussed in Chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement.
4.2.4

PPS6: Planning for town centres

PPS6 promotes a clear ‘town centres first’ policy approach in an attempt to rectify policy approaches in the
past that have severely damaged the viability and attractiveness of traditional town centres. Chapter 2 looks
for ‘positive planning for town centres’. Paragraph 2.3 refers to “making better use of existing land and
buildings, including, where appropriate, redevelopment (and) where necessary, extending the centre”.
Paragraph 2.8 of PPS6 states that “local planning authorities should assess the scope for consolidating and
strengthening…centres by seeking to focus a wider range of services there, promote the diversification of uses
and improve the environment”. Paragraph 2.19 refers to the need for high quality and safe environments for
town centres to remain attractive and competitive.
The proposed development adheres to these principles by: consolidating town centre activities at the southern
end of South Quay in conjunction with the adjacent Foundry area of the town; diversifying and expanding the
range of facilities and services currently available; introducing an attractive water-side component to the town
centre environment; and providing pedestrian linkage that would enable the circulation that is essential for
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effective integration. The Retail Impact Assessment that accompanies the planning application addresses the
potential impact of the proposal on the existing centres and concludes that positive benefits will result.
PPS9: Biodiversity and geological conservation
The aim of PPS9 is that construction, development and regeneration should have minimal impact on
biodiversity and enhance it wherever possible. It sets out six key principles to ensure that the potential impacts
of planning decisions on biodiversity and geological conservation are fully considered. The relevant key
principles can be summarised as:
•

Planning decisions should be based on up to date environmental information

•

Planning decisions should aim to maintain, and enhance, restore or add to, biodiversity

•

The aim of planning decisions should be to prevent harm to biodiversity and geological conservation
interests

The PPS and the accompanying Circular 06/2005 give guidance on the treatment of sites with international and
national designation, regional and local sites and other important natural habitats, networks of local habitats
and the protection of species. There are sites of international, national and local nature conservation
significance at Hayle which could be affected by the proposals.
The guidance has been taken into account in the formulation of the proposals. Full surveys of relevant
environmental issues have been undertaken and the impact of the scheme is assessed fully in Chapter 12 in
respect of terrestrial, aquatic and ornithological impacts. Comprehensive proposals are put forward for
mitigation, particularly with regard to parking on the Triangular Spit, loss of dune grassland, wildlife habitat
connectivity at Riviere Fields, dredging of the harbour, timing of sluicing and ongoing management and
monitoring. The design and mitigation measures proposed result in a proposal that complies with the
requirements of the national guidance.
4.2.5

PPS10: Planning for sustainable waste management

Paragraph 33 of PPS10 states that “all planning authorities should, where relevant, consider the likely impact
of proposed, non-waste related development on existing waste management facilities”. Paragraph 34 states
that “proposed new development should be supported by site waste management plans” and paragraph 35
refers to good design and layout securing opportunities for sustainable waste management.
A waste management strategy would be implemented for the proposed scheme, as indicated in Chapter 9, and
space is provided to ensure that modern waste management systems can be initiated. The proposal is
compliant with national policy.
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4.2.6

PPG13: Transport

PPG13 sets out the objectives of Government in relation to planning and transport; to “promote more
sustainable transport choices for both people and for moving freight; promote accessibility to jobs, shopping,
leisure facilities and services by public transport, walking and cycling; and reduce the need to travel, especially
by car”. Paragraph 6 sets out a number of ways in which these objectives may be achieved, such as focussing
major generators of travel demand in town centres and near to major public transport interchanges, planning
for increasing the intensity of housing and employment at suitable locations and giving priority to people over
ease of traffic movement.
In addition to wide ranging sustainability and locational issues, PPG13 addresses the physical form of places.
Paragraph 28 unequivocally states that “people should come before traffic”. This guiding principle is defined,
explained and expanded upon in guidance contained in ‘Manual for Streets’.
The transportation impact of the proposed development is considered in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement and in the Transport Assessment that accompanies the planning application. The Transport
Assessment concludes that the proposal accords with the transport policies of the District and County which
are themselves consistent with the national policy guidance.
4.2.7

PPG15: Planning and the historic environment and PPG16: Archaeology and planning

Both documents emphasise the importance that the Government attaches to protection of the nation’s historic
and cultural heritage in assessing development proposals, and are particularly relevant to Hayle Harbour
because it lies within a World Heritage Site and a Conservation Area and it includes many listed structures and
buildings. This component of Hayle is described more comprehensively in Chapters 7 and 10 of the
Environmental Statement and in the Historical Report that accompanies the planning application. In Chapter 7
the point is made that the much of the proposed scheme would replace sites that are currently in poor
condition, resulting in a more positive appearance which would enhance the character of the harbour. It further
concludes that important landscape features would continue to be dominant visual elements in Hayle.
Particularly given the site’s heritage status, there is a duty to preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the area designated, as highlighted in paragraph 4.14. PPG15 demands a justification for any
alterations to protected historic buildings or sites. It further states that “the best way of securing the upkeep of
historic buildings and areas is to keep them in active use”, and PPG16 refers to a “presumption in favour of
physical preservation in situ”. The proposed development adopts that same approach, restoring the historic
features in situ as part of a comprehensive package of measures to re-use the harbour. The Historical Report
offers justification for proposed alterations.
PPG16 indicates good practice for developers, including early consultations and the potential need for field
evaluations if there is the likelihood of remains of archaeological significance being present on the site. Chapter
10 confirms that best practice will be followed in respect of the site’s archaeology and, in accordance with the
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guidance in PPG 16, any potential impacts to any remains associated with ‘Sites of Hidden Archaeology’ will
be mitigated by a programme of targeted archaeological evaluation and recording.
4.2.8

PPG17: Planning for open space, sport and recreation

PPG17 highlights the importance of leisure provision in underpinning quality of life. Various planning
objectives are set out, including promotion of social inclusion and community cohesion and assisting in health
and well being.
The proposed development would make use of existing leisure space and recreational facilities in the form of
the beach, cycleways and footpaths, and proposes to improve their accessibility from both new and existing
areas of the town. The scheme incorporates leisure proposals and a network of footpaths and cycleways,
including three new bridges over the harbour creeks. All of this would support healthy outdoor activity.
The proposal would also introduce new play space areas, particularly associated with the residential
development, and significant areas of new public open space, particularly along the harbour side. Open space
and play areas for the proposed new housing will need to be developed in accordance with the National
Playing Fields Association standards (1.4ha/1,000 population). Chapter 15 indicates that the potential
population of the 1,039 units (calculated as 2,296 people) would generate an open space requirement in the
order of 3.2ha. Given the location and opportunities for recreation provided within the proposed scheme,
particularly on and in the water, this is broadly in line with that provided by the development (2.7ha).
4.2.9

PPG20: Coastal planning

Paragraph 2.22 of PPG20 on coastal planning states that local planning authorities should look to improve the
physical environment and conserve the natural beauty and amenity of the land. They should also look to
regenerate run down coastal towns and ports.
The redevelopment proposal clearly addresses the latter point. The impact on the coastal environment and
natural beauty and amenity is referred to in Chapter 7 on landscape and visual impact. It concludes that much
of the proposed development would replace areas of land which are currently degraded, creating a new,
positive part of the town which would enhance the character of the harbour and the surrounding area. It further
concludes that important landscape features such as the estuary, the beach, the viaduct, the quay walls,
surviving industrial buildings and structures and linear nature of the town would remain as dominant elements
in Hayle.
The adverse impact of those components of the proposed development that would result in the loss of areas
valued for their rural qualities, specifically Riviere Fields and proposed car parking on Triangular Spit, would be
minimised by reducing the area affected and screening the proposals.
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4.2.10

PPG21: Tourism

PPG21 recognises the major contribution that tourism makes to national and local economies and is
particularly relevant in West Cornwall. The proposal aims to support balanced economic growth, incorporating
a mix of tourism and non-tourism related development, and its integrated planning is intended to bring
prosperity not only to the new development but to existing businesses in the town. Chapter 15 assesses the
socio-economic impact of the proposal and concludes that, overall, the proposed development should provide
a range of benefits to the population, including provision of an upgraded environment, cultural facilities and
potential for some restructuring of the economy through provision of sites and premises (and targeting of key
sectors).
It notes the importance of flexibility in the proposed development to ensure that it can fulfil its function to assist
in the regeneration of Hayle and the development of Penwith. This flexibility would maximise opportunities to
enhance the positive socio-economic impacts of the development, including the ability to respond to tourism
initiatives, and to mitigate any negative impacts.
4.2.11

PPG22: Renewable energy

PPG22 states that “the wider environmental and economic benefits of all proposals for renewable energy
projects, whatever their scale, are material considerations that should be given significant weight in
determining whether proposals should be granted planning permission”. In this context, the Wave Hub
initiative that will be supported by the proposed development is of particular significance.
4.2.12

PPS23: Planning and pollution control

PPS23 advises that any consideration of the quality of land, air or water and potential impacts arising from
development, possibly leading to impacts on health, is capable of being a material planning consideration.
The impacts in relation to this guidance are set out in Chapters 11, 13 and 14. Chapter 11 sets out the good
practice mitigation measures necessary to minimise impact on air quality and pollution during the construction
phase and concludes that air pollution from the operational phase is within guidelines.
Chapter 13 proposes mitigation measures to treat and contain contaminated soils or pollutants from crude
sewage entering the groundwater and/or being washed into Hayle Harbour. Good site practice is proposed to
reduce the likelihood of accidental spillages of chemicals and fuels from entering the groundwater or site
surface water run off.
Chapter 14 commits the development to the incorporation of measures to mitigate any unacceptable risks that
might be identified and makes reference to a range of potential mitigation measures that will be considered at
the detailed planning stage.
The proposal accords with PPS23.
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4.2.13

PPG24: Planning and noise

PPG24 outlines the considerations relevant to determining planning applications both for noise sensitive
development and for those activities that generate noise, and advises on the use of conditions to minimise the
impact. The need for planning authorities to ensure that development does not cause an unacceptable degree
of disturbance is stated and guidance is provided on the approach to assessment of noise from sources
associated with industrial and commercial development. Operational road traffic is identified as a noise source
to be considered.
Noise Exposure Categories (NEC’s) for the development area have been calculated in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement, in accordance with the guidance of PPG24, assuming that noise is attributable to
‘mixed sources’ – road traffic, rail traffic and marine sources.
The assessment indicates that for site areas within NEC’s B (South Quay) and C (southern end of South Quay
adjacent to Carnsew Road) the impacts of the external noise environment will need to be taken into account in
the planning and design of the buildings. Appropriate attention to detailed layout and building design,
construction and materials will be required to achieve acceptable internal ambient noise levels and to maintain
the amenity of external spaces.
In order to mitigate construction and operational impact on noise and vibration, measures such as speed
reduction (for road traffic and powered boats), selection of appropriate road surface materials and the
management of construction noise through restricted work times, noise control at source and the provision of
screens or barriers where practical would be implemented.
4.2.14

PPS25: Planning and flood risk

This guidance requires that a sequential approach is applied to steer new development to areas at the lowest
probability of flooding, and to demonstrate that there are no reasonable alternative sites in areas with a lower
probability of flooding that would be appropriate for that type of development. The case is made for
development at Hayle Harbour on the basis that there are no more suitable sites that could be used to
regenerate Hayle, and that there are no more suitable sites that could be used for a significant mixed use
harbour regeneration scheme.
Chapter 13 of the Environmental Statement indicates that much of the proposed development site lies within
Flood Zone 1 but that the scheme satisfies each of the three Exception Tests. It indicates that the proposed
scheme is able to demonstrate appropriate flood resilience and resistance. Through adherence to the required
approach, the proposal accords with national planning guidance.
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4.3

Regional planning policy

The Regional Spatial Strategy is currently RPG10, although a new Spatial Strategy is being prepared to cover
the period to 2026. This section covers both documents.
4.3.1

Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10)

Policy VIS 2: Principles for future development
This policy sets out the broad principles for development, summarised as follows:
•

undertake the development of suitable previously developed urban land (or buildings for re-use or
conversion) and other appropriate sites in urban areas as a first priority for urban-related land uses

•

ensure a balance of land uses in urban localities including a mix of housing types, retail, business and
commercial development, industry, education, social and cultural facilities, leisure, sport, recreation
and open space uses

•

make efficient use of land with well designed development taking place at as high a density as
possible commensurate with a good living and working environment

•

make adequate provision for all land uses, including those with large space requirements, the
development needs of new or expanding firms and those unable to be accommodated within urban
areas

•

meet the economic and social needs of rural communities

•

promote the provision and enhancement of networks for walking, cycling and public transport and
ensure that development which generates large amounts of movement is well served by sustainable
transport networks

•

conserve and enhance environmental assets and promote a good quality of design, including good
building design, quality landscape and urban spaces and a mixture of complementary uses

•

reduce and minimise flood risk to people and properties and take fully into account issues of water
supply and treatment infrastructure

The application of these principles to the proposed scheme is assessed through the individual chapters of the
Environmental Statement, but generally the comprehensive mixed use nature of the proposal, its relationship
with the existing developed areas of Hayle, its approach to economic regeneration, its proximity to public
transport services and its approach to heritage restoration and ecological protection suggest that it complies
with these broad principles.
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Policy SS 1: Regional spatial strategy
Within the vision and objectives of this RPG, local authorities and other agencies in their plans, policies and
programmes should recognise the role of the South West region in contributing to the wider priorities of
promoting national prosperity. This aim needs to be pursued within a context that respects and balances the
inter-dependence of the region’s economic, social and environmental assets (i.e. sustainable growth).
This RPG recognises that the South West is a diverse area that can be broadly sub-divided into four spatially
based sub-regions, each of which makes an important contribution to the region as a whole. In the Western
sub-region, within which Hayle sits, there is a need for strong policies and action to tackle long term and deep
seated economic and social problems, which are particularly accentuated by its peripherality in relation to the
SW region and the Country as a whole.
Penwith DC has adopted policy that adheres to this guidance, and the proposal accords with local plan policy
for the redevelopment of Hayle Harbour. The inability to bring forward this redevelopment of the largely derelict
harbour is recognised by Penwith and the Market and Coastal Towns Initiative (MCTI) as the major factor that
has prevented the regeneration of Hayle. The proposal would help to overcome that long term problem.
Policy SS 3: The sub-regional strategy
•

The Western sub-regional strategy focuses on a number of drivers, including the need to:

•

create the conditions for growth, regeneration and diversification in the sub-region by promoting
economic development and environmental improvements

•

encourage appropriate investment in tourism in accordance with Policy TCS1

•

encourage appropriate housing, employment, retail and social facilities in sustainable locations to
reduce social exclusion and rural need

•

conserve and enhance the coastline, landscape, historic and industrial heritage of the sub-region and
recognise them as major assets in the drive to encourage regeneration

•

maintain and enhance the physical and cultural distinctiveness of Cornwall and Devon

•

conserve and enhance important environmental assets

These matters are addressed in the relevant Environmental Statement chapters but again the nature of the
proposals accords with these fundamental points.
Policy SS 18: Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
SS18 further promotes the importance, among other things, of the regeneration of the main towns to act as
employment and service centres for their population and rural hinterlands, and the conservation and
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enhancement of the distinctiveness of the natural and historic environment, issues that are addressed in
Chapters 15 and 7 respectively.
Policy SS 21: Coastal areas
Policy SS21 requires local authorities to support the restructuring of the coastal economies and the provision
of jobs to satisfy local needs, and to support sustainable diversification schemes which help to maintain the
viability of the fishing sector and coastal economic vitality. The policy also promotes the balanced provision of
homes, jobs, services and facilities suitable to the scale and location of coastal towns.
The socio-economic chapter of the Environmental Statement indicates that the redevelopment of the Harbour
would have a positive impact on the local economy.
Policy EN 3: The historic environment
This policy reiterates PPGs15 and 16 and requires local authorities to afford the highest level of protection to
historic and archaeological areas, sites and monuments of international, national and regional importance,
encompassing the World Heritage Site at Hayle. The policy seeks to encourage the restoration and appropriate
re-use of buildings of historic and architectural value, particularly where this would help to bring about urban
regeneration.
The proposed scheme includes plans to restore much of the protected historic harbour infrastructure, as
referred to in Chapter 10 and the Historical Report that accompanies the planning application, as discussed
above under PPGs 15 and 16.
Policy EN3 also requires that local authorities take account of the landscape context and setting of buildings
and settlements; of building materials; and of the patterns of fields, hedgerows and walls that distinguish one
area from another. The extent to which the proposal fits within the local landscape is assessed in Chapter 7,
with largely positive conclusions.
Policy EN4: Quality in the built environment
This requires local authorities, developers and other agencies to work together to further the objectives of
urban renaissance and make the urban areas places where people wish to live, through:
•

high quality architecture, urban design, layout and landscape architecture

•

improvement to the environment, recognising and maximising the positive contribution that trees,
other planting and open spaces can make to urban areas in terms of their recreational, nature
conservation and wider environmental and social benefits

•

promoting development of previously developed “brownfield” sites and enabling urban restructuring
and redevelopment
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•

protecting and enhancing distinctive features and settings of the locality and making use of local
character to create identity and a sense of place that reflects their context

•

design and layout that is relevant to particular sites and their context

The proposal is adjudged by the planning application documentation to deliver against each of these points, a
message reinforced by the involvement and support of the government’s Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE) for the current proposal.
Policy EC3: Employment sites
Local authorities, the South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) and other agencies should aim to
provide for a range and choice of employment sites to meet the projected needs of local businesses and new
investment. The location of sites should meet the sustainable development criteria of the strategy by:
•

giving preference to land within urban areas, particularly previously-developed land

•

being well integrated with the existing settlement pattern and accessible to sources of labour and
business services

•

being likely to provide a realistic choice of access, including being well served by public transport

•

supporting programmes of regeneration in urban and rural areas and coastal towns

One of the two main proposed employment clusters would be located adjacent to Foundry, with the intention
of generating mutual support through integration and critical mass. The other is more peripheral, at the west
end of North Quay, but this too is intended be integrated with the town and public transport by means of a
street and pedestrian routes/cycleways. It too is intended to create some critical mass with the fishing quay
and land-based servicing for the Wave Hub project.
The proposed scheme has been developed with SWRDA and Penwith DC with a view to improving the
economic prospects of Hayle and West Cornwall. Assessment of the economic impacts is set out in Chapter
15, concluding that positive economic and sustainability benefits would be derived from the scheme.
Policy TCS1: Tourism
The policy requires local authorities, tourism bodies and other agencies to seek to promote and encourage
sustainable tourism in the South West by, among other things:
•

improving the quality and range of attractions and accommodation in the region

•

providing for major new flagship attractions in sustainable locations

The proposal accords with the requirement to provide a greater range and quality of tourism infrastructure in
Hayle and introduces sites for landmark buildings that might accommodate new flagship attractions.
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Policy HO 5: Previously developed land and buildings
Within the context of improving the quality of urban living, local authorities, developers and other agencies
should aim to maximise the opportunities for development of housing within urban areas. For the region as a
whole the aim should be to achieve at least 50% of new housing provision on previously developed land
(including the conversion of existing buildings) and a reduction in average vacancy rates to 3%.
The majority of the land used for the proposed scheme would be brownfield land and the planning application
documents suggest that its integrated approach is planned to bring economic prosperity and vitality to the
town as a whole, a view supported by the socio-economic and community chapter of the Environmental
Statement.
Policy HO 6: Mix of housing types and densities
Under this policy, in order to promote strong and stable communities, local authorities, social housing
providers, developers and other agencies should make appropriate provision for a wide mix of types of
housing and tenure options which reflect local conditions, including:
•

meeting the housing requirements of the whole community, including those in need of affordable and
special needs housing

•

providing wider housing opportunity and choice and a better mix in the size, type and location of
housing to create mixed communities

The policy also reiterates the need to make more efficient use of land by encouraging housing developments at
higher net densities, particularly on urban sites close to town-centres and transport nodes.
The proposed development would satisfy each of these points, introducing densities of between 30 and 100
dwellings per hectare depending on site conditions and character, and providing a mix of housing location,
tenure, type and size, including 175 affordable units.
Policy TRAN 1: Reducing the need to travel
The policy encourages reduction in the need to travel by private motor vehicle through the appropriate location
of new housing, employment and other uses in existing towns where there is a good choice of travel by
sustainable transport.
The proposal would consolidate mixed use development in a town with good existing public transport
connections and would therefore accord with this policy.
Policy TRAN 10: Walking, cycling and public transport
This requires local authorities, transport operators and other agencies to give priority to walking, cycling and
public transport and to aim to increase the share of total travel by these modes.
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The proposed scheme would make use of existing public transport services and introduce many new
pedestrian and cycle connections, both within the scheme and between the scheme and surrounding areas of
the town, thereby improving the current level of accessibility. The Transport Assessment and Chapter 8
address this issue further.
Policy RE 2: Flood risk
Policy RE2 reiterates PPS25, requiring, among other things, a sequential approach to the allocation and
development of sites, having regard to their flood risk potential. The proposed development adopts the
required approach and satisfies flood risk policy.
Policy RE5: Management and transportation of waste
Of most relevance to the proposed development is the encouragement for a mix of waste recovery methods,
such as recycling, composting and energy recovery, to reduce reliance on landfill. The proposal accords with
this approach, as set out in Chapter 9.
4.3.2

Draft Regional Spatial Strategy

The draft RSS is yet to be approved as part of the development plan. However, the examination has finished
and the panel report will be available in November 2007. Following receipt of this report, the Secretary of State
will look to approve and publish the final RSS during 2008. The following therefore represent emerging
policies.
Development policy B
In addition to the significant cities and towns identified in Development Policy A and other towns identified in
Section 4, those places which, based on an analysis of roles and functions, meet all of the following criteria,
will be identified as the focal points for the provision of locally significant development:
•

Where there is an existing concentration of business and employment, or where there is realistic
potential for employment opportunities to be developed and enhanced

•

Where shopping and cultural, religious and faith, educational, health and public services can be
provided to meet the needs of the town and the surrounding area whilst minimising car dependence

•

Where there is potential to maintain and develop sustainable transport modes, including accessible
local public transport services to meet identified community needs

In these locations, the scale and mix of development should increase self-containment, develop their function
as service centres especially in terms of employment and service accessibility, and secure targeted
development which can address regeneration needs
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Hayle falls into this category and the redevelopment of Hayle Harbour would help to sustain the town as a
centre serving the broader area.
Development policy E
This emerging policy promotes high quality design, in terms of both urban form and sustainability criteria, and
the documentation supporting the planning application demonstrates that the proposal accords with this
policy.
Development policy F
Development Policy F promotes comprehensive and integrated master planning. It requires that local
authorities work closely with landowners, developers, stakeholders and service providers to achieve a master
plan which takes account of the need to secure mixed and balanced developments; with high density
development of housing of varied types and tenures of at least 50 dwellings per hectare, and higher wherever
possible; cycling, walking and public transport links; local cultural and retail facilities; and health care and
education facilities commensurate with the expected population of the area.
Master plans should also ensure provision of sufficient amenity space and green infrastructure to enhance the
living environment and support improved biodiversity. Within urban areas or urban extensions, and where
sites are close to public transport nodes, consideration should be given to increasing dwelling density to in
excess of 50 dwellings per hectare.
The comprehensive regeneration proposal accords with each of these points, as demonstrated in the Design
and Access Statement which accompanies the Planning Application.
Policies H1 and H2
These policies require the provision of affordable housing and development at densities that make efficient use
of the land. The level of affordable housing provision in the proposed scheme is lower than the percentage set
out in the emerging policy. The Planning Statement accompanying the application puts the case for this lower
level of provision on the grounds of scheme viability and the provision of other benefits such as the restoration
of the historic harbour infrastructure. The proposed scheme does comply with density requirements.
Policy ENV1
Policy ENV1 addresses the issue of protecting and enhancing the quality, character, diversity and local
distinctiveness of the region’s natural and historic environment and states that developments which support
their positive management will be encouraged. Priority will be given to preserving and enhancing sites of
international or national landscape, nature conservation, geological, archaeological or historic importance. As
part of a World Heritage Site, adjacent to an internationally important nature conservation area, the proposed
development, mitigation and management proposals will need to be carefully considered.
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The relevant Environmental Statement chapters, on archaeology and cultural heritage, landscape and visual
assessment and ecology, address these issues and those issues covered in more detail in policies ENV4 and
5, concluding that where adverse impacts would result, particularly with regard to ecology, the appropriate
mitigation measures specified would be applied resulting in acceptable residual impacts.
Policy RE1
Whilst the proposed development will increase energy consumption overall because of the provision of new
homes and businesses, the commitment to the incorporation of renewable energy solutions, including
sustainable construction standards, will result in a significantly more energy efficient scheme.
Policy TC1
Within those settlements identified in the context of Development Policy B, the range and quality of central
area facilities will be maintained and enhanced to meet future needs. In all settlements, measures should be
introduced to improve accessibility by sustainable modes, and to enhance the public realm and quality of the
town centre environment. In doing so, local authorities and other agencies must recognise the role of central
area investment in supporting regeneration objectives.
The scale of new investment in retail and other facilities within town centres should take full account of
changing patterns of behaviour and future levels of population growth.
This policy strengthens some of the points made in Development Policy B and the proposal accords with the
requirement to create centres that are socially, economically and environmentally sustainable.

4.4

Local planning policy

4.4.1

Cornwall Structure Plan

Cornwall County Council has no specific policy with relation to Hayle Harbour, but does have a formal position
on the principle of the redevelopment, as set out in a resolution of the Development Control Committee in
November 2000 that was made in response to a previous application, as referred to in the Planning Statement
that accompanies the current application. The Planning Statement goes on to point out that the current
proposal retains the mixed use redevelopment of the harbour that was supported by the County Council, and
additionally addresses the specific concerns that were set out in the November 2000 resolution by embracing
sustainable development and planning for the positive interaction of social, environmental and economic
factors.
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Policy 1: Principles for sustainable development
The policy is intended to ensure that development brings about a long term and sustainable improvement to
Cornwall’s economic, social and environmental circumstances without harming future opportunity. The aims
of the Hayle Harbour proposal, as set out in the Planning Statement, are entirely compatible with the policy.
The Planning Statement and the chapters of Environmental Statement, together with the Design & Access
Statement and the Sustainability Statement, demonstrate that the proposed scheme complies with the
individual principles of sustainable development set out in Policy 1.
Policy 2: Character areas, design & environment protection
This policy refers to the need to respond to the distinctive local character whilst retaining important elements
of the local townscape. In particular, Policy 2 states that “the conservation and enhancement of sites, areas of
interest, of recognised international or national importance for their landscape, nature conservation,
archaeological or historic importance, including the proposed World Heritage Site, should be given priority in
the consideration of development proposals”. Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement refers specifically to
the significance of the site and the means by which its heritage is protected and enhanced, and other
submitted text (including the landscape and visual assessment chapter, the Planning Statement and the
Design & Access Statement) demonstrate how the proposed scheme complies with Policy 2.
Policy 3: Use of resources
Policy 3 requires development to be compatible with the prudent use of natural and built resources and energy
conservation. The location of the proposed development, predominantly on previously developed land,
accords with the policy. The site is within an area at risk from flooding, but it is recognised that it will not be
possible to bring about the comprehensive regeneration of Hayle and the harbour without redeveloping this
land. Chapter 13 demonstrates how this will be achieved in a way that is resilient and resistant to flooding.
Other chapters of the Environmental Statement demonstrate that the proposal complies with policy in respect
of: sustainable drainage techniques; avoidance of significant levels of pollution; provisions for energy
conservation; the utilisation of renewable energy sources; and the use of sustainable construction principles.
Policy 4: Maritime resources
This policy requires an approach to coastal planning that will support the economic importance and
conservation value of the maritime environment. Most importantly for the Hayle Harbour proposal,
development should be within or well integrated with the existing developed coast and help enhance the
quality of the environment and economic regeneration of the town.
The location and planning of the proposal does relate closely to existing town development and proposals
include facilities for a range of coastal activities, including the fishing industry, leisure and tourism. The socio-
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economic and community chapter of the Environmental Statement (Chapter 15) addresses the issues,
supported by other chapters on landscape assessment, ecology and cultural heritage, collectively indicating
positive benefits of the mitigated scheme.
Policy 6: Waste management
The proposal responds to Policy 6 by making provision for alternative forms of waste disposal and for modern
waste management systems, as indicated in Chapter 9.
Policy 7: Renewable energy resources
The policy requires that provision should be made for renewable energy generation to maximise environmental
and economic benefits whilst minimising any adverse local impacts. The proposal makes a major contribution
to renewable energy generation by supporting the Wave Hub project and enabling Hayle to maximise the
benefits to be derived from it. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement also indicates how localised
renewable energy solutions would be incorporated into the proposal. The scheme is compliant with Policy 7.
Policies 8 and 9: Housing
The proposal would make a significant contribution towards the delivery of the housing targets for Penwith
District indicated in Policy 8. It would also deliver a mix of housing type, tenure, location and size to meet the
needs of the whole community in line with Policy 9, providing increased scope for residents to find suitable
accommodation within the town as their life circumstances change over time.
Policies 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 25 and 28: Location of development
Policy dealing with the general location of development, and more specifically the location of housing,
employment, tourism, town centre and transportation developments, is covered by a number of policies. The
Planning Statement, Design & Access Statement and the Sustainability Statement demonstrate how the
proposed scheme supports the consolidation of the existing town to bring about regeneration benefits and a
more sustainable settlement by means of a comprehensive and integrated mixed use scheme.
4.4.2

Penwith Local Plan

The Penwith Local Plan was adopted in 2004 and is saved for a period of three years up to September 2007.
The Local Plan policies continue to constitute the Development Plan for the time being since the Secretary of
State has directed that they are up to date and in compliance with central government policy.
Policy ST-1:
The proposal is clearly compatible with Policy ST-1 which requires that development be focused on the main
urban centres of Penzance/Newlyn, St. Ives and Hayle, together with, in the case of serviced industrial land,
the St. Erth Station Area.
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Policy GD-1:
This general policy requires that development should be integrated with its surroundings in terms of scale,
siting and design, and should be in keeping with the character of the district. This has particular importance in
Hayle because of the World Heritage Site. The emergence of the masterplan, with the involvement of CABE
and English Heritage in particular, suggests that a responsible approach has been taken in this regard and the
Design & Access Statement demonstrates compliance with this policy.
Policy GD-4:
This policy prevents proposals for development where they would cause significant harm as a result of
inadequate provision for:
•

sewerage, sewage treatment, surface water drainage and water supply

•

the prevention of noise, light, air or water pollution

•

the prevention of flooding, on site or elsewhere

Compliance with policy is demonstrated through Environmental Statement chapters 6, 11 and 13
Policy CC-1:
Development will not be permitted where it would significantly harm the landscape character, amenity, nature
conservation, archaeological, historic or geological values of the coast and countryside of Penwith.
The assessments in respect of landscape impact (Chapter 7), archaeology (10), ecology (12) and ground
conditions (14) indicate that a mitigated scheme would not result in significant harm in these areas.
Policy CC-2:
Proposals which maintain, enhance and facilitate the enjoyment and understanding of landscape character,
amenity, nature conservation, archaeological, historic and geological values in the coast and countryside will
be permitted.
The Planning Statement demonstrates that the proposal aims to both protect and raise awareness of local
historic features and character by means such as improved and/or better managed access and the
introduction of a heritage trail.
Policies CC-7 to CC-14:
Proposals for development which would significantly harm the nature conservation value, protected species or
their habitat, or geological interest of a site will not be permitted under these policies, which are of particular
relevance to Hayle Harbour. The comprehensive assessment in Chapter 12 demonstrates that, where there
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would be a negative impact on nature, appropriate mitigation would prevent significant harm. Mitigation
measures are set out in the ES, including the creation of new areas of dune grassland and the translocation of
reptiles and petalwort. The proposal is compliant with these policies.
Policy TV-6:
Proposals for development which would affect a Conservation Area must not conflict with the objective to
preserve or enhance the character of appearance of the area in terms of scale siting, design and materials.
Developments which would have an adverse effect on the character, appearance or architectural and historic
importance of a conservation area will not be permitted.
The proposed development is within a Conservation Area. Chapter 7 demonstrates that, whilst the current,
largely derelict appearance of the harbour area will be changed, the change does not conflict with the objective
to preserve the harbour’s character since it is not the intention of policy to preserve a derelict site. This
approach is supported by representatives of English Heritage and Cornwall County Council.
Policy TV-16:
This policy requires that major retail, office, entertainment, leisure or community developments should be
located in the town centres of Penzance, St. Ives and Hayle, where the greatest benefits to the community can
be provided. Clearly the proposals comply with policy in this regard.
Proposal TV-D: (previously TV-(i))
This policy is specific to redevelopment of Hayle Harbour and is therefore particularly important. It proposes
that South Quay/Foundry Yard, North Quay and East Quay should be redeveloped for uses within Classes A1,
A2, A3, B1, B2, B8, C1, C3, D1 and D2 of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes Order 1987 (as
amended). It states a number of requirements that proposed development must adhere to. These are set out
below, with a comment on compliance of the current proposal:
•

Make provision for improved port facilities – port facilities displaced by the proposed development would
be reprovided and improved

•

Make provision for the maintenance of the existing level of industrial and storage facilities – new purposebuilt facilities would replace those displaced by the proposed development

•

Ensure that town centre uses (A1, A2 and A3) are closely integrated with the adjacent town centre in
terms of location, orientation and pedestrian movement – the proposal would consolidate the majority of
the retail provision in an extended town centre at Foundry/South Quay. The Design & Access Statement
indicates how new uses would be integrated with those existing
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•

Provide for at least 400 dwellings with a target for 25% of provision being “affordable” and meeting the
requirements of Policy H-14 – whilst the proportion of new dwellings that would be affordable units
would be lower than the target, the Planning Statement indicates that the number of units would be
higher than policy envisaged and offers justification for the lower proportion

•

Be of a scale and design that respects the maritime environment and heritage of these prominent
locations in the harbour – the Historical Report and the Design & Access Statement that accompany this
Planning Application indicate how the urban form has been designed to respond to Hayle’s historic
townscape

•

Retain existing buildings and traditional features which contribute to the character of the area – Chapter
10 and the corresponding Historical Report indicate how historic harbour buildings and features are
treated, the majority being retained, restored and repaired

•

Be compatible with their surroundings – Chapter 7 assesses the impact of the proposals on landscape
and historic character of the area, concluding that a mitigated scheme would bring positive benefits in
this respect

•

Include provision for the improvement of the junction between Carnsew Road and Foundry Lane –
junction improvement has subsequently been addressed by ING to the satisfaction of Penwith DC

Policy H-3:
This policy indicates that proposals for housing development will be permitted in Penzance, Newlyn, St Ives
and Hayle “…provided that the proposal is for the re-use, renovation or redevelopment of previously
developed land or buildings on sites within the towns”. The proposal would bring large areas of previously
developed harbour land and some of its buildings back into use and would result in the renovation of much of
the historic infrastructure. Some of the development would be on adjacent greenfield land. This element of the
scheme does not comply with policy, but the Planning Statement that accompanies the application offers
justification for this additional land take in terms of overall scheme viability on the basis that, without that
additional land, it would not be financially viable to redevelop the brownfield areas, to the overall detriment of
the key regeneration objective.
Policy H-14
This policy requires proposals for affordable housing to genuinely provide for an identified need in the District
in terms of the number and type of dwellings. By providing a range of housing type, size and tenure, the
proposed development would expand the choice and opportunity in the town to accommodate a wider range
of current and future needs over time. The Socio-Economic and Community chapter of the Environmental
Statement points out that the provision of new housing will contribute to the stability of house prices and the
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availability of housing to meet needs across the range of tenures, particularly in the light of continuing
increases in population and household numbers.
H-14 also requires affordable housing to include secure arrangements through the involvement of a registered
social landlord, or through the use of conditions or a planning obligation to ensure that the dwellings will be
retained as affordable in the long term.
Planning obligations will secure the long term provision of affordable housing by making sites available to
suitable providers and by providing low cost homes for sale within the development, with units to be
completed on a phase by phase basis. In the case of low cost housing for sale, suitable covenants will seek to
ensure that units remain available to people on low incomes.
Policy H-18:
Policy H-18 requires the design and layout of residential development to deliver the following. Comments on
the proposal are made in respect of each requirement:
•

Make the most efficient use of the land available and achieve a density of between 30 and 50 dwellings
per hectare net or more on sites with good public transport accessibility – the proposed scheme would
deliver a range of housing at different densities that respond to the character of the individual sites, as
outlined in the Design & Access Statement. The lowest density development (30 units per hectare)
would be on Hilltop, where scattered housing reflects the character of the existing development in that
area. The highest densities (up to 100 units per hectare) would be at North and South Quays where
proximity to existing services and public transport infrastructure is good

•

Discourage extraneous traffic from using residential access roads and be compatible with 20 mph zones
– the movement hierarchy within the proposal is dominated by pedestrian and cycle access around and
through the harbour, connecting to existing areas of the town. Highways through the development are
proposed as pedestrian-friendly streets, demonstrating compatibility with policy

•

Provide for dwelling types and sizes that are appropriate to the mix of households in the area – the
proposal would provide a range of sizes of both houses with gardens and flats, in a variety of locations
throughout the development area

•

General amenity space and, where family dwellings are proposed, play space will be required where
provision in terms of garden space or in the immediate locality is inadequate to serve the development the Design & Access Statement indicates that amenity and play space will meet the required standards
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Policy E-2:
Proposals for industrial and business development, as defined in Classes B1, B2 and B8 of the Town and
Country Planning (Use Classes) Order, 1987 (as amended), will be permitted in or on the edge of the town of
Penzance, Newly, St. Ives, Hayle and St Just. The proposal is compatible with this policy.
Policy TM-1:
Proposals for development related to tourism will be expected to respect the primary environmental resource
of the industry by utilising locations which have a minimal impact on the coast or countryside and avoiding any
adverse effect of increased pressure from the number of visitors and traffic .
The proposal aims to improve the appeal of Hayle by protecting its key natural and historic assets and
providing a wider range of facilities than are currently provided in the town. The Transport Assessment
assesses traffic flows during the summer peak to take account of the worst case traffic scenario and
concludes that the proposal accords with adopted transport policies.
4.4.3

Penwith Local Development Framework (LDF)

Penwith’s LDF is at its very early stages, with the Core Strategy Issues and Options stage completed in Spring
2007. The Preferred Options are now awaited. Although at an early stage, the text sets out a number of
important points. Of particular relevance to this proposal are option A1, A2 and A3 which look to distribute
development appropriately throughout the District. In all options Hayle is identified as a key centre for
development.
The Local Development Scheme refers to consultation on the Preferred Options version of the Hayle Area
Action Plan at the end of 2007. The Hayle Harbour regeneration project will form a major part of this AAP.

4.5

Conclusion

The principle of redeveloping the Hayle Harbour area to introduce corresponding socio-economic regeneration
benefits is broadly backed by national, regional and local policy. This policy review demonstrates that the
proposed scheme responds to national, regional and local policy by making Hayle a more sustainable place
through: the creation of a mixed use scheme in conjunction with existing built areas of the town; the provision
of a significant number and variety of homes, jobs and services to expand the choice currently available; an
integrated approach to land use and movement planning; the generation of intensive areas of activity all along
the waterfront; the design of a walkable, permeable and well connected development; the introduction of high
energy efficiency standards, waste and water management solutions; and through the protection of the built
and natural assets that make the town such an appealing destination.
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The sustainable development principles that are fundamental to current planning policy are also at the heart of
the proposed scheme.
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5

Analysis of Alternatives

5.1

Introduction

It is a requirement of the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999
that an Environmental Statement includes:
‘… an outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer …’
‘… an indication of the main reasons for this choice, taking into account the environmental effects’.
This chapter outlines the alternatives considered in terms of three scenarios:
1)

Alternative sites for the development

2)

Alternative uses for the site

3)

Alternative schemes for the site

5.2

Alternative development sites

Alternative sites for the proposed development have not been considered by the applicants as they have a
specific interest in, and control of, the Hayle Harbour site that does not extend beyond the application
boundary.
The redevelopment of Hayle Harbour has been identified by the relevant planning authorities as a focus for
environmental, social and economic regeneration for a considerable period of time. Penwith District Council,
Hayle Town Council and the other planning bodies in the South West recognise the importance of
redeveloping Hayle Harbour as a means of delivering social, economic and environmental regeneration to the
town of Hayle. Development will also result in the Harbour’s protected historic fabric being restored to better
reflect its contribution to the World Heritage Site, and will provide flood protection for the town. Without the
redevelopment of Hayle Harbour, these benefits will not be delivered: the ‘do-nothing’ alternative is therefore
not considered to be a realistic option.

5.3

Alternative site uses

The Local Plan seeks to ensure a mixed use development proposal for the application site. No alternatives to a
mixed use scheme have therefore been considered: the applicant has not assessed the benefits and
disbenefits of a proposal focused solely on housing, employment or retail provision as these would clearly fail
to deliver the balanced development that is necessary to enable the town to grow.
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However, previous iterations of the current scheme, as outlined in Section 5.4.1below, have considered
alternative combinations and quantum of the mix.

5.4

Strategic alternatives considered

5.4.1

Previous schemes considered

Alternative schemes have been prepared over the past 30 years, and the current applicant, ING, has been
involved with scheme development since 2000 when it was invited to become a potential joint venture partner
to the then owners of the site, Rosshill Properties Ltd.
Those schemes have varied the quantum of development, the mix, the water-based proposals, land-based
layout and site area quite considerably, with corresponding variation in the nature and extent of the impacts.
The following points outline some of the key alternatives assessed and the reasons for rejection:
•

Infilling of part of Carnsew Pool and the former ship yard harbour to the west of South Quay –
rejected because of the ecological impact on the SSSI and the negative impact on historical character
and infrastructure

•

Impoundment of the entire harbour – rejected because of the excessive speed of water flow through
the proposed locking system, negative ecological impact and financial cost

•

Built development on the Triangular Spit – rejected because of the ecological impact on the SSSI

•

New road bridge across East Quay – rejected because it involved high cost, significant visual and
environmental impact and the use of third party land which increased the risks to delivery

•

Lower quantity of housing provision – rejected because of the impact on the financial viability of the
scheme

•

Use of land outside ING ownership – rejected because of potential impact on the ability to deliver the
regeneration scheme

•

Development of a retail outlet centre – rejected in the interests of providing a better balance of
development incorporating a wider range of employment and homes to make the scheme more
sustainable in the longer term

•

Development exclusively on previously developed land – rejected because the limited development
area of the Harbour itself restricted the scale of development to the extent that it was not financially
viable. The option of increasing density on the brownfield land would not have been in keeping with
the character of the historic harbour or the town as a whole. The only alternative was to develop an
area of greenfield land
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5.4.2

Iterations of current scheme

Consultation and consideration of alternatives through the evolution of the development options from 2000 to
2004 led to the scheme promoted by ING in 2005. This scheme incorporated a mixed use development
including employment provision to meet SWRDA requirements, 877 dwellings, a road bridge from Merchant
Curnow’s Quay to North Quay, impoundment of Penpol Creek, excavation of the infilled area of water west of
South Quay, avoidance of buildings on the Triangular Spit and some residential development on greenfield
land.
CABE were invited to comment on this scheme, culminating in a letter of in-principle support but fundamental
comments about the integration of the proposed development with the town, its historic and natural setting.
Following consultation with CABE a further iteration (the scheme currently proposed and the subject of the ES)
was prepared, broadly based on the components on the previous alternative but developed to better integrate
with the existing built areas, activities and communities of Hayle. The current scheme introduces a greater
focus on the relationships between:
•

South Quay, Harvey’s Foundry and Penpol Terrace

•

South Quay and North Quay, via East Quay

•

East Quay, North Quay and Copperhouse

•

North Quay and the Towans

The current proposal introduces greater benefits for the local people by enhancing routes and creating more
interaction between the Harbour and the established areas of the town, so improving business prospects and
opportunities. In short, it integrates Hayle Harbour as a part of the town.

5.5

Outline of main detailed alternatives considered in the scheme

5.5.1

South Quay

Alternative means of maximising both the prospects of success of the first phase of development and its ability
to generate improved prospects for existing businesses in Foundry were considered. The proposal
consolidates the first phase of development at the southern end of South Quay, aligning buildings and spaces
in such a way as to connect across Carnsew Road and under the viaduct to Foundry. It introduces a
pedestrian bridge across Penpol Creek to enable circulation around an extended town centre. Alternatives
considered included more focus on the south western aspect of South Quay but that was considered to draw
attention away from the existing centre of Foundry and Penpol Terrace. This would not necessarily have
resulted in negative impacts on businesses in those areas, but would not have maximised benefits to them in a
way that the current proposal aims to achieve.
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5.5.2

North Quay

One of the proposals for North Quay envisaged a shared vehicle and pedestrian route along the quay side with
basement parking below the waterside blocks. The current proposal has rejected the basement parking on
grounds of cost and draws the waterside buildings closer to the waters edge making the waterside promenade
exclusively for pedestrians, cyclists and emergency vehicles, enabling surface car parking to be incorporated
along the street behind those blocks. Parking is perpendicular to the street, with adequate visibility splays; an
arrangement that is considered to be acceptable because of the light volume of traffic using that street. The
alternatives to perpendicular parking include parallel or diagonal parking (neither of which provides adequate
capacity), or the reintroduction of basement parking which is prohibitively expensive.
On North Quay, an alternative consideration has been the use of the listed or historic buildings. One proposal
planned for the demolition of the Octel buildings, but the current proposal plans for retention, conversion and
extension of the two rendered buildings for residential use.
5.5.3

Riviere Fields

Consideration has been given to the need for development of the only Greenfield area of the proposed
development, at Riviere Fields. This option emerged through previous options as a means of making the
scheme more financially viable. It is considered that there are no viable alternatives to the principle of having
to develop an area of Greenfield, in addition to the brownfield Harbour lands, because of the need to provide
housing numbers sufficient to generate revenue to cross-subsidise the overall scheme.
The alternatives considered and rejected were:
•

Increased density on the quays, but this would result in buildings being too high and dominated by
surface car parking since basement parking is not cost effective

•

Development of buildings on other previously developed land on the Harbour, namely the Triangular
Spit or land at the west of North Quay, but this would involve unacceptable ecological impact

•

The creation of additional land by infilling areas of the estuary, but this would similarly have
unacceptable impacts in respect of the historic setting

•

An alternative greenfield site was considered, to the north of Riviere Fields, but this was considered to
be divorced from the existing areas of the town, would potentially result in additional private car
movements and did not reflect the settlement pattern or topography and so was rejected

5.5.4

Hilltop

Alternative layouts for the housing on Hilltop, including more conventional cul-de-sac layout and a more dense
configuration, were considered and were rejected in favour of the scattered layout that is more compatible with
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the existing Towans development pattern and introduces diversity to the housing mix and character of the new
development.
5.5.5

Highway access

Three main vehicular access points are proposed for Hayle Harbour:
•

From Carnsew Road into South Quay

•

From Merchant Curnow’s Quay on a new road bridge on to North Quay

•

Formalisation of an existing track connection to Phillack through Riviere Fields

Consideration has been given to alternatives for the latter two
Alternatives to new road bridge on to North Quay - A previous scheme included a new access road through
East Quay, but this was rejected because it necessitated the use of land that is not in ING’s ownership,
drawing into question the ability to deliver the scheme. A further alternative was to make us of the former rail
bridge, but its proximity to the sharp bend in the road at the northern end of Penpol Terrace meant it was not
possible to provide a safe turning lane. A new road bridge was therefore proposed and alternatives for its
design have been assessed, including raising it over the listed parapet of the old railway bridge. The selected
option incorporates a low level bridge in order to minimise its visual impact.
Alternatives to access through Phillack - Access via Phillack has been proposed because the alternative, of
routing all traffic through North Quay, did not provide adequate emergency access. The potential traffic
impact on Phillack has been assessed as part of the Transport Assessment which concluded that impact
would be minimal.
5.5.6

Parking

A number of alternative parking strategies have been considered. The proposal allows adequate parking to
accommodate the needs of the new residents and business operators, in order to make the scheme viable.
The alternative of reducing the level of parking provision by further increasing reliance on green travel solutions
is not a viable alternative for the Hayle Harbour development scheme to deliver alone. The Area Action Plan
will need to introduce strategic parking and green travel proposals for the town as a whole.
Alternative means of providing parking on site have been assessed, including basement parking, multi-storey
parking and parking covering the whole of the Triangular Spit. Basement parking and multi-storey parking
were minimised on grounds of cost/viability, with the exception of basement parking on South Quay and a
small multi-storey car park in the former quarry on North Quay which have proved necessary to limit the
parking on the Spit.
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The option of parking on the entire Spit area was considered, but rejected on ecological grounds. Instead,
parking on the Spit is minimised, using only the causeway and a small area on its eastern site where petalwort
is least in evidence. This aspect of the proposal is unavoidable as there is insufficient capacity to
accommodate any more parking to meet essential commercial needs on South Quay itself. Appropriate
mitigation is proposed, as set out in the Ecology chapter of the ES.
5.5.7

Affordable housing and community facilities

The proposed development would provide considerable community benefit to Hayle. It would deliver
economic growth and stability through the provision of a diverse range of jobs, flexible employment space,
increased inward investment, increased expenditure on local businesses, opportunities for skills development,
training and education.
It would not only provide protection, but restoration and enhancement of the historic structure of the Harbour.
It would provide Hayle with a wider choice of housing (including 175 affordable units), shopping, leisure
activities for existing residents and would expand the tourism offer. These benefits are integral to the scheme
if it is designed well and implemented to a high standard.
The principal constraint to the delivery of this significant regeneration proposal is not environmental or
technical, but financial. It is financial viability that has so far prevented the area’s regeneration over the past 30
years.
The development costs (principally restoration of historic features, remediation, infrastructure provision and
flood defence) and the relative land values demand that development be of a certain scale if it is to be viable
and deliverable and, therefore, to realise the ambitions of Penwith DC, Cornwall CC, SWRDA and the GOSW.
This has been a significant driver of the scale, density, quality and nature of the proposed scheme but,
notwithstanding that point, there remains a need for considerable amount of gap funding from SWRDA or other
funding agencies to bring the scheme forward.
For these reasons, alternative mixes of development, to include more business space, a greater proportion of
affordable housing or community facilities, are considered to hinder viability. The redevelopment would not
proceed and the real benefits that would arise from the site’s regeneration as set out above would be lost.
5.5.8

Sluicing

Chapter 13 sets out details of the proposed marine engineering elements of the scheme, and this includes the
proposal to reinstate the sluicing regime within the harbour. Sluicing itself is explained in that chapter, but in
summary it involves the controlled release of water from Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools to aid the scouring
of sediments from the harbour to St Ives Bay.
The reinstatement of sluicing has been included as a scheme element for three principal reasons.
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First, the principal function of the two pools was to facilitate sluicing, and so the re-introduction of the sluicing
control structures is considered to be an important element in the context of historic restoration. It is not
proposed to reinstate precise replicas of the original sluicing mechanisms. In the case of Copperhouse Pool
the original structure has since been replaced by the EA’s tidal sluice so this will be modified to provide the
sluicing effect, subject to agreement with the EA over operational and liability issues. In the case of Carnsew
Pool, new sluices will be installed in the existing tunnels (first sluice) housing. For the mitre gate (second sluice)
channel a new structure is proposed to be constructed within the existing, but currently buried, channel walls.
All three sluicing structures will be mechanised, and will not rely on manual operation, which occurred
historically.
Second, the hydrodynamic modelling of the harbour has demonstrated that sluicing will result in a reduction of
the encroachment of sediments into the harbour from St Ives Bay. Sluicing will therefore assist in the ongoing
management of navigation within the harbour, and will reduce the frequency of maintenance dredging within
the sediment traps, and within the wider marina and fishermen’s harbour. This will provide economic benefits,
as maintenance costs will be reduced due to less frequent dredging.
Third, there is a significant number of local residents with the memory and knowledge of sluicing within Hayle
Harbour. This body of local opinion supports the findings of the hydrodynamic modelling, and reports
significant evidence that, over time, sluicing was effective in keeping the navigation channel clear, and had
some effect on managing the bar at the harbour entrance. Such an effect would help reduce the navigation
risks between the harbour and St Ives Bay.
For these reasons, sluicing is proposed as an integral part of the regeneration scheme, and a scheme without
sluicing has been discounted on these grounds.
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6

Noise and Vibration

6.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the effects that development will have on the environmental noise conditions in the area
of the proposed development. The area considered is within the ‘Redline’ boundary as described in Chapter
3.0. The effects during the construction phase and the longer term post development effects (referred to as
operation phase) are considered separately.
The chapter has been compiled by Buro Happold Limited with reference to information provided by other
design team members, the Penwith District Council and relevant codes, standards and guidance. Reference is
made to existing (baseline) conditions and to relevant legislation and guidance for assessment contained in
existing planning policy.
Responding to material submitted by the development team, the draft scoping opinion provided by Penwith
District Council (Andrew England, 2 July 07) identified noise and vibration as items to be covered within the
environmental assessment of the development. The following issues have been considered:
•

Road traffic and rail noise assessment (full PPG24 for both road and rail on those areas proposed for
residential development)

•

Construction site noise assessment and effects on residential dwellings. (detailed breakdown of the
different construction phases and their effects on the ambient noise levels at existing dwellings)

•

Industrial, retail and leisure activities and their effect on both existing and proposed dwellings (using
BS4142 as these types of activities include the use of refrigeration units, extraction systems etc.) This
includes assessment of activities which may be associated with the Wave Hub research and
development businesses

Additionally this chapter includes consideration of noise from marine activities

6.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

6.2.1

National planning policy and legislation to control noise

Planning Policy Guidance Note 24 (PPG24) – Planning and Noise, 1994
PPG24 outlines the considerations to be taken into account in determining planning applications both for noise
sensitive development and for those activities that generate noise, and advises on the use of conditions to
minimise the impact. The need for planning authorities to ensure developments do not cause an unacceptable
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degree of disturbance is stated, with the provision that the planning system should not place unjustifiable
obstacles in the way of development.
Guidance is given on the approach to assessment of noise from sources associated with industrial and
commercial development and operational road traffic is identified as a noise source to be considered.
The wider use of PPG24 is to provide guidance on the development of residential areas near to existing or new
noise sources. Noise Exposure Categories (NEC's) are described for day and night-time to assess whether or
not it is appropriate to grant permission for the development of residential properties for a given noise climate.
The categories (from A to D) relate to different noise bands depending on the source of the noise (i.e. road, rail,
air, or mixed noise sources). Category A represents the circumstances in which noise is not normally a factor
in determining the application. Category D relates to a situation in which the development should normally be
refused.
Control Of Pollution Act 1974 (CoPA)
Legal powers to control construction noise are provided under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 (CoPA). The
legislation introduces the concept of using Best Practicable Means (BPM) to minimise noise as defined in
Section 72 of CoPA.
6.2.2

Regional planning policy

Policy 3 of Section One of the Cornwall Structure Plan 2004 requires that “Development must be compatible
with the prudent use of natural and built resources and energy conservation”. Noise is identified as a pollutant
to be avoided in design.
Noise has not been identified as a specific issue within the Regional Spatial Strategy.
6.2.3

Local planning policy

The Penwith District Local Plan (adopted 2004) includes a number of policies in which noise is identified as a
pollutant to be avoided or mitigated in design. For example Policy GD-3 ‘Provision of Services and Prevention
of Pollution and Flooding’ requires that developments incorporate safeguards to prevent noise pollution.
6.2.4

Guidance

6.2.4.1 Construction noise
British Standard BS 5228: Noise and Vibration Control on Construction and Open Sites’ provides information
and a code of practice for dealing with noise and vibration issues.
Parts 1 and 2:1997 contain basic information, describe a calculation method for prediction of noise and
vibration with consideration of mitigation measures and set out the legal framework for noise control.
Part 4: 1992 has specific information about noise and vibration control applicable to piling operations.
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BS5228 promotes ‘best practice means’ as an approach to control noise and vibration. It does not however
provide noise limits.
There are no current national standards or guidelines that give noise limits for construction sites. Widely
adopted custom and practice is to work to a weekday daytime (07:00 to 19:00 hrs) limit of LAeq (12hr) 75dB at
the façade of affected property (that is, sound energy averaged over the sample period, T and deemed to
include a reflection from the façade making the level 3dB higher than at an equivalent location in ‘free field).
Limits outside this period might typically be set at least 10 dB lower.
Specific obligations for construction noise and vibration control typically form part of ‘Considerate Contractor’
schemes that can be referenced and included within any agreement process.
It is common for contractors involved in major construction work to apply for prior consent for construction
works under the procedure set out in Section 61 (s61) of CoPA 1974. The s61 application may contain method
statements, plant information, predicted noise levels, noise monitoring regimes and other information sufficient
for the local authority to give consent to the construction works. The advantage for the contractor is that once
consent is awarded the Council cannot take action against the contractor (for example using a Section 60
notice) provided that the construction works comply with the information detailed in the s61 application.
Vibration arising from construction sites should also be addressed. BS7385:1990 ‘Evaluation and
measurement for vibration in buildings’, establishes the basic principles for carrying out vibration
measurements and processing the data, with regard to evaluating vibration effects on buildings. The standard
gives specific vibration limits that are considered to represent minimal risk to buildings as below.
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Intermittent vibration

Continuous vibration ppv

ppv (mm/s)

(mm/s)

Listed building or ancient monuments

5

2.5

Houses or houses converted into flats

5

2.5

20

10

Building / Structure Type

Tower blocks, office blocks, steel framed factories,
warehouse units and structures related to transport,
power and water services
Note: Damage threshold taken as cosmetic not structural
Cosmetic damage most likely within first 20m of piling activities, at greater distance damage is less likely to
occur.
Likely levels of vibration at given distances can be predicted from existing piling vibration data.

Table 6— 1 Vibration Limits from BS7385
The vibration levels in terms of human perception of vibration are fairly high and people generally complain at
vibration levels much lower than 5mm/s (often because of a perceived risk of building damage). BS6472:1992
‘Evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings (1Hz to 80Hz)’ provides threshold curve limits, with
multiples corresponding to satisfactory levels of human response.
6.2.4.2 Operational plant noise
BS4142:1997 ‘Method for Rating Industrial Noise Affecting Mixed Residential and Industrial Areas’ is widely
used for assessing the impact of noise from mechanical services plant. The assessment parameter is the
‘rating level’ LR of the plant noise assessed at the position of residential properties. The rating level LR is
essentially the LAeq (T) noise level with a +5dB penalty added if the noise has any distinguishable tonal or
impulsive characteristics. The arithmetic difference between the rating level LR of the plant noise and the
background noise level, LA90 in the absence of the plant noise is determined and used as the indicator of the
likelihood of complaint, with reference to the following guidance in the standard:
“The greater this difference the greater the likelihood of complaints. A difference of around +10 dB or more
indicates that complaints are likely. A difference of around + 5 dB is of marginal significance. If the rating level
is more than 10 dB below the measured background noise level then this is a positive indication that
complaints are unlikely.”
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6.2.4.3 Road traffic noise
Department of Transport / Welsh Office Memorandum ‘Calculation of Road Traffic Noise’ (CRTN) (1998)
describes procedures for calculating and measuring road traffic noise.
Guidance on impact assessment of traffic noise is provided within the IEMA Guidance Note No. 1 (Guidance
for the Environmental Assessment of Road Traffic). The document recommends assessment where traffic
flows will increase by more than 30% (or the number of heavy goods vehicles will increase by more than 30%),
and where specifically sensitive areas experience traffic flow increases of 10% or more. The guidance
indicates that projected changes in traffic of less than 10% create no discernable environmental noise impact.
6.2.4.4 Rail noise
The document ‘Calculation of Railway Noise 1995’ (CRN).provides a methodology for predictions of the
maximum facade levels expected from railway traffic. No changes to railway alignments or traffic intensity are
proposed as part of development, but the impact of existing sources on new development must be assessed.
Therefore this assessment aims to determine what effects the proposed development will have on noise levels
at existing receptors in the area, and the extent to which existing levels of environmental noise in the area
would constrain any new residential development.
6.2.4.5 Marine noise
There is no UK guidance procedure for assessment of noise from marine activities. Noise from private leisure
use (for example jet skiing, power boating, movement of yachts under power) must each be considered on
merit. Commercial activity (shore-based maintenance, activities on floating pontoons or boats) can be
considered as an industrial case and assessed with reference to BS4142.

6.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

6.3.1

Construction noise and vibration

The noisy phases of construction are the initial activities including:
•

Demolition of existing structures and breaking of materials

•

Ground clearance and re-profiling

•

Excavation (land and marine)

•

Ground improvement techniques such as dynamic compaction

•

Construction of foundations and other ground works including piling
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Once the foundations have been completed the construction of buildings is a relatively quiet activity. Aspects
of the work required in constructing roads, utilities infrastructure and buildings will all create some form of
noise, but this will typically be of short duration and affect only the immediate vicinity of the works.
The assessment of the wider development as a whole is aimed at those activities likely to generate noise at a
relatively high level over a wide area.
Construction noise estimation and assessment was carried out according to the methodologies of BS5228.
The noise data provided in BS 5228 is becoming out-of-date, particularly as EC Directives have been reducing
noise levels from construction plant. Therefore, while the calculations were carried out according to the
method of BS 5228, input data for plant noise levels were taken from the DEFRA report ‘Update of Noise
Database for Prediction of Noise on Construction and Open Sites’ and from measured data from other
projects.
The potential impact of the works was considered by making an assessment of the construction noise excess
over the pre-development ambient noise levels established through the baseline survey. The assessment was
made for a selection of receivers representing noise sensitive functions within the local area such as housing
and schools.
Table 6 – 2 contains assessment criteria for construction noise.
Negligible

Daytime Noise levels greater than the ambient LAeq (T ) but less than 75 dB LAeq (T).

Impact

Vibration levels less than 1mm/sec.

Low Adverse

Daytime Noise levels greater than 70 dB LAeq (T) but less than 75 dB LAeq (T).
Vibration levels greater than 1 mm/sec but less than 2.5mm/sec.

Medium Adverse

Daytime noise levels ≥75 dB LAeq (T) but for no more than 10 days in any month.
Vibration levels greater than 2.5mm/sec but less than 5mm/sec.

High Adverse

Daytime noise levels ≥75 dB LAeq (T) for more than 10 days in any month. Vibration
levels greater than 5mm/sec.

Table 6— 2 Assessment criteria for construction noise
6.3.2

Operational noise and vibration

6.3.2.1 General case
New commercial activities and sites included within the development plan can be expected to generate noise
from plant and processes. For the majority of the development it is likely the sources of noise will be limited to
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small scale building services plant (heating, cooling and ventilation equipment) in operation around normal
working hours. With some care in selection and siting, and with noise levels limited in line with established
guidance such as that in BS4142, well installed and maintained equipment of this type would not be expected
to lead to noise concerns.
Operational noise from new plant can be assessed on a compliance / non-compliance basis with reference to
an assessment in accordance with BS4142 and control through the planning process. Non-compliance will
result in a high adverse impact, whereas compliance will result in a negligible impact. Design in accordance
with planning provisions will ensure that there is no impact.
6.3.2.2 Wave Hub
The ‘wave hub’ maintenance facility has been identified as a possible source of noise from mechanical repair
and fabrication activity. Only an outline indication of the proposed work was available at the time of preparing
this report. Consideration was based on noise from operations being comparable to a light industrial unit
carrying out vehicle maintenance with activities such as:
•

metalwork fabrication, use of power tools

•

mechanical test of components

•

loading/unloading of units moving to or from dockside storage/ handling area

Any noise due to the types of work described above is likely to be properly mitigated where work is carried out
in an enclosed workshop building. If this is not the case then more detailed assessment can be made in due
course based on a similar situation and if required, controls on noise can be achieved through the planning
process.
6.3.3

Noise from mixed sources

6.3.3.1 Road traffic noise
Over the period proposed for construction there will be changes (increases) in overall traffic flow on the road
network serving the area as a result of general growth in vehicle numbers. This change is estimated from
forecasts by central Government and applies irrespective of development taking place.
Alterations to traffic flows on the local road network are described in Chapter 8.elsewhere in this report.
Following the principles of CRTN, where a change in flow due to the proposals of greater than 10% was
identified in the traffic modelling and forecasting, traffic noise was calculated as a relative change in noise
proportionate to the estimated change in traffic flows.
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6.3.3.2 Rail traffic noise
Checks on train noise were made as part of the noise survey undertaken for preparation of this statement. The
measurements established typical wayside sound levels as Single Event Level (SEL) values, subsequently used
in estimation of the environmental noise contribution from trains at a range of distances from the track in areas
of proposed development.
6.3.3.3 Marine noise
Measurements of marine commercial and leisure activities were made as part of the noise survey undertaken
for preparation of this statement, including measurements of ambient noise in marinas and similar waterside
locations. The data in the survey provides an indication of the type and level of noise that might be expected
from these proposed uses.
6.3.3.4 Assessment criteria for operational noise
Table 6 – 3 contains values for assessment of the impact of noise from mixed sources on the basis of the
guidance derived from the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment / Institute of Acoustics

Beneficial

Adverse

draft noise assessment guidelines.

High:

+5dB(A)

Medium:

+3dB(A) to +4.9dB(A)

Low:

+1dB(A) to +2.9dB(A)

Negligible:

-0.9dB(A) to +0.9dB(A)

Low:

-1dB(A) to -2.9dB(A)

Medium:

-3dB(A) to -4.9dB(A)

High:

-5dB(A)

Significance related to change in ambient noise level,
LAeq (T)

Table 6— 3 Noise assessment duidelines from Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment /
Institute of Acoustics draft guidelines
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6.4

Baseline conditions survey

Acoustic surveys evaluate the pre-development baseline conditions for environmental noise, with
measurement of sound levels at locations around the area potentially affected by development impacts. The
results of the survey are included as Annex 6
6.4.1

Noise sensitive receptors

Figure 6—1below is marked to indicate locations and land use identified as potentially noise sensitive in both
existing and proposed conditions.

Figure 6— 1 Area of potential noise and vibration sensitivity
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6.4.2

Survey design & method

Attended environmental noise surveys were conducted at Hayle on 11th and 12th June 2007 and on 10th and
11th July 2007.
The survey methodology was designed with reference to the type and extent of development proposed and in
accordance with the guidance in BS 7445-1:1991. The measurement approach provided data for the various
types of assessment required.
•

PPG24 assessment: Measurement covering daytime (07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00) and night time
(23:00-07:00) periods. 5 minute or 15 minute sample periods logging every 15s

•

Road traffic noise assessment: Measurements taken in 3 consecutive hours between the hours of 10:00
– 17:00. 20 minute sample periods logging every 1s

•

Rail noise assessment: Measurements in both daytime (06:00-22:00) and night time (22:00-06:00)
periods at locations close to the railway. Sampling manually operated to coincide with the train passes
by logging every 1s

Additional measurements of ambient and activity noise levels were made to improve understanding of
contributions to the noise climate.
Sample traffic flow measurements were recorded at locations alongside the B3301 using a hand tally counter
to estimate total vehicle number and the proportion of cars/ motorcycles to heavy goods vehicles/ buses.
The measurement locations are described in outline below and indicated on Figure 6—2.
The surveys are fully described in the Environmental Noise Survey Report included as Annex 6.
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Position

Location

Ref No.
P1

Carnsew Pool

P2

South Quay (at northern point of south quay)

P3

South Quay near railway bridge

P4

North Quay Harbour side

P5

Kings Memorial Walk near car park for Copperhouse Pool

P6

Road Bridge for access to North Quay next to B3301

P7

North Quay Slipway opposite Fish Quay

P8

Roadside B3301 CRTN position in derelict garage site (10m from kerb side)

P9

North Quay small access road above Quarry

P10

Behind residents of Clifton Terrace

P11

Copperhouse Pool further along King George V Memorial Walk (B3301 shielded by buildings)

P12

South Quay 86m from railway bridge

P13

South Quay approx 150m from railway bridge

P14

South Quay CRTN position (10m from kerb side)

P15

South Quay 28m from Builders merchant

P15

South Quay 10m from Builders merchant

P16

North Quay Road CRTN position (10m from kerb side)

P17

Dynamite Quay near golf course and St.Ives to Penzance railway line

All positions were free field – i.e. > 3.5 m from major sound reflecting surfaces other than the ground

Table 6— 4 Measurement locations
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Figure 6— 2 Noise survey measurement positions
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6.4.3

Results

A summary of the results is provided below in Table 6—5 Summary data from noise survey. Full measured
results are included in Technical Appendix 6A.
Location

Start time

Duration

LAeq (T) [dB]

LAF10 [dB]

LAF90 [dB]

P1 Carnsew Pool

20:34:04

0:05:00

43.1

46.3

36.1

06:35:53

0:15:00

42.5

46.6

36.1

12:28:45

0:05:00

44.3

45.4

40.6

20:52:09

0:05:00

42.8

44.6

39.8

06:12:32

0:15:00

45.3

46.4

41.9

12:00:17

0:05:00

44.5

46.1

42.1

21:04:44

0:05:00

53.7

56.8

47.8

06:58:31

0:15:00

55.0

57.8

48.6

05:18:16

0:15:00

41.0

43.8

34.5

07:43:14

0:15:00

52.6

54.9

45.1

10:55:07

0:05:00

52.8

54.5

50.2

05:40:39

0:15:00

43.0

46.5

35.5

08:04:45

0:15:00

51.6

54.1

45.9

11:17:58

0:05:00

49.7

52.0

46.6

07:20:46

0:15:00

64.9

67.8

48.5

08:25:03

0:15:00

68.1

71.3

55.9

11:27:24

0:05:00

67.8

71.3

56.3

P7 North Quay slip (opposite Fish Quay) 11:06:51

0:05:00

57.5

61.3

44.7

P2 South Quay Point

P3 South Quay, Southern end

P4 North Quay harbour side

P5 KMW Copperhouse Pool

P6 Bridge beside 3301

Table 6— 5 Summary data from noise survey
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6.5

Assessment of potential impacts

6.5.1

Construction noise and vibration

Prediction of the noise generated by construction activity was based on the outline schedule provided by ING
Ltd, (construction programme 2-OCP rev 03b, 26/08/2007). The assumptions made about the major activities
over the various phases of development are identified below (sound power levels apply to maximum power
operation)
The estimated noise levels associated with these phases of activity and calculated using the Activity LWA
values are shown in Table 6-6.
Work

Major noise producing activities

Equipment No

Stage

off

Activity

item

LW A*

LW A
-12W

dB 10

Phase
Dredge basin for marina (offshore
I

LWA each Summed On

-12W

dB 10

%

-12W

dB 10

Bucket
1

112

112.0

50

104

Excavators 2

107

110.0

50

103

dumper

105.8

105.8

50

Excavators 2

107

110.0

50

lorry

4

108.6

114.6

10

Piling rigs

2

107.4

110.4

50

cranes

2

104.7

107.7

50

excavator

2

102.2

105.2

25

Piling rigs

2

107.4

110.4

50

dredging operation from specialist barge) dredger
Fill North Quay (spoil haulage and
placement, compaction)

1

Excavate South Quay (excavation, spoil
haulage, grading)

104

Pile North Quay building foundations
(rotary & vibratory piling, concrete delivery
& placement)

105

Pile South Quay building foundations
rotary and vibratory piling, concrete
delivery and placement)
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Work

Major noise producing activities

Equipment No

Stage

off

LWA each Summed On

Activity

item

LW A*

LW A
-12W

dB 10

Phase

-12W

dB 10

%

-12W

dB 10

cranes

2

104.7

107.7

50

excavator

1

108.7

108.7

25

excavators

2

108.7

111.7

75

loading

2

104.4

107.4

25

Excavators 2

108.7

111.7

50

dumper

105.8

108.8

50

Excavators 2

107

110.0

50

dumper

1

105.8

105.8

50

delivery

2

105

108.0

25

cranes

2

104.7

107.7

50

cutting/fixing1

108.7

108.7

50

dredging

1

112

112.0

50

104

piling rig

1

122

122.0

50

114

concreting

1

103.1

103.1

25

crane

1

104.7

104.7

50

Construct South Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)

106

Construct North Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)

2

105

Fill south Quay (spoil haulage and
placement, compaction)

103

Construct South Quay Br (materials
II

delivery, craneage, cutting and fixing)

104

Complete marina dredging (offshore
dredging operation from specialist barge),
dolphin construction
Complete (pile) marina pontoons (driven
piling, concrete delivery and placement)
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Work

Major noise producing activities

Equipment No

Stage

off

LWA each Summed On

Activity

item

LW A*

LW A
-12W

dB 10

Phase

-12W

dB 10

%

-12W

dB 10

Construct North Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)

delivery

2

105

108.0

10

cranes

2

104.7

107.7

50

cutting/fixing1

108.7

108.7

50

delivery

4

105

111.0

10

cranes

2

104.7

107.7

50

fixing

1

108.7

108.7

50

excavator

1

108.7

108.7

75

loading

1

108.6

108.6

25

dumper

1

106.6

106.6

50

104

Construct North Quay & cliffside
(materials delivery, craneage, cutting and
III

fixing)

104

cutting /

Excavate car park (excavation, spoil
IV

haulage, grading)

105

* Activity LWA figure includes correction for % on time (10log T/Tref) and line of sight screening

Table 6— 6 Estimated noise levels associated with the phases of activity and calculated using the
Activity LW A values
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Estimated LAeq (12hr) dB *
Work

Major noise producing

North

South

Hilltop

Riviere Estuary Penpol

Stage

activities

Quay

Quay

63

49.

57

50.

65.

51

70

50.

64

54

58

50

51

63

51.

49

59

51

vibratory piling, concrete delivery & placement) 72

52

66

56.

60

52

52

72

52

51

60

65

73

53

53

57

61

53

53

73

53

51

60

62

50

70

50

49

58

60

51

71

51

50

59.

64

63

49

57

50

65

51

74

60

68

60

75

61

fields

terrace

Phase
Dredge basin for marina (offshore dredging
I

operation from specialist barge)
Fill North Quay (spoil haulage and placement,
compaction)
Excavate South Quay (excavation, spoil haulage,
grading)
Pile North Quay building foundations (rotary &

Pile South Quay building foundations rotary and
vibratory piling, concrete delivery and
placement)
Construct South Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)
Construct North Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)
Fill south Quay (spoil haulage and placement,
compaction)
Construct South Quay Br (materials delivery,
II

craneage, cutting and fixing)
Complete marina dredging (offshore dredging
operation from specialist barge), dolphin
construction
Complete (pile) marina pontoons (driven piling,
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Estimated LAeq (12hr) dB *
Work

Major noise producing

North

South

Hilltop

Riviere Estuary Penpol

Stage

activities

Quay

Quay

71

51

65

55

59

48

71

51

65

55

59

48

72

52

66

56

60

52

fields

terrace

Phase
concrete delivery and placement)
Construct North Quay (materials delivery,
craneage, cutting and fixing)
Construct North Quay & cliffside (materials
III

delivery, craneage, cutting and fixing)
Excavate car park (excavation, spoil haulage,

IV

grading)

* Detailed mitigation will be designed to ensure that agreed daytime LAeq (T) values at receivers are met

Table 6— 7 Predicted construction noise levels
The calculations assumed propagation over hard ground, line of sight screening (5dB benefit) and no
meteorological corrections. A 3dB façade reflection allowance was included in all predicted values.
Table 6 – 8 contains distances assumed between the worksite acoustic source and the receiver.
Receiver
Worksite

North Quay South

Hilltop

Quay

Riviere

Estuary

fields

Penpol
Terrace

Marina

60

300

120

280

500

250

North Quay

25

250

50

150

500

250

South Quay

250

25

250

300

500

60

Riviere fields

150

250

50

25

500

300

Table 6— 8 Assumed distances between the worksite acoustic source and the receiver
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In practice the noise levels generated will be highly dependent on the specific plant selections, working
practices and site layout adopted by a contractor. These estimated values provide a high-level view suitable
for understanding the magnitude of potential for noise disturbance and for setting a control and mitigation
strategy. Detailed mitigation will be designed to ensure that agreed daytime LAeq (T) values at receivers are met.
The assessment of individual work proposals should form a part of the ongoing development of the
construction proposals.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the figures:
•

Piling is likely to generate the highest noise levels with potential for disturbance over a significant area

•

Quayside housing within the development will be particularly at risk of disturbance from dredging and
piling works in later phases

•

Impact from the works will be negligible or low adverse at most locations

•

Medium or high adverse effects are associated with (impact) piling of pontoons and fill works to North
and South quay

•

There will be limited scope to use site screens and barriers to reduce noise propagation to areas of
noise sensitive locations that are elevated with respect to the site

Risk of disturbance from vibration will depend to a high degree on the choice of piling method. Percussive
piling can generate high levels of ground borne vibration. If limited to marine use the effects are likely to be
only low to moderate impact. Rotary piling typically creates very little vibration and will only be of concern if
used immediately adjacent to buildings that are sensitive to vibration.
The choice of rotary or percussive piling will include consideration of ground engineering and environmental
considerations.
In periods when construction noise levels are at their greatest (piling, dredging) there may be temporary
disturbance to wildlife. Review of the literature on the subject has not identified specific evidence of long term
effects on sealife or birdlife, although coincidence of disturbance with breeding seasons would potentially be
of greater concern than at other times of the year. Chapter 12 contains further detailed assessment of
disturbance on ecological receptors.
Construction traffic, particularly bulk material movements, will include large and heavily laden vehicles using
relatively quiet rural routes. As a long term average these movements are estimated at less than 35 vehicle
movements per day, with just over twice this figure for peak periods of excavation. Access will primarily be via
the B3301, with some traffic routed via North Quay for access to Riviere Fields and Hilltop.
At locations alongside the busier access routes (B3301) the period LAeq values attributable to construction
traffic will not significantly affect ambient noise levels, although individual events may create short term noise
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disturbance. On rural routes ambient noise levels at roadside locations may increase by between 3 and 5dB
during the peak vehicle movement periods.
The most effective approaches to mitigation include good management of site transport and good neighbour
liaison.
6.5.2

Noise from mixed sources

Road Traffic
Flows for the scheme used in assessment have been derived from the data provided by the design team. The
design cases considered are:
•

Current year 2007 (baseline)

•

Opening year 2011 (with development case)

The ‘opening year’ is the assumed completion date of all work in all four phases. Figures for normal traffic
growth in the absence of development are excluded, making increases due to development alone slightly
conservative.
The anticipated changes in peak flow and noise level are set out in Table 6-9.
Percentage increase

Noise increase in dB

AM 2011

PM 2011

AM 2011

PM 2011

B3301 (P8)

20.6

27.0

0.8

1.0

North Quay

211.0

238.4

4.9

5.3

B3301 (Penpol Terrace)

22.7

30.3

0.9

1.1

B3302

8.3

9.6

0.3

0.4

B3301 (Carnsew Road)

29.2

44.8

1.1

1.6

New residential road Hilltop (Lethlean lane)

61.5

62.1

2.1

2.1

South Quay

n/a

n/a

61.7

64.0

Increases are based on comparing development flows against background and committed background
flows for that year except where highlighted in yellow these are new flows - LAeq (1 hour) value calculation
Table 6— 9 Anticipated changes in peak flow and noise level
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Impact assessment based on the worst case peak hour change indicates low adverse impact on roads already
carrying principal traffic flows. A high adverse impact is indicated on North Quay where access to parking and
commercial space will increase flows substantially in comparison with the existing condition.
Traffic noise associated with access to South Quay is estimated at a ground level façade location 10m from
the kerb with light car traffic at 20mph. In the peak hour the increase on existing ambient noise levels would
be approximately 7dB.
Construction traffic
Increases in traffic levels due to construction vehicles will not cause significant increase in noise levels for road
traffic volumes that are greater than 500 vehicles per hour. Construction vehicles (specifically heavy goods
vehicles) will increase ambient noise levels in the areas currently having little exposure to traffic, for example
North Quay.
Marine sources
Noise from marina and marine activities comparable to the Hayle proposal have been estimated through
measurements at comparable locations (Falmouth) as described in Technical Appendix 6A.
Measurements on Hayle Pier indicated maximum short term levels from boat activity in the range 55 to 65
dB(A). Measurements at Falmouth produced slightly higher maximum levels (in the range 58 to 72 dB(A) but
similar average values (50 to 60 dB LAeq (T)).
On the basis of this information no adverse impact is expected.
PPG24 assessment
Noise Exposure Categories (NEC’s) for the development area have been calculated in accordance with the
guidance of PPG24 assuming that noise is attributable to ‘mixed sources’.
The results are shown in Figure 6—3.
A small proportion of the site area, alongside the railway and B3301, falls into NEC’s B and C.
Where site areas are within NEC’s B and C the impacts of the external noise environment will need to be taken
into account in development and design of the buildings. Appropriate attention to detail layout and design of
building construction and materials will be required to achieve acceptable internal ambient noise levels and to
maintain the amenity of external spaces.
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Figure 6— 3 Predicted PPG24 NEC’s
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6.5.3

Noise arising from cumulative impacts

The potential for cumulative impacts arising from interaction of the proposed scheme and other developments
has been considered. Schemes including improvement to Foundry Square, the creation of park and ride at St
Erth and planned employment spaces at Loggins Mill may all occur within a similar timeframe to Phase I
works. However, in terms of construction noise and operational road traffic noise none of these schemes is
assessed as creating any significant impact within the development area considered by this study.
6.5.4

Summary of impacts and significance

Predicted impacts for construction are as follows:
Assessment area

baseline

predicted condition

condition

(worst case)

Impact

LAeq, dB
North Quay

53

74

Low adverse

South Quay

55

74

Low adverse

Hilltop

49

68

Negligible

Riviere Fields

41

60

Negligible

Estuary

45

75

Medium adverse

Penpol Terrace

68

65

Negligible

Table 6— 10 Predicted impacts for construction
The highest noise levels are related to use of impact or driven piling and occur at locations closest to the
worksites. At this stage piling methods have yet to be confirmed so these estimates may be considered
cautious with scope for reduction if quieter piling methods are acceptable.
Movement of construction traffic through Phillack, a relatively rural and quiet area, has potential to create an
adverse impact, particularly during peak periods of bulk material movements.
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Predicted impacts for operational road traffic are contained in Table 6 – 11.
Assessment area

predicted increase,

Impact (pre-mitigation)

dB
B3301 (P8)

1.0

Low adverse

North Quay

5.3

High adverse

B3301 (Penpol Terrace)

1.1

Low adverse

B3302

0.4

Negligible

B3301 (Carnsew Road)

1.6

Low adverse

New residential road Hilltop (Lethlean

2.1

Low adverse

9.0

High adverse

lane)
South Quay

Table 6— 11 Predicted impacts for operational road traffic
North and South Quays are indicated as having a high impact on the basis of change in noise level. However
flows are still low in highway terms and change is measured against a very low base figure.

6.6

Mitigation

6.6.1

Construction noise impacts

Construction methods and detail design will be subject to compliance with planning constraints, relevant
guidance and adopted codes of practice.
Specifications for construction work will include requirements to control noise and vibration in line with agreed
limit values by measures including:
•

Code of Construction Practice

•

use of S61 agreements

•

Considerate Contractor Scheme

•

adherence to BS 5228 best practice guidance
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Implementation on site will include mitigation measures such as use of noise control at source, limitation on
work times and provision of screens, barriers etc where practicable. This will ensure that the noise levels
generated are kept to the minimum possible values consistent with safe and effective working.
A traffic management system will be implemented to mitigate impacts from construction vehicle movements
on the highway.
6.6.2

Road traffic noise

No mitigation is proposed for changes that are negligible or low adverse.
For sites where predictions indicate a medium or high adverse impact mitigation measures to be considered
will include:
•

limiting on vehicle speed

•

selection of road surface materials consistent with limiting road noise

•

development of layout to create maximum distance between traffic and noise sensitive locations

In areas of North and South Quay alongside the highway the building facades will be specified and detailed to
reduce operational road traffic noise ingress.
Similar mitigation measures will be incorporated in locations exposed to railway noise above NEC A.
6.6.3

Marine noise

No mitigation measures are proposed for marine noise. Harbour management controls on use of equipment
such as jet skis and limitations on speed for powered craft will provide control over ancillary noise sources.

6.7

Residual impacts

6.7.1

Construction noise

As described in section 6.6.1 construction noise assessments assume that best practical means are employed
to limit noise from construction. Therefore construction noise impacts reflect the mitigated case and no further
reduction is expected.
6.7.2

Road traffic noise

Design of residential facades exposed to road traffic noise will be developed to ensure appropriate standards
of noise intrusion can be achieved within dwellings.
It is expected that operational traffic noise impacts will be negligible or low adverse after application of
mitigation.
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6.7.3

Marine noise

No mitigation is proposed for marine noise therefore marine noise impacts reflect the mitigated case and no
further reduction is expected.

6.8

Monitoring

The inclusion of requirements for construction noise and vibration monitoring within specifications and
contracts for works associated with development will provide a route for compliance checking. Examples of
appropriate monitoring strategies and methods would include:
•

long term unattended/ remote interrogation monitoring of ambient noise at critical locations during
construction e.g. monitor within nearest ecologically sensitive area (Hilltop / Towans and on Penpol
Terrace)

•

supplementary attended sample measurements on a daily or activity specific basis for noise and
vibration at sensitive locations

•

programme of information / results sharing with ecologists to study noise and wildlife issues

6.9

Conclusions

An assessment of the noise and vibration impacts of the proposals was conducted with reference to baseline
noise and vibration data as appropriate. The assessment identified a number of adverse impacts, associated
with construction works and with increased (or new) traffic flows on roads
Low adverse residual impacts were established, associated with road traffic noise.
Limited areas of the development, close to the railway and principal roads, were identified as being within NEC
C, indicating that particular attention would be required to achieve satisfactory internal ambient noise for
housing use in those areas.
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7

Landscape and Visual

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

Background

ING ltd is promoting the regeneration of Hayle Harbour. The purpose of this section of the Environmental
Impact Assessment is to examine the potential landscape and visual impacts of the proposed development
and examine the potential for integrating mitigation and enhancement measures into the design response.
7.1.2

Brief description of development

ING ltd is developing a masterplan for the regeneration of the harbour which includes around 1000 homes,
over 100,000sq.ft of retail development and a new high value business community linked to the potential Wave
Hub renewable energy resource. The design objectives set out to ensure that regeneration is shaped by the
natural features of the site and a strong commitment to sustainable energy, construction, accessibility and the
use of local resources, produce and skills. The proposed development involves the extension of urban form
onto Hayle Harbour; this would have a significant effect on the character and visual context of the proposed
development site and its surrounding context.
The form, scale and character of the development are illustrated and described in detail within chapter 3 of this
report.
7.1.3

Scope of the assessment

This assessment:
•

•

Identifies and describes the baseline landscape condition of the site and its surroundings, including:
o

a summary of the planning context of the site with regard to landscape and visual issues

o

the landscape character of the site and its context

o

identifies the key views to, from and within the site

Assesses the potential significant impacts of the proposed development on
o

the existing landscape character of the site and its surrounds with reference to accepted
landscape impact assessment methodology

o
•

views to and from the site according to accepted visual impact methodology

Identifies the measures necessary to mitigate the landscape and visual impacts of the proposed
development

•

Identifies residual impacts which cannot be further mitigated
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•

Assesses the cumulative landscape and visual impact of the proposed development at Hayle Harbour
including consideration of other foreseeable developments

This landscape and visual impact assessment is based upon information available at the time of production
and there are a number of limitations to this assessment. These limitations are outlined below.
Some areas within the study area and locations from which the development would be visible are inevitably
inaccessible due to lack of public access. Analysis of landscape character and visual impacts of these areas
has therefore involved the use of aerial photography, map information and professional judgement.
Due to the urban context of the site, the proposed development would be visible from a very large number of
properties within Hayle. In order to provide an assessment of the potential impact of the proposed
development, these properties have been grouped together and assessed based on the extent of their views
onto the site. In many cases, it is not possible to access views which are similar to those seen from the
upstairs windows of properties. In these situations professional judgement has been used to estimate the
significance of any impact arising from the proposed development on these properties.
As this assessment is of an outline planning application, the detailed design of buildings and external space
had not been finalised at the time of the assessment. The assessment is based upon an illustrative masterplan
and design codes which describes the height, location and use of buildings and open space only. Despite the
absence of some detailed information, the methodology and conclusions within the assessment can be relied
upon as robust due to the constraints which will be imposed through the planning process (by way of condition
and/or planning obligation) by reference to the Master plan and the design codes.

7.2

Landscape policy context

The need to take account of landscape character when planning for, or proposing, change is referred to in
various Planning Policy Statements, including PPS1: Delivering Sustainable Development’ (ODPM (1), 2005)
and PPS7 ‘Sustainable Development in Rural Areas’ (ODPM (2), 2005). PPS1 seeks to protect and enhance
the character and quality of the landscape and promotes positive development, appropriate to its context.
The landscape and visual policy context to the proposed development site is set by:
•

Penwith District Council Local Plan 2004 (hereafter called the local plan)

•

Cornwall Structure Plan 2004 Cornwall County Council (hereafter called the structure plan)

•

Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10), 2001

•

World Heritage Evaluation Report 2006, IUCN
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7.2.1

World heritage site

The proposed development site lies within one of ten sites which make up the Cornwall and West Devon
Mining Landscape. Hayle Harbour falls within the Port of Hayle site, which the World Heritage Evaluation
Report describes as :
‘On the north Cornish coast, this was the main port for the Cornish mining industry. Large amounts of coal and
timber were imported through the port, and copper ore exported. Extensive quays and wharves survive largely
intact in a dramatic open estuarine setting flanked by villas for managerial classes and terraced housing for
workers. Hayle also includes the remains of two iron foundries, Harvey’s, where the largest mine steam engines
in the world were produced, and the Cornwall Copper company. Both generated substantial, distinguished
urban buildings. The port was served by Copperhouse canal constructed in 1769/87, and a railway constructed
from 1834 with a bridge of 1837 and a swinging bridge across the canal’’
IUCN (2006)
7.2.2

Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10)

The Regional Spatial Strategy is still in draft form, the Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10)
(Government Office for the South West, 2001) will therefore be used to help set the regional planning context.
The ‘Regional Context’ section of the Regional Planning Guidance does not refer directly to landscape
character however paragraphs 1.16 and 1.17 highlight the significance of the regions international and
nationally designated land for landscape value.
Section 2 ‘Achieving and Implementing a Regional Vision’ sets out four underlying aims for achieving
sustainable development these include;
‘Protection of the environment – the effective safeguarding and enhancement of the region’s environmental
resources, both natural and built, including those which are crucial to maintaining its overall attractiveness as an
area in which to live, work and play’
The proposed development site falls within the western sub-region of the south west region one of the
objectives for this sub-region is described as;
‘conserve and enhance the coastline, landscape, historic and industrial heritage of the sub-region and
recognise them as major assets in the drive to encourage regeneration’
Policy EN 1 in Section 4, ‘The Natural and Built Environment’ states that local authorities and other agencies in
their plans policies and proposals should;
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‘take measures to protect the character of the countryside and the environmental features that contribute
towards that character’
‘indicate that the protection and, where possible, enhancement of the landscape and biodiversity should be
planned into new development’
7.2.3

Cornwall Structure Plan 2004

The following policies within the Cornwall Structure Plan were identified as having particular relevance to the
landscape and visual impact assessment.
Policy 2 Character Areas, Design and Environmental Protection
‘The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and built environment of Cornwall will
be protected and enhanced. Throughout Cornwall, development must respect local character and:
•

Retain important elements of the local landscape, including natural and semi-natural habitats, hedges,
trees, and other natural and historic features that add to its distinctiveness

•

Contribute to the regeneration, restoration, enhancement or conservation of the area

•

Positively relate to townscape and landscape character through siting, design, use of local materials
and landscaping

•

Create safe, aesthetically pleasing and understandable places

•

Consider, where appropriate, a mix of uses that create vibrant and active places, including tenure, size
and densities’

7.2.4

Penwith Local Plan 2004

The proposed development site is allocated within the adopted Local Plan as ‘Redevelopment Areas in
Penzance and Hayle’ (TV-A and TV-D). Policy TV-A and TV-D state that:
‘The Estuary, which was fundamental to Hayle’s importance as a port, still dominates the town and provides
valuable opportunities for regeneration’
The following policies regarding designations have relevance to the landscape character and the visual context
of the proposed development. Refer to Annex 7A for the location of the designations relative to the proposed
development site.
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Areas of great landscape value, Policy CC-5:
There are three of these sites within 2km of the proposed development site. These three sites lie approximately
500m north east of the proposed development site in Common Towans, 400m west of the proposed
development site in Lelant Towans and 1.5km south west of the proposed development site in Trevethoe.
‘Development will not be permitted where it would cause significant harm to the character and amenity of the
areas of great landscape value ‘
Open areas related to settlements, Policy TV-2
There are seven of these sites within 1km of the proposed development site. The two areas highlighted below
lie within the boundary of the proposed development site. The ‘land west of Phillack’ site lies in the Riviere
Fields part of the proposed development site and the ‘land to the north of Carnsew Pool’ site lies in the
Triangular Spit part of the proposed development site.
‘The basis for the designation of an Open Area Related to a Settlement is that there is a strong relationship
between the area and the form, character and environmental quality of the settlement’
Land West of Phillack:
The area forms an important feature from within the town and retains the separate identity and character of
Phillack Churchtown. Set against the backdrop of dunes, the area is seen to best effect from the main part of
Hayle south of the estuary, and makes a significant contribution to the environment of the town.
Land to the north of Carnsew Pool:
This low lying spit of sand and shingle allows important visual links extending across the Hayle estuary towards
Lelant from within the town itself. As such it is a significant and valuable open space within the built up area of
Hayle.’
Character and Appearance of Conservation Areas, Policy TV-6
There are two of these sites within 1km of the proposed development site. One of the sites includes historic
parts of Hayle including parts of Hayle Harbour, Penpol, the Foundry, Copperhouse and parts of Phillack. The
other site covers parts of Lelant approximately 1km west of the proposed development site.
‘Proposals for development which would affect a conservation area must not conflict with the objective to
preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the area in terms of scale, siting, design and materials.
Developments which would have an adverse effect on the character, appearance or architectural and historic
importance of a conservation area will not be permitted’
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Hayle Town Centres and Harbour, Proposals TV-D:
This designation covers the parts of the proposed development that lie within Hayle Harbour.
‘All three quays are prominent within the town and from various viewpoints around the estuary. Despite their
present air of dereliction the area of the harbour has a distinctive character which is inextricably linked to the
town's industrial heritage. It is vital that redevelopment proposals respect the special character of the area and
provide for the retention of structures and features which provide the historical context of the harbour’
Development of tourism facilities and attractions, Policy TM-9
This site covers the area of chalet development in Riviere Towans which lies immediately north of the Hilltop
and Hayle Harbour parts of the proposed development.
‘Within Riviere Towans chalet site proposals for replacement chalets, extensions or other structures will be
permitted where they are of a single storey design which is in keeping with the overall character of the site’
Annex 7F contains details of further policies which are relevant to the landscape character and visual context
of the proposed development.

7.3

Approach and methodology

7.3.1

Introduction

The assessment method adopted in this chapter has been based on accepted methodologies set out within
published guidance on landscape assessment and landscape and visual impact assessment, produced by the
Countryside Agency (2002) and the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (2002). These guidelines aim to establish certain principles, to ensure integrity and consistency of
approach. The appraisal is also based upon current principles and thinking related to ‘sustainable
development’ and ‘environmental capital’, enshrined in Government guidance . In line with accepted
methodology, the assessment comprises two key elements; establishing the baseline conditions and
assessing the significance of potential impacts.
7.3.2

Baseline conditions

The baseline survey established the existing landscape and visual situation as it was at the time of
assessment, prior to development. This information is important as it forms the basis against which to
compare the conditions that are likely to result from the development proposal to establish any changes in the
fabric, character and value of both the rural and urban landscape and significant changes in views as a result
of the development.
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Defining Quality
In determining the significance of landscape/townscape and visual effects of the proposed development at
Hayle Harbour, the quality (condition) and sensitivity of the existing landscape/townscape and visual resource
are first considered.
The assessment determines the baseline quality of the landscape/townscape and the quality of the visual
baseline using the following criteria:
Landscape quality . This is a function of the extent to which the character of a landscape type/area is
demonstrated in a particular area, in terms of presence of key characteristics and absence of typical and
incongruous features. It also depends upon the state of repair of elements in the landscape and the integrity
or intactness of the landscape.
Scenic quality. This depends upon perception and reflects the particular combination and pattern of
elements in the landscape, its aesthetic qualities, its more intangible sense of place or ‘genius loci’ and other
more intangible qualities;
Rarity. The presence of rare features and elements in the landscape, or the presence of a rare landscape
character type;
Conservation interests. The presence of features of wildlife, earth science or archaeological or historical
importance adds value to the landscape and has considerable value in its own right;
Associations. Whether the landscape is associated with particular people, artists, writers, or other media, or
events in history;
Tranquillity. Relates to low levels of built development, traffic, noise and artificial light

Table 7— 1 Criteria used in the identification of valued landscapes
The assessment of baseline conditions consisted of two key elements:
•

Landscape Assessment

•

Visual Assessment
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7.3.2.1 Assessment of landscape baseline
The landscape assessment was undertaken to categorise the surrounding landscape into distinct character
areas in order to understand the sensitivity and capacity of the existing landscape to accommodate
development. The assessment identified any landscape character issues that may constrain the site’s
development and whether there are any particular characteristics of the local landscape that should be
reflected in the design and layout of any development.
Current guidance on landscape assessment encourages a distinct division between the characterisation
process and the making of judgements to inform decision making, as follows:
Landscape Characterisation is the process of identifying areas of distinctive landscape character, classifying
and mapping them and describing their character. Simply, it is a way of understanding the site and its context.
With reference to the Countryside Character Map of England (Countryside Agency 1999), the Cornwall
Landscape Assessment, 1994 (Countryside Commission 1994), the Historic characterisation for regeneration,
Hayle (The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey 2005) and through field work carried out by LDA Design, the
character of the landscape and townscape has been assessed at a national, regional and local scale and is
described in the baseline conditions section of this report.
Making judgements - Landscape Characterisation has been followed by making judgements about the
landscape. In the case of this environmental impact assessment, judgements about the
landscape/townscape:
•

Clearly and robustly identify what is important about the landscape/townscape around the Hayle
Harbour site, and within the proposed development site itself

•

Make a judgement as to the nature of the impacts of the proposed development on the
landscape/townscape character

•

Identify the measures necessary to mitigate the landscape impacts that might result from
development

With regard to the criteria for making judgements for the assessment of baseline landscape conditions, it is
generally accepted that there is a degree of subjectivity in making such judgements. However, in coming to a
conclusion about the degree of impact the following factors are taken into account:
7.3.2.2 Landscape condition
Landscape condition is based on judgements about the physical state of the landscape, its intactness from
visual and functional perspectives and the state of repair of individual features which make up the character of
the area.
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7.3.2.3 Landscape value
Landscape value is concerned with the relative value that is attached to different landscapes. For this study a
number of criteria have been used in the identification of valued landscapes. These are set out in table 7.1
above.
7.3.2.4 Sensitivity and capacity
Consideration of sensitivity and capacity allows a judgement to be made about the ability of the area to accept
change without adverse consequences for its character. In determining sensitivity and capacity consideration
was given to the following criteria:
•

Landscape sensitivity which is the degree to which a particular landscape character type or area can
accommodate change without unacceptable detrimental effects on character. Sensitivity is not
absolute, but is likely to vary according to the type of change being considered

•

Landscape capacity is linked to sensitivity and deals with the amount of change of a particular type
which a landscape can accept without adverse effects on landscape character

•

Landscape robustness, in which a very robust landscape will have low sensitivity and a high capacity
to accept change, while a landscape that is not robust will be very sensitive and will not have much
capacity to accept change

Receptor

Typical criteria

sensitivity
High

A landscape type or area of particularly distinctive character which can only tolerate
relatively small change of a particular type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects
on its character.

Moderate

A landscape type or area which can potentially tolerate moderate change of a particular
type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects on its character.

Low

A landscape type or area which can potentially tolerate substantial change of a particular
type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects on its character.

Table 7— 2 Landscape receptor sensitivity
7.3.2.5 Assessment of visual baseline
Visual impacts relate solely to changes in available views of the landscape and the effects of those changes on
people. Hence, visual impact assessment is concerned with; the direct impacts of the development upon views
from the surrounding landscape and properties through both introduction of new built form, removal of existing
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features and the overall impact on visual amenity. In order to make this assessment it is necessary to
understand the visual context of the site development.
A visual assessment of the site has been undertaken and based on the standard methodology of visual impact
assessment, as set out in The Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (2002) ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment’.
Assessment of baseline visual characteristics involved desk and field surveys to identify the sites visual
relationship with the surrounding landscape. This included:
•

An assessment of the site’s visual relationship with the surrounding landscape and an on site analysis
of the extent of surrounding areas within which all or part of the site can be seen

•

The identification of key viewpoints and an on site assessment of their relative sensitivity to change,
including the extent of the site visible, the number and type of potential visual receptors and the likely
duration of the view. The criteria for assessing viewpoint sensitivity are set out below

Viewpoint

Typical criteria

sensitivity
High

Views with particularly distinctive visual attributes that are susceptible to relatively small changes
and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall high level of sensitivity to
change

Moderate

Views comprising moderately valued visual attributes, which are reasonably tolerant of change
and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall moderate level of sensitivity
to change

Low

Views comprising relatively unimportant visual attributes that are potentially tolerant of
substantial change and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall low level
of sensitivity to change;

Table 7— 3 Criteria for assessing viewpoint sensitivity
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Receptor

Typical criteria

sensitivity
High

Viewers with propriety interest in their surroundings and prolonged viewing opportunities.

Moderate

Viewers with a moderate awareness and focus on their surroundings

Low

Viewers with a passing awareness of and focus on their surroundings

Table 7— 4 Visual receptor sensitivity
7.3.3

Assessment of predicted potential impacts

7.3.3.1 Landscape impact assessment
Landscape impacts are changes in the fabric, character and quality of the landscape as a result of
development. Hence landscape impact assessment is concerned with; direct and indirect impacts on specific
landscape elements, more subtle effects upon the overall pattern of elements that give rise to the landscape
character, and impacts upon recognised areas of value.
The significance of the landscape impacts have been assessed by comparing the magnitude of the predicted
changes with the sensitivity of the landscape affected. The criteria for assessing the magnitude of change,
significance of landscape/townscape impacts and the effect of the impacts are set out below in tables 7.5, 7.6
and 7.7
Landscape impacts have been assessed for both the construction period and the operational phases at year 1
and year 15. Impacts have been considered for both summer and winter. Year 1 is defined as the first year
after all construction is complete.
7.3.3.2 Visual impact assessment
The significance of visual impacts depends on the sensitivity of the viewpoints affected and the magnitude of
change. The assessment of visual impacts involved:
•

Assessing the extent of visibility of the proposed development in the surrounding landscape

•

Describing the changes to the view from key viewpoints and properties and assessing the magnitude
of change of the views which would be experienced from these viewpoints

•

Evaluating the significance of these impacts by comparing the magnitude of change in views with the
sensitivity of the viewpoint. Viewpoints of high sensitivity might include views from residential
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properties or important public routes, whilst viewpoints of low sensitivity might include views from
industrial estates, refer to Annex 7G for key receptor groups
For key viewpoints visual impacts have been assessed for construction and operation phases for Year 1 and
Year 15 both in summer and winter.
Criteria for assessing magnitude of change, visual impact significance and the effect of the impact are set out
below in tables 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.
Magnitude

Receptor

Typical criteria

Large

Landscape/townscape

Total loss of, or major alteration to, key
elements/features/characteristics of the baseline (i.e. predevelopment landscape) and/or introduction of elements
considered to totally alter the attributes of the receiving
landscape.

Visual

Total or major alteration to key elements, features or
characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development,
the view would be fundamentally changed. Substantial change to
the existing view which would be experienced by large numbers of
people on a regular or permanent basis and/or would result in
significant visual obstruction or intrusion.

Medium

Landscape/townscape

Partial loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/
characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre-development landscape)
and/or introduction of elements that may be prominent but may
not necessarily be considered to substantially alter the attributes
of the receiving landscape.

Visual

Partial alteration to one or more key elements, features or
characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development
the view would be partially changed. Noticeable change to the
existing view which would be experienced on an occasional or
regular basis by many viewers.

Small

Landscape/townscape

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/
characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre development landscape)
and/or introduction of elements that may not be uncharacteristic
when set within the attributes of the receiving landscape.
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Magnitude

Receptor

Typical criteria

Visual

Minor alteration to one or more key elements, features or
characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development
the change would be discernible but the underlying nature of the
view would remain similar to the baseline. Minor change to the
existing view which would be experienced by small numbers of
people, or viewed on an intermittent or occasional basis.

Negligible

Landscape/townscape

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements/
features/ characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre-development
landscape or view) and/or introduction of elements that are not
uncharacteristic with the surrounding landscape – approximately
the ‘no-change’ situation.

Visual

Very minor alteration to one or more key elements, features or
characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development
the change would be barely discernible, approximating to the “no
change” situation. Barely perceptible change to the existing view,
approximating the existing baseline situation.

Table 7— 5 Magnitude of change

Sensitivity

Receptor

Magnitude of change
Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

High

Major

Major

Moderate

No impact

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

No impact

Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor

No impact

Table 7— 6 Significance criteria for landscape and visual impacts
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Level of effect

Definition

Adverse (-)

Effect that would result in damage to the quality and integrity of the landscape and visual
resource

Neutral (o)

Effect that would maintain, on balance, the existing level of quality of the landscape and
visual resource. Whilst the nature of the change may be significant, the proposal does
not compromise the inherent qualities of the resource and can incorporate a combination
of positive and negative effects.

Beneficial (+)

Effect that would result in an improvement in the quality and integrity in the landscape
and visual resource

Table 7— 7 Level of effect for landscape and visual impacts
7.3.3.3 Important considerations in methodology
Current government policy such as PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development (ODPM, 2005) stresses that well
designed sustainable development can contribute positively to its context and result in a place with visual
quality and identity. This assessment therefore does not take the view that new development would always
have a negative visual impact. The impact significance and the magnitude of change are quantitative
assessments while the level of effect is a qualitative assessment. As a result a major or moderate impact can
be assessed as having either a beneficial, adverse or neutral effect.
Visual impacts on viewpoints relatively close to the development would principally be a result of finished
detailed design and on the personal values of the viewer. This assessment is of an illustrative masterplan as
part of an outline planning application and therefore the detailed and architectural design of the development
had not been established. Views in close proximity to the site have been assessed against the scale and
massing shown in the illustrative masterplan and the illustrations showing general character of different
aspects of the development.
7.3.4

Mitigation

Ways to avoid, reduce, remedy or compensate for significant landscape and visual impacts and better
integrate the development into its context have been analysed and described.
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7.3.5

Cumulative impacts

Cumulative landscape and visual effects are a result of additional changes to the landscape and visual amenity
caused by the proposed development in conjunction with other ‘foreseeable’ developments which may also
affect the way in which the landscape is experienced.
Cumulative impact assessment considers the cumulative impacts of a number of changes resulting from
relevant foreseeable developments, each separately may result in insignificant changes but taken together may
be more significant. Relevant ‘foreseeable developments’ have been identified and are assessed in conjunction
with the Hayle Harbour site. Other developments assessed in the cumulative impacts section include;
•

Foundry Square

•

Copperhouse waterside walkway

•

Wave Hub

•

A30 Hayle retail park

•

St Erth Park and Ride

•

Loggins Mill

Within this report cumulative impacts are assessed in two areas:
1.

Cumulative landscape impacts

2.

Cumulative visual impacts

Cumulative landscape impacts looks at the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour development, in
conjunction with each of the identified developments in turn, would have on the fabric, character, condition
and value of the landscape. Judgements on cumulative landscape impacts follow the same methodology as
described previously in this section but look at proposed development sites together to assess their combined
impact. The criteria listed in table 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 are used but the impacts are additional impacts on top of
those that each individual site would have on its own.
Cumulative visual impacts assess the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour development, in conjunction
with each of the identified developments, would have on general visual amenity and on key viewpoints.
Cumulative visual impacts look at 3 types of visual interaction:
•

Intervisibility: where one or more sites can be seen from another site

•

Simultaneous views: where one or more sites are simultaneously visible from another point in the
landscape, but screened from each other
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•

Sequential views: where sites may not be intervisible or seen at the same time but which are seen
sequentially whilst travelling

Judgements on the sensitivity and potential impacts on views follow the same methodology as outlined
previously in this section but look at the combined impacts of more than one site. The criteria are the same as
those used in table 7.6 and 7.7 but are additional impacts on top of those that the individual sites would have
on their own. The same key viewpoints are used as those for the Hayle Harbour visual appraisal.

7.4

Baseline conditions

The following is a description of the baseline landscape and visual conditions and includes the following:
•

an examination of the character and condition of the site and its landscape context, to provide a
baseline against which the potential change resulting from the development can be compared

•

an examination of the visual prominence and characteristics of the proposed development site and
identifies key viewpoints and determines their sensitivity as a basis for assessing the impact of the
proposals on views and visual amenity

7.4.1

Landscape character

7.4.1.1 National context
‘Countryside Character, Volume 8: South West’ published by the Countryside Agency establishes the wider
landscape context of the site at a national scale. Hayle and the development site are located within Character
Area 152 ‘Cornish Killas’. The Countryside Agency (1999) (2) highlight the relevant key characteristics of this
area as:
•

Undulating slate plateau with little woodland and few hedgerow trees

•

Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys, varying greatly in size. Northern valleys generally narrow and
densely wooded

•

Rugged coastal scenery. Exposed and windswept cliffs in the north with limited access to the sea

•

Generally a dispersed settlement pattern of hamlets, farmsteads and small fishing villages

•

Variable field pattern dominated by stone-built Cornish hedges

•

Important archaeological and industrial-archaeological sites

These descriptions provide a very broad landscape context for the study area and possibly give some general
indicators of distinctive local character.
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7.4.1.2 Regional context
A Cornwall-wide partnership has been formed to produce an assessment of the Character of Cornwall. Known
at this time as the Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study this project is not yet completed.
Therefore ‘Cornwall Landscape Assessment, 1994’ published by the Countryside Commission has been used
to gain an understanding of the landscape of Cornwall. It is, however, recognised that this document has been
published for 13 years and there may be some change to the document findings.
‘Cornwall Landscape Assessment 1994’ (countryside Commission, 1994) places the development site at Hayle
Harbour within the St Ives Bay landscape character area. The key characteristics of this area are summarised
as:
•

North facing, broad bay with sandy beaches and gently undulating landform

•

Alluvial deposits from the River Hayle and associated marshes are characteristic

•

Windblown sand and dunes (towans) form significant and important habitats

•

Important estuarine habitats

•

Land use is dominated by urban developments of St Ives, Carbis Bay and Hayle

•

Tree cover is restricted, occurring further inland with some arable and pasture land

The Countryside Commission. (1994).
7.4.1.3 Local context
Penwith Local Plan
While there is no local landscape character assessment for Penwith, the local plan describes the quality of the
landscape, towns and villages within Penwith and the strength of the character within the district. The plan
refers to the combination of outstanding rural and coastal landscape, varied mix of towns and villages and the
wealth of sites of historic, archaeological and ecological importance.
Historic characterisation for regeneration, Hayle
The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey report called; Historic characterisation for regeneration, Hayle’, (The
Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey, 2005) has been referred to in determining and describing the townscape
character areas for Hayle.
Character areas
The local character context has been identified through field work and desk study. Local character context has
been divided into 3 sections:
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1

The site – the character and condition of the site itself

2

Landscape character areas - single, unique areas that have a discrete geographical area. Identifying
these character areas provides a more detailed understanding of the setting of the proposed
development site and enables more detailed judgements to be made about the potential impacts that
the proposed development would have on the landscape

3

Townscape character areas – a brief look at the character of the built context to the proposed
development site

For the location of each of the character areas mentioned below, refer to Annexes 7B and 7C.
7.4.1.4 The site
While the estuary and its setting are highly regarded for their scenic quality much of what can be seen today is
a result of human activity. The character and appearance of the site and its immediate context is largely
dependant on how the land has been used and manipulated through time.
A full description of the site is located in chapter 2 of this report. This chapter will focus on the existing
landscape character, condition, value, sensitivity and capacity of the landscape character areas that make up
the site and its surroundings.
The assessment of the landscape and townscape baseline identified seventeen different landscape and
townscape character areas which define the character of the proposed development site and its surroundings.
The proposed development site falls within three out of the seventeen different landscape and townscape
character areas described below. (see Annexes 7B and 7C). The three character areas that proposed
development site falls within are:
•

Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans landscape area

•

Area D: Philack Valley Side landscape area

•

Area I: Hayle Harbour townscape area

7.4.1.5 Landscape character areas
The character areas identified by the landscape and townscape baseline assessment are described below:
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Area A: Upton, Phillack and Common Towans

Figure 7— 1 Upton, Phillack and Common Towans
Upton, Phillack and Common Towans (dunes) are an extensive area of undulating dune grassland which forms
the edge to the sandy beaches of St Ives Bay. They are formed fairly recently in historic terms burying
medieval settlements and sites in a series of inundations. This area is defined by the following features:
•

Properties within the dunes are mainly used as seasonal holiday accommodation in the form of
caravan and chalet parks

•

Groundcover is generally formed by low lying vegetation predominantly dune grassland and scrub

•

The dunes are used as rough summer grazing

•

Access is possible through a series of informal tracks

•

Upton, Phillack and Common Towans have a close visual relationship with Hayle, forming the
predominant skyline on the north side of the estuary from the town

•

Their physical and visual presence in Hayle means they form an important part of the town’s
landscape setting

•

Undulating topography and vegetation create a semi enclosed character

The landscape condition of this character area is compromised by:
•

The presence of many visually intrusive overhead electricity cables

•

Holiday accommodation which does not always respect the character of the area
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•

Evidence of industrial use in the dunes including the historically important National Explosive Works
from the late 19 and early 20 century in Upton Towans
th

th

This area is sensitive to development due to its rural, tranquil and scenic qualities which are highly valued. The
extent to which previous development has begun to compromise its character, also leaves the area sensitive to
further uncharacteristic change. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high.
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Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans

Figure 7— 2 Riviere and Hayle Towans

Figure 7— 3 Riviere and Hayle Towans
Riviere and Hayle Towans is an area of undulating dune grassland separated from the beach and the estuary
by a low but steep and rocky cliffline. This area is defined by the following features:
•

The dunes have been used intensively for tourist accommodation and residential properties

•

Range of community facilities are present including a public house, post office, cricket club and
children’s play areas
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•

Access to properties and formal visitor parking is provided by country lanes and informal tracks.

•

Groundcover is generally formed by low lying vegetation predominantly grass and scrub with few
isolated pines trees

•

Natural groundcover has been replaced with landscaped parkland, typically composed of mown
grass around the caravan and chalet parks

•

Riviere and Hayle Towans have a close visual relationship with the town of Hayle and Lelant Towans
on the west side of the River Hayle

•

Undulating topography and vegetation create a semi enclosed character

•

Low density development means Riviere and Hayle Towans have a relatively rural character

Landscape condition of the character area has been compromised by:
•

Seasonal caravan and chalet resorts and landscape treatment which is uncharacteristic of the
surrounding landscape

•

Evidence of industrial activity within the dunes close to the harbour

•

Presence of over head power lines

Previous uncharacteristic development has placed the valued elements of the area at risk leaving the character
area sensitive to further uncharacteristic development. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be
moderate due the extent to which activity and particularly industrial activity has left the area lacking overall
coherence.
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Area C: Lelant Towans

Figure 7— 4 Lelant Towans
Lelant Towans lies to the west of the Hayle Estuary from Riviere and Hayle Towans. Lelant Towans is
dominated by West Cornwall Golf Course and the Penzance – St Ives branch line.
•

The dunes sit on top of a low but steep and rocky cliffline which rises to the higher granite ridge of
West Penwith behind Carbis Bay and St Ives

•

Undulating dune grassland compose the landform on the coastal side of the railway line

•

On the land side of the railway the dune grassland has been replaced with closely mown grass of the
golf course

•

Lelant Towans has a close visual relationship with Hayle, framing views out to the beach and ocean
from the town

•

Lelant Church (St Uny’s) forms a very distinctive and prominent landscape feature on the skyline

•

There are few dispersed buildings within this character area, mainly associated with the golf course
and the railway line

•

Scenic views from the railway line and footpaths in the area are highly regarded

•

The conversion of land to a golf course has resulted in a much more open and exposed character

•

The area has a very exposed character
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The condition of the Lelant Towans character area has been compromised by;
•

Natural landform and vegetation/groundcover being replaced by the golf course

•

Some evidence of industrial activity at the quayside

•

The railway line which runs through the site

Land on the coastal side of the railway line remains intact while the natural characteristics of the landward side
have been replaced by the golf course. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high due to the
prominence of Lelant Towans in the setting of Hayle and the apparent absence of intrusive features within the
area.
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Area D: Phillack Valley Side

Figure 7— 5 Phillack Valley Side
The Phillack Valley Side character area lies to the south of the extensive area of Common Towans on the
shallow south facing slope to Copperhouse Pool. The character area is defined by the following
characteristics:
•

South facing shallow valley sides

•

Predominantly arable farmland

•

Large regular field pattern defined by Cornish hedges

•

The plantation north of Clifton Terrace and the tree planting around Phillack and King George V
Memorial Walk form important landscape elements in this character area

•

Settlements include Riviere farmstead and Phillack churchtown

•

Main access through the area is along Churchtown Road which provides access between Phillack
and The Towans

•

Remaining access is provided as informal tracks

•

Highly visible overhead power lines run across the higher, northern edge of the character area

•

The proximity to Hayle and activity through the area restricts the feeling of tranquillity in the area

•

The area has a very exposed character

The landscape condition of the Phillack Slopes character area has been compromised by;
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•

The visual presence of uncharacteristic tourist development adjacent to the area

•

Overhead power lines running through the area

The landscape elements that define this character area are relatively robust, however the exposed rural
character and the relationship to Hayle result in the sensitivity of the character area being assessed as
moderate.
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Area E: Trevethoe Slopes

Figure 7— 6 Trevethoe Slopes
The Trevethoe Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics;
•

Large regular field pattern with predominantly arable use

•

Hedgerow field boundaries, with few hedgerow trees

•

Settlements in the area are mainly remote farmsteads with some seasonal holiday parks

•

Gently undulating landform, generally east facing

•

Landform rises to the hillforts at Trencrom and Trink Hill with an exposed and open character

•

Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys

Trevethoe Slopes character area remains relatively intact; the underlying characteristics of the area are in good
condition with very occasional detracting features, such as the seasonal holiday parks. The sensitivity of the
Trevethoe character area is considered to be high.
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Area F: Lelant Slopes

Figure 7— 7 Lelant Slopes
The Lelant Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics;
•

Smaller and more irregularly shaped field pattern than the neighbouring Trevethoe Slopes character
area

•

Arable and pastoral use

•

Few remote farmsteads

•

Gently sloping south facing valley side

•

Hedgerow field boundaries with few hedgerow trees

•

Field boundaries, vegetation and topography create a semi enclosed character

Lelant Slopes character area remains relatively intact; the underlying characteristics of the area are in good
condition. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high.
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Area G: South Hayle Slopes

Figure 7— 8 South Hayle Slopes
The South Hayle Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics;
•

Predominantly arable farmland with some diversification including Hayle Golf Club and camping
facilities

•

Medium to large, regular field pattern

•

Hedgerow field boundaries with occasional hedgerow trees

•

Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys

•

Gently undulating landform, generally north facing

•

The character area has several main roads running through it, including the A30

•

Settlements are predominantly in the form of remote farmsteads and small hamlets, with some
holiday villages and campsites

•

There are several disused tips and shafts within the area

•

Vegetation and the landform create a semi enclosed character

The condition of the South Hayle Slopes character area has been compromised by;
•

Development of uncharacteristic settlements such as holiday villages

•

The presence of disused tips and shafts
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•

Roads

The fragmented landscape condition of this area means that the sensitivity of the character area is judged to
be moderate.
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Area H: West Hayle Valley

Figure 7— 9 West Hayle Valley
The West Hayle Valley character area is defined by the following characteristics;
•

Wide valley with shallow valley sides

•

The area is intersected by important transport links such as the A30, B3301 and train line

•

Varied land use including; some arable and pastoral farmland, golf course, driving range, go karting,
wildlife sanctuary and industrial uses including sewerage works

•

Vegetation includes shelter planting along the main roads and train line and areas of broadleaved
woodland

The condition of this character area has been compromised by the type of uses and dominance of transport
corridors in the area. The sensitivity of the West Hayle Valley character area is judged to be low.
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7.4.1.6 Townscape character areas
Hayle is a unique town. Its development has been shaped by distinct centres and focal points. Pre-industrial
patterns of settlement saw a landscape of scattered churchtowns and estate/farm centres. However, it was the
industrial revolution of the 18 and 19 centuries that had the most significant impact on the development of the
th

th

town.
During the industrial revolution rival centres were established at Copperhouse and Foundry. Despite both
centres being based around industrial companies the two places have evolved in contrasting ways, their
distinct character shapes the present form of the town. This competition has also shaped the development of
the water area of Hayle Harbour and its associated estuaries in a way which has significantly determined the
visual context of Hayle’s townscape.
The town has been divided into nine distinct character areas. For the location of the townscape character
areas refer to Annex 7C.
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Area I: Foundry

Figure 7— 10 Foundry

Figure 7— 11 Foundry
The Foundry character area is defined by the following characteristics:
•

The area has an industrial past that has helped to shape development over time. The area became
established as a small foundry and engineering works at Carnsew in 1779

•

The railway viaduct forms an important landscape feature within this character area, it lies in Foundry
Square its scale and form create a distinctive and important backdrop to the harbour
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•

Foundry square is the most impressive area within the town. The scale and detailing of the
surrounding architecture displays a grandeur and distinctly urban character not matched to the same
extent elsewhere in Hayle

•

Larger scale 3 storey civic buildings are more common in the Foundry than elsewhere in Hayle

•

The Foundry forms a secondary commercial focus in the town after Copperhouse. The Foundry is
particularly important for banks, post office, cafes and local shops

•

Commercial activity was restricted to Foundry square, on the fringes residential properties were
extended with single storey commercial units in front gardens. These units remain as a distinctive
feature of the character area

•

The important remains of the foundry complex represents the best surviving industrial group in the
town

•

Housing was mainly built in the form of large villas for the Foundry family and managers. The large
villas set in their mature landscaped grounds are a distinctive feature of the area

•

The public realm in Foundry Square is generally of low quality and dominated by traffic

•

Occasional rows of high density industrial housing

The condition of this character area is compromised by the quality of the public realm, the gaps in the
townscape left by the removal of industrial buildings and the dominance of traffic through the area.
The associations and heritage of this area along with dominant features such as the railway viaduct result in
the Foundry character area being judged as having high sensitivity to change.
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Area J: Copperhouse

Figure 7— 12 Copperhouse
The Copperhouse character area is defined by the following characteristics;
•

Established as a copper smelting works in 1758

•

Copperhouse developed mainly through the activities of The Cornish Copper Company

•

Developed as a commercial centre and remains as the commercial heart of Hayle

•

19 century shopfronts are an important feature of the area. Poor shopfronts degrade the streetscape

•

The grid of high density terraced housing built for the workforce laid over the rising hillside forms the

th

most distinctly urban character area in the town
•

Extensive use of scoria block which is a locally distinctive building material made from a waste
product of copper smelting

•

Historically an intensively industrial area, though major historic buildings have been demolished

•

Industrial character is retained through remaining elements such as the canal and dock

•

Continued warehouse/manufacture use within the industrial housing stock south of Copperhouse
Pool

•

Public realm is dominated by the main spine road and is generally of low quality

•

Elements of the CCCo survive but are not celebrated
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•

Residential ribbon development is a key characteristic of the area

•

Spine road and land to the north is reclaimed land

•

Built form dominated by residential two storey scale with some industrial and civic buildings at larger
scale

•

Most of the houses have little or no front gardens, but generally long back gardens producing a
distinctive urban grain

The condition of the Copperhouse character area is compromised by the low quality of the public realm,
dominance of traffic through the area, poor shop fronts and empty/disused buildings. The sensitivity of this
character area is judged to be moderate.
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Area K: Hayle Harbour

Figure 7— 13 Hayle Harbour

Figure 7— 14 Hayle Harbour
Hayle Harbour is the largest harbour on the north coast of Cornwall. Originally a natural estuary its form and
character were significantly altered as it became a major centre of industry and international trade in the
nineteenth century. The harbour is of international significance as one of 10 designated areas within the
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. However extensive 20 century demolitions
have left the harbour, remaining buildings and quay walls in very poor repair. The character area is defined by
the following features:
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•

Part of the land that makes up the docks is man made including surrounding roads such as Penpol
Terrace, Commercial Road and Fore Street, generally flat and low lying land

•

The character of the harbour is shaped by the way it has been used through industry

•

Harbour land has mainly been left derelict leaving a poor visual condition

•

The majority of buildings in the harbour have been removed leaving large areas of derelict land and
desolate character

•

The scale and views over the estuary contribute significantly to the character of the harbour by
providing a very open and exposed character

•

Quay walls are in a poor state of repair, and have collapsed in places

•

Carnsew and Copperhouse Pool form dominant landscape features

•

Retains an industrial character from the remaining quay sides presence of derelict industrial features

•

Limited industrial activity still present, including fishing of some local significance

•

Evidence of the network of rail lines remain across the harbour

•

Vegetation is sparse but is generally regenerative scrub and dune scrub

•

Broad open spaces around the estuary have a significant positive influence over the character of the
town

•

The harbour landscape is valued for the views it offers over the estuary and coast

•

The cliff which leads up to Riviere Towans forms an important landscape feature within the character
area

The Triangular Spit forms a distinctive man-made landscape element within the Hayle Harbour character area.
Developed at around the same time as North and South Quay it has evolved separately. The vegetation cover
of the Triangular Spit distinguishes it from the rest of the harbour. Groundcover comprises an area of liverwort
over compacted ground to the north west of the spit. The rest of the spit has more substantial areas of dune
grassland and dune scrub. This relatively dense vegetation cover coupled with the sand deposits on the north
and west edge of the spit creates a more natural coastal character than other parts of the harbour character
area. The exposed characteristics of the spit make it more sensitive to development than other areas of the
Hayle Harbour character area.
The harbour has been left in poor condition and many of the buildings associated with its industrial past have
gone. The landscape has proved to be more robust; whilst also in poor condition, much of the engineering
associated with the quay sides and wharf is still intact and provide the defining elements of the area.
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The scale and basic infrastructure of the harbour means it has a high capacity to absorb change. The urban
tradition of the site and the history of large scale buildings together with degraded character make change to
the existing character acceptable. The specific landscape features of the site that have survived are in need of
repair or maintenance if they are to be retained. Proposed change needs to be high quality and to protect the
qualities defined by the World Heritage Site designation. The sensitivity of the Hayle Harbour character area to
change is judged to be moderate to low.
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Area L: Penpol

Figure 7— 15 Penpol
This area lies between the two settlements of Copperhouse and Foundry. The main characteristics of the
character area are highlighted below:
•

Development lies on the shallow, north facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool and the low lying, flat
man-made land around Penpol Terrace and Hayle Terrace

•

Main built form comprises mid 19 century terraces built for the professional classes, Hayle Terrace,
th

Penpol Terrace and Clifton Terrace all built to take advantage of views over the harbour
•

19 century development aimed to provide an urban focus here including church of St Elwyn

•

Generally poor quality public realm dominated by the B3301 main spine road

•

Penpol Creek forms an important landscape element within this character area

•

Further residential linear development which is a distinctive characteristic of Hayle

•

Exotic planting public art and memorials make up part of the distinctive linear park on the line of the

th

old rail line along Penpol Quay
•

Centre around Merchant Curnow’s Quay dates from the 18 century

•

General open and exposed character to the area especially to buildings and public realm along

th

Penpol Terrace due to the proximity to the harbour and estuary
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The condition of the Penpol townscape is compromised by the low quality of the public realm and the
dominance of traffic on the B3301 spine road. Proximity to vast areas of derelict land at the harbour
compromises the perception of the Penpol area further. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be
moderate.
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Area M: Hayle South

Figure 7— 16 Hayle South
The Hayle South character area is defined by the following features:
•

Town expansion area

•

Situated on the north west facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool

•

Predominantly residential settlement

•

Other uses include two large schools, Hayle Community School and Bodriggy County Primary School,
industrial units and farm buildings

•

Generally post 1946 development

•

Simple public realm treatment, in poor condition in places

•

Main routes through the area include St George’s Road and High Lanes

•

Connectivity through the area is generally quite poor with a large number of cul-de-sacs

The condition of this character area is compromised by a lack of cohesion in the urban fabric and the quality of
the public realm. The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be low.
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Area N: Phillack Churchtown

Figure 7— 17 Phillack Churchtown
The Phillack Churchtown townscape character area is defined by the following features:
•

Retained a village character despite close links with Copperhouse and the Foundry and the
associated industrial activity

•

Retains a separate and distinctive townscape to other parts of Hayle

•

Possibly dates from the Iron Age

•

Long history of use as an ecclesiastical centre, settlement was first recorded in 1130

•

Predominantly residential settlement

•

The church at Phillack forms a significant landmark in the character area

•

Significant tree planting provides a distinctive aspect of the townscape

•

Lies on the south facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool

The underlying characteristics of the Phillack Churchtown townscape character area are largely intact. The
Sensitivity of this area is judged to be High.
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Area O: Lelant Churchtown

Figure 7— 18 Lelant Churchtown
The Lelant Churchtown townscape character area is defined by the following features:
•

Predominantly residential settlement

•

Generally large detached houses with large gardens

•

The St-Ives to Penzance train line runs along the eastern edge of the settlement with a park and ride
station used predominantly by visitors to St Ives

•

St Uny church at Lelant forms a significant landmark in the character area

•

Significant tree planting creates a distinctive image of Lelant

•

The town lies on the south east facing slope to the River Hayle

The underlying characteristics of Lelant Churchtown are considered to be intact. The sensitivity of this area is
judged to be high.
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Area P: Hayle West

Figure 7— 19 Hayle West
The Hayle West townscape character area is defined by the following features:
•

Town expansion area

•

Predominantly residential area

•

Generally post 1946 development

•

Mix of single and two storey mainly detached dwellings

•

Poor connectivity through the area with a large number of cul-de-sacs

•

Main routes through the area are the B3302 and Trelissick Road

•

Low diversity in land and building use, few community facilities

•

Generally simple public realm treatment

The condition of this character area is compromised by poor connectivity and the lack of diversity in use and
built form. The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be moderate.
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Area Q: Hayle North

Figure 7— 20 Hayle North
The Hayle North townscape character area is defined by the following features:
•

Town expansion area

•

Predominantly residential area with few local facilities

•

Generally post 1946 development

•

Main route through the area is the B3301 Loggans Road, connectivity is generally poor with many culde-sacs

•

Architecture is not locally distinctive

•

Poor quality public realm treatment

The condition of this character area is compromised by the quality of the public realm and poor connectivity.
The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be Low
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7.4.2

Visual context

This section provides a brief appraisal of the visual characteristics of the proposed development site.
The Hayle Harbour and Riviere Fields parts of the development site have very different visual contexts. The
harbour is visible predominantly from the south and west while Riviere fields is more prominent in views from
the south and east. Both parts of the site are screened from view from the north by topography.
From the majority of viewpoints the site is seen in the context of Hayle’s existing urban fabric and surrounding
landscape setting. Views are most commonly seen across the estuary. The railway viaduct, the skyline of the
sand dunes, scale of the estuary, beach and churches at Phillack, Lelant and Hayle Terrace all form significant
landscape features around the site.
The width of the estuary and the shallow tributary valley sides facing down towards the proposed development
site leave the proposed development site very exposed. While the valley sides to the estuary leave the site
highly visible at the foot of a natural amphitheatre, they also provide higher ridgelines preventing the proposed
development site from breaking the skyline in many of the surrounding views.
The general extent of visibility of the proposed development site is summarised below:
From the north:
•

Views from the north are limited due to the proximity to the Atlantic Ocean to the north

•

The topography within Hayle, Riviere and Common Towans restricts visibility to a ridgeline
immediately north of the site boundary on North Quay

•

Some local views will be possible from the chalet properties in the sand dunes

•

Intermittent views from the South West Coast path and car park are possible from the north, however
these are restricted by the undulating landform of the dunes and the surrounding vegetation

From the east:
•

Riviere Fields is more prominent than the harbour in views from the east

•

Limited views are available from the east across Copperhouse Pool

•

Distant views are limited by the ridgeline at Conner Downs to St Erth Praze

•

Local views from the east are seen from properties across Hayle and Copperhouse with especially
prominent views from Penpol Terrace

•

Views from urban areas of Hayle and Copperhouse provide an extensive number of receptors

•

Restricted views of Riviere Fields and North Quay available from public paths around Copperhouse
Pool
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From the south:
•

Extensive views are possible from the south across the River Hayle estuary and Carnsew Pool

•

The urban form of Hayle provides a high number of possible receptors

•

Distant views are possible from the ridgelines above St Erth

•

Local views are available from the properties at Carnsew Meadows and the Foundry

•

Views of the site are possible from the South West Coast path

•

Glimpse views will be possible from the B3301 and A30 through gaps in tree planting to the south of
the site

From the west:
•

Views from the west are the most expansive

•

Views from the west look across the estuary with the distinctive skyline formed by the Riviere and
Hayle Towans above the site

•

The extent of the visibility from the west is defined from the important ridgeline at Trencrom Hill, Trink
Hill and Knill’s Monument (approximately 4-5km from the site). Views of the site can be seen from
these ridgetops and upper east facing slopes

•

Distant views are possible from the east facing peninsula at St Ives

•

Views from the properties at Lelant are generally restricted to the upper floor of the buildings because
of the extensive tree planting in the area

•

The most prominent views from the west are from the golf course, church and South West Coast path
in Lelant Towans

7.4.2.1 Key viewpoint descriptions
To illustrate the existing nature and extent of views experienced by visual receptors surrounding the
development site a number of representative viewpoints from residential and publicly accessible areas have
been assessed. The views have been divided into three categories: distant, intermediate and local views.
Local views are classified as those at a distance of up to 1.5km from the site, intermediate views are between
1.5-3.5km from the site and distant views are those beyond 3.5km.
For the location of the key viewpoints described below refer to Annex 7E
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7.4.2.2 Distant views
The site is visible from a number of distant ridgelines to the east, south and west including Trencrom Hill, Trink
Hill and Knill’s Monument.
Viewpoint 1:

Trencrom Hill

Figure 7— 21 Trencrom Hill
Trencrom Hill provides extensive views over the whole of West Cornwall, with Mounts Bay to the south and St
Ives bay to the north. Despite being approximately 4km from Hayle, Trencrom Hill provides clear views over
the whole of Hayle and its surroundings. The hill itself is an Iron Age hill fort and is a popular visitor destination.
Views to the site from Trencrom Hill are possible from the footpaths on the east facing side and top of the hill.
The main receptors at this viewpoint are likely to be visitors using the footpath between Penzance and St Ives
(St Michael’s Way) which climbs the eastern edge of Trencrom Hill.
Views are available across the whole site but make up a small and distant part of an extensive 360° panorama.
The site is visible in its surroundings allowing views of the relationship between the site and the surrounding
urban form of Hayle and the wider landscape setting. The transitional slopes, woodland and large arable and
pastoral fields typical of the Trevethoe landscape area make up the foreground with the Hayle Estuary, Hayle
Harbour and town of Hayle sitting within distant views of the Penwith countryside.
Given the distance from the proposed development, views from this viewpoint would be dependant on the
weather. On clear days views over much of the development site would be possible including views over the
length of South Quay. The majority of Riviere and Hayle Towans, Riviere Fields, North and East Quay would
also be visible. Elevated views of the Triangular Spit would also be possible, becoming clearer in the winter
over tree planting in Lelant. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate.
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7.4.2.3 Intermediate views
Intermediate views of the site include views from properties in Lelant and from important routes such as the
B3301, the A30, Penzance - St Ives train line and the South West Coast path. Key intermediate viewpoints are
described below:
Viewpoint 2:

Lelant Saltings Station

Figure 7— 22 Lelant Saltings Station
Lelant Saltings Station provides a park and ride service along the Penzance - St. Ives branch line
predominantly for visitors to St Ives. The station platform offers panoramic views across Carnsew Pool, Hayle,
its harbour and its landscape setting.
Figure 7.22 shows a typical view from the station. Similar views are present across the lower parts of Lelant,
including the football ground and Lelant Saltings road, though these views are often obstructed by vegetation.
Lower views to Hayle Harbour are obscured by the Triangular Spit in the foreground. Beyond Hayle Harbour
the skyline is formed by the distinctive Riviere and Hayle Towans landscape. Riviere Fields, South, East and
North Quay are all visible. Views of the site are seen in the context of Hayle, its landscape setting and distant
wooded and open ridgelines beyond. The two churches in Hayle and Phillack provide distinctive landscape
features within the scene. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate.
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Viewpoint 3:

The Causeway

Figure 7— 23 The Causeway
The Causeway is the main route into Hayle from the East. The B3301 and the South West Coast Path both run
along the Causeway, providing vehicular and pedestrian traffic with transient views across Carnsew Pool,
Lelant and Hayle Harbour. Views to the site can be seen along the length of the Causeway but become
obstructed by vegetation and the properties at Carnsew Meadows closer to the site.
Figure 7.23 shows a typical view from the Causeway. The viewpoint provides a good vantage point over the
distinctive Lelant townscape. The ridgeline at Trencrom Hill and Trink Hill is also visible providing good views
of the Trevethoe and West Hayle character areas. Views to the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans and Hayle
Harbour are again obscured by the Triangular Spit and vegetation at Lelant in the foreground. The sand dunes
and chalet properties of Riviere Towans form a distinctive skyline over Hayle Harbour. Views to the southern
part of the harbour and the town are blocked by the properties and tree planting along Carnsew Road. The
sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate.
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7.4.2.4 Local views
Local views of the site include views from around the estuary, Lelant Towans and from roads, footpaths and
properties within Hayle. Key local views are described below:
Viewpoint 4:

Lelant Towans

Figure 7— 24 Lelant Towans
This viewpoint can be seen from the section of the South West Coast Path which runs along the Penzance-St
Ives train line and West Cornwall Golf Club through Lelant Towans. The South West Coast Path is a nationally
important footpath. Views from Lelant Towans offer clear views over Hayle Harbour, Hayle estuary and the
beach adjacent to Hayle Towans. This section of railway and coast path are highly regarded for the scenic
quality of their coastal views.
Figure 7.24 shows the extents of this viewpoint. Clear views over the beach adjacent to Hayle Towns and the
Hayle and Riviere Towans character area are possible in the foreground and extend to create the skyline over
northern parts of the site.
The site is seen within the context of the rest of the urban fabric of Hayle. Most of the site is highly visible with
the Triangular Spit being the most prominent part of the site. Beyond the estuary and harbour distant views are
composed of the Hayle Townscape and the ridgelines surrounding Hayle.
Many important landscape features are visible from this viewpoint including the railway viaduct in Hayle, the
beach, the skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans, and the church at Hayle Terrace. The sensitivity of this
viewpoint is judged to be high.
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Viewpoint 5:

Hayle Towans

Figure 7— 25 Hayle Towans
This view is from the section of the South West Coast Path which runs through Hayle Towans. The viewpoint is
accessible from both the South West Coast path and the visitor car parking in Hayle Towans providing access
to the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans.
From this viewpoint views are generally orientated towards the section of the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans
and across the estuary to Lelant Towans and St Uny’s Church. Undulating topography of Hayle Towans
generally restricts views down to the harbour and town. Some distant views are possible to wooded and open
ridgelines beyond Hayle.
The restricted visibility to the harbour and town makes a more rural baseline condition for this viewpoint. Only
some of the higher parts of the proposed development site are visible, such as Riviere Fields and Hayle
Towans. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be high as it is part of a nationally significant footpath.
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Viewpoint 6:

Riviere Farm

Figure 7— 26 Riviere Farm
This viewpoint was taken along Churchtown Road at Riviere Farm. Churchtown Road is a significant vehicular
and pedestrian route which runs between the settlements at Phillack and Riviere Towans, providing important
access between the town and the beach for both residents and visitors.
Views of the site are predominantly over Riviere Fields in the immediate foreground with parts of Hayle Towans
visible beyond. Views down to Hayle harbour are blocked by the plantation, the properties at Clifton Terrace
and the topography sloping down to the harbour.
This viewpoint offers extensive and dominant views over the town to the south. To the east, Phillack is visible
with St Uny’s church as a prominent landmark. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate.
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Viewpoint 7:

Copperhouse

Figure 7— 27 Copperhouse
Copperhouse is one of the historic centres of Hayle and now serves as a mixed use centre for surrounding
neighbourhoods and tourists. The viewpoint is taken from the car park on the edge of Copperhouse looking
across Copperhouse Pool. Receptors from this viewpoint are likely to be both residents of Hayle and visitors to
the area.
As an urban area views from Copperhouse towards the site are intermittent. Figure 7.27 shows the extents of
the viewpoint. Views across Copperhouse Pool offer glimpses of Phillack and Riviere Farm, although tree
planting along King George v Memorial Walk and behind Clifton Terrace screen most of the site to the north.
Riviere Fields and small parts of the Towans on the skyline are the only visible parts of the site. The sensitivity
of this viewpoint is judged to be low.
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Viewpoint 8:

Hayle Train station

Figure 7— 28 Hayle Train station
This viewpoint is taken from the footbridge across to Hayle train station. Figure 7.28 shows the extents of the
view from the footbridge. The view also represents similar views from the surrounding urban areas and
properties. The main receptors are likely to be visitors to the area using the train station.
Views to the site are possible over the roofs of surrounding buildings. Substantial parts of North Quay and its
remaining industrial buildings are visible with Riviere and Hayle Towans forming the skyline above. Visible parts
of Riviere and Hayle Towans do not include many of the distinctive chalet properties associated with the area.
Beyond Riviere and Hayle Towans to the west, the beach and parts of St Ives bay are visible. Views to Riviere
Fields are screened by the properties and plantation along Clifton Terrace. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is
judged to be moderate.
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Viewpoint 9:

No 39 Penpol Terrace

Figure 7— 29 No 39 Penpol Terrace
This viewpoint is taken from property number 39 Penpol Terrace. Penpol Terrace is a predominantly residential
street with some commercial uses. It forms part of the B3301 which is the main vehicular route through Hayle.
The street runs adjacent to South Quay offering views over most of the southern part of the proposed
development site in the immediate foreground. Intermittent views to the northern parts of the site, including
North Quay and Riviere and Hayle Towans are interrupted by landscape planting, buildings and traffic on
Penpol Terrace. The visual condition of the derelict harbour is immediately apparent due to the prominence of
the site in the foreground of the views. Regenerative vegetation and mounded earth on South Quay disturb
some of the distant views towards Lelant and Carnsew Pool.
Lelant Towans create a distinctive skyline across the estuary and distant views to the ridgelines at Trencrom
and Trink Hill are possible through the landscape planting in the foreground. Landscape features such as the
railway viaduct, the beach and the church at Lelant are all visible from this viewpoint. The sensitivity of this
viewpoint is judged to be high.
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Viewpoint 10:

Foundry

Figure 7— 30 Foundry
The Foundry is one of the historic centres of Hayle, and is still a busy area with a mix of uses and lots of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic especially along the B3301. The viewpoint is taken from in front of the post
office in Foundry Square.
Figure 7.30 shows the extents of this viewpoint. The railway viaduct dominates the foreground of this
viewpoint. Traffic from the B3301 and planting in memorial gardens under the viaduct restricts views of the
site. Views of the site are limited to land either side of the B3301 and parts of North Quay and Riviere and
Hayle Towans. Obscured views of Penpol Terrace are also possible from this viewpoint. The sensitivity of this
viewpoint is judged to be high.
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Viewpoint 11:

Hayle

Figure 7— 31 Hayle
This viewpoint is taken from the corner of Trevithick Crescent and Humphrey Davy Lane, between Hayle
Community College and Bodriggy Primary School. Looking north over Copperhouse Pool provides clear views
of Phillack and the large arable fields and hedgerows around Riviere Farm. Riviere and Hayle Towans
extending across the skyline frame both Phillack and Riviere Farm.
Buildings and vegetation within Hayle and the plantation behind Clifton Terrace restrict views of the site. Views
are possible to the Riviere Fields area of the proposed development site. The existing scene includes clear
views over key landscape features such as Phillack church and Phillack Towans. The sensitivity of this
viewpoint is judged to be moderate.
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7.4.3

Summary of landscape and visual receptors

Landscape receptor

Sensitivity

Area A-Upton, Phillack and Common Towans

High

Area B-Riviere and Hayle Towans

Moderate

Area C-Lelant Towans

High

Area D-Phillack Valley Side

Moderate

Area E-Trevethoe Slopes

High

Area F-Lelant Slopes

High

Area G-South Hayle Slopes

Moderate

Area H-West Hayle Valley

Low

Area I-Foundry

High

Area J-Copperhouse

Moderate

Area K-Hayle Harbour

Moderate to Low

Area L-Penpol

Moderate

Area M-Hayle South

Low

Area N-Phillack Churchtown

High

Area O-Lelant Churchtown

High

Area P-Hayle West

Moderate

Area Q-Hayle North

Low

Table 7— 8 Summary of landscape receptor sensitivity – local character areas
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Viewpoint

Sensitivity

Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill

Moderate

Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings station

Moderate

Viewpoint 3: The Causeway

moderate

Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans

high

Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans

high

Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm

moderate

Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse

low

Viewpoint 8: Hayle train station

moderate

Viewpoint 9: No 39 Penpol Terrace

high

Viewpoint 10: Foundry

high

Viewpoint 11: Hayle

moderate

Table 7— 9 Summary of viewpoint sensitivity

7.5

Assessment of potential significant impacts

7.5.1

Introduction

This section identifies the potential significant effects that the proposed development would have on the
existing landscape character and on visual amenity. The development proposal that is assessed within this
appraisal is described in detail within chapter 3.
7.5.2

Potential sources of impacts

Potential sources of change to the landscape and to views can be classified into construction impacts and
operational impacts. The sources of change on the landscape and visual amenity assessed within this section
of the report are summarised below:
7.5.2.1 Potential construction activities
On site:
•

Removal of surface vegetation and topsoil
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•

Movement and processes associated with construction of the development

•

Potential use of tall machinery that would be visible over a wider distance, such as cranes

•

Site compound which may include storage areas for equipment, materials and machinery, site office
and toilet facilities

•

Temporary fencing

•

Additional lighting and signs associated with the construction

Off site:
•

Construction traffic to and from the site potentially resulting in noise, vibration and dust

7.5.2.2 Potential operational activities:
On site:
•

New built form – massing and layout

•

Traffic movement and headlights within the new development

•

New planting and open space structure

•

Activity resulting from the new community facilities, retail, commercial, business uses etc

•

Lighting associated with the development

Off site:
•
7.5.3

Traffic movement and headlights travelling to and from the new development
Predicted landscape impacts

This part of the assessment looks at the potential impact that the proposed development would have on the
character of the landscape at construction and operational phases of the development at year 1 and year 15.
This includes the elements within the landscape that would be lost and provide a judgement on the impact that
this would have on the landscape.
Given the scale and complexity of the site, the construction will be phased over a number of years. This
assessment assumes an initial phase of construction that improves infrastructure on the harbour including
repairs to dock walls. Subsequent phases of construction will deliver the proposed buildings.
7.5.3.1 Impacts on national character context
The qualities of the Port of Hayle described in The World Heritage Evaluation Report (IUCN, 2006) are retained
in the development proposals. The extensive quay walls would be repaired to ensure the continuation of the
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dramatic and open estuarine setting highlighted in the report. Other surviving elements of the harbour
described in the evaluation report such as the remains of the iron foundries, the adjacent villas for managerial
classes and the terraced housing for workers are not affected by the proposals.
The majority of the features of the Cornish Killas character area as defined by The Countryside Agency. (1999)
(2) are not affected by the development proposals. The development proposals incorporate important features
of the Cornish Killas landscape area such as industrial-archaeological remains and Cornish hedges where
possible. The proposed development would not lead to significant impact on the national landscape character.
7.5.3.2 Impacts on regional character context
The proposed development would have no significant impacts on the majority of the broad characteristics
which define the area. However, the proposed dredging of the Cocklebank to incorporate the marina would
result in the loss of one of the alluvial deposits in the River Hayle which collectively are considered as an
important feature of the area.
7.5.3.3 Impacts on local character context
The potential impact of development on the local landscape character areas (identified and described within
section 7.4) during construction and operational phases, is summarised below.
7.5.3.4 Landscape character areas
Area A: Upton, Phillack and Common Towans
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is assessed as
no change.
Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans
Construction impacts:
Loss of dune grassland as car park, road and properties are developed would cause a change in character.
The impact of this change has been minimised by proposals to ensure areas of dune grassland that are lost
would be replaced in other parts of the proposed development. The presence of construction equipment and
activity would affect the tranquillity of the area, causing a large magnitude of change resulting in a moderate
adverse temporary impact on the character of the area.
Operation- impacts - year 1:
Proposed buildings in the Hilltop part of the proposed development are shown at a scale, density and layout
which would be in keeping with the character of development in the surrounding area. The proposed layout of
the streets and buildings in this area would create a distinct part of the overall proposed development.
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Proposed industrial development is shown in the same location as existing industrial uses and in that position
would be screened by the existing surrounding topography and vegetation.
The proposed car park in the Hilltop part of the proposed development site would introduce a new element
within Riviere and Hayle Towans. The proposed car park is positioned in an area already disturbed by industrial
activity and the presence of over head power lines. The proposed development incorporates areas of reinstated grassland to ensure that the dune grassland which would be lost in construction and operation phases
is replaced in other parts of the scheme.
The overall magnitude of change from the above activities is judged to be large. The significance of the impact
is judged to be moderate, the overall level of effect of the impact is considered to be neutral on the character
of the area.
Operation impacts - year 15:
The impacts on the character would remain the same at year 15 as year 1 resulting in a large magnitude of
change and moderate impact significance on the character of the area. This impact is considered to remain
neutral.
Area C: Lelant Towans
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
Area D: Phillack Valley Side
Construction impacts:
Construction phases would result in the loss of arable farmland and some Cornish hedge field boundaries.
However, the proposed development would affect only a small part of the overall Phillack Valley Side character
area keeping the area of affected farmland to a minimum. The proposed development includes objectives to
retain as many of the hedge boundaries as possible, which are an important element of the character area.
The presence of construction equipment and activity would temporarily affect the tranquillity of the area,
causing a medium magnitude of change resulting in a moderate impact significance during the construction
phases of development. The level of this impact is considered to be adverse.
Operation impacts -year 1:
The proposals at Riviere Fields would result in the loss of some Cornish hedges and farmland which are
important characteristics of the area. The development would also change the exposed rural character of the
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area. The proposed development includes objectives to protect these characteristics of the area. Existing
hedges are incorporated into the proposed development where possible reducing the amount of hedgerows
which would be lost to development. The development proposals are restricted to a relatively small area
(7.4ha) in the south west corner of the overall Phillack Valley Side character area (33.7ha), thus minimises the
impact to the rural characteristics of the area.
The development proposal shown at Riviere Fields reflects the character of existing surrounding townscapes
and the characteristics of the Phillack Valley Sides character area. The scale, form and density of the proposed
development take into account residential parts of Hayle across Copperhouse Pool, Phillack Churchtown and
Clifton Terrace immediately adjacent to the proposed development site. The proposed extension to
plantations, retention of existing hedges and the relationship of built form to existing topography would seek to
ensure that the proposed development would be in keeping with the characteristics of the receiving landscape
and complement neighbouring settlements at Phillack and Clifton Terrace.
Arable fields retained between the proposed Riviere Fields development and Phillack would allow Phillack to
remain as a distinct and recognisable townscape separate to the proposed development at Riviere Fields. The
influence of the baseline landscape conditions on the proposals allow the Riviere Fields part of the proposed
development to remain distinct from other parts of the proposed development site, re-enforcing existing
variations in character.
Design objectives for the proposed development set out to retain important elements of the existing landscape
and reflect characteristics of the surrounding townscape. While the proposed development could add a
positive element to the character area, it would result in the loss of rural character which would generally be
perceived as negative.
The magnitude of change to the baseline conditions caused by the development proposals is judged to be
medium with a moderate impact significance on the baseline of the receiving character area. The overall level
of this impact is considered to be adverse because of the loss of the existing rural character.
Operation impacts - year 15
At year 15 the plantations within the proposals will have had time to become more established as will planting
through the streets, public spaces and gardens. This will help screen the development and ensure the scheme
fits with existing landscape character and surrounding townscape at Clifton and Phillack. The magnitude of
change at operational year 15 is judged to be medium with a moderate impact significance on the existing
character area. The overall level of this impact is judged to be adverse because of the loss of the existing rural
character.
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Area E: Trevethoe Slopes
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
Area F: Lelant Slopes
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
Area G: South Hayle Slopes
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
Area H: West Hayle Valley
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
7.5.3.5 Townscape character areas
Area I: Foundry
Although there would be an increase in activity in this area there would be no direct impact upon this character
area and no loss of any landscape features during construction or operational phases of the proposed
development. Despite the presence of buildings proposed along South Quay the visual emphasis would remain
on the viaduct and the views around and through it. Impact significance is therefore no change.
Area J: Copperhouse
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
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Area K: Hayle Harbour
Construction impacts:
The baseline description of the harbour identified a derelict character and crucial landscape features left in
poor condition. The initial phases of construction involve repair work to features such as the quay sides and
dock walls which are fundamental to the character of the area. This work will safeguard the survival of these
features. Construction activity and equipment would alter the exposed and neglected character of the harbour.
The magnitude of change to the character during construction phases is judged to be low with construction
activity having a minor adverse temporary impact on the baseline conditions of the area.
Operation impacts - year 1:
The regeneration proposals suggest a complete alteration to the baseline. A high quality development which
respects the existing landscape values and qualities defined in the World Heritage Site designation would be
perceived as a positive impact.
The proposals include a number of design principles which set out to ensure that the proposed development
forms a valuable addition to the character of the harbour and the rest of the town. The design objectives set
out to ensure that the most important and valued characteristics of the harbour would be protected and
promoted in the proposed development.
The existing operational use of the harbour would continue as provision has been made in the proposed
development for the continuation of the existing activities that help form the baseline character of the harbour
such as the fishing industry.
The proposed harbour wall repairs are essential in sustaining the setting of Hayle. Without the work contained
in the regeneration proposals some of the most significant features of the site and town would be in danger of
being lost.
Many of the remaining historic features and listed buildings and structures which are important to the character
including the Octel building, the stables on North Quay, rail lines on North Quay, the harbour master’s office
building and existing bridges would be incorporated into the proposed development.
The estuary helps define the character of the harbour; the exposed and scenic qualities of the harbour are
crucial to the character of the area. The scale and positioning of the marina would introduce a further element
which alters the baseline characteristics of the area. The proposed marina would re-introduce activity onto the
water placing more emphasis on the most valued resource of the area. However, the dredging of Cocklebank
may be perceived to have a negative impact on the baseline character of the harbour. The collective alluvial
deposits in Hayle Estuary are regarded as defining features of the area, as identified in section 7.5.3.2 ‘impacts
on regional character context’.
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Impounding water in Penpol Creek would alter the baseline character of the area. Impounded water would
result in a permanent more substantial body of water replacing the current tidal conditions. The manipulation of
Hayle Estuary in the past has formed the current character context for the area. Whether impounding water in
Penpol Creek constitutes a positive or negative change is largely subjective.
The development proposal shows building arrangement that addresses the water and the existing topography.
This is in keeping with principles behind the historic development of the town and the character of existing
townscapes such as Hayle, Penpol and Clifton Terraces which were built to take advantage of views over
Hayle Estuary. Important landscape features of the area such as the cliff, beach and Hayle Estuary remain as
defining elements of the character area.
The relationship between proposed built form on South Quay and existing buildings in the Foundry defines a
significant urban centre and a more cohesive urban fabric in the area.
The proposed Copperhouse road bridge from Hayle Terrace to North Quay would add a new element to the
character area. The bridge would be a significant element because of its proximity to listed structures. It would
not directly affect the listed structures and is judged to have no significant impact of the character of the
overall area.
The Triangular Spit has been identified as a distinct element in the Hayle Harbour character area which is more
sensitive to development than the rest of the harbour. The introduction of car parking on the spit would have a
negative effect on the existing more natural and coastal character of the Triangular Spit.
The baseline description of the Hayle Harbour area identified low lying man-made land as a defining
characteristic of the area. Raising the levels of land around the harbour would not significantly alter the
character of the area as the ground level would remain predominantly flat and low lying relative to the
topographic context.
The magnitude of change to the character of the harbour as a whole is judged to be large with a moderate
impact significance. Despite the negative impact on Cocklebank and Triangular Spit the level of impact on the
overall character of the area is considered to be beneficial.
Operation impacts - year 15:
The impacts would remain the same at year 15 resulting in a large magnitude of change and moderate impact
significance on the baseline landscape condition which is considered to be beneficial.
Area L: Penpol
There would be no direct impact upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features during
construction or operational phases of the proposed development. However, there would be indirect impacts
as described below.
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Construction impacts:
Indirect impacts would include the effect of construction equipment and activity on the open and exposed
character along Penpol Terrace. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium with a moderate adverse
impact significance on the baseline landscape conditions.
Operation impacts - year 1
Indirect impacts include the effect of proposed buildings along South Quay adjacent to Penpol Terrace.
Proposed buildings would alter the open and exposed character creating a more enclosed character along
Penpol Terrace. While reducing the open character of Penpol, proposed development would re-enforce the
linear character of the area.
The proposed buildings and bridges to South Quay would also have an effect on movement and activity in the
area. Reducing the dominance of the road along Penpol Terrace in favour of increased pedestrian activity
would have a positive effect on the character of the area.
The magnitude of change from these indirect impacts is judged to be medium with moderate impact
significance on the baseline landscape condition that is considered to be beneficial.
Operation impacts - year 15:
Indirect impacts would remain the same at year 15 resulting in a medium magnitude of change with a
moderate impact significance on the baseline which is considered to be beneficial.
Area M: Hayle South
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no
change.
Area N: Phillack Churchtown
The proposed development at Hayle Harbour may result in an increase in traffic through the roads in Phillack
which currently have a rural character. The proposed development would not cause the loss of any landscape
features during construction or operational phases. Phillack would remain as a distinct settlement from the
proposed development at Riviere Fields. The magnitude of change is therefore judged to be negligible meaning
an impact significance of no change.
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Area O: Lelant Churchtown
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore
judged to be no change.
Area P: Hayle West
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore
judged to be no change.
Area Q: Hayle North
There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features
during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore
judged to be no change.
Character Area

Receptor

Construction

Operation Year 1

Operation Year

sensitivity

impact

impact

15 impact

significance

significance

significance

High

No change

No change

No change

Moderate

Moderate (-)

Moderate (o)

Moderate (o)

C-Lelant Towans

High

No change

No change

No change

D-Phillack Valley Side

Moderate

Moderate (-)

Moderate (-)

Moderate (-)

E-Trevethoe Slopes

High

No change

No change

No change

F-Lelant Slopes

High

No change

No change

No change

G-South Hayle Slopes

Moderate

No change

No change

No change

H-West Hayle Valley

Low

No change

No change

No change

I-Foundry

High

No change

No change

No change

A-Upton, Phillack and
Common Towans
B-Riviere and Hayle
Towans
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Character Area

Receptor

Construction

Operation Year 1

Operation Year

sensitivity

impact

impact

15 impact

significance

significance

significance

J-Copperhouse

Moderate

No change

No change

No change

K-Hayle Harbour

Moderate to Low

Minor (-)

Moderate (+)

Moderate (+)

L-Penpol

Moderate

Moderate (-)

Moderate (+)

Moderate (+)

M-Hayle South

Low

No change

No change

No change

N-Phillack Churchtown

High

No change

Negligible

Negligible

O-Lelant Churchtown

High

No change

No change

No change

P-Hayle West

Moderate

No change

No change

No change

Q-Hayle North

Low

No change

No change

No change

Table 7— 10 Summary of landscape impacts
Key: (-) adverse, (+) beneficial, (o) neutral.
7.5.3.6 Summary of predicted landscape impacts
The development proposals take into account the existing character and landscape elements through the site.
This has meant that some of the most valued qualities of each area have been retained. The existing variations
in character in the area are re-enforced by distinct parts of the proposed development that respond to their
baseline character areas.
The form of development on Hilltop reflects the surrounding character of parts of Riviere Towans. The
proposed development at Riviere Fields takes into account the urban form of the Hayle Townscape across
Copperhouse Pool, and adopts similar design principles to those that shaped Clifton, Hayle and Penpol
Terraces. Proposed development on South Quay would allow landscape features such as the viaduct, the
water, the scale of the buildings in the foundry and the linearity of urban form to remain as key defining
elements in the area. The form of development shown on North Quay incorporates the dominant landscape
features of the area including the quay sides and the cliff into the proposed development.
The impact on the existing character of the area is reduced where important landscape features such as
hedgerows, shelter planting and the surviving industrial/historical buildings and structures are retained and the
baseline characteristics of the proposed development site are incorporated into the proposed development.
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Significant negative landscape impacts include the dredging of Cocklebank and the introduction of car parking
on Triangular Spit both of which represent negative change to the baseline character of the area.
Impacts on the landscape and townscape character of the area are judged to be adverse during construction.
With the exception of the Phillack Valley Sides character area the overall level of impact of the proposed
development during year 1 and 15 of operation is judged to be no worse than neutral. Despite the retention of
important landscape features the loss of the open and rural character would generally be perceived as a
negative impact on the Phillack Valley Sides character area.
7.5.4

Predicted visual impacts

This part of the assessment assesses the potential impact that the proposed development would have on
views from the surrounding landscape and properties during construction and operational phases in year 1 and
year 15. The visual impact of the proposed development on each of the key views is assessed below.
Given the scale and complexity of the site, the construction will be phased over a number of years. This
assessment assumes an initial phase of construction which improves infrastructure on the harbour including
repairs to dock walls. Subsequent phases of construction will deliver the proposed buildings.
7.5.4.1 Distant views
Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill
Construction impacts:
Considering the distance of the views and the current use and appearance of the site, visual impacts on this
viewpoint would be relatively low during the initial phases of construction. The impact of subsequent phases of
development would be higher, as large equipment and buildings become visible from this distance. The
magnitude of change during construction is judged to be negligible. The impacts significance of construction
processes and equipment from this viewpoint are assessed as no change.
Operation impacts - year 1:
From this viewpoint, proposed buildings on South Quay would obstruct views to existing parts of the town
including Penpol Terrace, but would not significantly increase the perceived size of the urban area of Hayle.
Proposed development on North Quay and Riviere Fields would substantially extend the area of town to the
north. This would appear as an extension to the existing urban area across Copperhouse Pool.
The impact of the proposed development would constitute only a minor component of the wider view from
Trencrom Hill and would, therefore, have a small magnitude of change during both summer and winter
months. The development would have a minor impact significance on this viewpoint that is considered to be
neutral as the development proposals would not compromise the qualities of the view.
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Operation impacts - year 15:
As at year 1 magnitude of change during the summer and winter would be small; with only minor changes in
the appearance of the development from this distance the impact significance would remain as minor. The
effect of this impact is judged to be neutral.
7.5.4.2 Intermediate views
Viewpoint 2:

Lelant Saltings Station

Construction impacts:
With the Triangular Spit obscuring lower views of the harbour, initial phases of construction would have a
relatively low impact on views. During subsequent phases, construction processes, equipment and buildings
would cause partial loss of visibility to key landscape elements. The magnitude of change would be medium
with a moderate adverse impact significance on the existing view.
Operation impacts - year 1
Following construction, the proposed development would be relatively prominent from this viewpoint. This
would result in a substantial extension of the urban form to the north and into Riviere and Hayle Towans. The
proposed development would be viewed in the context of the urban form of Hayle. The completed
development would also result in significant alteration of views of the derelict baseline view of the harbour.
Proposed development along South Quay would result in the loss of views over Penpol Terrace, and partially
block views of the church on Hayle Terrace. Views to some of the distant ridgelines to the east of Hayle would
be become partially blocked by the proposed built form. Proposed buildings on North Quay and Hilltop would
extend into the skyline of Riviere Towans. The stack associated with the boiler on South Quay would also be
visible above the skyline which is currently formed by the landscape setting of Hayle. The perception of the
stack would be affected by the association of the harbour with industrial activity and stacks in the past. The
stack on North Quay would not be visible past trees in the foreground of this viewpoint.
Car parking on Triangular Spit would create a new visible element within this viewpoint which would generally
be perceived as a negative feature within the views from this viewpoint.
Views to the landscape immediately surrounding Hayle Harbour such as the planting to the south of Carnsew
Pool and the views of Hayle and Riviere Towans would remain as significant features of the view. The
expansive nature of the views over the estuary and Carnsew Pool would remain the dominant element of the
view. The proposed development would form a clearly perceptible part of the scene and substantially alter a
large extent of the view causing a large magnitude of change to the baseline view.
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The proposed development is judged to have moderate impact significance on the view from Lelant Saltings
in both summer and winter months. This impact is judged to be beneficial because the proposed development
would replace the derelict baseline condition of the views from this viewpoint.
Operation - year 15
No significant change in the appearance of the development from year 1 means a large magnitude of change
and a moderate impact significance on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.

Viewpoint 3:

The Causeway

Construction impacts:
The prominence of views to North Quay would result in the alteration to baseline views of the harbour and
Riviere and Hayle Towans during the construction phases. Construction processes, equipment and buildings
would all be visible from this viewpoint. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium during construction
phases with a moderate adverse impact on views from the Causeway.
Operation impacts - year 1:
The illustrative masterplan shows the introduction of a substantial area of new built form on the North Quay
area of the site. New built form on North Quay would replace the existing views of the derelict harbour.
Development on the North Quay and Hilltop parts of the proposed development site would alter the
appearance of southern parts of Hayle and Riviere Towans. Proposed buildings on North Quay would partially
block views of Hayle and Riviere Towans. Development on Hilltop takes into account the existing character of
Riviere and Hayle Towans and should positively contribute to the character of the receiving landscape area.
Views to the northern side of Hayle and Riviere Towans would remain unchanged.
The Triangular Spit lies between the viewpoint and the rest of the proposed development site potentially
making the spit a more sensitive element in the view. The use of Triangular Spit for parking would introduce a
more prominent impact on the viewpoint. The appearance and activity associated with the car park during both
day and night time would be uncharacteristic within the attributes of the receiving landscape.
The Stacks associated with the boilers on both South and North Quay would be visible from this viewpoint.
Both would be viewed as part of the skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans. The perceived impact of the stacks
is minimised by the existing power lines, the association of Hayle Harbour with industry and stacks in the past
and the relatively small part of the overall proposed development they represent.
There would not be a discernable difference between the visual impact of the proposed development between
summer and winter months. The prominence of the proposed development and the extent of the area over
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which the change would be visible would cause a large magnitude of change. The proposals would form a
recognisable new element within the overall scene resulting in an impact of moderate significance to passing
views from the causeway in both summer and winter months. This overall impact is judged to be beneficial
because of the derelict baseline of the views to Hayle Harbour from this viewpoint.
Operation impact - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a large magnitude of change and a
moderate impact significance on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.
7.5.4.3 Local views
As highlighted above the impacts on close up views are very much dependant on detailed design and are also
highly subjective. As the assessment is of an illustrative masterplan the detailed and architectural design of
the development had not been established. For the following viewpoints judgements of the impacts of the
operational stages of the proposals are based on illustrations, design codes and artist’s impressions of the
character and architectural standards of the development.
Viewpoint 4:

Lelant Towans

Construction impact:
The viewpoint from Lelant Towans offers elevated views over the majority of the harbour. The prominence of
the proposed development site in the scene would cause a noticeable alteration in the existing view during all
phases of construction. Given the existing visual condition of the harbour the construction processes would be
less intrusive during the initial phases of construction. The magnitude of change during construction phases
during summer and winter is judged to be medium resulting in a major adverse impact significance on the
overall scene.
Operation impacts - year 1:
While Penpol Terrace would become hidden by new built form on South Quay, visual impacts on other key
landscape features are minimal. The beach adjacent to Hayle Towans, Hayle Estuary and Riviere, Hayle and
Common Towans would remain as defining images of the viewpoint. The massing of the proposed
development would be viewed in the context of these features, the existing urban edge of Hayle and its distant
landscape setting.
However, views to key landscape features such as the railway viaduct, the church on Hayle Terrace and parts
of the skyline of Hayle and Riviere Towans directly above the harbour would be substantially obscured. Views
over the estuary would also be significantly affected by the proposed marina development. The proposed car
park on the Triangular Spit would also create a perceptible new element in the views from this viewpoint.
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Stacks associated with the boilers on North and South Quay would both be visible from this viewpoint. The
stack on North Quay will form a significant new element in the foreground of the view, extending beyond the
skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans. The stack on South Quay would be visible with the Foundry townscape
character area and Hayle’s landscape setting beyond. The perceived impact of the stacks is minimised by the
association of the Hayle Harbour with industry and stacks in the past.
The proposed development would become an immediately apparent part of the scene which significantly alters
the character and attributes of the view the magnitude of change is therefore judged to be large. As mentioned
above, the existing poor visual condition of the harbour affects how the site is perceived from this viewpoint.
The significance impact of the proposals is measured against this baseline and is therefore considered to be
major and beneficial in both summer and winter months.
Operation impacts - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development from the situation in year 1 would leave a large
magnitude of change and a major impact on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.

Viewpoint 5:

Hayle Towans

Construction impacts:
As described in the baseline, views down the harbour are blocked by the topography. The majority of the
construction processes would, therefore, be screened by the sand dunes. Only limited views to tall
construction equipment and processes in higher parts of the site such as Hilltop and Riviere Fields would be
visible. This would result in a small magnitude of change and moderate impact significance on the overall
scene. This impact is considered to be adverse.
Operation impacts - year 1
Views to Lelant Towans and the beach would remain unaltered. However, parts of the proposed development
on the harbour would appear above the dunes in the foreground obscuring some of the views towards Hayle’s
landscape setting. The proposed buildings in higher, more visible parts of the proposed development site such
as Hilltop and Riviere Fields would be in keeping with characteristics and attributes of their baseline
conditions. The industrial units proposed to the west of North Quay would not be apparent in this view as they
are screened by the dunes and grassland in the foreground. Tops of the stacks associated with the boilers on
North and South Quay would be visible over the dune grass land in the foreground.
The absence of views to the harbour provides a relatively rural baseline for this viewpoint and the introduction
of large scale built form into the foreground of this viewpoint could therefore be perceived as negative. The
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magnitude of change to this viewpoint is considered to be small and the impact is judged to be of moderate
significance and adverse in both summer and winter months.
Operation impacts - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development or variation in the vegetation in the foreground
would leave a small magnitude of change and a moderate impact significance on the existing view that is
considered to be adverse.

Viewpoint 6:

Riviere Farm

Construction impacts:
This viewpoint is on the edge of the site boundary, therefore construction processes and equipment would all
be visually intrusive. The magnitude of change during construction phases is considered to be large with a
moderate impact significance during both summer and winter. This impact is judged to be adverse.
Operation impacts - year 1
During the operational stages of the proposed development, the properties and planting proposed in Riviere
Fields would stand in the foreground of the view. The proposed buildings, gardens and planting would be seen
in the context of the existing nearby properties and plantation along Clifton Terrace.
The limited existing views to the west would be blocked by the development and views across Copperhouse
Pool towards Hayle would be partially altered. New built form and structure planting would block views to the
church at Hayle Terrace. However, the majority of the views over Hayle, Phillack and surrounding landscape
would remain unchanged.
Tall ruderal planting and existing hedge banks would provide additional screening of the proposed
development during summer. The year-round magnitude of change is considered to be large. The impacts are
considered to be of moderate significance in both summer and winter. The impact on receptors this close to
the site is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme. It is considered that
conclusive qualitative judgment on the impacts cannot be made at this stage.
Operation impacts - year 15:
Views across Copperhouse Pool towards Hayle would be further altered as planting around the community
gardens matures. However, this planting would not significantly alter the views available and the magnitude of
change would therefore remain as large with a moderate impact significance on the baseline conditions of the
viewpoint.
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Viewpoint 7:

Copperhouse

Construction impacts:
As described in the baseline Riviere Fields is the only part of the site that is clearly visible from Copperhouse.
The land in Riviere Fields makes up part of the estuary valley side, and therefore faces Copperhouse. This
means that construction processes and equipment would be visible from this viewpoint. The construction
phases would be exposed on the valley sides but partially screened by planting along King George V Memorial
Walk and Clifton Terrace resulting in a medium magnitude of change. The construction processes would result
in a noticeable deterioration in the existing view causing a minor impact significance that is considered to be
adverse.
Operation impacts - year 1:
The proposed residential buildings in Riviere Fields would make up a substantial part of the views across
Copperhouse Pool. The development would appear as an extension to the existing residential properties along
Clifton Terrace.
The angle of view in relation to the receptor would result in the proposed buildings and planting in Riviere
Fields forming part of the skyline, obstructing views through to Riviere Towans. Planting around King George
V Memorial Walk and proposed planting around the community gardens would partially screen the proposed
development.
The proposed development would form a visibly recognisable element in the receiving landscape. Its visual
attributes and form in relation to the topography is not uncharacteristic of the surrounding townscape.
However, the impact on the existing rural character of the view would be perceived to be negative.
The magnitude of change is judged to be large throughout the year with a moderate impact significant on the
overall scene. The effect of this impact is considered to be adverse.
Operation impact - year 15:
Proposed planting around the community gardens and in plantations around the development site would
provide continuity with the plantation on Clifton Terrace and would reduce the magnitude of change and have
a positive effect on the views across to Riviere Fields. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium. The
significance of the impact of the development is judged to be minor. The effect of this impact is considered to
be adverse as the development proposals are immediately apparent in the existing rural views towards Riviere
Fields.
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Viewpoint 8:

Bridge to Hayle train station

Construction impact:
Construction phases would affect the views over North Quay and the Towans. Construction processes and
equipment would be visible from this viewpoint. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium and the
impact significance is considered to be moderate and adverse.
Operation impacts - year 1:
The buildings proposed along North Quay would have the most significant impact on this viewpoint. Views to
the proposed development along South Quay are blocked by existing surrounding buildings as are views to
Riviere Fields.
Proposed buildings along North Quay would form a significant part of the scene obscuring the majority of the
view to Riviere and Hayle Towans and the existing skyline. The Hilltop park proposals above the multi storey
car park allow some remaining views of The Towans and would provide new elements which are not
uncharacteristic of the attributes of the existing landscape. Views to the beach and St Ives Bay would still be
available but would be partially obscured by buildings along the waterfront of North Quay. The varied
roofscape of the proposed development would contribute positively to the visual experience from this
viewpoint.
The stack associated with the boiler on North Quay would be visible in this view. The Stack would be seen
extending above the skyline formed by Hayle and Riviere Towans. The perceived impact of this stack would be
reduced by the association of Hayle Harbour with industrial activity and presence of power lines and an
existing stack in the baseline views from this viewpoint. The stack represents only a small part of the change in
this viewpoint.
The proposed development would be seen as an extension to the urban area of Hayle. The magnitude of
change is judged to be medium with a moderate impact significance on the baseline condition of the
viewpoint. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral.
Operation impacts - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a medium magnitude of change and
a moderate impact significance on the existing view. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.
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Viewpoint 9:

Penpol Terrace

Construction impacts:
All phases of construction would form an immediately apparent alteration to the baseline views due to the
proximity of this viewpoint to the proposed development site. Construction processes, equipment and
buildings would obstruct existing views through to Lelant and distant ridgelines. The magnitude of change to
baseline views during the construction processes is considered to be large with a major and adverse impact
significance.
Operation impacts - year 1:
During the operational phases of the development the angle of view and proximity of the development site in
relation to the viewpoint would result in the proposed new buildings forming an imposing new element in this
view. Proposed buildings on North Quay would also introduce a perceptible new element to the baseline view.
Views down the estuary to the beach and through to St Ives Bay would still be possible past the buildings on
the end of South Quay. These views would become partially blocked by the proposed marina development.
Gaps in the built form and fewer buildings to the north end of South Quay would help retain some of the views
to Lelant Towans and ridgelines beyond Carnsew Pool. Views to the viaduct would be partially blocked by new
built form but would still be possible at the end of Penpol Terrace.
The development on South Quay would result in the loss of the exposed nature of the views and many of the
existing intermittent views to the distant ridgelines at Trencrom Hill and Trink Hill would become blocked.
Views to Lelant Towans would also be partially blocked by new development.
While exposed views would be substantially reduced it is considered that the proposed development would
have some positive effects on the baseline views from Penpol Terrace. Proposed development along South
Quay would replace the existing views of the degraded baseline condition of Hayle Harbour and quay walls.
Views of many of the key landscape features such as the beach and the viaduct would be retained in the
development proposal.
The magnitude of change is judged to be large. The impact significance is considered to be major. The impact
on receptors this close to the site is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme.
It is considered that conclusive qualitative judgment on the impacts cannot be made.
Operation impacts - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a large magnitude of change and a
major impact significance on the visual context of this viewpoint.
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Viewpoint 10:

Foundry

Construction impacts:
Traffic in Foundry Square and planting in the memorial gardens under the viaduct would obstruct visibility of
the majority of the construction processes. The impact of the construction phases would be restricted to
activity adjacent to the B3301, distant processes on North Quay, and tall equipment on South Quay. The
magnitude of change as a result of the construction processes is judged to be small with a moderate and
adverse impact significance on the baseline of this viewpoint.
Operation impacts - year 1:
Traffic in Foundry Square and planting in the memorial gardens under the viaduct would obstruct visibility of
the proposed development. However, the angle of view and the proximity of the development site in relation to
the receptor would result in proposed new buildings creating an imposing new element in the viewpoint
beyond the viaduct.
While new built form on South Quay would be imposing it would not form a dominant part of the overall scene.
Views through the viaduct towards the estuary would be retained during operational phases of proposed
development. Views through the viaduct towards the estuary would be retained during the operational phases
of the proposed development. Views to the proposed development on North Quay would only form a minor
component of the wider view. Any possible glimpse views of the stacks associated with the boilers on North
and South Quay would not form a major component within this view.
While the views of the site would change during winter as the structure planting forms a less significant screen.
The change is not considered to be enough to alter the judgements on magnitude and therefore impact
significance of the proposed development on the viewpoint. The magnitude of change is considered to be
medium with a major impact significance on the baseline views. The effect of this impact is judged to be
neutral.
Operation impacts - year 15:
No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a medium magnitude of change and
a major impact significance on the existing view. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.
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Viewpoint 11:

Hayle

Construction impacts:
Construction processes and equipment would be visible in the Riviere Fields part of the proposed
development site. The construction phases would result in alteration of views over the Phillack slopes
character area and a small part of skyline formed by Riviere and Hayle Towans. The construction processes
would not make up a significant part of the overall scene resulting in a small magnitude of change and a minor
and adverse impact significance on the visual baseline.
Operation impacts - year 1:
The proposed buildings in Riviere Fields would not form a dominant part of the scene. The proposed buildings
would be partially screened by planting in Hayle in the foreground and planting along Clifton Terrace. Parts of
the skyline of Riviere and Common Towans would become obscured by buildings in Riviere Fields before
planting to the north of Riviere Fields becomes established. Views of Phillack, Phillack Church, and Phillack
Towans would remain unchanged.
The proposed development would form a new element in the view that is not uncharacteristic when seen in the
context of buildings in Phillack and Clifton Terrace. Planting in community gardens would provide further
continuity with the plantation behind Clifton Terrace.
In summer the magnitude of change is considered to be small with a minor impact significance on the visual
baseline of this viewpoint. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral. The impact in the winter would be
larger as tree planting in foreground forms a less significant screen, exposing greater area of the development
in Riviere Fields and result in a medium magnitude of change and a moderate impact significance. The effect
of this impact is considered to be neutral.
Operation impacts - year 15:
As planting around the community gardens becomes established visibility of the built form in Riviere Fields
would become reduced. The tree planting to the north of Riviere Fields would have also matured reducing the
impact of the building line on the skyline. The above changes would result in a small magnitude of change and
minor impact significance, the effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.
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Viewpoint

Construction
Winter

Viewpoint 1

no impact

Summer
no impact

Operation year 1

Operation year 15

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

(o) minor

(o) minor

(o) minor

(o) minor

Trencrom Hill
Viewpoint 2
Lelant Saltings

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

(-) major

(-) major

(+) major

(+) major

(+) major

(+) major

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

(-)

(-)

Moderate

moderate

Moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

(-) minor

(-) minor

(-)

(-)

(-) minor

(-) minor

moderate

moderate

Station
Viewpoint 3
The Causeway
Viewpoint 4
Lelant Towans
Viewpoint 5
Hayle Towans
Viewpoint 6
Riviere Farm
Viewpoint 7
Copperhouse
Viewpoint 8
Bridge to Hayle
train station
Viewpoint 9

(-)

(-)

(o)

(o)

(o)

(o)

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

(-) major

(-) major

Major

major

Major

major

Penpol Terrace
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Viewpoint

Viewpoint 10
Foundry
Viewpoint 11

Construction

Operation year 1

Operation year 15

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

(-)

(-)

(o) major

(o) major

(o) major

(0) major

moderate

moderate

(-) minor

(-) minor

(o) minor

(o)

(o) minor

(o) minor

Hayle

moderate

Table 7— 11 Summary of visual Impacts
Key: (-) adverse (+) beneficial (o) neutral
7.5.4.4 Summary of visual impacts
In visual terms the proposed development site can be split into two parts; the Riviere Fields part of the
development and the Hilltop and harbour part of the site. These two parts of the site have different visual
envelopes and different effects on the visual context of the town.
The Riviere Fields part of the proposed development site lies on a south and east facing valley side and is
therefore seen predominantly from across the valley to the south and east. Riviere Fields is also visible from
parts of the west where it forms part of the skyline above the harbour. Riviere Fields sits in an exposed position
on the opposite side of Copperhouse Pool to Hayle and as a result is visible from most urban parts of Hayle.
This part of the proposed development site has a high number of receptors because of the amount of urban
areas within the visual envelope. While important landscape features would be retained in the proposed
development its perceived impacts are more subjective because of the baseline visual condition, which is
valued for being rural.
In contrast Hilltop and Hayle Harbour parts of the site lie on west facing slopes and low lying land adjacent to
the estuary. This part of the site is generally more visible from the west and fewer parts of the town resulting in
fewer receptors. The development on Hayle Harbour replaces the existing views over derelict land meaning the
redevelopment would generally be perceived as an improvement on the existing visual condition of the
harbour.
From distant and intermediate views, impacts during the construction phases are judged to be no greater than
of moderate adverse significance. During operational phases impacts are generally considered to have a
beneficial or neutral impact on the visual baseline up to a moderate significance.
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Local viewpoints generally have their views changed more significantly. The judgement of whether this change
is positive or negative is highly subjective and is dependant on the individual values of the viewer and on
detailed design. Construction phases are judged to have a temporary adverse impact up to major significance
on local views. Permanent impacts during operational year 1 and 15 are generally considered to be beneficial
or neutral. The exception to this is viewpoint 5 in Hayle Towans and viewpoint 7 in Copperhouse where the
rural nature of the baseline means the potential impacts of the proposed development are considered to be
adverse with a moderate impact significance. The impact significance falls to minor in viewpoint 7 in
operation year 15 as planting surrounding the proposed development at Riviere Fields becomes established.
7.5.5

Significant cumulative impacts

Cumulative landscape and visual effects are the additional changes to the landscape or visual amenity caused
by the proposed development in conjunction with other developments that are likely to occur in the
foreseeable future. The assessment judges the significance of the cumulative impacts of the Hayle Harbour
proposals with the following developments. The assessment also considers the significance of impacts of the 6
developments taken together. This assessment looks at the following cumulative impacts:
1.

Cumulative landscape impacts: a look at how the site in conjunction with each site in turn would
impact upon the landscape and townscape character

2.

Cumulative visual impacts: how the site in conjunction with each site in turn would impact upon visual
amenity

Other developments considered in this assessment are:
1.

Foundry Square

2.

Copperhouse waterside walkway

3.

Wave Hub

4.

A30 Hayle retail park

5.

St Erth Park and Ride

6.

Loggins Mill

7.5.5.1 Cumulative landscape impacts
1. Foundry Square
The public realm improvements to Foundry Square would impact the baseline conditions of the Foundry
townscape character area. The baseline description identified poor quality public realm treatment in the
Foundry area. Improvements to the public realm would have a positive effect on the landscape condition of the
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area. There would be a low beneficial cumulative impact associated with improvement to the condition of the
adjacent Foundry and Hayle Harbour character areas in conjunction with the development proposal which is
the subject of the Environmental Statement.
2. Copperhouse waterside walkway
The proposed Copperhouse waterside walkway would have minor beneficial impacts on the Penpol and
Copperhouse character areas. The proposed Copperhouse waterside walkway development would redirect
focus onto the water and improve the accessibility around Copperhouse Pool. This would complement similar
design objectives in the proposed Hayle Harbour development. There would therefore be a low beneficial
cumulative impact of the Hayle Harbour development and Copperhouse waterside walkway development on
the townscape character areas.
3. Wave Hub
The buildings associated with the wave hub development have been integrated into the proposed Hayle
Harbour development site and therefore have already been assessed. The offshore development of the wave
hub would have no landscape impact on the baseline conditions because they would not be seen from land.
The cumulative impacts are therefore judged to be no change.
4. A30 Hayle retail park
The A30 Hayle retail park and the proposed Hayle Harbour development are within different character areas
and their physical and visual separation means that although each site has an impact on landscape and
townscape character areas the combined impact of these developments is no change.
5. St Erth Park and Ride
The physical and visual separation of the park and ride site from the Hayle Harbour development site means
that the combined impact of these developments on the baseline character is judged to be no change.
6. Loggins Mill
This development involves the conversion of an existing building. There would be a minimal impact on the
baseline landscape conditions on this site. However, the physical and visual separation between the mill and
the Hayle Harbour development site means that the cumulative impact of this development is no change.
When assessing the cumulative impact of the 6 developments together with the proposed Hayle Harbour
development the overall impact is judged to be low beneficial. This is due to the combination of the public
realm improvements, focusing activity around the estuary and the improvements to accessibility associated
with the proposed Hayle Harbour, Copperhouse waterside walkway and Foundry Square developments.
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7.5.5.2 Cumulative visual impacts
This section looks at the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour in conjunction with each of the other
identified developments would have on the visual amenity and on key viewpoints. Cumulative visual impacts
assess 3 types of visual interaction:
1.

intervisibility: where one or more sites can be seen from another site

2.

simultaneous views: where one or more sites are simultaneously visible from another point in the
landscape

3.

sequential views: where sites may not be intervisible or seen at the same time but which are seen
sequentially whilst travelling

1.

Foundry Square

The proximity of the Foundry Square site to the southern boundary of the proposed Hayle Harbour
development would result in change to the visual context of the area. Foundry Square and South Quay are
partly intervisible. Views between the South Quay part of the development and Foundry Square are possible
through the railway viaduct that splits the areas.
The existing urban context of the Foundry restricts many of the simultaneous views between the proposed
Hayle Harbour development and the development in Foundry Square. The public realm improvements in
Foundry Square would generally be at ground level which would make it very difficult to see the changes from
intermediate and distant views. The two sites are therefore viewed simultaneously from a small number of local
views. Significant simultaneous views include those from Penpol Terrace and the B3301 where the two
developments would be seen either side of the viaduct.
People moving between the Foundry, South Quay and Penpol Terrace would see the two sites sequentially.
The combination of these two sites seen sequentially would not have significant cumulative visual impact in
addition to that which each development would have on its own.
The Foundry Square development involves public realm work to surface treatments and layout of road
junctions and footpaths and would therefore not significantly alter the visual amenity of the area. Cumulative
visual impacts between these developments are judged to be no change.
2.

Copperhouse Waterside Walkway

The proximity of the proposed Copperhouse Waterside Walkway to the proposed development at Hayle
Harbour would result in an element of intervisibility. Copperhouse Waterside Walkway would be seen from the
Riviere Fields, East Quay and North Quay parts of the proposed Hayle Harbour development. Riviere Fields,
East Quay and North Quay parts of the proposed development would be visible from the proposed
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Copperhouse waterside walkway. The proposed road bridge from Hayle Terrace to North Quay would also be
visible from Copperhouse Waterside Walkway.
Simultaneous views of the two sites would be possible from Phillack and parts of the townscape in Hayle.
People using the B3301 or the King George V Memorial Walk would experience sequential views of the two
sites.
The development of the Copperhouse Waterside Walkway would have a negligible effect on the visual baseline
of the area. The cumulative visual impact of the two sites is judged to be no change.
3.

Wave Hub

There would be no significant cumulative visual impact of the wave hub development and the proposed Hayle
Harbour development. There is no intervisibility or any simultaneous views between the sites and they are not
visually linked in sequential terms. Cumulative visual impact is judged to be no change.
4.

A30 Hayle retail park

There is limited intervisibility between the A30 Hayle Retail Park and the Riviere Fields part of the proposed
Hayle Harbour development site. The distance and the urban form between the two developments obscure
most of the views.
The two sites could be viewed simultaneously from distant ridgelines such as Trencrom Hill which overlook
Hayle. The distance of these views and the existing urban context of the surroundings would make the two
developments barely perceptible in the same field of vision.
People using the B3301 would see the two development sites sequentially. However due to the distance
between the two sites the cumulative impact of the developments would be low.
The cumulative visual impact of these developments is judged to be no change.
5.

St Erth Park and Ride

There would be no significant cumulative visual impact of the St Erth park and ride site and the proposed
Hayle Harbour site. There is no intervisibility between the sites and there would be no simultaneous views. The
distance between the two sites means that they would not be visually linked even in sequential terms.
Cumulative visual impact is judged to be no change
6.

Loggins Mill

The development at Loggins Mill involves the conversion of an existing building. The visual impact of the
development on the existing visual condition of the area would be minimal. There would be partial intervisibility
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between higher parts of the Riviere Fields part of the proposed Hayle Harbour development site and the
Loggins Mill development site. The two sites would be simultaneously visible from distant ridgelines that offer
views over most of the town. The distance between the views and the nature of the development at Loggins
Mill would make the two developments barely perceptible in the same field of view.
In sequential terms the two sites would be visible by people using the B3301, which runs through the centre of
Hayle. However, the urban context and the distance between the two sites means the combination of these
two sites seen sequentially would not have significant cumulative visual impact. The cumulative visual impact
of the two developments is judged to be no change.
The cumulative impact of the 6 developments taken together with the proposed Hayle Harbour development
on the visual context of the area is judged to be no change.

7.6

Mitigation

7.6.1

Introduction

The development principles, illustrative masterplan and design codes which have set the parameters for this
environmental assessment, have been developed by a multi-disciplinary team. Avoidance of impacts and the
integration of mitigation measures have been a key part of the design process. For this reason many adverse
landscape and visual impacts have been anticipated in the formulation of the proposals and been designed
out.
The design objectives have sought to avoid landscape and visual impacts through, for example, the retention
of important existing features of the landscape and through good, sustainable urban design, which would
ensure a development that would be perceived positively. Positive urban design would be achieved through
meeting masterplan objectives which include the need to meet CABE design objectives.
7.6.2

Positive urban design

The design objectives for the proposed development are intended to create a real sense of identity and draw
upon the characteristics of the site and its surroundings as a source of reference and inspiration. They
recognise the importance of the landscape setting of the site and its visual connections with the town.
The townscape surrounding the site has a very distinct character and has had a positive influence on the
proposals for the regeneration of the harbour. The existing distinct centres at Foundry and Copperhouse have
been recognised and strengthened with focused new development re-enforcing the urban centre at Foundry.
Ribbon/linear development that responds to the natural topography and addresses the water to take
advantage of scenic qualities is common throughout Hayle. Examples such as Phillack, Penpol, Clifton and
Hayle Terrace have all provided inspiration for the proposed development on the harbour. The use of purpose
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designed, non standard architectural styles has been suggested to reinforce sense of place which responds to
the individual areas of the development site.
Hayle’s landscape setting has provided an equally important source of reference. The town has strong links
with its varied landscape surroundings. The proposed development set out to re-enforce these links by reconnecting the town to the beach and emphasising the prominence of the estuary in Hayle. Many of the
existing key landscape features of the area have been incorporated into the proposed development. This
would allow the proposed development to reflect the characteristics of the receiving landscape and re-enforce
existing variations in character and local distinctiveness.
7.6.3

Positive landscape

The illustrative masterplan includes proposals for the retention of landscape elements within the design which
are valuable from a landscape and/or visual standpoint. These include:
•

Areas of the dunescape and dune grassland of Hayle Towans

•

Screen planting around Clifton Terrace

•

Incorporation of existing hedge banks into the scheme at Riviere Fields where possible.

The masterplan also shows the addition of new landscape features, introduced in part to mitigate potential
landscape and/or visual impacts and create a positive landscape structure. These include:
•

New planting to the west, north and south edges of Riviere Fields to create a composition of built
form and vegetation in keeping with the surrounding context

•
7.6.4

Re-instatement of dune grassland in Hayle Towans
Further design response/mitigation

Further to the general design approach highlighted above the following design response is proposed to ensure
the integration of the proposals into the landscape character and visual context of Hayle:
Additional planting to the east of the development on Riviere Fields is proposed to mitigate the abrupt urban
edge of the proposed residential development. Appropriate screen planting will provide greater integration of
the development into the Phillack Valley Sides character area and provide greater continuity with the character
of neighbouring townscapes at Clifton and Phillack. Planting will also help to partially screen the development
from visual receptors to the south and east of the proposed development site, such as viewpoints 7
(Copperhouse) and viewpoint 11 (Hayle).
The detailed design response to the car parking proposals on Triangular Spit will minimise the effect on the
distinct landscape character of the spit. Measures such as coastal planting and earthworks will be taken to
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reduce the visual impact of the Spit from all sides, in particular from key viewpoints 2 (Lelant Saltings Station),
3 (The Causeway) and 4 (Lelant Towans).
The detailed design response to the large overspill car parking in the Riviere and Hayle Towans character area
will minimise the visual impact of the car park. Suitable surface treatment and planting within and around the
car park can be used to reduce the impact on the Riviere and Hayle Towans character area.
Planting new hedges of a similar species composition and width around the community gardens in Riviere
Fields can reduce the landscape impact in the Phillack Valley Sides character area of those lost as a result of
development.

7.7

Residual impacts

This section assesses the landscape and visual impacts of the proposed development at Hayle Harbour after
the mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 of this report have been taken into account.
7.7.1

Residual landscape impacts

The mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 of this report are intended to reduce the impact of the
proposed development on the existing surrounding landscape and townscape character. This section will
assess the changes the mitigation proposals have on the impacts of the proposed development on the
receiving landscape.
The mitigation measures would affect the following landscape and townscape character areas:
Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans
Area D: Phillack Valley Side
Area K: Hayle Harbour.
Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans
The mitigation proposals in this character area include coastal screen planting and surface treatment to reduce
the visual intrusion of the overspill car park on North Quay. While these mitigation measures are predominantly
aimed at reducing the visual impact of the parking the measures would help to reduce the landscape impact
by increasing the amount of coastal vegetation in the area and helping the area retain its rural appearance.
The changes would ensure the car park is better integrated into its surrounding landscape. However, the
mitigation proposals would not alter the predicted impacts for the whole area leaving a moderate and adverse
impact on the character area during construction and a moderate impact, the level of this impact is
considered to be neutral at year 1 and year 15 of operation.
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Area D: Phillack Valley Side
The mitigation proposals in this character area include additional screen planting to the east of the Riviere
Fields part of the proposed development. The type of screen planting suggested in the mitigation proposals is
characteristic of the area and has been used around the existing settlement at Clifton Terrace. The screen
planting would help the proposed development fit with the receiving landscape character and the character of
neighbouring townscapes.
The proposed development in this character area would have resulted in the loss of Cornish hedges, which are
an important landscape feature that contribute to the character of the area. The mitigation proposals include
creation of Cornish hedges to replace those lost to development. This would reduce the landscape impact of
the development and ensure that the landscape framework of the proposed development is in keeping with the
baseline landscape conditions.
The mitigation measures have a positive effect on the impact of the proposed development on the Phillack
Valley Side character area. However, the overall impacts for the area would not change, leaving a moderate
and adverse impact during construction. During year 1 and 15 of operation the impact significance is judged
to be moderate, the overall effect of this impact is considered to be adverse due to the loss of rural
character.
Area K: Hayle Harbour
The mitigation measures in this character area include planting and earthworks around the proposed parking
on the Triangular Spit. While these measures are mainly aimed at reducing the visual impact of the car park in
the area they would also help to retain a coastal character to the area and reduce the landscape impact of
introducing a new uncharacteristic use to the spit. The dredging of the Cocklebank would remain as an impact
in this area.
While the mitigation measures would have a beneficial impact on the character of the spit the overall predicted
landscape impact of the proposed development on the Hayle Harbour character area would not change. This
would result in a minor adverse impact on the baseline conditions during construction, and a moderate
impact that would be considered beneficial after year 1 and 15 of operation.
The mitigation measures would not change the impact on the remaining landscape and townscape character
areas.
7.7.2

Residual visual impacts

The mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 are intended to reduce negative impacts of the proposed
development on the visual context set out in the baseline description of the site and its surroundings. This
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section will assess the visual impacts of the proposed development after the mitigation proposals have been
taken into account.
Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill
From this viewpoint the screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation measures
would form a backdrop to the housing proposed on Riviere Fields. This would help the proposed development
fit visually with the surrounding landscape. The screen planting and surface treatment proposed in mitigation
measures around the car parking on North Quay and Triangular Spit would partially help to screen the car
parking from view. However because of the elevated position of the viewpoint the car parking would remain
visible in both instances. The visual impact during operational years 1 and 15 from this viewpoint would remain
minor. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.
Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings Station
Screen planting, earth works and surfacing suggested for the car parking on the Triangular Spit in the
mitigation proposals would substantially reduce the visual intrusion of cars and activity on the Triangular Spit.
While this would have a beneficial effect of reducing the impact of the car park in this viewpoint the overall
impact of the proposed development on this viewpoint at operational years 1 and 15 would remain as
moderate. This impact is judged to be beneficial.
Viewpoint 3: The Causeway
The screen planting and earth works suggested in the mitigation measures around the car park on the
Triangular Spit would significantly reduce the impact of the proposed additional activity and cars from this
viewpoint. The visual impact of cars on Triangular Spit during the day and night was highlighted as a significant
negative impact. The successful mitigation of this impact would have a positive impact on the visual condition
of the viewpoint resulting in a moderate and beneficial impact on the visual baseline from this viewpoint.
Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans
The screen planting and earth works suggested in the mitigation measures around the car park on the
Triangular Spit would significantly reduce the impact of the introduction of activity and cars from this
viewpoint. The elevation of this viewpoint in relation to the proposed development site would result in some
residual views of the car parking on Triangular Spit. While the mitigation measures would have a positive effect
on the visual impacts on this viewpoint the predicted impacts would remain as major at year 1 and 15 of
operation. This impact is judged to be beneficial to the baseline condition.
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Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans
The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this
viewpoint, resulting in an adverse impact on the baseline conditions of a moderate significance.
Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm
The screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields would add a significant new element into this viewpoint which
is in keeping with the baseline character of the area. The screen planting would reduce the dominance of the
proposed built form in the immediate foreground. The impact of the proposed development on this viewpoint
at year 1 and 15 of operation is judged to remain as moderate. The impact on viewpoints this close to the site
is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme. It is considered that conclusive
qualitative judgment on the level of the impacts cannot be made at this stage.
Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse
The screen planting to the east of the proposed development at Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation
measures would significantly reduce the visual impact on this viewpoint. The planting would screen many of
the views to the proposed development at Riviere Fields and would help the proposed development fit with
existing neighbouring townscapes. The Cornish hedges suggested in the mitigation measures would also
ensure the proposed development appears integrated with the existing surrounding landscape. The positive
effects of the additional planting would result in a minor impact that is considered adverse at year 1, and a
minor impact, the effect of this impact is considered to be adverse after planting has become established at
year 15 of operation.
Viewpoint 8: bridge to Hayle train station
The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this
viewpoint.
Viewpoint 9: Penpol Terrace
The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this
viewpoint.
Viewpoint 10: Foundry
The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this
viewpoint.
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Viewpoint 11: Hayle
Screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation measures would reduce the visual
impact of the proposed development on the visual baseline of this viewpoint. The screen planting would
replace much of the built form in this view ensuring that the proposed development appears integrated with
the existing surrounding landscape The positive effects of the suggested mitigation measures would result in
minor impact significance in the summer of year 1 of operation and moderate impact in the winter of year 1.
The level of these impacts in year 1 is considered to be neutral. During year 15 of operation the impacts on this
viewpoint are judged to be minor. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral.

7.8

Monitoring

Mitigation is achieved through the scheme layout and the design of buildings and spaces. The success of the
majority of the mitigation measures would therefore be immediately apparent following construction and would
not change over time as buildings, spaces and receptors are fixed. The scope for monitoring is consequently
limited to the assessment of detailed design proposals through the statutory planning system. Detailed design
proposals will, necessarily, be considered in the context of the Outline Planning Consent and the mitigation
required by this Environmental Statement.
Where planting is involved we would expect the monitoring of its success to be controlled through the detailed
planning process, probably by condition.

7.9

Conclusions

The design objectives set out to reflect existing landscape and townscape character areas to ensure that the
most important features of each area can be retained and that the development is composed of distinct parts
in keeping with their surroundings. As a result the long term permanent impacts on the landscape and
townscape character area as a result of the development are generally judged to be beneficial or neutral. The
exception to this is the Phillack Valley Sides character area where the loss of the rural characteristics of the
area is judged to have a moderate adverse impact on the baseline conditions.
The development would obviously have varying visual impacts dependant on the distance and position of the
viewer. Within the views from most of the key viewpoints identified the proposed development is seen in the
wider context of the Hayle townscape and it would generally be seen as an extension to the urban form of
Hayle. The development would also be seen in the context of the wider landscape setting of Hayle. Hayle,
Riviere and Common Towans and the proposed shelterbelt planting at Riviere Fields would provide a backdrop
to many views so that the development is not seen against the skyline. The long term permanent visual
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impacts as a result of the development are generally due to the reduction in open character of the area when
viewed from both the town and the surrounding countryside. Permanent visual impacts are judged to be no
worse than moderate adverse.
The landscape and visual impacts of the development, as outlined in section 3 of this report, will generally be
perceived as beneficial because the baseline landscape and visual conditions include a significant element of
derelict environment that would be transformed into an active site as a result of the development proposal.
Where the development proposal affects existing landscape or townscape in good condition the design
objectives set out to ensure that the impacts to the most valued features of the area are minimised and the
proposed development respects the qualities of the receiving landscape/townscape.
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8

Transport

8.1

Introduction

The details of the application scheme have evolved over a period of time in response to consultation with the
Planning Authority and other statutory bodies. A Draft Transport Assessment was completed in March 2006
and issued to Cornwall County Council, as highway authority, and to the Highways Agency, authority for the
trunk road network. Both authorities have made comments on that document and meetings have since been
held with Officers of both highway authorities, together with Officers of the District Council. A new Transport
Assessment incorporating those comments has been undertaken and forms part of the planning application.
This chapter describes the transportation impacts and proposed remedial measures of the proposed
development, set in context of the existing situation. Relevant issues within this chapter have implications for
the assessment of other sections of this Environmental Statement (ES), most notably noise and vibration and
air quality.

8.2

Methodology and assessment criteria

In terms of transport, policy guidance at all levels requires development to be implemented in a manner that
does not prejudice highway safety and in a manner that accords with the key objectives of securing maximum
travel mode choice and minimum travel demand. These three criteria underlie the assessment of the transport
effects of the application scheme.
The requirement to deliver a safe development relates primarily in this context to the ability of the local highway
network to accommodate additional travel demand, in particular walking trips, cycle trips, public transport trips
and trips by private car. Impact assessment has therefore addressed the availability of suitable infrastructure to
accommodate the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users. In respect of travel by private car,
impact assessment has focussed on those elements of the road network subject to a material increase in
traffic flow arising from the proposed development.
The impact assessment is based on standard methodology and uses industry software to assess operational
characteristics of individual junctions with and without development in place. Specifically, junction
assessments have been undertaken using the PICADY, LINSIG and ARCADY analysis tools to establish
queues and delays at junctions likely to be subject to a material increase in traffic flow. Analysis of congestion
levels with and without development has allowed the impact of the development itself to be identified.
The amount of car parking proposed for the development has been assessed from a highway safety
perspective to ensure there are no highway safety issues relating to overspill parking, and also compared to
the policy guidance contained in the statutory development plan.
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The proposed development comprises a range of complementary land-uses, with scope for shared use of car
parking; issues of operational need and interpretation of policy guidance are therefore complex.
In transportation congestion terms, the significance of impact comes down to the increase in journey time
queues and delays above the existing, and above background traffic growth without development. Remedial
measures by way of junction design improvements can be used to mitigate any significant / perceptible
increase arising from the proposed development.
Impacts from transport relating to noise and air quality are dealt with in chapters 6 and 11 respectively in this
Environmental Statement.
In order to satisfy the requirements of the County Council, operational analysis has been undertaken for a
design year equivalent to the year of ‘substantial opening’ of the development and for a future year. Analysis of
a period of 10 years after the registration of the application has been undertaken of the trunk road junctions to
satisfy the requirements of the Highways Agency and this 2017 scenario is taken to satisfy the future year’
requirements of the County Council.
The program for the development is as yet unclear and is reliant on the grant of planning permission, the
discharge of Conditions and the submission of reserved matters applications. As such, it is difficult to estimate
a date of substantial completion but it is likely that a significant proportion of the first development phase will
be secured by 2011. As such, operational analysis of junctions and links has been undertaken for design years
2011 and 2017.
Impact assessment of a development of the form proposed would normally consider the traditional commuter
peak periods for a neutral period. The County Council has however asked that impact assessment consider
the tourist season in Hayle and specifically, traffic patterns in August. The Council has provided limited data for
August and this has enabled comparison of April and August traffic flows. The comparison has shown that the
busiest hours, considering both months, are August 11.00-12.00 and August 17.00-18.00.
These two ‘base’ peak hours have been taken as the AM and PM peak hours for use in the impact assessment
and have been combined with traditional AM and PM peak hour flows from the new development (in reality
08.00-09.00 and 17.00-18.00). As such, the combined flows are considered unrealistically high but provide the
highway authority with the robustness of assessment that it has demanded.
Alternative scenarios have however been considered in the Transport Assessment in agreement with the
authorities, in order that the effects of development can be assessed under more normal operational
conditions. The Transport Assessment therefore presents analysis of four different scenarios, representing
ranges of traffic generation and ranges of background traffic levels.
The following ‘uplift’ factors have therefore been applied to the April (neutral month) data to convert it to
August (seasonal peak month) data for use in junction assessments:
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AM (Trunk Road)

1.21

AM (B3301)

1.35

PM (Trunk Road)

1.16

PM (B3301)

1.31

In addition, traffic growth factors have been derived from the TEMPRO database to ensure that interim traffic
growth between 2005, (the date of the traffic survey), and the various design years is factored into the
assessment.
The requirement to secure maximum travel mode choice requires an assessment of the availability of walking,
cycling and public transport services and infrastructure. Assessment criteria in this case are more objective,
with guidance provided by the RPG10 Accessibility Criteria.
The influence of construction traffic have also been assessed for the construction programme using estimates
of construction traffic volumes together with likely routes to the various elements of the development site .
Construction activities on South Quay will be served by an access route utilising the B3301 from the A30(T)
west of Foundry Square. Access to Hayle for works at South Quay will be prohibited from the east, so that
construction traffic does not pass through the town. The site access will be located at the location of the
proposed permanent access, which will be partly constructed at the outset for that purpose.
Equally, traffic accessing North Quay for the purpose of construction will access the site from the east on the
B3301, with a prohibition in travel through Foundry Square.

8.3

Baseline conditions

8.3.1

Highway conditions

At a strategic level, Hayle is well placed close to the County’s primary road network, with the A30(T)
connecting Hayle with Penzance in the south. To the north, the trunk route provides access to the
Camborne/Poole/Redruth conurbation as well as to Truro and Bodmin. Further east, it links with the M5 at
Exeter, with access from here to the national motorway network.
At a local level, the B3301 provides a continuous route through Hayle parallel to the trunk road. Between its
junction with the A30(T) in the east – the Loggans Moor roundabout - and its junction with the A30(T) in the
west – the St Erth gyratory – the B3301 is a single carriageway of width varying between approximately 6m
and 9m. Through the built up area of Hayle, the route is subject to a 30mph speed limit.
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The B3301 provides frontage access to a range of shops, services and facilities, concentrated in the
Copperhouse and Foundry Square areas of Hayle. Car parking is provided in parallel lay-bys in these areas.
There is also direct access from the B3301 to residential properties fronting the route.
The B3301 forms a roundabout junction with the B3302 at Foundry Square adjacent to Hayle railway station.
The B3302 heads southward from its junction with the B3301, providing access to residential areas on the
southern outskirts of the town. The B3302 crosses the A30(T) but does not form a junction with it.
East of the development land and to the north of the B3301 and the Copperhouse Pool inlet is the settlement
of Phillack. The settlement is linked to the B3301 by Lethlean Lane, a Class 3 classified route. The route
extends northwards through Phillack to the cluster of holiday chalets located on the beachside cliff top.
Lethlean Lane is a single carriageway generally of width 6.5-7.5m. It narrows slightly as it passes the centre of
the settlement and is subject to a 30mph speed limit. The road forms a wide priority junction with the B3301 to
the east of the Copperhouse Pool.
Running parallel to the B3301 but to the north of the Copperhouse Pool inlet is George V Memorial Walk,
which is a traffic calmed road of approximately 4 metres wide from the North Quay eastwards to Black Road
Bridge. Lethlean Lane connects the area to the north of the inlet with the B3301 at a priority junction.
8.3.2

Traffic patterns

A series of classified manual traffic counts have been undertaken in April 2005, traditionally a neutral month
and a suitable basis for impact assessment. The counts indicate relatively balanced flows by direction on the
B3301, with highest flow levels being on the stretch immediately east of Foundry Square. Traffic flow is
heaviest in the evening peak hour, with two-way flow of 1,044 recorded on this stretch of the road.
Flow levels on the B3301 are therefore currently significantly within the theoretical carrying capacity of the
corridor. Whilst August flow levels are known to be up to 30% higher than April flows at certain times of the
day, the increase in flow is not of a level that approaches the theoretical capacity of the link, which in any event
is constrained by turning movements to and from the many parking spaces and side-roads along its length.
Traffic flow on the B3302 is also within the capacity of the link, with two-way flow of 620 vehicles in the
morning peak hour and 800 vehicles in the evening peak hour recorded in 2005.
Lethlean Lane similarly is relatively lightly trafficked, with two-way flow of 170 vehicles in the morning peak
hour and 220 vehicles in the evening peak hour.
8.3.3

Car parking

There are two main public car parks in Hayle, at Foundry Square and at Commercial Road, Copperhouse.
These ‘Pay & Display’ facilities are intended for short-term use and cater for motorists visiting the two main
shopping areas. At Copperhouse, there are also two supermarkets with their own parking areas.
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In addition to this off-street public parking provision, there is on-street parking along the length of the B3301,
in particular at Penpol Terrace, Fore Street and other streets adjacent to the shopping areas. On-street parking
is generally free of charge.
8.3.4

Bus services and infrastructure

Hayle lies on the route of one of the County’s strategic public transport networks as defined by Policy 27 of the
County Structure Plan.
The most significant scheduled bus services are those operated by First Group on a corridor between St Ives,
Penzance and Truro, via Hayle. Scheduled services 14, 18 and 301 operate along the B3301 and between
them provide three services each hour from Hayle to the most significant local destinations. Services operate
seven days of the week, with start and finish times that offer opportunities for both employment and evening
leisure travel to and from Hayle.
These scheduled services are supplemented by a number of other, lower frequency, bus services.
In terms of infrastructure, there are bus stops located at regular intervals along the B3301. The quality of
passenger facilities at these facilities varies greatly, with some offering basic shelter facilities and some offering
none at all. Investment in improvements to this infrastructure – essential if opportunities for reducing the car
dependence of the town are to be realised – is assumed to be programmed by the highway authority in
recognition of the status of the route as a ‘Policy 27’ strategic route.
8.3.5

Rail services and infrastructure

Hayle railway station is located on the main national rail network. Rail services are operated by four train
operating companies: First Great Western, Virgin Trains, Wessex Trains and Arriva Trains Wales.
Trains travel from Hayle to regional destinations such as Plymouth, Exeter and onward to London. Of particular
relevance for the development are services linking Hayle town centre with Penzance, Redruth and Truro. The
existing timetable provides for approximately hourly services from Hayle to Penzance and Truro.
The railway station offers limited car parking and facilities for passengers are also limited. The station is
accessible both by car and on foot only from its southern side from the B3301 close to Foundry Square. A
secondary link between the station platforms and Penpol Terrace (due north from the northern platform) exists,
although this is not a public route and access to the platforms has been prevented through the erection of
fencing, presumably by the station operator on safety grounds.
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8.3.6

Park and ride

The County Council proposes to implement rail-based P&R services from St Erth railway station in the period
to 2011. The objective is to increase the accessibility primarily of St Ives and in its planned form, the facility will
offer little benefit to Hayle.
Assessment by the County Council of the viability of operating bus-based services from the facility into Hayle
has indicated that a business case cannot be made for such a new service. The proposals for new
development at Hayle would however alter the outcome of this economic assessment and Officers have
indicated that they would wish to review the feasibility analysis once planning permission is granted.
8.3.7

Committed development

At the time that traffic counts were undertaken in April 2005, new retail and residential developments adjacent
and close to the Loggans Moor junction on the A30(T) had the benefit of planning permission but had not
began construction.
Details of these developments, which include the new ‘Boots’ outlet, have been supplied by the County
Council and the associated traffic movements have been included within the ‘baseline’ traffic flows utilised in
the traffic impact assessment.
There are no committed highway improvements, other than those at Foundry Square detailed below.

8.4

Planning policy guidance

Transport policy guidance of relevance to the application scheme is contained in the statutory development
plan, comprising the Penwith District Local Plan, the Cornwall County Structure Plan and Regional Planning
Guidance for the Southwest (RPG 10). In addition, Central Government guidance of relevance is contained in
“Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport” (PPG 13).
8.4.1

Penwith District Local Plan

The Penwith District Local Plan was adopted in 2004 and sets out the District Council’s aspirations for
development in the period to 2011. General guidance on new development is contained at Section 5, of most
relevance being Policy GD-2 and Policy GD-5.
These policies require that the layout of development should make provision for safe, convenient and attractive
walking and cycling and that new proposals should seek to maximise public transport opportunities.
Furthermore, proposals for development will only be permitted where safe movement of traffic can be
accommodated without the need for works that would have an adverse effect on the character and amenity of
the surroundings.
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In terms of transportation policies, those relating to car parking are of particular relevance. Policy TP-12 states
that the provision of car parking in any development must be related to the operational needs of the proposal
and the availability of alternative means of transport to the private car.
Policy TP-13 advises that new car parks will not be permitted unless they constitute the relocation of an
existing facility in a manner that offers other community benefits.
Policy TV-D relates specifically to the allocation of land for development in Hayle, with the need for
development to ensure that town centre uses are closely integrated with the adjacent town centre in terms of
location, orientation and pedestrian movement.
8.4.2

Cornwall County Structure Plan

The County Structure Plan was adopted in September 2004 and sets out a strategy for development up to
2016. Transport policies and proposals are identified in Section 3 of the document.
Policy 27 sets out the transport approach to supporting the spatial strategy and includes:
Integrated strategies for the key towns where development will be focussed. There will be an emphasis on an
enhanced role for public transport, walking and cycling, and network management including parking, park and
ride and consistency of charges.
An integrated public transport system, linking the main settlements based upon the SPTN [Strategic Public
Transport Network] comprising the rail network, bus branch lines, core bus corridors (an hourly weekday
service) and waterborne transport.
The policy also identifies a reduction in car parking as a key part of the transport strategy. The policy contains
the County Parking Guidelines, which should be applied to all new development.
Policy 28 relates to accessibility and requires new development to ensure that opportunities to optimise
walking, cycling and public transport are reflected in the scale, location and form of proposals. In addition, new
development should include the effective management and safe movement of traffic.
8.4.3

Regional Planning Guidance

The Regional Transport Strategy for the South West region is set out in Chapter 8 of the Regional Planning
Guidance for the South West (RPG 10). This sets out a broad development strategy for the region.
The main policy within the transport strategy affecting new development is Policy TRAN1, which requires that
local authorities and developers should work towards reducing the need to travel by private motor vehicle
through the appropriate location of new development. Development Plans and Local Transport Plans should:
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Propose housing, employment and other uses in existing towns and propose a balanced mixture of uses in
new developments;
Propose major development on sites where there is a good choice of travel by sustainable transport, or where
choices can by provided as part of the development, having regard to regional accessibility standards;
RPG10 includes at Annex A a set of Accessibility Criteria, which while ‘interim’ in status, provide guidance as
to the practical assessment of transport accessibility.
8.4.4

National Policy Guidance

Government policy relating to transport and new development is set out in “Planning Policy Guidance Note
(PPG) 13 – Transport” (March 2001). The document sets out the government’s guidance with respect to
transport issues and new developments. The main objectives of this guidance are to:
Promote more sustainable transport choices for both people and moving freight;
Promote accessibility to jobs, shopping, leisure facilities and services by public transport, walking and cycling;
Reduce the need to travel, especially by car.
The objective of the guidance is therefore twofold: to maximise travel mode choice and to minimise the need
for travel. This parallel approach to demand management is intended to secure minimum car dependence from
new development and thereby reduce emissions associated with private car travel.

8.5

Assessment of potential impacts

8.5.1

Construction traffic impacts

Estimates of construction traffic volumes have been provided by others, together with details of the likely
routes to the various elements of the development site.
Construction activities on South Quay will be served by an access route utilising the B3301 from the A30(T)
west of Foundry Square. Access to Hayle for works at South Quay will be prohibited from the east, so that
construction traffic does not pass through the town. The site access will be located at the location of the
proposed permanent access, which will be partly constructed at the outset for that purpose.
Equally, traffic accessing North Quay for the purpose of construction will access the site from the east on the
B3301, with a prohibition in travel through Foundry Square. Access to the North Quay site for construction
traffic will necessitate early construction of the proposed new bridge, although signalling of its junction with the
B3301 is unlikely to be required to cater for construction traffic alone.
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In terms of volumes it is understood that during peak construction activity (Phase 1), an average of 35
construction vehicles per day will serve the development site, all of these from the trunk road in the west. This
development phase is anticipated to last for some thirty-six months.
Later phases, which will see construction traffic travelling on the B3301 through Copperhouse, will see a
maximum of 37 vehicles per day (average of 16) accessing the development site. Of these, only a proportion
will travel through Phillack and then only for a proportion of the time.
8.5.2

Highway impact

8.5.2.1 Development traffic
The volume of vehicle traffic generated by the proposed mixed-use development has been estimated using the
TRICS trip-rate database to establish traffic volumes associated with each individual land-use element of the
application scheme.
The redevelopment will significantly enhance the attractiveness of Hayle as a visitor destination and new retail
opportunities will supplement existing retail outlets in the town. It is likely therefore that some demand for new
shops within the development will be linked with demand for existing shops. In practice therefore, a proportion
of traffic associated with new retail outlets will not be new to the town. In addition, a proportion of visitors to
the new shops will be existing residents and residents of the new development. To reflect this fact, it has been
assumed that 20% of car trips to the new retail outlets will not be new trips on the road network.
Similarly, the employment opportunities associated with the proposed development will appeal to existing and
new residents as well as people living elsewhere in the region. To reflect this fact, a reduction of 10% in the
calculated employment trips has been applied to reflect this ‘containment’ effect of the mixed-use
development. No reduction has however been made for traffic originating from residential development, a
proportion of which will in reality be contained within the development or within the town centre.
Taking these ‘containment’ factors into account, a more realistic assessment of generated traffic is derived by
reducing both the retail and employment trip rates. Applying the reduction in retail flows of 20% and the
reduction in employment trip numbers of 10% gives the following ‘aggregated’ trip numbers for the commuter
peak hours, which have formed the basis of the traffic impact assessment:
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AM Peak (08.00-09.00)

PM Peak (17.00-18.00)

Arrivals

Departures

Arrivals

Departures

480

431

656

727

Table 8— 1: Estimated development traffic flow (aggregated) – worst case scenario
The proposed development will give rise to 911 new vehicle movements in the AM commuter peak hour
(arrivals and departures combined) and 1,383 vehicle movements in the PM commuter peak hour. These new
trips will be predominantly by private car, with the exception of goods vehicle trips associated with
employment development on North Quay.
The main contributor to the traffic flow to and from the proposed development is the retail element of the
development, despite the 20% reduction in the trip rates. Shops accounts for approximately 60% of traffic
attracted to the development in the evening peak hour and 40% of traffic in the morning peak hour.
The assumptions underlying the above prediction of vehicle trips are very robust and when used in the impact
assessment represent a worst case of impact on the surrounding road network. It has therefore been agreed
with the highway authorities that sensitivity testing can be carried out based on an alternative and more
realistic scenario of traffic generation.
Taking into account the significant potential for the containment of trips both within the mixed-use
development and then within Hayle as a whole, alternative reduction factors have been calculated. A reduction
in retail trips of 40% has been assumed, together with a 10% reduction in residential trips and again a 10%
reduction in trips to and from employment elements of the development.
The resulting traffic generation profile is that set out in table 8-2 below.
AM Peak (08.00-09.00)

PM Peak (17.00-18.00)

Arrivals

Departures

Arrivals

Departures

339

394

559

583

Table 8— 2 Estimated development traffic flow (Aggregated) – normal scenario
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Based on the more realistic assumptions about trip containment, the proposed development is anticipated to
generate 733 new vehicle movements in the AM commuter peak hour (arrivals and departures combined) and
1,182 vehicle movements in the PM commuter peak hour.
No allowance has been made for the possible reduction in existing trips that would be anticipated arising from
new job and shopping opportunities in the town. Whilst difficult to quantify, there is potential for the
development to lead to containment of existing trips.
The pattern of distribution of traffic onto the road network has been estimated based on the relative attraction
of local destinations and having regard to existing traffic patterns derived from traffic surveys in April 2005. It is
predicted that 55% of generated traffic will depart the site in an easterly direction and access the strategic
road network at the Loggans Moor roundabout. 40% of traffic will travel westbound in the direction of
Penzance and St Ives, accessing the strategic road network at the St Erth gyratory. 5% of generated traffic is
predicted to travel to and from the direction of Helston via the B3302.
The Churchtown Road access in Phillack is likely to cater only for the residential development proposed at
Riviere Fields, effectively 12-15% of development traffic.
No allowance has been made for the fact that some car trips might be contained within Hayle itself.
8.5.2.2 Scope of impact assessment
The proposed development is to be accessed by vehicle traffic via one new junction onto the B3301 (South
Quay), an improved junction onto the B3301 (North Quay) and a new junction onto Churchtown Road in
Phillack. The impact assessment has considered whether these proposed new junctions will operate
satisfactorily with the combined loading of development-related and background traffic.
In addition, existing junctions that are likely to be subject to a material increase in traffic flow have also been
assessed for the impact of generated traffic. These junctions have been identified as part of ongoing
negotiations with the highway authorities and are as follows:
•

Existing B3301/B3302 Foundry Square roundabout;

•

Existing B3301/Lethlean Lane priority junction;

•

Existing A30(T) ‘St Erth’ gyratory;

•

Existing A30(T) ‘Loggans Moor’ roundabout;

Figure 8.5.1 shows the locations of the junctions
Design flows have been calculated by combining background traffic in the August peak hours with traffic
arising from the proposed development in the traditional commuter peak hours.
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8.5.2.3 Assessment methodology
Operational assessment of the seven junctions has considered 4 scenarios based on ranges of trip generation
and the intensity of background traffic (to reflect seasonal variation). In each case, assessment of the two peak
time periods is assessed, giving eight operational scenarios for each of the seven junctions tested. The results
of the worst=case assumption have been used in the environmental assessment of traffic impacts and are
reported below.
(a)

South Quay Access

The operation of the proposed new staggered crossroads has been assessed using the PICADY analysis
software for the two design years 2011 and 2016. The result of the analysis of the two peak time periods is
shown in Table 8—3 below.
2011

AM Peak (08.00-09.00)
Maximum RFC

1

PM Peak (17.00-18.00)

Maximum Q*

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Egress from Development

0.373

1

0.937

6

Right turn to Development

0.337

1

0.459

1

Egress from Development

0.416

1

0.997

10

Right turn to Development

0.342

1

0.468

1

2017

Table 8— 3 Operation of South Quay access under full development scenario
The analysis shows that the proposed new junction would operate within its capacity and without undue delay
to through-traffic on the B3301, as indicated by the relatively low queuing levels: traffic on the B3301 has
priority meaning the only non priority traffic that could cause queuing to the main road traffic would be the right
turn into the development – the queues are minimal for this movement meaning no delay to passing traffic.
Queuing in the side-road is also low and there is no evidence of congestion in the side-road that might lead to
a safety hazard.

1

The above assessments simulate traffic conditions for the highest trafficked hours in future years. The Maximum RFC is

the maximum ratio of flow to capacity within this hour as traffic builds and ebbs. Theoretically the Maximum RFC could
reach 1 before significant queuing occurs, although in practise 0.85 is used for design purposes. The Maxim um Q is the
maximum queue within the hour in pass enger car units i.e. cars – an HGV is 2 passenger car units.
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The existing access to the development site opposite South Quay is to be retained, as it provides a means of
access to third-party properties. Whilst this junction is currently sub-standard in its geometry, the proposals
will lead to a reduction in its use and therefore a net safety benefit.
(b)

North Quay Access

The location and form of the proposed signalled three-arm junction is shown on the Masterplan. The operation
of the junction has been assessed using the LINSIG analysis software, with the results for the design years
2011 and 2017 summarised in the following table.
2011

AM Peak (08.00-09.00)

PM Peak (17.00-18.00)

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Hayle Terrace Ahead

78%

18

76%

22

Hayle Terrace Right Turn

29%

2

55.1%

3

North Quay left/right

79.1%

8

86.3%

14

Penpole Terrace Ahead/Left

69.4%

16

85.8%

33

Hayle Terrace Ahead

83.3%

21

81.1%

26

Hayle Terrace Right Turn

32.3%

2

60.9%

3

North Quay left/right

81.4%

8

87.9%

14

Penpole Terrace Ahead/Left

74%

18

90.8%

38

2017

Table 8— 4 Operation of North Quay traffic signals under full development scenario
The analysis shows that the proposed signalled junction will operate within its available capacity in both the
AM and the PM peak hours, under the scenario of full development and interim traffic growth in both the
design years. The junction will retain sufficient capacity for traffic growth far beyond 2016.
(c)

Priority access to Churchtown Road

Analysis of the proposed priority junction using the PICADY modelling technique provides results as shown in
Table 8—5 below.
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2011

AM Peak (08.00-09.00)

PM Peak (17.00-18.00)

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Egress from Development

0.301

1

0.190

1

Right turn to Development

0.055

1

0.039

1

2017

AM Peak

Egress from Development

0.264

1

0.152

1

Right turn to Development

0.090

1

0.102

1

PM Peak

Table 8— 5 Operation of Churchtown Road access under full development scenario
The modelling confirms that the proposed new junction would operate with capacity in reserve in the
assessment years with development completed.
(d)

Foundry Square Roundabout

The Foundry Square roundabout, the intersection of the B3301 and B3302, has recently been improved by the
highway authority. The improved junction layout has formed the basis of the impact assessment, which is
summarised in Table 8—6 below.
2011

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Penpol Terrace

0.919

9

1.227

112

B3302

0.673

2

1.073

33

Carnsew Road

0.689

3

1.707

380

Penpol Terrace

1.029

27

1.874

527

B3302

0.785

4

1.064

34

Carnsew Road

0.782

4

2.023

574

2017

Table 8— 6 Operation of Foundry Square roundabout under full development scenario
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The analysis indicates that the mini-roundabout will not have the capacity necessary to accommodate the
predicted traffic flow comprising the development flow, background traffic and growth in background traffic.
The consequence is queuing on all arms in the busiest hours.
The degree to which traffic associated with the development contributes to this situation has been established
by analysing the junction under the scenario of no development. Analysis of the junction, taking background
traffic growth into account but assuming no development, is summarised in Table 8—7 below.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Penpol Terrace

0.697

3

0.997

20

B3302

0.581

2

0.986

17

Carnsew Road

0.503

1

1.320

115

Table 8— 7 Operation of Foundry Square roundabout in absence of development
The analysis shows that the roundabout will be subject to queuing and delay in the peak periods in 2011 and
2017 even if development does not place, although traffic associated with the application scheme adds to the
anticipated congestion levels.
(e)

Lethlean Lane Priority Junction

The location and form of the existing junction, which is proposed to be retained in its existing form, can be
seen from the Masterplan drawing. The operation of the junction has been tested using the PICADY analysis
software, with the results of the full development scenario for the two design years summarised below.
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2011

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Lethlean Lane Left Turn

1.191

10

3.212

23

Lethlean Lane Right Turn

1.163

16

3.120

42

B3301 Right Turn

0.302

1

0.571

2

Lethlean Lane Left Turn

1.567

18

4.462

26

Lethlean Lane Right Turn

1.515

31

4.363

49

B3301 Right Turn

0.332

1

0.589

2

2017

Table 8— 8 Operation of the B3301/Lethlean Lane priority junction under full development scenario
It is evident from the analysis that the priority junction will be operating above its capacity in both peak hours in
the design years, with the development completed. Queuing in the side-road will be extensive in the peak
periods, although traffic flow on the major road will remain unobstructed by turning traffic.
In order to identify and isolate the impact of development traffic, a similar analysis of the operation of the
junction without development in place has been undertaken. The results are summarised in Table 8—9 below.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Lethlean Lane Left Turn

0.080

1

0.098

1

Lethlean Lane Right Turn

0.537

2

0.636

2

B3301 Right Turn

0.185

1

0.339

1

Table 8— 9 Operation of the B3301/Lethlean Lane junction under ‘Without Development scenario
The analysis indicates that the priority junction would operate within its capacity in the design years without the
inclusion of development traffic. It is therefore the effect of the development that leads to queuing and delay at
the junction in the busiest hours.
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(f)

St Erth Gyratory

The existing gyratory has been modelled using the ARCADY software for both peak hours, the results being
shown in Table 8—10 below. In accordance with Highways Agency requirements, analysis has considered a
design year 10 years after registration of the planning application.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

A30 (T) East

0.941

12

0.991

24

A30 (T) West

1.463

391

1.182

115

Nut Lane

0.671

2

0.501

1

Griggs Hill

0.504

1

0.253

1

Table 8— 10 St Erth Roundabout – 2017 full development
The analysis indicates that in all design years, with the development completed, the junction will accommodate
traffic flows in excess of its operating capacity. The effect will be long queuing in the peak hours on the
eastbound A30(T).
Here too, in order to identify and isolate the impact of development traffic, a similar analysis of the operation of
the junction without development in place has been undertaken. The results for the Highways Agency required
design year of 2017 are summarised in Table 8—11 below.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

A30 (T) East

0.887

7

0.911

9

A30 (T) West

1.323

241

0.961

15

Nut Lane

0.659

2

0.472

1

Griggs Hill

0.397

1

0.083

1

Table 8— 11 St Erth Roundabout – 2017 no development
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The analysis of the ‘Without development’ scenario indicates that the junction is anticipated to operate beyond
its capacity even in the absence of development in Hayle. Operational problems at the junction are therefore a
factor of interim traffic growth as much as they are a consequence of new development.
(g)

Loggans Moor Roundabout

The five-arm trunk road roundabout has been analysed for the Highways Agency design year – the results are
set out below.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Marsh Lane

0.435

1

0.414

1

A30 (T) South

1.246

172

0.917

10

Carwin Rise west

1.150

98

0.971

17

A30 (T) North

1.237

189

1.598

583

Carwin Rise east

0.573

2

0.539

2

Table 8— 12 Operational analysis under full development scenario
The operational analysis indicates that the roundabout will be subject to queuing and delays in the peak hours
in the future design year, assuming the proposed development at Hayle and the now completed retail
development park at Loggan’s Moor. All consented development schemes including the retail park at
Loggan’s Moor have been included within the future background traffic growth levels: background traffic is a
term used to distinguish all other traffic from the proposed development’s traffic.
To establish the degree to which this is a function of background traffic growth, the operation of the junction
has been analysed under the scenario of no development for the year 2017, as shown in Table 8—13.
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2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Marsh Lane

0.400

1

0.392

1

A30 (T) South

1.169

124

0.868

6

Carwin Rise west

1.041

38

0.731

3

A30 (T) North

1.131

102

1.429

389

Carwin Rise east

0.514

1

0.481

1

Table 8— 13 Operational analysis under ‘do nothing’ scenario
The analysis of the ‘No Development’ scenario indicates that the junction will in any event be operating above
its capacity owing to the effects of traffic growth and the new retail development. Comparison of Table 8-12
and 8-13 indicates that the effect of development traffic is to increase queue lengths on the trunk road. In both
scenarios, i.e. with and without the development, three arms are saturated and two are not.
8.5.3

Car parking impact

The amount of car parking provided within the site has been based on envisaged need, twinned with policy
guidance and the desire to encourage walking, cycling and public transport.
The policy guidance suggests that overall, the North and South Quay developments require a maximum
parking level between 1,501 and 2,142 parking spaces, with 1,622 parking spaces proposed.
In respect of South Quay, the following table sets out the proposed parking provision and compares it with the
provision required of the prevailing parking standards, assuming that each element of the mixed-use
development is treated as a free-standing and independent proposal.
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Proposed Development

Parking Standard

Standard

(Maximum)

Provision

Residential 260 flats

1-2 per dwelling

260-520

400

5,150m Employment

1/35-50m GFA

103-147

51

10,585m Retail (Non food)

1/25m GFA

423

0

435m Leisure (Café/Restaurant)

1/5m public area

40

0

826-1,130

451

2

2

2

2

2

Total

Actual Provision

Table 8— 14 Proposed parking supply – South Quay
The ‘Community’ element of the proposed development will comprise a modest Health Centre and Tourist
Information Centre, for which a parking standard is not quoted. These elements of the development site can be
assumed not to be trip attractors in their own right and are not expected to generate an additional demand for
car parking.
The provision of 451 spaces falls significantly below the maximum parking level range suggested by the local
policy guidance, however in operational terms, treating South Quay in isolation is not appropriate
The provision on North Quay can be assessed in a similar way, with the following table setting out standard
maximum requirements and actual proposed provision.
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Proposed Development

Parking Standard

Maximum

(Maximum)

Provision

Residential 381 flats/houses

1-2 per dwelling

190-380

7,355m Employment

1/35-50m GFA

147-210

2,613m Retail (Non food)

1/25m GFA

105

5,575m Industrial

1/50-200m GFA

28-112

1,455m Leisure (Café/Restaurant)

1/5m public area

145

60-bed hotel

1/bedroom

60

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Total

675-1,012

Actual Provision

721

450

1,171

Table 8— 15 Proposed parking supply – North Quay
In the case of North Quay, the proposed level of provision of 1,171 spaces exceeds the recommended
maximum derived from the policy guidance. This is partly due to the fact that the 450-space public car park is
intended to accommodate visitor demand arising from the town centre as a whole, a fact that cannot be
adequately reflected in the parking standards.
As such, it can be concluded that North Quay in isolation offers sufficient operational parking, without in
practise exceeding the maximum level recommended in policy guidance.
The provisions on South and North Quays can realistically be looked at in combination, as new pedestrian
bridges proposed as part of the development will create linkages that will support easy access to parking
across the wider site. Looking at the development as a whole therefore, the parking provision – at 1,622
spaces – falls in the range of maximum provision as defined by the standards, calculated to be 1,501-1,805
spaces.
Much of the trips generated by the proposed development will be linked to existing trips to the town and much
parking demand will be a replacement for parking demand now accommodated elsewhere in the town. The
proposals to implement pedestrian linkages that will optimally connect the development will ensure that
existing town centre parking can be considered to be available to accommodate demand for parking that is
not enabled directly within the development site. As such, the proposed provision might represent an
oversupply in the context of the development alone.
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The development needs to be seen as a catalyst for the increased attractiveness of the town and parking
within the site will simply add to the public parking stock of the town as a whole. The reduced provision for
retail and employment draws on the close proximity of housing and potential employees as well as the
closeness of the railway and encourages other forms of travel.
The proposals for public parking both at North Quay and on the triangular spit reflect the need to support the
vitality and viability of the town centre and management of these spaces for short-term use will ensure that
they fulfil this strategic function as well as supporting the development.
8.5.4

Accessibility levels

In terms of non-car travel, the development has been assessed for the degree to which it achieves accessibility
levels required of prevailing transport policy guidance. Taking the RPG10 Accessibility Criteria as a guide, the
development can be considered accessible. In pragmatic terms too, the site is considered to have a high level
of accessibility, as would be expected of its location within and adjacent to the town centre.
In terms of opportunities for non-car travel, regular bus and train services operate throughout the day and
provide for connections to nearby urban area. At its closest, the bus corridor is directly adjacent to the South
Quay development and some 200m from North Quay, with a large proportion of the site within a 400m walk.
The railway station is 200m from the development site and is also within a reasonable walking distance of a
large proportion of the development site.
Demand for public transport services arising from the development is likely to enhance the attractiveness of
further investment in those services by their operators, while at the same time increasing the sustainability of
the existing services to the benefit of the town as a whole.
The proposals include a number of measures designed to enhance the non-car accessibility of the
development and strengthen its pedestrian and cycle links with public transport and with local services and
facilities. As set out in Chapter 3.3.2 the on-site provision would include a new cycle connection between
Carnsew Road and Copperhouse Pool, two new pedestrian / cycle bridges over Penpol Creek, a new
pedestrian / cycle bridge between East Quay and North Quay, and new pedestrian routes between North Quay
and Hilltop. By enhancing linkage between the development site and complementary existing town centre
facilities, opportunities exist to increase accessibility levels within the town as a whole.
Specifically, the application scheme includes new opportunities to cross the B3301 on foot, reducing the
severance effect of the road and encouraging walking within the town. The scope exists too to re-establish a
pedestrian link to the railway station, enabling not just the new development but existing residents north of
Copperhouse Pool to walk and cycle to the station.
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8.6

Mitigation

8.6.1

Highway impact

The assessment of the impact of vehicle traffic associated with the proposed development identifies that the
highway works required to provide vehicle access to the site can be secured in a safe manner and that
adequate network capacity will be retained at those junctions.
Analysis of the effects of development-generated traffic on existing key junctions has however identified
potential for increases in peak hour congestion levels at a number of junctions, particularly those on the trunk
road. The analysis also shows however that congestion at the two trunk road junctions will be attributable to
background traffic growth and to the effects of other development as much as it is attributable to development
at Hayle and the development itself cannot therefore be considered to be the cause of any potential highway
safety risk.
Notwithstanding this, the scope for improvement to the two roundabout junctions has been assessed. It has
been concluded that there is little scope for improvement to the St Erth roundabout within the land available
for such works but that a scheme of capacity improvement could be delivered at the Loggans Moor junction.
An improvement scheme involving widening of the southbound A30(T) approach to the junction is presented in
the Transport Assessment and comprises a widening of the approach to provide three approach lanes. This
improvement could be secured within highway land. The effect of the improvement can be identified by
analysing this improved layout and the ARCADY model results are shown in Table 8—16 below.
2017

AM Peak

PM Peak

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Maximum RFC

Maximum Q

Marsh Lane

0.555

2

0.609

2

A30 south

1.310

203

0.994

22

Carwin Rise west

1.123

85

0.964

15

A30 north

0.897

8

1.146

143

Carwin Rise east

0.685

2

0.716

3

Table 8— 16 With development and improvement
It can be seen that the proposed improvement to the roundabout will significantly reduce southbound queuing
on the A30(T) and bring it to a level below that to be expected if development were not to take place. As such,
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this improvement scheme, whilst not itself resolving background capacity issues, can be considered to
mitigate the impact of development traffic.
The Foundry Square junction will not accommodate predicted traffic levels in the future, whether or not
development as proposed takes place. Whilst the development traffic adds to congestion levels in the peak
hours, it is not the primary cause of congestion and will not therefore be the sole cause of impact at this
location.
The recently improved junction offers less highway capacity than was originally the case and further
improvement to increase the capacity of the junction would appear to be contrary to the authorities’ objectives.
It is assumed that some level of congestion at the junction has been anticipated and accepted as part of the
scheme. Measures to mitigate the anticipated congestion should therefore focus on demand management, i.e.
measures to reduce traffic generation within the town.
The proposed development will contribute to such a demand management strategy at a very broad level by
increasing the ‘offer’ within the town, making it a more attractive place for local people to choose to shop and
work. The implications are that out-commuting and travel for shopping could be reduced, thereby reducing
traffic flow levels overall.
At a more detailed level, enhanced linkage within the town and increased attractiveness of public transport can
be expected to lead to some reduction in car trips originating within the town itself.
Travel Planning is acknowledged by the Government as a means of reducing travel by car and the grant of
planning permission for the application scheme will be conditional upon the preparation of Travel Plans for
various elements of the development. Whilst the effects of travel planning are difficult to predict, there is
significant scope for Travel Plans to secure reductions in car trips made by residents and employees of the
development.
The Lethlean Lane junction too is shown to be the subject of an impact arising directly from the proposed
development. Here too, highway capacity improvements are not considered appropriate in policy terms and
demand management of the form identified above is expected to lead to reductions in background traffic flows
that will offset the impact of development traffic.
It is a stated objective of the County Council’s 5-year Transport Plan to deliver a Park & Ride site at St Erth. In
its existing form, the facility is unlikely to materially affect traffic patterns in Hayle but the County Council has
advised that the proposed development could be the catalyst for a bus-based system operating from the new
P&R facility. If such a bus-based system were implemented, with new development at Hayle helping to make
the necessary economic case, it would be expected to significantly reduce the amount of car traffic in the
town. In isolation therefore, such a proposal would be likely to provide full mitigation for the effects of the
proposed development.
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8.7

Residual impacts

The effects of travel demand management are difficult to quantify, as is the timeframe over which the benefits
will be realised. It is possible that the effects of demand management will not reduce traffic levels such that
there is no material increase in queuing and delay at the Foundry Square and Lethlean Lane junctions.
Whilst there are likely therefore to be residual impacts, the scale of these is difficult to estimate. It must be
emphasised that impact analysis has focussed on a particularly harsh scenario of tourist peak flows combined
with development commuter peak flows and levels of impact indicated in the junction assessments can be
expected to occur for very short periods of the year, if at all.

8.8

Cumulative impacts

The transport assessment has considered the cumulative impacts of consented development, and of
measures to encourage more environmentally friendly forms of travel, including walking, cycling and public
transport including the potential park and ride site at St Erths to gain access to the proposed development.
In cumulative terms the transport impact of the proposed development may be reduced through the park and
ride scheme and may be increased or reduced through consented developments. Quantifying the level of
reduction in impact is difficult and the more severe scenario has been reported on.

8.9

Monitoring

An integral part of the Travel Plans that will be implemented at many of the individual developments, provision
will be made for the monitoring of travel patterns. The form and frequency of the monitoring processes will be
a matter for discussion as part of the process of finalising the individual Travel Plans.

8.10

Conclusions

The assessment of the environmental impacts of the development in terms of transport has considered:
a.

whether the proposed development delivers accessibility levels appropriate to the aspirations of
prevailing policy guidance

b.

whether the proposed development and associated transport infrastructure could be implemented in
a manner that does not prejudice highway safety

c.

whether generated traffic would give rise to congestion of a level that would compromise highway
safety
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With regards to point (a), it is concluded that the accessibility levels appropriate to the aspirations of prevailing
policy guidance will be achieved within the development. Indeed the scheme when implemented in full will
prove to be a catalyst for wider more sustainable travel patterns to and within the town.
With reference to point (b), due consideration has been given to ensure that highway safety is not
compromised and new roads and junctions will provide sufficient operational capacity so as not to
compromise safety. Demand management measures will also help to ensure that car travel is minimised.
In respect of point (c), in general terms congestion levels are either insignificant or can be mitigated by highway
improvements. Where this is not possible, demand management is anticipated to provide a level of mitigation.
The possible junction enhancements to be included as part of a Section 106/Section 278 agreement, Travel
Plans to be secured through Planning Conditions and ‘cost free’ accessibility improvements associated with
the development represent the developer’s commitment to demand management. These measures provide the
potential to mitigate the impacts of the proposed development.

8.11

References
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9

Waste

9.1

Introduction

This chapter considers the effects of solid waste material generation and its subsequent management in
association with the redevelopment of Hayle Harbour, Cornwall. The environmental impacts of waste
management from the development have been assessed in terms of the expected quantities, their composition
and the local, regional capacity to treat the waste. Within this section the proposed measures for the
reduction, re-use and recycling of waste materials are given and make up part of the recommendations for
mitigating the potential impacts. Relevant national, regional and local legislation on waste management is
reviewed in the chapter and forms the basis of assessment criteria and the approach to mitigation.
Furthermore, the chapter also discusses the possible disposal routes for waste and opportunities to minimise
residual waste going to landfill during construction and operation. Consideration is also given to development
specifications that have been incorporated into the masterplan which will facilitate and encourage up to date
sustainable waste management schemes and techniques that as a minimum meet key legislative requirements.

9.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

9.2.1

National policy and legislation

Regulations implementing the Landfill Directive
The Directive’s overall aim is;
“to prevent or reduce as far as possible negative effects on the environment, in particular the pollution
of surface water, groundwater, soil and air, and on the global environment, including the greenhouse
effect, as well as any resulting risk to human health, from the landfilling of waste, during the whole
lifecycle of the landfill”.
Specifically, Article 5 of the Landfill Directive, 1999/31/EC sets stringent requirements ultimately reducing the
amount of waste disposed of in landfills in Member States. The directive includes a requirement to pre-treat all
wastes prior to entering landfill and the prevention of liquid waste disposal to landfill (which will be
implemented by UK legislators in October 2007).
A number of specific targets for reducing landfill reliance have also been implanted including a new system of
landfill classification and establishing landfill site selection requirements, and these measures are slowly being
incorporated into national legislation.
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Waste Strategy May 2000 (WS2000) - Superseded by WS2007
The recently replaced Waste Strategy May 2000 was the original principal policy document relating to waste
within England and Wales setting out the changes needed to deliver sustainable development in relation to
waste management. The main focus of the strategy is municipal solid waste (MSW) and commercial and
industrial (C&I) waste, however, a relatively small section of the strategy is devoted to construction and
demolition (C&D) waste.
Targets include the recovery of 40% of municipal solid waste by 2005, of 45% by 2010, and of 67% by 2015.
Additionally, targets were specifically set to recycle or compost at least 25% of household waste by 2005,
30% by 2010, and 33% by 2015. Targets were also set for commercial and industrial waste, where reductions
in waste sent to landfill are to be reduced to 85% of 1998 levels by 2015
The Waste Strategy for England 2007 (WS2007)
The Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) in May 2007 adopted and published WS2007. It
includes revisions of WS2000 targets in order to put more emphasis on waste prevention and the actions of
individuals and business. The Government’s key objectives are much the same as WS2000 with a focus
primarily on MSW these include:
•

A new target to reduce the amount of household waste not reused, recycled or composted by 45%
from 2000 amounts by 2020

•

Recycling and composting of household waste – at least 40% of all MSW by 2010, 45% by 2015,
50% by 2020

•

Recovery (includes recycling, composting and energy recovery) of MSW - 53% of MSW by 2010,
67% by 2015 and 75% by 2020

WS2007 also makes provision for the future creation of recycling/recovery targets for C&I waste. The
government is also setting a target to halve the amount of C&D waste going to landfill by 2012 through waste
prevention, reduction, re-use and recycling methods.
Some strategic proposals contained in WS2007 allow for the future development of a number of new
techniques and tools to force the implementation of the waste hierarchy (a ladder of waste management
options that prioritises waste prevention over disposal). These options include:
•

The creation and manipulation of existing financial incentives

•

Legislation reform

•

Targeting of materials, products and sectors with the greatest potential for improving waste
management
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•

Stimulation of investment in waste management infrastructure

•

Improvement in all levels of governance to deliver supportive action

The Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund (ALSF)
The ALSF was introduced on the 1st April 2002 to primarily promote more environmentally friendly aggregates
extraction and transport methods. Additionally, the fund takes steps towards improving the management of
C&D waste. This is achieved through funding of new recovery and recycling initiatives that target C&D waste.
Currently the levy charged is at £1.60 per tonne, rising to £1.95 in April 2008.
Planning Policy Statement 10(PPS10): Planning for Sustainable Waste Management
PPS 10 (2005) supersedes PPG 10 “Planning and Waste Management” (1999) and concerns the planning
system’s involvement in working towards the core Government policies for delivering sustainable waste
management. The statement targets all matters of the planning process, for example the updating of regional
spatial strategies in relation to waste. Through planning documents such as spatial strategies, developers will
be encouraged to embrace the following key objectives via planning conditions:
•

Support sustainable development by driving waste management up the waste hierarchy

•

Provide a framework in which communities take more responsibility for their waste produced now and
into the future

•

Help implement the national waste strategy and supporting targets

•

Enable waste to be disposed of in one of the nearest appropriate facilities

•

Reflect the concerns and interests of the communities, the needs of waste collection authorities,
waste disposal authorities and businesses

•

Ensure the design and layout of new development supports sustainable waste management

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTi) guidelines ‘ Site Waste Management Plans (SWMP),
Guidance for the Construction Industry’
These guidelines are currently adhered to on a voluntary basis, however, a process is in place that will lead to
them being compulsory by the spring of 2008. The exact details of this legislation have not been finalised and
are still under consultation. It has been stated that anyone involved in planning a project with a value greater
than £250,000 will have to create a standard SWMP, and larger projects (over £500,000) will need a more
detailed version, therefore Hayle Harbour development will need a SWMP. SWMPs are primarily intended to
change the construction industry’s attitude to waste by raising the profile of waste planning and making the
sector tackle waste issues at the very early design stages of a project. Some larger construction sites have
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been operating some form of waste management plan mainly as a result of escalating disposal costs but these
plans are often introduced at a stage when construction has already commenced. These guidelines put the
onus of waste management onto the parties who are involved in projects at conceptual stages. They are being
required to think of demolition reuse, materials selection, materials ordering and how recyclables are diverted
from landfills during the whole life of the project.
9.2.2

Regional policy

The following section details relevant regional waste management guidance.
The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
This document sets a regional strategy for development in the South West for the next 20 years. Currently this
strategy is in draft form and is at a stage where the Examination in Public (EiP) Panel has invited organisations
and individuals to further evaluate the RSS. The EiP ended in July 2007.
Section 7.4 of the RSS specifically relates to waste which as a whole builds on the Regional Waste
Management Strategy (2004). The majority of the section is concerned with the planning of waste management
industry and infrastructural requirements, however policy W4 states:
“Controlling, Re-using and Recycling Waste in Development - All proposals for larger-scale development
should include as part of the planning application a report comprising an audit of waste materials on site and
proposals for how waste will be managed over the lifetime of the development.”
This policy has brought waste management issues to the attention of architects and designers. It is in place to
encourage the incorporation of specifications which allow for the sustainable management of estimated waste
materials generated over the lifetime of developments.
The Regional Waste Management Strategy (RWMS) – “From Rubbish to Resource 2004”
The South West Assembly created the RWMS in order to set out in detail the regional approach to waste
management. The document has been in place since 2004, and is set to be reviewed towards the end of 2007
and start of 2008.
The RWMS tackles waste issues that are not controlled by local/district boundaries. For example, household
hazardous waste is more efficiently managed at a regional level This is due to costs and relatively low
production rates at local levels.
A principle objective of the RWMS is to ensure that by 2020, 45% of waste in the region is recycled or reused
and the total amount of waste landfilled is less than 20% of waste produced. This objective is to be
implemented by introducing a number of tools highlighted in the strategy document. These include:
•

Supporting businesses in waste minimisation
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•

Encouraging new recycling markets and technologies via organisations such as Remade Kernow,
Remade South West and local authorities

•

The construction and commissioning of 500-600 various waste management facilities

Specifically relating to development, policy P7.9 indicates that local Planning Authorities should:
“ensure provision is made for space to allow for the separation and collection of waste, consistent with the type
of development in question, whether a housing development, employment, retail, leisure or mixed use.”
9.2.3

Local policy

A number of waste management guidance documents are in circulation .These documents are going through a
period of change, where older singular plans are being superseded by larger waste frameworks that
encompass a number of different documents relating to waste management.
Cornwall Waste Local Plan 2002
The plan was released by Cornwall County Council in December 2002 after a number of years of consultation.
It sets baselines and predicts material arisings for all waste streams over the forthcoming 10 years. This
information then sets guidance on the development of new facilities and where specific technology should be
located via the establishment of site criteria considerations.
Objectives of the plan are to:
•

Encourage waste minimisation at all planning stages

•

Provide an adequate range of waste facilities to serve the needs of Cornwall

•

Encourage the development of recycling and composting procedures

•

Ensure adequate landfill capacity for residual waste

•

Ensure where feasible the sustainable transport of waste

Cornwall Waste Development Framework (under consultation)
The framework, yet to be completed, commenced in 2005. It is set to replace the local plan with a raft of policy
documents that are at various stages of advancement and will be completed by the end of 2008. Reports are
detailed on the Cornwall County Council website, some of which are in draft format whilst undergoing
consultation by the Secretary of State. On completion they will be merged to form the framework. The
following summarises the sections in the framework:
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•

“Report on issues and options” (July 2005) – a primary exercise in the creation of new waste
guidance. This document seeks to generate feedback from interested parties on the existing waste
local plan

•

“Report on Preferred Options” (June 2006) – this is the key document which addresses the policies
and proposals for the management of waste and facilities development within Cornwall up until 2016

•

“Core strategy” – the purpose of this report is to stress the policies and proposals for waste
management in line with the RSS. These include:
1.

During the planning process to encourage waste minimisation

2.

Promote re-use, recycling, composting and recovery technologies

3.

Identify suitable sites for such technologies

4.

To provide site selection guidance to all the concerned parties

5.

To avoid adverse impacts from facility location and to mitigate unavoidable impacts

6.

To ensure sufficient landfill capacity for residual waste disposal

7.

To maximising the adoption of the proximity principle by locating works as close as possible to
waste generation points

•

“Waste Development Control Policies” – This section of the Framework specifically covers the
development and operation of waste management facilities in the county as well as giving some
specific guidance to developers. It gives the guidance to potential developers (both of waste
infrastructure and others) via 64 more detailed “preferred options”, statements that cover areas such
as environmental impacts, transportation and site selection. Options to highlight include the
minimisation of construction demolition waste (PO 18) and the need for large sites to operate site
waste management plans. PO19 and PO20 look to involve developers in tackling waste issues. They
are to be encouraged in ensuring new residential and or commercial buildings are capable of adapting
to current and future waste management systems. This, for example should include the designation of
ample space to facilitate waste segregation and recovery

•

The needs assessment gives indications of current waste quantities; current management methods
and estimates waste material projections into the future

•

“A sustainability appraisal of the waste development framework” – this report considers the social and
economic repercussions of the framework on the built and natural environment. The appraisal
identified 3 negative impacts from the WDF and 8 positive impacts. In conclusion, adverse impacts
can be mitigated or controlled within permitted limits
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Penwith District Council – “Penwith Local Plan 2004”
In relation to waste management and development the plan does not cover a large amount of detail, however
the Local Plan briefly states in GD-2(ix) that the,
“design and layout of a development should: allow for recycling and waste collection activities”
Furthermore, section 13.3.29 relating to communities, indicates the need and gives permission to install
recycling facilities for householders, provided they;
(i) Are located on sites which already attract large numbers of people or are easily accessible without undue
reliance on the private car
(ii) Would be compatible with surrounding uses
Penwith District Council – “A Sustainability Community Strategy for Our Area 2006-2025”
This document is designed to complement existing plans and strategies and is a “vision” strategy covering a
wide range of subjects relating to sustainability including waste management which is detailed in section 8.3.
The District Council aims to:
•

Work in partnership to commission at least one energy from waste facility (EfW) for residual waste
disposal

•

Make it harder to dispose of waste materials and easier to recycle or compost them

•

Introduce a media campaign which focuses on waste minimisation

•

Encourage the recycling efforts in commercial and domestic premises

9.2.4

Summary of legislation and policy

In summary, the waste management policy and legislation relating to development in Hayle Harbour requires:
•

The minimisation of waste at its source

•

Encouragement of re-use and recovery through the facilitation of such activities in development

•

Ensure adequate provision of space to handle modern waste management requirements and that
communities take more responsibility for their waste
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9.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

9.3.1

Scope

Spatial
The issues associated with waste management are far-reaching in terms of spatial extent, and extend beyond
the site boundary of the Hayle Harbour development. However, the area in which waste is generated for the
purposes of this assessment is defined by the proposed development site boundary as described in chapter 2.
Waste which is generated outside of the development area, but which may be considered as secondary waste
impact of the proposed development (e.g. the production of waste during the manufacture of construction
materials used for the development) is outside the scope of this assessment.
Temporal
The temporal scope of this assessment is the period from when site preparation begins, during construction
and through to site occupation, (year 1 of full operational capacity).
Technical
Waste is defined in Section 75(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 as:
“..any substance or object…which the holder discards or intends or is required to discard”
The technical scope of the assessment is as follows:
•

Production of solid C&D waste

•

Management of solid C&D waste

•

Production of operational MSW and C&I waste (waste produced when development is built and
occupied)

•
9.3.2

Management of operational MSW and C&I waste (liquid waste is dealt with in chapter 13)
Sources of information

The assessment of waste impacts associated with the Hayle Harbour Regeneration is based on various
sources of information including:
•

The existing site conditions

•

The planned development size and composition

•

Desk based study of local and regional waste strategies, policies and legislation as well as current
technologies that relate to the recovery and recycling of C&D waste, MSW and C&I waste
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•

Waste estimation tools (eg BS 5906:2005 and Environment Agency waste benchmarking tool)

•

Consultation with Cornwall County Council, Penwith District Council including their published policies
and operating systems

Estimations of waste quantities given in this report are based on similar types of land use. The calculations
used make use of benchmarking models and generation tables. However, actual quantities and compositions
may eventually differ from predicted quantities and compositions generated. Understanding and predicting
waste material generation is not an exact science; a huge number of variables can manipulate the actual waste
quantity and compositional total figures derived. Variables include:
•

Socio-economic status of occupants

•

Retail unit type and turnover

•

Business size and tenant type

•

Shopping habits

•

Recycling systems available in locale

•

Household size, participation and capture rates

•

Changes to local policies

9.3.3

Determination of impact significance

There are currently no fixed criteria for assessing the significance of impacts arising from the management of
waste. The development proposal is evaluated according to its individual characteristics. Overall, the
fundamental process for evaluating impacts from waste is to predict and characterise waste types and arisings
and view them against existing baseline conditions in the Hayle area. This assessment is then used to identify
opportunities to respond to minimisation, re-use and recycling policy via means that reduce any adverse
impacts and increase the likelihood of beneficial impacts.
9.3.3.1 Magnitude of change
The quantity of waste produced alone by the development proposal will not determine impact significance. As
part of the assessment of impact significance, the type of waste generated and the way it is managed is
assessed to determine the magnitude of the change on the identified receptors (Table 9—1).
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Magnitude of
Change

Criteria
Significant change in the amount of waste generated; and/or production of a
significant amount of waste that cannot be managed in the Penwith District and

Large

requires transport to other areas of Cornwall or outside of the region; and/or
generation of waste that causes significant contamination of ground or water
resources or impacts on air quality.
Moderate change in the amount of waste generated; and/or production of moderate

Medium

amounts of waste that cannot be managed in Penwith District and requires transport
to other areas of Cornwall or outside of the region; and/or generation of waste that
causes contamination of ground or water resources or impacts on air quality.
Minor change in the amount of waste generated; and/or production of minor

Small

amounts of waste that cannot be managed in Penwith District and requires transport
to other areas of Cornwall or outside of the region; and/or generation of waste that
causes contamination of ground or water resources or impacts on air quality.
No noticeable change in amount of waste generated; and/or waste does not require

Negligible

transport outside the region; and/or negligible impact on ground or water resources
or air quality.

Table 9— 1 Magnitude of change
9.3.3.2 Receptor sensitivity
The significance of waste impacts is also determined by the type, location and capacity of local and regional
waste management facilities and their ability to manage waste in an environmentally proficient manner. A
qualitative assessment of receptor (waste management infrastructure) sensitivity is described in Table 9—2.
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Receptor
Sensitivity
High

Receptors
Penwith District and/or Cornwall county waste management infrastructure /services are
operating at full capacity and thus any increase in demand will affect its operation

Medium

Low

Penwith District and/or Cornwall County waste management infrastructure/services have
some spare capacity but could be affected by large changes in demand
Penwith District and/or Cornwall County waste management infrastructure/services have
spare capacity but could be affected by large changes in demand

Negligible

Penwith District and/or Cornwall County waste management services operating with ample
spare capacity

Table 9— 2 Receptor sensitivity
9.3.3.3 Impact significance evaluation
The assessment of magnitude of change and sensitivity of the receptor is used to qualitatively assess the
impact significance of waste from the construction and operation of the proposed development, as shown in
Table 9—3. Impacts can be adverse or beneficial.

Receptor
Sensitivity

Magnitude of Change
Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

High

Severe

Major

Moderate

Negligible

Moderate

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Table 9— 3 Impact significance evaluation
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9.4

Baseline conditions

The definition of a baseline with regard to waste management is set in relation to latest estimated waste
generation amounts in Cornwall County and where possible Penwith District Council. In addition to the waste
generated, a summary of the current infrastructure and its lifespan is also provided.
9.4.1

Current baseline

The south west region currently produces around 2.5 million tonnes of domestic waste or MSW, 5.5 million
tonnes of C&I waste and 12.5 million tonnes of C&D waste (SWRA, 2004). The South West regional plan
indicates that approximately 80% of the MSW and approximately 50% of C&I waste is consigned to landfill
sites. This waste is managed by 921 waste management facilities.
Information taken from the Cornwall County Councils Waste Development Framework maintains that within the
South West region Cornwall produced 320,079 tonnes of MSW over the financial year of 2005/2006, with a
recycling rate of 16% and a composting rate of 8%. The majority of this waste management action is as a
result of Waste Collection Authority recycling activities and green waste composting. Latest estimations from
the financial year 2002/03 state that an estimated 452,000 tonnes of C&I waste was generated with a recycling
rate of 43% and a recovery rate of 16%. C&D waste estimations for recent years are not clear due to a number
of complications including the disposal of inert waste to exempt sites and land regeneration projects. The most
current estimate is for the year 2000, where an estimated 180,000 tonnes of C&D waste was consigned to
landfills in the region.
Using information obtained from Cornwall County Council waste framework and Environment Agency (EA)
registrations of permits and licences the map shown in figure1 details the location of current relevant waste
infrastructure in Penwith District and the County of Cornwall. In more detail, Figure 1 includes the following key
infrastructural waste outlets: three large landfills, two of which are Council owned: Connon Bridge, East Tap
house, Liskeard and United Mines, St Day, Redruth. Lean Quarry near Liskeard is operated by a private waste
management company and was only recently commissioned. Their combined capacity up until 2020 is 3.8
million m 3. Additionally, the EA has recorded five material recycling facilities and five composting plants which
mainly process green garden waste.
Cornwall County Council in its waste development framework, states that Penwith District with a population of
63,800 (2003) produced 37799 tonnes of MSW in 2005. This equates to a disposal rate of 590 kg of MSW per
person per year in the Penwith District. Hayle, as of 2001 had a population of 8317; based on the above
calculation an estimated current MSW baseline of 4920 tonnes is produced each year.
Hayle Harbour residents are currently served by a number of nearby waste facilities and systems. Following
consultation with the Penwith District Council, it is known that recyclables are collected from households and
sorted at kerbside every two weeks and are then consigned to a materials recycling facility in Redruth.
Materials collected include paper, metals and glass; textiles are collected at the same time but are collected in
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a red bag. Green waste is also collected from a selection of areas once every four weeks and processed on a
nearby compositing site. To the south of Hayle, in St Erth, Cornwall County Council operates a household
waste recycling centre and waste transfer station for residual waste. Residual waste is taken to the United
Mines landfill which is the nearest disposal outlet to Hayle. Waste is collected by Penwith District Councils
appointed contractor.
9.4.2

Future baseline

The Cornwall County Council waste development framework states that on a county level MSW is set to grow
to an estimated annual production weight of 419,000 tonnes in 2020. 22% of this is set to be recycled, 16% of
this waste is expected to be processed into compost, and 56% of waste will be used to generate energy with
the remaining residual sent to landfill.
C&I waste is set to rise to a yearly weight of 480,000 tonnes by 2020 and this will be managed with a 44%
recycling rate, 39% recovery rate and reduced disposal rate of 17%. Information on C&D waste projections are
not detailed in the waste development framework but it does highlight that by 2020 annual weight generated
will be in the region of 220,000 tonnes.
In November 2006 Cornwall County Council entered into a 30 year contract with Sita UK, a private waste
management company. Part of the contract concerns the provision of new infrastructure and refurbishment of
some existing infrastructure. In summary the deliverables are:
•

Construction of seven new household waste recycling centres and the redevelopment of two existing
sites, one of which being the site at St Erth which serves some of the population of Hayle

•

Two waste transfer stations will be redeveloped, with one new site, one replacement site and the
creation of a temporary site

•

Four composting sites will be taken over

•

Two landfills will be taken over and an re-profiled

•

The development of a waste to energy plant in near St Dennis

Due to permit conditions some MSW landfill capacity will be lost in the near future as the site at United Mines
closes in 2010 as well as the closure of Connon Bridge in 2014. Waste inputs to United Mines are set to
increase up until closure to maximise the void space of the remaining landfills which will need to support the
majority of the County until the energy from waste plant is commissioned towards the end of 2010.
In summary, Cornwall County Council states that there will be adequate landfill capacity for predicted waste
arisings up until 2020, however although the overall capacity appears adequate, additional void space may be
required before 2016 for the following reasons:
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•

Lean Quarry Landfill permits extend beyond 2020 but a condition limiting the amount of waste that
can be taken into the site is set at 100,000 tonnes per annum

•

An area of the new Lean Quarry landfill may be reserved as a disposal option for Plymouth's residual
waste

•

The targets for recycling, composting and recovery may not be met

•

Development of Energy from Waste plant to take MSW may be delayed

No mention of planned inert landfill void space is detailed in any local publication and its prediction is difficult
as the types of facilities that offer inert void space are operated by private parties. This factor also applies to
other forms of waste management facility, such as materials recycling facilities and composting plants.

9.5

Assessment of potential impacts

In preparing the assessment of potential impacts an indication of the waste generated from the project is
required. As well as waste quantities the likely composition of wastes that will come about during the
construction and operation of the Hayle Harbour development proposal is needed. In the following sections an
indication of the quantity and composition of waste is given.
9.5.1

Site preparation and construction impact

Proposals for construction methods aim to balance all cut and fill materials on site, ensuring a minimal amount
of materials leave the developmental area. The range of wastes associated with ground preparation (clearance
and levelling) include materials such as rubble from buildings and former paved areas, vegetation and low
amounts of soft strip materials from the demolition of some disused buildings. During construction a further
assortment of wastes are likely to be generated.
The likely detailed range of wastes associated with infrastructure, building construction and site preparation,
include those shown in Table 9—4- European Waste Catalogue (EWC) description codes are given.
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EWC
code

EWC description

EWC
code

EWC description

15 01 01

Paper and cardboard packaging

17 02 02

Glass

15 01 02

Plastic packaging

17 02 03

Plastic

15 01 03

Wooden packaging

17 03 02

Bituminous mixtures

15 01 04

Metallic packaging

17 04 01

Copper, bronze, brass

15 01 05

Composite packaging

17 04 02

Aluminium

17 01 01

Concrete

17 04 05

Iron and steel

17 01 02

Bricks

17 04 07

Mixed metals

17 01 03

Tiles and ceramics

17 04 11

Cables (non hazardous)

17 05 04

Soil and stones (non hazardous)

17 06 04

Insulation materials (non hazardous)

17 01 07
17 02 01
17 08 02

Mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and
ceramics (non hazardous)
Wood
Gypsum-based construction materials
(non hazardous)

17 09 04

Mixed construction and demolition
wastes (non hazardous)

Table 9— 4 Typical construction waste materials
A full description of site preparation impacts and mitigation is provided in Chapter 14 “Ground conditions and
contamination” of this environmental statement. Some areas of the site are contaminated. These identified
areas include some small hydrocarbon contaminated locations and the harbour basin (Cockle Bank) where
some dredging will encounter contaminated materials. Full description of this and any mitigation measures are
detailed in Chapter 14.
A small number of buildings and road ways will need to be demolished to make way for the development.
Information on the exact quantity and type of materials arising from demolition works are at the time of writing
not available. Subsequently, no exact quantities of demolition waste can be detailed. At contract initiation a
pre-demolition survey would be required to ascertain accurately the likely waste arisings from demolition. It is
expected that only small amounts of largely inert material will be produced from the works.
Some quantities of asbestos wastes are located on South Quay, a complete description of the management of
this is dealt with in chapter 14.
2

A small amount (area of 32.75m ) of Japanese Knotweed is known to be present on site and it should be
treated as a hazardous waste and removed as early as possible to prevent its spread. More information on this
material and its management is dealt with in chapter 12 “Ecology”.
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9.5.1.1 Construction waste
No information on construction waste which would be generated from the development is available. However
in order to assess impacts from construction waste the following section has provided estimates of
construction waste, based on developmental details which fulfils this need.
Estimating construction waste is possible, and having an approximate quantity for this waste type is essential
in order to measure progress or failure of the scheme in meeting objectives and targets planning policy and
legislation. The following estimations of construction waste have been gained from “Developing a strategic
approach to construction waste” (Defra, BRE November 2006). Although still in draft form, the report provides
some useful up-to-date guidance on expected compositions and generation rates for waste materials during
the construction phase of a development. Table 9—5 indicates the likely quantities of construction waste that
will be generated by the proposed development.
Gross

Generation rate

Activity

3

2

C&D waste

C&D waste
3

generated tonnes

Floor area m

(m per 100m )

generated m

Office

10000

14.1

1410

916

Retail

13000

14.1

1833

1191

Residential

54000

19.2

10368

6739

Industrial

5575

14.1

786

511

Community

940

22.2

209

136

Gym

3712

3.7

137

89

Total

14743

9582

2

3

(650kg/m )

Table 9— 5 Estimated construction waste quantities
As well as predicting the total construction waste generated, information on waste composition is required to
fully ascertain the impacts of construction waste. This information has been calculated and was based on data
from “Saving on waste disposal through waste segregation in construction” (TREDA, 2004). Using these
compositions, Table 9—6 details the likely material breakdown of construction waste which will originate from
the proposed scheme.
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Material
Hard material

Possible disposal route
Land remediation Crushed on site,
reused

%

Weight (tonnes)

32

3066

Timber

Disposal Recycled

24

2300

Plastics

Disposal Recycled

15

1437

Cast formless

Disposal Recycled

9

862

Gypsum material

Disposal/ Recycled into plasterboard

6

575

Metals

Disposal Recycled

6

575

Paper / card

Disposal Recycled

4

383

Bio-organic

Disposal Recycled

2.5

240

Soil

Reuse

1.3

125

Chemicals / paint

Hazardous disposal

0.2

19

Table 9— 6 Construction waste composition and quantities from development
Table 9—5 and Table 9—6 above indicate the amount of waste that can be generated if conventional methods
relating to construction are followed (ie a scheme that uses conventional construction/waste management
methods only) and if gross floor areas don not change during detailed design. It can be observed that
construction waste contains significant quantities of re-usable and recyclable materials that can be
segregated, leading to a recycling rate of at least 80%.
As local non hazardous waste landfills are nearing capacity, limits to the amount of un-segregated construction
waste that these facilities receive may be imposed. Furthermore, forthcoming additional Landfill Directive
regulations will also prevent untreated waste entering landfills. Outlets for inert-only waste are more common.
However, the disposal of inert wastes involves the segregation of waste at source or via waste transfer stations
before disposal.
No recorded inert landfills are located in the Penwith District. The nearest possible verified landfill is
approximately 20km to the east; however this site is set to close in 2010. Other disposal sites are some
distance away (see Figure 9-1). Waste would need to be transported substantial distances to other outlets.
Some transfer stations are scattered in between source and destination and these could facilitate the bulk
movement of this waste.
Long distance haulage and disposal of waste is however in contradiction with the ‘Proximity Principle’ as
promoted in national and regional waste management plans and policies.
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As has been demonstrated in Table 9—5 and Table 9—6 earlier, the quantity of wastes from the proposed
development could be significant. The disposal of construction waste has the potential to have a significant
environmental impact due to the limited future capacity at local landfills, the increased heavy vehicle traffic
movements, and the consumption of virgin raw materials. Table 9—7 below summarises the potential impacts
on the identified receptors.

Receptor

Receptor
Sensitivity

Magnitude

Significance

of Change

of Impact

Transportation and

Penwith District C&D

disposal/recovery of large

waste management
infrastructure

Impact

High

capabilities and

volumes of C&D waste.
Decreasing pre allocated waste

Large

Severe
(adverse)

facility void space designated for

capacity.

current local catchments waste
arisings
Transportation and

Cornwall County C&D

disposal/recovery of large

waste management

volumes of C&D waste.

infrastructure

Low

Decreasing pre allocated waste

capabilities and

facility void space designated for

capacity

current local catchments waste

Minor
Small

(adverse)

Negligible

None

arisings
National C&D waste
management
infrastructure
capabilities and
capacity

Transportation and
Low/

disposal/recovery specific C&D

Negligible

waste materials. Procedure goes
against proximity principle

Table 9— 7 Potential impacts on receptors from construction waste
9.5.1.2 Summary of construction impacts
Construction waste generation forecasts for the development of Hayle Harbour indicate that approximately
9582 tonnes of mixed construction waste will be produced as a result of build activities. The significance of
this level of impact on Penwith District waste infrastructure is considered to be graded as severe adverse.
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However, it is only considered to have a minor adverse impact for the Cornwall County waste infrastructure
even taking into account the proximity principle. This waste type contains high proportions of easily re-useable
and recyclable materials that may avoid landfill disposal and therefore generate a high minimisation and
recycling rate.
9.5.2

Operational impacts

The impacts of waste generation for operational activities are similar in principle to the impacts of C&D waste
generation. Waste collection, transportation and disposal methods are primarily guided by health and safety
requirements. In light of other modern day factors, waste now has to be managed in order to meet national
legislative and local policy targets and aspirations that stem from environmental and resource protection
principles.
As traditional waste disposal outlets, such as landfills, rate poorly within the criteria of sustainable waste
management, their acceptability and availability for future predicted waste arisings cannot be guaranteed.
Equally the local availability of novel waste technologies that have been planned and progressed ahead of
landfilling cannot be guaranteed for the acceptance of waste from a proposed development such as Hayle
Harbour. This is due to unpredictable issues that affect technology development such as waste contracts,
waste acceptance criteria and delays in the commissioning of new sites.
Operational waste impacts are assessed on the predictions of quantities of waste arisings and compositions
and the ability for future waste to be dealt with in a manner that at the least meets fundamental health and
environmental criteria.
As is the case for C&D waste management, calculating future operational waste weight and volume generation
rates is a difficult but a fundamentally important task. As well as using local data on current MSW generation
rates, estimations have also been calculated by making use of “BS 5906:2005 Waste Management in
Buildings” (British Standards,2005), the “online waste benchmarking tool” (EA 2007), “Planning for resource
sustainable communities” (Forward Scotland and ICE, 2005), “Programme for municipal waste characterisation
surveys” (Irish EPA, 2005), “Waste characterisation surveys and studies” (the Open University 2005), and
“Reducing waste and utilities in managed shopping centres” (Envirowise,2005).
Table 9—8 shows the overall predicted breakdown of expected operational waste from the entire development
proposal.
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Employee

Development schedule

numbers
Estimated for

Net
Size (aver
# beds)

Unit type

Internal
Floor Area

# of
units

(m )

business
(20m per

Flat

3

House

--

Retail

--

MSW
(tonnes)

2

employee)

2

1.5

MSW and C&I Waste generated

Source 1

Source 23-5

Business
Waste
(tonnes)
Source
2-3

Retail
waste
(tonnes)
Source 5

Industrial
waste

Other

(tonnes)

outlets

Source

2

4

668

--

614

--

--

--

--

371

--

607

--

--

--

--

13000

--

--

--

--

390

--

--

Office

10000

--

500

--

122

--

--

--

--

Industrial

5575

--

--

--

--

--

136

--

--

Leisure

3712

--

--

--

--

--

--

62

--

Community

940

--

--

--

--

--

--

23

71255

1040

--

1221

122

390

136

85

NET
TOTALS

45000

Gross total weight per year (tonnes)

1954

Sources: 1- DTZ consulting and research- space utilisation report 2004, 2-BS 5906:2005, 3- US EPA volume to weight
ratios, 4- Irish EPA- Program for municipal waste characterisation survey 2005, 5- Cornwall County Council - Waste
Development Framework, 6- Envirowise - shopping centre best practice.

Table 9— 8 Operational waste arisings
Table 9—9 indicates the likely composition of waste generated from the development’s core activities or
activities which produce the majority of waste from the site and therefore dictate composition of the waste
produced.
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Domestic
Composite

Commercial

Total (per annum)
Weight

Estimated

(tonnes)

volume (m )

246

714

7140

0.0

0.0

169

237

31

9

47

210

294

86

37

10

56

261

5220

72

86

22

2

4

186

930

Metal

24

25

4

2

10

65

325

Glass

36

74

1

1

27

139

264

Textiles

48

68

7

0

0.5

124

926

Total

607

614

136

122

390

1869

15335

Town house

Apartment

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

181

Industrial

Office

Retail

154

34

99

169

0

0

Organic

0.0

123

Plastic

72

Others

Paper &
cardboard

3

Organic
(home
compost)

Table 9— 9 Operational waste generation
Estimated projections from Cornwall County Council indicate that in 2010 Penwith District Council will produce
95,574 tonnes of MSW and C&I waste. Using this district total prediction and the Hayle development
prediction it can be seen that the development will represent around 2% of the total waste generated in the
District upon completion of the development. It was estimated earlier in section 9.4.1 that Hayle residents
currently produce 4920 tonnes of MSW. The development is expected to generate an additional 1221 tonnes
of MSW equalling a 24% growth in local MSW quantities over the period between current baselines and at full
household capacity.
Penwith District Council will be responsible for the collection of MSW and these additional quantities will have
an impact on the appointed waste collection contractor. If the proximity principle is to be adhered to, then it is
expected that current and future local waste infrastructure will be pressurised unless waste is transported to
other areas of the county.
Existing regional current and anticipated waste processing infrastructure will be affected by these extra waste
quantities but it will be capable of handling these relatively minor increases; however complete disposal to
landfill and facilities outside the locale goes against modern day sustainable waste management guidance and
policy.
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The additional implementation of C&I development in Hayle will bring with it new C&I waste streams that are
not currently managed in large quantities in the immediate area. Therefore, private waste management
companies will be impacted upon as they are unlikely to be currently capable of sustainable collecting and
managing different waste streams.
The compositional analysis reveals large amounts of potentially recyclable materials, notably paper based
wastes. Consideration of segregation methods and systems will be required when waste collection and
treatment options are outlined. Table 9—10 below summarises these impacts on the receptors.

Receptor

Receptor
Sensitivity

Impact

Penwith District

Transportation and disposal/recovery

MSW and C&I waste

of large volumes of MSW and C&I

management
infrastructure

High

waste. Decreasing pre allocated
waste facility void space designated

capabilities and

for current local catchments waste

capacity.

arisings.

Cornwall County

Transportation and disposal/recovery

MSW and C&I waste

of large volumes of MSW and C&I

management
infrastructure

Low

waste. Decreasing pre allocated
waste facility void space designated

capabilities and

for current local catchments waste

capacity.

arisings

Magnitude

Significance

of Change

of Impact

Medium

Small

Major
(adverse)

Minor
(adverse)

National MSW and
C&I waste
management
infrastructure
capabilities and

Transportation and disposal/recovery
Low/

specific MSW and C&I waste

Negligible

materials. Procedure goes against

Negligible

Negligible

proximity principle.

capacity.
Table 9— 10 Operational waste impacts on receptors
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9.5.2.1 Summary
Future waste generation forecasts for the development of Hayle Harbour indicate that approximately 1900
tonnes of wastes will be generated each year when the entire development is completed and addition to the
current baseline. This is considered to be a major adverse impact on the Penwith District waste infrastructure
and is considered to have a minor adverse impact on the Cornwall County infrastructure. High amounts of
recyclable materials will be present in the operational waste streams.

9.6

Mitigation measures

Section 9.2.4 identified the core waste management policy and legislation items relating to development in
Hayle Harbour These were:
•

The minimisation of waste at its source

•

Encouragement of re-use and recovery through the facilitation of such activities in development

•

Ensure adequate provision of space to handle modern waste management requirements and that
communities take more responsibility for their waste

The assessment of waste generation rates revealed the significant amounts of waste that will be generated
from the development. It also identified the potential for significant opportunities in sustainable waste
management. Opportunities for waste segregation, re-use and recycling are possible.
In the following section mitigation measures to reduce the impact of waste throughout the life of the
development are discussed. The “do nothing option” where all waste is simple deposited in one receptacle
and consigned to the nearest landfill is unlikely to be acceptable to the relevant authorities, as Cornwall County
Council require the need for some form of structured waste management. The “do everything option” where all
opportunities to for recycling, recovery and minimisation are exhausted in a way that exceeds local and
national policy is unlikely to be acceptable to the developer or the expected residents of the expanded
community. A compromise is presented that will achieve the most significant diversion away from the “do
nothing scenario” but also provide the simplest, most flexible cost effective solution to sustainably manage
waste over time.
9.6.1

Site preparation and construction mitigation

Waste management strategies throughout the demolition and construction phases of the proposed
development will be considered at a number of stages:
•

Design/planning stage

•

Tender phase
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•

Construction phase.

This section presents the core features of the proposed site C&D waste management plan that at a later date
will be translated and implemented as a construction site waste management waste plan. This plan will then be
applied and managed by an appointed site waste management officer at build stages.
The proposed development is to be located on a site that has already gone through some demolition work in
the past, however the majority of the site will still need some preparation before construction work
commences. The primary source of demolition waste will originate from hard standing surfaces and building
demolition activities.
“Developing a strategic approach to construction waste” (Defra, November 2006) indicates that on average an
estimated 80% of demolition materials are recycled. The majority of this waste stream is made up of inert
materials (soil, rubble, bricks and tiles). A further 12% is then thought to be sold for reuse and includes items
such as iron, steel, wood and some architectural antiquities. The final percentage is landfilled and is mainly
made up of ‘soft strip’ materials or the interior fittings of any existing buildings. Targeting the remaining
fractions of demolition for landfill avoidance will be difficult, but not impossible. If increased materials
segregation takes place, specifically targeting items such as pane glass, roof tiles, and paving higher recovery
rates can be achieved.
Mitigation to reduce demolition waste generated during site preparation includes:
•

A watching brief to ensure all potentially contaminated material is segregated and treated accordingly

•

A pre-demolition survey to ascertain the extent of potential materials that can be reused/recovered.
This will then be issued as a database for detailed design stages to identify which if any materials may
be reused in the proposed development

•

Buildings would be demolished in a structured manner and suitable non-inert materials recovered
before moving to new demolition stages. Suitable masonry and glass materials would be crushed and
re-used as fill material or as low grade aggregate on site if feasible and permitted. Crushing and
screening of inert waste will take place on site, provided a suitable location can be found where air
and noise impacts can be managed effectively. If it is not deemed feasible to carry out this activity on
site material will be taken to an off site facility for processing

A core requirement in mitigating impacts from construction waste will be the inclusion of the mitigation
measures detailed below into a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP). Plans endorse the waste hierarchy,
promote legal compliance and provide guidance on best practice, monitoring and reporting of C&D waste.
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The Hayle Harbour SWMP will adhere to current “Voluntary Code of Practice on SWMP’s” (DTI, 2004). This
code is expected to be replaced in the spring of 2008 and SWMPs will be legally required. When this happens
then the most up to date regulatory guidelines will be followed.
Depending on the exact details of the SWMP regulations that come into force it is expected that the project
leader will create a SWMP and this will be managed by a site waste management officer, who works within the
lead contracting team. They will be responsible for implementing the following strategic recommendations into
a SWMP:
•

In the appointing of a waste management company to handle the transportation, recovery and
residual disposal, contractual obligations would be implemented to ensure that at least three separate
materials are segregated and sent for recovery. Additionally acceptable segregated green waste will
be segregated and removed to the nearby Splatterridden green waste recycling facility

•

Accurate record keeping of all waste recovery/disposal tonnages and destinations

•

Accurate ordering of materials to reduce volume of unused materials going to landfill

•

Correct storage of materials to prevent contamination/spoiling

•

Timely ordering of materials to reduce the time materials are stored on site, thereby reducing the
potential for spoiling to occur

•

Provision of clearly marked segregated bins/skips for construction materials to avoid crosscontamination and to facilitate recycling. The objective would be to recover packaging waste in
accordance with the packaging legislation

•

All the waste would be stored in designated areas that are isolated from surface drainage. Waste
containers would be covered to prevent dust and litter being blown out and rainwater accumulating.
Containers will be inspected regularly and replaced when full

•

Training for all site personnel in the correct disposal routes for materials and appointment of a site
waste champion to oversee correct segregation/disposal and record keeping of all resources
generated on site

During the detailed design of the buildings, consideration will be given to the standard sizes that solid materials
are produced in, including bricks, floor and wall tiles, cladding, roofing and partitions, thus reducing the volume
of off-cut waste produced on-site. Additionally and where feasible, construction materials will be sourced
locally and the use of renewable materials will be investigate to further reduce associated transportation
impacts and consumption of virgin raw materials.
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9.6.2

Site preparation and construction residual impacts and cumulative impacts

It is likely that there will be some residual impacts remaining after the proposed mitigation measures have been
implemented, however these are not significant.
Table 9—11 summarises the significant impacts arising from construction waste after mitigation. The
implementation of a SWMP will create less waste and therefore impact less on residual waste disposal outlets
such as landfills. However materials not reused on site will still have to be dispatched to processing facilities
for recycling. This may result in some facilities, such as transfer stations being impacted upon. Due to the
number in close proximity to the site it is expected that they will not be significantly affected.
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Table 9— 11 Significance of residual impact (C&D Waste)
The surrounding area of the development will see some additional construction activities which include a small
retail park, building refurbishment and small housing scheme. However, as the Hayle Harbour Redevelopment
is by far the largest development cumulative impacts are expected to be negligible.
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9.6.3

Site operation mitigation

As can be seen from the waste generation Tables 9.8 and 9.9, the majority of the waste expected is recyclable.
The encouragement of waste minimisation and the facilitation of segregation methods is crucial to limiting the
impact of operational waste, not only for a better Hayle Harbour community but also to assist Cornwall County
Council and Penwith District Council meet tougher policy targets.
Approximately 40% of operational waste will consist of paper based products, roughly amounting to 700
tonnes per year. The majority of this paper classed material will be made up of office papers and household
papers with the rest of the weight made up of bulky used corrugated cardboard originating form the packaging
materials delivered to retail outlets. Targeting organic waste will also be a priority as the removal of this from
the waste stream will improve the accessibility and quality of other recyclables that could be collected as well
as reducing the amount of biodegradable waste entering landfills. The remaining waste, or residual waste will
then be more suitable and of a higher calorific value when consigned to the state of the art waste to energy
plant to be established in Cornwall in the near future.
As a basic principle, and to capitalise on the significant opportunities for sustainable waste management all
waste generating points (householder, commercial and industrial) would facilitate a waste management system
that is as straight forward as possible and also maximises the potential for recycling from day of opening to
well into the future.
Waste materials would be divided into three broad categories. Adequate space, from generating point to the
collection point would be provided to house this future segregation system.
•

Organics (vegetable, peelings, food waste, and possibly meat)

•

Dry recyclables (as a minimum, paper, glass, cans) which depending on receiving system collection
receptacles may be separated for each stream

•

Residual waste (anything that does not fit in with the above)

MSW
As with normal operating waste collection systems it is advised that commercial and domestic waste will be
collected separately. Commercial waste will have a less composite mix of waste in addition to a higher amount
of higher quality recyclables than domestic waste e.g. office white ledger paper and retail packaging.
Additionally, the collection of MSW is the responsibility of the waste collection authority, in this case Penwith
District Council. As was detailed in 9.4.1, Hayle is served by a comprehensive recycling system and with the
agreement of the local authority or appointed waste contractor; the details of the collection scheme will be
agreed at a later date, including how it will be introduced to the new community. Once agreed all new
residents will be supplied local authority waste management information. Consultation with Penwith District
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Council at this early stage has indicated that it is essential to encompass the following objectives point into the
waste system:
•

Ensure all collection points are on level ground with good collection access

•

All collections are off street

•

Consideration must be given to the nuisance caused by birds in the vicinity (particularly gulls)

The Hayle Harbour development would comprises of two broad residential categories, houses and apartments.
Larger houses have greater opportunities to recover more waste. Each house with a garden would receive a
compost bin as well as a detailed simple to follow information booklet on sustainable waste management. All
houses would also be designed to accommodate as minimum the current receptacles used by the council for
waste collection.
All apartments will be designed in order to accommodate at least three waste bins to allow for current and
forthcoming waste segregation either in a specially allocated cupboard or recess.
Waste and recyclables would then be delivered on foot by residents to strategically located satellite materials
recovery stations (MRS). These stations will possibly comprise of a number of larger waste receptacles that
can be serviced by the existing fleet of waste vehicles operated by the District Council.
Studies indicate that the distance from the waste source to the MRS plays an important part in participation
rates. As a baseline, and where possible MRSs would be no more than 100m from points of waste disposal
(i.e. the household) and would be of a modern design that blends into the streetscape. Access could be
limited to residents only via the use of a key card system. The MRS will be able to collect at least the same
materials as currently collected by Penwith District Council.
With the expansion of the St Erth household recycling site, some waste may end up being diverted to this site.
However, this will only be achievable for residents with their own transport and therefore space would be
provided within the development for additional waste receptacles to receive bulky municipal waste such as
broken furniture and carpets.
Allotments and community gardens are envisaged in the masterplan. The allotments would provide the
opportunity for the instalment of a community composting scheme where residents who have no access to a
garden can have their food waste treated via individual compost bins or a community based composting
schemes. This will further reduce organic loading of residual waste.
With careful planning and the implementation of the above mitigation measures there is no reason why
households could not achieve recycling rates in excess of 40%.
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C&I waste
The methods of mitigation included for C&I waste management are in principle much the same as those for
MSW. Priority would be given to the segregation of waste for recycling and at detailed design; buildings would
be fabricated to facilitate the recovery of waste generated after minimisation techniques are exhausted.
Waste materials to be targeted for recovery include office papers, cardboard and plastics. These are bulky
items with high recyclable value.
Until units are occupied and depending on subsequent tenants/owners and their individual environmental
policies exact internal waste management systems cannot be detailed. However, documentation advising on
sustainable waste management will be provided to new tenants.
Businesses will segregate their waste into recyclable and non-recyclable materials (soon to be enforceable by
legislation). In order to aid companies in making compliance easier to fulfil, space would be provided outside
business units for waste and recycling receptacle storage. If decided at a later date by the business
community, additional space has also been provided on the site. In these areas C&I recyclables can be
handled more efficiently. Any areas and or bulk material handling will be managed to a high specification in an
environmentally, sustainable manner by waste contractors. If feasible or required by businesses, these spaces
will contain small scale equipment to be used for activities such as baling cardboard. Examples of small scale
equipment and or systems include:
•

Baling or compacting of recyclables with storage for bales

•

Bulky waste area (eg broken furniture, white goods)

•

Space for small scale in-vessel composting

•

Hazardous wastes store for fluorescent tubes, batteries, paints and oils and waste electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE)

•

Bin wash down area

The exact details of business waste management will be addressed at a later detailed design stage and local
private waste management companies and/or the local authority will be consulted beforehand.
The need for additional space to allow for further business community activities, if needed, has also been
highlighted at this advanced level of planning.
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9.7

Operational waste residual impacts and cumulative impacts

It is likely that there will be some residual impacts following the implementation of the proposed mitigation
measures, however these are not significant as shown in Table 9—12.
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Table 9— 12 Operational waste residual impacts
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The surrounding area of the development will see some additional operation activities as result of other
neighbouring developments, which include a small retail park, building refurbishment and small housing
scheme. However, as the Hayle Harbour Redevelopment is by far the largest development cumulative impacts
are expected to be negligible.

9.8

Monitoring

A requirement of both the site and operational waste management plans will be to record all waste leaving the
site and to monitor recycling rates. The eventual waste contractor, facility manager or site designated Waste
Management Officer would be responsible for collating this data during the construction/operational phase.
MSW will fall under the Local Authority remit and via weighbridge tickets and bin surveys waste management
progress will be measured.
Commercial waste collected from central bulking areas, data on waste types and quantities will be kept by site
management and summarised monthly by the onsite waste management team. This data should provide
month on month recycling levels that could be presented to the community or relevant interested parties. It will
also allow the setting of more ambitious targets to reduce waste.

9.9

Conclusions

This chapter has outlined the impacts of waste generation during the site preparation, construction and
operation of the development.
On top of minimal amounts of demolition waste, construction works will produce approximately 9582 tonnes of
construction waste. Additionally, an estimated 1900 tonnes of operational waste are expected to be produced
each year when the entire development is completed. Local infrastructure in the Penwith District would be
severely impacted upon and waste would subsequently end up being directed to other areas of the county
unless existing facilities are expanded. Although these areas outside the district will not significantly be
affected by these waste quantities transporting waste away from areas of production goes against policy
statements.
In order to ensure that pressure on local waste infrastructure is minimised and the significance of these
impacts minimised, solutions would be incorporated into construction and site preparation works to firstly
minimise waste generated and secondly to segregate the high proportions of recyclables in the waste. This
would primarily be done by site waste management plans and supervised by a site waste management officer.
Additionally, the detailed design stages efforts will consider the impacts of design on waste management.
Mitigation measures set out in this chapter are intended to ensure that waste is managed in a sustainable
manner that complies with national regional and local policy. Table 9.11 summarises the impacts of the
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construction stage and sets out the mitigation measures which would be employed to avoid or reduce the
impacts of construction and site preparation waste.
Mitigation of operational waste is based upon similar principles to construction and site preparation waste
management. Opportunities to minimise waste generated during operation will be maximised by facilitating a
system of waste management that encourages future residents to adapt to sustainable waste management
without being inconvenienced. The provision of information packs for each home would explain and encourage
the implementation of minimisation mitigation measures.
Opportunities to support increased segregation and recovery operations will be exploited through innovative
design. This would include the facilitation of composting in the home or allotments, paper recovery in homes
and offices and bulk collection options for commercial industrial occupiers.
Table 9.12 summarises the impacts during the operational stage and sets out the mitigation measures which
will be employed to avoid or reduce the operational waste impacts.
With mitigation measures that favour sustainable waste management, large quantities of waste materials will
still need handling and management and district infrastructure will be impacted upon. However, as the Hayle
Harbour development has adopted fundamental waste management planning at an early stage of development
its impacts are on course to being greatly minimised.
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10

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

10.1

Introduction

This chapter is an assessment undertaken by Steve Little Research on the potential impact on the cultural
heritage and archaeological remains of Hayle Harbour of the proposed development of the area. This takes the
form of a desk-based assessment and site surveys of the development site and the immediate vicinity. This
has been augmented with research of the relevant archives and using a number of previous studies of the area.
This work has been used to determine the baseline condition and to assess the impact on the harbour. (The
area of the study is hereinafter referred to the ‘proposed development’)
Hayle is an important site both in association with Cornwall’s mining heritage but also as an outstanding centre
for engineering and was a crucial part of the industrial revolution. Hayle played an important part in the
development of the use of high pressure steam, which was vital to the improvement of steam engines of the
early nineteenth century, linked specifically with the creation of the Cornish boiler. High pressure steam was
central to creation of the steam traction engine which is linked to the area through the work of Richard
Trevithick, the most famous of many famous Cornish engineers. One of the examples of the engineering feats
of the town was the building of the largest steam pump in the world which is a national monument in Holland
to this day.
The use of the estuary as a harbour has an ancient history but the building of the modern historic harbour
started in the mid eighteenth century. The two rival engineering companies, the Cornish Copper Company and
Harvey’s Foundry Company, dominated the construction of the harbour as we know it today. The rivalry and
domination of these major concerns determines the shape of the harbour indeed the town. The harbour is
almost entirely built on reclaimed land and apart from an ancient right of way that ran across the sand all signs
of the earlier history of the area lie on the periphery of the historic harbour.
The international status of Hayle is confirmed by its inclusion in the Cornwall and West Devon Mining
Landscape World Heritage Site inscribed by UNESCO in July 2005. This view of the importance of the town is
reinforced by the Cornwall and Scilly Urban Study of Hayle in October 2005.
10.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

Cultural heritage and archaeological sites, including historic buildings, possessing a statutory designation are
protected under a legal framework, depending on their category, and are commonly termed ‘Designated Sites’.
There are a number of statutory designations used for sites of architectural or historic significance in the UK,
which are made depending upon the importance of the site in a local, regional, national or international
context. These are detailed below for those relevant to sites in England:
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World Heritage Sites: these are international designations under the UNESCO Convention for the Protection
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. A site will be nominated in a list submitted by each country, which
is party to the Convention. Although there is no statutory designation in its own right for a World Heritage Site,
it will be most likely a combination of those below with statutory protection. The body responsible for World
Heritage Sites in the UK is the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
Scheduled Monuments (SM): the Secretary of State can schedule any building, structure or other work below
or above ground which appears to be of national importance due to its historic, architectural, traditional,
artistic or archaeological interest, under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. Any
private sector development that may affect it requires consent from the Secretary of State, undertaken through
the body responsible, English Heritage (EH). The schedule differs from Listed Buildings but Scheduled
Monuments are equivalent to Grade I and II* Listed Buildings.
Areas of Archaeological Importance (AAIs): the historic town centres of Canterbury, Chester, Exeter,
Hereford and York, for instance, are designated as Areas of Archaeological Importance under Part II of the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. The responsible body is the Local Planning Authority.
Listed Buildings: under section I of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 the
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport is required to compile lists of buildings of special architectural
or historic interest on advice from EH. Listed Buildings are classified in Grades according to their importance,
and are afforded protection as a means of planning control. Therefore, such buildings cannot be demolished,
altered or extended in a way that would affect their architectural or historic character unless listed buildings
consent has been obtained from the local planning authority. Similarly, unlisted buildings in conservation areas
are also protected from demolition without consent. The local planning authority would consult EH prior to
granting permission for listed buildings consent or conservation area consent.
Building Preservation Notices: should a non-listed building be in an area of special architectural or historic
interest and in danger of demolition or alteration in a way which would affect its character, the local planning
authority can serve a Building Preservation Notice. This can be effective immediately and remain for six
months with the effect being as if the building had been listed. This allows the Secretary of State the time
required to list the building or post notification that he/she intends to do so.
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest: EH compiles a non-statutory Register of Parks and Gardens
of Special Historic Interest to highlight the existence of such areas to highway and planning authorities. The
grading system used for listed buildings applies to parks and gardens.
Conservation Areas: the local planning authority may designate an area of land or buildings with special
architectural or historic interest as a conservation area. This is designed to enhance or preserve the character
or appearance of the area under section 72 (I) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
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1990. Although a local designation, a conservation area may be of national importance and significant
developments may be referred to EH.
General Advice: The guidance on the application of this legislation is found in Planning Policy Guidance Note
‘Planning and the Historic Environment 15, 1995 (PPG 15) which lays a duty on an applicant for Listed Building
and Conservation Area Consent to justify any alterations proposed. Also Planning Policy Guidance Note 16,
Archaeology and Planning 1995 (PPG 16) states that care must be taken to ensure that archaeological remains
are not needlessly or thoughtlessly destroyed.
The World Heritage Site Status adds further responsibility, the Cornwall and West Devon Mining World
Heritage Site Management Plan of which states that there should be respect for the character of the town.
Paragraph 7c of the Management Plan states: there should be a presumption in favour of retaining and reusing historic sites which are important components of the site.
Paragraph 8a states: the conservation of the site should be undertaken to the highest standards to ensure
authenticity and integrity.
10.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

10.3.1

Methodology

The assessment criteria are based on the Conservation Management Plan prepared by Kathryn Sather
Associates with Steve Little Research. This work was itself based on past work including Hayle Historical
Assessment Report for English Heritage by Nick Cahill and the Cornwall Archaeological Unit of 2000 and the
Hayle Town Survey 1995. This knowledge base has been augmented with further research and site surveys
which have also been used in the assessment process.
Technical Annex 10A, ‘Hayle harbour: Buildings, Structures and Archaeological Remains’ is the record, to date,
of all the known sites in the proposed development area and the reference code given to these sites in that
record are used throughout this document. This supersedes the Gazetteer of the Hayle Harbour: Conservation
Management Plan 2005.
10.3.2

Assessment methodology

The impact of the proposed development on the receptors comes in two phases, construction and operation.
The construction phase is the preparation of the area, the application of essential repairs which have a direct
impact on the majority of receptors and the construction of new built environment. There would be a reduction
in the number of receptors as some would have been removed during this constructional phase.
The operational phase begins at the point that a structure or building has been constructed, including the
building of flood defences. Operational impacts are mainly indirect impacts that affect the setting of a
receptor.
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All the receptors, their value/sensitivity, type and baseline condition are laid out Table 10 – 9. The significance
of an impact on a receptor is a combination of the magnitude of the change predicted and the value or
sensitivity of the receptor affected. An assessment of this has been made for construction impacts and is laid
out in Table 10 – 10. The impacts on the remaining receptors in the operational phase are also a combination
of magnitude of the change and the sensitivity of the receptor, and the impact significance of this is laid out in
Table 10 – 11.
10.3.3

Assessment criteria

Receptors are assessed in terms of their value and their sensitivity to change; this is laid out in Table 10 – 1.
Each receptor starts from a baseline condition and these are banded and the criteria for determining the band
in which a receptor is place is laid out in Table 10 – 2. Magnitude of change has been defined in bands of
Large, Medium, Small and Negligible. Impact significance has been banded as Major, Moderate, Minor and
Negligible. The criteria for assessment of construction impact are shown in Table 10 – 3. The impacts on a
receptor can be beneficial, adding value, adverse, taking value away or neutral. This is laid out in Table 10 – 4.
The criteria for assessing magnitude of change in the operational phase are laid out in Table 10 – 6 and the
significance of impacts is laid out in Table 10 – 7.
Mitigation is devised for any adverse impacts of minor significance or higher. The significance of the impacts,
taking into account the effect of any mitigation proposed, is reassessed using the same method as outlined
above. The resulting significance is referred to as the residual impact.

Receptor

Examples of receptor

sensitivity/value
International/ National

World Heritage Site, Sites of International importance
Scheduled Monuments (SMs), Grade I and II* Listed Buildings, Sites of
National importance

Regional/County

Conservation Areas
Designated Sites), Grade II Listed Buildings, Sites of Regional/County
importance
Sites and Monuments Record/Historic Environment Record

Local/District

Sites with a local or district interest
Sites with a district value or interest for education or cultural appreciation
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Receptor

Examples of receptor

sensitivity/value
Low local

Sites with a local or parish interest

Negligible

Sites or features with no significant value or interest.

Table 10— 1: Criteria used to determine the sensitivity/value of the receptors
Condition

Examples

Very Good

Sites that require no work to ensure survival

Good

Sites that require 1 to 25% of remedial work to bring them up to the very good
condition as defined above.

Fair

Sites that require 26 to 50% of remedial work to survival

Poor

Sites that require 51 to 75% of remedial work to ensure their survival

Very Poor

Sites that require more than 75% of remedial work

Table 10— 2: Baseline condition

Magnitude of

Examples

change
Large

Changes to buildings or structures that alter their fundamental character.
e.g.:
Sites that are to be demolished.
Hidden archaeology that would be destroyed as a result of resurfacing, building
foundations or installing new flood prevention measures.

Medium

Changes to a building or structure that would have a noticeable change to its
character

Small

Changes to a building or structure’s character that would not be easily noticed.

Negligible

No changes to a building or structure’s character
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Table 10— 3: Criteria used to determine magnitude of change as a result of construction impact
Nature of Impact
Beneficial
Neutral
Adverse

Table 10— 4: Nature of Impact

Sensitivity/
Value

Magnitude of change
Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

Major

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

National

Major

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Regional/

Major

Moderate

Moderate/

Negligible

International/
National

Minor

County
Local/District

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Local Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor/

Negligible

Negligible
Negligible

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Table 10— 5: Construction Impact Significance
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Magnitude of change

Description

Large

There is a significant change in the setting of the receptor from all or three
aspects

Large/medium

There is a significant change in the setting of the receptor from one or two
aspects

Medium

There is a moderate change in the setting of the receptor from one aspect

Medium/small

There is a minor change in the setting of the receptor from all or three aspects

Small

There is a minor change in the setting of the receptor from one or two aspects

Negligible

The setting of the receptor is not affected

Table 10— 6: Criteria used to determine magnitude of change as a result of operational impact
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Sensitivity/
Value

Magnitude of change
Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

Major

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

National

Major

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Regional/

Major

Moderate

Moderate/

Negligible

International
/ National

Minor

County
Local/

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Moderate

Minor

Minor/

Negligible

District
Local Low

Negligible
Negligible

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Table 10— 7: Operation Impact Significance

10.4

Baseline conditions

10.4.1

The generality

On the whole the condition of much of the historic harbour is fair to poor (see Table 10 - 2 for definition) –
some essential repairs have recently taken place but the major part of the story is one of past neglect. In the
recent past some of the standing structures had fallen into disrepair and have been demolished. Occasionally
demolition has taken place because the site was needed to establish new processes. As a matter of policy the
most dominating building on the harbour, the power station, was demolished when it went out of commission
in the 1960s. Unexpectedly two of its ancillary buildings have survived. One of the former attempts to
rejuvenate the area included the demolition of the buildings on the South Quay apart from a small 1950s office
and also included the partial filling-in of the area between South Quay and the eastern side of Carnsew Pool.
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This filling-in also occurred within the Carnsew Pool itself partially burying the old harbour wall. Much of the
present surface of the harbour covers a great deal of the archaeological remains, the surface itself being in a
poor to fair condition. Buildings included in the proposed development vary in condition but only one of those
that are proposed for demolition can be described as good – this is the 1930s shed (EQ 11), but is of low
value.
The area of the proposed development comprising the historic harbour is within the Hayle Conservation Area
and part of the Cornwall and West Devon World Heritage Site. The area of the proposed development of the
Towans is outside the Conservation Area. There are a number of listed buildings and structures (receptors)
within the proposed development; these are listed below (see Table 10.-9.) but there is no Scheduled Ancient
Monument, although there is one immediately adjacent to the south-west, the Hayle Cunaide Stone. There are
no Areas of Archaeological Importance or Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest involved.
The historic harbour is almost entirely built on reclaimed land from the mid eighteenth century and the sites of
its associated buildings and structures are almost certainly known (see Hayle Harbour: Buildings. Structures
and Archaeological Remains, 2007). Because of the dating and nature of the harbour and knowledge gained
from archives and fieldwork it is extremely unlikely that anything would be found that is pre-mid eighteenth
century.
10.4.2

Identification of receptors

The receptors which have been identified as potentially impacted by the proposed development fall into six
classes:
1.

World Heritage Site
2.

Conservation Area
3.

Listed Structures
a. The listed harbour walls
b. Harbour features that are deemed to be within the curtilage of the listed walls
c. Listed buildings

4.

Unlisted structures of historical significance
a. The un-listed harbour walls of the North Quay

5.

Hidden archaeology

6.

Other structures and buildings

The value of the six receptor classes is summarised in Table 10-8.
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10.4.3

World Heritage Site

The inscription of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Area as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in July 2005
is a recognition of the international importance of the area, crucially in the role it played in the industrialization
of Britain. Cornwall was also important on the international stage as one of the pioneers of the transfer of the
industrial revolution to the world and played a key role in the growth of a global industrial society.
The metals of the Cornish and West Devon mining industry went into the production of alloys such as bronze
and brass which were crucial to the developing industry of Britain. Bronze was used in bearings – every lineshaft driving the machinery of the Lancashire cotton industry was dependent on bronze. Brass went into the
making of steam engines and was the basis of the Birmingham brass industry, which included the making of
cartridges, machine parts and brass export goods. Cornish tin plate was the raw product of the canning
industry, Cornish copper was used to sheath the bottom of ships and its brass was used to make vats and
pipes for brewing, refining sugar and for the making of dyes for the textile industry.
Cornwall’s contribution to the industrial revolution was not just as an area providing raw materials. Two early
atmospheric steam engines were developed by Cornishmen, Newcomen and Savary, to answer the problems
of draining the ever increasing deep mines of the County. The expense of coal for these machines, which had
to be imported, meant that Cornish miners turned to the more economical engines of the Birmingham
Company of Boulton and Watt and as early customers helped indirectly in the development of the Watt steam
engine. The high premium they had to pay for the Boulton and Watt machines meant that local engineers
turned to experimenting with different types of engine and through the work of men such as Hornblower,
Trevithick and Woolf high pressure steam was developed. This in turn led directly to the first locomotive and
the invention of the Cornish boiler, the forerunner of the Lancashire boiler.
Hayle Harbour is one of ten sites within the World Heritage Site. It was intimately linked to the activities that
make the site significant as a port for the export of ore and the import of coal but also as a centre of
engineering, especially that associated with the mining industry. Pumps to drain the mines were built in Hayle
which led to the production of steam pumps to drain the ‘plodders’ of Holland – the largest steam pump ever
built in the world still stands as a national monument in the Netherlands. Other engineering products included
ore crushers, ladders, standing pipes for the pumps and smaller objects such as picks and shovels. These
were used not only in Cornwall but were exported to every part of the world where hard rock mining was being
carried out. Harveys of Hayle also exported the Cornish boiler which led to the building of specially designed
ships to carry the boilers. Both Woolf and Trevithick worked at the Harvey’s foundry at Hayle. Trevithick, the
most famous of the engineers associated with the World Heritage Site, married Harvey’s sister, Jane, and
whilst he was in South America, at times assumed dead, Jane became the proprietor of Hayle’s first hotel, a
rather more intimate link between the World Heritage Site and the town of Hayle.
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The baseline condition of the World Heritage site is very varied but the area of the historic harbour of Hayle is
poor and this detracts from the site generally.
Overall the WHS is considered to be of International value. However, the individual value of
structures/buildings within the WHS designation may be lower depending on their conditions and contribution
to the character and setting of the WHS. Table 10 – 9 below details the value of individual structures within the
site.
10.4.4

Conservation area

The Hayle Conservation Area encompasses much of the town of Hayle, including both Copperhouse and
Foundry areas. Although a distinctive whole based on the activities and heritage of the two great historic
companies of the town, the Cornish Copper Company and Harveys, the Conservation Area is made up of a
number of areas which have their own distinctive character. The harbour area, isolated by the railway viaduct,
the high ground behind Penpol Terrace and the cliff face at the back of North Quay has its own characteristics
different from other parts of the Conservation Area. The inclusion of the harbour in the Conservation Area is
because of its crucial contribution to the history and development of the town and the important part it plays in
the character of the area.
The character of this part of the Hayle Conservation Area is defined by its history as an industrial harbour. The
major activities of the harbour were the movement of engineering products and raw materials but also included
general goods and a passenger service. The raw materials were coal being imported and ore being exported –
these lay in heaps on the quays or were held in open ore hutches. To add to this commercial activity for much
of the nineteenth century shipbuilding took place on South Quay and was replaced by ship breaking in the
twentieth century. The area was serviced by the Hayle Wharf Railway which meant that much of the quay areas
were covered with rail track.
On the North Quay were established a number of industrial concerns. At one time a calcining works, a process
for extracting water from ore before it was shipped, operated here; the chimney of this works still stands. This
site also became an arsenic works and a glass works at various times. A coal fired power station was built on
the quay, the only one in West Cornwall dominating it until it was demolished in 1973. In 1939 the Octel works
were erected to extract and refine bromide from sea-water, the only site in the country to manufacture this
important anti-knock agent for fighter aircraft. The site was chosen partly because of the power station, the
quality of the seawater extracted from Carnsew Pool and because Hayle was regarded as more secure than
other sites considered. Two of the ancillary buildings of these works survived the work’s demolition, as does
part of the sulphur store associated with the works after its conversion to manufacture of sulphuric acid.
The present characteristic of this part of the Conservation Area is of a neglected post industrial site. The
baseline condition is generally poor and a number of the important industrial buildings have been demolished.
However the essential defining elements have survived notably the harbour walls and a number of associated
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features such as warping posts used to manoeuvre ships within the harbour limits. Other elements, such as
the listed Harbour Master’s Office and adjacent railway bridges, the non listed Octel Buildings and the chimney
at the calcining works enable the area to be read as fundamentally an industrial site. These features are an
important pointer to the present and future character of the proposed development site.
Overall the Conservation Area is considered to be of Regional/County value. However, the individual value of
structures/buildings within the Conservation Area may be lower depending on their condition and contribution
to the character and setting of the Conservation Area. Table 10 – 9 below details the value of individual
structures within the site.
10.4.5

Listed buildings

The listed structures in the proposed development area vary in condition. The majority of the listing covers the
harbour walls and there is great variation here from some areas that can be classed as good to areas of
complete collapse. The condition of the walls, listed below in Table 10 - 9, is a general description of the state
of the wall in question even where there has been localised collapse. There are two listed buildings within the
proposed development area, the Harbour Masters Office which is in very good condition and the stable block
(NQ 14), also on the North Quay which is described as poor. However this ignores the fact that the killas (a
local sand stone) and scoria (blocks made from copper slag) walls are the reason for the listing and are in a fair
condition. An added concrete block and mono-pitched roof structure is in a ruinous state.
The other listed structures are the former swing railway bridge, its mechanism and the adjacent tidal barrier
which are in fair to good condition.
Receptor classification

Value

WHS

International

Conservation Area

Regional/County

Listed structures

Up to International (full details given in Table 10-9)

Unlisted structures of historical significance

Up to National/International (full details given in Table
10-9)

Hidden archaeology

Up to Local/District (full details given in Table 10-9)

Other structures

Up to National (full details given in Table 10-9)

Table 10— 8 Summary of receptor values
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Sluice

CQ10

Listed structure

Harbour

Listed

Structure
Bollard/ Warping

CQ11

Listed structure

Post
Earthwork Bank

CQ12

Listed structure

National/

Good

International

Harbour

Curtilage

Furniture

listed3

Regional/ County

Good

Harbour

Listed

Regional/ County

Poor

Harbour

Curtilage

National/

Good

Structure

Listed

International

Harbour

Listed

National/

Good – with the

International

portion that is

Structure
Carnsew Pool

Carnsew Quay

CQ2

CQ3

Listed structure

Listed structure

Pool Wall

Structure

buried unknown
Entrance Area

CQ5.1.

Listed structure

Harbour

Listed

Structure
Lock Gates

CQ5.2.

Listed structure

Harbour

National/

Listed

Regional/ County

Structure
Quay Walls

CQ6

Listed structure

Harbour

Loading slot

CQ7

CQ8

Listed structure

Listed structure

One is poor the
other very poor

Listed

Structure
Warping Post

Fair

International

National/

Fair to good

International

Harbour

Curtilage

Furniture

listed

Regional/ County

Fair/good

Harbour

Listed

National

Good

Harbour

Curtilage

Regional/

Fair

Furniture

listed

Structure
Granite Bollard

EQ12,

Listed structure

EQ13

County

1

This the reference number used in the Technical Annex 10A

2

All the sites and structures are within the H ayle Conservation Area unless otherwise stated

3

Curtilage Listed – structures that are considered to be within the curtilage of a listed building or structure
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Quay Walls

EQ2

Listed structure

Harbour

Listed

structure
Wharf

MCQ1

Listed structure

Harbour

National/

Good

International
Listed

National

Fair to good

Listed

National

Poor

structure
Quay Wall

NQ1

Listed structure

Harbour
structure

Stables

NQ14

Listed structure

Building

Listed

Local/District

Very Poor

Mooring Blocks

NQ2

Listed structure

Harbour

Curtilage

Local/District

Good

Furniture

listed

Harbour

Listed

National/

Good

Quay Wall

NQ3

Listed structure

structure
12 metres of

NQ3

Parapet

(part)

Listed structure

Harbour

International
Listed

structure

National/

Good

International

immediately north
of railway swing
bridge
Bridge Buttress

NQ4

Listed structure

Railway

Listed

National

Good

Listed

National/

Very Good

Structure
Harbour

NQ5

Listed structure

Building

Managers Office
Railway Bridge

International
NQ7

Listed structure

Railway

Listed

Regional/ County

Structure

Fair – support
structure
unknow n

Sluice

NQ8.1.

Listed structure

Harbour

Listed

National

Good

Harbour

Curtilage

Regional/ County

Good

Structure

listed

structure
Penpol Canal
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Sluices

Swing Bridge

PC3

SB1

Listed structure

Listed structure

Harbour

Curtilage

Regional/ County

Fair to good

Structure

listed

Railway

Listed

National

Fair to good

Railway

Curtilage

National

Fair

Structure

listed

Harbour

Listed

Local/District

Good

Listed

National/

Fair

Structure
Swing Bridge

SB1.1.

Listed structure

Mechanism and
shelter
Tidal Gate

SB2

Listed structure

structure
Training Wall and

SB3

Listed structure

Sluice
Warping Post

Tunnel (site of)

Quay Wall (east)

Harbour
structure

SB4

SQ16

SQ17

Listed structure

Listed structure

Listed structure

International

Harbour

Curtilage

Furniture

listed

Hidden

Curtilage

Archaeology

listed

Harbour

Listed

structure
Warping Post

Loading Slot

SQ18

SQ19

Listed structure

Listed structure

Regional/

Fair

County
Local/District

Unknown

National/

Fair to good

International

Harbour

Curtilage

National

Good

Furniture

listed

Harbour

Listed

National

Fair

Listed

National/

Very poor

structure
Dock Wall

SQ4

Listed structure

Harbour
structure

Wooden Structure

SQ5

Listed structure

Harbour

International
Listed

National

Poor

Listed

National/

Fair to good

structure
Quay Walls

SQ6

Listed structure

Harbour
structure
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Culvert

NQ8.2.

Unlisted

Harbour feature

Local

Unknown

Unlisted

Harbour

National/

Good

structure of

Structure

International

Unlisted

Harbour

Regional/ County

Good

structure of

Furniture

National/

Fair

structure of
historic
significance
Quay Wall

NQ9

historic
significance
Bollard

NQ28

historic
significance
Quay Wall

NQ29

Unlisted

Harbour

structure of

Structure

historic

International

significance
Wrecks

Slipways

Saw Mill (site of)

Dock (site of)

Ore Store (site of)

Tramway
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CB3

CQ13

CQ9

EQ1

EQ4

EQ5

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Local/District

Unknown
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Quarry/

NQ12

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

NQ25.

Hidden

Hidden

1.

Archaeology

Archaeology

Lifeboat Station
Britannia Inn (site

NQ13

of)
Ore Store (site of)

Site of granite and

NQ16

NQ18

scoria blocks
Calcining Works

Buildings (site of)

Power Station

NQ27

NQ31

(site of)
Lock gates

Railway (site of)

Paving and

NQ6

PC4

SQ2

railway

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Hidden

Hidden

Archaeology

Archaeology

Shipyard

SQ8-

Hidden

Hidden

Buildings (site of)

SQ15

Archaeology

Archaeology

Warping Post

CB1

Other

Harbour

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Low local

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Negligible

Unknown

Local/District

Unknown

Local/District

Unknown

Local/District

Fair

Negligible

Unknown

Local/District

Poor

Local/District

Poor

Low local

Fair

Furniture
Channel Marker

CB2

Other

Harbour
Furniture

Carnsew

CQ14

Other

Structure

Swimming Pool
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Name of

Ref1

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Seawater inlet

CQ15

Other

Structure

Local/District

Fair

Fish Processing

EQ10

Other

Building

Low Local

Fair

Warehouse

EQ11

Other

Building

Local/District

Good

Shed

EQ14

Other

Building

Low local

Poor

Store House

EQ8

Other

Building

Local/District

Fair

Industrial Shed

EQ9

Other

Building

Local/District

Fair to poor

Hayle Railway

MCQ2

Other

Railway

Local/District

Unknown

Shed

Structure
Scoria Steps

NQ10

Other

Structure

Local/District

Fair

Boundary Stones

NQ11

Other

Structure

Local/District

Unknown

Weigh Bridge

NQ15

Other

Structure

Local/District

Bridge is good
the adjacent
office very poor

Wharves Branch

NQ17

Other

Railway

Railway

Regional/ County

Fair

Structure

Octel Building

NQ20

Other

Building

National 4

Good

Octel Building

NQ21

Other

Building

National

Good

Wall and railway

NQ22

Other

Structure

National

Fair to good

Wall

NQ23

Other

Structure

Low local

Good

Warehouse

NQ24

Other

Building

Low local

Fair

4

The assessment of these buildings is based on the probable re-assessment of their importance in the light of

recent research that is being carried out.
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Ref1

Name of

Receptor Class

Receptor

Type of
Receptor

Statutory

Assessment of
2

Protection

importance and

Condition
(Table 10 – 2)

sensitivity
(Table 10 – 1)
Chimney

NQ25.

Other

Structure

Local/District

Poor

Other

Building

Low local

Very Poor

Other

Structure

Low local

Good

2.
Sulphur S hed

NQ26.
1.

Wall

NQ26.
2.

Inspection Plate

NQ30

Other

Structure

Local/District

Fair

Gatehouse

NQ32

Other

Building

Low local

Very Poor

Social Club and

NQ33

Other

Building

Low local

Very Poor

Harbour Masters’

NQ5

Other

Building

Low Local

Fair to Good

Office Car Park

(part)

SQ1.1.

Other

Structure

Low local

Fair

SQ1.2.

Other

Structure

Low local

Poor

Wall and steps

SQ1.3.

Other

Structure

Low local

Good

Wall

SQ1.4.

Other

Structure

Low local

Fair

Drawing Office

SQ3

Other

Structure/

Local/District

Poor

Canteen

and curtilage wall
Wall, Foundry
Lane
Wall, Carnsew
Road

Walls

Building

Table 10— 9 Identification of receptors, condition and value
10.5

Assessment of potential construction impacts

10.5.1

Impacts on the World Heritage Site

The impacts on the World Heritage Site during the construction phase are deemed to be minor. The essential
elements as detailed in section 10.4 above would remain intact and would only be subject to repair and where
necessary some localised rebuilding. The demolition of a small fragment of a listed parapet wall on North Quay
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to enable the construction of the essential North Quay road bridge would have minor adverse impact on the
WHS. .
10.5.2

Impacts on the Conservation Area

There would be significant adverse impacts on the Conservation Area as there would be a considerable loss of
features from the area. The hidden archaeology that is the footprint of many of the former buildings on the
harbour, would be lost during the construction phase. There are the visible remains of much railway track on
the quays of the harbour, especially North Quay, which are a tangible connection with the industrial past of the
area. This is the track of the Hayle Wharf Railway that serviced the harbour which would be lost, largely as the
result of the necessary flood defence which would be built in anticipation of the rise in sea levels over the
coming decades. A number of minor structures such as walls which help to show the pattern of occupation
would also be lost. The buildings on the west side of the East Quay which are also bound up with the history of
the harbour, including the one to the extreme north end (EQ8) which is one of the oldest buildings in the area,
would be demolished. This loss would alter the character of this part of the Conservation Area but the
proposed development would ensure the long term future of the historic harbour as a whole. The impact is
assessed to be adverse and moderate.
10.5.3

Impacts on listed structures

10.5.3.1 Impacts on listed harbour walls
The listed harbour walls would be repaired and where necessary rebuilt. The level of the impact would
therefore vary according to the necessary depth of intervention involved. Impact significance would range from
a major beneficial impact where the walls have completely collapsed, as on the east wall of the South Quay, to
a minor beneficial impact where the walls are basically sound.
Harbour furniture that is within three metres of the harbour walls is deemed to lie within the curtilage of the
listed harbour walls. This covers warping posts, granite and cast iron bollards and any other features that were
part of the working elements of the historic harbour. All these features are to be retained and only repaired
where necessary and any impact would therefore be minor and beneficial.
One exception to this general assessment is the impact on the harbour wall on the east side of South Quay
where the half-tide barrier would be attached to the wall. This would have a major adverse impact. The impact
would be minimised by ensuring that the harbour wall does not take the weight of the barrier.
There is one proposed point of demolition involving a short parapet wall on North Quay adjacent to the former
railway swing bridge. The wall was erected at the time of the building of the present swing bridge in 1877. The
demolition is necessary in order that the new road bridge between Hayle Terrace and the North Quay can be
erected. The impact is assessed as being major and adverse.
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10.5.3.2 Impacts on other listed structures
The listed tidal gate and railway bridge at the mouth of the Copperhouse Pool would remain untouched
because both are owned by statutory bodies at the present time. The impact on both is therefore only a matter
of setting and therefore considered under the assessment of operational impacts.
There are three other listed structures, the Harbour Masters Office, the railway bridge to the north of the office
(NQ7) and the stable block (NQ14) each of which are likely to be retained subject to any essential repairs.
The listed Harbour Masters Office would be internally refurbished. This is assessed to be a minor beneficial
impact (and lies outside the need for listed building consent).
The intention is to retain the stable block (NQ 14) but consideration would be given to further development and
possible demolition at detailed planning stage.
10.5.4

Impacts on unlisted harbour walls

The unlisted walls of North Quay would be treated as though they were listed. However unlike the listed walls,
the walls of the North Quay are uniformly in a good condition and would require only minor repairs. The
significance of the impact is assessed as being minor and beneficial.
10.5.5

Impacts on hidden archaeology

For the hidden archaeology, which would be destroyed as a result of the work on the proposed development,
the magnitude of the change would be large and the impact is determined to be up to moderate adverse,.
Research has revealed what is believed to be all the sites within the proposed development area; these are
listed in Table 10-9 and Technical Annex 10A Hayle Harbour: Buildings, Structures and Archaeological
Remains, and the highest values assigned are Local/District.
Any unexpected findings that fall within the hidden archaeology category would be dealt with according to the
guidance of PPG 16 (Planning Policy Guidance: Archaeology and Planning. November 1990).
10.5.6

Impacts on other buildings and structures

Those buildings and structures in this category are assessed individually as laid out in Table 10-11 below. Care
has been taken in assessing the value of these structures and the assumption has been retention wherever
possible. Several of the structures are in bad states of repair and have a low value, such as the ancillary
buildings of the old power station (NQ 32 and 33), the Sulphur Shed on North Quay (NQ26.1) and the concrete
block shed on East Quay (EQ14).
There are a number of old retaining walls that have lost their historic significance because of the loss of the
buildings that were associated with them and therefore individually have a low value. However, they have a
collective value as described above in Section 10.4.4 which describes the Conservation Area. Demolition is not
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seen in these cases as a problem. A record of them would be made as part of the overall recording of the site
which would then be used to inform later interpretation.
The greatest adverse impact within this group would be the loss of much of the harbour railway (NQ22)
through the necessity to raise the level of the quays as part of future flood control. This impact is determined
to be major adverse.
The long term impacts on those buildings and structures incorporated into the proposed development is
assessed as being minor and beneficial.
The Two Octel Buildings (NQ 20 and 21) are intended to become the base of a larger building included in this
assessment but would be subject to later more detailed impact assessment as part of future detailed planning
application. These are likely to be substantial and adverse.
10.5.7

Summary of construction impacts

The receptors within the Conservation area, covered by Table 10-10 below, are banded into Listed Structures
(including Curtilage Structures) non listed North Quay Walls, Hidden archaeology and other non-listed
structures.

Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

Listed structure, (including curtilage listings)
CQ2
Carnsew
Pool

Essential
repairs to
periphery

International/
National

Negligible

Positive

Good

Negligible/
Beneficial

CQ3
Carnsew
Quay Pool
Walls

Leave as found

International/
National

None

None

Good – with
the portion
that is buried
unknow n

None

CQ.5.1.
Entrance
area

Dig out buried
area and carry
out essential
repairs

International/
National

Medium

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ5.2.
Lock gates

Replace with
modern gates
and sluices .
Lock gates to
be used as
interpretation if
they can be
stabilised

Regional/
County

Large

Positive

One is poor
the other
very poor

Major/
Beneficial
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

CQ6
Quay Walls

Essential
repairs rebuild
collapsed
areas

International/
National

Medium

Positive

Fair to good

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ7
Warping
post

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional/
County

Small

Positive

Fair/good

Moderate/
Minor/
Beneficial

CQ8
Loading slot

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ10
Sluice
(Carnsew
Tunnels)

Installation of
new
mechanism
repair of
historic
structure

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ11
Bollard/warp
ing post

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional/
County

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Minor /
Beneficial

CQ12
Earthwork
Bank

Leave as found

Regional/
County

None

Neutral

Poor

None

SQ4.1.
Dock Wall

Excavate
repair or
rebuild

International/
National

Large

Positive

Fair

Major/
Beneficial

SQ4.2.
Training Wall

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

SQ5
Wooden
Structure

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

National

Medium

Positive

Fair

Major/
Beneficial

SQ6
Quay Wall

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

SQ16
Tunnel (site
of)

Confirm
location and
record

Local/ District

Medium

Positive

Very poor

Major/
Beneficial
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

SQ17
Quay Walls
(East)

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs
Rebuild
collapsed
areas

International/
National

Medium

Positive

Poor

Major/
Beneficial

SQ18
Warping
Post

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

National

Small

Positive

Fair to good

Moderate/
Beneficial

SQ19
Loading slot

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

PC1
Penpol
Canal

Leave as found

Regional/
County

None

Neutral

Good

None

PC3
Sluices

Leave as found

Regional/
County

None

Neutral

Fair to good

None

EQ2
Quay Walls

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

EQ12 – 13
Granite
Bollards

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional/
County

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

MCQ1
Wharf

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair to good

Moderate/
Beneficial

SB1.1
Swing
Bridge

Leave as found

International/
National

None

Neutral

Fair to good

None

SB1.2.
Swing
Bridge
Mechanism

Leave as found

International/
National

None

Neutral

Fair

None

SB2
Tidal Gate

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Good

None
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

SB3
Training Wall
and Sluice

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

SB4
Warping
Post

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional/
County

Small

Positive

Fair

Minor /
Beneficial

NQ1
Quay

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ2
Mooring
Blocks

Repair where
necess ary

Local/
District

Medium

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ3
Quay Walls

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ3 (part)
Twelve
metres of
Parapet
adjacent
north of
railway
swing bridge

Demolish

International/
National

Large

Negative

Good

Major/
Adverse

NQ4
Bridge
Buttress

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ5
Harbour
Managers
Office

Minor
refurbishment

International/
National

Small

Positive

Very Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ7
Railway
Bridge

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional/
County

Medium

Positive

Fair –
support
structure
unknow n

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ8.1.
Sluice

Leave as found

Local/
District

Small

Positive

Good

Minor /
Beneficial
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

`NQ14
Stables

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Regional

Small

Positive

Very Poor

Minor/
Beneficial

Unlisted structures of historical significance
NQ8.2.
Culvert

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

NQ9
Quay Walls

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ28
Bollard

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ29
Quay Wall

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

International/
National

Small

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Beneficial

Hidden Archaeology
CQ9
Saw Mill (site
of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

CQ13
Slipways

Leave as found

Negligible

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

SQ2
Paving and
Rail tracks

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ8- 15
Shipyard
Buildings
(site of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Poor

Moderate/
Adverse

PC4
Railway (site
of)

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

EQ1
Dock (site of)

Leave as found

Negligible

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

EQ4
Ore Store
(site of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

EQ5
Tramway

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ12
Quarry/Lifeb
oat Station

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

NQ13
Britannia
Hotel (site of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

NQ16
Ore Store
(site Of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

NQ18
Site of
granite and
scoria blocks

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Low Local

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ25.1.
Calcining
Works

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Poor

Minor/
Adverse

NQ27
Buildings
(site of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Good

Minor/
Adverse

NQ31
Power
Station (site
of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Negligible

Large

Negative

Very Poor

Minor/
Adverse

CB3
Wrecks (site
of)

Disturbance of
below ground
remains with
removal of
Cockle Bank

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

Other structures and buildings
CQ14
Carnsew
Swimming
Pool

Leave as found

Low Local

None

Neutral

Fair

None

NQ6
Lock Gates

Excavated and
evaluated

Local/District

Large

Positive

Unknown

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ15
Seawater
inlet

Leave as found

Low Local

None

Neutral

Fair

None
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

SQ1.1.
Wall Foundry
Lane

Repair and
retain

Low Local

Large

Positive

Fair

Moderate/
Minor/
Beneficial

SQ1.2.
Wall
Carnsew
Road

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Poor

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ1.3.
Wall (cat 6)

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Good

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ1.4
Wall

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Fair

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ3
Drawing
Office Walls

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Good

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ8
Store House

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Fair

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ9
Industrial
Shed

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Fair to poor

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ10
Fish
Processing
Shed

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Fair

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ11
Warehouse

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Good

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ14
Shed (cat 6)

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Poor

Moderate/
Adverse

MCQ2
Hayle railway

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

NQ5 (part)
Harbour
Manager’s
Office car
park and
curtilage wall

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Fair

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ10
Scoria Steps

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Fair

None

NQ11
Boundary
Stones

Leave as found

Local/District

None

Neutral

Unknown

None
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

NQ15
Weigh
Bridge

Demolish

Local/
District

Large

Negative

Bridge good
adjacent
office very
poor

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ17
Wharves
Branch
Railway

Disturbance of
below ground
remains

Regional/
County

Large

Negative

Fair

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ20
Octel
Building

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ21
Octel
Building

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

National

Small

Positive

Good

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ22
Wall and
Railway

Demolish

National

Large

Negative

Fair to good

Major/
Adverse

NQ23
Wall

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Good

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ24
Warehouse

Demolish

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ25.2.
Chimney

Carry out
necess ary
essential
repairs

Local/
District

Medium

Positive

Poor

Moderate/
Beneficial

NQ26.1.
Sulphur
Shed

Demolish

Low Local

Large

Negative

Good

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ26.2.
Wall

Demolish

Negligible

Large

Negative

Unknown

Minor/
Adverse

NQ30
Inspection
Plate

Leave as found

Low Local

None

Neutral

Unknown

None

NQ32
Gatehouse

Demolish

Negligible

Large

Negative

Very Poor

Minor/
Adverse

NQ33
Social Club
and Canteen

Demolish

Negligible

Large

Negative

Poor

Minor/
Adverse
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Receptor,
reference
and
Category

Proposed
Works

Receptor
Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude
of change
(Table 10 –
3)

Nature
of
impact
(Table
10 – 4)

Baseline
Condition
(Table 10 –
2)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 5)

CB1
Warping
Post

Leave as found

Local/
District

None

Neutral

Poor

None

CB2
Channel
Marker

Demolish with
Removal of
Cockle Bank

Low Local

Large

Negative

Unknown

Moderate/
Adverse

Table 10— 10 : Summary of significance of construction impacts
10.6

Assessment of potential operation impacts

10.6.1

Impacts on the World Heritage Site

With the restoration of the essential elements of the historic harbour, especially the harbour walls, operational
impacts are deemed to have an enhancing effect on the World Heritage Site. The development would create a
restored and valuable area, which would be made accessible and permeable to the World Heritage Site as a
whole. The interpretation that would be provided around the historic harbour, part of the operational phase,
would make the World heritage Site more enjoyable and mode widely understood. The impact of the proposed
development on the World Heritage Site is therefore determined to be moderate beneficial.
10.6.2

Impacts on the conservation area

The historic harbour, part of the Conservation Area, is basically derelict. The proposed development is
designed to bring a sustained and viable future to the area. The overwhelming benefit to the historic fabric of
this internationally significant port is that the scheme would enable it to survive into the foreseeable future. To
do nothing is to condemn the area to further decline and eventual destruction. However the setting is subject
to the specific design of the buildings to be erected in the area but these would be considered during the
detailed planning process. The impact of the proposed development on the Conservation Area is therefore
determined to be moderate beneficial.
10.6.3

Impacts on listed structures

The operational impacts on the majority of the listed structures are deemed to be minor. The flood defence
structures and proposed buildings would be well set back from the quay edges and would not impact directly
on the walls themselves but would have a minor adverse impact on the setting of the quay walls and
associated harbour furniture such as bollards and warping posts. The impacts are therefore determined as
minor adverse
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The impacts on adjacent listed Buildings are assessed as negligible to minor. Minor impacts would be
adverse. The two within sight of the proposed development are the listed churches of St Uny’s at Lelant and St
Ewy’s on the high ground behind Hayle Terrace. The historic views of the these churches would be largely
unaffected, St Uny’s at Lelant would still be seen from all the historic vantage points and is deemed to be
neutral and St Ewny’s would still be seen from North Quay if a little restricted by the proposed buildings
adjacent to the Harbour Master’s Office. The operational impacts are therefore determined to be adverse but
minor.
The setting of the other listed buildings on North Quay would be affected. The Railway Swing Bridge would be
affected by the building of North Quay Bridge which would obscure the traditional view of the bridge from the
Copperhouse side of Hayle Terrace.
The setting of the Harbour Master’s Office would also be affected during the operational phase. To the north of
the building would be the raised road that is part of the essential flood defences and there are two proposed
buildings to the east and west. The view of the building from the south would be unaffected.
The listed railway bridge to the north of the Harbour Master’s Office would also be affected by the raised road
but as the main vantage point to view the bridge is from the east and west the impact is less than on these
other listed structures.
The impacts on the stable block also arise from the raised road but it is likely to be affected more by the
proposed building of a hotel on the site. Precise detail of this is not known at this time and would be subject to
detailed planning. The operational impacts are determined to be moderate and adverse.
10.6.4

Impacts on hidden archaeology

There are no impacts in the operational phase of the proposed development on hidden archaeology. The
impacts occur only in the construction phase when all affected resources will be preserved in record and either
removed or reburied.
10.6.5

Impacts on other buildings and structures

The impacts on the unlisted harbour walls of North Quay and associated harbour furniture would be minor as
they are to be repaired and retained but their setting would be affected by the raised road. The impact is
determined as minor adverse.
Other buildings and structures are subject to neutral operational impacts apart from those at the back of North
Quay which would be affected by the raised road. The operational impact on the setting of these would be
moderate and adverse.
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10.6.6

Summary of operational impacts

The receptors within the Conservation area, covered by the table below are banded into Listed Structures
(including Curtilage Structures), the non listed North Quay Walls and other non-listed structures for ease of
reference.
Receptor and
reference

Operation
activity

Receptor Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude of
change
(Table 10 – 6)

Nature of
impact
(Table 10 – 4)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)

Listed buildings (including curtilage structures)
CQ2
Carnsew Pool

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ3
Carnsew Quay
Pool Walls

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ.5.1.
Entrance area

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ5.2.
Lock gates

None

Regional/
County

None

None

None

CQ6
Quay Walls

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ7
Warping post

None

Regional/
County

None

None

None

CQ8
Loading slot

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ10
Sluice (Carns ew
Tunnels) (

None

International/
National

None

None

None

CQ11
Bollard/warping
post

None

Regional/
County

None

None

None

CQ12
Earthwork Bank

None

Regional/
County

None

None

None

SQ4.1.
Dock Wall

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall affect
setting

International/
National

Moderate/
Minor

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ4.2.
Training wall

None

International/
National

None

None

None

SQ5
Wooden
Structure

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall

National

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ6
Quay Wall

Flood defences
affect setting

International/
National

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse
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Receptor and
reference

Operation
activity

Receptor Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude of
change
(Table 10 – 6)

Nature of
impact
(Table 10 – 4)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)

SQ16
Tunnel (site of)

None

Local/District

None

None

None

SQ17
Quay Walls
(East)

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall

International/
National

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ18
Warping Post

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall

National

Medium/Small

Adverse

Moderate/
Adverse

SQ19
Loading slot

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall

International/
National

Negligible

Adverse

Negligible/
Adverse

PC1
Penpol Canal

None

Regional/
County

None

None

None

PC3
Sluices

None

Regional/
County

None

None

none

EQ2
Quay Walls

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall affect
setting

International
/National

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

EQ12 – 13
Granite Bollards

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall affect
setting

Regional/
County

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

MCQ1
Wharf

New road
bridge partial
obscures quay

International/
National

Medium

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

SB1.1
Swing Bridge

Railway swing
bridge totally
obscured from
one aspect

National

Large

Negative

Major/Adverse

SB1.2.
Swing Bridge
Mechanism
And housing

None

National

None

None

None

SB2
Tidal Gate

None

Local/District

None

None

None

SB3
Training Wall
and Sluice

None

International/
National

None

None

None

SB4
Warping Post

New road
bridge would
entirely obscure
the post

Regional/
County

Large

Negative

Major/Adverse
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Receptor and
reference

Operation
activity

Receptor Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude of
change
(Table 10 – 6)

Nature of
impact
(Table 10 – 4)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)

NQ1
Quay

The quay w all
would be
partially
obscured by the
new road bridge

International/
National

Medium

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ2
Mooring Blocks

None

Local/District

None

None

None

NQ3
Quay Walls

None

International/
National

None

None

None

NQ4
Bridge Buttress

None

National

None

None

None

NQ5
Harbour
Managers Office

Raised road
would partially
obscure one
aspect adjacent
buildings would
add to the
screening of the
building

International/
National

Large

Negative

Major/
Adverse

NQ7
Railway Bridge

Raised road
would partially
obscure the
bridge

Regional/
County

Large

Negative

Major/
Adverse

NQ8.1.
Sluice

Raised road at
back of quay
would partially
affect the
setting

Local/District

Small

Negative

Minor / adverse

`NQ14
Stables

Raised road
would partially
affect setting

Regional

Medium

Negative

Moderate/
Minor/
Adverse

Unlisted North Quay Walls
NQ8.2.
Culvert

None

Local/District

None

None

None

NQ9
Quay Walls

None

International/
National

None

None

None

NQ28
Bollard

Flood defences
would affect
setting

International/
National

Medium/Small

Negative

Moderate /
Adverse

NQ29
Quay Wall

Flood defences
built at back of
quay wall affect
setting

International/
National

Medium/ Small

Negative

Moderate /
Adverse

Other Structures and Buildings
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Receptor and
reference

Operation
activity

Receptor Value
(Table 10 – 1)

Magnitude of
change
(Table 10 – 6)

Nature of
impact
(Table 10 – 4)

Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)

CQ14
Carnsew
Swimming
Pool

None

Low Local

None

None

None

CQ15
Seawater inlet

None

Low Local

None

None

None

SQ1.1.
Wall Foundry
Lane

None

Low Local

None

None

None

PC4
Railway (site of)

None

Local/District

None

None

None

MCQ2
Hayle railway

None

Local/District

None

None

None

NQ6
Lock Gates

None

Local/District

None

None

None

NQ10
Scoria Steps

None

Local/District

None

None

None

NQ11
Boundary
Stones

Raised road at
back of quay
would partially
affect the
setting

Local/District

Small

Negative

Minor /Adverse

NQ20
Octel Building

Raised road at
back of quay
would partially
affect the
setting

National

Medium

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ21
Octel Building

Raised road at
back of quay
would partially
affect the
setting

National

Medium

Negative

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ25.2.
Chimney

Raised road at
back of quay
would partially
affect the
setting

Local/District

Medium

Negative

Minor /Adverse

NQ30
Inspection Plate

None

Low Local

None

None

None

CB1
Warping Post

None

Local/District

None

None

None

Table 10— 11 Summary of significance of operational impacts
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10.7

Mitigation

10.7.1

Proposed mitigation during construction

The following mitigation measures are proposed to mitigate the construction impacts identified:
•

Historic Retention - Receptor has been retained and repaired as part of the essential historic fabric of
the harbour.

•

Preservation in record (District Record) - The record made of a receptor of local/District value which has
been lost as a result of scheme construction to enhance the strategic and economic viability of the
scheme –.

•

Preservation in record. (Local Low Record) - The record made of a receptor of Local Low value which
has been lost as a result of scheme construction to enhance the strategic or economic viability of the
scheme

•

Construction Method Statement – to allow for further investigation and recording if unexpected features
discovered during construction.

10.7.1.1 Mitigation for adverse impacts on WHS during construction
There are no significant adverse impacts on the WHS during the construction therefore no mitigation is
necessary
10.7.1.2 Mitigation for adverse impacts on Conservation Area during construction
A number of significant adverse impacts to the Conservation Area during construction were identified resulting
mainly from the loss of some features and some hidden archaeology. This moderate adverse impact is
unfortunately unavoidable as the losses are either required to provide adequate flood defence to the
development or are an essential part of the strategic and economic viability of the scheme. This impact cannot
be further mitigated.
10.7.1.3 Mitigation for adverse impacts on listed structures during construction
There are no adverse impacts on listed structures during construction; all impacts are considered to be
beneficial as many structures will be subject to essential repairs. The one exception is the demolition of a part
of the parapet wall adjacent to the swing bridge to make way for the new road bridge. This would be mitigated
to some extent by making a record of the parapet.
10.7.1.4 Mitigation for adverse impacts on hidden archaeology during construction
Any remains associated with ‘Sites of Hidden Archaeology’ as well as any hitherto unknown buried
archaeological remains have been shown to be under potential threat from the impact of the proposed works
during construction.
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The Government’s policy towards archaeological remains and development in England and Wales is outlined in
PPG 16 (DoE 1990). This document highlights the fact that archaeological remains are a finite, non-renewable
resource, and where possible should be subject to preservation in situ. When this is not considered feasible,
preservation by record is the preferred option.
With the demands of modern society, it is not always feasible to save all archaeological remains. The key
question is where and how to strike the right balance. Where nationally important archaeological remains,
whether scheduled or not, and their settings are affected by proposed development there should be a
presumption in favour of their physical preservation. Cases involving archaeological remains of lesser
importance will not always be so clear cut.’ (op cit, para 8). ‘There will no doubt be occasions, particularly
where remains of lesser importance are involved, when planning authorities may decide that the significance of
the archaeological remains is not sufficient when weighed against all other material considerations, including
the need for development, to justify their preservation in situ, and that the proposed development should
proceed.’ (op cit, para 28).
In accordance with the guidance in PPG 16 any potential impacts to any remains associated with ‘Sites of
Hidden Archaeology’ would be mitigated by a program of targeted archaeological evaluation and recording.
The determination of the presence or absence of buried archaeological resources is not something that can be
predicted with absolute certainty. The sites of much of the hidden archaeology is known from archival sources
and where this is of low local or negligible significance, which is the majority of these sites, investigation and
recording would take place during the initial phase of ground preparation and surface removal.
Where hidden archaeological sites are found during work on the proposed development that were not
predicted there would be an immediate evaluation, and a decision on the future of the site based on the
evaluation and the guidelines of PPG 16 and proposed mitigation.
The excavation of these sites, however, would greatly enhance our knowledge of the area and the workings of
the historic harbour.
10.7.1.5 Mitigation for adverse impacts on other buildings and structures during construction
There are a number of standing structures that would be demolished as part of the refurbishment of the
harbour. This mainly involves the removal of old retaining walls which are assessed as to be of Local/District
but mainly of Low Local value. The mitigation in these cases, as with the hidden archaeology, is preservation in
record.
This record would be added to the knowledge of the historic harbour which would inform the interpretation of
the area. The interpretation is to include a heritage trail, interpretative panels and there is potential to provide
space to incorporate one of the Harvey beam engines into a public space offsite at the Foundry.
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10.7.2

Mitigation for operation impacts

The following mitigation measures are proposed to mitigate the operational impacts identified:
•

Flood defences set back a minimum of two metres from quay walls to allow these to be visible in their
original proportions

•

Provision of safe public access to waters edge and listed an important features which doesn’t currently
exist. Includes giving access to previously undiscovered or relatively unknown assets.

•

Interpretation of historical features and raised awareness of Hayle’s cultural heritage

•

Use of appropriate materials for promenades/ flood defences that respect the tones and industrial
character of the site

•

Preservation of historic features in-situ

•

Design of new road bridge to minimise visual impact

•

Bridge to over-sail harbour wall to avoid direct impact

•

Improved viability of long-term use of listed buildings

•

Avoidance of flood defences between listed building and the waters edge

•

Retain relationship between feature and surroundings

•

Sensitive design of buildings (at detailed design stage) to complement and enhance setting of historic
features

10.7.2.1 Mitigation for adverse impacts on WHS during operation
There would be no significant adverse impacts on the WHS during the operation of the development therefore
no mitigation is necessary
10.7.2.2 Mitigation for adverse impacts on Conservation Area during operation
There is potential for the operation of the scheme to bring adverse impacts to the Conservation Area in terms
of the setting of important features. This impact would be mitigated through the detailed design process which
will ensure design is sensitive to retained buildings and structures and complements and enhances their
setting as far as possible.
The scheme would also provide viable continued use of a number of listed buildings within the Conservation
Area securing their continued existence into the future.
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10.7.2.3 Mitigation for adverse impacts on listed structures during operation
Adverse impacts on listed structures including quay walls would result primarily from the construction of the
flood defences as well as the raised road and the new road bridge.
Mitigation for these impacts includes the setting back of flood defences at least two metres from the existing
quay walls to avoid direct impacts, design of flood defences to use appropriate materials, the location of flood
defences behind the listed Harbour Master Office so as not come between the building and the water, much
improved safe public access to important features and the waterside and interpretation features.
10.7.2.4 Mitigation for adverse impacts on hidden archaeology during operation
There would be no significant adverse impacts on hidden archaeology during the operation of the development
therefore no mitigation is necessary
10.7.2.5 Mitigation for adverse impacts on other buildings and structures during operation
Structures at the back of North Quay would be affected by the raised road which is part of the flood defences.
No mitigation is proposed as the design proposed already minimises this impact as far as is feasible.
Other adverse impacts would be mitigated to some degree by the improvements brought in terms of increased
public access and interpretation.
10.8

Residual impacts

The significance of the impacts following implementation of mitigation is described below.
10.8.1

Residual impact on WHS

There would be no residual impact on the World Heritage Site during construction or operation
10.8.2

Residual impacts on Conservation Areas

The overall impact on the Conservation Area would be beneficial as a result of the repairs to the historic
harbour. Adverse impacts during the construction phase would be outweighed by the mitigation of developing
a viable and sustainable scheme that provides access to, and activity along, the water’s edge. Significant
mitigation is delivered through the heritage interpretation introduced throughout the harbour to raise
awareness and inform understanding of the history of the town and harbour, cultural heritage and the function
and importance of specific historic features, both retained and lost. Further information is provided throughout
the preservation in record of that which is lost. The residual impacts on the Conservation Area are therefore
determined to be negligible.
10.8.3

Residual impacts on listed structures

There would be no adverse impacts on many of the listed buildings and there are many receptors where the
residual impact is beneficial.
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However, there would be one moderate adverse residual impact during construction on the listed parapet wall
which cannot be further mitigated as its loss is essential to the provision of the new road bridge. There would
also be a number of minor to moderate adverse impacts on listed buildings due to changes in their setting
resulting from the flood defences, raised road and new road bridge. These would be mitigated as far as
possible through sensitive design.
All the adverse impacts would occur at the east end of North Quay where there is a collection of sensitive
receptors. In all these cases they would involve a change that is essential to the strategic viability of the
proposed development and/or determined by Government Directives concerned with flood defence. The
justification for accepting this margin between total impact weighting and the associated mitigation is laid out
in the PPG 15 statement as they all involve listed structures
10.8.4

Residual impacts on unlisted Quay Walls

Residual impacts on the unlisted North quay walls during construction would all be beneficial. There would be
some minor adverse impacts during operation from the change in setting resulting from the flood defence, but
these would be mitigated as far as possible through sensitive design of the flood defences and are
unavoidable.
10.8.5

Residual impacts on hidden archaeology

There would be some minor adverse residual impacts during construction due to loss of features or
disturbance. There would be no residual impacts during operation.
10.8.6

Residual impacts on other structures and buildings

In the majority of cases the residual impacts on receptors would be neutral or negligible. There are a few
minor adverse impacts during construction due to the unavoidable loss of some structures which would be
preserved in record. This includes a moderate adverse impact on the nationally important harbour railway
which would be lost due to the raised quay levels for flood defence. During operation there would be no
adverse impacts except on the Octel building where minor adverse impacts are anticipated from the change in
setting resulting from the raised road. These would be minimised as far as possible through sensitive design.
10.8.7

Summary of assessment of residual impacts

Receptor and reference

Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
Listed structures (including curtilage listings)
CQ2
Negligible/ Beneficial
Carnsew Pool
National/International
CQ3
None
Carnsew Quay Pool Walls
National/international
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Impact

None required

Negligible/ Beneficial

None Required

None
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Receptor and reference

CQ.5.1.
Entrance area
National/ international
CQ5.2.
Lock gates
Regional/ County
CQ6
Quay Walls
National/international
CQ7
Warping post
Regional/County
CQ8
Loading slot
National
CQ10
Sluice
National/international
CQ11
Bollard/
warping post
Regional/
County
CQ12
Earthwork Bank
Regional
SQ4.1
Dock Wall
National/
International
SQ4.2
Training Wall
National/
International
SQ5
Wooden Structure
National
SQ16
Tunnel (site of)
Local/District
SQ17
Quay Walls (East)
National/
International
SQ18
Warping Post
National
SQ19
Loading slot
National
PC1
Penpol Canal
Regional/
County
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Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
Moderate/
Beneficial

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Major/
Beneficial

None Required

Major/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial

Moderate/
Minor/ Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Minor/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Minor/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Minor/
Beneficial

None

None Required

None

Major/
Beneficial

None Required

Major/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Major/
Beneficial

None Required

Major/
Beneficial

Major/
Beneficial

None Required

Major/ Beneficial

Major/
Beneficial

None Required

Major/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

None

None Required

None
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Receptor and reference

PC3
Sluices
Regional/ County
EQ2
Quay Walls
National/
International
EQ12 – 13
Granite Bollards
Regional/
County
MCQ1
Wharf
National/
International
SB1.1
Swing Bridge
National
SB1.2.
Swing Bridge Mechanism
National
SB2
Tidal Gate
Local/
District
SB3
Training Wall and Sluice
International
SB4
Warping Post
Regional/
County
NQ1
Quay
National/
International
NQ2
Mooring Blocks
Local/
District
NQ3
Quay Walls
National/International
NQ3 (part)
Twelve metres of Parapet
adjacent north of railway swing
bridge
NQ4
Bridge Buttress
National
NQ5
Harbour Managers Office
National/
International
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Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
None

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

None Required

None

Moderate/ Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial

Minor/ Beneficial

None Required

Minor/ Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Major/Adverse

Preservation in Record

Moderate/
Adverse

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial
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Receptor and reference

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

NQ7
Railway Bridge
Regional/
County
NQ8.1.
Minor /
Sluice
Beneficial
National
`NQ14
Minor /Beneficial
Stables
Local/
District
Unlisted structures with historical significance

None Required

Moderate/ Beneficial

None Required

Minor/
Beneficial

None Required

Minor /
Beneficial

NQ8.2.
Culvert
Local/
District
NQ9
Quay Walls
National/
International
NQ28
Bollard
Regional/ County
NQ29
Quay Wall
National/International
Hidden Archaeology

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

CQ9
Saw Mill
(site of)
Negligible
CQ13
Slipways
Negligible
SQ2
Paving and Rail tracks
Local/District
SQ8- 15
Shipyard Buildings
Negligible
PC4
Railway (site of)
Local/District
EQ1
Dock (site of)
Negligible
EQ4
Ore Store
Negligible
EQ5
Tramway
Local/
District

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor/Adverse

None

Neutral

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse
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Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
Moderate/
Beneficial
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Receptor and reference

NQ12
Quarry/Lifeboat Station
Negligible
NQ13
Britannia Hotel (site of)
Negligible
NQ18
Site of scoria blocks
Low Local
NQ25.1.
Calcining Works
Negligible
NQ31
Power Station (site of)
Negligible
CB3
Wrecks
Negligible
Other structures and buildings
CQ14
Carnsew Swimming Pool
Low local
NQ6
Lock Gates
Local/
District
CQ15
Seawater inlet
Low Local
SQ1.1.
Wall Foundry Lane
Low Local
SQ1.2.
Wall Carnsew Road
Low Local
SQ1.3.
Wall
Low Local
SQ1.4
Wall
Low Local
SQ3
Drawing Office Walls
Local/District
EQ8
Store House
Local/
District
EQ9
Industrial Shed
Local/
District
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Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
Minor/ Adverse

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Beneficial

None required

Moderate/ Beneficial

None

None required

None

Moderate/
Minor/
Beneficial
Moderate/ Adverse

None required

Moderate/ Minor/
Beneficial

Preserve in record

Minor/Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse
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Receptor and reference

EQ10
Fish Processing Shed
Local/
District
EQ11
Warehouse
Local/
District
EQ14
Shed
Low Local
MCQ2
Hayle railway
Local/
District
NQ5 (part)
Harbour Manager’s Office car
park and curtilage wall
NQ10
Scoria Steps
Local/
District
NQ11
Boundary Stones
Local/
District
NQ17
Wharves Branch Railway
Regional/
County
NQ20
Octel Building
National
NQ21
Octel Building
National
NQ22
Wall and Railway
National
NQ23
Wall
Low Local
NQ24
Warehouse
Low Local
NQ25.2.
Chimney
Local/District
NQ26.1.
Sulphur S hed
Low Local
NQ26.2.
Wall
Low Local
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Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
Moderate/ Adverse

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

None

None required

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor / Adverse

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Major/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Moderate /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor/ Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/
Beneficial

None Required

Moderate/
Beneficial

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse
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Receptor and reference

NQ30
Inspection Plate
Local/District
NQ32
Gatehouse
Low Local
NQ33
Social Club and Canteen
Low Local
CB1
Warping Post
Low Local
CB2
Channel Marker
Low Local

Construction Impact
Significance
(Table 10 - 5)
None

Form of Mitigation

Construction Residual
Impact

None Required

None

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

None

None Required

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Preserve in record

Minor /Adverse

Table 10— 12 Construction impact, form and scale of mitigation and residual impact

Receptor and reference

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Listed structures (including curtilage listings)
CQ2
None
Carnsew Pool
National/International
CQ3
None
Carnsew Quay Pool Walls
National/international
CQ.5.1.
None
Entrance area
National/ international
CQ5.2.
None
Lock gates
Regional/ County

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

None Required

None

None Required

None

None Required

None

None Required

None

CQ6
Quay Walls
National/international
CQ7
Warping post
Regional/County
CQ8
Loading slot
National
CQ10
Sluice
National/international

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None
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Receptor and reference

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
None

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Adverse

Flood defences s et back
Interpretation
Public access
Appropriate materials

Minor/ Adverse

SQ4.2
Training Wall
National/
International
SQ5
Wooden Structure
National

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Minor/ Adverse

SQ16
Tunnel (site of)
Local/District
SQ17
Quay Walls (East)
National/
International

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Adverse

Flood defences s et back
Interpretation
Public access
Appropriate materials

Minor/ Adverse

SQ18
Warping Post
National

Moderate/ Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Minor/ Adverse

SQ19
Loading slot
National
PC1
Penpol Canal
Regional/
County
PC3
Sluices
Regional/ County
EQ2
Quay Walls
National/
International

Negligible

None Required

Negligible

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/ Adverse

Flood defences s et back
Interpretation
Public access
Appropriate materials

Minor/ Adverse

EQ12 – 13
Granite Bollards
Regional/
County

Moderate/ Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Minor/ Adverse

CQ11
Bollard/
warping post
Regional/
County
CQ12
Earthwork Bank
Regional
SQ4.1
Dock Wall
National/
International
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Receptor and reference

MCQ1
Wharf
National/
International

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Moderate/
Adverse

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

Public access
Steps down to quay
Interpretation
Bridge designed to
minimise visual impact
No physical impact
Bridge designed to
minimise visual impact
Retention in-situ
Public access
Interpretation

Minor/ Adverse

SB1.1
Swing Bridge
National

Major/
Adverse

SB1.2.
Swing Bridge Mechanism
National
SB2
Tidal Gate
Local/
District
SB3
Training Wall and Sluice
International
SB4
Warping Post
Regional/
County
NQ1
Quay
National/
International

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Major/
Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Moderate/ Adverse

Moderate/
Adverse

Flood defences s et back
Interpretation
Public access
Appropriate materials

Minor/ Adverse

NQ2
Mooring Blocks
Local/
District
NQ3
Quay Walls
National/International
NQ3 (part)
Twelve metres of Parapet
adjacent north of railway swing
bridge
NQ4
Bridge Buttress
National
NQ5
Harbour Managers Office
National/
International
NQ7
Railway Bridge
Regional/
County
NQ8.1.
Sluice
National

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Major/
Adverse

Improved viability of use
Flood defence b ehind
building
Interpretation
Interpretation

Moderate/ Adverse

Interpretation

Negligible
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Adverse
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Receptor and reference

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Moderate/
Minor /
Adverse

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

`NQ14
Stables
Local/
District
Unlisted structures with historical significance

Public access
Reus e of building (or
materials)

Minor/ Adverse

NQ8.2.
Culvert
Local/
District
NQ9
Quay Walls
National/
International
NQ28
Bollard
Regional/ County

None

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Moderate/
Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Minor/ Adverse

NQ29
Quay Wall
National/International

Moderate/
Adverse

Flood defences s et back
Interpretation
Public access
Appropriate materials

Minor/ Adverse

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Hidden Archaeology
CQ9
Saw Mill
(site of)
Negligible
CQ13
Slipways
Negligible
SQ2
Paving and Rail tracks
Local/District
SQ8- 15
Shipyard Buildings
Negligible
PC4
Railway (site of)
Local/District
EQ1
Dock (site of)
Negligible
EQ4
Ore Store
Negligible
EQ5
Tramway
Local/
District
NQ12
Quarry/Lifeboat Station
Negligible
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Receptor and reference

NQ13
Britannia Hotel (site of)
Negligible
NQ18
Site of scoria blocks
Low Local
NQ25.1.
Calcining Works
Negligible
NQ31
Power Station (site of)
Negligible
CB3
Wrecks
Negligible

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Receptor demolished

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

None

None required

None

None

None required

None

None

None required

None

Receptor demolished

None required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Other structures and buildings
CQ14
Carnsew Swimming Pool
Low local
NQ6
Lock Gates
Local/
District
CQ15
Seawater inlet
Low Local
SQ1.1.
Wall Foundry Lane
Low Local
SQ1.2.
Wall Carnsew Road
Low Local
SQ1.3.
Wall
Low Local
SQ1.4
Wall
Low Local
SQ3
Drawing Office Walls
Local/District
EQ8
Store House
Local/
District
EQ9
Industrial Shed
Local/
District
EQ10
Fish Processing Shed
Local/
District
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Receptor and reference

EQ11
Warehouse
Local/
District
EQ14
Shed
Low Local
MCQ2
Hayle railway
Local/
District
NQ5 (part)
Harbour Manager’s Office car
park and curtilage wall
NQ10
Scoria Steps
Local/
District
NQ11
Boundary Stones
Local/
District
NQ17
Wharves Branch Railway
Regional/
County
NQ20
Octel Building
National

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Receptor demolished

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Minor/ Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Negligible/ Adverse

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Moderate/
Adverse

Minor/ Adverse

NQ21
Octel Building
National

Moderate/
Adverse

NQ22
Wall and Railway
National
NQ23
Wall
Low Local
NQ24
Warehouse
Low Local
NQ25.2.
Chimney
Local/District

Receptor demolished

Improved viability of use
Retain relationship to
surroundings
Interpretation
Improved viability of use
Retain relationship to
surroundings
Interpretation
None Required

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Minor /
Adverse

Public access
Preservation in-situ
Interpretation

Negligible/ Adverse

NQ26.1.
Sulphur S hed
Low Local
NQ26.2.
Wall
Low Local
NQ30
Inspection Plate
Local/District

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None Required

None
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Receptor and reference

NQ32
Gatehouse
Low Local
NQ33
Social Club and Canteen
Low Local
CB1
Warping Post
Low Local
CB2
Channel Marker
Low Local

Operation Impact
Significance
(Table 10 – 7)
Receptor demolished

Form of Mitigation

Operation Residual
Impact

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

None

None Required

None

Receptor demolished

None Required

None

Table 10— 13 Operation impact, form and scale of mitigation and residual impact
10.9

Monitoring

The parameters of the monitoring are likely to be set as a condition of the granting of planning approval. The
ultimate responsibility for ensuring that any planning conditions laid down concerning the historic environment
are complied with lies with the Planning Authority and English Heritage, however the conditions would be
monitored by the developers to ensure that there is an early warning of any potential concerns raised. In such
cases consultation with the Planning Authority and English Heritage would take place. The responsibility on
behalf of the developers would lie with the body they appoint to carry out a watching brief. The other major
responsibility for this appointee would be the keeping of a record of the changes made to the site and any
archaeological finds discovered during the work on the proposed development. Any unexpected finds would
be dealt with according to the guidance laid down in PPG 16 Planning Policy Guidance: Archaeology and
planning 1990; procedures would be adopted to ensure there is a proper evaluation of the archaeological
finds and that consultations with the relevant authorities takes place before decisions are made as to the
appropriate action to be adopted. The record compiled of the changes made and archaeological finds
discovered would be added to the existing record, and the final report deposited with the appropriate
authorities including the Cornwall County Records Office at Truro.
10.10

Conclusions

Hayle Harbour is an historic site of International, National and Regional significance: its inclusion in the
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site reflects both its place in industrial history and
its unique townscape and naturalistic setting. Much of the waterside infrastructure, including the harbour
walls, sluices and bridges, are recorded as Listed Buildings, and the Harbour enjoys Conservation Area status.
Much of the harbour infrastructure is now in poor condition following years of neglect and a lack of viable use.
The proposed development offers the opportunity to protect the deteriorating historic features. It provides the
means by which the harbour infrastructure can be repaired and activity can be reintroduced to the harbour.
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Inevitably development will bring change to the harbour but the proposed development responds to the
historic setting through appropriate scale and a respect for the setting of Listed Buildings, historic features and
the natural setting. Proposals also substantially improve access to the historic quayside and introduce
interpretation of historic features, raising awareness and understanding of how the town has evolved and the
role it has played in global development. Where historic features are lost as a result of the development,
records will be made in accordance with Planning Policy Guidance to broaden understanding of the history of
the area.
10.11
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11

Air Quality

11.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an air quality and dust assessment for the proposed regeneration of Hayle Harbour in
Cornwall.
It is predicted that the main sources of pollutants that could be emitted in potentially significant quantities as a
result of the development would be from vehicle traffic, construction dust, and pollutants emitted from the
operation of boilers used to provide heating and hot water as part of the development. As a result, this
assessment focuses on the pollutants related to these activities, namely nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate
matter (PM10), carbon monoxide (CO) and construction dust.

11.2

Legislation & planning policy guidance

This section details the relevant legislations, policies and guidance documents taken into account in the
preparation of this assessment.
11.2.1

The European Air Quality Framework Directive (96/62/EC) and daughter directives

The aim of the EU is to develop an overall strategy on air quality which sets long-term air quality objectives. In
1996 the EU adopted Framework Directive 96/62/EC on ambient air quality assessment and management. This
directive introduced new air quality standards for previously unregulated air pollutants.
The Framework Directive was followed by daughter directives, which set the numerical limit values, or in the
case of ozone, target values, for each of the identified pollutants.
11.2.2

Environment Act 1995

The Environment Act 1995, Part IV, requires local authorities to review the quality of air within their area. The
reviews have to consider the existing air quality and the likely future air quality during the ‘relevant period’ (a
period to be prescribed by regulations (see Air Quality (England) Regulations 2007 in section 11.2.4)). Such
reviews have to be accompanied by an assessment of whether any prescribed air quality standards or
objectives are being achieved or are likely to be achieved within the ‘relevant period’.
Where any of the prescribed objectives are not likely to be achieved in any area within the ‘relevant period’, the
authority must designate that area as an air quality management area (AQMA). For each AQMA an air quality
action plan (AQAP) will be required to set out how the authority will exercise its powers to achieve the
objectives.
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In 2003, the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) published technical guidance to
support local authorities in carrying out their duties under the Act. This guidance is referred to as LAQM.TG
(03) (DEFRA 2003).
11.2.3

Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland and Northern Ireland (2007)

The UK Government’s policy on air quality is set out in the Air Quality Strategy published most recently in July
2007. The strategy sets health-based standards for eight pollutants and objectives for achieving them
throughout the UK. The pollutants covered are: benzene; 1,3-butadiene; carbon monoxide; lead; nitrogen
dioxide; ozone; particles (PM10); and sulphur dioxide. There are also two objectives to protect vegetation and
ecosystems which relate to levels of nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide.
The strategy sets out how, under local air quality management (LAQM), local authorities have a statutory
responsibility to achieve the objectives prescribed by regulation for seven of the above list of pollutants (ozone
is not included as this is affected by pollutants produced outside the UK). Local authorities are not responsible
for those objectives concerned with vegetation and ecosystems. A summary of the air quality objectives
relevant to the study area is shown in Table 11 - 1(DEFRA 2007) following section 11.3.2 of this report.
11.2.4

Air Quality (England) Regulations 2007

The Air Quality Regulations have adopted into UK law the limit values required by EU daughter directives on air
quality. These regulations prescribe the ‘relevant period’ (referred to in Part I2V of the Environment Act 1995)
that local authorities must consider in their review of the future quality of air within their area. The regulations
also set out the national air quality objectives to be achieved by the end of the ‘relevant period’.
11.2.5

Planning Policy Statement/Guidance

Planning Policy Statements/Guidance (PPS/PPG) explains the statutory provisions and provides guidance to
local authorities and others on planning policy and the operation of the planning system. Local authorities
must take their contents into account in preparing their development plans. The guidance may also be relevant
to decisions on individual planning applications and appeals.
11.2.5.1 Planning Policy Statement 23 (PPS23) – Planning and Pollution Control
PPS23 states that
“Any consideration of the quality of land, air or water and potential impacts arising from development, possibly
leading to an impact on health, is capable of being a material planning consideration, in so far as it arises or
may arise from any land use.“
It also explains that the planning system’s role in pollution control stems from the fact that it determines the
location of development. Development may give rise to pollution, either directly or from traffic generated. In
addition, developments may be affected by major existing, or potential sources of pollution.
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The guidance states that the planning system should focus on whether the development itself is an acceptable
use of the land, and the impacts of those uses, rather than the control of processes or emissions themselves.
The findings of air quality reviews and assessments will be important in the consideration of local air pollution
problems and the siting of certain types of development.
11.2.5.2 Planning Policy Guidance 13 (PPG13) - Transport
PPG13 states that;
“local air quality is a key consideration in the integration between planning and transport”
PPG13 focuses on the integration of air quality action plans with local transport plans and other local or
regional transport strategies.
In relation to development, PPG13 states that the Government considers that travel plans should be submitted
alongside planning applications which are likely to have significant transport implications, including those
which would generate significant amounts of travel in, or near to, air quality management areas (AQMAs).
11.2.5.3 Regional policy
Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10)
Policy EN2 within this document relates to air quality and states that local authorities should: identify the
location of potentially polluting developments and of sensitive developments; designate AQMA’s where
required; and ensure that air quality considerations are properly considered in the planning process, especially
in instances where an AQMA is present.
11.2.5.4 Local policy
Penwith Local Plan (2004)
One of the objectives of Penwith’s Local Plan is to ensure that development does not have an adverse effect
on air, water and soil qualities. Policy GD1 within this plan states that proposals for development will not be
permitted where they would cause significant harm as a result of inadequate provision for air quality.
Penwith Districl Council, Environmental Health Enforcement Policy
This policy sets out how the council intends to provide individuals and businesses in Penwith with information
on Environmental Health. Areas of enforcement include statutory nuisance and local air quality.
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11.3

Methodology & assessment criteria

11.3.1

Construction phase

For the purposes of this assessment the ‘construction phase’ was taken to mean the period where site
preparation, demolition, remediation and construction takes place. Air quality impacts during the construction
phase of development can arise from emissions from construction vehicles, the generation of dust and odour
during remediation activities. Increases from construction vehicles will be investigated to determine if
additional emissions could significantly affect local air quality. The extent to which this dust causes nuisance
or an air quality impact is dependent upon the effectiveness of control measures and the proximity of people,
residences or other sensitive receptors. The impact of dust and other emissions during the construction phase
was assessed qualitatively based on information available relating to construction timetable, levels of
construction traffic, phasing and construction methods.
11.3.2

Operational phase

The proposed development has the potential to cause changes in road traffic during the operational phase. As
such, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10) are the pollutants which have been assessed for
potential operational impacts, as they are the principal pollutants relating to road traffic. The operational
impact of increased traffic levels within the study area has been addressed using the UK Department for
Transport Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) screening methodology for the assessment of the
impact to air of roads. This screening method predicts annual average ground level concentrations at sensitive
receptors by applying an average roadside emission dispersion curve and correcting for vehicle type and
speed.
DMRB requires the following information to assess the impact at sensitive receptor locations:
x

distance from road link to sensitive receptor location

x

annual average daily traffic (AADT) flows

x

annual average speed

x

fleet composition

x

ambient background concentrations

Two scenarios have been modelled for each of two years: 2011 and 2017;
Scenario 1 - without the proposed development (do nothing)
Scenario 2 - with the proposed development (do something).
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It should be noted that due to the nature of the traffic modelling software, the “with development” scenario in
both cases assumes full completion. Resulting pollutant concentrations for NO2 and PM10 were compared
with the air quality objectives set out in Table 11—1. Pollutant concentrations were calculated for a theoretical
residential property five metres from the roadside which was taken to represent a worst-case scenario in terms
of exposure to pollutants.
Pollutant

Concentration Measured as

Date to be
achieved by

Nitrogen dioxide

200 g m -3

a year (99.79 percentile)

(NO2)

Particulate Matter

1 hour mean not to be exceeded more than 18 times 1st Jan 2010

40 g m -3

Annual mean

1st Jan 2010

50 g m -3

24 hour mean not to be exceeded more than 35

31 Dec 2004

times a year (90.41 percentile)

(PM10)

31 Dec 2010

24 hour mean not to be exceeded more than seven
times a year (98.08 percentile)
40 g m -3

Annual mean

20 g m -3

Annual mean

10 mg m -3

Maximum daily running 8 hour mean

-3

Carbon monoxide

(a
)

31 Dec 2004
(a
)

31 Dec 2010
31 Dec 2003

NB: Objectives for the protection of vegetation and ecosystems have not been included in this table as
these objectives are not applicable in urban areas.
( a)

Target only – not set in Regulations.

Table 11— 1 Ambient air quality objectives for the study area
Two point sources of air pollution would be present on site as part of the development. These are exhaust
stacks for up to three spruce-fired boilers which would be used to provide heat and hot water within the
development. The Environment Agency’s H1 (EA 2003) screening methodology was used to determine the
significance of the estimated emissions. Should the emissions exceed the threshold criterion for significance,
further investigation such as dispersion modelling may be needed. This assessment was based on the
comparison of environmental assessment levels (EALs), environmental benchmarks derived by the Agency,
with predicted emission rates and background concentrations in order to determine significance.
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11.3.3

Significance criteria

The following criteria were devised to assess the magnitude and significance of any potential impact from
increases in traffic generated by the proposed development. The criteria were identified based on advice given
in Association of London Government (ALG) (2001 and 2005) and professional judgement, as there is no
definitive published guidance on this aspect of the assessment, and is considered a robust approach to
determining the significance of air quality impacts.
This assessment concentrates on assessing the significance of changes in concentrations of PM and NO2.
10

The Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland and Northern Ireland (2000) considers PM10 and NO2 to be the
pollutants which have the largest risk of exceeding the UK objectives.
In the context of air quality, sensitive receptors are individuals with an increased sensitivity to pollutants such
as the very young, the elderly and the infirm. People who would be exposed to pollutants for extended periods
of time such as those with residences and places of work are also considered to be potential sensitive
receptors.
Large

Change in PM10 or NO2 concentrations of > 25 per cent

Medium

Change in PM10 or NO2 concentrations of between 10 per cent and <25 per
cent

Small

Change in PM10 or NO2 concentrations of between 1 per cent and 10 per
cent

Negligible

Change in PM10 or NO2 concentrations of less than 1 per cent

Table 11— 2 Definition of impact magnitude
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Major

The development gives rise to a large increase in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a
sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted.

Moderate

The development gives rise to a medium increase in PM10 or NO2 concentrations
at a sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted with the
development in place, or

Significant adverse impacts

the development gives rise to a large increase in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a

Insignif

sensitive receptor but no exceedences of the objectives are predicted.
Minor

The development gives rise to a small increase in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a
sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted with the
development in place, or
The development gives rise to a medium increase in PM10 or NO2 concentrations
at a sensitive receptor but no exceedences of the objectives are predicted.

Negligible

The development gives rise to a small change in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a
sensitive receptor and no exceedences of the objectives are predicted.

-icant

Minor

The development gives rise to a small decrease in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at
a sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted, or
the development gives rise to a medium decrease in PM10 or NO2 concentrations

Significant beneficial impacts

at a sensitive receptor but no exceedences of the objectives are predicted.
Moderate

The development gives rise to a medium decrease in PM10 or NO2 concentrations
at a sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted, or
the development gives rise to a large decrease in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a
sensitive receptor and exceedences of the objectives are predicted.

Major

The development gives rise to a large decrease in PM10 or NO2 concentrations at a
sensitive receptor but no exceedences of the objectives are predicted.

Table 11— 3 Definition of impact significance
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11.3.4

Assumptions and limitations

It should be noted that there are limitations associated with the DMRB methodology in that it takes no account
of local terrain, nearby structures and prevailing winds. However, this model has been recommended in
government guidance (DEFRA 2003) for assessments of this nature and provides a robust screening tool to
determine impacts on air quality from road traffic.
Predicted emissions from the boilers are based on a test report of the biomass-fired heating Binder model RRK
1000. Emission rates were factored down to an operating year of 5760 hours instead of 8760 hours to account
for smaller size of boilers that are proposed for the Hayle redevelopment.

11.4

Baseline conditions

11.4.1

Introduction

The baseline air quality for the proposed development presented in this section draws on data from several
sources. The focus of the assessment is on the two pollutants that could be emitted in potentially significant
quantities as a result of the additional traffic generated by the proposed development, namely NO2 and PM10.
With only a few exceptions, studies by UK local authorities of concentrations of the pollutants covered by the
UK National Air Quality Strategy, have identified that it is generally only the annual average concentrations of
NO2 and PM10 that are likely to exceed the objectives. This would then lead to the declaration of an Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA).
Data to establish the background air quality in the study area was collected from the following sources:
x

Penwith District Council - provided results of monitoring and the recent review and assessments of air
quality

x

Cornwall Air Quality Forum - provided results of diffusion tube monitoring carried out in the area

x

National Air Quality Information Archive (NAQIA) – provided background air quality data for 2004

11.4.2

Existing site conditions

The site is currently occupied by several small businesses and light industry. Parts of the site are used by the
local fishing industry for making fishing tackle and storage of boats for repair. Both the North and South Quays
have areas that are largely derelict. The base of an old power station remains at the end of the North Quay.
Beyond this is an area with extensive sand dunes named ‘the Hayle Towans’.
The site is bounded to the north east by ‘the Towans’ coastal area. To the east, the site borders residences
and businesses along Penpol Terrace and North Quay road. To the south of the site is the railway line and
Carnsew Road (B3301). Along the west, the site is bounded by coastal waters.
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A site visit was carried out on the 6 June 2007. Conditions were sunny with temperatures of approximately
20C. During the visit, there was no discernable odour detected and no visible emissions to air from nearby
buildings. However, some localised dust emissions were visible as a result of nearby construction in the town
centre.
11.4.3

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10)

Monitoring of NO2 concentrations at passive diffusion tube sites is carried out by Penwith District Council.
Table 11 - 4 below summarises data for the nearest diffusion tube monitoring sites. The nearest monitoring
sites operated by the National Air Quality Information Archive are approximately 27 km away in Truro. Data
from these sites were not included because of their distance from the proposed development site.
Site

July

Aug

Sept Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Mean

06

06

06

06

06

06

07

07

07

07

07

Warrens

20

25

20

19

22

17

20

20

27

28

22

22

Foundry Pub

31

29

16

19

24

20

21

24

31

41

27

26

Copperhouse

33

28

n/a

35

32

n/a

25

33

29

40

20

31

31

26

30

n/a

30

21

22

30

29

36

22

28

dentist
Lidl

(a) Data from July 06 to Feb 07provided by Cornwall Air Quality Forum. Data from Mar 07 to May 07
provided by Penwith District Council. All data bias adjusted by 0.98 in accordance with the DEFRA
guidelines. All sites are roadside.

-3 ((a)

Table 11— 4 NO2 monitoring results for sites in Hayle from 2000 to 2005 (g m )

Figure 11.1 illustrates the location of these monitoring sites in relation to the development. Warrens and
Foundry pub monitoring sites are located approximately 30 m east and 90 m to the south of the proposed
development site. Copperhouse dentist and Lidl monitoring sites are both to the north-east, and are
approximately 600 m and 1700 m away respectively.
From the data, summarised in Table 11 -4, it can be seen that the annual mean objective for NO2 of 40 g m -3
has not been met at certain sites for the months monitored to date. Both Copperhouse dentist and Foundry
pub experienced averages above 40 g m -3 or above in April 2007.
Presently, there are no continuous NO2 or PM10 monitoring sites in the immediate vicinity of the development.
No continuous monitoring of NO2 and PM10 is carried out within the Penwith District Council area, the nearest
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monitoring sites are in the towns of Camborne or Penzance which are approximately 9 km to the north-east
and 11 km to the south-west respectively. Air quality at these sites is likely to be dominated by local road
traffic and is not considered to be representative of air quality in Hayle. As such, it was not included in this
assessment.
NO2 and PM10 background concentration maps for the area around the development site have been created
using 2004 data from the National Air Quality Information Archive. Figures 11.2 and 11.3 illustrate the 2004
background concentration for NO2 is approximately 6.2 µgm -3 and for PM10 is approximately 14.8 µgm -3 .
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11.4.4

Local air quality management

As a requirement of Part IV of the Environment Act 1995, local authorities in the UK are required to conduct a
series of review and assessments of air quality to determine whether air quality objectives are likely to be met
in future years, and where it is necessary to designate Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs). Local
authorities then have to implement air quality action plans to improve the air quality within AQMAs in order to
meet the objectives.
The results of Penwith District Council’s 2003 Updating and Screening Assessment Report indicated that the
only sites of concern with regard to breeches of air quality objectives were in Penzance. Presently, no AQMAs
have been officially declared within Penwith District Council. However the Local Authority has advised that an
AQMA is expected to be declared in the coming months in Camborne based on exceedences of NO2.
11.4.5

Future air quality

For the purposes of this assessment, future baseline air quality for NO2 and PM10 for both assessment years
(2011 and 2017) will be taken to be the same as 2004 values. This is considered to be a conservative approach
as air quality is anticipated to improve due to the introduction of cleaner vehicles into the UK vehicle fleet and
the reduction in emissions from industrial sources.
11.4.6

Identification of sensitive receptors

As part of the assessment of baseline conditions, receptors have been identified that have the potential to be
affected by the proposed development, together with their likely level of sensitivity. The sensitivity
classifications used in this assessment are summarised below:
x

High sensitivity – receptors of greatest sensitivity to air quality such as those identified under
LAQM.TG(03) (schools, hospitals, residential properties etc). Habitats supporting nationally or
internationally important ecosystems that are sensitive to changes in air quality

x

Medium sensitivity – air quality sensitive receptors that are not included under LAQM.TG(03), such as
places of employment. Habitats supporting regionally important wildlife and vegetation communities
that are sensitive to changes in air quality

x

Low sensitivity – air quality receptors with some sensitivity to changes in air quality. Habitats
supporting locally important ecosystems that are sensitive to deterioration in air quality

The sensitive receptors that have been identified as part of this assessment on the basis of the risk of
exposure to construction dust are identified in Table 11 - 5.
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Receptor

Sensitivity

Residences and businesses along Foundry Square, Penpol Terrace,

High

Carnsew Road, Hayle Terrace
Beach cottages in the Towans area

High

Outdoor swimming pool

Medium

Cricket ground in the Towans region

Medium

Hayle Estuary & Carrack Gladden SSSI

High

Table 11— 5 Identified sensitive receptors
All of these receptors are in close vicinity to the site boundary and would be most at risk of exposure to dust
during the construction phase of the development. Residences and businesses along Griggs Hill, Penpol
Terrace, Hayle Terrace and Fore Street have been identified as potentially sensitive receptors to increases in
traffic associated with the operation of the development. The locations of all identified sensitive receptors are
shown in Figure 11.4.
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11.4.7

Summary

Information on the ambient air quality in the region of the proposed development has been discussed in this
section. The background pollutant concentration for both NO2 and PM are within the relevant air quality
10

objectives. Apart from one month (April 2007) where two monitoring sites recorded values of 40 g m -3 or
higher, the majority of the NO concentrations are also below the objective value.
2

At the time of writing, no AQMAs have been declared within the District Council.

11.5

Assessment of potential impacts

11.5.1

Construction impacts

The impacts to air quality during the construction phase of the proposed development are likely to be limited to
impacts from dust from construction activity, emissions from construction traffic and possibly odour from
bioremediation on-site. Emissions from on-site generators and similar equipment are expected to be
insignificant, due to the typically small quantity of pollutants released from such sources.
11.5.1.1 Construction dust and odour
In general, the quantity of dust generated during construction is proportional to the amount of land being
worked, the intensity of the construction, and the prevailing weather conditions. In addition, the silt and
moisture content of the soil and the speed and weight of vehicles on site will influence the scale of emissions.
The key impacts of dust deposition are as follows:
x

Deposition on, and soiling of, surfaces causing nuisance

x

Airborne dust leading potential health effects

The most common impact of dust deposition is the creation of a nuisance because of the need to clean
surfaces more frequently. The degree of nuisance caused depends on the degree to which residents’ homes,
gardens and cars are affected as well as the degree of effects people experience whilst walking past the site.
x

Construction dust is generally dispersed from source to receptor in the air. Dispersal of dust is,
therefore, affected by wind speed, atmospheric stability and turbulence. Dust dispersal also has a
vertical component in that it will fall from the air under the influence of gravity. This is affected by
particle diameter and density, and the level of turbulence. Light winds and low turbulence result in
lower levels of dust entrained in air but high deposition rates close to the source. High winds result in
higher levels of dust entrained in air but low deposition rates over longer distance relative to amount
of dust emitted
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Physical barriers may also affect dust dispersion and deposition as they create eddies forcing dust to the
ground. Trees, hedges and other vegetation belts are particularly effective in reducing dust spread by
reducing wind speed, reducing re-entrainment and by collecting dust on leaves etc.
Rain forces dust particles out of the air to the ground and also allow particles to agglomerate meaning they are
less likely to be emitted as dust.
Dust atmospheric concentrations and deposition rates decrease as distance from the source increases,
following an exponential decay pattern. At around 50 m from the source concentrations and deposition rates
are less than 10 per cent of that at 10m. With increases in distance from these sources, concentrations and
deposition rates continue to fall and beyond 150 m these are likely to be too small to measure unless the
original emission was substantial.
When examining the proposed development site, there are several possible receptors within 150 m of the site
that could be affected by construction dust. For this reason, mitigation would be implemented which would
pay particular attention to prevailing wind direction, weather conditions, proximity of potential receptors and
the nature of individual construction activities.
Bioremediation is anticipated to be required on site. It is estimated that approximately 5,000m 3 of soil would
need to be remediated on site which could take approximately two to three months. Before work is carried out,
measures would be developed between the contractor and the Local Authority to prevent or limit emissions of
dust and odour and prevent inhalation of contaminated dust during remediation.
Standard measures could include the following:
x

Working within the approved hours

x

Dust suppression measures such as spraying down

x

Odour masking, releasing masking spray or a spray that removes odours around the activity area,
including dig area

x

The use of dust masks by construction staff

11.5.1.2 Construction traffic
Construction traffic is expected to consist of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) for transport of equipment and
materials, and cars for transport of construction personnel.
Likely vehicle movements and routes for excavation have been considered in this section. Vehicle movements
during excavation are likely to represent the most intensive frequency of vehicle movements during the
construction phase.
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The identified access route for the South Quay would follow the A30 west then travel on the B3301 north-east
along Griggs Hill, the Causeway, and Carnsew Road up towards the proposed development site thus avoiding
the town centre. For the North Quay and Hilltop/Riviere Fields area, vehicles would travel south-west along the
B3301 from the junction with the A30 along Fore Street, and Hayle Terrace before travelling north on North
Quay Road.
The largest average increase in vehicle movements would occur during Phase 1 of the development, with an
extra 70 movements expected per day. This would rise to a peak of 182 additional HGV movements a day
during periods when excavation takes place.
DEFRA guidance LAQM.TG (03) (DEFRA 2003) states that air quality impacts are not anticipated on roads
where HGV flows are less than 2500 per day. All roads considered in this assessment have HGV flows below
this threshold. Additionally, changes in traffic of less than 10 per cent are not considered to impact on air
quality. When the average increase in flow arising during the construction phase is compared to the baseline
flow for the construction routes to the North Quay and South Quay, all increases are less than 10 per cent.
As the air quality impacts from traffic generated as a result of the construction phase are not expected to be
significant, a detailed assessment was not undertaken.
11.5.1.3 Construction impacts - conclusions
If construction methods do not include sufficient control of dust emissions the construction phase of the
development could have a detrimental impact on air quality and therefore on the sensitive receptors
surrounding the site. However, this impact would be temporary and only occur during the nine year
construction period. It is therefore essential that appropriate mitigation is implemented which pays particular
attention to prevailing wind direction, weather conditions, proximity of potential receptors and the nature of
individual construction activities. Mitigation measures are discussed in section 11.7.
Emissions from construction traffic are not anticipated to have a significant impact on air quality due to the
temporary duration of the activity and the relatively small increases in vehicle movements.
11.5.2

Operational impacts

During the operational phase of the development, operational traffic and point source emissions from biomass
boilers have been identified as having the potential to affect local air quality.
11.5.2.1 Operational traffic
The DMRB (Highways Agency 2003) screening model has been used to assess the impact on air quality from
additional traffic likely to be generated by the proposed development. This model is recommended in
LAQM.TG (03) for assessments of this nature.
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The variables used for the input to the DMRB assessment are shown in Annex 11A. A theoretical residential
property with the façade of the property located five metres from the roadside, for the purposes of a worstcase assessment, has been assumed. Results of this modelling are reported in Tables 11.6 and 11.7.
Predicted

Predicted

total

total

Incremental

Percentage of
Percentage

concentration assessment
Street name

Pollutant

concentration concentration

(a)

from
without

change in

criterion

concentration

with
development (per cent)

development development
Griggs Hill

NO2

9.31

10.06

0.74

1.86

7.97

PM10

15.86

16.17

0.31

0.77

1.95

9.52

10.36

0.84

2.10

8.83

16.04

16.43

0.39

0.97

2.42

9.77

10.13

0.36

0.89

3.65

15.99

16.14

0.14

0.36

0.90

9.86

10.13

0.27

0.67

2.72

PM10

16.03

16.14

0.11

0.27

0.68

NO2

10.42

10.67

0.26

0.64

2.45

PM10

16.15

16.25

0.10

0.25

0.62

NO2

9.23

9.44

0.21

0.52

2.26

PM10

15.91

16.01

0.09

0.23

0.58

Carnsew Road NO2
PM10
Penpol Terrace NO2
PM10
Hayle Terrace NO2

Fore St

Foundry Hill

(a) based on an annual air quality objective of40 g/m for NO2 and PM10
3

-3

Table 11— 6 Summary of the results of the DMRB assessment (g m ), at the theoretical residential
property located 5 m from roadside for the 2011 assessment year
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Predicted total Predicted total Incremental

Percentage of
Percentage

concentration concentration concentration assessment
Street name

Griggs Hill

Pollutant

NO
PM

Carnsew Road NO
PM
Penpol Terrace NO
PM
Hayle Terrace

NO
PM

Fore St

NO
PM

Foundry Hill

NO
PM

2

10

2

10

2

10

2

10

2

10

2

10

change in
without

with

from

criterion

development

development

development (per cent)

(a)

concentration

8.55

9.07

0.52

1.30

6.06

15.72

15.97

0.25

0.62

1.58

8.98

9.63

0.65

1.63

7.27

15.93

16.25

0.32

0.81

2.04

8.91

9.10

0.19

0.47

2.10

15.77

15.86

0.08

0.20

0.52

8.93

9.10

0.16

0.41

1.83

15.79

15.86

0.07

0.18

0.45

9.76

9.97

0.20

0.50

2.06

15.91

15.99

0.08

0.19

0.48

9.00

9.18

0.18

0.44

1.97

15.83

15.91

0.08

0.20

0.50

(a) based on an annual air quality objective of40 g/m for NO2 and PM10
3

-3

Table 11— 7 Summary of the results of the DMRB Assessment (g m ), at the theoretical residential
property located 5 m from roadside for the 2017 assessment year
Based on the modelled 2011 traffic flows, it can be seen that all of the changes in PM10 concentrations are
between 0.6 per cent and 2.42 per cent when compared to the predicted concentrations without the
development. According to the assessment criterion, outlined in section 11.2 above, theses changes can be
considered either negligible (Penpol Terrace, Hayle Terrace, Fore Street, Foundry Hill) or small (Griggs Hill,
Carnsew Road) in the context of air quality.
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The changes in NO2 concentrations are between 2 per cent and 9 per cent with the largest change occurring
along Carnsew Road. All roads considered register changes in concentration between 1 -10 per cent which
represents a small impact to air quality.
When the 2017 traffic flows are compared, the changes in PM10 are between 0.45 per cent to 2 per cent and
can be considered either negligible (along Penpol Terrace, Hayle Terrace, Fore Street and Foundry Hill ) or
small in magnitude (Grigg’s Hill and Carnsew Road). For NO2 the situation is similar to the 2011 results with a
small impact predicted along all roads.
None of the results for either assessment year predict exceedences of the air quality objective for either NO2 or
PM10.
Overall, as the development gives rise to negligible to small increases to PM10 and no exceedences of the
objective are predicted, the impacts from PM10 as a result of the development can be considered insignificant.
For NO2, the predicted impacts are considered to be small in nature and exceedences of the objective are not
expected, the significance of the impact of NO2 on local air quality is anticipated to be insignificant.
11.5.3

Operational point source emissions to atmosphere

Although the illustrative masterplan which is the subject of this assessment does not include a confirmed
number of boilers to be used, a worst case scenario in terms of air quality of all the options under
consideration has been assessed. For the purposes of this assessment, it has been assumed there would be
point source emissions to air in the form of three 1MW biomass boilers that would be used for heating and hot
water purposes, with two boilers situated on the North Quay and one on the South Quay. Two sources of
emissions, (assessed as one stack), would be situated on the South Quay and one stack (emitting for two
boilers) on the North Quay. The boilers would generate combustion products; mainly nitrogen oxides (NO2)
particulate matter (PM10) and carbon monoxide (CO). Annual estimated release rate calculations were derived
from a test report on the biomass-fired heating Binder model RRK 1000.
The methodology set out in the EA’s Horizontal Guidance note H1, has been used in order to estimate the
impact of these emissions to atmosphere. This assessment includes a comparison with the environmental
assessment levels (EALs) and any other environmental and regulatory parameters defined in the H1 guidance
document. The calculations associated with this exercise can be found in Annex 11B.
The results of this assessment indicate that at a stack height of 25.5 m on the North Quay, emissions from the
two boilers in operation can be screened out as insignificant. Likewise for the South Quay, at a stack height of
19.5 m the emissions from the boiler can be screened out. Should the eventual stack heights be lower to
minimise the visual impact, a further assessment of air quality would be recommended to confirm air quality
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impacts are not significant. An investigation into the need for abatement equipment, such as an electrostatic
precipitator, would also be recommended.
Exact stack heights and the need for further assessment, if required, will be determined at the detailed design
stage.
11.5.4

Operational impacts - conclusions

Pollutant concentrations have been predicted at a theoretical receptor 5 m from the roadside using the DMRB
methodology for the 2011 and 2017 assessment years. The results of the modelling illustrate that increased
traffic as a result of the development is expected to have an insignificant or negligible effect on air quality in the
area.
Emissions from biomass boilers at the North and South Quay at stack heights of 19.5 m on the South Quay
and 25.5 m on the North Quay can be considered insignificant. Should the eventual stack heights be lower, a
further assessment of air quality is recommended.

11.6

Mitigation

11.6.1

Construction

This section sets out the measures that would be employed to mitigate the potential adverse impact on air
quality at nearby receptors predicted as a result of the construction phase of the development. Construction
impacts on air quality are expected to relate mainly to the generation of dust from construction and hence the
mitigation of dust emissions has been focussed upon here.
The main regulatory controls over dust are the ‘statutory nuisance’ provisions contained in the Environmental
Protection Act 1990. Dust can give rise to a statutory nuisance if it is considered to be ‘prejudicial to health or
a nuisance’.
This assessment makes the assumption that the construction phase of the scheme adheres to best practice on
the minimising of the impact of dust from construction activities. Examples of such practice are detailed in
guidance (Kukadia 2003), funded by amongst others, the UK Department for Trade and Industry. Some
examples of good site practices that would be employed to reduce the risk of dust effects arising during
construction are listed below:
x

wheel washing of vehicles leaving the construction site to minimise the re-suspension of dust due to
construction traffic

x

water suppression or dust extraction technology fitted to drilling and grinding equipment

x

drilling and excavation surfaces to be wetted, where appropriate
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x

surfaces damped down prior to clearing

x

debris piles to be kept watered or sheeted as necessary

x

containers to be totally enclosed or covered by tarpaulins or nets to prevent escape of dust or waste
materials during loading and transfer from site

x

lorries to be sheeted during transportation of construction materials and spoil export

Construction works would not commence until appropriate dust control procedures are put into place. The
contractor would undertake the works in a manner that ensures that dust emissions are minimised as far as
possible and best practicable means are employed.
11.6.2

Operational

In order to reduce vehicle flows during the operational phase of the scheme, the development of a green travel
plan is recommended. A green travel plan would encourage more sustainable forms of transport and could
potentially reduce traffic emissions and as a result of the development.

11.7

Residual and cumulative impacts

11.7.1

Residual

Any potentially significant adverse impacts from construction dust would be mitigated using good construction
site practice as detailed in Section 11.6.
During the operational phase of the scheme, the development is expected to bring about small to negligible
changes in PM10 concentrations and small changes to NO2 concentrations. However, because these changes
do not result in a breech of air quality standards, the residual impact to local air quality is considered to be
insignificant.
No residual impacts are expected as a result of the boiler operation as the assessment of boiler emissions at
heights of 19.5 m for the South Quay and 25.5 m for the North Quay as insignificant and screened out the need
for any detailed assessment.
11.7.2

Cumulative

A review of planned developments in the vicinity of the site was carried out in order to determine the
cumulative impacts of the development. Several sites were identified which have the potential to increase
traffic in the town:
x

the refurbishment of Harvey’s Foundry immediately adjacent to the site

x

the creation of affordable housing at Loggans Mill
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x

the recently completed Hayle Retail Park, both of which are approximately 2km to the east of the site
near the junction A30 junction

It is difficult to know with certainty the extent of traffic increase from these developments, however, given the
small size of these developments and that the predicted impacts from the Hayle Harbour development are
considered to be minor in nature, a significant cumulative impact to air quality is unlikely

11.8

Monitoring

Monitoring during the construction phase would be carried out in order to ensure successful implementation of
dust control measures; this would be monitored by the Contractor on a regular basis. A monitoring program
has been developed for the construction phase of the scheme after consultation with the Local Authority and
can be found in Annex 11C. Details include weekly monitoring at several sensitive receptors. Towans cricket
ground, along Penpol Terrace and the outdoor swimming pool have all been identified as areas where
monitoring would take place. A handheld monitor would be used and all results would be recorded in a log that
would be submitted to the Council on a weekly basis. Daily visual inspections for dust monitoring would also
be carried out by an appointed member of the construction staff. A complaints procedure would also be
developed so that any complaints received are recorded and acted on in a timely manner. Penwith District
Council would be allowed access to all such records as they become available.
There is no requirement to monitor air quality after construction.

11.9

Summary and conclusions

In summary, the proposed development of the Hayle Harbour area is expected to have an insignificant effect
on air quality.
The development was identified as having potential impacts on local air quality from the following sources:
x

dust during construction

x

odour during construction

x

emissions from increased traffic flows

x

emissions from biomass boilers

x

A summary of potential impacts and their significance can be found in Table 11 - 8 below

During the construction phase significant impacts on sensitive receptors as a result of dust could occur
however, the successful implementation of dust management measures during construction should adequately
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mitigate this impact so no significant residual impact occurs. Monitoring during the construction phase would
also be in place to test the efficacy and ensure the successful implementation of mitigation measures.
Prior to bioremediation taking place, mitigation measures would be developed upon consultation with the
Local Authority to limit emissions of dust and odour.
A detailed modelling study indicated that the predicted increases in concentrations of PM10 and NO2 resulting
from the development traffic would result in an insignificant impact on the identified sensitive receptors. The
predicted increases in PM10 range from being negligible to small in magnitude. Small increases in NO2 levels
3

are predicted. Concentrations for both pollutants would remain significantly below the 40g m National Air
-

Quality Objective.
In addition, at stack heights of 25.5 m for the North Quay and 19.5 m for the South Quay emissions from
boilers on site are below the threshold criteria for a detailed assessment according the agency’s H1 guidance
and can be screened out as insignificant. Should the eventual stack heights be lower, a further assessment of
air quality is recommended.

Proposed activity

Description of

Significance of

unmitigated

impact

Mitigation

Significance of
residual impact

impact
Construction – dust

Possible impacts

Potentially

Dust- mitigation

None expected as

and odour

from dust and

significant given

measures specified

long as appropriate

odour

proximity of

in section 11.6.

mitigation measure

sensitive receptors

Monitoring would

implemented.

be carried out to
confirm
effectiveness.
Odour - mitigation
measures would be
developed upon
consultation with
Local Authority and
would detail odour
mitigation.
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Proposed activity

Description of

Significance of

unmitigated

impact

Mitigation

Significance of
residual impact

impact
Construction –

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

None

None

Development of

Insignificant. A

green travel plan

green travel plan

traffic

Operational – traffic

may reduce
operational flows.
Operational – point

Insignificant

Insignificant

source emissions

None, unless

At stack heights of

shorter stack

19.5 m for the

heights are used. In

South Quay and

that instance

25.5 m for the

additional

North Quay,

assessment and

emissions to air at

abatement may be

both stacks can be

required.

screened out as
insignificant.
Should lower stack
heights be used,
additional
assessment is
recommended.

Table 11— 8 Summary of potential impacts to air quality
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12

Ecology

12.1

Introduction

12.1.1

Scope of assessment

This part of the Environmental Statement describes development impacts on the principal features of nature
conservation interest in the Hayle Estuary and on land within and adjacent to the proposed development site.
The scope of ecological assessment studies has been determined by reference to the scoping opinion
received from Penwith District Council (see Annexe 1A) and through consultations with Natural England, the
Environment Agency, Cornwall County Council, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and the
Cornwall Wildlife Trust. Three key topics are dealt with:
potential impacts on terrestrial habitats and species within and around the harbour, arising from land-

i.

take, construction processes, and land use / management changes
potential impacts on inter-tidal and sub-tidal estuarine invertebrates, fish populations and algae, arising

ii.

from harbour construction works, reclamation, harbour management (including sluicing) and marina
operation
potential impacts on wintering and migratory bird populations in the estuary, arising from reclamation

iii.

works, harbour construction and operation (including sluicing), land use / management changes, and
changes in pedestrian and road traffic around the estuary
Section 12.2 provides: i) a brief overview of the habitats and species found in the estuary system and on land
within and adjacent to the proposed development site; ii) a description of nature conservation designations
applying to these areas, and; iii) the planning policy background to wildlife protection at national, regional and
local levels, and; iv) details of relevant wildlife protection legislation.
Section 12.3 sets out survey methodologies employed to derive baseline data on terrestrial and aquatic
habitats and species and wintering and migratory bird populations found in areas likely to be affected by the
proposed development. The assessment methods used to identify the nature and significance of ecological
impacts are also described.
Sections 12.4-12.8 present the results of impact assessment studies for each of the three topic areas identified
above, according to a common format:
x

baseline information on the distribution of habitats and species in affected areas (including
observations on current activities (eg harbour management, recreational activities) which affect
ecological processes)

x

an assessment of the scale and significance of development impacts
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x

description of measures proposed to mitigate significant adverse impacts

x

indication of the nature of residual impacts remaining after mitigation

x

proposals for ecological monitoring

12.1.2

Overview of the ecology of the Hayle Estuary

The Hayle Estuary is located in the wider area of St Ives Bay. Figure 12.1 indicates the distribution of broad
habitat types and the location of the named sites mentioned in the following text.
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Within the estuary complex, there are about 20 hectares of inter-tidal sand and mudflats, tidal open water and
saltmarsh, which provide valuable feeding and roosting sites for regionally important populations of migratory
and over-wintering wildfowl and waders. The estuary is the most south-westerly in Great Britain and normally
escapes the extremes of winter weather when other estuaries within Britain are frozen; at these times numbers
of certain waterfowl species at Hayle can reach national importance. The main estuarine habitats of value to
birds are distributed within the three inter-tidal basins of Lelant Water, Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Pool
(see Figure 12.1). Lelant Water holds the greatest extent of intertidal mudflat, although the area of muddy
habitat is gradually contracting owing to sand encroachment.
A build-up of sediment has occurred generally in the estuary over recent decades, probably associated with
changes in sluicing operations, and these raised inter-tidal levels combined with heavy metal contamination from
the harbour’s past industrial use depresses the variety of estuarine invertebrates that occurs in the estuary
sediments. The most diverse communities of invertebrate and algae occur in Carnsew Pool in the ‘tidal rapids’
where seawater enters the pool. Carnsew Pool is also noted as a nursery area for several species of both fully
marine and brackish water fish including two (gilthead bream and golden-grey mullet) that are regionally
notable. The estuarine habitats in the central harbour area at Hayle do not support significant bird,
invertebrate or fish populations.
Terrestrial habitats within the development area comprise the following (see Figure 12.1):
x

sand dunes, and dune grassland with associated scrub, at North Quay and the Triangular Spit

x

disused, open land colonised by mosses / sparse grassland, on the Triangular Spit and small areas of
South Quay

x

disused quarries at North Quay which support areas of introduced and native scrub

x

agricultural land east of North Quay

Land at North Quay supports the greatest variety of terrestrial habitats. Reptiles including common lizard, slow
worm and adder occur here, and several regionally notable and Nationally Scarce plant species have been
recorded from the area. The Triangular Spit supports a nationally significant population of a liverwort species,
petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii), protected under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981; much
smaller numbers of this plant are also found on South Quay and on the eastern shore of Carnsew Pool.
Detailed information on the occurrence and significance of habitats and species found at the Hayle Estuary is
presented in section 12.4, derived from a combination of previously published studies and fieldwork
conducted during 2004-07.
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12.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

12.2.1

Nature conservation designations

12.2.1.1 Statutory designations
There are two Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) covering land within and adjacent to the Hayle
Harbour planning application boundary. The SSSI boundaries are shown in Figure 12.2.
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x

The Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI encompasses the Porth Kidney sand dune system
west of the estuary mouth and the main inter-tidal basins of Lelant Water in the south-west of the
estuary, Carnsew Pool south of the harbour, and Copperhouse Pool to the east. The primary reason
for the SSSI status of the estuary lies in the populations of waterfowl and shorebirds that occur in
winter and pass through on spring and autumn migration. The western end of Copperhouse Pool is
the region of the SSSI where intertidal habitat is closest to the proposed development; piers of the
proposed new bridge over the westernmost shore of the pool would lie within the SSSI. The main
area of terrestrial habitat within the SSSI is the Triangular Spit, part of which is proposed as a parking
area

x

The Gwithian to Mexico Towans SSSI covers dune systems east and north of the village of Phillack
on the east side of the estuary, and extends approximately 3km eastwards along the coast to
Gwithian. The principal conservation interest of the site lies in its diverse dune flora. The minimum
distance between the westernmost boundary of the SSSI and the application boundary is
approximately 375m

SSSIs are of national importance for nature conservation and are designated under the Wildlife & Countryside
Act 1981 (as amended).
12.2.1.2 Non-statutory designations

Hayle – Godrevy Area of Great Scientific Value
All estuary habitats at Hayle, including inter-tidal areas within the harbour, Lelant Water, and Carnsew and
Copperhouse Pools, are included within an area designated by Cornwall County Council as the Hayle to
Godrevy 'Area of Great Scientific Value' (AGSV). This is one of two AGSVs in the district of Penwith. North of
the harbour, the designation continues eastwards from the existing Riviere Chalet Camp, encompassing land
within and around the dune system of the Gwithian-Mexico Towans SSSI. Penwith Local Plan indicates that
AGSVs are of County-level importance for nature conservation since they act as a buffer around the most
important and sensitive habitats and provide links between protected sites, facilitating the movement of
wildlife.

RSPB Hayle Estuary Nature Reserve
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) holds freehold ownership of part of the Hayle Estuary,
covering Lelant Water (and land to the south of this known as Ryan's Field), Copperhouse Pool, Porth Kidney
Sands, and part of Carnsew Pool. This land, defined in Figure 12.2, constitutes the RSPB Hayle Estuary
Nature Reserve. The reserve is managed to maintain and enhance habitat conditions for shorebirds and
waterfowl, and to minimise human disturbance during the key periods of bird presence on the estuary.
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St Ives Bay Sensitive Marine Area
Inter-tidal land in Lelant Water and within the harbour area at Hayle (but excluding Carnsew and Copperhouse
Pools) falls within the boundaries of the St Ives Bay “Sensitive Marine Area” (SMA); see Figure 12.2. The SMA
also extends seawards into St Ives Bay from St Ives Head to Godrevy Point. The SMA designation is applied
by Natural England to sites which are nationally important and notable for their animal and plant communities
or which provide ecological support to adjacent statutory sites; St Ives Bay is recognised as an SMA because
of its subtidal marine wildlife including sponges, sea anemones and crustacea. SMAs are identified with a
further aim of raising awareness and disseminating information to be taken into account in estuarine and
coastal management planning. There are four such areas covering parts of the coast of Cornwall, and 27 in
total around the coast of England.
12.2.2

Nature conservation planning policies

12.2.2.1 Planning Policy Statement 9
National government policy on nature conservation is provided in Planning Policy Statement 9, PPS9 (Office of
the Deputy Prime Minister, 2005). The broad aim of PPS9 is to ensure that “planning, construction,
development and regeneration should have minimal impacts on biodiversity and enhance it wherever
possible”. The statement sets out several key principles to which planning authorities must adhere to ensure
the potential impacts of planning decisions on biodiversity are fully considered. In summary, these are:
x

Development plan policies and planning decisions should be based on up to date information about
the environmental characteristics of the area

x

In taking decisions, authorities should ensure that appropriate weight is given to designated sites of
international, national and local importance, protected species and to biodiversity interests in the
wider environment

x

Plan policies should promote opportunities for the incorporation of beneficial biodiversity features
within the design of development

x

Where a planning decision would result in significant harm to biodiversity interests which cannot be
prevented or adequately mitigated against, or compensated for, then planning permission should be
refused

PPS9 requires that regional spatial strategies and local development frameworks identify international, national
and local nature conservation interests in their plan area, and include policies that are consistent with national,
regional and local biodiversity priorities. With regard to SSSIs, PPS9 states that: “Where a proposed
development on land within or outside an SSSI is likely to have an adverse effect on an SSSI planning
permission should not normally be granted”. An exception to this should only be made where the benefits of
development clearly outweigh both the likely impacts on the features of the site that make it of special interest
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and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs. In these cases,” local authorities should use
conditions and/or planning obligations to mitigate harmful aspects of the development and where possible, to
ensure the conservation and enhancement of the site’s biodiversity interest”.
PPS9 is accompanied by Circular 06/2005 and a Good Practice Guide (ODPM 2006).
12.2.2.2 Cornwall Structure Plan 2004
The Cornwall Structure Plan (2004) contains one key policy that sets out requirements for protecting and
enhancing the natural and built environment. This is Policy 2: ‘Character Areas, Design and Environmental

Protection’ , as follows:
“The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and built environment of
Cornwall will be protected and enhanced. Throughout Cornwall, development must respect local
character and:
x

retain important elements of the local landscape, including natural and semi-natural habitats,
hedges, trees, and other natural and historic features that add to its distinctiveness

x

contribute to the regeneration, restoration, enhancement or conservation of the area

x

positively relate to townscape and landscape character through siting, design, use of local
materials and landscaping

x

create safe, aesthetically pleasing and understandable places

x

consider, where appropriate, a mix of uses that create vibrant and active places, including tenure,
size and densities

Local plans should define Character Areas to inform planning decisions taking into account Regional
and County-wide landscape assessments.
The conservation and enhancement of sites, areas, or interests, of recognised international or national
importance for their landscape, nature conservation, archaeological or historic importance, including
the proposed World Heritage Site, should be given priority in the consideration of development
proposals.
Within Areas of Great Landscape Value and other areas or sites of county-wide significance for their
biodiversity, geodiversit y or historic interest, development proposals will be required to respect those
interests.
The following areas are of Great Landscape Value and are shown on the Key Diagram:
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…..St Ives Bay….”
The Cornwall Structure Plan also contains a policy providing more generally for the protection of the maritime
environment. This is Policy 4: ‘ Maritime Resources’ :
“An integrated and coordinated approach to the coast will be taken to support the economic
importance and conservation value of the maritime environment.
Development relating to the coast, estuaries and maritime environment should be considered against
the need to ensure the conservation of the environment for its own sake and for the economic
importance of fishing and the other activities it supports. Development should avoid pollution of
coastal or marine waters and minimise any harmful effects on coastal processes.
The undeveloped coast should be protected.
Local plans should designate coastal zones where appropriate to take account of economic and social
opportunity and environmental protection”.
12.2.2.3 Penwith Local Plan 2004
The Penwith Local Plan was adopted in 2004.

Adopted policies providing for the protection of nature

conservation interests in Penwith, including designated sites, are set out in the “Coast and Countryside”
section of the Plan, and are reproduced below.

Policy CC-1
“Development will not be permitted where it would significantly harm the landscape character, amenity,
nature conservation, archaeological, historic or geological values of the coast and countryside of Penwith”.

Policy CC-2
“Proposals which maintain, enhance and facilitate the enjoyment and understanding of landscape
character, amenity, nature conservation, archaeological, historic or geological values in the coast and
countryside will be permitted”.

Policy CC-7
“Proposals for development which would significantly harm the nature conservation value or geological
interest of a Site of Special Scientific Interest will not be permitted”.

Policy CC-8
“Development will not be permitted where it would significantly harm the nature conservation or geological
interest of Areas of Great Scientific Value, County Wildlife Sites, County Geological Sites, Ancient
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Woodland Sites and Local Nature Reserves. Where development is permitted any impact on such values
must be minimised and conditions will be imposed, or planning obligations sought, to ensure that
mitigating measures are undertaken.”

Policy CC-9
“Proposals for development which would cause significant harm to a protected species or its habitat will
not be permitted”.

Policy CC-10
“Proposals for development which would have a significant adverse effect on the integrity or continuity of
landscape features and habitats of major importance for wild flora and fauna will not be permitted. Where
development which would have a more limited adverse effect is permitted, damage to nature conservation
values must be minimised and, where appropriate, a planning obligation will be sought to ensure that
compensatory measures are undertaken to retain the continuity or integrity of the features or habitats”.

Policy CC-11
“The creation and management of landscape features and habitats which are of major importance for wild
flora and fauna will be encouraged by:(i)

management agreements with landowners and occupiers;

(ii)

establishing Local Nature Reserves”.

Policy CC-14
“Proposals for development which would have a significant adverse effect on the shoreline or adjacent
coastal waters in terms of its landscape character, amenity, nature conservation, archaeological, historic
and geological values will not be permitted”.
12.2.3

Legislation protecting species and habitats

Legislation relating to the protection of selected flora and fauna in England is described below, since baseline
survey data for the proposed development area (see section 12.4.1) indicates the presence here of several
species that receive statutory protection. Legislation relating to hedgerow protection is also discussed.
12.2.3.1 Legislation relating to bats
All bat species and their roosts are fully protected by law from disturbance, damage or destruction. Under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 it is illegal to intentionally kill, injure or take a bat (alive or dead) or to disturb
a bat when it is roosting. Disturbance or destruction of a bat roost in advance of any otherwise legitimate
development may be carried out under licence from Natural England, provided all reasonable steps have been
taken to minimise the impact and any remaining damage will be adequately compensated for. All bat species
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are also protected by the Conservation (Natural Habitat etc) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations) under
which it is an offence to deliberately kill, capture or disturb a bat, or to damage or destroy any place that a wild
bat uses for shelter or breeding. The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (the CROW Act) amends the
Wildlife and Countryside to make it an offence to intentionally or recklessly damage, destroy or obstruct a
place that bats use for shelter or protection, or to disturb a bat while using a roost. The term ‘recklessly’ has
been defined by the case of Regina v Caldwell 1982 relating to the Criminal Damage Act 1981: this requires the
prosecution to show that an unacceptable risk was deliberately taken or that an obvious risk was not noticed
or considered.
12.2.3.2 Legislation relating to reptiles
In the UK the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and The Countryside and Rights of Way Act
2000 give legal protection to all selected reptile species, including the common (or viviparous) lizard Lacerta
vivipara, slow-worm Anguis fragilis, adder (or viper) Vipera berus). Under these Acts these species are
protected from intentional or reckless killing, injury or sale.
12.2.3.3 Legislation relating to nesting birds
Nesting birds, with certain exceptions, are protected from disturbance under the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (as amended) and the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.
12.2.3.4 Legislation relating to the protection of plants
Section 13 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 protects wild plants listed on Schedule 8 of the Act.
Under this provision, it is illegal to pick, collect, cut, uproot or destroy the plants listed in schedule 8. However,
Natural England has authority under section 16(3) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act to grant licences to carry
out these activities for the purpose of science, education, conservation of wild plants or introduction of wild
plants into particular areas.
12.2.3.5 Legislation relating to hedgerows
Hedges that can be classified as ‘important’ for nature conservation under criteria (concerning hedgerow age,
length and plant species diversity) as defined in the Hedgerow Regulations 1997, are protected under this
legislation from damage and destruction.
12.2.4

Biodiversity Action Plans

Non-statutory Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs) have been prepared on a local and regional scale throughout
the UK over the past 15 years. Such plans provide a mechanism for implementing the government’s broad
strategy for conserving and enhancing the most endangered (‘priority’) habitats and species in the UK for the
next 20 years. The national BAP strategy is set out in Biodiversity: The UK Action Plan (‘UK BAP’, Department
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of the Environment et al, 1994) and the list of priority habitats and species is published in the Countryside and
Rights of Way Act 2000, section 74.
The “Cornwall Biodiversity Initiative”, a voluntary partnership of organisations, businesses, local authorities,
government agencies, and groups set up under the auspices of the Cornwall Wildlife Trust, has produced two
‘Cornwall BAP’ documents that identify species and habitats to be subject to county-specific conservation
targets and Action Plans:
x

“Cornwall’s Biodiversity: Volume 2 Action Plans” (1998); this identifies locally important species and
habitats and sets out Action Plans for their conservation in Cornwall

x

“Cornwall’s Biodiversity: Volume 3 Action Plans” (2004); this identifies all UK BAP priority habitats and
species in the county and sets out Action Plans for their conservation in Cornwall

The ecological surveys and investigations carried out for this ES indicate that certain UK BAP priority habitats
and species are known to be present, or have previously been found, at the Hayle estuary or on surrounding
land areas. These habitats and species are listed below; an asterisk (*) indicates a species which has been
recorded from the area during previous surveys but not during the surveys undertaken for this Environmental
Statement.
Cornwall BAP, Volume 3 - Priority Habitats and Species found at Hayle:
Hedgerows
Coastal sand dunes
Mudflats
Sheltered muddy gravels
Tidal rapids
Saltmarsh
Petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii)
Western ramping fumitory (Fumaria occidentalis)
Purple ramping fumitory (F. purpurea)
Native oyster (Ostrea edulis)
Fan shell (Atrina fragilis)
Bumble bee (Bombus humilis)
Linnet (Carduelis cannabina)
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Song thrush (Turdus philomelos)
European otter (Lutra lutra) *
Pipistrelle bat (Pipistrellus pipistrellus)
The status of UK BAP priority habitats and species in the statutory planning process is indicated in PPS9 and
government Circular 06/2005, as outlined below:
PPS9:
“Through policies in plans, local authorities should also conserve other important natural habitat types
that have been identified in the Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000 section 74 list, as being of
principal importance for the conservation of biodiversity in England and identify opportunities to
enhance and add to them”.
“Planning authorities should ensure that these species [identified in the Countryside & Rights of Way
Act 2000 section 74 list] are protected from the adverse effects of development, where appropriate,
by using planning conditions or obligations. Planning authorities should refuse permission where
harm to the species or their habitats would result unless the need for, and benefits of, development
clearly outweigh that harm”.
Circular 06/2005:
“The potential effects of a development, on habitats or species listed as priorities in the UK BAP and
by Local Biodiversity Partnerships… are capable of being a material consideration in the preparation
of regional spatial strategies and local development documents and the making of planning
decisions”.
Also, the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 extends a duty on all local authorities and
public bodies in England and Wales to have regard, in the exercising of their functions, to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.
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12.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

12.3.1

Collection of baseline data

12.3.1.1 Terrestrial ecology baseline data collection
Previous studies
Information on species previously recorded at Hayle was obtained in 2005 from the Environmental Records
Centre for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (ERCCIS). Species records were requested for the land areas within
the application boundary, focusing on:
x

legally protected species

x

nationally rare and nationally scarce species

x

national and local BAP priority species

In addition, reference has been made to data collected in previous years during surveys connected with past
development proposals. The survey reports referenced for this purpose are as follows:
x

The Environment Practice (1998). Hayle Estuary, Cornwall: Rare Plant Survey. Unpublished report, for
Hayle Harbour Company

x

The Environment Practice (2001). Hayle Harbour Project, Rare Plants: Detailed Baseline Survey and
Potential Mitigation Options. Unpublished report, for Hayle Harbour Company

Field survey methods
The scope of field surveys appropriate for each of the land areas named in 12.1.2 was determined by reference
to existing data on species’ presence obtained from ERCCIS, and reconnaissance visits in late winter / spring
2005 to identify the broad vegetation types present and hence assess each area’s potential for supporting
particular habitats of interest and rare / protected species.
The surveys carried out for each land area are referenced below and a summary of the survey methods
provided in each case; selected reports are presented in Annexes 12A-12D.
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Survey type

Area(s)

Report reference and summary of survey method(s)

covered

Bryophyte

Triangular Spit

Bryophyte Survey at Hayle Harbour, with notes on the conservation
of large populations of the liverwort Petalophyllum ralfsii. (February

survey

2005). Spalding Associates. See Annexe 12A.
Method summary: A site search was conducted in optimal
conditions for bryophyte survey (damp ground). Species’ locations
were marked on a photocopy of the 1:10 000 Ordnance Survey
map during fieldwork, and checked and recorded as National Grid
references using a Garmin GPS12.
South Quay

Bryophyte Survey at South Quay, Hayle. (April 2005). Spalding
Associates.
Method summary: as above

North Quay

Bryophyte Survey at North Quay, Hayle. (January & April 2005).
Spalding Associates .
Method summary: as above

Rare plant
survey

East Quay,

Rare Plant Survey of Three Areas at Hayle, Cornwall (July 2005).

North Quay,

Spalding Associates.

South Quay &
Triangular Spit

Method summary: The survey was carried out using the Trimble
ProXRS GPS Receiver with handheld field computer (accurate to
<1 metre). The position of the plants was recorded in the field either
as an individual plant or a group of plants, in which case exact or
estimated numbers were noted on the GPS. The information taken
in the field was imported into the MapInfo GIS system.

Phase 1
Habitat
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Phase 1 Habitat Survey of land at North Quay, Hayle, Cornwall.
(March 2005). Spalding Associates.
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Survey type

Area(s)

Report reference and summary of survey method(s)

covered

Survey

Method summary: Two walkover surveys were undertaken during
which habitats were classified and mapped using the standard
Phase 1 habitat survey methodology (JNCC, 1990). A list was
compiled of vascular plants found at the site, and any significant
physical features or habitat characteristics were annotated on field
maps as ‘Target Notes.’
Agricultural
land at Riviere
Farm (east of

Phase 1 Habitat Survey of Fields near Riviere Farm, Hayle,
Cornwall. (September 2005). Spalding Associates
Method summary: as above.

North Quay)

Reptile
survey

North Quay,

Reptile Survey at North Quay & Triangular Spit, Hayle, Cornwall.

Triangular Spit

(Sept 2005). Spalding Associates.
Method summary: A series of eight monitoring days was
undertaken between June and September 2005 at North Quay and
the Triangular Spit, in order to establish the presence or absence of
slow-worm (Anguis fragilis), adder (Viper berus) and common (or
viviparous) lizard (Lacerta vivipara) at the sites. Two
complementary methods were used to locate reptiles, comprising
direct observations and setting out artificial refugia in habitats that
were considered as potentially favoured sites for reptiles and were
not heavily used by the public.

Breeding bird

North Quay

survey

Bird Survey at North Quay, Hayle, Cornwall. (May & June 2005).
Spalding Associates.
Method summary: The breeding bird survey entailed early morning
visits to the site on four mornings in May and June 2005. On each
visit a transect route was walked and all species considered to be
using the site for breeding or feeding purposes were recorded.
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Survey type

Area(s)

Report reference and summary of survey method(s)

covered

Invertebrate

North Quay

Invertebrate Survey at North Quay, Hayle, Cornwall. (August 2005).
Spalding Associates.

survey

Method summary: A walk-over survey was made of North Quay
on 27th June and 23rd August 2005 to survey for invertebrates.
The principal habitats examined for invertebrate activity were the
dune grasslands and the areas of scrub. A range of methods was
used, including interception netting of flying insects, sweeping
lower vegetation and searching; no moth trapping was carried out.

Bat survey

North Quay

Bat Survey of Land at North Quay, Hayle, Cornwall. (October 2005).
Spalding Associates. See Annexe 12B.
Method summary: A quarry face in the eastern region of North
Quay and a stone chimney in the north-west of the site were
surveyed in October 2005 for signs of bat activity, by visual
inspection and by using a bat detector at dusk.

North Quay,

Bat and Barn Owl Survey of Quayside Buildings at Hayle.

South Quay,

December 2006. Spalding Associates. See Annexe 12C.

Foundry
Square

Method summary: Buildings planned for renovation or demolition
as part of early Phase 1 construction works were examined to
assess whether they possessed features that could support
habitation by bats, and to provide guidance on whether later
surveys to verify bat presence would be necessary. All building
areas were searched for bat droppings as far as possible. All
crevices, particularly within defective stonework, joints between
buildings, and in gaps in lintels were searched with the aid of a
torch and mirrors for bats.
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Survey and Assessment of Bat use of North Quay and Riviere

Riviere Fields

Towans, Hayle. (July 2007). Spalding Associates. See Annexe
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Survey type

Area(s)

Report reference and summary of survey method(s)

covered
12D.
Method summary: Buildings planned for renovation or demolition
as part of finalised Phase 1 construction works were examined to
assess whether they possessed features that could support
habitation by bats, and to provide guidance on whether later
surveys to verify bat presence would be necessary. Survey
methods were as above.
In addition, the semi-natural habitats of dune grassland above
North Quay and farmland at Riviere Fields have been assessed for
their value as bat foraging and commuting routes within the context
of the surrounding landscape, in order to assess potential impacts
and devise suitable mitigation methods.

National
Vegetation

Copperhouse

NVC Survey of Copperhouse Saltmarsh, Hayle. (August 2007).

saltmarsh

Spalding Associates.

Classification

Method summary: The saltmarsh was surveyed at low tide and

(NVC)

vegetation communities assigned to NVC community types; a list of
vascular plants found at the site was compiled. See Annexe 12E
for map of NVC communities recorded.

Table 12— 1: Terrestrial ecology surveys conducted in relation to the proposed development at Hayle
Harbour
More detailed survey of barn owl use was considered unnecessary based on the evidence from the two bat
surveys undertaken on built structures in the locality.
A survey of otter use of the site was not considered necessary because although otters are likely to visit
estuary habitats site to feed, it is almost certain to be on a casual basis; the site is not believed to provide
suitable breeding or resting habitat within the footprint of the proposed development and the proposals are
assessed as unlikely to produce a significant effect.
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12.3.1.2 Aquatic ecology baseline data collection
Previous studies
An overview of the ecology of intertidal habitats in the Hayle estuary complex was derived from a report carried
out on behalf of the Nature Conservancy Council (now Natural England) in June 1988 (Gill, 1989). The methods
used were a combination of cores for sediment shores (concentrating on the lower shore) and walk-over
surveys and assessment of the main habitats/communities present on rocky areas. The density of specimens
on the rocky shores was assessed using the SACFOR (ie Superabundant, Abundant, Common, Frequent,
Occasional, Rare) scale. The report concluded that the Hayle estuary complex is of local interest for its
estuarine communities and that nearby parts of St Ives Bay have a lower species richness than expected for
habitats of this type.
Field survey methods
The most recent surveys of the aquatic invertebrates and seaweeds of the Hayle area were conducted in:
February 2000, when a variety of intertidal and subtidal habitats were surveyed using four survey techniques
(Smith, 2000); December 2006, when intertidal habitats in Penpol and part of Carnsew Pool were examined in
detail (Aquatonics Ltd 2007a; Annexe 12F), and; May 2007, when the area seaward of the harbour was
examined (Aquatonics Ltd, 2007b; Annexe 12G).

Invertebrates and algae
The 2000-2007 surveys by Smith and Aquatonics Ltd. utilised the following methods:
x

Invertebrates and algae were identified during walk-over surveys and by analysing various types of
samples (eg cores and net samples) brought back to the laboratory. Net samples were obtained from
main channels and pools using a standard FBA net. Sampling time was standardised to two minutes,
unless the water body being sampled was very small, when it was reduced to about a minute

x

Core samples (11.2 cm diameter in all surveys since 2000) were taken to a depth of 15 cm where
possible and placed in labelled plastic bags. In the laboratory cores were sieved through a 0.5 mm
mesh and the material remaining on the sieve was fixed in 4% buffered formaldehyde. Samples were
later re-sieved and washed, then sorted under a binocular microscope under at least 7x
magnification. Specimens were identified to species level where possible. Any difficult or unusual
specimens were sent to Dr Peter Garwood (marine ecologist with specialist knowledge of benthic
fauna) for external verification or identification. All species recorded were given the appropriate Marine
Conservation Society code (Howson and Picton, 1997)

x

Biotope matching was done mainly in the field for hard substrate habitats, but for the sediment shores
most biotope matching was done during report preparation, when data from the cores could be
included
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Full details of sampling sites, methods and results are provided in the following reports: Smith, 1989 (and
2000; Aquatonics Ltd 2007a (Annexe 12F) and 2007b (Annexe 12G).

Fish
Fish surveys were carried out in 2001 by the Environment Agency, using seine nets of various sizes. The survey
areas were Carnsew Pool, Copperhouse Pool, Hayle Harbour and Lower Lelant Water. Fish were identified to
species level where possible, counted and returned to the site where they were obtained. Selected fish
(flounder, bass, golden-grey mullet and gilthead bream) from Carnsew were measured and some were also
weighed. Full details of sampling sites, methods used and fish species recorded are contained in the two
reports prepared by Forster & Smith (Forster and Smith, 2001a and 2001b.
12.3.1.3 Ornithology baseline data collection
Previous studies
A number of ornithological monitoring programmes have been conducted within the Hayle Estuary in recent
years, both in relation to potential development programmes in the estuary, and as part of the national Wetland
Bird Survey (WeBS) programme. As part of a previous potential development plan for the site ornithological
surveys were undertaken around the Hayle Estuary in 2000-2001 (Evans et al 2002), covering the entire estuary
at different tidal states and on a sectoral basis. The findings of this study are summarised in Appendix 12T.
Ornithological survey methods
With the introduction of the current development proposal by ING Ltd, a targeted waterfowl monitoring
programme was initiated at the site to run from December 2004 to November 2005. This programme recorded
system usage by waterfowl on the same sectoral basis as the 2000/1 programme; see Figure 12.3 below. In
addition, a greater emphasis was placed within the methodology on the collection of disturbance related
information, based on standard methods (e.g. Bibby et al, 1992 & IECS, 1999), in the context of the changed
proposals at the site.
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Annexe 12H contains detailed information on the findings of the 2004/5 ornithological monitoring programme, as
well as summarising findings from previous programmes on the Hayle estuary. The majority of the baseline
characterisation and subsequent assessment has been based upon the 2004 to 2005 dedicated survey
programme.
The 2004 – 2005 ornithological monitoring programme involved weekly waterfowl counts undertaken across
the Hayle estuary site each month over a year. The site was divided into a series of count sectors, using the
same site divisions as the original monitoring programme in order to maximise dataset comparability. Two
main counts were then conducted across the estuary on each survey date, covering the low water and high
water periods (c. 2 hours either side of high and low water). Species, activity and numbers were logged for
each count sector and a general ‘activity’ score or descriptor given to each site per count. This score
described the level of anthropogenic activity in the area. Where significant disturbance impacts were noted,
descriptions of the activity and any avifaunal response were made. A general log of tide, weather and other
factors (for instance impoundment of the Copper House Pool) was also maintained for each count.
Since a key component of the programme was to characterise the disturbance response of waterfowl to a
number of stimuli, efforts were made to minimise surveyor disturbance at all times. Given the baseline nature
of this work, and the potential use of the data in assessing potential impacts to avifauna from the development,
including construction and operation, opportunities to observe ad hoc disturbance activity and avifaunal
responses, including any potential habituation, were maximised. In detail:
x

A series of single point counts were conducted across the already identified zones. Species and
abundance within each zone were noted, together with activity (roosting, feeding, loafing etc). Where
observed, the response of avifauna to a disturbance stimuli was noted, using a simple numerical
magnitude response association, for instance:

Type 1 – no response observed
Type 2 – behavioural changes. Behaviour noted - heads-up, stopped feeding, distraction feeding etc
Type 3a – movement down or along shore in zone (walking). Settlement time noted
Type 3b – movement down or along shore in zone (flying). Settlement time noted
Type 3c – obvious existing displacement response within zone (for an existing response that commenced
prior to arrival to carry out count)
Type 4 – movement out of zone into adjacent area (flying, walking or swimming). Settlement time noted
Type 5 – movement out of zone and out of area or view (flying). Direction of movement noted
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x

In all cases, species and numbers affected, as well as the type of disturbance stimuli, were noted (ie
walker, dog walker, jogger, bird watcher, raptor/gull overflight by helicopter or aircraft, quad bike use,
jet ski, sailboat, car/van, JCB, other type of vehicles), and judgement made on the frequency of the
activity, ie for instance regular vehicle movements on the causeway, frequency of dog walkers on the
path around Carnsew Pool. Noise related disturbance was also logged as appropriate (type, duration
and frequency of occurrence) as well as the location of significant single disturbance events, the
general level of activity for the count sector, and any variability in waterfowl response to similar
activity over a tidal cycle

12.3.2

Definition of key terms in ecological impact assessment

Explanation of the term impact
The aim of the ecological impact assessment is to identify likely significant ecological effects, referred to as
impacts, which would be produced in the natural (habitats, flora and fauna) terrestrial and/or aquatic
environment. In line with the Institute of Ecological and Environmental Management (IEEM) this document
uses the term impact rather than effect when referring to the way the ecology may be affected by a proposal
(IEEM, 2006).
Explanation of the term receptor
The ecological feature which is being affected by the impact is termed the receptor; key ecological receptors
are features that have been assessed as being of value within the context of the proposals and the EIA.
12.3.3

Assessment of conservation value of receptors

The IEEM assessment guidelines (2006) have been used to establish the value, or sensitivity, of terrestrial
habitats and species impacted by development. For aquatic ecology and ornithology, published assessment
criteria developed specifically for assigning conservation value to i) aquatic invertebrate and algae
communities, and ii) waterfowl assemblages, have been used (references are given below).
12.3.3.1 Criteria for assessing conservation value of terrestrial ecology receptors
The approach to ecological evaluation advocated by the IEEM guidelines (2006) involves professional
judgement, based on available guidance and information, together with advice from experts who know the
locality of the project and/or the distribution and status of the species or features that are being considered.
The analysis aims to assign value to an ecological resource or feature with reference to a defined geographical
scale, ie:
x

International

x

UK

x

National (ie England)
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x

Regional

x

County

x

District

x

Local / Parish, and / or

x

within immediate zone of influence only

Sites which are subject to statutory and/or non-statutory designation may be readily assigned a value on this
scale, for example:
x

Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs) are internationally
important sites

x

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) are nationally important sites

x

in Cornwall, County Wildlife Sites (non-statutory) are of county value

Where an area has more than one designation, the highest of these has been used to assign significance.
Features of a site that are not the reasons for its designation(s) are assessed and valued according to their
intrinsic value.
Where a site contains features which do not meet the criteria for sites of local value, but which nevertheless do
have some biodiversity interest, it is assessed as being of value ‘within the immediate zone of influence only’.
In assigning value to species, reference to a species’ geographical distribution, and its population status (eg
widespread, common, rare) and trends (eg. declining, stable) has been made. A species that is rare and
declining may be assigned a higher level of importance than one that is rare but known to be stable. Species
which have a significant proportion of their European population in the UK may also be highly valued.
Species and habitats that have been assigned action plans in the UK and Cornwall Biodiversity Action Plans
have been highlighted; however the assignment of a plan does not in itself ascribe valuation but provides
conservation actions that have been formulated for the species or habitat and therefore implies a measure of
nature conservation concern.
12.3.3.2 Criteria for assessing conservation value of aquatic ecology receptors
Published conservation assessment categories were used to assign importance to aquatic invertebrates and
algae found in the Hayle estuary complex. The definitions of Local, Regional, National and International
importance have been defined by the JNCC (Davidson et al, 1991), as follows:
x

"International: communities which are outstandingly good examples of their type in the north-east
Atlantic; communities recorded at only a few locations in the north-east Atlantic; species which are
recorded at only a few locations in the north-east Atlantic; species recorded in higher abundance in
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the area under consideration than anywhere else in the north-east Atlantic or where the area is one of
only a very few locations where large quantities are recorded
x

National: communities which are outstandingly good examples of their type in Britain; communities
recorded in only a very few similar physiographic situations in Britain (both of these definitions refer to
communities which are or are likely to be widely occurring in other similar physiographic situations in
the north-east Atlantic); species which are recorded at only a few locations in Britain but are more
widespread in other parts of the north-east Atlantic; species recorded in higher abundance at
locations under consideration than in any others elsewhere in Britain or where the site is one of only a
very few locations where large quantities are recorded in Britain

x

Regional: communities which are present in similar physiographic situations elsewhere in Britain but
which are outstandingly good examples of their type in the location under consideration or are as
good examples as similar communities present elsewhere in Britain; communities recorded at only a
few locations in the same biogeographic region; species which are unrecorded or recorded at only a
few locations in similar physiographic situations in Britain but which are wi despread in other similar
sites in other parts of Britain; species recorded in higher abundance in the area under consideration
than in any other part of Britain or where the site is one of only a very few locations where large
quantities are recorded in Britain

x

Local: communities which are widespread throughout Britain with as good or better examples at
several other locations. The selection of only species which are of higher than local importance
precludes the use of this category in the species lists"

12.3.3.3 Criteria for assessing conservation value of ornithological receptors
Where applicable, standard criteria for conservation importance have been applied, based upon those
described in Banks et al, 2006, whereby importance reflects a 1percent threshold: for International Importance
this equates to a site supporting over 1percent of a population (geographic or fly-way) of a species and for
National Importance, 1percent of the UK population of a species. In addition, Regional/Local Importance has
been ascribed to a species representing 1percent or more of a system population (e.g. the Hayle Estuary or
local coastal area).
12.3.3.4 Methods for assessing nature and significance of ecological impacts
Impact identification
The sensitivity (and recoverability) of receptors to an impact was identified, as far as current knowledge allows,
during the EIA process. Generally this was, by necessity, a qualitative assessment based on published
literature and best available scientific information.
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Impact characterisation
Impacts were characterised by reference to the following terms and definitions:
x

positive (with a beneficial biodiversity/nature conservation outcome)

x

negative (with an adverse outcome)

x

direct (usually the most obvious impacts, such as measurable habitat loss through removal)

x

indirect (loss as a consequence of a direct impact)

x

temporary (where a return to baseline conditions would occur after the impact)

x

permanent (where a return to baseline conditions would not occur)

x

beneficial (where there is gain in terms of nature conservation objectives or biodiversity)

x

harmful (where there is loss in terms of nature conservation objectives or biodiversity)

x

Other key characteristics of impacts identified in the assessment were:

x

magnitude, referring to the size or amount of an impact (where possible this is quantified from data
such as measure of extent or counts of population)

x

extent, ie the area over which the impact occurs

x

duration (in ecological assessment, the time over which the impact is predicted to last, normally
defined in terms of relevant ecological characteristics (such as life cycles) rather than human
timescales)

Consideration was given to the potential for impacts to interact with other impacts (either arising from the
proposed development or a different (external) source), thus producing a cumulative effect (often of greater
magnitude).
Impact significance
An impact may or may not be significant. An impact was assessed as being potentially significant when it was
identified as potentially affecting:
x

features of international or national importance such as designated sites or legally protected habitats
or species

x

features that are highlighted as being of nature conservation concern in national, regional and local
policies
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Residual impacts
During the EIA process the available means to avoid, minimise or mitigate for negative impacts were identified.
Then, subject to their acceptability, these means were incorporated in the design of the proposal, so that the
final assessment of impact identified impacts that would be left. The consequences for development control,
policy guidance and legislative compliance were then identified from the predicted residual impacts.
Levels of confidence in assessment
There were limitations to the level of confidence with which predictions of impact were made. The limits arose
from:
x

the available information on the sensitivity of the receptor

x

the current understanding of the impact process and its complexity

In line with the convention in ecological impact assessment, a level of confidence was attached to most
predictions, although the assessment was in some instances based on expert judgement rather than
documented evidence.
12.3.4

Consultations

Consultations with statutory and voluntary nature conservation agencies were undertaken during the course of
the masterplan design stages. The principal method of consultation was ‘round table’ meetings with relevant
agency officers, in order to identify potentially significant ecological impacts and the scope of mitigation
measures required to address these. Dates of round-table meetings and an indication of consultee attendance
are provided below.
26 July 2005

Natural England (formerly English Nature); Environment Agency; Cornwall County
Council; RSPB; Cornwall Wildlife Trust.

12 January 2006

Natural England; Environment Agency; Cornwall County Council; RSPB.

23 May 2007

Natural England; Environment Agency, Cornwall County Council; RSPB.

In addition, in dividual meetings with selected agencies were undertaken when seeking advice on specific
aspects of baseline surveys and/or possible mitigation strategies, for example:
x

prior to the initiation of the 2004/05 ornithological monitoring programme, key issues were discussed
in on-site meetings with Natural England and the RSPB, and based on the outcomes of these a robust
data collection methodology was identified
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x

in 2007, meetings were held with Cornwall County Council to confirm the scope of past protected
species surveys and contents of a potential mitigation strategy for reptiles; a meeting was also held
with Natural England focusing on management options for the Triangular Spit (primarily relating to the
Schedule 8 species petalwort, Petalophllum ralfsii)

12.4

Baseline conditions

Baseline conditions are described below for the three key ecological components relevant to the proposed
development:
x

terrestrial ecology

x

aquatic ecology, ie. estuarine invertebrates, marine algae and fish

x

ornithology, ie migratory and wintering aquatic bird species (terrestrial breeding birds are considered
under the terrestrial ecology section)

Current site land uses and operational conditions relating to the harbour are described where these have a
significant influence on species’ distribution and/or abundance, or on habitat quality.
12.4.1

Baseline data for terrestrial ecology

Summary accounts of the results obtained from field surveys of separate areas of the proposed development
site are provided below. See Figure 12.1 for locations of areas referred to.
12.4.1.1 Ecological characteristics of the Triangular Spit
(i)

Habitat types

The Triangular Spit comprises a flat segment of land which separates the main harbour area to the north from
Carnsew Pool and the channel of the River Hayle to the south and west. The broad range of habitats present
comprises:
x

A dune formation on the western side of the Spit, with a small area of open dune and dune grassland
behind a narrow beach. The open dunes support abundant marram (Ammophila arenaria), sea spurge
(Euphorbia paralias), sand sedge (Carex arenaria) and sea bindweed (Calystegia soldanella); abundant
rest-harrow (Ononis repens) and ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) are characteristic of the stabilised dunes

x

A central open area of sparse grassland dominated by a bryophyte flora and interspersed with loosegravelled tracks and hardstanding
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x

Areas of ruderal vegetation and scrub along the Spit’s southern and eastern margins, interspersed
with small areas of grassland. The scrub includes bramble (Rubus fruticosus), gorse (Ulex europeaus),
and non-native species such as sea buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides) and buddleja (Buddleja
davidii).

All vegetation types are subject to intensive grazing pressure by the large rabbit population that occurs on the
Spit.
(ii)

Plant species of note

Surveys carried out in 2001 (The Environment Practice) and 2005 (Spalding Associates, 2005f) have recorded
several vascular plant species of local and regional interest on the Triangular Spit. These are listed below with
details of their population size on the Spit and conservation status in Cornwall.
Species

Distribution / population on Spit1

Notes on conservation status2

Anacamptis

c.180 flowering spikes recorded in

Distribution in Cornwall localised;

pyramidalis

2001, 60% of these in grassland

most county records around Hayle

adjacent to southern margin of Spit,

area and further east at Penhale.

Pyramidal Orchid

Eryngium maritimum
Sea Holly
Orobanche hederae
Ivy Broomrape

remainder in NW and SE corners.
c.220 plants recorded in 2001 within

Frequent on north coast of county;

dune formation on west side of Spit.

characteristic of beaches / dunes.

c.20 plants recorded in 2001 at SE

Described in Murphy (1999) as

corner of Spit, and 121 in 2005 from

‘rare [in the County], but can be

the southern end of Middle Weir;

locally frequent’; persists in the

associated with growth of ivy.

same place year-on-year. Formerly
‘Nationally Scarce’ in UK, now of
‘Least Concern’ (JNCC 2005).

Scrophularia
scorodonia
Balm-leaved Figwort

100-150 plants recorded in 2001,

Recent introduction to GB rather

concentrated at south shore of Spit;

than native; formerly ‘Nationally

891 plants recorded in 2005, in southeastern and eastern areas of Spit.

Scarce’ in UK, largely confined to
Cornwall; colonises disturbed land.

Table 12— 2: Vascular plants of conservation interest recorded at Triangular Spit
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1
2

Several of the above species also occur elsewhere in terrestrial habitats at Hayle (see below).
Based on reference to Murphy, R.J. (1999), Flora of Cornwall CD-ROM (Cornish Business Systems) and

JNCC (2005), The Vascular Plant Red List for Great Britain (Joint Nature Conservation Committee).
The 2005 survey for bryophytes (see Annexe 12A) recorded significant numbers of the Nationally Scarce
liverwort species petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii) on the Triangular Spit. Eight areas supporting populations of
the plant were identified; the largest area covers the central region of the Spit, as shown in Figure 12.4, and
supports an estimated 216,000 ‘thalli’ (stem-like structures regarded as individual components of the plant
colony), while the other seven areas are distributed towards the three ‘points’ of the triangle of land and in total
support a further c.10,000 thalli. The overall estimate of petalwort thalli on the Triangular Spit, of just over
227,000, exceeds the combined total for all other sites in Cornwall from surveys during the 2004-05 winter
(Plantlife, unpublished data) and the combined total for all sites in England. An audit of UK petalwort
populations and their protected status was carried out by Plantlife (2000), and the results imply that only seven
populations in the UK exceed 10,000 thalli, within an overall total that is under 1 million. The Triangular Spit at
Hayle Harbour thus supports at least 20% of the total U.K. population of the species.
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Petalwort is accorded statutory protection in the UK since it is listed on Schedule 8 of the Wildlife &
Countryside Act (1981). It is also listed on Annex II of the EC Habitats Directive, and the European Bryophyte
Red Data Book lists it as ‘Vulnerable’. Within the UK BAP, it is listed as a Priority species and the Action Plan
for the species within the UK BAP has the following targets: T1 - Maintain the population size at all extant sites;
T2 – Maintain the geographical range.
The Triangular Spit receives regular recreational use, primarily from people accessing the small beach on the
western side of the Spit, and from dog-walkers. The latter use has potential to adversely affect petalwort
growth through nutrient enrichment of the habitat and disturbance of rabbit-grazing (essential to maintain the
short sward conditions preferred by petalwort).
(iii)

Records of fauna

The dune formation and areas of scrub provide a limited area of habitat potentially suitable for reptiles, and
hence a reptile survey was conducted here in 2005 (Spalding Associates 2005i). No reptiles were recorded,
probably because migration of reptiles into the site is deterred by: (i) built-up land located between the Spit
and the nearest suitable reptile habitat (North Quay); (ii) heavy use of the site by the general public resulting in
a high level of disturbance.
Data supplied by ERCCIS indicate that evidence of otter (Lutra lutra) presence was recorded in 2004 in the
vicinity of the Triangular Spit, at its southernmost extremity near the sluice tunnels that enter Carnsew Pool.
The otter receives statutory protection in the UK as it is listed on Schedule 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act
(1981) and also on Annex II of the EC Habitats Directive; the otter is also a UK BAP priority species, and a
Species Action Plan has been published for the otter in the County BAP (see section 2.4). Consultation with
the Cornwall Wildlife Trust indicates that otters are known to frequent the Hayle River and have been sighted in
the reedbed / saltmarsh habitat that occurs at the southern end of Lelant Water; it appears likely that animals
may move north along the shores of Lelant Water to forage for fish and shellfish in and around Carnsew Pool,
although there is no suitable resting or breeding habitat here.
12.4.1.2 Ecological characteristics of South Quay
(i)

Habitat types

The majority of land at South Quay is open, unvegetated ground used for parking and vehicle access to the
quaysides. Semi-natural habitats cover only c.15% of the site and consist of small areas of sparse grassland
interspersed with bryophytes along a narrow strip on the eastern margin of the quay, along with sparse scrub
and ruderal vegetation which has colonised tipped material on the western side of the quay.
Given the sparseness of semi-natural habitats and relatively high levels of access and disturbance, the
potential for protected species of fauna to occur at the site was considered low and no faunal surveys were
conducted on South Quay.
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(ii)

Plant species of note

A survey carried out in 2001 (The Environment Practice) recorded one plant species of local interest on South
Quay, balm-leaved figwort (Scrophularia scorodonia); c.90 specimens were recorded, primarily from the
western region of the Quay. A survey for rare plants in 2005 recorded 479 balm-leaved figwort plants here,
distributed over a similar area, and also 71 specimens of ivy broomrape (Orobanche hederae).
The Nationally Scarce and protected liverwort species, petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii), was found on South
Quay during a survey in April 2005 (Spalding Associates 2005d), in 13 small discrete colonies all located on
open sandy soil that has accumulated along the harbour walls at the eastern margin of the site; see Figure
12.5. The number of thalli recorded at each colony varied from 1-17; given the scarcity of suitable habitat for
the plant, the total size of the population here is estimated to be in the low hundreds.
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(iii)

Records of fauna

The sole building present on South Quay (known as Blue Haze) was examined during November 2006 to
assess whether it could support roosting bats. This is a detached single-storey concrete block building with a
flat roof. It was assessed externally only owing to access difficulties, but it was judged that it could be used by
roosting bats since gaps between the roof and walls were apparent. (Emergence surveys would be carried out
prior to demolition of the building).
12.4.1.3 Ecological characteristics of East Quay
(i)

Habitat types

Almost all the land at East Quay currently accommodates commercial buildings and associated hardstanding
for access and parking. A narrow strip of coarse grassland, ruderal vegetation and bramble scrub is present
on the eastern side of the quay. Given the small area and disturbed nature of habitats here, and the relatively
high levels of access and site use, the potential for protected species of fauna to occur at the site was
considered low and no faunal surveys were conducted at East Quay.
(ii)

Plant species of note

Owing to the lack of suitable habitat for petalwort, a survey for this species was not conducted at East Quay.
A survey for rare plants in 2005 (Spalding Associates 2005f) recorded 400 specimens of ivy broomrape
(Orobanche hederae), found primarily in an alleyway between two buildings on the west side of the Quay.
12.4.1.4 Ecological characteristics of North Quay
(i)

Habitat types

The area surveyed at North Quay lies immediately landward of the North Quay harbour walls, rising from the
quay level over low hills to the southern margin of the Hayle cricket ground, beyond which lies the dune system
of Riviere Towans. The survey area also encompasses the quaysides and derelict buildings, areas of land
used for small scale industrial purposes, industrial buildings and enclosing walls, access tracks, land adjacent
to the electricity substation, four quarried areas, and parts of the dune system on the margins of the cricket
ground. All habitats within this area were classified and mapped using the standard Phase 1 habitat survey
methodology (JNCC, 1990), and are shown on Figure 12.6; distinctive land use features and vegetation types
are annotated as ‘target notes’.
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The principal habitat types identified were as follows (Spalding Associates 2005c).
x

Dune grassland is the most common semi-natural habitat on the site, found on the higher levels of the
site where blown sand overlies the soils. In total, the dune grassland in the surveyed area covers 7.9
hectares, and forms part of the Riviere Towan complex that extends beyond the northern part of the
site. The dune grassland is dominated by red fescue grass (Festuca rubra) with varying amounts of
marram grass (Ammophila arenaria) and associated herbs such as lady’s bedstraw (Galium verum)
and bird’s-foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), a vegetation composition typical of fixed dune grassland in
Cornwall. Such dune grassland is a European priority habitat, listed in Annex I of the EC Habitats
Directive (coastal dune systems and their component habitats are threatened and declining in
Europe); the UK Biodiversity Steering Group has produced a national Habitat Action Plan for this BAP
Priority habitat, and there is also a Habitat Action Plan for county sand dune systems contained in the
Cornwall BAP, Volume 3 (2004; see section 2.4)

x

Unstable open dune habitat, covering 1.3 hectares, occurs on the unconsolidated sand of Hayle
Towans, along the northern estuary shore. Here the vegetation has a higher component of marram
and fewer plant species overall

x

Throughout the site, extensive areas of scrub occur as both continuous stands and scattered
patches. The scrub that occurs on the dune grassland covers 1.1 hectares and is largely dominated
by bramble, but locally abundant growths of wild privet (Ligustrum vulgare) and blackthorn (Prunus
spinosa) also occur, which gives it a distinctive dune habitat character. South of the dune grassland
the scrub includes more abundant hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), and there are local dominances
of traveller’s-joy (Clematis vitalba) and an extensive growth of ivy (Hedera helix) on the cliff faces of
the quarries. Scrub adjacent to the industrial areas is dominated by non-native species, largely
butterfly bush (Buddleja davidii) but with scattered cotoneasters (Cotoneaster spp.) and Japanese
honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica). Tree growth on the site is limited to localised planting of young
broadleaves and more mature plantings of Monterey Pine

Other, more localised, habitats at North Quay include small areas of neutral grassland associated with neutral
soils from the underlying stone, maritime grassland which is largely restricted to the margins of the quays,
several localised areas of ephemeral/perennial plant communities on open, disturbed ground, and small areas
of wet seepage on vertical quarry faces that support common marginal vegetation and bryophytes.
(ii)

Plant species of note

No vascular plant species with statutory protection were found during the Phase 1 survey of North Quay, but
past records of three rare species were held for the area by ERCCIS (2005):
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x

western ramping fumitory (Fumaria occidentalis)

x

purple ramping fumitory (Fumaria purpurea)

x

ivy broomrape (Orobanche hederae)

Surveys carried out in 2001 (The Environment Practice) confirmed the presence of ivy broomrape at North
Quay, and recorded further species of interest including balm-leaved figwort, pyramidal orchid and sea holly.
Further surveys for the fumitory species, ivy broomrape and balm-leaved figwort were conducted in 2005
(Spalding Associates 2005f) to provide up-to-date data on their presence and distribution at the site.
The results of the 2001 and 2005 surveys are provided in the table below, with details of plant population sizes
at North Quay and the species‘ conservation status in Cornwall. Figure 12.7 illustrates the locations of rare
plants recorded at North Quay during the 2005 survey.
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Species

Distribution / population at N.

Notes on conservation status1

Quay

Anacamptis

c.1800 flowering spikes recorded in

Distribution in Cornwall is localised;

pyramidalis

2001, 90% in dune grassland to

most county records around Hayle

south and SE of cricket pitch.

area and further east at Penhale.

One plant recorded in 2001 in open

Frequent on north coast of county;

dunes at western end of quay.

characteristic of beaches / dunes.

c. 1600 plants recorded 2001, in

Described in Murphy (1999) as ‘rare

dune grassland with ivy scrub,

[in the County], but can be locally

south of cricket ground and south

frequent’; noted to persist in same

of power station site; 626 plants

place year-on-year. Formerly classed

recorded 2005, mainly in dune

as ‘Nationally Scarce’ in UK, but now

grassland / scrub in east of site.

‘Least Concern’ (JNCC 2005).

Scrophularia

c.350 plants recorded in 2001, in

Regarded as recent introduction to

scorodonia

dune grassland south of cricket

GB rather than native, but formerly

ground and south of power station;

classed as ‘Nationally Scarce’ in UK,

1231 plants recorded 2005, in dune

and is largely confined to Cornwall;

grassland / scrub habitats.

frequent coloniser of disturbed land.

32 specimens of the plant were

Endemic; not under threat (Least

recorded during the 2005 survey,

concern) (JNCC, 2005). Almost

primarily around the western end of

entire population is in west Cornwall;

the access road that runs between

a priority UK and Cornwall BAP

the quayside and former quarried

species. Found widely in Hayle on

areas.

disturbed (mainly arable) ground.

A single plant was recorded in the

Endemic: not under threat (Least

2005 survey, at the western end of

concern) (JNCC, 2005). Regarded as

the North Quay access road.

persistent rather than casual in its

Pyramidal Orchid
Eryngium maritimum
Sea Holly
Orobanche hederae
Ivy Broomrape

Balm-leaved Figwort

Fumaria occidentalis
Western ramping
fumitory

Fumaria purpurea
Purple ramping
fumitory
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Table 12— 3: Vascular plants of conservation interest recorded at North Quay
1

Based on reference to Murphy, R.J. (1999). Flora of Cornwall CD-ROM (Cornish Business Systems) and

JNCC (2005). The Vascular Plant Red List for Great Britain (Joint Nature Conservation Committee).
(iii)

Records of fauna

The dune grassland, scrub and other habitat features at North Quay potentially provide suitable habitat
conditions for the following animal groups:
x

breeding birds, which are likely to find breeding sites and shelter in shrubby vegetation, scrub habitat
and buildings

x

reptiles, principally common lizard, adder and grass snake, which may utilise the south-facing slopes
where exposed, sunny banks and stone / vegetation cover is available

x

invertebrates associated with dune vegetation and sandy substrates

x

bats, which may utilise built structures / quarry faces as roost sites

Surveys for each of the se groups were conducted at North Quay in 2005-07 (Spalding Associates, 2005e,
2005g, 2005i and 2005j, 2006 and 2007a) to determine whether the site supports species of conservation
significance. The results are summarised in the table below.

Breeding
birds

A total of 29 bird species was recorded within the survey area; 21 showed evidence
of breeding on site. The bird community included songbird species typical of urban,
garden and hedgerow habitats. Dune scrub habitats and associated bushes and
low vegetation provide a mixture of open habitat for feeding and nesting sites,
particularly valuable for:
x

dunnock (Prunella modularis) - 12+ breeding pairs recorded

x

linnet (Carduelis cannabina) - 8+ breeding pairs recorded*

x

whitethroat (Sylvia communis) - 6+ breeding pairs recorded

x

song thrush (Turdus philomelos) - two breeding pairs recorded*

x

stonechat (Saxicola torquatus) - one breeding pair recorded

* These species are UK BAP Priority species; individual Species Action Plans have
been published for these birds in the County BAP (see section 2.4)
Buildings present provide nesting sites for house sparrow (Passer domesticus),
starling (Sturnus vulgaris) and possibly swallow (Hirundo rustica). The large chimney
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at the western end of the site does not present nesting opportunities as the ivy
growth is very sparse and there are no obvious gaps in the brickwork.
The possibility of barn owls using the quayside buildings was investigated during
the surveys of buildings for bats but no signs of use were found and the habitats
and buildings were not considered suitable.

Reptiles

Adder (Viper berus), slow-worm (Anguis fragilis) and common lizard (Lacerta
vivipara) were all recorded at the North Quay site and on adjacent land to the west;
see Figures 12.8 – 12.10. During a total of seven survey visits, the highest number
of any one type of reptile species recorded in a single visit was 61 slow-worm, five
adders and 11 common lizards. Key locations for sightings were:
x

Adder – of nine basking sites recorded, five of these were in the dunes to the
west of the electricity sub-station, with others amongst the dune grassland
north of North Quay

x

Common lizard – this species did not show any particular habitat preference
and were widely recorded in all types of habitat; it is likely that they use some of
the range of built features found at the site, such as sections of built walls
overgrown by scrub and grassland

x

Slow-worm – were only found under artificial refugia, either those set out
specifically for the project or under waste material scattered over the site;
animals probably occur throughout the site, since they were found in almost all
localities except tall dune grassland in the east

An initial evaluation of the importance of the site for reptiles based on guidelines
provided by Froglife (1999) suggests that North Quay would qualify for status as a
‘Key Reptile Site’, given that it supports three reptile species and very high numbers
of slow-worm. However, since the records were collected over a period of only
eight visits they cannot be regarded as giving accurate figures for the true reptile
population on the site, and the data are primarily of use in providing a good
1

indication of the usage of habitat areas at North Quay by reptiles. In particular,
while the count of adders was low, the likelihood is that data from the survey underrepresents the adder population since the survey used felt refugia (due to the nature
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of the site), and most survey experts consider that adders are less inclined to use
felt than tin refugia.
The habitats used by reptiles at North Quay have open access and are subject to
regular recreational use, primarily by pedestrians (eg accessing the Riviere Towans
chalet camp) and dog-walkers; these activities probably cause continued low-level
disturbance to the reptile populations.

Invertebrates

176 invertebrate species were recorded, including the nationally rare tachinid fly
Policheta unicolor, the flea beetle Ochrosis ventralis, and the bumblebee Bombus
humilis. The latter species is referenced in the Cornwall BAP, and has recently been
found to be widespread in suitable habitat along the coasts of Cornwall, where it
has probably been under-recorded in the past due to difficulties with identifications;
North Quay is probably of local significance for this species.
Three nationally scarce species were recorded: the ruby-tailed wasp Chrysis illigeri,
the solitary wasp Lestiphorus bicinctus and the solitary leaf-cutter bee Megachile
dorsalis. The main invertebrate interest lies in open habitat within the dune
grassland, where large numbers of thermophilic insects (especially the bees and
wasps) were recorded.
All species recorded are likely to occur on the adjacent dune grasslands at Phillack,
Mexico and Upton Towans.

Bats

A renovated industrial chimney, a quarry face, adjacent shale cliffs, and several
buildings (three disused) at North Quay were inspected in 2006 and 2007 to
determine their suitability as bat roost sites. Figure 12.11 shows these features.
Key findings of the surveys were:
x

Chimney – exterior, where ivy is growing, could provide roost sites for bats, and
the interior may be suitable (access was not possible); no bats were detected
emerging from the chimney

x

Quarry wall and cliff face – provides crevices and areas of ivy cover which
could provide suitable bat roost sites; pipistrelle bats were detected on the cliff
face and in the quarry, possibly feeding, in July 2007

x

Harbour office – a detached two-storey stone building, used as offices; building
appears well sealed with no suitable access points for bats, but access to the
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roof space may be possible between slates and the internal panelling
x

Old canteen – a reinforced concrete and block building with a concrete flat
roof, with some cavity walls; no evidence of bats found but bats could use the
cavity walls

x

Old stables – a roofless stone structure generally closely mortared, partly
covered by dense ivy; only possible places for roosting bats are within or over
the window and door lintels and beneath the ivy, although there could be
smaller crevices within some large joist holes

x

Old shell shed – a detached, roofless single-storey building, block walls
rendered with concrete; no crevices were found in this building and there are
no possibilities for roosting bats

x

Octel buildings, café and training centre – a flat roofed concrete building on the
quayside located at the base of the shrubby cliff face; the roof is well sealed
and does not offer any potential roost sites for bats, but a broken window on
the upper storey and a large hole above a doorway, as well as slits along the
sides of large warehouse-type doors, could be used accessed by bats

Walked transects over the dune grassland at North Quay in July 2007 have shown
that bats are moving across the dune grassland, and probably feeding over this
habitat, in particular adjacent to a stand of conifers on the north-east side of the
power station. See Figure 12.11.
Further pre-development surveys to verify bat presence are planned for the
buildings and structures identified above as having potential roost spaces. The
scope of the detailed surveys comprises:
x

Emergence surveys of specified buildings. A summer dusk emergence survey
will be undertaken on each building proposed for removal / alteration by the
proposed development. Daylight (late afternoon) visual inspection will be
followed by the dusk emergence survey with at least two personnel for each
structure, possibly more for the larger buildings (the harbour office), and
including one licensed bat worker

x

Surveys of cliff and quarry features to investigate their use. An autumn dusk
survey to detect any swarming activity combined with a visual inspection from
the ground will be carried out. A remote detection system (Anabat

TM

) will be

placed in the quarry for a few days once a month in October and November
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2007
x

Autumn activity survey to inform details of construction plan, such as lighting,
and design such as hedge and landscape design. An evening survey will be
undertaken on two autumn evenings, to assess the use of the adjacent dune
grasslands by bats. This will involve a transect walked over two hours starting
half an hour before sunset by two surveyors, to record all bat encounters and
survey conditions. If lesser/greater horseshoe or barbastelle bats are found to
be using the area then extra transects will be required. Additional transects will
also be required if a greater horseshoe bat roost is discovered within four
kilometres of the site. Information from the local bat group and Natural England
will be sought

Table 12— 4: Summary of results of faunal surveys carried out at North Quay
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Note to Figure 12.11: Buildings outlined in red are within the proposed development area and have been
subject to external inspection surveys for bats
12.4.1.5 Ecological characteristics of agricultural land at Riviere Farm
Three agricultural fields within the holding of Riviere Farm, east of North Quay, are included in the development
area. A summary of the habitat features present is given below (taken from Spalding Associates 2005h), and
Figure 12.12 indicates the distribution of habitats recorded.
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x

Plantation. There is a broad belt of planted coniferous and deciduous woodland at the southern edge of
the fields. Semi-mature Monterey pine (Pinus radiata) grow on the northern edge of the shelter belt;
deciduous trees consist of frequent sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), locally frequent alder (Alnus
glutinosa) with ash (Fraxinus excelsior), elm (Ulmus agg.) and oak (Quercus sp.). The scrub layer here
comprises dense bramble, butterfly bush and scattered herbs, while ground cover under the pines is
dominated by scattered ivy

x

Bracken. There is a narrow strip of bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) dominated vegetation at the northern
boundary of the survey site, on the outside of the field boundary

x

Neutral grassland. There is a small area of neutral grassland on an open area at the north-east corner of
the fields. The grassland here is short and trampled and dominated by common grasses and herbs. The
north-east corner of the northernmost field, near the area of neutral grassland, is shown in data from
ERCCIS to be the location of the last record at Hayle for the arable weed hairy-fruited cornsalad
(Valerianella eriocarpa), a Red Data-Book (RDB) (2) species (last recorded at Hayle in 1988)

x

Boundary hedge. The fields are bounded by Cornish hedge structures on most sides. These traditional
field boundaries are generally constructed from earth and stone, with a range of woody and herb growth
growing on both sides and on the top. The hedges within the survey area are narrow and well vegetated,
being dominated by bramble and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) with a good range of common herbs
including nettle, pellitory-of-the-wall (Parietaria judaica), cleavers (Galium aparine), red dead-nettle
(Lamium purpureum), wild madder (Rubia peregrina), and hart’s-tongue fern (Phyllitis scolopendrium).
Shrub and tree growth is limited to very sparse small hawthorn growth and elder with lines of garden privet
on the more southerly hedge lengths

x

Arable fields. The three fields hold sandy, well drained soils, and are currently planted with brassicas.
The field edges have a 3m unplanted strip that currently supports a range of ruderal plants

Bat use of this part of the site has been assessed in on-going surveys during summer 2007 (see Annexe 12D).
Survey results so far have shown that bats are feeding in the vicinity of the small farmhouse at the centre of the
fields (at sodium vapour lights) and along the adjacent hedge lines; further surveys will be undertaken to
establish whether they are roosting in the building at the centre of the fields.
Although the arable fields are of low nature conservation value, the hedge boundaries are important as local
feeding habitat for bats, as well as providing navigation routes for bats through the landscape. They are also
likely to be locally valuable as habitat for small mammals, reptiles and songbirds. The plantation, despite the
high proportion of non-native species, is of sufficient extent and maturity to provide potential habitat for small
mammals and birds, and may also form part of the navigation network for bats.
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12.4.1.6 Ecological characteristics of Copperhouse Pool saltmarsh
Copperhouse saltmarsh is located at the easternmost end of Copperhouse Pool; the pool is maintained as a
tidal habitat by a sluice. The saltmarsh habitat includes a diversity of semi-natural saltmarsh vegetation types
including low, mid and upper marsh communities. The low saltmarsh communities are scattered within the
more open central pool area, with the mid and upper saltmarsh communities restricted to the more sheltered
habitat to the east. The saltmarsh habitat consists of the following National Vegetation Classification
communities:
SM6 – Spartina anglica (common cord-grass) saltmarsh community
SM8 – Annual Salicornia (glasswort) saltmarsh community
SM9 – Sueda maritima (annual sea-blite) saltmarsh community
SM10 – Transitional low-marsh vegetation with Puccinellia maritima (saltmarch grass), annual Salicornia
species and S. maritima
SM13 – Puccinellia maritima saltmarsh community
SM16 – Festuca rubra (red fescue) saltmarsh community
SM24 – Elymus pycanthus (sea couch) saltmarsh community
S4 – Phragmites australis (common reed) swamp and reeds
The vegetation communities show a typical transition from low to upper marsh communities; see Annexe 12E
for map showing distribution of NVC saltmarsh communities on Copperhouse Pool.
Two plant species of nature conservation value were recorded on the saltmarsh. A single plant of purple
ramping fumitory was found growing beside the Black Bridge (SW56653812). Small fruited rush Juncus
compressus, is known to occur in the Copperhouse salt-marsh, and has been found there recently by Rosaline
Murphy (former south-west Cornwall recorder for Botanical Society of the British Isles). In addition balm-leaved
figwort spikes occur along the path running through the tall common reed.
12.4.1.7 Assessment of valued receptors for terrestrial ecology

Petalwort
Petalwort is a lower plant that is nationally scarce, protected nationally by law (Schedule 8 of the Wildlife &
Countryside Act 1981; see section 12.3.2.1), listed as vulnerable within a European context, and is listed in the
EC Habitats Directive (CEC, 1992), under which the UK government has an obligation to protect sites which
support this species. Petalwort is a UK BAP priority species, and an action plan for the plant is included in the
Cornwall BAP (2004).
The population of petalwort on the Triangular Spit is of considerable nature conservation value because of the
status of the plant and the size of the colony: the estimate for the population here exceeds the combined total
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for all other sites in Cornwall recorded to date, and only one population in the UK is larger (Brownslade
Burrows, Pembrokeshire, recorded 2002). The numerical status of the population on the Spit is at least
nationally important and in itself is probably sufficient to justify SSSI notification, and possibly qualify the site
as important on a European-wide scale.
The plant also occurs on South Quay and on the southern shore of Carnsew Pool, but these populations are
much smaller and of less significance numerically than those found on the Spit, and can be classed as being of
district-regional value. However, since the species is protected under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife & Countryside
Act (1981), any actions that would destroy or harm even these small populations would only be allowed under
licence from Natural England.

Bats
All bat species (except possibly Daubenton’s bat) are considered to be declining and vulnerable in Europe
(Mitchell-Jones, 2004) and are therefore listed in Annex IV of the EC Habitats Directive. In the UK, all bat
species and their roosts are fully protected from disturbance, damage or destruction by the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 and the Conservation (Natural Habitat etc) Regulations 1994 (see section 12.2.3.1).
Bats are known to occur within North Quay area and the fields and hedges on the adjacent Riviere Fields site.
Surveys to date have identified that common pipistrelle bats (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) use the dune grassland,
the sheltered areas of cliff face and quarry, and the hedges on Riviere Fields, for foraging. Bats use flight lines
over these areas (particularly the cliff face and the tracks) and there is potential roost habitat in most of the
buildings that would be affected in the proposals. Additionally it is possible that the cliff faces at the back of
North Quay and the quarry walls may be used for winter hibernation.
The surveys to date indicate that the bat population using the site comprises pipistrelle bats only and that
numbers present are small, suggesting that North Quay and adjacent farmland habitats are likely to be of local
importance only for bats (although this assessment may require review if future surveys find large autumn or
winter roost sites).

Coastal dune grassland
This habitat type (also known as fixed dune with herbaceous vegetation), is a European priority habitat for
which the UK has special responsibility, being listed in Annex I of the EC Habitats Directive (CEC, 1992). The
UK Biodiversity Steering Group has produced a national Habitat Action Plan for sand dune systems in the UK
(UKBSG, 1995) which is closely linked to the Cornwall Biodiversity Initiative Habitat Action Plan for the county
sand dune systems (Cornwall Biodiversity Initiative, 2004).
Approximately 8.9 hectares of coastal dune grassland occurs at North Quay, and the plant species
composition of the habitat here is typical of fixed dune grassland in Cornwall. Overall, owing to the moderate
size of the habitat area, its isolation from the wider Towans dune system (by an adjacent cricket pitch and the
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Riviere Chalet camp to the north), and the extent of current recreational pressures, the quality of the dune
grassland here is assessed as being of only regional significance.

Reptile communities
An assemblage of reptile species (comprising adders, slow worms and common lizards) is present at North
Quay which would qualify the area as a ‘Key Reptile Site’, according to criteria established by the organisation
Froglife (1999). The Key Reptile Site Register is a mechanism designed to promote the safeguard of important
reptile sites; where these sites are identified they are often considered to be of at least county-wide
significance for nature conservation (depending on the specific species concerned and their population sizes).
The reptile community at North Quay has an exceptional population of slow worm, and overall the assemblage
is assessed as being of county significance.

Nesting birds
A total of 21 bird species showed evidence of breeding in habitats available at North Quay. Of these, four are
of conservation significance owing either to their unfavourable conservation status in Europe (stonechat;
Tucker & Heath, 1994), or because their breeding status in Britain is currently of concern (house sparrow, song
thrush, linnet; Anon 2002). Linnet and song thrush are also UK BAP priority species, and action plans for these
species are included in the Cornwall BAP (2004).
The bird community is composed of typical species of urban, garden and hedgerow habitats, although dune
grassland habitats with associated bushes and low vegetation are important for species such as stonechat and
linnet. Overall, owing to the limited extent of breeding habitat and small breeding populations present, the
breeding bird assemblage at North Quay is assessed as being of local significance.

Purple ramping fumitory and western ramping fumitory
The western and purple ramping fumitories are endemic to the UK and the core of their national distribution is
located in Cornwall; western ramping fumitory is largely restricted to west Cornwall and is a UK and Cornwall
BAP priority species. However, neither species is considered either critically endangered, endangered,
vulnerable or near threatened (Cheffings and Farrell, 2005).
Both species occur on North Quay, western ramping fumitory being the more abundant (32 specimens
recorded compared with one specimen for purple ramping fumitory). The status of their populations on the
proposed development site is considered to be of local significance.
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Ivy broomrape
Ivy broomrape is an uncommon species in Britain and in Cornwall. It is found within the proposed
development site at East Quay in a small and very isolated stand, more extensively on North Quay, and
sparsely on South Quay; within the county, and particularly in the more local area of the St Ives Bay dune
system, there are larger colonies of the species in more extensive habitat.
The status of the ivy broomrape populations on the proposed development site is considered to be of local
significance.

Otter
The otter is included on Annexes II and IV of the EC Habitats Directive. It is protected under Schedule 5 of the
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 and Schedule 2 of the Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations, 1994.
The European sub-species is also listed as globally threatened by the IUCN. The otter is identified as a priority
species in the UK BAP, and an action plan for the species is included in the Cornwall BAP (2004).
Otters occur on the Hayle River catchment, in the Lelant Water region of the estuary, and at Carnsew Pool.
The value of this latter region to local otter populations is difficult to determine owing to limited sightings of the
species, but the pool probably has local significance as a foraging habitat.

Hedges and Cornish hedge banks
Hedges and Cornish hedge banks (earth banks, with or without stone walls, topped with woody shrubs) occur
on the Riviere Fields portion of the proposed development site, comprising a total length of 1,150 metres.
These hedges do not show features which would classify them as ancient or species-rich, nor are they unlikely
to qualify as ‘important’ hedges under the Hedgerow Regulations 1997 (see section 12.3.2.5). However, the
hedges and hedge banks are considered to be of at least of local nature conservation value due to the network
of hedges that potentially provide habitat value for reptiles, birds and bats.
Saltmarsh
Saltmarsh is identified as a priority habitat in the UK BAP, and an action plan for this habitat is included in the
Cornwall BAP (2004). Saltmarsh (termed ‘Atlantic salt-meadow’) is listed in the EC Habitats Directive (CEC,
1992), under which the UK government has an obligation to protect sites that support this habitat. The
saltmarsh at Copperhouse Pool is of at least national importance, because it is part of the Hayle Estuary &
Carrack Gladden SSSI, it contains vegetation communities which are of European value as a habitat, and it
supports round-fruited rush (Juncus compressus) which is listed as ’near threatened’ in the UK (JNCC, 2005).
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12.4.2

Baseline data for aquatic ecology

12.4.2.1 Marine biotopes recorded
Biotopes are habitats and their associated biological communities. Annexe 12I summarises data from surveys
of the Hayle Estuary by Aquatic Environmental Consultants and Aquatonics Ltd, and includes all the biotopes
recorded (comprising a variety of hard substrate and sediment biotopes). In the UK, marine biotopes are
classified using the marine biotope scheme developed by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (Connor et
al, 2004). Biotopes present at sites that were surveyed prior to publication of the JNCC biotope classifications
have been assessed using the raw data from the relevant surveys.
Fourteen biotopes were recorded from the strandline, mixed and hard substrates, of which thirteen could be
matched with JNCC biotopes. Fifteen biotopes were recorded from sediments, but only eleven could be
matched with a JNCC biotope. The number of biotopes recorded in the Hayle estuary complex was
unexceptional, given the variety of substrates and salinity zones present. However, many of them had a lower
diversity than expected, which is presumably due to the influence of contaminants.
12.4.2.2 Aquatic invertebrate communities
Densities of the invertebrate species typically eaten by wading birds are summarised in Annexe 12I for different
parts of the Hayle estuary complex. Many species were present at unusually low densities, even where the
substrate and salinities were suitable. This is almost certainly due to the high levels of metal contamination in
many parts of the Hayle complex, resulting from the site’s industrial history of copper smelting and associated
deposition of metal-rich slag on the shore in many areas. The only shorebird prey recorded at moderately high
densities were ragworm (Nereis diversiciolor) and the amphipod Corophium volutator, and even for these
species the areas that supported high densities were primarily in muddy areas of Copperhouse Pool.
Evidence for the importance of metal and other pollution in reducing invertebrate diversity and abundance comes
from two main sources. Firstly, comparison of the Hayle fauna with other similar estuaries that are
uncontaminated shows that the Hayle Estuary is unusually species-poor. Secondly, there are sediment guidelines
that are useful for predicting whether concentrations of metals and other contaminants are at levels that would be
expected to reduce invertebrate diversity. The standards that are most widely used were developed in Canada
(Canadian Council of Ministers for the Environment, 1999) and are referred to here as Canadian Sediment Quality
Standards; they provide Interim Sediment Quality Guidelines (ISQG) and Probable Effects Levels (PEL).
Concentrations of copper, zinc and arsenic in sediments in various parts of the Hayle complex have been
compared with the Canadian sediment quality guidelines, and many locations in the Hayle area contain
sediment concentrations that are 2-10 times the PEL for each of these metals separately. It is therefore not
surprising to find that the invertebrate fauna is very restricted. Annexe 12I contains detailed information on metal
contamination of sediments and biota in Hayle estuary.
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No Nationally Rare or Nationally Scarce invertebrates or algae have been found in several detailed surveys of
the Hayle estuary complex. The invertebrates and algae in the Hayle estuary complex are predominantly
common estuarine species. The only Biodiversity Species Action Plan for any aquatic invertebrate or alga that
has been recorded in the Hayle estuary complex is for native oyster (Ostrea edulis). There is also a record of a
single specimen of fan shell (Atrina fragilis) from near Hayle (Cornwall Wildlife Trust, 2004). The location is not
stated, but was presumably in St Ives Bay rather than in the Hayle estuary.
There are marine habitats present (eg mudflats) which are Priority Habitats under the UK Biodiversity Action
Plan (UK Biodiversity Group, 1999). These are discussed in Section 12.4.2.4.
12.4.2.3 Fish
Of the aquatic species present in the Hayle complex the most important component comprises fish. Surveys of
fish carried out by Environment Agency staff on behalf of Aquatic Environmental Consultants (Forster and
Smith, 2001a and b – Appendices 12R and 12S) confirmed the importance of Carnsew Pool, and to a lesser
extent Copperhouse Pool, as fish nursery areas. Carnsew Pool supports adult and juvenile gilthead bream
(Sparus aurata) and golden-grey mullet (Liza aurata), both relatively rare in the UK. Carnsew Pool contains
juveniles of a wide range of species (eg bass Dicentrarchus labrax, pollack Pollachius pollachius, thick-lipped
mullet Chelon labrosus, common sole Solea solea, plaice Pleuronectes platessa, brill Scophthalmus rhombus,
tub gurnard Aspitrigla cuculus, ballan wrasse Labrus bergylta and corkwing wrasse Crenilabrus melops),
suggesting it is an important nursery area for a range of fish species. Although large numbers of juvenile bass
were caught in the survey the results for Carnsew Pool were not as high as would be expected for such an
ideal habitat (Goodwin, 2002).
Adult gilthead bream were also caught in the harbour, immediately below the entrance to Carnsew Pool sluice,
suggesting that they move between Carnsew and the harbour. The pool near the entrance to Copperhouse
Pool is an important habitat for golden-grey mullet, juvenile bass and juvenile gilthead bream.
The harbour area is important for greater sandeel and lesser sandeel. There is also a wide variety of fish
(particularly pipefish) associated with seaweeds in the harbour. A total of 36 different species of fish have been
recorded by scientific surveys conducted to date in the Hayle estuary complex (including Copperhouse and
Carnsew Pools).
Information from anglers and the Environment Agency on migratory fish (salmon, sea-trout and eels) in the
tributaries of the Hayle estuary complex shows that salmon are not present, but sea-trout are caught by
anglers. Eels are regularly caught in Carnsew Pool and are likely to occur in many of the tributaries of the Hayle
estuary complex (eg Hayle river, Angarrack and Mill Leat). Annexe 12J gives further background information
on the commercial and recreational fisheries interests in the Hayle Estuary.
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12.4.2.4 Assessment of valued receptors for aquatic ecology
UKBAP Priority Habitats

Mudflats and sheltered muddy gravels
The mudflats of the Hayle estuary and the sheltered muddy gravel habitats (found in Penpol Creek and
possibly small areas in Carnsew Pool) are poor examples of the habitat type due to the historical contaminants
present. In the case of mudflats the relatively poor invertebrate diversity is not reflected in the diversity of
wading and other water birds supported, and the mudflats are therefore best considered in terms of their
importance to water birds.

Saline lagoons and tidal rapids
The tidal rapids which occur either side of the sluice tunnels at the entrance to Carnsew Pool are good
examples of these habitats.
There is some confusion regarding whether the sluicing pools at Carnsew and Copperhouse are covered by
the Biodiversity Action Plan for saline lagoons. According to Natural England (Roger Cover, email dated 10 July
2007) they are not. Instead they are considered “part of the estuarine system.” A survey of Carnsew Pool by
the Natural History Museum (Bamber and Evans, 2000) on behalf of the RSPB, Cornwall County Council and
Natural England concluded that it is not a saline lagoon. Recent surveys have shown that neither
Copperhouse Pool nor Carnsew Pool support species that are characteristic of saline lagoons. The Scoping
Opinion provided by Cornwall County Council Natural Environment Service states that both pools are covered
by the BAP for saline lagoons, although the Cornwall BAP contains no reference to these pools in the section
on saline lagoons (Cornwall Wildlife Trust, 2004).

Sublittoral sands and gravels
The sublittoral sands and gravels that occur in the Hayle estuary complex are relatively small in area and are
likely to be affected by the historical contamination. Their importance is probably greater for fish (eg sandeels)
than invertebrates.
Seaweeds and Invertebrates
The survey by Gill (1989) did not find any sites within the Hayle complex that were of Regional or National
conservation interest, though the report noted that the invertebrate and seaweed communities near the
Carnsew tunnels were diverse. Other detailed ecological surveys of invertebrates and seaweeds carried out as
part of the EIAs of various proposed developments of the Hayle harbour area have also failed to find sites of
high conservation interest, but two (Smith, 2000; Aquatonics Ltd, 2007a - Annexe 12F) have noted that the
areas just upstream and downstream of the Carnsew tunnels are probably intermediate between Local and
Regional conservation importance. These areas experience high current speeds and have relatively coarse
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sediments (and therefore low concentrations of contaminants). They support a relatively diverse range of
seaweeds and invertebrates such as sponges and tunicates. The deep water region of Carnsew Pool is also
relatively diverse for invertebrates and included several unusual species of polychaete worm in the sediments
(Smith, 2000).
The key areas within the proposed development site are assigned the following classifications (by Aquatonics Ltd)
according to the value of the invertebrate and algae populations they support:
x

Harbour

Local (approaching Regional at outlet from Carnsew)

x

Cockle Bank

Local

x

Penpol

Local

x

Carnsew Subtidal

Local (approaching Regional near weir)

x

Carnsew Intertidal

Local

x

Copperhouse Pool

Local

x

Lelant Water

Intertidal Pools and Rocks – Local
Sandflats - Local

Fish
The most important area for fish in the Hayle complex is Carnsew Pool, which is considered to be of Regional
conservation interest for fish. Carnsew Pool supports gilthead bream, golden-grey mullet (Liza aurata) and a
wide variety of other marine species (Foster & Smith, 2001a). Twenty one species were caught using seine nets
at Carnsew Pool by the Environment Agency Fisheries team in August 2001 (Foster and Smith, 2001a) and it is
likely that the total number of species using this area throughout the year is considerably more.
Lower Lelant Water, the harbour area and the seaward part of Copperhouse Pool also support a wide range of
estuarine and marine fish (Foster & Smith, 2001b). These populations are considered to be of Regional
conservation importance.
Upper Lelant Water, Penpol and the middle and upper parts of Copperhouse Pool are likely to be important
locally as nursery areas. They have not been surveyed for fish since no significant environmental impacts are
expected there.
12.4.3

Baseline data for ornithology

12.4.3.1 Results of 2000 - 2001 ornithological survey programme
The ornithological monitoring programme, as described in Evans et al (2002), identified the extensive intertidal
mudflat and saltmarsh of Lelant Water as being an important feeding and roosting ground for a number of
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wildfowl and wader species, with between 60 and 120 shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) using the area during the
winter months over the tidal cycle. The site was also of key importance for wigeon (Anas penelope) with flocks
of around 500 regularly noted in the winter, and teal with around 100 birds present. Mallard (Anas
platyrhynchos) also showed a strong preference for Lelant Water, with up to 20 birds present. Mute swan
(Cygnus olor) were also recorded on the site over the majority of the year, with most birds either using the
western end of Lelant Water or Copperhouse Pool. In general, Lelant Water, and in particular, the western end
of the site, appears to have been the preferred site for wildfowl within the Hayle complex, with most birds
showing a strong fidelity to the area over the tidal cycle, with both feeding and loafing flocks present over the
tide and a low degree of movement into other areas in response to inundation.
Lelant Water was also found to be of key importance for a number of wader species during the 2000-2001
monitoring programme, with intertidal areas of the site being of particular importance for oystercatcher
(Haematopus ostralegus), grey plover (Pluvialis squatarola), dunlin (Calidris alpina), lapwing (Vanellus vanellus),
ringed plover (Charadrius hiaticula) and curlew (Numenius arquata). Wader flocks used the site during both low
and high water periods depending on tide state, with the western sections of the site being of particular
importance over the tidal cycle; at low water, wader concentrations were found principally on the southwestern section of Lelant Water. Over the high water periods roosts were established on Lelant Saltings in
particular Griggs’s Quay, with the Causeway (see Figure 12.3 for locations) of slightly less importance for most
species, and with flocks of some species (e.g. dunlin, redshank (Tringa totanus) and curlew moving onto
Ryan’s Field.
Carnsew Pool was identified as being of particular importance for wintering little grebe (Tachybaptus ruficollis),
with survey data from the 2000-2001 season for the area indicating a peak usage during January with up to 20
birds present, and with over 10 birds present between December and February. Carnsew Pool supported
around two thirds of this population, with birds present on the pool over the tidal cycle, with highest
concentrations at low water. These maxima accord well with WeBS data for the area which suggest between
15 and 20 little grebe use the area between November and February. In addition, Carnsew Pool was used by
diver species and other grebe species on occasion, as well as wildfowl. Small numbers of waders were also
recorded within the Carnsew system, predominantly around low water when the area of mudflat at the western
end of the site is exposed by the tide. Grey plover, dunlin and bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica) were
recorded on the site, although at a level below that of adjacent intertidal habitat.
Copperhouse Pool featured a relatively low level of waterfowl usage compared to Lelant Water, but within the
context of the Hayle system, the area was of relatively high importance for mute swan, shelduck,
oystercatcher, ringed plover and redshank, with usage recorded at both low and high water periods, the
eastern sector of the pool increasing in importance around high water, and with areas of mud and marsh
remaining uncovered on most tides.
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Little egret (Egretta garzetta) were recorded around the Hayle site with no particular concentration recorded at
low water, but with the south-western corner of Lelant Water featuring a concentration around high water. Up
to around 20 birds were recorded in the autumn, but with a mean for the programme of six birds at low water.
The programme did not record any significant changes in usage on different tide heights (neap vs spring), and
no relationship was noted between shorebird distribution and the height of high water. This would appear to
indicate that sufficient roost area was available on all tides. Similarly, the programme did not identify any
differences in waterfowl distribution under different weather conditions (particularly wind).
However, disturbance was recorded as being a significant influence on waterfowl behaviour and distribution.
Dog walking was recorded as being the most frequent activity to elicit a behavioural response in waterfowl (a
disturbance event) across the system as a whole, with Lelant Water featuring the greatest frequency of
disturbance, both around high and low water, arising from a variety of sources. Disturbance events resulting
from raptor or helicopter overflights were noted as having the widest impacts, often affecting the entire
estuary. It was observed that roost activity by ringed plover, close to a public right of way around Carnsew
Pool, increased during a period when the footpath was closed to the public, suggesting that in addition to
directly identifiable disturbance events (flocks put to flight etc) there is a behavioural response to human
activity in some instances that is not readily identifiable. Also, the RSPB (2007) report that walkers and anglers
occasionally enter the Lelant Water mudflat from the Carnsew Pool perimeter footpath.
12.4.3.2 Results of 2004 - 2005 ornithological survey programme
A further survey programme was undertaken from 2004 to 2005, using a similar, but expanded, methodology
to that of Evans et al (2002). In general, the 2004-05 study identified usage patterns similar to those of the
2000/1 programme, but with a few differences; see Appendix 12T for detailed accounts.
Little egret numbers and distribution remained broadly similar to the 2000/1 findings. Although no British
population threshold has been set, a nominal importance threshold for this species has been employed by
Banks et al (2006) and stands at 30 individuals. As such, although the Hayle estuary might be regarded as not
being of national importance based on the monitoring study data, this assessment should be treated with
caution in the absence of more definitive national population data.
Little grebe usage on the site was restricted to the areas of permanent, saltwater, and with usage concentrated
to the winter months.
Wigeon were most numerous between Lelant village and Carnsew Pool, with between 500 to 600 birds per
km 2 using this area at low water, but with the main area of Lelant Water also supporting a relatively high
density, with between 250-500 birds per km recorded. However, despite the relatively large flocks using the
2

Hayle system, the species is not present in nationally important numbers, but the site is considered of regional
importance for the species. The western end of Lelant Water was recorded as supporting the highest low
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water density of teal (100-200 birds per km 2), but with Copperhouse Saltings supporting a density of between
50-100 birds per km 2. Around high water, feeding was carried out on Lelant Saltings, Grigg’s Quay, Ryan’s
Field, Lelant Causeway and Copperhouse Pool, with Lelant Saltings and Grigg’s Quay supporting the greatest
number of birds and used more regularly over the winter.
The Hayle system was found to be of local importance for a number of wader species including oystercatcher,
ringed plover and golden plover. Interestingly, the western end of Carnsew Pool was identified as the key
feeding and roosting site for the grey plover at low water from the 2004/5 programme (compared to Lelant
water from 2000/1), with up to 24 birds feeding in the zone. Around high water Carnsew Pool continued to be
an important feeding resource (at the western end of the site) with up to 22 birds using the sector in February,
with some feeding also on the Lelant Causeway section. The apparent shift in usage from the western end of
Lelant Water to Carnsew Pool is of note and suggests some change in invertebrate prey, sediment conditions
or vegetative cover. As with most species, usage on Carnsew was at the western end, where an intertidal
mud/sand flat habitat is available. A similar shift in usage was noted for dunlin from the 2000/1 survey
programme, with a reduction in activity on the western extent of Lelant Water and an increase in activity on
Carnsew Pool and the section between Lelant village and Carnsew.
The 2004/5 programme recorded a relatively high level of usage by redshank on Copperhouse Pool at low
water with around 20 to 30 birds regularly feeding on the reach, with Carnsew Pool again of importance with
up to 32 birds on the western section in December and flocks present during the winter. The western end of
Lelant water supported between 10 and 20 birds for much of the year, with Ryan’s Field supporting up to 18
feeding birds at low water. Western Lelant also supported a flock of 34 roosting redshank in December, and
the majority of the Lelant and Copperhouse sections supported a density of between 10 and 20 birds per km 2,
with the middle Copperhouse and Carnsew key areas at 50 to 60 birds per km 2. At high water roosts were
regularly established on Lelant Saltings, Ryan’s Field and upper Copperhouse Pool, with flocks of up to 48
birds on the latter site in February. However, feeding also continued around high water, with feeding activity
particularly concentrated on the areas of Copperhouse Pool still uncovered by the tide, with around 30 to 35
birds feeding in this area over the winter.
12.4.3.3 Assessment of valued receptors for ornithology
From the 2000/01 programme the Hayle estuary was not found to be of national importance for any key
waterfowl species (using numerical thresholds given in Banks et al, 2006; see section 12.3.3.3).
Concentrations of shelduck, wigeon, little grebe, ringed plover, lapwing and dunlin were of regional note;
numbers of little egret are at the regional rather than national threshold value for the species, although the
latter threshold value is not definitive at present and should be treated with caution. The 2004/5 programme
recorded levels of usage for most species that were broadly similar to the 2000/01 results, although
additionally teal were recorded at around a level of regional importance, and a number of waders, including
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oystercatcher, and golden plover, were present at a level of local importance. Usage was predominantly
concentrated in areas of Lelant Water as well as areas of Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools, these areas
supporting feeding, roosting and loafing activities by a number of species of waterfowl.
As such, it is considered that the Hayle Estuary, comprising intertidal and subtidal habitats in Lelant Water and
Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools, is of regional importance for a number of species, principally shelduck,
wigeon, little grebe, ringed plover, lapwing, dunlin, and teal. Indeed, during periods of hard weather, these
habitat areas may take on a national importance for some species, given the relatively unique conditions
present in Carnsew Pool in particular.
Carnsew Pool was identified as an interesting area during much of the monitoring programme, the area of
open seawater available over the entire tidal cycle supporting little grebe at a regional importance level and
with an area of intertidal habitat exposed over each tide at the western end of the pool supporting feeding and
roosting waterfowl.

12.5

Assessment of potential impacts

The following table provides definitions for the terms used to describe impacts in each of the sections below
covering impacts on terrestrial ecology, aquatic ecology, and aquatic birds.
Impact Severity:

Impact Periodicity:

Impact Extent:

Major (adverse or

Temporary - during construction

Localised – within 100m

Short-term - within one year

Site-specific – within the feature, eg within

beneficial)
Moderate (adverse or

Medium-term - 1-3 years

beneficial)
Long-term - 3-10 years
Minor (adverse or
beneficial)

Permanent - no recovery to previous
state within lifespan of project

Carnsew Pool or Triangular Spit
System-specific – within Hayle Estuary
District-wide – within Penwith
Regional – within the south-west

Negligible
National – national population context
International – international context

Table 12— 5: Definition of terms used in assessment of ecological impacts
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12.5.1

Assessment of impacts on terrestrial ecology

12.5.1.1 Overview
The features that have been determined as being key receptors for terrestrial ecology, and therefore requiring
an assessment of the potential impact of development proposals, are as follows:
Feature

Location

Conservation value

i.

Triangular Spit

National-international

South Quay

District-Regional

North Quay

Local (to be confirmed by survey)

Riviere Fields

Local (to be confirmed by survey)

iii. Coastal dune grassland

North Quay

Regional

iv. Reptile communities

North Quay

County

v.

North Quay

Local

vi. Linnet

North Quay

Local

vii. Song thrush

North Quay

Local

viii. Western ramping fumitory

North Quay

Local

ix. Purple ramping fumitory

North Quay

Local

x.

North Quay

Local

East Quay

Local

South Quay

Local

xi. Otter

Carnsew Pool

Local

xii. Hedges

Riviere Fields

Local

xiii. Saltmarsh

Copperhouse Pool

National

ii.

Petalwort

Bats

Nesting birds

Ivy broomrape
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Table 12— 6: Key receptors relevant to terrestrial ecology
The unmitigated impacts of the development proposals (as described in Chapter 3.0) on terrestrial ecology are
considered below. Mitigation measures are identified in section 12.6.1 and summarised in 12.7.1.1; monitoring
requirements are detailed in section 12.8.1.
12.5.1.2 Potential impacts on petalwort ( Petallophyllum ralfsii)
Petalwort is known to occur in most abundance on the Triangular Spit, and in small scattered populations on
the eastern edge of South Quay and on the path to the south of Carnsew Pool.
Factors on which petalwort depends
Petalwort in the U.K. is closely associated with sand dune areas having calcareous sand, where it occurs
mainly in dune-slacks, with fewer records from near pond edges, along damp pathways, in small hollows and
on former industrial sites adjoining dunes (Plantlife, 2006).
Petalwort is dependent on very short and open turf, with a degree of winter dampness, in order to survive. It
tolerates only light shading, prefers firm or compacted substrata, and prefers sites that remain stable for
several to many years. Typical sites with petalwort have persistently very low vegetation that includes many
small perennials. This habitat is generally maintained by grazing, trampling, or both. Reduction in grazing
pressure (which is nowadays mainly from rabbits) could therefore cause large losses of petalwort populations.
The plant is tolerant of, and probably benefits from, low levels of trampling, but could be negatively affected by
physical effects such as damage to the shallow turf in which it generally grows.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
There is no information available to suggest that the baseline conditions on the Triangular Spit or the path
around Carnsew Pool would be changed significantly if the development did not take place, except for the
possibility that recreational use may increase or that scrub might gradually encroach onto the more open areas
occupied by petalwort. Recreational use may present a threat to the petalwort through physical effects from
motorbike wheels and camp fires, and nutrient enrichment from dog excreta. Loss of the rabbit population
from disease or disturbance would have a major negative impact on the petalwort. Scrub encroachment
would also be detrimental since petalwort requires open ground and is intolerant of shading.
The dynamics of the petalwort population on the Triangular Spit are largely unknown since it was only
discovered in 2005; however, it is understood that petalwort populations in west Cornwall and north Devon
have generally increased over recent years (Plantlife, 2006).
On South Quay, the eastern sides of the quay where petalwort occurs are unstable and would possibly require
remedial works in the future. If this is the case, the petalwort habitat would be lost as the quay sides crumble
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or as remediation works become necessary for health and safety reasons, so that the prediction of changes in
baseline conditions for these populations may be a long-term loss.
Predicted impacts from the development proposal
Before the petalwort population had been discovered, the proposal was to use the whole of the Triangular Spit
for car parking in some form. However, on discovering the important population of petalwort on large areas of
the Spit, and in light of the near certain potential for a significant adverse impact of high magnitude on the
population of this internationally valued species from the car parking proposed, the proposals have been
revised with the aim of ensuring that survival of the petalwort population and appropriate management of the
Spit are part of the proposals.
The development proposal which is the subject of this assessment restricts parking (permanent) to the east
side of the Triangular Spit, with no parking or vehicle access of any kind on the west side (see Figure 3.4), and
propose to manage the parking and other uses of the Spit to avoid or minimise potential negative effects on
the petalwort.
The proposals for South Quay consist of extensive development that will result in direct loss of the small
scattered colonies of petalwort that occur on the quay margins at this site.
Currently there are no proposals identified in the masterplan that would affect the petalwort colonies on the
south side of Carnsew Pool.

Impacts from the construction phase
Triangular Spit
This proposal would require clearance of areas of scrub and grassland on the east side of the Spit. This would
result in a direct, adverse, permanent impact, owing to loss of scattered petalwort colonies mapped as
colonies B (approximately 750 thalli in February 2005), A (approximately 300 thalli in February 2005) and E
(approximately 17 thalli in February 2005); see Figure 12.4. The extent of the impact is very local and the
magnitude moderate at most within the context of the local petalwort population. Overall, this is a moderate
local permanent adverse impact on a protected species.
Construction activities have potential also to cause indirect impacts on the petalwort colony adjacent to the
proposed car park, primarily by spillage of materials through poor management of works or accidents. It is
possible that clearance works would temporarily disturb rabbit populations (grazing areas and/or warrens in
scrub habitat), potentially leading to a reduction in grazing intensity which would be deleterious to petalwort
survival. This probable impact has the potential to be a major, long-term adverse impact that is nationally
significant.
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South Quay
The proposals for South Quay consist of extensive development that is certain to result in a direct loss of the
colonies during the construction phase. Petalwort is scattered in thirteen small colonies along the eastern
edge of South Quay, with 78 thalli counted in February 2005 in total. Even if the colonies could be conserved in
situ during construction, the increased use of the South Quay as a result of the proposed development would
be certain to result in decline and loss of the petalwort there. The extent and magnitude of the impact is much
smaller than the impact identified at the Triangular Spit, because of the relatively small population and the
widespread distribution of petalwort in the district. Given also the doubtful future of the habitat on the edges of
the South Quay, the significance of the adverse impact arising from loss of the colonies here is judged as
minor, permanent adverse impact within the context of the local petalwort population; this is nevertheless a
significant adverse impact at the national level because of the status of Petalwort.

Impacts from the operational phase
There is the potential for an indirect impact on the westernmost petalwort colony owing to habitat loss for the
car park on the east of the Spit, through reduction of the extent of shelter and warren sites available to rabbits;
this would adversely affect the quality of the petalwort grassland habitat owing to reduction/loss of grazing. In
addition, the use of the Triangular Spit for parking would probably result in an increase in the disturbance
pressures, both directly on the petalwort plants (from increased recreational pressure, nutrient enrichment and
other factors) and indirectly through disturbance of the current rabbit grazing behaviour. There is therefore
potential for a major permanent adverse impact that is nationally significant.
12.5.1.3 Potential impacts on bats
Bats are known to use the North Quay area. Surveys to date have identified that pipistrelle bats use the dune
grassland, the sheltered areas of cliff face and quarry, and hedges on Riviere Fields for foraging; data collected
so far indicate that the level of site use by bats is likely to be small. There is potential roost habitat in most of
the buildings that will be affected in Phase 1 of the proposals; each of the buildings on the site has been
subject to visual inspection to assess their potential for providing bat roost habitat, but emergence surveys and
internal inspections are to be conducted to confirm roost presence/absence (see section 12.4.1.4).
Additionally it is possible that the steep cliff faces at the back of North Quay and the quarry walls may be used
for winter hibernation; autumn surveys to detect bat activity that would indicate use of these features as a
hibernation roost will be conducted (see section 12.4.1.4).
Factors on which bats depend
Bats depend on suitable roosting sites, suitable feeding resources and a network of flight corridors that they
use to navigate through the surrounding countryside.
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Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
There is no information available to suggest that the baseline conditions for bats on the North Quay would
change significantly if the development did not take place. Details of the proposed wave hub terminal to be
built at Hayle Towans, west of North Quay, indicate that this is a small scale development that does not
appear, in the operational phase at least, to significantly alter the baseline conditions.
Predicted impacts from proposals

Impacts from the construction phase
The construction phases of the proposed development would entail preparatory building demolition and site
clearance works, including the stripping of vegetation growth and stabilising works on the quarry and cliff
faces at North Quay, followed by building phases on North Quay and Riviere Fields. During these works,
measures would be implemented to ensure that the construction activities comply with the law relating to
protection of bats and their habitat (see section 12.2.3.1), such that potential to disturb, injure or kill bats
and/or disturb, destroy or obstruct access to any confirmed roost(s) is avoided. Specified protective measures
would be implemented under the terms of a European Protected Species (EPS) licence, to be sought from
Natural England as required. Examples of potential protective measures that may need to be implemented
under licence are:
x

scheduling of work in the vicinity of the bat roost to avoid hibernation and breeding seasons

x

a watching brief during work

x

provision of alternative roost site(s) in the immediate locality

The results of the further emergence and hibernation surveys will inform the requirement for EPS licences for
each building, the quarry and the cliff face.
Potential impacts of construction works on bat activity in the North Quay area are as follows:
x

Loss of potential roost habitat from stripping of vegetation, removal of cliff materials and stabilising
treatment of cliff and quarry faces
Even if no bat roosts are found in the quarry and cliff faces at North Quay, stripping the vegetation
growth and other stabilising works from these features would result in loss of potential roost habitat in
vegetation and rock crevices. There is potential for a degree of reversibility in the loss of potential
habitat; in the quarry some natural re-growth of vegetation on the faces (if allowed) would be
expected within the medium- / long- term (3-10 years) which may restore roost habitat. The extent of
these impacts would be restricted to the cliff and quarry face. Surveys so far indicate that the local
population of bats may be small so that the possible magnitude of the unmitigated impact is minor
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and local. The level of certainty will be increased when the current survey plan for bats is completed
(see section 12.4.1.4) and plans for treatment of the quarry face are finalised.
x

Loss of bat foraging habitat through clearance of ground and erection of buildings
The clearance of the existing ground habitats, the preparation of the site and the construction of the
new buildings will produce a range of unavoidable disturbance to bat activity in the locality of North
Quay and Riviere Farm; the most significant are physical and visual obstruction of bat flight lines, loss
of potential foraging habitat, (particularly where shelter trees are removed), loss of flight line features
(such as hedge and tree lines and tracks), and potential visual disturbance from security lighting.
These impacts would extend across North Quay, the surrounding Towans and the Riviere Fields,
though the main extent would be in areas developed in phase 1 of the construction schedule. Surveys
so far indicate that the population of bats here is small so that the potential magnitude of the
unmitigated impact is probably moderate at most, though this must be confirmed. The loss of
foraging habitat and some of the flight lines will be permanent but other constructional effects such as
obstruction will be temporary; additionally impacts will vary according to the season. The level of
certainty will be increased when the current survey plan for bats is completed (see section 12.4.1.4).

The severity of these impacts is likely to reduce over time as bats are likely to adapt by using other existing
or new flight lines to access other foraging areas. However, bats are known to require continuity in flight
lines; gaps of 10-30 metres cannot be negotiated by smaller species, so that removal of short lengths of
hedge can effectively destroy an established flight line, at least temporarily.
There is potential for a moderate temporary, short term and permanent adverse impacts at local level (ie
within the context of the local bat population). It is near certain that the construction activities would impact
on any bats found to be roosting locally off-site (eg if present in the electricity sub-station) by affecting
important post emergence foraging opportunities and flight lines into the surrounding landscape. The loss of
foraging would be permanent but the disturbance to flight lines will probably be a short term impact. It is
near certain that construction activities will cause a moderate adverse impact on bat habitat use at the local
level.

Impacts from the operational phase
The installation of urban lighting, particularly street lighting, would be a part of the proposed residential
development. Bats are affected by street and other municipal lighting; the impact varies according to the type
and placing of lighting used, and the sensitivity of the species of bat that is affected. The Bat Conservation
Trust recommend that bat roosts should not be illuminated directly (Jones, 2000). The sensitivity of bats varies
between species and the potential for impact is therefore not predictable until the range of species using the
site is confirmed. It is widely accepted that street lighting can affect feeding behaviour and that, more
significantly, flood-lighting will deter bats from foraging areas.
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The faster-flying species such a pipistrelle are attracted to street lights where they forage on flying insects, but
slower-flying species such as long-eared bats will alter their behaviour to avoid street lighting. Since brown
long-eared bat has been recorded at the site there is a small potential for adverse impact from operational
lighting that affects foraging areas such as the hedges and tracks. There is also potential for adverse impact
on roosts from lighting. There is a possibility of minor permanent local adverse impact from urban lighting
which would be a significant adverse impact at the local level.
12.5.1.4 Potential impacts on coastal dune grassland
Coastal dune grassland habitat lies along the landward edge of the North Quay site. Within the surveyed area
(extending over Hayle (Harvey’s) Towans) there are approximately 10.3 hectares of dune habitat, comprising
7.9 hectares of dune grassland, 1.1 hectares of dune scrub and 1.3 hectares of open dune. (For the puposes of
this assessment the dune scrub, which occurs in small stands that are closely associated with the dune
grassland, is combined with the dune grassland: together the coverage is approximately nine hectares.)
Factors on which the dune grassland habitat depends
Dune grassland habitat develops where sand accumulations have been colonised by native grass and
herbaceous plants; the habitat depends on continuing low nutrient and moisture conditions created by the
sandy soils. At this site the dune grasslands depend on sandy soils that develop from sands blown on-land
from the beach and, ultimately, St Ives Bay. Nutrient enrichment from dog excreta, vigorous growth by invasive
non-native plant species and changes in local hydrology are impacts that have significant potential to degrade
the quality of the dune grassland at this site, possibly resulting in loss of areas of dune grassland to less
valuable habitat.
Prediction of change in baseline conditions
There is no information available to indicate that the baseline conditions on the dune grassland would change if
the proposed development did not take place, except for the possibility that recreational use would increase.
This increase in recreational use may degrade areas of the dune grassland through, for example, nutrient
enrichment from dog excreta.
Predicted impacts from the proposed development

Impacts from the construction phase
Loss of extent owing to creation of parking and residential development within the proposed development
The proposed development includes the creation of car parking to the north east of the electricity substation
on an area of dune grassland with dune scrub. This would result in the direct loss of approximately 1.3
hectares of dune grassland and dune scrub, the majority of which is dune grassland.
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The residential development on the dunes would result in the direct loss of approximately 2 hectares of dune
grassland and dune scrub the majority of which is dune grassland.
The overall loss of c.3 hectares of dune grassland represents a major extent of this habitat within the context of
the Hayle Towans dune area and the development site, although it represents only a small percentage of the
dune grassland habitat that occurs in the wider Towans dune system, of which these areas are a part. The
severity of the loss in terms of the dynamics and integrity of the dune system is reduced by its location on the
periphery of the Towans, such that it would probably not affect the functioning of this dune system and is
therefore considered to be a minor permanent adverse impact in terms of scale. However, the loss is judged to
be of moderate significance because of the regional importance of the habitat at this site.
Disturbance of dune grasslands within the immediate vicinity of construction sites
The construction activities for both the car park and the residential development are near certain to produce
minor to moderate temporary, possibly short to mid term, adverse impacts on retained dune grassland and
dune scrub habitats immediately adjacent to the construction areas. The extent is expected to be minimised by
best practice construction methods but is as yet not quantifiable.

Impacts from the operational phase
The anticipated increase in recreational use surrounding the developments would possibly degrade areas of
the remaining dune grassland through, for example, increased physical disturbance, local nutrient enrichment
and, particularly near the residential developments, introduction of non-native plant species. The extent to
which visitor numbers to the beach and dunes would change as a result of the development proposal has been
estimated in a study by Roger Tym & Partners (2007); their conclusion is that: “Although the overall increases in
users of the beach may be significant, it is unlikely that there will be dramatic increases in usage away from the
key access points to the beach at Hayle. Therefore, with management of visitor flows onto Hayle beach, the
impact on the dune system as a whole is unlikely to change significantly as a result of the development around
Hayle Harbour”.
The potential for a long term, adverse visitor impact appears limited if this prediction is correct; measures to
achieve management of visitor flows onto the beach are described in section 12.6.1.3.
12.5.1.5 Potential impacts on reptile communities
There is direct evidence of a community of common reptile species (adder, slow worm and common lizard) on
the grassland habitats of the North Quay site, which, based on the criteria for assessing reptile communities
devised by Froglife (Froglife, 1999), would qualify the area as a ’Key Reptile Site’.
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Factors on which reptiles depend
All three reptiles require a varied topography that includes sheltering features, south facing habitat for basking
and deeper frost free shelter for hibernation sites, combined with direct connectivity to similar habitat in the
surrounding countryside and low levels of disturbance.
The survey conducted in 2005 (section 12.4.1.4) indicates that there is a thriving slow worm population on
North Quay. The site provides an ideal mosaic of habitats for slow worm, including hard surfaces for basking
and refuge, grassland for cover and foraging, scattered early succession scrub and abundant features for
refugia and hibernacula. The species is commonly associated with semi-urbanised areas such as North Quay
and its surrounds. There is little documented information on the range of an individual slow worm, but the
habitat must contain a good population of soft-bodied invertebrates (as prey items). The results of the survey
indicate that slow worm occurs throughout the survey site although they appear less common within the tall
dune grassland on the eastern part of the site.
The adder is found in a wide range of semi-natural habitats where there is a good availability of prey items
such as small mammals and lizards, sunny glades or slopes where it can bask, dense cover in which to take
shelter and suitable features to use as hibernacula such as rabbit holes. Adders have large ranges, in the order
of tens of hectares; within that range they favour particular areas according to the season and can range over
one mile or more (particularly males).
The common lizard requires a similar habitat to adders, with a good population of invertebrates as food
resource, basking sites, varied vegetation structure, refugia for shelter and hibernation and south facing
basking sites.
Prediction future baseline conditions without development
There is no information available to indicate that the baseline conditions for reptiles on North Quay or the
adjacent dune grasslands would change significantly if the proposed development did not take place, but it is
possible that recreational use would increase. This increase may reduce the quality of the existing reptile
habitat resource through disturbance and pollution.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
The construction phases of the proposed development would entail preparatory building demolition and site
clearance works and subsequent building phases on North Quay and Riviere Fields. During these works,
measures would be implemented to ensure that the construction activities comply with the law relating to
protection of reptiles (see section 12.2.3.2), such that potential to injure or kill reptiles is avoided. Protective
measures to be adopted would include:
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x

At the site clearance stage, displacement of limited numbers of reptiles (to be defined for each
species) into adjacent habitat; for adders priority would be given to mature individuals to minimise
displacement stress

x

Undertaking a translocation programme to move individual reptiles (particularly young adders) to
another suitable site, when numbers found go above the limits defined for each species. A potential
receptor site has been identified that is within the Towans dune system (at Gwithian); consultation
with Cornwall County Council will be progressed to determine current reptile population levels here
and hence the scale of translocations that would be possible

x

Active discouragement of animals’ return to the site following displacement, prior to and during the
construction phase, by creation of unsuitable habitat or using barriers, as appropriate to the phase

x

Avoidance of harm to reptiles during the removal of hedgelines in the construction phase at the
Riviere Fields, primarily by adoption of suitable search techniques by a trained ecologist on site in
order to remove as many reptiles as possible to adjacent suitable habitat, prior to and during the
hedge removal

Potential for impacts on the size of the reptile community would arise from construction phase works, resulting
from the loss of the undisturbed derelict areas and dune grassland at the North Quay site, which would cause
a direct loss of habitat for all three species; the built development would offer little or no habitat resource. With
regard to the adder population the loss will represent part of their range, although it is not known for certain
how the areas to be lost are used within individual adders’ seasonal movements, and the area to be lost may
include the site of one or more winter hibernacula. The area to be lost is likely to represent the entire range for
a number of individual slow worm and common lizard.
The impact would be a potentially moderate to major permanent, adverse impact on a reptile population of
county significance.

Impacts from the operational phase
The potential for impacts on the reptile community remaining in adjacent habitat areas during the operational
phase arises from the following factors:
x

The increased human population size may produce increased levels of recreational disturbance in the
adjacent habitat; this has the potential to produce a negative impact on the remaining populations of all
three reptile species by reducing basking and feeding time. There is evidence that increasing levels of
stress that result from high levels of disturbance are harmful to reptiles

x

In addition there is potential for a general decline in the quality of the remaining habitat in a zone around
the proposed development through urbanisation effects such as litter, disturbance and recreational
activities
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Overall, the potential operational impact is judged as a minor, long-term, adverse impact (although the size of
the reptile population on adjacent habitat areas is unknown).
12.5.1.6 Potential impacts on nesting birds
Twenty-one bird species were recorded as showing breeding/nesting activity in scrub and dune grassland
habitats on North Quay in 2005; these habitats at site, therefore, have local value as a nesting site for common
species, and are notable for supporting two BAP priority species, linnet and song thrush.
Factors on which nesting birds depend
A wide range of potential nesting sites occurs on the site. On North Quay the areas of bushy scrub and the
buildings were identified as providing nesting sites, as were similar features on the other areas of the
development proposals, such as the hedges along the Riviere Farm fields.
Prediction future baseline conditions without development
There is no information that indicates particular changes in the baseline conditions for nesting birds in the
future without the development, although increase in background disturbance from increasing recreational use
of the site has the potential for negative effect on all nesting birds. Although a gradual increase in scrub, which
could reasonably be anticipated at this site, may provide increased nesting resource it would reduce grassland
feeding resource for many species.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
Clearance of scrub, trees, hedges, grassland, ivy growth and buildings would take place during construction
works at North Quay, Riviere Fields, South Quay, the Triangular Spit and East Quay. During these works,
measures would be implemented to ensure that construction activities comply with the law relating to
protection of breeding birds (see section 12.2.3.3), such that potential to disturb any nesting birds and
confirmed nesting sites is avoided. Protective measures to be adopted would include:
x

Vegetation clearance and building demolition would be planned outside the bird nesting season
(March 1 to August 31) as far as possible (where the site is also a possible bat roost or hibernation
site there would be additional constraints on the timing of work (see 12.6.1.2)

x

If it is necessary to undertake works during the birds nesting season, features that could support
nesting birds would be surveyed prior to any clearance or construction work, and any confirmed nests
that are detected would be avoided
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x

If, during construction, nesting birds are found to be present in affected habitat/structures, then work
would be stopped immediately, within the vicinity of the nest, and probably delayed at least until the
nest is no longer occupied

Construction-phase removal of potential nesting habitat on North Quay, Riviere Fields, South Quay, the
Triangular Spit and East Quay would result in a minor to moderate, adverse local impact on breeding birds.

Impacts from the operational phase
Increase in background disturbance from recreational use of the site has the potential to result in a minor,
local, adverse effect on nesting birds.
12.5.1.7 Potential impacts on linnet
Linnet is listed on the red list as a species of conservation concern (2002 to 2007 list) because of its marked
decline in the UK over the last 25 years; it is also a UK BAP priority species. Cornwall is, however, a
stronghold for the species, where it is considered common.
Factors on which linnet depends
The linnet is generally associated with the scrub habitats on woodland edges which are close to grasslands,
heathlands or farmlands; these provide the necessary seed-rich food resource for winter foraging and the low,
dense thorny scrub for nesting habitat.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
The baseline conditions for this bird may alter gradually as the proportion of scrub in the landscape increases
and the grassland on which it depends for its seed food is lost to scrub development.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
Linnet would be affected by loss of both scrub and dune grassland habitats in the clearance of the North Quay
site; this would reduce the extent of available nesting and feeding resource available to the local population.
Linnet populations are particularly susceptible to loss of seed food resource in arable landscapes, such as
reduction in oilseed rape crops or arable weeds where these are the main resource during nesting. The extent
to which the linnet population relies on this resource in the Riviere Fields is not known, but the dune habitats
(both the open dune and the grassland) would be expected to provide at least part of the feeding resource.
The breeding bird survey (see section 12.4.1.3) indicated the importance of the scrubby areas on and near the
dune grassland habitats for nesting linnets. The construction phase also has the potential to disturb breeding
pairs that are nesting in scrub adjacent to construction sites.
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The potential impact on the population of linnet is assessed as a minor to moderate, local permanent adverse
impact.

Impacts from the operational phase
The potential for operational impacts on linnet arise from the increased levels of disturbance from the
proposed residential development adjacent to remaining habitat areas. The operational impact on the local
population of linnet is assessed as minor to moderate permanent, local adverse impact.
12.5.1.8 Potential impacts on song thrush
Song thrush is listed on the red list as a species of conservation concern (2002 to 2007 list) because of its
population decline in the UK (which has now stabilised) over the last 25 years; it is also a UK BAP priority
species.
Factors on which song thrush depends
Although more generally associated with open woodland habitats, song thrush regularly occurs in areas where
there is a good mix of trees, scrub and grassland with damp woodland type habitats, and a high population of
invertebrates and abundant fruit in winter as food supplies. They require dense cover in trees and shrubs for
nesting, and a shrub layer where there is high humidity and negligible management to provide feeding
resources.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
The baseline conditions for this bird are unlikely to alter significantly although increasing background
disturbance may produce a low level negative effect.
Predicted impacts from the proposed development

Impacts from the construction phase
Song thrush would be affected by loss of unmanaged scrub areas, woodland edge habitat and dune grassland
habitat in the clearance of the North Quay site; this would reduce both the nesting and feeding habitat
resource available to the local population. The construction phase also has the potential to disturb breeding
pairs that are nesting in scrub adjacent to construction sites (see 12.5.1.6, above). The potential impact on the
local population of song thrush is assessed as a minor permanent adverse impact.

Impacts from the operational phase
The potential for operational impacts on song thrush arise increased levels of disturbance from residences
sited adjacent to remaining habitat areas. The impact is assessed as a minor permanent, local adverse
impact.
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12.5.1.9 Potential impacts on western ramping fumitory
At Hayle, western fumitory is associated with scattered disturbed areas of soil on North Quay.
Factors on which western ramping-fumitory depends
This species requires an open habitat with freely draining neutral to acidic soils and is largely dependant on
regular but low level disturbance of the habitat to maintain the open vegetation.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
The scattered areas of open vegetation on which western ramping-fumitory was found are subject to regular
physical disturbance, which is required to maintain typical habitat for this species. If the use of the site was to
continue, at its present level, the species is likely to persist in and around the waste areas. The seed bank
would persist in the soils and the species may colonise other waste areas within the locality. However, in their
current location the plants are exposed and vulnerable to destruction so that the future of the population on
North Quay is uncertain.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
There would be a loss of known plants, and by inference the seed bank, from the clearance of materials during
construction on the North Quay area during phase 1 works. This impact is assessed as a minor local adverse
impact on a plant of county significance.

Impacts from the operational phase
The proposed development would result in a small loss of available waste ground habitat within a geographic
area that is the stronghold for the species. The impact is assessed as minor because of the low density of
plants and their vulnerability to destruction without management. Although it would not be possible to predict
with any certainty, soil disturbance in other areas of the proposed development could result in the regeneration
of other seed banks. Overall the impact is assessed as minor local adverse impact at the national (and county)
level.
12.5.1.10

Potential impacts on purple ramping fumitory

At Hayle, this plant is associated with the piles of inland soils that are standing on North Quay (a typical waste
ground habitat for the species), and less typically the open disturbed habitat on the edge of the Copperhouse
Pool saltmarsh.
Factors on which purple ramping-fumitory depends
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This species requires an open habitat with freely draining acidic soils and is largely dependant on regular but
low level disturbance of the habitat to maintain the open vegetation.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
Without physical disturbance of the piled soil on which purple ramping-fumitory was found the plants would
gradually decline and disappear under increasingly dense vegetation growth, although the seed bank would
persist. However the species may also appear in the other waste ground areas within the immediate vicinity.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
There would be a loss of known plants, and by inference the seed bank, from the clearance of materials during
construction on the North Quay area during Phase 1. This impact is assessed as negligible adverse impact on
a plant of county significance.

Impacts from operational phase
The proposed development would result in a small loss of available waste ground habitat within an area that is
a stronghold for the species. Although this would not be possible to predict with any certainty, soil disturbance
in other areas of the proposed development could result in the regeneration of seed bank. Overall the impact is
assessed as a negligible, adverse permanent impact of local importance.
In addition the species occurs on Copperhouse saltmarsh. It is possible that the change in salinity levels
resulting from the proposed tidal impoundment would result in the disappearance of this very small population
associated with the marsh. This would be a negligible adverse impact at the national (and county) level.
12.5.1.11

Potential impacts on ivy broomrape

Ivy broomrape is scattered through the development site, on areas of well-developed Ivy growth on the
ground.
Factors on which ivy broomrape depends
This vascular plant is fully dependant on areas of well-established Ivy growth in open habitat for its survival.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
The baseline conditions for this species are unlikely to change significantly.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
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A number of colonies of ivy broomrape would be lost on North Quay, East Quay and South Quay as the ground
is cleared for the construction phases. The coastal populations of this plant in the west of Britain are regarded
as stable so that the potential for impact on the species, either in population extent or local abundance is
therefore assessed as of local importance. This loss would represent a minor local permanent adverse impact.

Impacts from the operational phase
The potential for impact in the operational phase arises from the loss of available habitat; the available habitat
for ivy broomrape is very limited since it requires stable open areas of ivy dominated ground cover. This loss
would represent a minor local permanent adverse impact.
12.5.1.12

Potential impacts on otter

Factors on which otters depend
Otters are wide ranging animals that can cover tens of kilometres and move between and through catchments,
and onto the coast. Otters are known to use the Hayle river catchment including its lower areas, and are most
likely to be present in the aquatic habitat of Lelant Water, to the west of the Triangular Spit, where they can
fish. The sheltered undisturbed habitat that otters require for breeding is not available within the vicinity of the
proposed development, and suitable resting places are very sparse.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
There is no specific information available to suggest that the baseline conditions for otter would change
significantly. However the gradual migration of mobile sands into the Lelant Saltings water way could be
expected to reduce the local availability of fish feeding for otters, probably the main reason for their presence
in this area of the catchment.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
The potential for direct impact through disturbance is assessed as low since they would almost certainly avoid
any such areas; this is judged as a near certain negligible local and temporary adverse impact. There may be a
temporary contraction in the available feeding areas due to local disturbance. Overall there is a potential for a
negligible local temporary adverse impact.

Impacts from the operational phase
The potential for significant impact is assessed as low; otters are known to develop a tolerance to at least
some types of human presence and activity, such as walkers, anglers and dogs (Jeffries, 1987 cited in Chanin,
2003) and would almost certainly avoid any areas of disturbance. However, the increase in general use of the
area for recreational purposes such as boating may deter otter from visiting certain areas of the lower estuary,
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and therefore produce a small contraction in the available feeding habitat for the local population. However,
impoundment of Penpol Creek would increase the area of habitat in the harbour suitable for fish; it is possible
that this may result in an improvement in the feeding resource for otters, which would be a beneficial impact.
The overall significance of the potential impact is difficult to assess, but is probably in the range of a negligible
adverse impact on feeding habitat availability.
12.5.1.13

Potential impacts on hedges

Hedge habitat is largely restricted to the Riviere Fields area where it forms a locally important network of seminatural habitat in an arable landscape. The value of these hedges resides largely in their significance to the
local bat population in providing flight navigation features through the landscape, and for smaller species of
common reptile which may use the hedge structures for shelter, basking, feeding and hibernating.
Factors on which hedgerow habitat depends
The hedgerow habitat depends on regular but sensitive management to retain the integrity of its structure and
the native vegetation cover. Grassland strips at its base increase habitat value and buffering from adjacent
land use, and direct physical link with other lengths of hedge across the surrounding landscape increase the
biodiversity value of the hedge. Planting with non-native species would probably decrease the biodiversity
value.
Prediction of future baseline conditions without development
Any change in the baseline conditions would probably arise from changes in agricultural practices within the
Riviere Fields site, such as removal of hedge lengths to increase field size, or neglect of the hedge structures.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
During the construction phase, lengths of hedge at Riviere Fields would be removed in order to create the
access infrastructure and place the intended housing. Of the existing 1.2 kilometres of hedge line,
approximately 330 metres would be lost at the centre of the fields and short lengths would be lost where road
access is put the through the hedge; in all, approximately 30 percent of the existing length is likely to be lost.
This would result in a direct loss of seminatural habitat and the fragmentation of the hedges, an effect which
compromises the hedges’ biodiversity value through a loss of habitat continuity and integrity. There is also the
potential for adverse impacts on bats that use the hedge habitat as foraging habitat and flight lines, and
reptiles which may use the hedge structures for shelter, basking, feeding and hibernating. The loss is a minor
to moderate local permanent adverse impact.
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Impacts from the operational phase
There is at least a minor potential for adverse impact on the remaining hedge habitats as a result of the close
proximity of the residential development and the tendency of residents to urbanise semi-natural features such
as Cornish hedges. This would be a minor to moderate permanent adverse impact.
12.5.1.14

Potential impacts on saltmarsh

Factors on which saltmarsh depends
Saltmarsh habitat develops where specialised plants establish on muddy sediments in a sheltered, tidal
environment. The level of salinity is generally lower than fully marine levels, due to the inputs of freshwater. A
major influence on the character of the saltmarsh is the length of time it is inundated by tidal water and the
salinity of that water. Longer periods of inundation and/or higher salinity water will decrease the diversity of
plant species and change the vegetation community.
Prediction of change in baseline conditions
If the current tidal regime in Copperhouse Pool remains, the tendency, over several decades, would be for the
existing saltmarsh to gradually develop into a grassland and scrub, as sediment deposition gradually raises the
level of the mudflats and the plant community changes in response. This pattern would be affected by global
rises in sea level; the saltmarsh habitat would gradually migrate with the higher tide levels as they flood onto
higher adjacent ground. Where the saltmarsh is enclosed by steep faces, as it is at Copperhouse, the
saltmarsh habitat would be gradually lost under an increasing tidal depth, unless sediment deposition and
vegetation growth maintain marsh soil levels in relation to sea level. This model is affected by a number of
unpredictable factors such as rate of sea level rise, change in current speed, change in sediment availability
and deposition rates, mudflat erosion, change in tidal/freshwater regime, physical disturbance, dredging etc;
this complexity lowers the confidence levels of any long term predictions.
Predicted impacts from the proposal

Impacts from the construction phase
The normal tidal cycle would prevail throughout the development construction phase, and so no changes to
the hydraulic regime of the saltmarsh habitat would occur. No adverse impacts on the habitat are expected.

Impacts from the operational phase
The current intention is to retain spring high waters for three hours to allow effective sluicing in the lower
estuary during the 15 April to 31 August period each year; this would occur for five days in a row on spring
tides, effectively ten days in every 28 day tidal cycle.
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This impoundment would probably have several effects. Overall these effects are unlikely to result in loss of
salt marsh habitat, but there may be a slight loss in extent if the seaward edge of the lower marsh moves
landward in response to erosion of sediments by increased current speeds. There may also be a change in
species and community distribution in response to disturbance of the tidal and salinity regime; of concern
would be the possible expansion of the cord grass growth which is generally detrimental to wintering waders
(and usually not reversible once established, owing to resistance of cord grass growth to control). The impact
is judged as a potentially minor to moderate long term adverse impact, on a habitat of national significance.
However, changes to vegetation could potentially be reversed by re-establishing the existing tidal regime, if
recorded changes in the distribution of some plant communities were deemed detrimental to habitat quality.
12.5.2

Aquatic ecology

12.5.2.1 Overview
The features that have been determined as being key receptors for aquatic ecology, and therefore requiring an
assessment of the potential impact of development proposals, are as follows:
Feature

Location

Conservation value

Gilthead bream, golden grey mullet and

Carnsew Pool, Copperhouse

Regional

bass

Pool and harbour

Sandeels

Harbour and Lelant Water

Local to Regional

Tidal rapids and associated invertebrates

Immediately above and below

Local to Regional

and seaweeds

Carnsew tunnels

Intertidal invertebrates and seaweeds

Lelant Water, Carnsew Pool,

Local to Regional (in

(food source for waders, waterfowl and

Copperhouse Pool

terms of prey availability

fish)

for birds)

Table 12—7: Key receptors relevant to aquatic ecology
The unmitigated impacts of construction-phase works on aquatic ecology are considered below on an areabasis, with reference to the itemised list of marine works described in Chapter 13, section 13.5.1.
The following operational activities have been assessed for their potential to have impacts on aquatic ecology:
x

sluicing to remove sediment from the harbour, implemented by closing sluice structures at the mouths of
Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools to hold water in the pools at high spring tides, followed by the release of
this water into the harbour on the ebb tide (c.3 hours after high tide)

x

maintenance dredging of the harbour

x

boat traffic associated with the marina in the harbour
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x

operation of the half-tide gate at the seaward end of Penpol Creek

Mitigation measures are identified in section 12.6.2 and summarised in 12.7.2.1; monitoring requirements are
detailed in section 12.8.2.
12.5.2.2 Construction impacts
The Harbour Works Description (Annexe 13G) provides information on the various construction works that
could affect aquatic ecology. These works descriptions form the basis of our understanding of the location and
scale of construction works and the materials and methods which would be employed. Hydraulic aspects, eg
dispersion of fine sediments from dredging Cockle Bank, are considered in Annexe 13F.
Harbour Wall Repairs (Work Items 17-22)
Wall repairs, repointing and reconstruction would occur in several locations around the development site:
x

Carnsew Wharf and Carnsew Quay (outside Carnsew Pool) (total length 176.5m); expected duration of
repairs is four months

x

South Quay (including the western edge of Penpol) (total length 626m); expected duration of repairs is
four months

x

East Quay (total length 330m); expected duration of repairs is three months

x

North Quay (total length 523m) and North Quay Eastern (near entrance to Copperhouse, total length
27m); expected duration of repairs is five months

Details of the methods to be used and areas where work would be carried out are contained in the Harbour
Works Description (Annexe 13G). As the impacts and recovery of these construction works are similar
regardless of the location they are considered together
During the construction of Phase 1 of the development there would be temporary adverse impacts on intertidal
invertebrates and seaweeds due to refurbishment of harbour walls. The upper parts of the harbour walls are
above the intertidal, so no direct impacts on aquatic flora and fauna would occur during repair of the coping
stones or other repairs to the upper 1.5m (approx) of seawall.
Aquatic flora and fauna on the middle and lower parts of the walls would be removed from areas of stones or
scoria blocks that require reconstruction or pointing. Removal techniques are likely to be a combination of
pressure washing and mechanical removal. In places where there are boulders and cobbles at the base of
walls there would be impacts on invertebrates and algae from trampling (Brosnan & Crumrine, 1994). Pointing
between blocks would be recessed and this will encourage more rapid recolonisation and higher final densities
of invertebrates and algae. The new and refurbished areas of harbour wall would be quickly colonised by algae
(eg Enteromorpha spp and Fucus spp.) and invertebrates (eg barnacles, limpets, mussels and periwinkles) and
no impacts are likely to be visible within approximately two years of the repairs and renewals. The impacts of
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this work on aquatic flora and fauna of the harbour walls are considered to be a minor adverse impact,
localised and of medium-term duration.
Full reconstruction is required on sections of wall on South Quay and East Quay which have completely
collapsed. Here the intertidal habitat is currently steeply sloping boulders with fucoid seaweeds (Fucus spp.
and Ascophyllum nodosum) and associated invertebrates (eg periwinkles and shore crabs). Repair of these
areas would result in an additional 220m 2 and 155m 2 respectively, of which approximately 65% (approximately
245m ) would be in the intertidal zone. This additional intertidal vertical habitat is estimated to be about 5% of
2

the total wall area in the development area that is intertidal. The overall ecological impact of the full
reconstructions is negligible for seaweeds, invertebrates and fish.
During the works on the harbour walls there is a possibility of contamination due to spillages of lime-based
mortars, hydraulic cements or other materials. These could cause minor, localised and temporary adverse
impacts.
Harbour

Harbour - Works Item 10 (Excavation and dredging of Cockle Bank and surrounding area to provide
fishermen’ s harbour and marina basin, to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN)
These works are expected to take six months.
The main adverse construction impacts in the harbour are loss of the intertidal habitat at Cockle Bank (which
would be removed) and dredging of the area around Cockle Bank. The subtidal sands (currently at about 0 m
to -2.5m ODN) around Cockle Bank would be dredged to a maximum depth of -4.0m ODN. The western limit
of the area that would be dredged is estimated to be 21m from the SSSI boundary (see Figure 12.13). The
substrate that remains after dredging is expected to be sand with a similar particle size to that which currently
occurs on the surface.
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Cockle Bank is at about 0m to +1.0m ODN. It is fully exposed on low water spring tides, but most of it remains
submerged on low water neap tides. Cockle Bank supports a restricted invertebrate and seaweed community
due to the presence of contaminants in the sediments.
Swimming species recorded in net samples taken from close to Cockle Bank included mysid shrimp (Praunus
flexuosus) brown shrimp (Crangon crangon) and occasional shore crabs (Carcinus maenas), plus smaller
crustaceans. These are all likely to be important prey for the fish that inhabit the harbour area, eg sandeels.
Many of the invertebrates found near Cockle Bank are associated with seaweeds, and the deeper area created
by dredging would support less marine algae and so is likely to support lower densities of invertebrate prey for
fish. This would be offset to some extent by the expected presence of high densities of red, brown and green
seaweeds and associated invertebrates on the marina pontoons and piles. The species of fish that thrive in the
dredged area around the marina are expected to be those that can feed on the algae and invertebrates found
on or close to marina structures, eg pollack, ballan wrasse and various pipefish. Bottom-feeding specialists
such as red mullet and flounder may decline in density but overall numbers in the harbour should not fall as
there would be an increase in the subtidal benthic habitat available for them to feed in.
Dredging of the subtidal sandy habitat around Cockle Bank would remove sediments that contain invertebrates
and sandeels (greater sandeel and lesser sandeel); the latter are important prey for many other fish and several
species of seabird. Sandeels move into the Hayle estuary and harbour area in August and September and
spawn mainly in September and October (pers. comm. Simon Toms, Environment Agency). The harbour area is
known to be important for sandeel spawning (pers. comm. Simon Toms, Environment Agency) and reduction
of the impacts of dredging on sandeels would be achieved by the timing of these works, which should be
completed before the main sandeel spawning and larval period (see section 12.5.3.1).
Dredging would create sediment plumes with elevated concentrations of suspended solids and associated
metals. Modelling of plume dispersion from dredging Cockle Bank does show some deposition of fines in
lower Lelant Water, Carnsew and Copperhouse Pool but the settling velocity chosen for the fine material was
low in order to show potential transport pathways (Hydraulics Research, 2007, Annexe 13F). Adverse impacts
from the dredging are only expected in the harbour area, where the sediment plume may cause mortality of
flora and fauna due to smothering, reduced concentrations of dissolved oxygen, solids and possibly higher
metals in the water column. This would be a minor to moderate temporary adverse impact.
If dewatering of dredged sediments occurs on land the metal concentrations and suspended solids in any
leachate returned to the harbour may have a localised impact on flora and fauna. This is a minor to moderate
temporary adverse impact.
The loss of intertidal habitat at Cockle Bank is offset to some extent by the gain in an equivalent area of
dredged subtidal habitat. Cockle Bank is of low ecological interest, with very low invertebrate diversity or
usage by birds. Its replacement with dredged subtidal habitat is seen in overall terms as a minor adverse
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impact. It is possible that the newly created subtidal habitat (ie beneath the existing Cockle Bank) would be
suitable for sandeels, which would be a minor beneficial impact. The ecological value of this new subtidal
habitat would be reduced by frequent dredging, ie intervals of less than a few years.
Subtidal sediments near Cockle Bank will be adversely affected by capital (ie construction-phase) dredging,
but a good recovery is likely and within 1-2 years a deeper water version of the same subtidal sand biotope
should be present.

Harbour - Works Item 12 (New fishermen’s quay)
Construction of the pier adjacent to the fishermen’s quay is expected to take nine months.
Construction of the new fishermen’s quay could affect water quality during placement of temporary bunds and
dewatering of the excavation area. This is a minor adverse temporary impact.
The fishermen’s quay would result in the loss of intertidal sediment habitat and a gain in hard habitat on the
slipway and sheet pile wall quay. This area has a low diversity and invertebrate biomass due to the mobility of
the sands and is of relatively low conservation interest. Typical species in the sediment include Melita palmata,
the spionid polychaete Pygospio elegans, enchytraeid oligochaetes and the isopod Eurydice pulchra were also
present (Aquatonics Ltd, 2007b; Annexe 12G). The loss of sandy intertidal sediments is a minor adverse
permanent impact. The gain in new intertidal hard habitat is a minor beneficial permanent impact.

Harbour – Works Item 23 (Slipway and associated land works)
Construction of the sailing centre and slipway could result in contamination due to spillages of lime-based
mortars, hydraulic cements or other materials. This would be a minor, localised and temporary adverse impact.
The sailing centre and slipway would result in the loss of a small area of intertidal sediment habitat and gain of
intertidal hard substrate habitat. It is likely that the concrete slip would be regularly cleaned and it would
therefore have minimal ecological interest.

Harbour – Works Item 13 (Excavation and dredging of i) harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’ s
quay, and ii) sand trap)
Excavation and dredging of harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’s quay is expected to take three
months.
The operation may generate plumes that could impact water quality at adjacent habitats. However, the sands
are relatively clean and contain very little fines, so most of the sediment would settle out nearby. This is a
minor adverse temporary impact. The dredging would result in a loss of biota from dredged area, including a
few specialist species (eg enchytraeid oligochaete worms and the sand-hoppers) from the upper shore, and
mainly annelids further down-shore in sandy sediments (Aquatonics Ltd, 2007b). Recovery from dredging is
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expected to occur within 6-12 months. Some impacts on nearby spawning sandeels are possible. This is a
minor to moderate adverse medium-term impact.
The total volume to be dredged north-west of the harbour is estimated to be 38,500 m 3. This sand would be
relatively uncontaminated (similar to nearby beach sands) and would be reused on-site most likely for
terrestrial habitat creation (see section 12.6.1) or beach recharge (via mechanical or hydraulic means). Beach
nourishment has environmental benefits regarding erosion of the coastline and sand dunes. The main adverse
effect of beach nourishment is the smothering of biota on the beaches. The biota on the beach primarily
comprises invertebrates that are adapted to mobile sands. Biomass and diversity are low and recovery is
expected to occur in 6-12 months. This is a minor adverse medium-term impact.
Dredging of the sand trap near the entrance to the harbour would extend to within approximately 12m of the
SSSI boundary (see Figure 12.13). Dredging would create a sediment plume that may cause sedimentation on
adjacent habitats (in this area it is unlikely that contaminants would be an issue). This would be a minor
adverse temporary impact.
Dredging to create the sand-trap would remove most of the existing biota (eg invertebrates and sandeels) and
affect those species that feed in this area, eg sandeels. The diversity and community composition of mobile
sands recover quite rapidly from dredging, with estimates ranging from 16 months (Desprez, 2000) to 6 years
(Boyd et al, 2005). The speed of recovery is likely to be relatively rapid at Hayle, due to the high bedload
transport of sand and it is expected that diversity would recover within 1-2 years, but biomass and densities
may take 2-3 years.
Dredging of the sand trap would produce c.10,000 m 3 of relatively uncontaminated sand that may be of
sufficiently high quality for it to be used in nearby beach nourishment schemes, or for terrestrial mitigation (see
section 12.6.3). The biota on nearby sandy beaches are primarily invertebrates that are adapted to mobile
sands (Halcrows, 2006). Biomass and diversity is low and recovery of the intertidal biota is expected to occur
in 6-12 months. This would be a minor adverse medium-term impact.

Harbour – Works Item 3 (excavation and renovation of Carnsew second sluice and road construction)
and Item 2 (new fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice)
These two work items are likely to be combined in the development construction programme, and are
expected to take eight months. The sluice construction and road-laying component of the works would
probably run concurrently within a four month period.
Excavation and renovation of Carnsew second sluice would involve dewatering into the adjacent part of the
harbour, which would introduce elevated concentrations of suspended solids and possibly other contaminants
used in construction. This could impact on the relatively diverse, regionally valuable assemblage of algae and
invertebrates in the harbour near to the existing sluice, and possibly on the viviers that are used by fishermen
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to store live crustaceans. The latter is unlikely due to the high dilutions that would occur. Overall these impacts
are assessed as moderate adverse temporary impacts.

Harbour – Works Item 5 (Excavation of harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf)
Works items 5 and 6 are expected to take three months.
The impacts of the excavation of the harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf depend on timing. If the works
are carried out at the same time as Carnsew second sluice and channel works a temporary bund could be
installed at the north end of Carnsew Wharf. This would reduce the possibility of contaminants entering the
harbour area or reaching Carnsew Pool. However, the bund would mean that aquatic intertidal and subtidal
habitats south of the bund would become dry (or at best damp) whilst the work is in progress. The ecology of
this area is not known but is expected to be of moderately high quality. There would be major adverse
temporary impacts in the area south of the temporary bund, with most flora and fauna expected to die.
Renovation of the existing South Quay harbour walls or construction of new walls would be carried out in the
dry. This could result in minor, localised adverse impacts, but as the surrounding area is currently terrestrial
there would be only a small possibility of impacts on existing aquatic ecology. There would be a negligible
adverse localised impact.
The additional harbour walls at South Quay after excavation would provide new intertidal habitat. This would
be a moderate beneficial permanent impact.

Harbour – Works Item 6 (Dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf to a depth of approximately -1.0
m ODN)
The expected quantity of material to be dredged is c.3,000m 3. Dredging works are expected to take three
months.
Dredging of the basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN (-4.4m CD) would
remove sediments with their associated flora and fauna. The area close to Carnsew tunnel is likely to be of
moderately high ecological quality. The impacts depend upon the dredging method and whether the site would
be already adversely affected by the bund for excavation of the harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf. At
worst a major adverse temporary impact is expected. Full recovery is expected to take 3-4 years.
If wet excavation is used there is likely to be some loss of fine sediments during dredging. These are likely to
be contaminated and could affect water quality in the harbour and potentially Carnsew Pool. This is a
moderate adverse localised impact.
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Harbour – Works Item 11 (New floating pontoons for marina)
Construction of the marina pontoons is expected to take three months.
The floating pontoons for the marina would be attached to either steel piles within the marina area, or possibly
a bed anchor system. During construction there is potential for polluting materials to enter the harbour. This
would have negligible to minor temporary adverse impacts.
Construction of the marina would result in the loss of a small subtidal sediment habitat where steel piles enter
the sediment or where bed anchors occur. There would be a slightly larger gain in vertical subtidal and
intertidal habitat on the piles (if used). The loss of subtidal habitat due to piles is a negligible adverse
permanent impact and the gain in vertical habitat on piles is a minor beneficial permanent impact. No
mitigation is proposed. If piles are used there would be a minor beneficial permanent impact.

Harbour – Works Item 15 (Pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay)
These works are expected to take nine months.
Construction of the new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay may introduce contaminants into the
harbour area, with consequent impacts on aquatic species. This is a minor adverse temporary impact.
There would be a small loss of intertidal/subtidal sediment habitat due to construction of the bridge piers in the
intertidal. There would be a larger gain in intertidal/subtidal hard substrate habitat on the piers. The loss of
sediment habitat is a minor adverse permanent impact, whilst the gain of hard substrate habitat on the piers is
expected to be a minor beneficial permanent impact. Overall this is a negligible but permanent impact.

Harbour – Works Item 9 (Half-tide gate at entrance to Penpol Creek; part)
These works are expected to take nine months.
Part of the new Penpol Creek half-tide gate and pedestrian crossing would be constructed behind a coffer
dam extending approximately half the distance between the Penpol quayside and East Quay. Dewatering
would result in a small discharge to the harbour, and disturbed sediments may be carried to the harbour on the
ebb tide. Impacts on water quality in the harbour are expected to range from negligi ble to minor temporary.
Elsewhere the impacts would be negligible due to dilution.
Penpol Creek

Penpol – Works Item 7 (Lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek)
These works are scheduled to take six months.
The new lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek would be partially supported on piers within Penpol
Creek. This would result in a small loss of aquatic sedimentary habitat (all currently intertidal) and gain of a
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larger area of hard substrate which would be intertidal and subtidal. Overall this would be a negligible
beneficial permanent impact.

Penpol – Works Item 8 (Dredged area at south end of Penpol Creek)
These works are expected to take three months.
If dredging/excavation at the south end of Penpol Creek to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN (-4.4m CD)
occurs at the same time as the construction of the half tide gate at the entrance to Penpol it is unlikely to
adversely affect water quality in the harbour or elsewhere. Impacts on the quality of any water remaining in
Penpol Creek (eg the freshwater channel) would be minor. Outside the freshwater channel the estuarine flora
and fauna of Penpol Creek would have been killed by the closure of Penpol Creek two months previously.
Dredging/excavation at south end of Penpol Creek would remove flora and fauna in the sediments. The
dredging works have been scheduled to coincide with the closure of Penpol to construct the half-tide gate
(Works item 9). Therefore, by the time the dredging occurs Penpol Creek would have been severely affected by
the lack of tidal exchange and most, if not all, species present would have died. The additional impact of the
dredging is therefore negligible. A full recovery to pre-dredging conditions at Penpol Creek is not possible as
the half-tide gate would change the tidal regime (ie. preclude a return to fully intertidal habitat).

Penpol – Works Item 9 (Half-tide gate at entrance to Penpol Creek; part)
Construction of the half-tide gate at the entrance to Penpol Creek is expected to take nine months.
The Penpol Creek half-tide gate and pedestrian crossing would result in the loss of some intertidal sediment
habitat and a very small amount of subtidal sediment habitat due to half-tide gate and placement of stone
erosion protection “blankets” each side of the tidal gate. There would be a gain in hard substrate habitat
(intertidal and subtidal) on the newly constructed faces. Overall the impacts of habitat loss would be negligible,
as the gain in hard substrate habitat would be greater than the loss of sediment habitat.
Tidal flows would be maintained in Penpol during gate contruction, so maintaining the biota of the creek during
the works. Disturbed sediments may be carried into the creek with the tide. The impact on aquatic fauna
would be a minor adverse, short-term impact.
Carnsew Pool

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 1 (Build new Carnsew second sluice)
These works are scheduled to take four months.
During the construction works of the second sluice in Carnsew Pool there would be no impacts on aquatic
ecology of Carnsew Pool, as the construction site would be isolated from it. Groundwater at the construction
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site would be discharged to the adjacent part of the harbour, and the impacts of this are considered in the
harbour section.

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 2 (New fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice channel)
These works are scheduled to take eight months.
Aquatic impacts of the new fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice channel would depend upon on
timing. If it is constructed after the channel consruction works there is potential for aquatic contamination,
which could cause localised, short-term and minor adverse impacts.

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 4 (Refurbishment of tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installation of sluice gate
system)
These works are scheduled to take four months.
Refurbishment of the tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installation of the sluice gate system would result in the loss
of a small area of intertidal and subtidal habitat due to construction. Stone erosion protection blankets may be
constructed to each side of the tunnels. Some of these new surfaces would be colonised by marine species.
The impact is a minor adverse localised but permanent impact.
Seaweeds and invertebrates on some lower parts of tunnel walls would be removed using pressure washing or
physical methods. This is a minor adverse impact, with full recovery expected within 1-3 years.
Isolation of the tunnels from the harbour and Carnsew Pool would result in lower velocities upstream and
downstream of the tunnels. The flora and fauna in this area require high velocities. In the harbour, downstream
of the tunnels, the flows into and out of Carnsew through the second sluice may be sufficient to maintain a
healthy flora and fauna. Impacts in Carnsew are likely to be higher and would range from reduced growth to
death of some organisms that cannot escape. The impacts are assessed as minor to moderate, short-term but
localised adverse impacts.
Copperhouse Pool

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 14 (New vehicular bridge by Copperhouse Gate)
These works are scheduled to take ten months.
Construction of the piers in the intertidal to support the new vehicular bridge may introduce sediments and
associated contaminants (eg copper, zinc and arsenic) into the water column. Very high levels of contaminants
occur in Copperhouse Pool sediments (Smith, 1988), and some of the highest concentrations were found in
sediments close to the proposed bridge site, eg copper maximum was 9315 ppm.
The works would be carried out with normal tidal cycles, which would allow contaminated material to enter the
harbour area on the ebb tides. This would be a moderate adverse temporary impact to aquatic biota in the
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harbour . In addition, the bridge piers would cause a small loss of intertidal sediment habitat and a larger gain
in vertical intertidal habitat on the bridge piers. This would be a minor adverse permanent impact due to the
loss of a small area of habitat. This would be balanced by a minor beneficial permanent impact due to
uncontaminated hard substrate on the new piers that may increase the range of species that occur in
Copperhouse Pool.

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 16 (Copperhouse Pool sluice gates maintenance works)
These works are scheduled to take two months.
The Copperhouse Pool sluice gates works could result in spillages of harmful substances. Aquatic impacts
would be negligible and temporary as works would either be carried out at low water or in the dry by installing
temporary barriers at the gate housing and allowing water in and out of Copperhouse Pool through the bypass culvert on the east side of the gate.
Lelant Water
No adverse impacts on aquatic species in Lelant Water are predicted during the construction phase. Modelling
of plume dispersion from dredging Cockle Bank does show some deposition of fines in lower Lelant Water, but
the settling velocity chosen for the fine material was low in order to show potential transport pathways. The
settling of suspended material from dredging in these areas is expected to be negligible (Hydraulics Research,
2007; Annexe 13F).
12.5.2.3 Operational Impacts
Harbour

Marina Use
The floating pontoons and new vertical faces of the breakwater west of the harbour would provide additional
intertidal and subtidal habitat for species such as barnacles, limpets, mussels, hydroids and seaweeds.
The proposed marina and new fishermens quay will bring increased numbers of boats into the harbour; the
increase will be predominantly leisure craft rather than and commercial fishing vessels (see section 13.6.2.5).
This may result in increased deposition of anti-foulants into harbour waters. The latest anti-foulant paints used
to reduce fouling on vessel hulls are generally considered to be less damaging than those based on tributyl tin
(TBT), which is now banned. However, all anti-foulant paints are toxic to marine life (they contain copper, zinc
or organic biocides) and usually this is an important consideration for marina developments (Comber, 2002). In
the case of Hayle this is a relatively minor issue, as the existing flora and fauna in the harbour area are adapted
to the high metal concentrations in sediments and water and are unlikely to be adversely affected by copper
and zinc leaching from vessels. There would also be organic biocides in some of the paints used and the
marine flora and fauna at Hayle would not have experienced these at high concentrations, so some localised
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impacts around the marina are possible. Studies of four booster biocides in the Blackwater estuary, Essex,
showed that diuron could not be detected but Irgarol, dichlofluanid and chlorothalonil could be detected in
sediments and waters (Voulvoulis et al, 2000). The concentration of Irgarol was high enough to theoretically
inhibit the growth of algae such as Enteromorpha and sediment concentrations of the other biocides may have
been high enough to affect benthic invertebrates. The study suggested that there was insufficient information
of the toxicity of these biocides, especially after they had partitioned onto sediments (Voulvoulis et al, 2000).

Dredging
Maintenance dredging of the harbour area, including the sand-trap, would be required. There is little
agreement about the period over which aquatic flora/fauna show recovery from maintenance dredging, with
estimates ranging from as little as 28 days (McCauley et al, 1977) to impacts at sites 500m from the dredging
and no significant signs of recovery of the dredged area after 100 days (Quigley and Hall, 1999). From
knowledge of the invertebrate and fish fauna of the harbour, it is expected that the number of species present
would recover within 2-3 years, but biomass recovery is expected to take longer, perhaps up to 5-6 years from
cessation of dredging.
Buro Happold have estimated that maintenance dredging of the area around the marina is likely to be required
approximately every 5 -10 years (given a sluicing regime as described in section 13.6.2.4). This would mean
that relatively mature benthic communities will develop in the dredged area, before they are removed. The
biomass supported by subtidal sediments in the dredged area would fluctuate with the dredging regime.
Biomass in the dredged area would tend to be at a minimum immediately after dredging and at a maximum
immediately prior to the next dredging event. This fluctuation in biomass would have some impacts on the
biomass of fish that can be supported in the dredged area. However, the dredged area only represents part of
the whole harbour and it is unlikely that the fish populations in the harbour as a whole would show discernible
changes in biomass. A negligible adverse impact is expected.

Sluicing
The frequency of maintenance dredging of the sand trap would be largely determined by the sluicing regime
that is adopted and the frequency of storm conditions that occurs in that period. The hydrodynamic modelling
carried out by Hydraulics Research (Hydraulics Research, 2007, Annexe 13F) shows that sluicing can be
combined with dredging of the marina and sand-trap to control sedimentation in the harbour, and this would
be most effective if sluicing was conducted on each spring tide (ie approximately five days in a row, every two
weeks). However, the possible impacts of the sluicing regime on the ecology of Carnsew and Copperhouse
Pools (see below) mean that sluicing may need to be carried out less frequently than this. In this event,
maintenance dredging of the sand-trap is likely to be required annually, so there would not be a full recovery
within the dredged area in terms of diversity or biomass. There would be a moderate adverse impact on sandeels which would continue until dredging ceases at some future date.
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Downstream from Copperhouse Pool and the second sluice from Carnsew the maximum tidal currents are
predicted to increase, due to the sluicing. This is likely to result in a coarsening of the sediment in these areas.
This increase in peak current velocities would favour marine invertebrates that are adapted to living in high
current environments (eg many tunicates, bryozoans and crustaceans). Some of the existing species that
inhabit this area may not be able to tolerate the higher current speeds, but overall diversity is expected to
increase slightly. Overall this would be a permanent, minor beneficial impact.
All invertebrates and fish show preferences in the type of sediment that they inhabit. In some cases these
preferences are broad (eg the polychaete worm Pygospio elegans) but others require a very specific sediment
type. A study of the sediment preferences of lesser sandeel (Ammodytes marinus) in the North Sea showed
that it avoided sediments with a silt and clay content over 10% and was present at reduced in densities when
the silt and clay content was in the range 2-10% (Wright et al, 2000). To maintain the sandeel habitat in the
harbour it would therefore be necessary to ensure that the large areas of clean medium to coarse sand that
currently occur do not become mixed with finer sediments. This is considered in the section on mitigation
(12.6.2).
Penpol Creek
Penpol is the area where the greatest physical changes would occur, but it is also viewed by the study team
and conservation bodies as the least ecologically important part of the Hayle estuary complex. The main
change would be a reduction in intertidal habitat and a balancing increase in the amount of subtidal habitat. In
general terms this would favour subtidal invertebrates, seaweeds and fish and would reduce populations of
intertidal invertebrates and seaweeds. Flatfish may increase in density due to lower current speeds at the
seabed, as happened upstream of the Oosterschelde storm-surge barrier (Hostens & Hamerlynck, 1994).
Precise impacts are difficult to predict, as they depend on the detailed management of Penpol. For example, if
water levels are managed primarily to allow deep-draughted boats to stay afloat this would result in water
levels retained generally above the half-tide limit.
Densities of invertebrate prey items for birds that feed on the upper intertidal (eg strandline and immediately
vicinity) are unlikely to be affected by the half-tide barrier. In the zone with fluctuating retained water levels the
biomass of invertebrate prey is expected to diminish, but densities of small prey items such as oligochaete
worms may increase.
A desk study by Hydraulics Research of the flushing of Penpol with the half-tide gate in place indicates that it
would be poorly flushed during neap tides, but would flush almost completely during two or three spring tides
(Annexe 13F). The HR report states that Penpol would effectively behave as a closed system for periods of
about a week, separated by an interval of about a week. The HR report suggests that this period is probably
too short for significant algal blooms to occur. However, this conclusion needs to be proven by the collection
of additional data, as algal blooms are sometimes associated with neap tide conditions, even in relatively open
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waters such as South San Francisco Bay (Cloern, 1991) and Southampton Water. An associated issue is the
likelihood that any algal bloom may include species that are toxic to shellfish, fish, birds or mammals. This
could have a significant adverse impact on the ecology and fisheries of the Hayle harbour area. Information on
algal blooms and the impacts of toxic algal blooms and reduction in dissolved oxygen caused by collapse of
algal blooms is included in Annexe 12I.
At present, the potential impacts that could arise from algal blooms occurring in Penpol Creek can be
characterised as ranging from negligible (if no blooms occur) to major adverse short-term impacts. Impacts
could also occur in the harbour as the water in Penpol is flushed out (either by deliberately lowering the gate or
due to spring tides flushing out the contents). The possibility of impacts in Copperhouse Pool, Carnsew Pool
and Lelant Water from toxic algal blooms flushed out from Penpol, are much lower, owing to the path of the
ebb tide (theoretically a small part of the bloom could end up at these locations, as shown by HR modelling of
fine sediments discharged from the Cockle Bank area (Annexe 13F)). The issue of potential algal blooms
occurring in Penpol Creek would be further examined after outline planning permission is obtained. As a
precautionary approach it is assumed that a major adverse impact is possible during the operational phase.
Carnsew Pool
Within Carnsew Pool there would be an additional area of high current speeds close to the second sluice. This
would favour those species of invertebrates, algae and fish that prefer high current speeds and reduce the
densities of those species that prefer low current speeds (eg flounder, plaice and sole). Overall this would be a
minor beneficial impact on invertebrates and algae, and a minor adverse impact on many species of fish.
No major adverse impacts are predicted during the operational phase, but there may be moderate adverse
impacts on the flora and fauna due to the retention of spring high water for three hours, followed by sluicing
(there are no plans to sluice during neap tides). The effective loss of intertidal over a whole spring tidal cycle
has been calculated to be 23% if water is retained for three hours (calculated from information provided in
Annex 13E). This extended high water would have impacts on invertebrates and algae that are difficult to
predict. Factors that are relevant are:
x

Tidal cues for breeding may be disrupted

x

Larvae of some species may settle too high up the shore during extended high water

x

Invertebrates that feed on the surface would have an extended period for feeding during spring tides

x

Predation by wading birds on the upper shore would be reduced

x

The lack of any shallow water habitat around the time of high water spring may have an adverse
impact on juvenile plaice and sole, which preferentially seek out shallow, warmer waters to feed and
avoid predators
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x

Probable coarsening of sediments due to higher velocities during ebb tide

x

There would be a longer period for dead phytoplankton, zooplankton and detritus to settle out of the
water column, increasing food availability for those invertebrates that feed on this material

x

The extended high tide during spring tides would favour those species that occur further down the
shore, but these same species would be at a disadvantage during neap tides, when the uppermost
parts of the shore would not be covered for many days.

Some of the most significant changes to tidal regimes have resulted from projects in the Netherlands. The
impacts on mobile epifauna (invertebrates and fish) of the construction of a storm-surge barrier and
compartmentalisation dams on the Oosterschelde estuary have been studied (Hostens and Hamerlynck, 1994).
Other studies of the Oosterschelde barrier have examined the impact of protracted immersion (Hummel et al,
1986), emersion (not covered by seawater) for 2-8 days (Fortuin et al, 1989a) and protracted low water periods
for 18 or 30 hours (Fortuin et al, 1989b). The results indicate that a protracted low water of 18 hours was
survived by most species (provided that extremely high or low temperatures did not occur), but 30 hours
caused high mortalities (Fortuin et al, 1989b). Two days of immersion could also be tolerated by most intertidal
species provided that extremely low or high temperatures did not occur (Fortuin et al, 1989a). Prolonged
periods of immersion were tolerated by most intertidal species (Hummel et al, 1986), however, the study did
not examine the impacts of extended periods of immersion over a whole year on reproductive success. It has
not been possible to locate any references to a development that resulted in changes in tidal regime similar to
those proposed at Carnsew and Copperhouse. However, in Southampton Water there is an extended high
water during all tides and surveys there (various reports for the Dibden Container Terminal proposal) do not
indicate any problems with the flora and fauna of the upper shore.
Juvenile flatfish such as plaice and sole obtain much of their food supply in shallow intertidal areas whilst they
are covered by high tides (Kuipers, 1975; Nicolas et al, 2007). The extended high water period could in theory
be beneficial to these species, provided that their invertebrate food supply is unaffected by the scheme.
However, the extended duration of high water would be coupled with a shift in the location of the upper shore,
due to the predicted 0.6m rise in the height of high water spring tides. This increased height is due to the more
rapid filling of Carnsew through two sluices. The habitat that would be covered by the additional 0.6 m is fairly
steep cobbles and boulders, so there would be little benefit in terms of increased intertidal area for birds and
fish to feed.
Limited data on the invertebrate species present at different tidal heights in Carnsew Pool are available (Smith,
1988). The upper shore sediments support very few species, mainly enchytraeid oligochaete worms. On the
mid-shore the main species are ragworm (Nereis diversicolor) and low densities of the spionid polychaete
worm Pygospio elegans. On the lower shore the main species are the cirratulid polychaete worm Tharyx sp. A ,
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ragworm, (Nereis diversicolor) and low densities of other polychaetes (Streblospio shrubsolii and Capitella
capitata).
Due to the complex interplay between the factors above (and others that may apply) it is impossible to make
accurate predictions on the impacts of the amended tidal regime on invertebrates and algae. As invertebrates
and, to a lesser extent algae, are food for birds and fish, this means that impacts on these two groups cannot
be accurately predicted. The best estimate is that invertebrate diversity and the species present would be
similar to current levels, and that densities and biomass would be:
x

±40% of current values on the upper shore

x

±20% of current values on the middle shore

x

unchanged on the lower shore

Copperhouse Pool
No major adverse impacts are predicted during the operational phase, but there may be moderate adverse
impacts on the flora and fauna due to the retention of spring high water for 3 hours, followed by sluicing. At
present there are no plans to sluice during neap tides.
The effective loss of intertidal over a whole spring tidal cycle is calculated to be 26% if water is retained for
three hours (calculated from information provided in Annex 13E). This extended high water would have
impacts on invertebrates and algae that are difficult to predict. Factors that are relevant are:
x

Tidal cues for breeding may be disrupted

x

Larvae of some species may settle too high up the shore during extended high water

x

Invertebrates that feed on the surface would have an extended period for feeding during spring tides

x

Predation by wading birds on the upper shore would be reduced, but predation by fish such as juvenile
plaice and sole would increase provided that their invertebrate food supply is unaffected

x

Probable coarsening of sediments due to higher velocities during ebb tide

x

There would be a longer period for phytoplankton, zooplankton and detritus to settle out of the water
column, increasing food availability for those invertebrates that feed on this material

x

The extended high tide during spring tides would favour those species that occur further down the shore,
but these same species would be at a disadvantage during neap tides, when the uppermost parts of the
shore would not be covered for many days

x

There may be complex interactions between saltmarsh plants and species such as ragworm, which may
result in the loss of saltmarshes, especially in the pioneer zone (Hughes, 1999), though this is seen as
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unlikely by others (Morris et al, 2004). The retained high water spring tides could affect saltmarsh zonation
in the upper reaches of Copperhouse Pool, mainly above Black Bridge. The impact on this habitat is
covered in section 12.5.1
It has not been possible to locate any references to a similar change in tidal regime and experience from other
locations is not readily available. However, in Southampton Water there is an extended high water during all
tides and surveys there (various reports by Aquatonics Ltd for the Dibden Container Terminal proposal) do not
indicate any problems with the flora and fauna of the upper shore.
Copperhouse Pool is kept inundated for several spring tides each summer for events and it appears that this
has had no discernible impact on invertebrate prey for over-wintering birds. However, no definitive surveys
have been undertaken. In 2007 the planned closure dates were:
x

17July - 19 July; 31 July - 6 August; 17 August - 20 August

Data are available on the species present at different tidal heights in Copperhouse Pool (Smith, 1989). In
general the higher parts of Copperhouse Pool are well drained, with a high clay content and a covering of
green filamentous algae (mainly Enteromorpha spp.) and high densities of enchytraeid oligochaete worms.
There is also an area of saltmarsh near Black Bridge that is muddy and poorly drained, with high densities of
ragworm (Nereis diversicolor) and the amphipod crustacean Corophium volutator. Mid-shore sediments at
Copperhouse are dominated by the spionid polychaetes Pygospio elegans and Streblospio shrubsolii; whilst
lower parts have higher densities of the cirratulid polychaete worm Tharyx sp. A. (Smith, 1988).
The best estimate is that invertebrate diversity and species present would be broadly similar to what they are
now, that densities and biomass on the middle and upper shore would be ±30% of current values, and will be
unchanged on the lower shore.
Lelant Water
No adverse impacts are predicted in Lelant Water during the operational phase of the proposed development.
There is a likely minor beneficial impact since a slight reduction of import of sand into Lelant Water due to
sluicing is predicted to occur (see section 13.5.1.2). It is widely believed that sand ingress into Lelant Water is
reducing the suitability of the lower parts for wader prey and wading birds, so any measures that reduce sand
ingress are likely to be better than the status quo.
12.5.3

Assessment of impacts on ornithology

12.5.3.1 Overview
The following assessment addresses the impacts of the proposed Hayle development scheme on the aquatic
avifauna of the area based on the findings of monitoring studies described in section 12.5.3 and information on
birds’ habitat requirements and responses to disturbance stimuli.
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The features that have been identified as being key receptors for aquatic ornithology, and therefore requiring
an assessment of the potential impact of development proposals, are as follows:
Feature

Location

Conservation value

i) Little grebe

Predominantly open water of Carnsew

Regional importance (possibly

Pool

national during hard weather)

Distributed across the Hayle system,

Regional importance (note:

with concentrations in Lelant Water

National Importance threshold is

ii) Little egret

not yet definitive for this species)
iii) Wildfowl feeding

Distributed across the Hayle system,

areas

with concentrations in Lelant Water,

Regional importance

Lelant Saltings and Copperhouse Pool

iv) Wildfowl roosting

Distributed across the Hayle system,

areas

with concentrations in Lelant Water,

Regional importance

Lelant Saltings and Copperhouse Pool
v) Wader feeding areas

Distributed across the Hayle system,

Regional importance

with concentrations on Lelant Water, the
western end of Carnsew Pool and
Copperhouse Pool
vi) Wader roosting areas

Distributed across the Hayle system,

Regional importance

with concentrations on Ryan’s Field,
Lelant Saltings, the western end of
Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool

Table 12— 8 : Key receptors relevant to ornithology (aquatic birds)
The unmitigated impacts of construction-phase works on aquatic birds are considered below on an area-basis,
with reference to the itemised list of marine works described in Chapter 13, section 13.5.1.
The following operational activities have been assessed for their potential to have impacts on aquatic birds:
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x

sluicing to remove sediment from the harbour, implemented by closing sluice structures at the mouths of
Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools to hold water in the pools at high spring tides, followed by the release of
this water into the harbour on the ebb tide (c.3 hours after high tide)

x

maintenance dredging of the harbour

x

operation of the half-tide gate at the seaward end of Penpol Creek

x

movements of pedestrians over the proposed new Copperhouse Pool bridge, bridges over the Carnsew
second sluice channel, and in the region of the proposed car parking area on the Triangular Spit

Annexe 12K provides information on the response of waterfowl and shorebirds to various disturbance stimuli;
this has been referenced in the following analysis. Mitigation measures are identified in section 12.6.3, and
summarised in 12.7.3.1; monitoring requirements are detailed in section 12.8.3.
12.5.3.2 Construction Impacts
Harbour Wall Repairs (Works Items 17-22)

Habitat and prey loss
During the construction of Phase 1 of the development there would be temporary adverse impacts on intertidal
invertebrates and seaweeds due to refurbishment of harbour walls. New and refurbished areas of harbour wall
would be quickly colonised by algae (eg Enteromorpha spp. and Fucus spp.) and invertebrates (eg barnacles,
limpets, mussels and periwinkles) and no impacts are likely to be visible within approximately 2 years of the
repairs and renewals (see section 12.5.2.1). As such, there would be a short-term loss of habitat and prey
items for an extremely limited number of birds which use this habitat. The impacts of this work are considered
to be a negligible adverse impact, localised and of medium-term duration.
Full reconstruction is required on sections of wall on South Quay and East Quay, resulting in an additional
220m 2 and 155m 2 respectively, of which approximately 65% (approximately 245m 2) would be in the intertidal
zone. This additional intertidal vertical habitat is estimated to be about 5% of the total wall area in the
development area that is intertidal. The overall ecological impact of the reconstructions would result in a small
loss of habitat and prey items for bird feeding, where slumped areas providing a none-vertical zone have
previously been present; this will be a minor localised permanent impact.

Disturbance
Construction activity at the harbour walls would have the potential for some limited disturbance to occur to
waterfowl on adjacent habitats. However, for the most part, works would be undertaken on the walls around
the main harbour, an area of relatively low importance for waterfowl which is subject to a level of current
ongoing disturbance. In this area, impacts are likely to be adverse, negligible, localised and temporary. Where
works are undertaken close to Copperhouse Pool, disturbance of birds on the westernmost reach of the Pool
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may occur, depending on the extent of works and methods used. Impacts here will be adverse, minor and
temporary.
Lelant Water
No adverse impacts on aquatic bird species in Lelant Water are predicted during the construction phase.
Harbour

Harbour – Works Item 10 (Excavation and dredging of Cockle Bank and surrounding area to provide
fishermen’ s harbour and marina basin, to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN)
Habitat loss
In general, Cockle Bank is not an important site for waterfowl within the Hayle complex, although occasional
feeding activity was recorded both from the 2004/5 survey programme and on ad hoc visits to the site. Species
feeding on the area including little egret, oystercatcher and curlew; these species potentially take small
polychaetes and crustaceans, as well as small fish species. The site is also used as a roost/loafing area by
waterfowl on some tides, although again in relatively low numbers in the context of the wider Hayle system. As
such, the physical loss of Cockle Bank is not expected to have anything more than a negligible local adverse
impact on the avifauna of the estuary system.
Additional dredging work around Cockle Bank would remove sediments that contain invertebrates and
sandeels (greater sandeel and lesser sandeel). The latter form an important prey component for some birds,
although their composition within the prey assemblage of key bird species using the area around Cockle Bank
is uncertain. However, as the harbour area is known to be important for sandeel spawning (see section
12.4.2.3) and because sandeels form an important dietary component for some species of seabird at a regional
scale (Cramp et al, 1998), as well as prey for other fish which in turn are prey for seabirds, then methods to
reduce the impacts of dredging on sandeels would be employed. While it is possible that the newly created
subtidal habitat (ie beneath the existing Cockle Bank) would be suitable for sandeels, which would be a minor
beneficial impact, the ecological value of this new subtidal habitat would be reduced by frequent dredging, (ie
intervals of less than a few years), and as such, its benefits in terms of prey provision for waterfowl would be
negligible.

Water quality
Dredging is likely to create sediment plumes with elevated concentrations of suspended solids and metals (see
(Hydraulics Research, 2007, Annexe 13F). The sediment plume may cause mortality of aquatic flora and fauna,
due to smothering, reduced concentrations of dissolved oxygen solids and possibly higher metals in the water
column. This would have a direct minor to moderate temporary adverse impact on the invertebrate fauna of
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the area, which in turn, may affect the limited feeding activity by waterfowl which currently occurs in the area,
with an associated negligible to minor temporary adverse impact.
If dewatering of dredged sediments occurs on-land the metal concentrations and suspended solids in any
leachate returned to the harbour may have a localised impact on flora and fauna. This is potentially a
negligible to minor temporary adverse impact for avifauna (but probably greater for invertebrates and fish)
depending on the contaminants.

Harbour – Works Item 12 (New fishermen’ s quay)
Habitat loss
Construction of the new fishermen’s quay would result in the loss of intertidal sediment habitat and a gain in
hard habitat on sheet pile wall quay. This area has a low diversity and invertebrate biomass due to the mobility
of the sands and is of relatively low conservation interest both in terms of estuarine invertebrates and birds. As
such, the loss of sandy intertidal sediment from the area would have a negligible adverse permanent impact to
waterfowl, given the relatively low level of current usage. The gain in new intertidal hard habitat would have a
minor beneficial permanent impact for invertebrates and fish etc, but overall would have a negligible adverse
impact for avifaunal function.

Disturbance
Construction work on the new quay would have the potential to generate disturbance to waterfowl. However,
the area is generally under-utilised by aquatic avifauna, and as such, any impacts would be negligible, local
and temporary.

Water quality
The fishermen’s quay works could affect water quality during placement of temporary bunds and dewatering of
the excavation area. This is a minor adverse temporary impact for the aquatic invertebrates and fish and may
also affect prey availability for birds, possibly at a slightly reduced level of impact (negligible to minor adverse
temporary impact).

Harbour – Works Item 23 (Slipway and associated land works)
The sailing centre and slipway would result in the loss of a small area of intertidal sediment habitat and gain of
intertidal hard substrate habitat. Avifaunal impacts are likely to be negligible given the low level of importance
of this area for waterfowl.

Harbour – Works Item 13 (Excavation and dredging of i) harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’ s
quay, and ii) sand trap)
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Habitat loss and disturbance
Excavation and dredging of the harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’s quay would result in a loss of
biota from the dredged area. The biota here are primarily invertebrates adapted to mobile sands, eg catworm
(Nephtys cirrosa), sand-hoppers (Talitrus saltator) and occasional crabs (Pirimela denticulata) near low water.
The assemblage, together with ongoing human activity means that the waterfowl assemblage of the area is of
relatively low conservation importance with the context of the Hayle system both for feeding and roosting
activity. However, the ornithological survey programmes have identified this area, and in particular the
intertidal sands further downstream towards the mouth of the estuary, as being important for roosting ringed
plover (Appendix 12T). As such, any direct loss of habitat through removal of intertidal material would have a
negligible to minor adverse medium-term impact on this species.
Dredging to create the sand-trap would remove most of the existing biota (eg invertebrates and sandeels) and
affect other invertebrates and fish species that feed in this area. Although the speed of invertebrate
community recovery is likely to be relatively rapid, maintenance dredging is likely to be an annual event, so
there would not be a full recovery within the dredged area in terms of diversity or biomass. As such, there
would be a degree of impact to waterfowl and seabirds, either on those which predate the invertebrates and
sandeels of the area, or more indirectly, on birds which feed on species that prey on the invertebrate and
sandeel community. The site is not particularly important for birds which predate directly on the invertebrate
and fish communities, but indirect impacts from loss of species such as sandeel to seabirds at a wider,
regional level, eg gannet, may occur. However, it is unlikely that any effect to seabird population levels from
changes to sandeel populations in the Hayle would be measurable at such a regional scale. As such, there
would be a potential negligible to minor adverse impact on seabirds, which would be permanent owing to the
continuing need for dredging.
Dredging of the sand trap would produce c.10,000 m 3 of relatively uncontaminated sand that may be of
sufficiently high quality for it to be used in nearby beach nourishment schemes, or for terrestrial mitigation (see
section 12.6.3). Existing biomass and diversity is low and in general the intertidal area in the region of the
sand-trap is not of high importance for waterfowl, either feeding or roosting, due to the depressed infaunal
community and ongoing disturbance from recreational activity. Recovery of the intertidal biota is expected to
occur in 6-12 months and some negligible to minor temporary adverse impacts would be expected to avifaunal
usage from the dredge dumping.

Water quality
Excavation and dredging of the harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’s quay may generate sediment
plumes that could impact water quality at adjacent habitats. However, the sands are relatively clean and
contain very little fines, so most of the sediment would settle out nearby. This is a minor adverse temporary
impact for the sand/mud-dwelling invertebrate and fish of the area, which form prey items for birds. Resultant
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impacts on suitability of the area for waterfowl would be expected to be negligible, given the ability of most
species of soft sediment dwelling prey items to withstand periods of elevated suspended loads and deposition
rates.
Dredging of the sand-trap near the entrance to the harbour would create a sediment plume that may cause
sedimentation on adjacent habitats. In this area it is unlikely that contaminants would be an issue, but
smothering of benthos may affect the limited feeding potential in the area for waterfowl. This would be a minor
adverse temporary impact.

Harbour – Works Item 5 (Excavation of harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf)
Habitat loss and disturbance
If the excavation of the harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf requires a temporary bund to be installed at
the north end of Carnsew Wharf, there would be major adverse temporary impacts in the area south of the
bund, with most flora and fauna of intertidal and subtidal habitats expected to die. This would have some
impact on feeding potential by waterfowl, although the site is not particularly important in this respect (see
Appendix 12T) and impacts would thus be minor adverse, temporary and local.
Renovation of the existing South Quay harbour walls or construction of new walls would be carried out in the
dry and should not have a significant detrimental impact to avifauna through habitat loss. Disturbance may
have negligible to minor local temporary adverse impact, but this may be reduced further through timing of
works outwith periods of bird usage.
The additional harbour walls at South Quay after excavation would provide new vertical intertidal habitat. This
will be a negligible to minor beneficial permanent impact for potential niche species such as turnstone, but of
little wider benefit.

Harbour – Works Item 6 (Dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf to a depth of approximately -1.0
m ODN)
Habitat loss and disturbance
Dredging of the basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN (-4.4m CD) would
remove sediments with their associated flora and fauna. The area close to Carnsew tunnel is likely to be of
moderately high ecological quality for aquatic fauna, but this area is not of importance for waterfowl as a
feeding resource. A negligible to minor adverse short-term impact might be anticipated, with recolonisation
within a couple of years and return of any small feeding potential for birds. It is not anticipated that the work
would have a significant disturbance effect on the value of Carnsew Pool to birds.
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Water quality
If wet excavation is used there is likely to be some loss of fine sediments during dredging. These are likely to
be contaminated and could affect water quality in the harbour, and potentially Carnsew Pool. A moderate
adverse localised impact to invertebrates is anticipated, but with in situ impacts to avifaunal function in the
harbour considered to be zero to negligible. However, if contaminated material were to enter Carnsew Pool
then a negligible to minor waterfowl impact would be expected.

Harbour – Works Item 11 (New floating pontoons for marina)
Habitat loss and disturbance
The floating pontoons for the marina would be attached to either steel piles within the marina area, or possibly
a bed anchor system. During construction there is potential for polluting materials to enter the harbour. This
would have negligible to minor temporary adverse impact from disturbance to avifauna.
Construction of the marina would result in the net loss of a small subtidal sediment habitat where steel piles
enter the sediment or where bed anchors occur, with an associated restriction of surface feeding area for little
grebe. There would be a slightly larger gain in vertical subtidal and intertidal habitat on the piles (if used),
although this would be of extremely limited value to waterfowl. The loss of subtidal habitat due to piles is a
minor adverse permanent impact and the gain in vertical habitat on piles is a negligible beneficial permanent
impact.

Harbour – Works Item 15 (Pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay)
Habitat loss and disturbance
Construction of the new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay would lead to a small loss of
intertidal/subtidal sediment habitat due to construction of the bridge piers in the intertidal. The loss of
sediment habitat is a minor adverse permanent impact, whilst the gain of hard substrate habitat on the piers is
expected to be a minor beneficial permanent impact. Adverse and beneficial impacts are considered to be
approximately in balance. Overall there would be a negligible but permanent impact on availability of bird
feeding habitat. Disturbance during construction may affect birds’ usage in Copperhouse Pool, a key site for
waterfowl, and thus lead to a minor to major site specific short-term adverse impact. However, it is considered
that the bridge is sufficiently distant from the main Pool habitats for impacts to be of a minor, site- specific,
short-term adverse scale.

Water quality
Construction of the new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay may introduce contaminants into the
harbour area, with consequent impacts on aquatic species. This is a minor to major site specific short-term
adverse impact.
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Penpol

Penpol - Works Item 7 (Lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek)
The new lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek would be partially supported on piers within Penpol
Creek. This would result in a small loss of aquatic sedimentary habitat (all currently intertidal) and gain of a
larger area of hard substrate which would be intertidal and subtidal. Overall this would be a negligible
beneficial permanent impact with a small increase in potential feeding habitat for little grebe.

Penpol – Works Item 9 (Half-tide gate at entrance to Penpol Creek; part)
The Penpol Creek half-tide gate and pedestrian crossing would result in the loss of some intertidal sediment
habitat and a very small amount of subtidal sediment habitat due to half-tide gate and placement of stone
erosion protection “blankets” each side of the tidal gate. There would be a gain in hard substrate habitat
(intertidal and subtidal) on the newly constructed faces. The creek is not of high value for waterfowl (mostly
occasional waders) using the intertidal zone and of relatively low value for little grebe (subtidal). Overall the
impacts would be negligible, as the gain in hard substrate habitat would be greater than the loss of sediment
habitat.

Penpol – Works Item 8 (Dredged area at south end of Penpol Creek)
Dredging/excavation at south end of Penpol Creek to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN (-4.4m CD) would
probably occur at the same time as the construction of the half tide gate at the entrance to Penpol. If so, the
dredging is unlikely to adversely affect water quality in the harbour or elsewhere. Given the low importance of
the area for waterfowl, any deleterious impacts would be at a local scale and affect only a very small number of
birds.
Dredging/excavation at south end of Penpol Creek would remove flora and fauna in the sediments. The area
to be dredged is of low conservation interest and not important for waterfowl within the Hayle complex given
existing disturbance levels. There would be a minor adverse permanent impact on intertidal invertebrates and
this would have a negligible adverse impact on bird usage
Carnsew Pool

Carnsew Pool - Works Items 1 and 3 (Build new Carnsew second sluice; Excavate second sluice
channel)
During the construction works on the second sluice in Carnsew Pool there may be the potential for disturbance
related impacts, depending on techniques and works location. It is anticipated that any impacts would be
minor, localised and of a temporary nature.
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While the access road onto the Triangular Spit (ie via the causeway; see Figure 3.4) is sited at the furthest
distance possible from the Carnsew Pool shore, reconstruction of the road here and over the sluice channel
would involve plant and personnel working close to Carnsew Pool. As such, disturbance to waterfowl using
adjacent intertidal rocks and the extreme eastern end of Carnsew Pool could occur during construction. In
particular, the works have the potential to affect little grebe distribution within Carnsew Pool, with disturbance
leading to an effective habitat loss around the Carnsew Pool edge at this time.
Whilst there is sufficient area within the Pool for any displacement to be accommodated spatially, the eastern
end of Carnsew Pool would appear to be the preferred area of the Pool by little grebe, and as such, impacts
would be minor to major adverse, short-term and localised.

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 2 (New fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice channel)
Aquatic impacts of the construction of the new fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice channel will
depend upon on timing. Disturbance could occur to waterfowl using adjacent intertidal rocks and eastern end
of Carnsew Pool if work takes place in the winter and subsequent to (rather than concurrently with) the
construction of the sluice channel and road over the causeway. Impacts would be minor adverse, temporary
and site-specific.

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 4 (Refurbishment of tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installation of sluice gate
system)
Habitat loss
Refurbishment of the tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installation of the sluice gate system would result in the loss
of a small area of intertidal and subtidal habitat due to construction, which may include stone erosion
protection blankets to each side of tunnels. Some of these new surfaces would be colonised by marine
species. However, these areas are not of particular importance for avifauna (eg little grebe) and impacts at
worst would be negligible.

Disturbance
As for Work Item 2, above.

Carnsew Pool – Construction of car park on Triangular Spit
Construction of the proposed car park on the Triangular Spit would take place 5-6 years after the sluice
channel and bridge works, in Phase 4 of the construction programme. This work has the potential to cause
disturbance to bird usage of Carnsew Pool (eg little grebe); impacts are expected to be minor adverse
localised and temporary.
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Copperhouse Pool

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 14 ( New vehicular bridge by Copperhouse Gate)
Habitat loss and disturbance
Construction of the bridge piers would cause a small loss of intertidal habitat and a larger gain in vertical
intertidal habitat on the piers. This would be a minor adverse permanent impact on avifauna due to the loss of
a small area of habitat. This would be balanced by a minor beneficial permanent impact due to
uncontaminated hard substrate on piers. An overall negligible adverse impact is anticipated in terms of habitat
loss to birds.
Disturbance to waterfowl would also occur during construction, affecting in particular shelduck, and redshank
usage with a moderate site specific temporary impact.

Water quality
Construction of the piers in the intertidal habitat to support the new vehicular bridge may introduce sediments
and associated contaminants (eg copper, zinc and arsenic) into the water column. Very high levels of
contaminants occur in Copperhouse Pool sediments (Smith, 1988), and some of the highest concentrations
were found in sediments close to the proposed bridge site, eg copper maximum was 9315 ppm. Contaminant
effects on waterfowl would potentially occur either through changes in the invertebrate community or via direct
impact. Given existing contaminant loadings in the Pool and potential accumulations in prey items, then the
additive impacts of additional contaminant resuspension are considered likely to be negligible to minor,
adverse and short-term.

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 16 (Copperhouse Pool sluice gates maintenance works)
The Copperhouse Pool sluice gates works could result in of spillages of harmful substances. As already noted
this could have an associated although reduced impact to waterfowl in the area. Impacts would be negligible
and temporary as works would either be carried out at low water or in the dry by installing temporary barriers
at the gate housing and allowing water in and out of Copperhouse Pool through the by-pass culvert on the
east side of the gate. There is likely to be minor site specific temporary disturbance to feeding and roosting
waterfowl.
12.5.3.3 Operational impacts
Harbour
Some removal of contaminated material and creation of new subtidal habitats would potentially have a very
limited positive impact for birds in terms of habitat creation. Activities in the harbour would potentially increase
the disturbance level, and as such, direct habitat loss (in terms of available surface waters) through pontoons,
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and indirect loss through new activity would also have an impact on the area’s capacity to support waterfowl.
In addition, there is the increased potential for contaminant release (unplanned), affecting waterfowl and their
prey in the area. However, the site is currently not of particular importance for avifauna within the Hayle
complex, and any additive impacts (beneficial and adverse) would be expected to be slight, with an overall
negligible local permanent adverse impact.
It is possible that the newly created subtidal habitat in the harbour (ie beneath the existing Cockle Bank) would
be suitable for sandeels, which are a prey species for several aquatic birds. However, the ecological value of
this new subtidal habitat would be reduced by dredging (every 5-10 years) and, as such, its benefits in terms of
prey provision for waterfowl would be minor.
Penpol
Penpol is the area where the greatest physical changes to habitats would occur, but it is also the least
ecologically important part of the Hayle estuary complex. The main change would be a reduction in intertidal
habitat and a balancing increase in the amount of subtidal habitat. In general terms this would favour subtidal
invertebrates, seaweeds and fish and would reduce populations of intertidal invertebrates and seaweeds.
Precise impacts on birds are difficult to predict, as they depend on the detailed management of Penpol, but
densities of invertebrate prey items for waders on the upper intertidal are unlikely to be affected by the half-tide
barrier, and the mid and lower intertidal zone (with fluctuating retained water levels) may see a reduction in
biomass of invertebrate prey while densities of small prey items such as oligochaete worms may increase. A
slight reduction in wader activity and an increase in little grebe activity might therefore be expected, with
minimal change to little egret usage. Overall, the impact on the functional value of the habitat to birds would
be regarded as neutral.
Carnsew Pool

Prey availability
Within Carnsew Pool there would be an additional area of high current speeds close to the proposed second
sluice. This would favour those species of invertebrates, algae and fish that prefer high current speeds and
reduce the densities of those species that prefer low current speeds. (eg flounder, plaice and sole). Overall this
would be a minor beneficial impact on invertebrates and algae, and a minor adverse impact on many species
of fish. Any impacts to bird species feeding on fish (eg little grebe) would be expected to be negligible, given
the restricted extent of the altered current velocities.

Sluicing regime
At present there are no plans to sluice from Carnsew Pool during neap tides, but on spring tides the ebb would
be retarded by three hours. The effective loss of intertidal area over a whole spring tidal cycle has been
calculated to be c. 23% if water is retained for three hours. This extended high water period would have
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impacts on invertebrates and bird usage that are difficult to predict. As already noted, Carnsew Pool is an
important site for little grebe (areas of open water) but is also increasingly important at the western end for
waders (feeding and roosting on the intertidal zone). The sluicing would lead to a functional loss of wader
habitat, whilst providing additional potential subtidal habitat for little grebe (also possibly offsetting the slight
impact to the fish population noted above). However, whilst the impoundment would lead to a functional
increase in subtidal area, it is uncertain whether the effective increase in depth within Carnsew Pool over the
tidal cycle would actually be of benefit for little grebe in terms of feeding function. Little grebe take both small
fishes and macro-invertebrate prey items, diving to a depth of around 2m (Cramp, 1998). Based on
bathymetry information for Carnsew Pool (Sea Sediments, 1983), it would appear that the main area of little
grebe activity in the pool coincides with a depth of between 1m and 2m ODN. Predictions on impoundment
levels in Carnsew (Buro Happold, 2007), suggest that the ebb retard would maintain levels at 3m above OD for
c. 3 hours on each tide. Predictions on impoundment levels in Carnsew, suggest that the ebb retard would
maintain levels at 3m above OD for approximately three hours on each tide.

If this were to occur, then there

may be an effective reduction in available feeding time for little grebe within the pool (if the species is taking
benthic or epibenthic fauna), although this would depend on a variety of factors including prey item choice in
Carnsew.
Given the bathymetry and substratum of the area of loss, it is expected that the functional intertidal loss would
be greater than the possible functional subtidal gain for little grebe (see above). The changes in invertebrate
assemblage composition on the intertidal area would to some extent impact on bird usage, but it might be
expected that the site is at sub-carrying capacity for waders, and so impacts on birds owing to prey availability
may be on the scale negligible to minor. However, the change to functional habitat usage by birds owing to a
retarded ebb tide would have a greater impact than changes to prey composition. In particular, the availability
of a high water roost area would be affected, with a reduced or no roosting area for c. 3 hours around high
water. The Carnsew site has been seen to support quite large flocks of waders around high water, although
other (possibly sub-optimal) areas on Lelant may also be available. In addition, with two sluices in operation
the speed that the mudflat would be uncovered and covered by the tide would increase. This is often the
period when waterfowl feeding rates are often maximised and, depending on the sluicing scenario, this may
lead to an effective reduction in prey take-up, as the effective feeding time during this period would be
reduced.
Overall, the change to functional habitat usage on Carnsew through a retarded ebb tide is considered to
generate a minor to major adverse impact on birds. Impacts would be at least at a site specific level (ie.
confined to Carnsew Pool), and for some bird species may affect estuary-system level usage. However,
although they would occur throughout the lifespan of the development (permanent) they should be reversible
as the sluicing regime can be amended in the light of monitoring.
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Disturbance activity
The additional visitor attractions and residential housing provided by the proposed development would
potentially increase footfall on public access ways around Carnsew Pool. The access road and parking on the
causeway would lead to increased vehicular traffic on the eastern side of Carnsew Pool; pedestrian traffic
would be directed to a new bridge located beyond the northern boundary (ie harbour-side) of the road.
Since the road and footbridge would be positioned away from the edge of the pool, it is expected that the
impacts through disturbance from this source would be negligible to minor, site-specific and permanent, given
the distance from the main area of waterfowl usage, the reduced disturbance sensitivity of most waterfowl to
vehicles (compared to pedestrians), and habituation.
The construction of a car park on Triangular Spit would lead to additional visitor numbers on the terrestrial land
adjacent to Carnsew. This would have a potential disturbance impact to waterfowl using Carnsew Pool, both
on the water and in particular, on the intertidal zone at the western end of the pool. The extent to which
additional visitor numbers would lead to disturbance is difficult to assess, given potential for habituation etc. It
is expected that maximum visitor usage would occur outwith the key period for waterfowl on the pool (summer
vs winter). However, some residual detrimental impact is anticipated, with a potential area of fringing intertidal
and subtidal zone effectively subject to indirect functional habitat loss through the exclusion of waterfowl due
to disturbance. This zone of impact would be dynamic on both a seasonal basis, reflecting the time of year,
visitor numbers, type of activity and species composition, as well as on a daily basis incorporating tide state,
waterfowl activity, visitor numbers etc. Some of these impacts can be reduced through mitigation measures,
(see section 12.6.3).
Copperhouse Pool

Sluicing regime
At present there are no plans to sluice from Copperhouse Pool during neap tides, but on spring tides the ebb
would be retarded by 3 hours. The effective loss of intertidal area over a whole spring tidal cycle has been
calculated to be c. 26% intertidal habitat, with an effective gain of equivalent subtidal habitat. Copperhouse is
an important site for little grebe (subtidal) and for shelduck and wigeon. It is also one of the key sites within the
Hayle complex for waders (feeding and roosting on the intertidal area). The sluicing would lead to a functional
loss of wader habitat, whilst providing additional subtidal habitat. Given the bathymetry and substratum of the
area of loss, it is possible that the functional intertidal loss would be greater than the functional subtidal gain
for waterfowl.
Impacts to invertebrates and algae may range from a minor to major adverse, with a minor to moderate
beneficial impacts on fish, due to effective increase in the subtidal area. The changes in invertebrate
assemblage composition would to some extent impact on bird usage, but it might be expected that the site is
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at sub-carrying capacity and so impacts on birds owing to prey availability may be on the scale negligible to
minor. However, the change to functional habitat usage by birds owing to a retarded ebb tide would cause a
minor to major adverse impact. This would occur on at least at a site specific level (ie confined to
Copperhouse Pool), and for some bird species may affect estuary-system level usage. However, although
impacts would occur throughout the lifespan of the development (permanent) they should be reversible as the
sluicing regime can be amended in the light of monitoring.

Habitat loss and disturbance
The operation of the bridge across the western end of Copperhouse Pool would have a direct impact on
waterfowl usage in the vicinity of its oversailing, effectively leading to a loss of habitat for feeding and roosting
in this area. In addition, the impact of traffic across the bridge would have a disturbance component to
waterfowl using the western end of Copperhouse Pool, particularly pedestrian traffic. Based upon response
distances by waterfowl (eg Smit & Visser, 1993, and IES, 1999), potential functional habitat loss for waterfowl
from the oversailing and disturbance is anticipated to be c. 5000m 2, representing perhaps c. 3% of the habitat
within Copperhouse Pool. This area of Copperhouse Pool is particularly important for mallard, mute swan,
little grebe and little egret, in terms of relative usage densities around the Hayle estuary, although numbers
using the area relatively small. In addition, the section of lower Copperhouse Pool can support larger numbers
of waterfowl, in particular shelduck, wigeon and redshank, but with relative densities at a lower level in
comparison to other sites around the estuary. Overall, the impact to waterfowl is likely to be minor to
moderate, site specific and permanent.
The additional visitor attractions and residential housing provide by the proposed development would
potentially increase footfall on public access ways around parts of Copperhouse Pool. However, assuming
there is no increased access into the basin of Copperhouse Pool itself, it is expected that the impacts through
additive disturbance would be negligible, given the existing levels of usage along the public rights of way and
likely habituation.
Lelant Water

Sluicing regime
No adverse impacts are predicted for the waterfowl assemblage in Lelant Water during the operational stage of
the development. There is a possible beneficial long-term impact if the predicted reduction of ingress of sand
into Lelant Water occurs (see section 13.5.1.2), given the possible shift in wader feeding out of Lelant apparent
from the recent survey programmes. It is believed that sand ingress into Lelant Water is reducing the
suitability of the lower parts for wader prey and wading birds, so any measures that reduce sand ingress are
likely to be better than the status quo. The extent of any beneficial effects to waterfowl carrying capacity in the
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area, from an expected (but yet to be fully quantified) reduction in sand ingress cannot be identified in detail at
present.

Disturbance activity
The new marina would generate visitor numbers and watercraft movements additional to those occurring at
present. Whilst it anticipated that these would generally be confined to the harbour, outer harbour channel,
estuary mouth and open sea, there remains the potential for movement of small craft into Lelant Water. This
activity would have the potential to disturb feeding and roosting waterfowl in the area (eg Kirby et al and
Hirons & Thomas, in Smit & Visser (1993)); waterfowl can be substantially more sensitive to an approach to
feeding and roosting flocks made from the water rather than on land. The scope for movement of small craft
into Lelant would, however, be minimised by restrictions imposed by the harbourmasters, as occurs at
present.

12.6

Mitigation

12.6.1

Mitigation of impacts on terrestrial ecology

If unmitigated, the potential impacts of the proposed development on terrestrial ecology receptors range from
potentially major long-term negative impacts on protected species to minor short-term impacts on local
biodiversity.
With reference to construction-phase works, the duration of individual Work Items will be set out in an Outline
Construction Programme (OCP). The timing of specific works identified as likely to have a significant impact
on terrestrial ecology receptors (see section 12.5.1) will be determined with reference to a matrix of 'seasonal
sensitivities' of ecological receptors, as shown in Annexe 12L. The periods of highest ecological sensitivity for
specific species / groups will be avoided wherever possible in drawing up the OCP.
12.6.1.1 Mitigation for impacts on petalwort
Rationale
The following measures are proposed to mitigate for the potential major negative impacts that have been
identified. The aim is to:
x

avoid negative impact on the main petalwort population on the western side of the Triangular Spit during
construction and operation

x

manage the Spit to conserve the habitat for petalwort (including suitable habitat conditions for rabbits to
maintain grazing levels)

x

monitor the petalwort on the Spit and adjust management as necessary
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x

investigate translocation techniques to mitigate for loss of the small scattered populations on South Quay
and on the eastern region of the Spit

x

provide opportunities for field investigation of the ecology of petalwort in the wider area

Proposed mitigation method
The following measures are proposed, as a package, to mitigate for the potential negative impacts of using the
eastern side of the Spit for visitor parking; Annexe 12M describes background studies conducted to date that
have been used to inform this strategy. This mitigation package will be incorporated in the development
proposals subject to agreement with Natural England and according to the requirements of legislative
consents and the licensing regime for protected species.
1.

Ensure no interference with the hydrology of the grassland areas on the Triangular Spit, during either
constructional or operational phases. A construction management protocol would apply during the works to
create the car park on the east side of the Spit; this would include provision of a buffer zone between the
construction site and adjacent habitats to the west, and the prohibition of access to this western area. A low
bund would be sited to ensure any polluted run-off from the construction site, and subsequently the
operational car park, is contained so that it does not reach the petalwort colonies

2.

Public use of the Triangular Spit, which is currently largely unregulated, would be managed to prevent
damaging recreational effects such as extensive disturbance of grassland turf (eg from bonfires, fly-tipping,
motor-biking), and to minimise dog-walking (which would result in nutrient enrichment of the habitats and
disturbance of rabbits)

3.

The habitat on the Triangular Spit would be managed to maintain current rabbit population levels, including
areas of scrub shelter and warrens. Suitable scrub cover for rabbits would be established to replace that lost
in the creation of the proposed car-parking; part of this new scrub would be used to form a landscaping
screen between the car-parking and the rabbit grazing areas

4.

Limiting scrub growth on the western edge of the Spit to ensure there is no obstruction to on-land movement
of sands from the Hayle River

5.

Negative impacts from recreational use of the spit due to lack of knowledge of the presence of petalwort
would be minimised by informing the public of the importance of the site for petalwort and its statutory
protection. The main colony here could be established as an official petalwort reserve

6.

Any works that would affect petalwort colonies would be subject to licensed approval from Natural England

7.

The six year gap between planning and development of the Triangular Spit allows a detailed translocation and
monitoring programme to be established for the small populations of petalwort that would be lost from the
east of the Spit. At least five years would be given to researching options for potential receptor sites for the
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Spit colonies prior to any work on the Spit. In addition, the present population on the Spit would be monitored
to establish whether it is stable, in decline or increasing. An investigation of the hydrology of the site would
form part of this programme and the knowledge gained would be made available to the scientific community
8.

A habitat management plan for the Spit, targeting the petalwort, would be drawn up before the construction
phase for the Spit is begun, drawing on the information gained from the research

9.

In the case of the colonies on the South Quay, a licence to translocate for the purpose of conservation of the
plants in the colony would be sought as necessary. If the works are to take place before a translocation
receptor site has been found, the plants could be maintained in pots, temporarily

10. An essential part of this mitigation proposal is that options for potential receptor sites would be identified, fully
researched and approved by Natural England. Options to be considered include: areas of the Triangular Spit
where habitat could be created, or other areas within the locality where the future management of the habitat
for petalwort can be assured
Level of certainty for success
Whilst translocation of the scattered petalwort colonies from the east side of the Spit and from South Quay offers
the best option for mitigation of the major permanent negative impact that is predicted from siting of the car park
and built development respectively, there is no established technique for translocation of petalwort. Translocation
of this species would require a licence from Natural England. However, it is already known that petalwort plants are
easily maintained in cultivation (Holyoak 1998a) and the risk of excavating turfs to a depth of about 10 cm and
transporting them to properly investigated appropriate habitat are not believed to be high. In addition the timing of
the construction phases allows six years for research into receptor sites and habitat requirements before any
translocation of petalwort colonies from the Spit would be required. Provided all aspects of the translocation
(including research of soil factors) are carefully investigated, the work is carried out by an experienced ecologist
under the terms of the licence, and the translocation is monitored to assess success and managed to further
improve methodology over the following 5-10 years, it is probable that the translocation would be successful.
It is also known that different populations of the species in West Cornwall and elsewhere in Britain show very little if
any genetic variation among or between populations (Rumsey 1999, Rumsey, Vogel & Russell 2001), so there are
no grounds for concern over mixing of genetic stock during translocation.
12.6.1.2 Mitigation of impacts on bats
Rationale
Although the level of use and the importance of the site for bat populations in the locality appear to be low, the
high nature conservation importance of bats makes any impact significant. Therefore mitigation is proposed
(the following is based on background studies conducted to date that have been used to inform this strategy;
Spalding Associates 2007b).
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Proposed mitigation method
Mitigation would seek to avoid identified impacts on bat habitats and habitat use by:
x

incorporation of relevant design elements to mitigate for impacts on bats and to enhance local habitats for
bats (eg build roosts features in building design to mitigate any loss of roosts; siting of new landscape
features such as shelterbelts and hedges to create flight line features and foraging habitat)

x

wherever possible , retention of confirmed and potential natural roost and hibernation sites on the quarry
and cliff face

x

inclusion of bat interest in specifications for habitat restoration, creation and management proposals (see
section 12.6.1.3)

The results of the additional bat surveys specified in section 12.4.1.4 will inform the mitigation requirements
relevant to detailed development design elements. Since the phasing of the development proposals extends
over a period of years, these follow-up detailed assessment of initial inspection surveys of buildings, the cliff
and quarry face will be scheduled with reference to the timing of works to these features (as proposed in the
development phasing programme). This will ensure that information on bat habitation is as up to date and as
relevant to the detailed design proposals as possible.
The following mitigation has been identified to date.

Retention / creation of flight lines
The loss of flight lines would be minimised as far as possible and opportunities taken for creating new features
that would link retained or created bat roosts to existing landscape features. This would be achieved by
retention and creation of flight lines of semi-natural habitat at key points through the main developed area.
Key sites for this comprise:
x

on North Quay and the cliff top from the quarry, providing a link northwards into the adjacent landscape
and more extensive semi-natural habitat

x

from the electricity substation complex past the northwest and southeast ends of the proposed Towans
car park into the adjacent landscape

x

hedge lines on the outer boundary of the Riviere fields residential development

Habitat creation and enhancement
The development proposals include restoration of an area of dune grassland on currently low value habitat on
Hayle Towans at the mouth of the estuary (sees section 12.6.1.3); this would enhance the remaining habitat
available for bat foraging.
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Artificial bat roosts would be designed into buildings where appropriate to their use and location, and
according to the species that are using the site. In addition, where the quarry and cliff face works allow,
crevice/void roost habitat could be created in stable rock faces and restoration of vegetation growth allowed.

Inclusion of bat interest in environmental management for the proposed development
During and post development, the management of construction works and landscape features would take
account of the use of the site by bats and the significance of the various roost and flight line features that exist
there.
Level of certainty for success
It is near certain that these mitigation measures would avoid adverse impacts on the local bat population within
the proposed development site and may produce a beneficial impact through enhancement of feeding
resource and improvement of flight lines. In addition dune grassland recreation and compensation (see section
12.6.1.3, below) is near certain to have a beneficial impact in enhancing the local feeding resource.
12.6.1.3 Mitigation of impacts on coastal dune grassland
Rationale
In order to mitigate for the negative impacts from loss of 3.3 hectares of dune grassland (and associated scrub)
habitat to parking and residential elements at North Quay, it is proposed i) to develop and manage other
undeveloped and degraded areas of dune habitat within the applicant’s ownership to enhance their nature
conservation value, and ii) provide compensatory habitat on nearby farmland owned by the applicant.
Proposed mitigation method
The following measures will be incorporated into the development process:
1.

Restoration of eroded dune habitat on the outer section of the current car park at Hayle
Towans (also known as Harvey’s Towans), north-west of North Quay; see Figure 12.14.
The car park area is surfaced with an inert hard core mix that is believed to overlie waste materials
deposited there after the closure of the Harvey’s works. The natural onshore sand movement from the
extensive sand flats in St Ives Bay is interrupted by a low cliff and the erosion of the sand on the cliff
top has resulted in a loss of dune habitat. There is also localised recreational pressure on the dune
habitat that has resulted in trampling erosion of the habitat. The habitat is also degraded somewhat
by growth of scrub, ruderals and non-native species
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Methods and licences/approvals required for dune habitat restoration will be determined in consultation with
the Environment Agency, but the probable restoration strategy would be by deposition of a deep layer of clean
sand over the degraded ground; the source of this sand would be surplus clean material dredged from the
harbour mouth as part of the remodelling of the beach associated with the proposed sailing facility (seaward of
the proposed fishermen’s quay). Subsequent landscaping and planting of dune vegetation would be carried
out to stabilise the sand.
The area of car park that can be directly restored, within the current masterplan and based on the OS maps of
the site, is 3,323 square metres (0.3 ha); see area within solid pink line on Figure 12.14. There are also areas of
degraded habitat around the car park that would increase this area to 5,374 square metres (0.54 ha), indicated
by the hashed brown line.
2.

Providing compensation habitat areas on land within the curtilage of Riviere Farm.
The land offered comprises part of two of the northernmost fields of the Riviere Farm landholding and
would cover 2.5-3 hectares; see Figure 12.15. The criteria for identifying suitable compensation habitat
were that the area should be within the ownership of the developer and that it could provide enhancement
of a semi-natural habitat appropriate to the locality of Hayle and the Towans. The two fields that have
been identified lie immediately adjacent to the western boundary of the Upton Towans SSSI and, subject
to the results of site investigations, are believed have the potential for return to grassland habitat, either as
dune grassland or herb-rich coastal grassland. The preferred option would be dependant on planning
restrictions, consultations with conservation agencies, investigation of local ground conditions, and
availability of surplus clean sand. The area includes potentially valuable hedge and tree line features which
would be managed particularly as bat flight lines
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Improved management of the local access to Hayle beach by creation of board walks as part of the
masterplan design.
This would include creation of a dedicated beach access footpath along the North Quay waterfront to create a
preferred walking route and avoid access-related erosion over the wider Towans area. Additionally, the
proposed pathway through dune grassland to the north-east of Riviere Fields should reduce pressure on the
dune habitats by giving a direct route to Hayle town away from the Towans/beach.
Consultation with the Towans Partnership management group will take place to define preferred options for
schemes 1-3 above, and to determine scope for developer input to wider dune conservation efforts on the Towans
(eg access management).
It is probable that the dune restoration measures defined in 1., above, can, in the medium-term, mitigate for
the loss of dune grassland at North Quay since, although the area to be restored is less than the area lost, the
replacement habitat would be of particular value to this dynamic and severely pressured section of the Towans
dune system. In the wider context of the Hayle dune system the habitat creation proposed at Riviere Farm (2.,
above) would compensate for the development-related loss of dune grassland and provide positive impacts
through a gain of semi-natural coastal habitat adjacent to the Upton Towans SSSI.
Level of certainty for success
Restoration of dune habitats and reduction of pressures on dune habitats through access management are
proven techniques; there is therefore a high level of certainty that the methods would be successful.
12.6.1.4 Mitigation of impacts on reptile communities
Rationale
The following mitigation methods aim to avoid, or where unavoidable, minimise, negative impacts on the reptile
populations of the North Quay section of the proposed development.
The improvement of the remaining habitat areas on North Quay for the existing population and displaced
individuals should provide mitigation for the anticipated direct loss of habitat for the existing reptile community.
Such improvement would be achieved by:
x

providing adequate feeding resource and suitable shelter for hibernaculum

x

minimisation of disturbance pressure; this is partly achieved by the creation of ‘favoured’ pedestrian
routes on the margins of (rather than through) retained semi-natural habitat above North Quay, as
identified in the masterplan

x

retention of adequate connectivity between habitat areas that remain, post construction, to allow animals
to migrate through the landscape adjacent to the proposed development, and prevent isolation of
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individual reptiles (the masterplan retains a corridor of semi-natural vegetation between the outer Hayle
Towans area and the landward areas of dune grassland)
x

In the long-term, the new habitats associated with the dune grassland mitigation and habitat
compensation areas at Hayle Towans and Riviere Farm (defined in 12.6.1.3 above) would be expected to
provide suitable conditions to support reptile communities

Level of certainty for success
It is very probable that the loss of reptile habitat would be mitigated by the measures described.
12.6.1.5 Mitigation of impacts on nesting birds
Proposed mitigation method
The predicted loss and reduction in quality of available nesting resource would be partially mitigated by
development-led habitat enhancement (particularly better management of hedge structure), habitat creation
(eg at Hayle Towans) and management of recreational and residential access over North Quay.
Level of certainty for success
It is probable that the measures would mitigate for the local impact of habitat loss for breeding birds in the mid
to long term, although there is likely to be a time lapse in the short term before the habitat enhancement
measures provide sufficiently mature habitat to be of value to terrestrial bird species.
12.6.1.6 Mitigation of impacts on BAP bird species, linnet and song thrush
Rationale
The direct loss of habitat resource for linnet and song thrush arising from the proposed development, although
minor, would be mitigated by measures that enhance biodiversity value at the local level.
Proposed mitigation method
The linnet population would benefit from the inclusion in new hedgelines of thorny scrub consisting of bramble,
hawthorn, blackthorn and gorse, as nesting habitat. Additionally on the retained hedge lines, it would be possible
to manage the habitat to provide sections of low dense thorny growth near open grassland areas (ie at the northern
boundaries of the Riviere Fields site).
Partial mitigation for the loss of linnet feeding habitat would occur from the restoration of habitat on Hayle Towans,
where open weedy habitat would be a natural feature of the developing dune habitat (see section 12.6.1.3). The
anticipated increased recreational use of the dune grassland habitats would be partially mitigated by management
of access to the dune and beach, and the creation of access paths from the chalet parks into Hayle. In addition,
the proposal to create compensatory semi-natural grassland habitat on the Riviere Farm land could provide a
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valuable habitat resource for linnet, since part of the area could be managed to create areas of open weedy seedrich growth with a significant proportion of bare ground.
Mitigation for the loss of stands of trees and shrub at North Quay, which provide feeding and nesting habitat for
song thrush, would be achieved by planting of new shelterbelts on the northern margins of the Riviere Fields site.
Level of certainty for success
It is probable that the mitigation measures would partially mitigate for the local impact on the song thrush and
linnet populations in the mid to long term, although there is likely to be a time lapse in the short term before
the dune restoration, habitat compensation and woodland-planting measures are sufficiently developed to be
of value to these species.
12.6.1.7 Mitigation of impacts on western ramping fumitory
Proposed mitigation method
To mitigate for the development-related loss of habitat for this plant, preservation and re-location of the soils in
which the western ramping fumitory is occurring (on North Quay) to another site is proposed. This would have
the virtue of retaining the seed-bank and the open disturbed habitat with which the species is associated. The
relocation of the soils will be planned so that they are sited where occasional disturbance would retain open
habitat, creating optimum conditions for vegetative growth from the seed bank, for instance arable field edges,
road verges, hedge banks or other similarly cultivated habitat (suitable land areas will be considered on land
owned by the applicant, eg at Riviere Fields or in the vicinity of Riviere Farm).
Level of certainty for success
There is a probable degree of certainty for success of this action.
12.6.1.8 Mitigation of impacts on purple ramping fumitory
Proposed mitigation method
To mitigate for the development-related loss of habitat for purple fumitory, preservation and re-location of the
soils in which the species is occurring on the North Quay to another site would be undertaken. This would have
the virtue of retaining the seed-bank and the open disturbed habitat with which the species is associated. The
relocation of the soils will be planned so that they are sited onto base poor soils that are widespread on the
surrounding countryside, rather than onto the base rich sandy soils of the Towans (suitable land areas will be
considered on land owned by the applicant, eg in the vicinity of Riviere Farm).
The same mitigation option is available for the very small population of this fumitory which occurs on the
Copperhouse saltmarsh, but the impact there is negligible and of less certainty so that mitigation is not believed to
be necessary.
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Level of certainty for success
There is a probable degree of certainty in this action. Other options would be the inclusion of an arable
management regime targeted at purple ramping fumitory on available fields.
12.6.1.9 Mitigation of impacts on ivy broomrape
Due to the highly specialised habitat requirements of this species the most probable option for mitigating for
the loss of the existing growth (on North, East and South Quays) is to translocate a well established colony and
its host plant (ivy) to a suitable site where its future could be reasonably assured.
Proposed mitigation method
Translocation of the main colony on North Quay would be undertaken, providing a suitable receptor site can be
identified. There is no documentation describing translocation of ivy broomrape, but broomrapes that are
associated with flowering grassland plants have been translocated as part of a meadow translocation. Success is
likely to require the host ivy to be carefully translocated in large masses to a suitably open habitat type.
Searches for receptor sites will focus on finding habitat with existing areas of mature ivy ground growth; where this
is present in retained habitat areas on North Quay, the ground cover would be preserved wherever possible.
Level of certainty for success
There is no documentation describing translocation of ivy broomrape; there is therefore a moderate
expectation of success.
12.6.1.10

Mitigation of impacts on hedges and Cornish hedge banks

Rationale
Maintenance of the hedge resource within the development proposal is of particular importance due to its intrinsic
value as habitat at the landscape scale for bats, and for other valuable biodiversity features such as nesting birds
and reptiles.
Proposed mitigation method
Loss of the existing hedgeline at the Riviere Fields site would be minimised as far as possible. Also, the landscape
strategy for the development incorporates new, replacement hedge lengths; approximately 280 metres of
hedgeline are included in the landscape design plan (85 percent of the length of hedge that will be lost). New
Cornish hedges would be planted with locally appropriate native shrub such as hawthorn, blackthorn, and wild
privet. The new Cornish hedges would be sited to extend existing hedgelines. These and the existing retained
hedges would be managed to encourage taller shrub growth, and not clipped hard as much of the length is
currently. Access gaps would be restricted (ideally to less than 10 metres), wherever possible, and tall growth
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created or managed at the gaps to provide connectivity in the canopy. The potential urbanisation of the hedge lines
on Riviere Fields would be minimised by education of the residents about the particular nature conservation value
of the Cornish hedge habitat.
Clearance of the hedge lines would occur outside the bird nesting and reptile hibernation seasons, ie between
August and October. In removing the hedge line at the centre of the fields it would be necessary to take reasonable
measures to avoid harming reptiles; a combination of refuge capture and destructive searching would be
appropriate at this site. The semi-natural habitat adjacent to the northern boundary hedges of the Riviere Fields
site would be an appropriate receptor for the small number of individuals that can be expected from the hedge
removal.
Level of certainty for success
The creation of new Cornish hedges to replace that lost would, to a large extent, mitigate for the loss of hedge,
and improved management of the hedge lines to promote more diverse structure and biodiversity value would
provide further mitigation; all these actions are near certain to be successful.
12.6.1.11

Mitigation of impacts on Copperhouse saltmarsh

Rationale
The proposed impoundment regime to achieve sluicing via Copperhouse Pool would increase the frequency of
pool impoundment, and hence inundation of the saltmarsh habitat, compared with that which is currently
experienced for recreational events, ie an average of four times per year during April-September, usually for a
period of between three and six days each time. The sluicing regime would entail impoundment for c.five days
twice each month, for 4.5 months (ie nine times per year), from mid-April to the end of August. This doubling in
the number of prolonged inundations each year is likely to result in vegetation changes in the saltmarsh
community, particularly since the impoundments take place in the summer period when the vegetation is
growing.
Proposed mitigation method
Impounding only during the period of vegetation dormancy / low growth in winter would probably minimise the
potential for vegetation change, but since this conflicts with the need to restrict impoundments to the summer
period to mitigate effects on birds and marine inverterates (see section 12.6.2.2), this option is not acceptable.
The alternative strategy would be to monitor saltmarsh vegetation communities at least every two years in the
operational phase, to detect any adverse changes that may be resulting from inundation. If growth of invasive
species, eg cord grass, was detected early, it would be possible to implement control measures at an early
stage, and/or propose changes to the frequency of impoundments based on perceived risks of deterioration in
habitat quality.
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Level of certainty for success
There are moderate levels of certainty of success with these mitigation measures.
12.6.2

Mitigation of impacts on aquatic ecology

12.6.2.1 Construction Phase Mitigation
Many of the potential impacts from the construction works on aquatic ecology are due to the possible release
of contaminants (eg oil, mortar, soil) into the aquatic environment. A Construction Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP) would be implemented to minimise impacts from this source during the construction phase (see
Chapter 13, Water Resources, section 13.6 and Chapter 17).
The duration of individual construction Work Items would be set out in an Outline Construction Programme
(OCP), and the timing of specific works identified as likely to have a significant impact on aquatic ecology
receptors (see section 12.5.2) would be determined with reference to a matrix of 'seasonal sensitivities' of
ecological receptors, as shown in Annexe 12L. The periods of highest ecological sensitivity for aquatic
ecology would be avoided wherever possible in drawing up the OCP; the assessment of optimal timings for
some particular works would need to be made in conjunction with timing requirements for ornithology, since
they might not coincide (see section 12.6.3).
Harbour Wall Repairs (Work Items 17-22)
No practical mitigation can be suggested for the temporary loss of aquatic invertebrates and algae due to
repairs to the harbour walls. The CEMP will describe measures to prevent spillage of any harmful substances
during repairs to the harbour walls.
Harbour

Harbour – Work Item 10 (Excavation and dredging of Cockle Bank and surrounding area to provide
fishermen’ s harbour and marina basin, to a depth of approximately -1.0 m ODN)
If dredging uncovers different types of sediment that would affect the biota (eg old contaminated sediments or
noticeably finer or coarser sediments) this would be mitigated by over-dredging and placement of clean
dredged sand, eg from the proposed sand trap.
Sandeels are likely to be present throughout the year, therefore mitigation proposed for timing the works has
aimed at avoiding the most sensitive time. The period of spawning, egg hatching and presence of larvae is
probably the most sensitive time, and the main period of adults coming into the estuary to spawn, and
subsequent development of the eggs, extends from August to January. The excavation of Cockle Bank would
therefore be timed to avoid this period. Further minor amendments to the proposed dates would be possible if
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the Environment Agency require them. It is not practical to attempt to remove sandeels, as it would have to be
done immediately before dredging a particular area.
The CEMP will describe methods to reduce concentrations of sediment in the dredging plume. After mitigation
there would be a negligible to minor adverse impact.
If leachate from soil washing is licensed for discharge into the harbour, control of potential pollution impacts
would be achieved by monitoring for metals, suspended solids etc in relation to Environmental Quality
Standards (EQS) and the discharge consent, in order that works can be stopped if pollution levels exceed
these standards and remedial action (eg revision of soil washing methods) taken as necessary.

Harbour – Work Item 12 (New fishermen’s quay and slipway)
The CEMP will describe methods to prevent contaminants entering the harbour.
The fishermen’s quay would result in the loss of intertidal sediment habitat and a gain in hard habitat on sheet
pile wall quay and slipway. No mitigation is proposed as the adverse and beneficial impacts are approximately
balanced.

Harbour – Work Item 23 (Slipway and associated land works)
Construction of the sailing centre and slipway could result in contamination due to spillages of lime-based
mortars, hydraulic cements or other materials. The CEMP will describe measures to prevent spillage of any
harmful substances.

Harbour – Work Item 13 (Excavation and dredging of i) harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’ s
quay, and ii) sand trap)
Excavation and dredging of the harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’s quay and the sand-trap may
generate plumes that could impact water quality at adjacent habitats. The CEMP will describe methods to
reduce plume formation and ensure water quality and sediment concentrations in the harbour are acceptable.
Some monitoring may be required. The seasonal timing of these works would be allocated to a cooler period
(eg early January to late March) to reduce the potential for impacts due to the dredge plume.
Dredging would remove most of the existing biota (eg invertebrates and sandeels) and affect those species
that feed near these areas, eg sandeels. Mitigation is best achieved through avoiding the most sensitive period
for sandeels, which is the period of breeding, spawning and presence of larval sandeels (August to
December/January); both dredging works would be timed according to this requirement. Sandeels would still
be affected by the dredging, but to the minimum extent practical.
If the sand removed by dredging is of suitable quality it could be used for beach nourishment on the nearby
beaches (outside the harbour). No mitigation is proposed.
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Harbour – Work Item 3 (Excavation and renovation of Carnsew second sluice)
Mitigation would be achieved through the CEMP, which will describe measures to prevent spillage of harmful
substances and ensure water quality of the discharge is within prescribed limits.

Harbour – Work Item 5 (Excavation of harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf)
The impacts would be partially mitigated by carrying out the works in the cooler months as far as possible (eg
early February to late April). Additional mitigation would involve netting to remove at least some of the fish
present and relocate to a safe area such as Carnsew Pool or the harbour seaward of the bund.

Harbour – Work Item 6 (Dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf to a depth of approximately -1.0
m ODN)
The CEMP will describe measures to reduce contamination of the water by harmful substances and monitoring
of water quality for suspended solids and selected contaminants. Further mitigation would be achieved by
carrying out the works during the cooler months as far as possible (eg early February to late April).

Harbour – Work Item 11 (New floating pontoons for marina)
During construction there is potential for polluting materials to enter the harbour. The CEMP will describe
measures to prevent spillage of any harmful substances into the harbour.

Harbour – Work Item 15 (Pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay)
The CEMP will describe measures to prevent spillage of any harmful substances into the harbour.
There would be a small loss of intertidal/subtidal sediment habitat due to construction of the bridge piers in the
intertidal. There would be a larger gain in intertidal/subtidal hard substrate habitat on the piers. No mitigation is
proposed, as the adverse and beneficial impacts are approximately in balance.

Harbour – Work Item 9 (Half-tide gate at entrance to Penpol Creek; part)
Part of the new Penpol Creek half-tide gate and pedestrian crossing would be constructed behind a coffer
dam extending approximately half the distance between the Penpol quayside and East Quay. Dewatering
would result in a discharge to the harbour. The CEMP will describe methods to reduce suspended sediments
in the water returning to the harbour after dewatering. Monitoring of contaminants and suspended solids in the
water discharged to the harbour may be required.
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Penpol Creek

Penpol – Work Item 7 (Lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek)
The new lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek would be partially supported on piers within Penpol
Creek. No mitigation for this loss of habitat is required, as the piers would provide additional intertidal and
subtidal hard substrates. The CEMP will describe measures for preventing spillages into Penpol Creek.

Penpol – Works Item 8 (Dredged area at south end of Penpol Creek)
Dredging/excavation at south end of Penpol Creek would remove flora and fauna in the sediments. The
dredging works have been scheduled to coincide with the construction of the half-tide gate (Works Item 9).
The additional impact of the dredging is a minor adverse short-term impact.

Penpol – Work Item 9 (Half-tide gate at entrance to Penpol Creek; part)
As part of the mitigation, the works to install the Penpol half-gate would be completed in the latter part of the
year, so that recovery is as rapid as possible (the main breeding season for aquatic invertebrates in south-west
England starts in January each year and continues until autumn). Many species have planktonic larvae that
would be brought into Penpol from adjacent areas, and the aquatic biota of the impounded creek may develop
relatively rapidly.
Carnsew Pool

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 2 (New fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew second sluice channel)
If the new fixed pedestrian bridge is constructed after the channel works the CEMP will describe measures to
prevent spillage of harmful substances.

Carnsew Pool – Works Item 4 (Refurbishment of tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installation of sluice gate
system)
Timing is an important element to mitigating impacts in Carnsew Pool. The second sluice (previously called the
mitre gate) would be constructed and operational before any works are carried out at the existing sluice. This
would ensure that tidal exchange between the pool and the harbour is unaffected by the refurbishment of the
tunnels.
It would be possible to relocate some of the boulders and associated flora and fauna from the area near the
existing sluice to the new second sluice, which would be operational by that time. However, the percentage of
affected habitat that could be realistically moved would be minimal and this work would only be done if
required by Natural England.
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The applicant will discuss ways to enhance the biodiversity of Carnsew Pool with Natural England, the
Environment Agency and RSPB. This is not mitigation for any impacts, but part of the general duty of a
developer to enhance biodiversity where possible. The most likely work would be clearance of contaminated
slag and other man-made debris from a section of Carnsew Pool and replacement by local stone. The
effectiveness of this technique would be assessed by a monitoring programme, targeting species that live on
and under hard substrates.
Copperhouse Pool

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 14 (New vehicular bridge by Copperhouse Gate)
Construction of the piers in the intertidal to support the new vehicular bridge may introduce sediments and
associated contaminants (eg copper, zinc and arsenic) into the water column. Mitigation would be via the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), which will describe methods to reduce plume
formation and ensure water quality and sediment concentrations are acceptable. Monitoring of water quality,
especially metals, would be required.

Copperhouse Pool – Works Item 16 (Copperhouse Pool sluice gates works)
The Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will describe measures to prevent spillage of any
harmful substances.
12.6.2.2 Operational Phase Mitigation
Harbour
The intensity of impacts on the aquatic ecology of the harbour will depend on the frequency of dredging of the
marina, the sand trap, and the area north-west of the fishermen’s quay. Dredging at intervals of less than two
years would have a moderate adverse impact. This would be reduced to a minor adverse impact if the dredge
intervals are 2-4 years and a negligible adverse impact if dredging occurs less frequently than every four years.
The expected dredging frequencies and resultant impacts after mitigation are:
x

Maintenance dredging of the marina area – The dredging frequency predicted by Buro Happold is every 510 years (given the sluicing regime described in section 13.6.2.4, also summarised below), which would
have a negligible adverse, short-term impact since almost full recovery of biomass and diversity of aquatic
flora/fauna is likely within this period. No mitigation is proposed

x

Maintenance dredging of sand-trap – Annual dredging is anticipated; this would have a moderate adverse
impact on sandeels. The mitigation would be to dredge only when judged necessary (based on sediment
accumulation data and records of the effectiveness of sluicing), and to avoid August-January where
possible, in order that the main period of sandeel spawning and egg development is avoided (the precise
timings would be discussed with the Environment Agency). From an operational viewpoint, a dredge in
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the spring may the most suitable period, ie towards the end of the non-sluicing period, which ends 15
April. Depending on the timing of dredging, the impacts after mitigation would be minor-moderate,
adverse and short-term
x

Maintenance dredging north-west of the fishermen’s quay – The frequency and possible timing of
dredging are unknown; there is potential for minor to moderate adverse short-term impacts on sandeels.
Mitigation (if required) would be as for the sand-trap, above, and impacts are likely to be negligible to
minor adverse short-term impacts

Penpol
The possibility of algal blooms in Penpol (Works Item 9) is considered to range from a negligible (if none occur)
to a major adverse short-term impact. A minor adverse impact could occur if the algal bloom is of non-toxic
species and does not cause any mortalities of marine life when it decays. A major adverse impact could occur
if the algal bloom is toxic and/or collapse of the bloom causes mortalities due to reduced concentrations of
dissolved oxygen. The need for mitigation will be clarified by further studies (see section 12.5.2.3); mitigation
could be achieved by monitoring nutrients and phytoplankton (especially nuisance algal species) and allowing
more regular flushing of Penpol if the results indicate that a bloom is forming. Such monitoring is relatively
specialist and needs to be done during each period of neap tides during the spring and summer months.
Carnsew Pool
The unmitigated sluicing regime (ie sluicing on every high spring tide throughout the year) is considered likely
to have significant adverse impacts on invertebrates, fish and birds in Carnsew Pool. The principal mitigation
proposed is therefore to only sluice during the period 15 April to 30 August, in order to reduce impacts on
over-wintering birds and those invertebrates that breed early in the year.
In addition, adverse impacts resulting from the increase in the predicted tidal heights due to filling Carnsew
through two sluices would be avoided by using only one sluice to fill Carnsew, but both sluices used to empty
it.
There would be minor to moderate adverse impact on invertebrates and algae, and negligible to minor
beneficial impacts on fish during the period 15 April to 30 August, due to effective increase in the subtidal area
of the pool (ie the high tide level is retained for three hours before water is released for sluicing). These impacts
are reversible as the sluicing regime can be amended in the light of monitoring.
Copperhouse Pool
The unmitigated sluicing regime (ie sluicing on every high spring tide throughout the year) is considered likely
to have significant adverse impacts on invertebrates, fish and birds in Copperhouse Pool. The proposed
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mitigation is therefore to only sluice during the period 15 April to 30 August, in order to reduce impacts on
over-wintering birds and those invertebrates that breed early in the year.
There would be minor to moderate adverse impact on invertebrates and algae, and negligible to minor
beneficial impacts on fish during the period 15 April to 30 August, due to effective increase in the subtidal area
of the pool (ie the high tide level is retained for three hours before water is released for sluicing). These impacts
are reversible as the sluicing regime can be amended in the light of monitoring.
12.6.3

Mitigation of impacts on ornithology

If unmitigated, the potential impacts of the proposed development on aquatic birds range from a major longterm negative impact on regionally important bird interest, to minor short-term impacts on local populations.
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP; see Chapter 13, Water Resources, section 13.6) will
be drawn up giving relevant construction-phase mitigation measures in detail, focusing primarily on methods
to reduce disturbance. The following summarises the types of mitigation that would be implemented in order
to ameliorate or negate the identified deleterious impacts to the important components of the waterfowl
assemblage (and site function) of the Hayle estuary. Ornithological mitigation components to be defined in the
CEMP are set out in Annexe 12N.
The duration and start/end dates of individual Work Items will be set out in an Outline Construction Programme
(OCP), and the timing of specific works identified as likely to have a significant impact on ornithological
receptors (see section 12.5.3) will be determined with reference to a matrix of 'seasonal sensitivities' of
ecological receptors, as shown in Annexe 12L. The periods of highest ecological sensitivity for aquatic birds
(ie autumn and winter) would be avoided wherever possible in drawing up the OCP; the assessment of optimal
timings for some particular works would need to be made in conjunction with timing requirements for aquatic
ecology, since they might not coincide (see section 12.6.2).
12.6.3.1 Mitigation of impacts on little grebe
The majority of mitigation for impacts on little grebe would centre on the key site of Carnsew Pool, where the
majority of little grebe are concentrated, although the lower reach of Copperhouse Pool is also used regularly.
Carnsew Pool is important in providing both a rich food supply (small fish and macro-invertebrates), as well as
being an area subject to low levels of human disturbance (towards the centre of the pool). Mitigation measures
would concentrate on the maintenance of good water quality, adequate food supply and low disturbance.
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Construction-phase mitigation
Mitigation to reduce the extent of construction-phase disturbance to little grebe, implemented via the CEMP,
would include:
•

timing of works (ie second sluice, road, pedestrian bridge and car park construction at Carnsew Quay and
causeway, and provision of car park on the Triangular Spit) outside the main period of sensitivity (which is
October to March, see Annexe 12L); in some cases, this may need to be assessed in conjunction with
timing requirements for the aquatic ecology as they might not coincide

•

minimisation of visual and aural stimuli during work on the Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool sluice
gate systems as well as the bridge at Copperhouse (these construction activities would possibly require
screening, depending on location and extent of works)

•

methods to ensure no spillage of solids of liquids into Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools

Operational-phase mitigation
Measures to reduce potential sources of disturbance to little grebe at Carnsew Pool comprise:
•

adoption of methods to discourage ad hoc access around Carnsew Pool, and in particular, along the
north-western edge (whilst it is acknowledged that the northern border of Carnsew Pool is currently used
for recreation (walking and dog walking), which would continue, methods to discourage additional access
along the path by day visitors to the Hayle area will be considered). Restriction of public access on areas
of Triangular Spit adjacent to Carnsew Pool would be assessed in conjunction with requirements for
petalwort conservation on the same site (see section 12.6.1.1)

•

planting of screening vegetation along the north and western borders of Carnsew Pool, using natural
shrub/scrub (eg gorse (Ulex sp)

It could be preferable to incorporate screening on the pedestrian access route over the new Copperhouse
bridge (eg to a minimum of 1.5m above path level), in order that disturbance effects on little grebe from
pedestrians on the bridge (as identified in 12.5.3.3) are ameliorated. It is estimated that screening would
reduce the disturbance impact to waterfowl using the western region of the Pool to c.50% of the unmitigated
scenario (in terms of habitat area affected). However, the desirability of screening for ecological mitigation
would need to be balanced by the competing interests of the need to preserve the view and setting of the
adjacent listed structures (see section 7.5.3.5). Those issues will be considered in detail in the context of the
detailed/listed building application for the bridge in consultation with both Natural England and English
Heritage.
Introduction of a sluicing regime in Carnsew Pool may affect feeding potential for little grebe, primarily
indirectly through changes to sediment conditions and prey availability. The principal mitigation is to only
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sluice during the period 15 April to 30 August when the species is absent or near absent from the site, and only
to sluice around spring tide periods for approximately five days in a row. The effects of the sluicing regime
would be monitored and if deleterious impacts on waterfowl function are observed, the regime would be
modified.
12.6.3.2 Mitigation of impacts on little egret
This species occurs across the Hayle site, but with concentrations in the Lelant area. The harbour area is used
for feeding by a small number of birds.

Construction-phase mitigation
Standard methods to minimise sources of visual and aural disturbance that may affect little egret habitat use
would be employed, using guidelines given in Annexe 12N. It is unlikely that impacts from works on the
Harbour can be completely negated by mitigation. Some displacement of little egret from the area would
occur, although it is questionable whether the additive effect of this displacement would have a detrimental
effect on the wider population of the Hayle estuary, particularly given the extent of the potential refugia in
Lelant Water, and on the carrying capacity of the system as a whole for the species.

Operational-phase mitigation
Incorporation of screening on the pedestrian access route over the new Copperhouse bridge would aid
reduction of potential disturbance to little egret on the lower reaches of the Pool, but this mitigation option
needs to be assessed for compatibility with visual and heritage issues at this location (see 12.6.3.1 above).
12.6.3.3 Mitigation of impacts on wildfowl feeding and roosting areas
The majority of wildfowl feeding and roosting activity is concentrated on Lelant Water (including Saltings) and
in Copperhouse Pool, but with occasional activity elsewhere within the system.
It is unlikely that construction activity would have a significant effect on feeding and roosting wildfowl usage
within Lelant Water, given this site’s distance from the works. Similarly, any roosting activity on the western
end of Carnsew would not be significantly affected by construction activity on the eastern side of the Pool and
on the adjacent Triangular Spit.
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Construction-phase mitigation
A zone of disturbance impact to wildfowl (perhaps 5000m 2) would be created by the construction of the new
bridge at the western end of Copperhouse Pool, and mitigation to reduce the extent of this zone would
include:
•

timing of the works to the period outside the autumn and winter (when waterfowl usage tends to peak);
this measure may need to be assessed in conjunction with timing requirements for the aquatic ecology as
they might not coincide (see Annexe 12L)

•

standard methods to minimise visual and aural stimuli, as per guidelines given in Annexe 12N

Where disturbance to birds on the westernmost reaches of Copperhouse could be generated by harbour wall
repairs at the eastern end of North Quay, the above mitigation would also apply.

Operational-phase mitigation
Changes to the sluicing regime in Copperhouse may affect feeding potential for wildfowl, particularly shelduck,
wigeon and mallard, either directly through tidal inundation and loss of feeding and roosting sites, or indirectly
through changes to sediment conditions and prey/vegetation availability affecting site use in general. The
principal mitigation is to only sluice during the period 15 April to 30 August when the waterfowl usage on the
site is at its lowest, and only to sluice around spring tide periods for c. 5 days in a row. The effects of the
sluicing regime would be monitored and if deleterious impacts are observed on wildfowl function the regime
would be modified.
Incorporation of screening on the pedestrian access route over the new Copperhouse bridge would aid
reduction of potential disturbance to the (relatively small-scale ) wildfowl roost which occurs on the lower
reaches of the Pool, but this mitigation option needs to be assessed for compatibility with visual and heritage
issues at this location (see 12.6.3.1 above).
12.6.3.4 Mitigation of impacts on wader feeding and roosting areas
Wader feeding is observed across much of the Hayle Estuary, with key areas on Lelant Water, the western end
of Carnsew Pool and on Copperhouse Pool. Wader roosts occur on Lelant Water/Saltings, Ryan’s Field, the
western end of Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool, with relative usage depending on time of year and tidal
height.
It is unlikely that construction activity would have a significant effect on wader feeding and roosting activity
within Lelant Water, or roosting at Ryan’s Field, given these sites’ distance from the works. Similarly any
feeding and roosting activity on the western end of Carnsew would not be significantly affected by work on the
eastern end of Carnsew around the sluices, or on the adjacent Triangular Spit.
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Construction-phase mitigation
Construction works around the sluice and bridge in Copperhouse Pool would have a disturbance effect on (the
generally low) numbers of waders that feed or roost towards the western end of the Pool. Mitigation to reduce
the extent of this zone would be as 12.6.3.3. above. Such mitigation would also apply if harbour wall repairs at
the eastern end of North Quay are thought likely to generate disturbance to birds on the westernmost reaches
of Copperhouse.

Operational-phase mitigation
Changes to the sluicing regime in Copperhouse may affect feeding potential for wader species, either directly
through tidal inundation, or indirectly through changes to sediment conditions and prey availability. The
principal mitigation is to only sluice during the period 15 April to 30 August when the waterfowl usage on the
site is at its lowest, and only to sluice around spring tide periods for approximately five days in a row.
Additionally, with the second sluice available at Carnsew Pool, it is proposed to maximise potential waterfowl
time feeding on the intertidal areas of the pool by operating only one sluice during the flood phase for a slow
covering of the intertidal zone (at a similar rate to that currently experienced), and then both sluices during the
ebb phase to uncover the mudflat as quickly as possible. The effects of the sluicing regime would be
monitored and if deleterious impacts observed on wildfowl function, the regime would be modified.
Incorporation of screening on the pedestrian access route over the new Copperhouse bridge would aid
reduction of potential disturbance to the (relatively small) gatherings of feeding waders which occur on the
lower reaches of the Pool, but this mitigation option needs to be assessed for compatibility with visual and
heritage issues at this location (see 12.6.3.1 above).
Methods to discourage ad hoc pedestrian access around Carnsew Pool, and in particular, along the northwestern edge would be required. Whilst it is acknowledged that the northern border of Carnsew Pool is
currently used for recreation (walking and dog walking) and as such, would continue, methods to discourage
additional access along the path by day visitors to the Hayle area would be implemented, eg advance planting
of screening vegetation along the north and western borders of Carnsew Pool and Carnsew causeway where
open views are currently possible, using natural shrub/scrub such as gorse.
In order that there would be no increase in the scope for small craft to move into Lelant Water following marina
development, the harbourmasters would strictly apply existing restrictions on boat movements outwith the
harbour and harbour channel; further adaptive restrictions may be applied as necessary.
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12.7

Residual impacts

12.7.1

Residual impacts relating to terrestrial ecology

12.7.1.1 Impact summary tables for terrestrial ecology
Construction impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Petalwort
Construction of car
park on east side of
Triangular Spit

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Clearance of areas of scrub and

Fully researched translocation of less than

grassland resulting in loss of small

0.047% of petalwort population on

proportion (<0.047%) of the population

Triangular spit subject to licensed approval

on Triangular Spit.

by Natural England.; early phases of the

Moderate local permanent adverse

development proposals give a 6 year
research window for refinement of

impact on site of at least national

translocation methodology.

importance for petalwort.
Negligible local permanent adverse impact.

Petalwort
Construction of car
park on east side of
Triangular Spit

Construction activities have the

The method statement for construction will

potential to damage the main colony of

include measures to avoid, and where

petalwort plants, the short grassland

unavoidable, minimise, potential impacts

and open habitat and disturb rabbit

including changes in hydrology, pollution,

feeding behaviour.

disturbance, smothering of plants and

Possible major permanent adverse

disturbance of rabbit population.

impact on site of at least national

Minor temporary adverse impact, probably

importance for petalwort.

reversible in response to management /
monitoring.

Petalwort
Building development
on South Quay

Extensive built development that will

Remove and temporarily maintain plants in

result in a direct loss of colonies of

cultivation under licence from Natural

petalwort during the construction

England for the purposes of research

phase.

programme into translocation of more

Minor permanent adverse impact within
the context of the local petalwort
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Construction impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

population.
Bats
Stripping of
vegetation, removal of
cliff materials and
treatment of faces

Loss of potential roost habitat from

Wherever possible , retention of confirmed

stripping of vegetation, removal of cliff

and potential natural roost and hibernation

materials and stabilising treatment of

sites on the quarry and cliff face. Bat

cliff and quarry faces, though probably

roosts designed into development where

reverersible in long-term through re-

appropriate.

growth of vegetation.
Probable minor, local, long-term,

Probable negligible, local, temporary
adverse impact.

adverse impact on potential roost space
Bats
Clearance of ground
and erection of
buildings

Obstruction and loss of flight lines, loss

Retention of known flight lines from

of potential foraging habitat,

confirmed roost sites during construction

(particularly where shelter trees are

phases, particularly if roosts found in

removed), and potential visual

buildings at the centre of Riviere fields.

disturbance from security lighting.

Minimisation of security lighting. Creation

Potential for moderate temporary short

and enhancement of semi-natural habitat
on site. Inclusion of bat interest in

term and permanent adverse impacts at
local level.

specifications for habitat restoration,
creation and management proposals.
Probable neutral to positive short term and
permanent impacts at local level

Dune grassland
Creation of parking

Loss of extent of dune grassland and

Restoration of almost 0.6 hectare of

dune scrub, comprising 3.3 hectares.

eroded dune habitat on the outer section

and residential

Moderate, permanent adverse impact

development at North

on BAP Priority habitat

Quay

of the current car park at Hayle Towans
providing valuable habitat continuity in
semi-natural dune habitat.
Provision of compensation habitat areas
on land within the curtilage of Riviere
Farm, comprising 2.5 - 3 hectares
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Construction impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact
Minor local long-term adverse impact,
partially mitigated by dune habitat creation;
compensation for habitat loss would result
in minor positive impact by gain in seminatural grassland habitat.

Dune grassland
Construction works
on car park and
residential

Minimised but unavoidable adverse

The extent, severity and duration are

impacts on the dune grassland and

expected to be minimised by best practice

dune scrub habitats immediately

construction methods.

adjacent to the construction areas

development sites at

Probable minor to moderate temporary,

North Quay

possibl y short to mid term, adverse

Probably negligible temporary or short
term adverse significant impacts

impacts
Reptiles
Loss of habitat to site
clearance, demolition

Probable loss of entire home range for

Displacement and translocation

common lizard and slow worm, and

programme; improvement of the remaining

contraction of range for adders.

habitat areas for the existing population

and building

Potentially moderate to major

construction works

permanent adverse impact on reptile

and displaced individuals; retention of
adequate connectivity between habitat

community of county significance.

areas that remain, post construction, and
existing landscape adjacent to the
proposed development; beneficial
compensating habitat creation at Riviere
Farm
Potentially minor short- to mid-term
adverse impact

Nesting birds
Preparation of site
including clearance of

Removal of nesting habitat and

Partial mitigation by development-led

disturbance of retained habitat.

habitat enhancement (particularly better

Minor to moderate local temporary and
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Construction impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity
scrub, ivy cover,

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

permanent adverse impacts.

management of recreational and

buildings, at Riviere

residential access .

Farm, North Quay,

Negligible local medium-term adverse

South Quay,
impact.

Triangular Spit and
East Quay.
Linnet
Clearance of dune
grassland at North
Quay and arable land
at Riviere Fields

Loss of both scrub and dune grassland

Partial mitigation for the loss of feeding

habitats in the clearance of the site

habitat from dune restoration Hayle

would reduce extent of available

Towans, and compensatory semi-natural

nesting and feeding resource for local

grassland habitat on Riviere Farm.

population.
Minor to moderate permanent, local

Minor short to mid-term, local adverse
impact.

adverse impact.
Song thrush
Clearance of dune
scrub at North Quay

Loss of scrub, dune grassland and

Planting of new stands of trees at northern

woodland edge in the clearance of the

margins of Riviere Fields site, adjacent to

site would reduce extent of available

retained stands of scrub would be of

nesting and feeding resource for local

benefit to song thrush for nesting habitat.

population.
Minor to moderate permanent, local

Minor short to mid-term, adverse local
impact.

adverse impact.
Western ramping
fumitory
Preparation of North
Quay site, clearance
of ground

Loss of known plants, and by inference

Movement of soils and seed bank to

the seed bank, from the clearance /

another site where occasional disturbance

construction on the North Quay area;

is ensured (such as road verge or hedge)

loss of available habitat within a

to provide suitable habitat conditions.

geographic area that is the stronghold

Negligible long-term, local adverse

for the species.
impact.t
Minor local, long term adverse impact
on plant of county significance.
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Construction impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Purple ramping
fumitory
Preparation of North
Quay site, clearance
of ground

Ivy broomrape
Clearance of site

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Loss of known plants, and by inference

Movement of soils and seed bank to

the seed bank, from clearance /

another site where occasional disturbance

construction on the North Quay area;

is ensured (such as arable field edge, road

loss of available waste ground habitat

verge or hedge on suitable non-coastal

within a geographic area that is the

soils) to provide suitable habitat

stronghold for the species.

conditions.

Negligible, local, long-term adverse

Negligible, local long-term adverse

impact on plant of county significance.

impact.t

Loss of colonies of plant on North

Translocation of main colony.

Quay, South Quay and possibly East

Negligible to minor local permanent

Quay.
adverse impact.
Minor local permanent adverse impact.

Hedges and Cornish
hedge banks
Removal of hedge
lengths

330 metres of hedge would be lost at

280 metres of hedgeline would be planted

the centre of Riviere Fields and short

with locally appropriate native shrub and

lengths would be lost to road access

sited to extend existing hedgelines.

resulting in a direct loss of semi-natural

Hedges to be managed to encourage taller

habitat and loss of biodiversity value in

shrub growth. Access gaps restricted and

remaining fragmented habitat.

tall growth managed at the gaps to provide

Minor to moderate local permanent
adverse impact.t

connectivity in the canopy.
Minor local permanent adverse impact.

Table 12— 9: Summary of construction impacts for terrestrial ecology
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Operational impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Petalwort
Use of part of eastern
section of Triangular
Spit for car parking

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Probable deterioration in quality of the

Management of recreational activities

main area of petalwort habitat on the

(including access); monitoring and

west side of the Spit, due to likely

management of the petalwort habitat and

reduction/loss of rabbit grazing and

rabbit population. Additional mitigation

increase in disturbance pressures, both

would be provided by the measures

directly on the petalwort plants (from

described in the mitigation package

increased recreational pressure,

outlined in section 12.6.1.1.

nutrient enrichment and other factors)
and indirectly through disturbance of
rabbit grazing behaviour.

Minor to negligible adverse impact in the
mid to long term (although probably
reversible through management).

Major permanent adverse impact on
protected species.
Bats
Urban/street lighting

Urban lighting can affect bats

Type and positioning of lighting to be

adversely; species’ sensitivity varies but

designed to minimise effects on bats.

street lighting would probably affect

Probable negligible to minor permanent

feeding behaviour; beneficial effects are
likely for pipistrelle but adverse for

adverse impacts.

long-eared bats.
Probable minor permanent local
adverse impact from urban lighting.
Dune grassland
Increased pressures
from residential and
recreational users

Increase in recreational use surrounding

Improved management of access to Hayle

the developments would possibly

beach and through dunes resulting in

degrade areas of the adjacent dune

reduced disturbance and trampling erosion

grassland, with limited options for

at Hayle Towans; liaison with Towans

reversal.

Partnership in design of dune restoration

Moderate, localised long term adverse
impact.
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Operational impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact
Negligible localised long term adverse
impact; possibly minor beneficial long-term
impact on dune habitats district-wide, via
dune habitat creation at Hayle Towans and
positive management of wider Towan.s

Reptiles
Increasing
recreational activity
within semi-natural
habitats retained and
adjacent to North

Increased disturbance and pollution

Improvement of the remaining habitat

pressures on remaining reptile

areas for the existing population and

community .

displaced individuals; beneficial

Minor to moderate local adverse impact
on reptile community of county
significance.

compensating habitat creation;
management of the disturbance levels on
semi-natural habitat through creation of
paths and through management plans

Quay
Negligible to minor adverse short-term
impact .
Nesting birds

Loss and reduction in quality of

Habitat enhancement (particularly better

available nesting resource .

management of hedge structure), habitat

Built development
and increased human

Minor to moderate permanent local

activity

adverse impact.s

creation and management of recreational
and residential access.
Negligible-minor permanent adverse
impacts.

Linnet
Recreational use of
dune grassland
habitats

Song thrush
Recreational use of

Increased levels of disturbance from

Creation of dedicated access paths from

proposed residential development

the beach into Hayle, and management of

adjacent to retained habitat.

access to the dune and beach.

Possible minor permanent adverse,

Negligible permanent adverse, local

local impact.

impact.

Increased levels of disturbance from

Creation of dedicated access paths from

proposed residential development

the beach into Hayle, and management of

adjacent to retained habitat.

access to the dune and beach.
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Operational impacts on terrestrial ecology
Receptor /
Proposed activity
woodland habitats

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Minor permanent adverse, local impact.

Negligible permanent adverse, local
impact.

Ivy broomrape
Built development

Hedges and Cornish
hedge banks

Loss of available habitat.
Moderate-minor local permanent

ground wherever possible.

adverse impact.

Minor local permanent adverse impact.

Minor potential for adverse impact on

May be minimised by education about the

hedge habitats as a result of the close

value of hedges as a wildlife habitat.

proximity of the residential.

Urbanisation of

development and the tendency of

hedges at proposed

residents to urbanise hedge habitats.

residential

(eg plant non-native species).

development

Retention of existing ivy habitat on the

Negligible to minor temporary local
adverse impact.

Minor to moderate local adverse
impact; probably reversible.
Range of effects that are unlikely to

Monitoring of changes in vegetation

result in loss of salt marsh habitat, but

communities at least every two years to

Impoundment of

may cause slight loss in extent and

detect vegetation changes and adjust

Copperhouse Pool for

change in plant species and vegetation

sluicing regime / vegetation management if

sluicing, three hours

distribution in response to disturbance

significant adverse impact anticipated.

on spring tides for five

of the tidal and salinity regime; of

days, twice-monthly

concern would be the possible

in period mid-April to

expansion of cord grass growth.

Saltmarsh

end August

Potentially minor short to mid term adverse
impacts (probably reversible).

Potentially minor to moderate long term
adverse impacts on habitat of national
significance (probably reversible).

Table 12— 10: Summary of operational impacts for terrestrial ecology
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12.7.1.2 Summary of residual impacts on terrestrial ecology
The most important residual impacts on terrestrial ecology are:
Construction phase
x There is potential for a minor temporary adverse impact on petalwort habitat in the centre of the Triangular
Spit owing to car park construction activities on adjacent eastern land; the method statement for
construction will include measures to minimise and avoid risks of incidental damage
x There would be a minor short-term adverse impact owing to removal of small petalwort colonies on South
Quay for translocation
x Work on buildings on North Quay has potential to cause minor local temporary/short-term adverse impacts
on the local bat population, at worst
x A minor local long-term adverse impact on dune grassland habitat would occur owing to habitat loss to
building and car parking; partial mitigation is provided by dune habitat creation, while compensation for
habitat loss is provided by gain in semi-natural grassland habitat at Riviere Farm
x There would be potentially minor short- to mid-term impacts on reptile communities at North Quay owing to
habitat loss; a reptile displacement and translocation programme during construction, and habitat creation
and improvement of the remaining habitat areas for the existing population and displaced individuals would
prevent long-term adverse impacts
x A minor local permanent adverse impact on hedge habitats at Riviere Fields would occur owing to habitat
loss to built development (the length of new hedges to be planted at this site comprises 85 percent of the
total length of hedge loss)
Operational phase
x A negligible to minor adverse impact on petalwort on the Triangular Spit may occur in the mid- to long-term
owing to public parking on the east side of the Spit , although this is probably reversible through
management of car park use and access controls
x A possibly minor local beneficial long-term impact on dune habitats locally, via dune habitat creation at
Hayle Towans and liaison with the Towans Partnership to determine development-led input to access
management on wider Towans area
x A minor local permanent adverse impact on the population of ivy broomrape is expected owing to loss of
colonies and habitat for this species at North Quay; mitigation through retention of existing ivy habitat may
be effective, but the success of transplanting colonies is unproven
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x A minor short- to mid-term adverse impact on saltmarsh vegetation at Copperhouse saltmarsh is possible,
owing to summer impoundments for sluicing; this is probably reversible given it is intended to monitor the
saltmarsh communities at least every two years to detect vegetation changes so allowing adjustments in the
sluicing regime / vegetation management as required
12.7.2

Residual impacts relating to aquatic ecology

12.7.2.1 Impact summary tables for aquatic ecology
Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

2. New fixed

Depends on timing. If constructed after

If constructed after channel works, the

pedestrian bridge at

channel works potential for aquatic

CEMP will describe measures to prevent

Carnsew second

contamination.

spillage of harmful substances.

sluice channel.

None or localised, short-term and minor

Either none or localised, temporary

adverse impact on intertidal

negligible impact.

(Work Item numbers)

invertebrates and seaweeds.
3. Excavation and

Possible spillages of harmful

CEMP will describe measures to prevent

renovation of

substances into water. Dewatering into

spillage of harmful substances and ensure

Carnsew second

the harbour may introduce suspended

water quality of the discharge is within

sluice.

solids and other contaminants.

prescribed limits.

Possible moderate adverse temporary

Either none (if no spillages or incidents of

impacts on regionally valuable flora and

poor water quality) or localised, temporary

fauna in the harbour near to existing

and negligible.

sluice
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

4a. Refurbishment of

Direct loss of small area of intertidal

None proposed.

tunnels to Carnsew

and subtidal habitat due to

Minor adverse impact, very localised and

Pool and installation

construction; may include stone erosion

of sluice gate system.

protection blankets to each side of

(Work Item numbers)

offset by creation of similar habitat at
second sluice.

tunnels. Some new surfaces would be
colonised by marine species.
Minor adverse impact (very localised) on
regionally valuable flora and fauna in the
harbour near to existing sluice; offset by
creation of similar habitat at second
sluice.
4b. Refurbishment of

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed.

tunnels to Carnsew

invertebrates on some lower parts of

Minor adverse impact, with full recovery

Pool and installation

tunnel walls using pressure washing or

expected within 1-3 years.

of sluice gate system.

physical removal.
Minor adverse impact on seaweeds and
invertebrates on tunnel walls, with full
recovery expected within 1-3 years.

4c. Refurbishment of

Isolation of the tunnels from the harbour

It would be possible to relocate some of

tunnels to Carnsew

and Carnsew Pool would result in much

the boulders from the area near the

Pool and installation

lower velocities through this area. The

existing sluice and tunnels to the new

of sluice gate system.

flora and fauna in this area are

second sluice, which would be operational

regionally valuable and require high

by that time. However, the percentage of

velocities.

affected habitat that could be realistically

Minor to moderate short-term local

moved would be minimal.

adverse impact on regionally valuable

Minor to moderate short-term adverse

flora and fauna in the harbour near to

impacts, but highly localised and not

existing sluice, ranging from reduced

affecting mobile species such as fish.

growth to possible death of some non
mobile species.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

5a. Excavation of

Impacts depend on timing. If the works

The impacts would be mitigated by

harbour at Carnsew

are carried out at same time as

scheduling the works to take place during

Quay/Carnsew Wharf

Carnsew second sluice and channel

the colder months (eg February to April).

works a temporary bund could be

The Environment Agency would be asked

installed at the north end of Carnsew

whether some of the fish present should

Wharf. This would reduce the possibility

be netted and relocated to a safe area

of contaminants entering the harbour

such as Carnsew Pool or the harbour

area or reaching Carnsew Pool.

seaward of the bund.

However, the bund would mean that

Moderate localised adverse temporary

aquatic intertidal and subtidal habitats

impact.

(Work Item numbers)

south of the bund would become dry
(or at best damp) whilst the work is in
progress.
Major adverse temporary impacts in the
area south of the temporary bund, with
most intertidal and subtidal
invertebrates and seaweeds expected
to die.
5b. Excavation of

The renovation of old walls or

The CEMP will describe measures to

harbour at Carnsew

construction of new walls would be

reduce contamination of the water by

Quay/Carnsew Wharf:

carried out in the dry. This could result

harmful substances.

renovation of existing

in minor, localised adverse impacts, but

Localised negligible impact.

South Quay harbour

as the surrounding area is currently

walls.

terrestrial there would be only a small
possibility of impacts on existing
aquatic ecology.
Negligible adverse localised impact on
intertidal invertebrates and seaweeds.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

5c. Excavation of

The additional harbour walls would

None required.

harbour at Carnsew

provide new intertidal habitat.

Moderate beneficial, permanent, impact.

Quay/Carnsew Wharf:

Moderate beneficial localised

(Work Item numbers)

renovation of existing

permanent impact.

South Quay harbour
walls.
6a. Dredging of basin

Removal of sediments would remove

No mitigation proposed.

adjacent to Carnsew

flora and fauna. The area close to

Minor to major adverse temporary impact

Wharf to a depth of

Carnsew tunnel is likely to be of

approximately -1.0 m

moderately high diversity and

ODN.

ecological quality, due to the relatively

(depending on dredging method).

high current speeds. Full recovery
expected to take 3-4 years.
Depends on dredging method and
whether site already adversely affected
by bund for excavation of harbour at
Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf (Work
Item 5). At worst a major adverse
temporary impact on regionally valuable
flora and fauna in the harbour near to
existing sluice.
6b. Dredging of basin

If wet excavation is used there is likely

The CEMP will describe measures to

adjacent to Carnsew

to be some loss of fine sediments

reduce contamination of the water by

Wharf to a depth of

during dredging. These are likely to be

harmful substances and monitor water

approximately -1.0 m

contaminated and could affect water

quality for suspended solids and selected

ODN.

quality in the harbour and potentially

contaminants.

aquatic biota in Carnsew Pool.

Minor adverse localised impact.

Moderate adverse localised impact on
fish, invertebrates and seaweeds in
Carnsew Pool.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

7. New lifting/swing

Piers within Penpol Creek would result

None required, but the CEMP will describe

pedestrian bridge at

in a small loss of aquatic sedimentary

measures for preventing spillages into

Penpol Creek.

habitat (all currently intertidal) and gain

Penpol Creek.

of a larger area of hard substrate which

Negligible beneficial permanent impact.

(Work Item numbers)

would be intertidal and subtidal.
Overall a negligible beneficial
permanent impact.
8a. Dredging /

The dredging would occur at the same

None proposed.

excavation at south

time as the construction of the half tide

Negligible impacts on water quality

end of Penpol Creek

gate at the entrance to Penpol, and so

elsewhere, but minor temporary adverse

to a depth of

is unlikely to adversely affect water

approximately -1.0 m

quality in the harbour or elsewhere.

ODN.

Negligible impacts on water quality

impacts on any water remaining in Penpol.

elsewhere, but minor temporary
adverse impacts on any water
remaining in Penpol.
8b. Dredging /

Removal of sediments would remove

None proposed.

excavation at south

flora and fauna.

Minor adverse short-term impact.

end of Penpol Creek

Minor adverse short-term impact on

to a depth of
approximately -1.0 m

benthic invertebrates and seaweeds at
harbour end of Penpol. No full recovery

ODN.
to pre-dredging conditions as Penpol
Creek would have a half-tide gate that
would change tidal conditions.
9a. New Penpol

Tidal flows would be maintained into

None proposed.

Creek half-tide gate

Penpol during construction of the half-

Minor, temporary, short-term adverse

and pedestrian

tide gate.

crossing.

The impact on aquatic flora and fauna in

impact on fauna in creek.

Penpol would be a minor adverse shortterm impact.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

9b. New Penpol

The colonisation of new subtidal habitat

The construction period would be timed as

Creek half-tide gate

would depend on the duration and

early as possible in the year, before the

and pedestrian

timing of construction works.

main period of invertebrate and fish

crossing.

Possible minor temporary adverse

reproduction. This would allow the aquatic

impact on aquatic biota of Penpol

biota of the impounded creek to develop

(Work Item numbers)

Creek.

relatively rapidly.
A negligible positive impact.

9c. New Penpol

Loss of some intertidal sediment habitat

None proposed, however the stone

Creek half-tide gate

and a very small amount of subtidal

“blanket” would have recessed pointing to

and pedestrian

sediment habitat due to half-tide gate

encourage invertebrates and algae.

crossing.

and placement of stone erosion

Negligible temporary impact.

protection “blankets” each side of the
tidal gate. Gain in hard substrate
habitat (intertidal and subtidal) on the
newly constructed faces.
Negligible positive impact on aquatic
biota of Penpol Creek., as the gain in
hard substrate habitat will be greater
than the loss of sediment habitat.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

10a.Excavation and

Dredging would create sediment

The CEMP will describe methods to

dredging of Cockle

plumes with elevated concentrations of

reduce concentrations of sediment in

Bank and surrounding

suspended solids and associated

plumes. The works would be timed to

area to provide

metals. The modelling shows that in a

avoid the warmest months (June to

fishermen’s harbour

worse case scenario the finer material

September).

and marina basin, to a

may be widely dispersed, including to

Negligible to minor adverse impact.

depth of

areas such as lower Lelant Water,

approximately -1.0 m

Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew. The

ODN.

sediment plume may cause mortality of

(Work Item numbers)

aquatic flora and fauna, due to
smothering, reduced concentrations of
dissolved oxygen and possibly higher
metals in the water column.
Minor to moderate temporary adverse
impact on aquatic biota of lower Lelant
Water, Copperhouse Pool and
Carnsew.
10b.Excavation and

If dewatering of dredged sediments

Monitor leachate for metals and

dredging of Cockle

occurs on-land the metal

suspended solids and amend activities if

Bank and surrounding

concentrations and suspended solids in

values approach appropriate

area to provide

the leachate may have a localised

Environmental Quality Standards (EQS).

fishermen’s harbour

impact on aquatic flora and fauna.

Negligible to minor temporary adverse

and marina basin, to a

Minor to moderate temporary adverse

impact.

depth of

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.

approximately -1.0 m
ODN.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

10c.Excavation and

Permanent loss of intertidal (Cockle

Timing of the dredging would be

dredging of Cockle

Bank) habitat and biota. Removal of

scheduled in order to avoid the most

Bank and surrounding

subtidal biota (eg sand eels) with

sensitive time for sandeels (August to

area to provide

dredged material. Cockle Bank has a

December/January). Cockle Bank is of low

fishermen’s harbour

very low ecological value. Subtidal

ecological value, apart from its role in

and marina basin, to a

habitat adjacent to Cockle Bank is of

keeping the harbour sediment-free. This

depth of

high conservation interest for fish such

would be achieved in future by sluicing

approximately -1.0 m

as sand eels.

and the sand-trap.

ODN.

Intertidal biota – minor permanent

Intertidal – minor permanent adverse

adverse impact.

impact; subtidal – moderate adverse

Subtidal biota (including sandeels) –

impact for 1-2 years.

(Work Item numbers)

moderate to major adverse impact, but
good recovery likely. Within 1-2 years a
deeper water version of the same
subtidal sand biotope will be present.
11a. New floating

Construction would involve either steel

The CEMP will describe measures to

pontoons for marina.

piles within the marina area, or possibly

prevent spillage of any harmful substances

a bed anchor system. Potential for

into the harbour.

polluting materials to enter the harbour.

Zero to negligible temporary adverse

Negligible to minor temporary adverse

impacts.

impacts on aquatic biota of the harbour.
11b. New floating

Minor loss of subtidal sediment habitat

None required.

pontoons for marina.

where steel piles enter the sediment or

If piles are used there would be a minor

where bed anchors occur. Moderate

beneficial permanent impact.

gain in vertical subtidal and intertidal
habitat on the piles (if used).
Loss of subtidal habitat due to piles is a
negligible adverse permanent impact.
Gain in vertical habitat on piles is a
minor beneficial permanent impact.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

12a. New fishermen’s

Water quality during construction of

The CEMP will describe methods to

quay.

temporary bunds and dewatering of the

reduce sediment leakage into the harbour.

excavation area.

Some monitoring would also be required.

Minor adverse temporary impacts on

Negligible adverse temporary impacts.

(Work Item numbers)

aquatic biota of excavation area.
12b. New fishermen’s

Loss of intertidal sediment habitat and

None proposed. Adverse and beneficial

quay.

gain in hard habitat on sheet pile wall

impacts are approximately balanced.

quay and concrete slipway. This area is

Sediments - minor adverse permanent

species-poor due to the mobility of the
sands and is of low conservation

impact.
Hard surfaces - minor beneficial permanent

interest.
Minor adverse permanent impact due to

impact.

loss of sandy intertidal habitat. Minor
beneficial permanent impact due to
creation of new intertidal hard habitat.
13a. Excavation and

Water quality during dredging may

The CEMP will describe methods to

dredging of i) harbour

impact on adjacent habitats.

reduce plume formation and ensure water

area to the north-west

Minor adverse temporary impact on

quality and sediment concentrations in the

of fishermen’s quay,

aquatic biota in region of excavation.

harbour are acceptable. Monitoring of

and ii) sand-trap.

water quality during dredging would be
carried out.
Negligible temporary impact.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

13b. Excavation and

Dredging would result in a loss of biota

The works would be scheduled to avoid

dredging of i) harbour

from dredged area. The biota here are

the main spawning period of sandeels,

area to the north-west

primarily invertebrates adapted to

which are found nearby.

of fishermen’s quay,

mobile sands. Biomass and diversity

A minor adverse medium-term impact

and ii) sand-trap.

are low and recovery is expected to

(Work Item numbers)

occur within 6-12 months. Possible
impact on nearby sandeels.
A minor to moderate adverse mediumterm impact on invertebrates and
sandeels.
13c. Dredging of sand

The dredged sand may be of

None proposed.

trap.

sufficiently high quality for it to be used

Minor adverse medium-term impact.

in nearby beach nourishment schemes.
The biota on nearby sandy beaches are
primarily invertebrates that are adapted
to mobile sands. Biomass and diversity
is low and recovery is expected to
occur in 6-12 months.
A minor adverse medium-term impact
on invertebrates of sandy beaches.
14a. New vehicular

Very high levels of contaminants occur

The CEMP will describe methods to

bridge by

in Copperhouse Pool sediments and

reduce plume formation and ensure water

Copperhouse Gate.

there is a possibility that construction of

quality and sediment concentrations are

the bridge piers within Copperhouse

acceptable. Monitoring of water quality,

Pool would mobilise these

especially metals, would be required.

contaminants. Water quality in

Negligible to minor adverse temporary

Copperhouse Pool and the harbour

impact.

could be affected.
A moderate adverse temporary impact
on aquatic biota of Copperhouse Pool.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

14b. New vehicular

The bridge piers would cause a small

None proposed. The adverse and

bridge by

loss of intertidal sediment habitat and a

beneficial impacts are approximately in

Copperhouse Gate.

larger gain in vertical intertidal habitat

balance.

on the bridge piers.

Overall a negligible but permanent impact.

(Work Item numbers)

Minor adverse permanent impact due to
loss of small area of intertidal habitat
(and fish habitat towards high water).
Minor beneficial permanent impact due
to uncontaminated hard substrate on
piers that may increase the range of
species that occur in Copperhouse
Pool.
15a. New pedestrian

Construction may introduce

The CEMP will describe measures to

bridge from East

contaminants into the harbour area,

prevent spillage of any harmful substances

Quay to North Quay.

with consequent impacts on aquatic

into the harbour.

species.

Negligible temporary impact.

Minor adverse temporary impact on
aquatic biota of the harbour.
15b. New pedestrian

Small loss of intertidal/subtidal

None proposed, as the adverse and

bridge from East

sediment habitat due to bridge piers to

beneficial impacts are approximately in

Quay to North Quay.

support bridge. Larger gain in

balance.

intertidal/subtidal hard substrate habitat

Overall a negligible, permanent impact.

on the piers.
Loss of sediment habitat is a minor
adverse permanent impact. Gain of
hard substrate habitat on the piers
expected to be a minor beneficial
permanent impact.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

16. Copperhouse

Possibility of spillages of harmful

The CEMP will describe measures to

Pool sluice gates

substances. Works would either be

prevent spillage of any harmful

works.

carried out at low water or in the dry by

substances.

installing temporary barriers at the gate

Negligible temporary adverse impact.

(Work Item numbers)

housing and allowing water in and out
of Copperhouse Pool through the bypass culvert on the east side of the
gate.
Negligible temporary adverse impact on
aquatic biota of the harbour and
Copperhouse Pool.
17a. North Quay wall

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

remedial works. Total

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

length of North Quay

cements or other materials.

substances.

= 523m.

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
17b. North Quay wall

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

remedial works. Total

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

length of North Quay

wall using pressure washing and/or

Minor, localised medium-term impact.

= 523m.

physical removal.
Minor, localised medium-term adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.

18a. North Quay

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

(Eastern) wall

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

remedial works. Total

cements or other materials.

substances.

length of North Quay

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

(Eastern) wall = 27m.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

18b. North Quay

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

(Eastern) wall

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

remedial works. Total

wall using pressure washing or physical

Minor, localised medium-term impact.

length of North Quay

removal.

(Eastern) wall = 27m.

Minor, localised medium-term adverse

(Work Item numbers)

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.
19a. South Quay wall

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

remedial works. Total

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

length of South Quay

cements or other materials.

substances.

= 626m.

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
19b. South Quay wall

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

remedial works. Total

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

length of South Quay

wall using pressure washing or physical

Minor, localised medium-term impact.

= 626m.

removal.
Minor, localised medium-term adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.

19c. South Quay wall

Full reconstruction of 220m 2 of wall

None required.

remedial works. Total

would create additional intertidal hard

Negligible, localised and permanent

length of South Quay

substrate habitat for invertebrates and

impact.

= 626m.

algae. There would be a loss of a
slightly larger area of sloping intertidal
boulder habitat.
Negligible, localised permanent adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

20a. East Quay wall

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

remedial works. Total

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

length of East Quay

cements or other materials.

substances.

wall = 330m.

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

(Work Item numbers)

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
20b. East Quay wall

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

remedial works. Total

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

length of East Quay

wall using pressure washing or physical

Minor, localised medium-term impact.

wall = 330m.

removal.
Minor, localised medium-term adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.

20c. East Quay wall

Full reconstruction of 155m 2 of wall

None required.

remedial works. Total

would create additional intertidal hard

Negligible, localised and permanent

length of East Quay

substrate habitat for invertebrates and

impact.

wall = 330m.

algae. There will be a loss of a slightly
larger area of sloping intertidal boulder
habitat.
Negligible, localised permanent adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.

21a. Carnsew Wharf

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

wall remedial works.

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

Total length of

cements or other materials.

substances.

Carnsew Wharf wall

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

= 160m.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
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Construction impacts on aquatic ecology
Proposed activity

Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

21b. Carnsew Wharf

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

wall remedial works.

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

Total length of

wall using pressure washing or physical

Minor, localised medium-term impact.

Carnsew Wharf wall

removal.

= 160m.

Minor, localised medium-term adverse

(Work Item numbers)

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.
22a. Carnsew Quay

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

wall remedial works.

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

Total length of

cements or other materials.

substances.

Carnsew Quay wall =

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

16.5m.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.

22b. Carnsew Quay

Removal of existing seaweeds and

None proposed, but recessed joints would

wall remedial works.

invertebrates on some lower parts of

encourage recolonisation.

Total length of

wall using pressure washing or physical

Minor, localised medium-term impact

Carnsew Quay wall =

removal.

16.5m.

Minor, localised medium-term adverse
impact on aquatic biota of the harbour,
with full recovery within 1-3 yrs.

23a. Slipway and

Possible contamination due to spillages

The CEMP will describe measures to

associated land

of lime-based mortars, hydraulic

prevent spillage of any harmful

works.

cements or other materials.

substances.

Minor, localised and temporary adverse

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
23b. Slipway and

Loss of intertidal sediment habitat and

None proposed.

associated land

gain of intertidal hard substrate habitat.

Minor, localised, permanent adverse

works.

Minor, localised, permanent adverse

impact.

impact on aquatic biota of the harbour.
Table 12— 11: Summary of construction impacts for aquatic ecology
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Proposed
activity (Work

Operational impacts on aquatic ecology
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

1. Sluicing using

Effective loss of 23% intertidal habitat and

The main mitigation is to only sluice on

Carnsew Pool.

effective gain of equivalent subtidal habitat

high tides during the period 15 April to

during sluicing (5 days of sluicing followed by

30 August (less than 10% of the year).

9 days of no sluicing).

This would reduce impacts on over-

Uncertain severity of adverse impacts on

wintering birds and those invertebrates

invertebrates and algae in Carnsew Pool,

that breed early in the year.

Item numbers)

ranging from moderate to major adverse

In addition, the increase in the predicted
tidal heights due to filling Carnsew

impacts. Minor beneficial impacts on fish in
Carnsew Pool, due to effective increase in
the subtidal area.

through two sluices is seen as an
adverse impact, so only one sluice will
be used to fill Carnsew, but both sluices
used to empty it.
Monitoring of invertebrate densities
would be used to determine the actual
impacts of the sluicing regime.
Minor to moderate adverse impact on
invertebrates and algae. Negligible to
minor beneficial impacts on fish during
the period 15 April to 30 August, due to
effective increase in the subtidal area.
Impacts reversible as sluicing regime
can be amended in the light of
monitoring.

3. Carnsew

Additional intertidal and subtidal habitat with

None required.

second sluice.

high current speeds created either side of

Minor beneficial permanent impact on

sluice, adjacent to existing SSSI.

invertebrates and algae; minor adverse

Minor beneficial permanent impact on

impact on some fish .

invertebrates and algae; minor adverse
impact on some fish.
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Proposed
activity (Work

Operational impacts on aquatic ecology
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

5. New habitat in

Additional subtidal hard substrate habitat

None required.

harbour at

created, close to Carnsew SSSI. Potentially

Moderate beneficial permanent impact

Carnsew Quay/

good fish habitat.

Wharf.

Moderate beneficial permanent impact.

6. Dredged basin

Maintenance dredging may be required. The

Monitoring of dredge plume and only

adjacent to

frequency and amounts are not known at

dredging when necessary.

Carnsew Wharf

present.

Impacts would range from negligible to

Impacts on biota in harbour range from

moderate adverse short-term impacts.

Item numbers)

negligible to moderate adverse short-term
impacts.
8. Dredged area

This dredged area would provide additional

None required.

at south end of

subtidal habitat for fish. Due to the

This beneficial impact on subtidal biota

Penpol Creek.

freshwater input salinities would be lower
than in Carnsew or most of Copperhouse

is balanced by a negative impact on
intertidal biota at the same location

Pool and this may favour fish normally found
in the lower reaches of estuaries.

during the construction phase.

Minor beneficial permanent impacts on
subtidal invertebrates, algae and fish at south
end of Penpol.
9a. Half-tide gate

Loss of approximately half the existing

None proposed.

at entrance to

intertidal habitat and gain of an equivalent

Minor adverse permanent impact.

Penpol Creek.

area of subtidal habitat.
Minor adverse permanent impact on aquatic
biota at entrance to Penpol.
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Proposed
activity (Work

Operational impacts on aquatic ecology
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

9b. Half-tide gate

Possibility of algal blooms, including toxic

Further surveys (water quality,

at entrance to

algal blooms, during periods of neap tides

phytoplankton etc) are needed prior to

Penpol Creek

with poor flushing. Further information on

finalising management proposals for the

algal blooms is contained in Annex 12U.

half-tide gate. These may show that

Impacts uncertain at present, ranging from

extra flushing is required during neap

negligible (if no blooms occur) to major

tides.

Item numbers)

adverse short-term impact on aquatic biota of

Impacts uncertain at present, ranging

harbour (and possibly Copperhou se,

from negligible (if no blooms occur) to

Carnsew and Lelant Water) if there is a toxic

major adverse short-term impact.

bloom.
10. Maintenance

Buro Happold have estimated that

None required

dredging of

maintenance dredging of the area around the

Negligible adverse short-term impact.

marina area.

marina is likely to be required approximately
every 5 -10 years. This would mean that
relatively mature benthic communities will
develop in the dredged area, before they are
removed.
Negligible adverse short-term impact on
benthic fauna of marina area in the harbour.

11. Operation of

Potential for increased pollution incidents

Harbour Management Plan to provide

marina.

due to larger number of craft. Increase in

detailed Emergency Response to oil

antifoulants in water and sediments.

spills and other events affecting water

An oil spill could occur, with potential to

quality in the harbour. Flood tides that

impact the viviers (crustacean storage area in

could carry contaminants into

the harbour) and possibly transport into

Copperhouse Pool or Carnsew would
be prevented using the sluice gates.

Copperhouse Pool and/or Carnsew Pool on
the flood tide. Moderate, short-term adverse
impact.

Hayle Harbour
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Proposed
activity (Work

Operational impacts on aquatic ecology
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

12. Operation of

Reduction in likelihood of fuel spills due to

None required.

fishermen’s quay

improved facilities

Minor beneficial impact.

and slipway.

Minor beneficial impact on aquatic biota of

Item numbers)

the harbour.
13. Maintenance

The mitigation measures to reduce the

Dredge only when necessary. Avoid

dredging of sand-

ecological impacts of sluicing from Carnsew

August to January if possible (timing to

trap.

and Copperhouse Pools would result in more

be agreed with the Environment Agency

frequent dredging of the sand-trap, ie

re- sandeels).

dredging would probably occur annually. The

Minor to moderate adverse short-term

invertebrates and fish present would not

impact.

reach equilibrium levels of biomass or
diversity in the one-year period between
dredging events.
Moderate adverse short-term impact on
aquatic fauna of sand trap area.
13. Maintenance

Uncertainty exists regarding amounts that

Mitigation as for the sand-trap, above.

dredging of

may need to be dredged and frequency.

Impacts are likely to be negligible to

harbour area to

Impacts on aquatic fauna of downstream area

moderate adverse short-term impacts.

north-west of

of the harbour would range from minor to

fishermens’ quay
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Proposed
activity (Work

Operational impacts on aquatic ecology
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

16. Sluicing using

Effective loss of 26% intertidal habitat and

The mitigation is to only sluice during

Copperhouse

effective gain of equivalent subtidal habitat

the period 15 April to 30 August. This

Pool.

during sluicing (5 days of sluicing followed by

would reduce impacts on over-wintering

9 days of no sluicing).

birds and those invertebrates that breed

Uncertain severity of adverse impacts on

early in the year.

invertebrates and algae of Copperhouse

Monitoring of invertebrate densities

Item numbers)

Pool, ranging from moderate to major

would be used to determine the actual
impacts of the sluicing regime.

adverse impacts. Minor beneficial impacts on
Minor to moderate adverse impact on
fish in Copperhouse Pool, due to effective
invertebrates and algae. Negligible to
increase in the subtidal area during sluicing
periods.

minor beneficial impacts on fish during
the period 15 April to 30 August, due to
effective increase in the subtidal area.
Impacts reversible as sluicing regime
can be amended in the light of
monitoring.

Table 12— 12: Summary of operational impacts for aquatic ecology
12.7.2.2 Summary of residual impacts on aquatic ecology
The most important residual adverse impacts are:
Construction Phase
x

Penpol half-tide gate (Work Item 9) – moderate adverse impact, with full recovery taking 2-3 years

x

Removal of Cockle Bank and dredging adjacent areas (Work Item 10) - moderate adverse impact to
subtidal habitats for 2-3 years

x

Excavation of harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf (Work Item 5) - moderate adverse impact, with full
recovery expected to take 2-3 years

x

Dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf tunnel intake (Work Item 6) - minor to major adverse impact,
with recovery taking 3-4 years
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x

Refurbishment of tunnels to Carnsew Pool and installing sluice (Work Item 4) - minor to moderate adverse
impact on sessile species (ie those attached to rocks or other substrate); full recovery expected in 2-3
years

Operational Phase
x

Possibility of algal blooms in Penpol (Work Item 9) - minor to major adverse temporary impact; if
monitoring in Penpol indicates a significant algal bloom is likely to occur, the proposed management of
water exchange into Penpol Creek could be amended

x

Changed tidal regime in Carnsew Pool, April to August (Work Items 1, 3 and 4) – minor to moderate
adverse impact on invertebrates and algae; impacts reversible as the sluicing regime can be amended

x

Changed tidal regime in Copperhouse Pool, April to August (Work Item 16) – minor to moderate adverse
impact on invertebrates and algae; impacts reversible as the sluicing regime can be amended

x

Maintenance dredging of sand-trap (Work Item 13) – minor to moderate adverse impact, depending upon
the timing of the dredging

x

Dredging harbour area to the north-west of fishermen’s quay (Work Item 13), maintenance dredging may
be required (the frequency and amounts are not known at present) – impacts range from negligible to
moderate adverse short-term impacts; full recovery expected 2-3 years after dredging

12.7.3

Residual impacts relating to ornithology

12.7.3.1 Impact summary tables
Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

1. Build new

Disturbance to waterfowl (particularly

The CEMP will describe measures in detail.

Carnsew second

little grebe) using adjacent intertidal

Work undertaken outside the winter period

sluice.

rocks and eastern end of Carnsew

would reduce impacts.

Pool during construction.

Negligible, adverse, temporary and localised.

Minor adverse, temporary and
localised impact on waterfowl.
2. New fixed

Occasional disturbance to waterfowl

Footbridge and road location shifted away

pedestrian bridge

(particularly little grebe) on Carnsew

from Carnsew during initial design stage to

(and access road) at

during construction.

reduce impacts. Potential to undertake work

Carnsew second

Minor adverse, temporary site-

during the late winter and spring period when
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

sluice channel

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

specific impact.

waterfowl usage is lower.
Impact likely to be negligible to minor,
temporary and localised.

3. Excavation &

Noise and activity may lead to

Additional mitigation in terms of activity

renovation of

disturbance to waterfowl, particularly

timing (outside the winter) and screening

Carnsew second

on Carnsew Pool.

would reduce scale of impact.

sluice.

Possible minor adverse temporary

Either negligible to localised, temporary and

impacts.

negligible. Impacts temporary.

5a. Excavation of

Impacts depend on timing. If the

Timing and screening addressed in CEMP.

harbour at Carnsew

works are carried out at same time

Impact likely to be greater to aquatic ecology

Quay/Carnsew

as Carnsew second sluice and

than to avifauna, as the area is not

Wharf.

channel works, a temporary bund

particularly important for waterfowl.

could be installed at the north end of

Minor adverse short to medium term impact

Carnsew Wharf. This would reduce

in the area south of the temporary bund, with

the possibility of contaminants

a likely exclusion of waterfowl from the area.

entering the harbour area or reaching
Carnsew Pool. However, the bund
means that aquatic intertidal and

Recovery to some extent within 3 years
following completion of works.

subtidal habitats south of the bund
would become dry (or at best damp)
whilst the work is in progress.
Minor adverse medium-term impact
in the area south of the temporary
bund, with a likely exclusion of
waterfowl from the area and a die-off
of invertebrate fauna reducing
waterfowl feeding potential.l
5b. Excavation of

The renovation of old walls or

The CEMP will describe measures to reduce

harbour at Carnsew

construction of new walls would be

direct impacts from disturbance, particularly

Quay/Carnsew

carried out in the dry. This could

on the relatively important Carnsew Pool, as
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Wharf: renovation of

result in minor, localised adverse

well as indirect effects such as contamination

existing South Quay

impacts to waterfowl in the area, but

of the water (and by association,

harbour walls.

as the Carnsew Wharf area is

invertebrates) by harmful substances.

relatively unimportant for waterfowl

Negligible localised temporary impact.

within the context of the Hayle,
adverse impacts would be of limited
severity.
Negligible to minor adverse localised
temporary impact to site specific
impact on waterfowl.
5c. Excavation of

The additional harbour walls would

None required.

harbour at Carnsew

provide new intertidal habitat. In

Negligible to minor beneficial permanent

Quay/Carnsew

general however, these would not be

impact with new habitat for niche species of

Wharf: renovation of

used by many waterfowl species

existing South Quay

apart from specialist – eg potentially

harbour walls.

turnstone.
Negligible to minor beneficial

waterfowl. Turnstone may use as feeding
resource depending on substratum /
construction type.

localised impact on waterfowl.
Access road and

Construction of access road and car

Location of access road and some of the

parking provision on

parking on the Triangular Spit would

parking space provision shifted away from

Triangular Spit – to

have a disturbance impact on birds’

Carnsew edge during initial project design

take place in Phase

usage of Carnsew Pool – eg little

stage. Advance (pre-construction) planting of

4 of the construction

grebe.

screening between parking and roadway and

programme.

Minor adverse localised temporary

Carnsew Pool. Timing of works outside the

impact on waterfowl.

main period of waterfowl usage on Carnsew.
Negligible adverse site-specific temporary
impact.

6a. Dredging of

Removal of sediments would remove

No mitigation proposed.

basin adjacent to

flora and fauna (likely to be of

Negligible to minor adverse short-term

Carnsew Wharf to a

moderately high ecological quality).

impact.

depth of

Depends on dredging method and
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

approximately -1.0

whether site already adversely

m ODN.

affected by bund for excavation of
harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew
Wharf. Although a potential loss of
habitat/food, area not particularly
important as a wader feeding
resource. Negligible to minor adverse
short-term impact on waders.

6b. Dredging of

Release of fine sediments during

CEMP will describe measures to reduce

basin adjacent to

dredging. These are likely to be

contamination of the water by harmful

Carnsew Wharf to a

contaminated and could affect water

substances and monitor water quality for

depth of

quality in the harbour and potentially

suspended solids and selected contaminants.

approximately -1.0

Carnsew Pool. Potential impact to

None if contained, negligible to minor adverse

m ODN.

invertebrates and associated
waterfowl predators.

localised impacts if release of contaminants
occurs.

Negligible to minor adverse localised
impact.
7. New lifting/swing

Piers within Penpol Creek would

None required. The CEMP will describe

pedestrian bridge at

result in a small loss of aquatic

measures for preventing spillages into Penpol

Penpol Creek.

sedimentary habitat (all currently

Creek.

intertidal) and gain of a larger area of

Negligible adverse and beneficial permanent

hard substrate which would be
intertidal and subtidal.
Overall a negligible adverse and
beneficial permanent impacts on
waterfowl and waders.

impact. Loss of intertidal soft sediment
habitat used by a very small number of
feeding waders. Gain of intertidal and
subtidal hard substratum with new
invertebrate assemblage. Potentially then
used by fish and their predators leading to a
very small gain in potential feeding for little
grebe and little egret.
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

8a. Dredging /

The dredging would probably occur

Avoid working during winter months.

excavation at south

at the same time as the construction

Minor to moderate adverse temporary

end of Penpol Creek

of the half tide gate at the entrance

to a depth of

to Penpol.

approximately -1.0

Temporary local impacts to

m ODN.

waterfowl usage in Penpol (local

impacts on ecology of Penpol. Reduction in
numbers of waterfowl excluded if carried out
in summer – negligible to minor adverse
temporary impact.

exclusion).
8b. Dredging /

Removal of sediments would remove

None proposed.

excavation at south

flora and fauna. The area to be

Timing may reduce disturbance – negligible,

end of Penpol Creek

dredged is of low conservation

to a depth of

interest and not heavily used by

approximately -1.0

waterfowl due to disturbance.

m ODN.

There will be some temporary

local, temporary adverse impact.

waterfowl exclusion and local loss of
prey, although area is of no particular
importance for the waterfowl
assemblage.
9a. New Penpol

Loss of some intertidal sediment

None proposed.

Creek half-tide gate

habitat and a very small amount of

Negligible local permanent adverse and

and pedestrian

subtidal sediment habitat due to

beneficial impacts on aquatic birds through

crossing.

half-tide gate and placement of

change in substratum and intertidal vs.

stone erosion protection “blankets”
each side of the tidal gate.

subtidal habitat composition.

Potential loss of wader foraging
habitat and gain in subtidal habitat,
eg for little grebe and little egret.
10a. Excavation and

Dredging is likely to create sediment

The CEMP will describe methods to reduce

dredging of Cockle

plumes with elevated concentrations

concentrations of sediment in plumes.

Bank and

of suspended solids and metals,

Negligible temporary adverse impact.

surrounding area to

which may cause mortality of flora
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

provide Fishermen’s

and fauna. Loss of invertebrates

Harbour and marina

may affect usage by waterfowl;

basin, to a depth of

disturbance would exclude feeding

approximately -1.0

and roosting activity in the area.

m ODN.

However, area is not of high value to
birds.
Negligible to minor to temporary
adverse impact on waterfowl.

10b. Excavation

If dewatering of dredged sediments

Monitor leachate for metals and suspended

and dredging of

occurs on-land the metal

solids and amend activities if values

Cockle Bank and

concentrations and suspended

approach appropriate Environmental Quality

surrounding area to

solids in the leachate may have a

Standards (EQS).

provide fishermen’s

localised impact on flora and fauna.

Negligible temporary adverse impact.

harbour and marina

This may affect waterfowl through

basin, to a depth of

uptake via prey.

approximately -1.0

Minor temporary adverse impact on

m ODN.

waterfowl.

10c. Excavation and

Permanent loss of intertidal (Cockle

No mitigation is proposed.

dredging of Cockle

Bank) habitat and biota. Removal of

Intertidal – minor permanent adverse impact.

Bank and

subtidal biota (eg sand eels) with

Subtidal – minor adverse impact for 1-2 years.

surrounding area to

dredged material. Cockle Bank has

provide fishermen’s

a very low ecological value; it is of

harbour and marina

low value for feeding waterfowl,

basin, to a depth of

although occasionally used as a

approximately -1.0

roost (eg. cormorants). Subtidal

m ODN.

habitat adjacent to Cockle Bank is of
high conservation interest for fish
such as sand eels.
Intertidal – minor permanent adverse
impact, with area used by occasional
waterfowl and little egret for feeding
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

and roosting.
Subtidal – minor adverse impact,
through loss of occasional feeding
resource for small number of species
including little grebe and little egret.
Within 1-2 years a deeper water
version of the same subtidal sand
biotope will be present.
11a. New floating

Construction would involve either

The CEMP will describe measures to prevent

pontoons for marina.

steel piles within the marina area, or

spillage of any harmful substances into the

possibly a bed anchor system.

aquatic environment as well as methods to

Potential for polluting materials to

reduce disturbance impacts to waterfowl.

enter the harbour.

Summer timing would reduce impact,

Negligible to minor temporary

although main species present for most of

adverse impacts to waterfowl from

year in area

disturbance.

Negligible temporary adverse impacts.

11b. New floating

Minor loss of subtidal sediment

None required.

pontoons for marina.

habitat where steel piles enter the

Net minor, local, permanent impact.

sediment or where bed anchors
occur. Minor gain in vertical subtidal
and intertidal habitat on the piles (if
used). Minor loss in water surface.
Net loss of subtidal water surface
may restrict feeding by species such
as little grebe, although area not of
key importance for the species.
13a. Excavation and

Water quality during dredging may

The CEMP will describe methods to reduce

dredging of harbour

impact on adjacent habitats. Limited

minimise water quality impacts and

area to the north-

disturbance to waterfowl in area,

disturbance to waterfowl. Some monitoring

west of fishermen’s

primarily occasional little grebe using

may be required.
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

quay.

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

area.

Negligible temporary impact.

Minor adverse temporary impact on
waterfowl.
13b. Excavation

Dredging would result in a loss of

None proposed.

and dredging of

biota from dredged area. The biota

A negligible adverse medium-term impact on

harbour area to the

here are primarily invertebrates

little grebe.

north-west of

adapted to mobile sands. Biomass

fishermen’s quay.

and diversity are low and recovery is
expected to occur within 6-12
months. Associated impacts to prey
availability for little grebe etc.
Area is not particularly important for
the species so a negligible adverse
medium-term impact on little grebe.

13c. Dredging of

Dredging would remove the existing

Timing of dredging amended to avoid the

sand trap.

biota (eg invertebrates and sandeels)

breeding and spawning period for sandeels.

and affect those species that feed in

Negligible adverse short-term impact on

this area. This may have an impact

birds.

on waterfowl and wider seabird
usage through a direct and indirect
reduction in prey items although
probably not measurable at a Hayle
‘system-scale’.
Negligible to minor adverse
short/medium term impact on birds
that feed on invertebrates and
sandeels, and on birds that feed on
fish which predate these fauna.
14a. New vehicular

Very high levels of contaminants

The CEMP will describe methods to reduce

bridge by

occur in Copperhouse Pool

plume formation and ensure water quality and
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Copperhouse Gate.

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

sediments and there is a possibility

sediment concentrations are acceptable.

that construction of the bridge piers

Methods to reduce disturbance will be

within the Pool would mobilise these

addressed by the CEMP, including types of

contaminants. This may affect

activity, screening and timing (eg work can be

waterfowl either directly through

timed to commence during the spring when

contamination or indirectly through

waterfowl activity is lower in the area).

loss of prey items. Some

Minor, site specific temporary impact to

disturbance to waterfowl during
construction.

waterfowl feeding and loafing in the area,
depending on technique and mitigation.

Disturbance could affect usage in
one of the more important area of the
estuary (in terms of waterfowl), and in
particular shelduck and redshank
usage. This could be a moderate,
site specific, temporary impact in the
worst case.
14b. New vehicular

The bridge piers would cause a small

None proposed. The adverse and beneficial

bridge by

loss of intertidal sediment habitat

impacts are approximately in balance.

Copperhouse Gate.

and a larger gain in vertical intertidal

Overall possibly a negligible, permanent,

habitat on the bridge piers. This

adverse impact.

would have a limited impact on prey
availability for birds.
Minor adverse permanent impact due
to loss of small area of bird feeding
habitat (and fish habitat towards high
water). Minor beneficial permanent
impact to bird feeding habitat due to
uncontaminated hard substrate on
piers.
15a. New
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

pedestrian bridge

contaminants into the harbour area,

spillage of any harmful substances into the

from East Quay to

with consequent impacts on aquatic

harbour.

North Quay.

species and by association,

Minor adverse site specific short-term impact.

waterfowl.
Minor to major site specific shortterm adverse impact on waterfowl.
15b. New

Small loss of intertidal/subtidal

None proposed, as the adverse and

pedestrian bridge

sediment habitat due to bridge piers

beneficial impacts are very slight and almost

from East Quay to

to support bridge. Larger gain in

in balance.

North Quay.

intertidal/subtidal hard substrate

Overall a negligible, permanent, adverse

habitat on the piers.

impact.

Loss of sediment habitat would be a
minor adverse permanent impact for
waterfowl. Gain of hard substrate
habitat on the piers - a negligible
beneficial permanent impact.
16. Copperhouse

Possibility of spillages of harmful

Timed to be undertaken outside the key

Pool sluice gates

substances. Disturbance to

sensitivity period for waterfowl. The CEMP

works.

waterfowl in proximity to activity.

will describe measures to prevent spillage of

Negligible water quality impact as

any harmful substances and reduce

works would either be carried out at
low water or in the dry by installing
temporary barrier. Minor site specific

disturbance to waterfowl
Negligible local temporary impact to
waterfowl activity.

temporary disturbance to feeding
and roosting waterfowl.
17. North Quay wall

Possible contamination due to

The CEMP will describe measures to prevent

remedial works;

spillages of lime-based mortars,

spillage of any harmful substances and

18. North Quay

hydraulic cements or other materials.

reduce disturbance to waterfowl (eg.

(Eastern) wall

Disturbance to local waterfowl.

seasonal timing of works in closest proximity

remedial works;

Negligible, localised and temporary

to Pool)
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Proposed activity
(Work Item numbers)

Construction impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation (CEMP to describe measures)

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

19a. South Quay

adverse impact to prey availability.

None to negligible, localised and temporary

wall remedial works;

Very limited disturbance due to low

impact.

20a. East Quay wall

importance to waterfowl

remedial works.
19b. South Quay

Full reconstruction of 375m 2 of wall

None required.

wall remedial works.

would create additional intertidal

Minor, localised, permanent impact

20b. East Quay wall

hard substrate habitat for

remedial works.

invertebrates and algae. There
would be a loss of a slightly larger
area of sloping intertidal boulder
habitat. Some loss of feeding
habitat for waterfowl, in particular
turnstone and redshank.
Minor, localised permanent adverse
impact on waterfowl feeding area.

21. Carnsew Wharf

Possible contamination due to

The CEMP will describe measures to prevent

wall remedial works.

spillages of lime-based mortars,

spillage of any harmful substances.

Total length of

hydraulic cements or other materials.

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

Carnsew Wharf wall

Limited disturbance to local

= 160m.

waterfowl.
Minor, localised and temporary
adverse impact on waterfowl.

22. Carnsew Quay

Possible contamination due to

The CEMP will describe measures to prevent

wall remedial works;

spillages of lime-based mortars,

spillage of any harmful substances.

23. Slipway and

hydraulic cements or other materials.

Negligible, localised and temporary impact.

associated land

Limited disturbance to local

works.

waterfowl.
Minor, localised and temporary
adverse impact.

Table 12— 13: Summary of construction impacts for ornithology
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Proposed
activity

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

i. Sluicing using

Effective loss of c. 25% intertidal habitat

Sluicing only over spring tide periods

Carnsew Pool.

and effective gain of equivalent subtidal

between mid April and the end of August

habitat. Carnsew Pool is important site for

outwith the main period of waterfowl

little grebe (subtidal) and increasingly at the

sensitivity. Monitoring of invertebrate (and

western end for waders (feeding and

bird) densities would be used to

roosting on the intertidal). The sluicing

determine the actual impacts of the

would lead to a functional loss of wader

sluicing regime and the potential for

habitat, whilst providing additional subtidal

further modification therefore exists if

habitat. Given the bathymetry and

deleterious impacts are still identified.

substratum of the area of loss, it is

Small beneficial impact for little grebe

(sequential
numbering)

expected that the functional intertidal loss
would be greater than the functional

(increases in fish utilisation & subtidal
area). Adverse impacts to waterfowl using

subtidal gain for waterfowl.
intertidal area – effectively a c. 25% loss of
Impacts to invertebrates and algae may
habitat during impoundment would affect
range from a minor to major adverse impact
feeding and roosting activity. However,
with a minor to moderate beneficial impacts
habitat loss would predominantly only
on fish, due to effective increase in the
occur on impoundment days (less than
subtidal area. The changes in invertebrate
assemblage composition would to some
extent impact on avifaunal usage, but would
be negligible to minor assuming site not at

10% of year) outside the main period of
bird presence. Impacts would be at least
local, and would probably be at a site
specific level; impacts should be

carrying capacity. However, the change to
reversible with a return to current state if
functional usage through a retarded sluicing
necessary by amending the sluicing
would have a minor to major adverse
regime.
impact. Impacts would be at least at a site
specific level and may be at an estuary-wide
level for some species. While impacts
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Proposed
activity
(sequential

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

numbering)
would occur throughout the lifespan of the
development (permanent) they should be
reversible.
ii. Carnsew

Additional intertidal and subtidal habitat

None required.

second sluice.

created adjacent to existing SSSI.

Moderate beneficial permanent impact for

Moderate beneficial permanent impact for

invertebrates & fish, with possible

invertebrates & fish, with possible

(negligible) local increase in carrying

(negligible) local increase in carrying

capacity for little grebe.

capacity for little grebe.
iii. Road access

Disturbance to waterfowl using adjacent

Location shifted away from Carnsew

over Carnsew

intertidal rocks and eastern end of Carnsew

during initial design stage to reduce

second sluice

Pool.

impacts; road c. 25m from Carnsew Pool.

channel, onto

Negligible to minor adverse, permanent and

Movement along roadbed would be

causeway

site specific impact.

partially screened from Carnsew Pool by
screen-planting on the pool shore.
Negligible, adverse and localised impact

iv. Access road

Access road and car parking on the

Location of access road and some of the

and parking

Triangular Spit would have a disturbance

parking space provision shifted away from

provision on

impact to usage on Carnsew Pool – eg little

Carnsew edge during initial project design

Triangular Spit

grebe.

stage. Vegetative screening between

Negligible to minor, adverse, localised to

parking and roadway and Carnsew Pool.

site specific impact.

Planting design to discourage pedestrian
access around Carnsew Pool.
Negligible to minor adverse localised
impact. Possibly site specific depending
on efficacy of visitor management around
Carnsew.

v. New habitat in

Additional subtidal hard substrate habitat

None required.

harbour at

created, close to Carnsew SSSI. Potentially

Negligible local beneficial permanent
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Proposed
activity

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

Carnsew

good fish habitat which may be used by

impact for feeding by several bird species.

Quay/Carnsew

little egret and little grebe.

Wharf.

Negligible local beneficial permanent impact

(sequential
numbering)

for feeding by several bird species.
vi. Half-tide gate

Loss of approximately half the existing

None required

at entrance to

intertidal habitat and gain of an equivalent

Changes in intertidal:subtidal habitat ratio,

Penpol Creek.

area of subtidal habitat. Habitat loss for

but as the area is not of high value for

intertidal feeding species and gain for

waterfowl, then impacts (beneficial and

subtidal species.
The creek is not of high value for waterfowl
using the intertidal (small numbers of
waders use it on occasion). Similarly of low
vale for little grebe etc (subtidal), so

adverse) would be negligible, local and
permanent. Overall, the impact on the
functional value of the habitat to birds is
regarded as neutral.

functional changes would be negligible,
local and may balance out.
vii. Maintenance

It is possible that the newly created subtidal

Dredge only when necessary and time

dredging of

habitat in the harbour (ie beneath the

activity to minimise disturbance and

marina area.

existing Cockle Bank) would be suitable for

maximise invertebrate recruitment.

sandeels, which are a prey species for

Benefits in terms of prey provision for

several aquatic birds. The ecological value
of this new subtidal habitat would be

waterfowl likely to be minor and possibly
long-term.

reduced by dredging (every 5-10 years).
Benefits in terms of prey provision for
waterfowl would be minor and mediumterm.
viii. Operation of

Potential for increased pollution incidents

Harbour Management Plan to provide

marina.

due to larger number of craft. Increase in

detailed emergency response to oil spills

anti-foulants in water. Effects on

and other events affecting water quality in

invertebrates leading to changes in food

the harbour. Flood tides that could carry
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Proposed
activity
(sequential

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

supply for waterfowl, and directly through

contaminants into Copperhouse Pool or

hydrocarbon spillages.

Carnsew would be prevented by using the

Potential for watercraft access into Lelant

sluice gates.

Water, with associated disturbance impacts

Access restrictions and educational

to waterfowl.

material would prevent entry of small craft

Area not particularly important for waterfowl

into Lelant; additional measures may be

so in general effects would be of a

implemented within harbour management

numbering)

negligible, local permanent nature.
However, if oil spill were to move into
adjacent components of system (eg
Copperhouse), then of potentially major
scale (depending on seasonal timing), site
specific and long-term duration.
Possible moderate, short-term localised
disturbance if craft enter Lelant Water

operations
Low level, negligible local permanent
impacts from disturbance / functional
habitat loss. Possible minor, local
medium- / long-term adverse impact from
spills.
Negligible risk of disturbance to birds on
Lelant Water.

during autumn-winter.
ix. Operation of

Reduction in likelihood of fuel spills due to

None required.

fishermen’s quay

improved facilities

Minor local beneficial impact.

and slipway.

Minor local beneficial impact.

x. Dredging of

Maintenance dredging (frequency

Timing of dredging to maximise

harbour area to

uncertain), would lead to changes to food

recruitment and minimise disturbance.

the north-west of

supply (direct and smothering or adjacent

Zero to negligible local permanent adverse

Fishermen’s

areas) as well as disturbance to waterfowl.

impact.

Quay.

If maintenance dredging required, then local
negligible adverse permanent impact to the
limited avifauna of the area

xi. Operation of

Functional (indirect) habitat loss via

It may be possible to incorporate

vehicular bridge

disturbance to waterfowl from pedestrian

screening on the pool-side bridge
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Proposed
activity

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

by Copperhouse

use of the bridge.

parapet, to reduce visibility of pedestrians

Gate.

Existing bridge operation, so some

to waterfowl on lower reaches of

habituation, but increased pedestrian traffic

Copperhouse Pool; however, this

(sequential
numbering)

and change in alignment would increase
disturbance and lead to an indirect loss of
2

mitigation option needs to be assessed
for compatibility with visual and heritage
issues.

intertidal and subtidal habitat (c 5000m in
total), c.3% of habitat in the Pool. Impact to
waterfowl likely to be minor to moderate,
site specific and permanent.

Depending on the acceptability of
screening, impact to waterfowl likely to be
negligible to moderate, local to site
specific and permanent (eg a screened
parapet to 1.5m height could reduce
2

functional habitat loss to c.2500m (1.5%
of pool habitat, ie reduction in ‘footprint’
of disturbance by c. 50%).
xii. Sluicing using

Effective loss of c. 25% intertidal habitat

Sluicing only over spring tide periods

Copperhouse

and effective gain of equivalent subtidal

between mid April and the end of August

Pool.

habitat. Copperhouse is important site for

outwith the main period of waterfowl

little grebe (subtidal) and for shelduck and

sensitivity. Monitoring of invertebrate (and

some waders (feeding and roosting on the

bird) densities would be used to

intertidal area). The sluicing would lead to a

determine the actual impacts of the

functional loss of wader habitat, whilst

sluicing regime and the potential for

providing additional subtidal habitat. Given

further modification therefore exists if

the bathymetry and substratum of the area

deleterious impacts still identified.

of loss, it is expected that the functional

Small beneficial impact for little grebe

intertidal loss would be greater than the

(increases in fish utilisation and subtidal

functional subtidal gain for waterfowl.
Impacts to invertebrates and algae may
range from a minor to major adverse impact
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Proposed
activity
(sequential

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

with a minor to moderate beneficial impacts

feeding and roosting activity. However,

on fish, due to effective increase in the

habitat loss would predominantly only

subtidal area. The changes in invertebrate

occur on impoundment days (less than

assemblage composition would to some

10% of year) outside the main period of

extent impact on bird usage; assuming site

bird presence. Impacts would be at least

not at carrying capacity, impacts on birds

local, and would probably be at a site

probably negligible to minor. However the

specific level; they should be reversible

change to functional usage through a

with a return to current state if necessary

retarded sluicing regime would have a minor

by amending the sluicing regime.

numbering)

to major adverse impact. Impacts would be
at least at a site specific level and may be at
a system-wide level for some species.
However, although they would occur
throughout the lifespan of the development
(permanent) they should be reversible.
xiii. Sluicing from

Probable reduction of ingress of sand into

Copperhouse

Lelant Water owing to sluicing; sand

Pool and

ingress into Lelant is probably reducing the

Carnsew Pool

suitability of lower parts of the mudflat for

None required.

wader prey and wading birds, so any
measures that reduce sand ingress are
likely to be better than the status quo.
Possible beneficial long-term impact to
waterfowl, but extent of any beneficial
effects to wader carrying capacity in the
area cannot be identified in detail at
present, since quantification of sluicing
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Proposed
activity
(sequential

Operational impacts on aquatic birds
Description of unmitigated impact

Mitigation

Significance of impact

Significance of residual impact

numbering)
effect unavailable.
xv. Maintenance

Annual maintenance dredging would

Dredge only when necessary. Avoid

dredging of sand

prevent invertebrates and fish reaching

August to January if possible to maximise

trap.

equilibrium levels of biomass of diversity.

invertebrate recruitment and avoid

This would have a small-scale effect on

sandeel spawning and egg development

waterfowl foraging activity in the area (the

period.

area has limited importance for birds).

Zero to negligible local adverse impact.

Negligible local permanent adverse impact.
Table 12— 14 : Summary of operational impacts for ornithology
12.7.3.2 Summary of residual impacts on ornithology
Construction phase
Zones of impact adjacent to the areas of work would remain around the eastern end of Carnsew Pool and the
western end of Copperhouse Pool, although the extent of impact would have been reduced by screening, and
the severity of impact by timing of works outside the key period of bird presence. In general, residual impacts
would be reduced substantially, assuming the CEMP is implemented fully.
The monitoring programme (see section 12.8.3) would assess the efficacy of the mitigation measures as well
as the scale of and severity of any residual impacts and the findings from this will feed into the CEMP, with
modification to working regimes, timings etc applied in response.
Operational phase
The ecological impacts of the new tidal regime in Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool would be significantly
reduced by sluicing only during 15 April to 30 August. There would be no direct impacts in the cooler winter
months (September to mid April) as there would be no sluicing during that period. In the summer months the
sluicing (ie retention of high water spring tides for three hours) would only occur for periods of approximately
five days, followed by an interval of nine days with no sluicing. As such, impacts are expected to be negligible
to minor, but would require monitoring. The results of the monitoring would then feed back into the
management of harbour operations, with the sluicing regime further modified as necessary.
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Disturbance impacts would occur around Carnsew Pool from visitor access along the northern bank, although
screen planting and visitor management would reduce this. Similarly, the bridge over the western end of
Copperhouse Pool would have an impact in terms of indirect habitat loss through over-sailing and some
disturbance from pedestrian traffic, although screening along the walkway, if compatible with visual and
heritage interests, could reduce this. There remains some limited potential for increased watercraft access into
Lelant Water, with associated disturbance impacts to waterfowl if this occured in autumn-winter. Access
restrictions and educational material would reduce this; additional measures could be implemented within
harbour management operations, depending on effectiveness of current controls.

12.8

Monitoring

Ecological monitoring activities relevant to the proposed development would focus on:
• Effects monitoring – data collection to enable detection and correction of unforeseen adverse impacts of
the proposed development, and to measure the success of mitigation measures
• Compliance monitoring – data collection to ensure mitigation commitments are effectively implemented to
fulfil legal obligations within the planning process and under the terms of the European Protected Species
(EPS) licence (for bats)
12.8.1

Monitoring relevant to terrestrial ecology

12.8.1.1 Terrestrial ecology – construction phase monitoring
The potential for adverse impacts on important ecological receptors would be reduced by the following
construction-phase monitoring programmes:
Petalwort
•

Triangular Spit - potentially adverse impacts of construction works on petalwort colonies adjacent to the
proposed Triangular Spit car park would be monitored and controlled by ongoing recording of the site‘s
water quality, drainage profile, and distribution and habitat use of the rabbit population

•

South Quay and Triangular Spit – the colonies of petalwort due for translocation would be monitored at
each site to assure their continued viability prior to translocation to receptor sites; a methodology for
petalwort recording has already been established as part of the ‘Species Recovery Programme’ for the
species (Plantlife 2006) and could logically be used in this case
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Bats
x

Construction work would be monitored to ensure that existing bat flight lines remain undisturbed as far as
possible and that night-time construction work and lighting has no effect on bats

x

Monitoring of bat mitigation measures would be carried out to fulfil the requirements of any EPS licence(s)
issued by Natural England, where necessary to undertake work on buildings / site features

Reptile communities
x The North Quay construction sites would be monitored during the construction phase to ensure that no
reptiles are left within the site boundaries after exclusion by disturbance and/or translocation, and that
construction sites remain unattractive to reptiles
x Exclusion reptile fencing would be monitored to ensure that it remains intact and to allow replacement
/repair as necessary
12.8.1.2 Terrestrial ecology – operational phase monitoring
Petalwort
x

Triangular Spit – monitoring work would include ongoing annual estimates of the population size (area in
m 2 and number of thalli) of petalwort on the west side of the Spit, habitat use by rabbits, relative extent of
areas of scrub, and levels of use and disturbance by people and dogs

x

Translocation receptor sites – translocated petalwort populations would be monitored annually for up to
10 years to ensure continued viability and to obtain results to inform future translocations

Bats
The level of use and the importance of the North Quay area for bat populations appears to be low. However,
continued usage of this site by bats would be monitored as follows:
x The use by bats of new features created at North Quay and Riviere Fields as flight lines (eg hedges) and
roosts would be monitored to assess whether the area continues to be used by bats. If bats are found to
have deserted any areas then remedial action would be taken; in particular, any artificial roosts in buildings
and the cliff and quarry faces would be monitored to ensure suitability for bats and inform remedial work
x The restored dune grassland on Hayle Towans would be monitored for bat use on an annual basis for at
least five years to inform scrub planting and management activities
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Reptile communities
x The suitability for reptiles of remaining habitat areas adjacent to developed sites would be monitored on an
annual basis for five years to ensure that there are adequate feeding resources and suitable shelter for
hibernating and that disturbance pressure is minimized
x Habitat quality of retained corridors of semi-natural vegetation, and connectivity between these areas and
adjacent habitats, would be monitored on an annual basis for 5 years
x The suitability of and use by reptiles of potential translocation sites would be monitored annually for 10
years to ensure that translocations are successful and to allow remedial action to be taken as necessary
Restored coastal dune grassland at Hayle Towans and grassland creation area at Riviere Farm
x

The success of planting of dune vegetation at Hayle Towans would be monitored on an annual basis for
10 years to ensure that vegetation transplants are successful and to allow for replanting as necessary

x

Localised recreational pressure (which may lead to trampling erosion and increased incidence of ruderal
plant species) would be monitored on an annual basis to ensure that the restoration of dune habitat is
successful and to allow remedial action as required, including (as necessary) the removal of non-native
species

x

Compensatory semi-natural grassland establishment at Riviere Farm would be monitored on an annual
basis, along with soil conditions, to ensure successful plant establishment and to allow remedial action as
required

x

Recreational pressure on the local access to Hayle beach (eg on new board walks) and on the proposed
pathway through dune grassland to the north-east of Riviere Fields would be monitored periodically to
ensure that pressure on the dune habitat in the wider Towans area is reduced

Hedges and Cornish hedge banks
x

The suitability of new hedges as flight lines for bats and habitat corridors for reptiles would be monitored
as these features mature

Copperhouse saltmarsh
x Saltmarsh vegetation communities would be monitored every two years to allow early detection of changes
in plant species composition that may occur in response to spring high tide summer impoundments required
for sluicing
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12.8.2

Monitoring relevant to aquatic ecology

12.8.2.1 Aquatic ecology - construction phase monitoring
Potentially adverse impacts on aquatic ecology during the construction phase would be reduced by monitoring
water quality during the following operations:
x

Removal of Cockle Bank and nearby dredging

x

Other dredging (Penpol, Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf, sand-trap, area north-west of fishermen’s
harbour)

If the results show values that exceed Environmental Quality Standards (EQS), operations would need to be
suspended and additional measures incorporated to prevent exceedances. Further information on the water
quality monitoring during dredging is provided in Chapter 13 (Water Resources).
12.8.2.2 Aquatic ecology - operational phase monitoring
Targeted monitoring of operational impacts would be undertaken. Monitoring work related to aquatic ecology
would cover:
x

Surveys of fish in Carnsew Pool, Copperhouse Pool, Penpol and the harbour area. Fish surveys would
need to commence prior to construction works and continue every two years for a 5 year period postconstruction (a total of four surveys)

x

Surveys of invertebrates in Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool. Invertebrate surveys would need to
commence prior to construction works and continue on an annual basis for a 5 year period postconstruction (a total of six surveys)

Most of the monitoring is to assess impacts on Carnsew Pool and Copperhouse Pool. If the results showed
significant alterations to the invertebrate populations, or a reduction in the quality of fish habitat, then an
assessment of whether these can be mitigated by further changes to the sluicing arrangements would be
undertaken. This assessment would be after consultations with the Environment Agency, Natural England and
the RSPB.
The possibility of algal blooms in Penpol requires additional studies prior to construction of the half-tide gate.
Water quality in Penpol, especially dissolved oxygen, metals, nutrients and chlorophyll a, would be monitored
pre-and post-impoundment. Post-impoundment, surveys would be needed for at least 5 years. Data would be
required on a seasonal basis, so 24 surveys would be required in total. Alternatively, automatic continuous or
semi-continuous monitoring may be employed for nutrients.
Use of modern anti-foulant paints on vessels can have toxic impacts on marine life, and so occasional surveys
of biocides in the marina area would be undertaken, with the first survey occurring before the marina is
constructed.
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If beach nourishment in St Ives Bay is planned this would require further ecological studies and perhaps a
separate EIA. The only ecological data available for nearby beaches is for the intertidal immediately east of the
mouth of the Hayle estuary, which was studied as part of the EIA of the proposed Wave Hub in St Ives Bay
(Halcrow 2006). Issues relating to beach nourishment are likely to include the contaminant concentrations in
the dredged sands compared to sands on the beaches, particle size and organic content of dredged material
and receptor beaches, existing flora and fauna of the beaches and whether the new profiles are likely to be
stable.
12.8.3

Monitoring relevant to ornithology

12.8.3.1 Ornithology - construction phase monitoring
As part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), targeted ornithological monitoring would
be undertaken during the main construction phase. This would focus on the areas of particular sensitivity
during the construction phase, and in particular the works adjacent to Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools.
Monitoring would take the form of twice monthly surveys over the tidal cycle (eg low, mid and high water), and
address behavioural responses as well as usage patterns and numbers in comparison to baseline data.
Ground truthing/control data would be gathered from Lelant Water over the same period, in order to capture
any estuary-wide variation in usage as well as any potential displacement.
12.8.3.2 Ornithology - operational phase monitoring
Targeted ornithological monitoring would be undertaken during the operational phase of the proposed
development. This would again focus on the areas of particular sensitivity and in particular, disturbance to
Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools, as well as changes in site function (in conjunction with invertebrate
community analysis). Monitoring would take the form of monthly surveys over the tidal cycle (low and high
water) following the baseline survey methodology, focusing on assemblage composition, numbers and activity
in comparison to baseline data on a sectoral basis. The results of parts of this monitoring programme would
feed into conservation management objectives for the estuary, and in particular help assess and, if necessary,
revise, the sluicing regimes in Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools. As such, parts of this operational monitoring
programme may be ongoing during construction of the latter parts of the proposed development. It is
anticipated that a minimum of three years monitoring would be implemented from the commencement of
operation of the sluicing regimes.
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12.9

Conclusions

12.9.1

Terrestrial ecology

The terrestrial habitats within the proposed development site comprise sand dunes (with dune grassland and
associated scrub), disused open land, derelict buildings, disused quarries (with scrub), hedgerows, plantation
and agricultural land; in addition there are areas of saltmarsh within Copperhouse Pool. Both Copperhouse
Pool and the Triangular Spit form part of the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI.
Following detailed surveys carried out in these habitats between 2005 and 2007, key findings were:
x Land at North Quay was found to support the greatest variety of terrestrial habitats
x Three Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) priority habitats are present in or adjacent to the proposed
development site: hedgerows (at Riviere Fields), coastal sand dunes (at North Quay) and saltmarsh (at
Copperhouse Pool). The hedgerows are of local nature conservation interest as wildlife corridors. The
coastal dune habitat comprises dune grassland with associated scrub, and supports reptile communities
(county significance), breeding birds (local significance), bats (probably local significance), several locally
scarce plant species and insects; overall, the habitat is assessed as being of regional significance. The
saltmarsh at Copperhouse lies within the SSSI, and includes eight semi-natural saltmarsh vegetation types
x The most important species found at the proposed development site was petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii),
which is fully protected under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 and listed in the EC
Habitats Directive. The western region of the Triangular Spit holds the second largest population of this
species in Britain, and the site hence approaches international importance for this plant. Smaller numbers of
the plant are found on South Quay and on the eastern shore of Carnsew Pool
The impacts of the proposed development would be experienced during the construction and the operational
phase and will affect both species and habitats:
x During the construction phase some hedges at Riviere Fields would be lost, fragmenting the habitat,
reducing its biodiversity value and adversely affecting bats and reptiles. There is likely to be some adverse
impact on retained and new hedges during the operational phase due the close proximity of the residential
development
x Of the 8.9 hectares of dune grassland on North Quay, 3.3 hectares would be lost, comprising 1.3 hectares
to car park and 2 hectares to residential development; however this loss represents only a small percentage
and a peripheral part of the total Hayle dune system, of which these areas are a part. There would also be
some disturbance of dune grasslands within the immediate vicinity of the construction site during the
construction phase and an increase in recreational use surrounding the developments would possibly
degrade areas of the remaining dune grassland
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x During the operational phase there may be a slight loss in extent of saltmarsh habitat and a change in
species and community distribution in response to alteration of the tidal and salinity regime owing to
temporary high-tide impoundment of water in the pool during summer, for sluicing
x The main impact on species would be on petalwort, where small colonies would be lost on South Quay (to
built development), and in the eastern region of the Triangular Spit (to car parking). In addition, construction
activities have the potential to damage the main colony of petalwort plants on the west side of the Spit, and
to disturb rabbit feeding behaviour over the open grassland habitat. During the operational phase, there is
the potential for impact on the Triangular Spit petalwort populations by increased visitor pressure and a
reduction in the rabbit population, leading to reduced grazing and a consequent reduced area of available
short-turf grassland suitable for petalwort
x Bat activity may be affected during the construction work due to disturbance (in particular the loss of flight
lines), and during operation by new urban lighting (this can disrupt feeding behaviour of some species). Loss
of habitat on the quarry and cliff faces and within buildings to be demolished may reduce the availability of
potential roost spaces for bats
x For reptiles, construction works will result in loss of most of the home range currently available here to
adders, slow worm and common lizard. During the operational phase, reptile communities may be impacted
by increased levels of recreational disturbance and a decline in quality of the adjacent dune grassland
habitat
Detailed mitigation measures would be employed to minimise the severity and extent of these impacts. In
particular, extensive mitigation for the loss and impact on petalwort populations would include the
translocation (under licence) of populations that would be lost, and the management of the large population on
the Triangular Spit. In particular, access control measures (to preclude vehicles and deter pedestrian use) and
maintenance of scrub habitat would be undertaken to ensure the survival of a healthy rabbit population here.
Mitigation for the loss of dune grassland habitat at North Quay would be achieved by the following measures:
x by restoring 0.8 hectares of eroded dune habitat at Hayle Towans through deposition of surplus clean sand
dredged from the harbour mouth and subsequent planting of dune vegetation
x by providing compensation herb-rich grassland habitat over 2.5-3 hectares on land within the curtilage of
Riviere Farm
x by improving management of the local access to Hayle beach, to avoid access-related erosion over the
wider Towans area
Mitigation of impacts on bats would involve retention of confirmed and potential natural roost and hibernation
sites in the North Quay quarry and cliff face, and incorporation of bat roosts in new buildings as appropriate.
Known flight lines from any confirmed roost sites would be retained during construction, and site security
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lighting minimised. Bat habitat requirements would be incorporated in specifications for habitat restoration,
creation and management, and the type and positioning of new urban lighting would be designed to minimise
effects on bats where required.
Mitigation works for reptiles would entail improvement of remaining habitat areas on North Quay to ensure
adequate feeding resource and suitable shelter for the reptile population, and maintenance of habitat corridors
to adjacent dune grassland areas.
Mitigation would be informed by a detailed monitoring programme carried out over a ten year period. In
addition, there would be an education programme to inform the local community about the wildlife value of the
site, in particular the petalwort population on the Triangular Spit.
12.9.2

Aquatic ecology

The aquatic flora and fauna of the Hayle complex is restricted due to historical contamination of the sediments
and the continued poor water quality due to mining drainage and spoil heaps in the various catchments. This
makes the environmental impacts from construction and operation lower than for uncontaminated systems.
The main sensitive receptors (in terms of algae, invertebrates and fish) are:
x

the viviers used to hold crustaceans in the harbour (this facility requires high water quality)

x

open tanks in the harbour which are supplied with a re-circulating seawater system for holding
shellfish (brown crabs, spider crabs, lobsters and crawfish); the water is drawn for the deeper part of
the harbour and needs to be of high quality

x

fish in Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools

x

fish, especially sandeels, in the harbour

x

invertebrates, seaweeds and fish in the areas of high current flow above and below the Carnsew
tunnels; the diverse communities here need high current speeds, low turbidity and high
concentrations of dissolved oxygen

x

invertebrate and algae communities in the intertidal regions of Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools and
Lelant Water, which form prey for migratory and over-wintering waders and waterfowl occurring within
the Hayle & Carrack Gladden SSSI

The existing high levels of metals such as copper and arsenic in invertebrates consumed by birds and fish
(Annexe 12I) require a cautionary approach to mobilising additional metals (eg by dredging), as intake of
copper and arsenic may already be close to acutely toxic levels.
The main residual impacts on aquatic ecology after mitigation are summarised below.
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Construction Phase:
The main impacts in the construction phase would be due to dredging (Work Items 5, 6 and 10) and
construction of the half-tide gate at Penpol (Work Item 9). Localised impacts in the areas immediately
upstream and downstream of the Carnsew tunnels are expected during the period they are refurbished (Work
Item 4).
Operational Phase:
The ecological impacts of the new tidal regimes in Carnsew and Copperhouse Pool would be significantly
reduced by sluicing only during the period 15 April to 30 August each year. There would be no direct impacts
in the cooler winter months (September to mid April) as there would be no sluicing during that period. In the
summer months the sluicing (ie retention of high water spring tides for three hours) would only occur for
periods of approximately five days, followed by an interval of nine days with no sluicing.
The main ecological impacts of the altered tidal regime in Penpol are likely to be from the possible formation
and collapse of algal blooms. This issue needs further surveys and detailed assessment. Further mitigation
may be possible, for example allowing a greater degree of tidal exchange during neap tides.
The operational impacts of maintenance dredging in various locations, especially the marina and sand-trap,
would be important issues even after mitigation. The sand-trap is likely to require annual dredging, whilst the
marina area may only require dredging at intervals of 5-10 years.
12.9.3

Ornithology

The Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI encompasses the Porth Kidney sand dune system west of the
estuary mouth and the main inter-tidal basins of Lelant Water in the south-west of the estuary, Carnsew Pool
south of the harbour, and Copperhouse Pool to the east. The primary reason for the SSSI status of the estuary
lies in the populations of waterfowl and shorebirds that occur in winter and pass through on spring and autumn
migration.
Ornithological survey programmes undertaken in 2000-2001 and 2004-2005 have recorded an interesting
aquatic avifaunal assemblage within the Hayle estuary system. Whilst the area was not found to be of national
importance for any key waterfowl species (using thresholds given in Banks et al, 2006), concentrations of
shelduck, teal, wigeon, ringed plover, lapwing and dunlin were of regional note, as well as a number of waders
being of level of local importance, including little egret, oystercatcher, ringed plover and golden plover. These
species are regarded as the key ornithological receptors for the impact assessment process. Bird habitat
usage was predominantly concentrated in areas of Lelant Water as well as areas of Copperhouse and Carnsew
Pools, these sites supporting feeding, roosting and loafing activities by a number of species of waterfowl.
Carnsew Pool was identified as being of particular interest with an area of open seawater available over the
entire tidal cycle supporting little grebe at a regional (possibly national) importance level, and with an area of
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intertidal habitat exposed over each tide at the western end of the pool supporting feeding and roosting
waterfowl.
As such, it is considered that the Hayle Estuary, and in particular Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools, is
undoubtedly of regional importance for a number of species and, during periods of hard weather, the site may
take on a national importance given the relatively unique conditions present in Carnsew Pool in particular.
The proposed development of the Hayle site is extensive and complex, involving a series of phases, works in
different areas of the estuarine complex and different types of construction activity. The main focus of
potential construction impacts (using the receptor parameters identified above) is around Copperhouse Pool
and Carnsew Pool, with some construction activities potentially causing indirect loss of habitat and associated
habitat function through disturbance.
In addition, the scheme, once operational, would involve an increase in visitor numbers to the site, with car
parking on the Triangular Spit and associated increased activity adjacent to Carnsew Pool, with disturbance
implications and indirect loss of habitat and site function within the pool. Furthermore, the operation of the
new marina would increase the use of pleasure craft in the estuary. Whilst the majority of these might be
expected to use the estuary mouth and open coast, there is some potential for increased ingress into Lelant
Water, a key area for feeding and roosting waterfowl.
A series of mitigation measures would be employed to reduce the severity or extent of these impacts. Such
measures include the timing of key works in the vicinity of the main sites of importance to periods of lowest
sensitivity (the late spring, summer and early autumn in the case of most waterfowl species using the Hayle).
In addition, noise and visual stimuli from the construction work would be reduced through the use of screening
where appropriate. The potential impacts from the sluicing operation would be reduced through the restriction
of impoundment events to spring tides during the period mid March to the end of August. Potential
disturbance from pedestrian and water-based visitors would be reduced through screening, access
management and educational material about the ecological importance of the system and the legal
requirements of users of the estuary.
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13

Water Resources

13.1

Introduction

This chapter deals with water resources in relation to the proposed regeneration scheme. This includes tidal
and fluvial waters and surface water management.
The marine works that form a major component of the scheme are identified below, and are described in
greater detail in Annex 13G – Description of Works, including; purpose, scope of works and outline
construction methodology.
13.1.1

Key scheme elements

The scheme, in general terms, is described in Chapter 3. The key elements related to water resources impacts
within the harbour are described below.
13.1.1.1 Sluicing
‘Sluicing’ is the term that is used in this section to describe the activity of passing water through a sluice. A
sluice is an artificial structure for conveying water, with a gate (or gates) to regulate the flow. The scheme
proposes that the sluices that were historically located at the entrance to Copperhouse Pool, Carnsew Tunnels
and Carnsew ‘Second Sluice’ be replaced with modern equivalents. The sluice gates will be operated in such a
way as to aid the sediment management regime in the harbour as described below.
On a rising tide, water will enter the pools through the three sluice structures. This currently only occurs at
Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Tunnels. At high tide the sluice gates will be closed holding back a volume of
water in the pools. The volume of water that enters the pools is determined by the hydraulic characteristics of
the sluices themselves, and by the magnitude of the tide.
At a predetermined time on the falling tide, the sluice gates will be opened to release the stored water. The
timing of the release is intended to maximise the velocity of the discharge flow from the pools, in order to
scour sediment out of the harbour.
For the purpose of sediment management, the proposed operation of the sluice gates is as follows:
a)

Close all sluice gates at high tide

b)

Keep all sluice gates closed until 3 hours after high water

c)

Open all three sluice gates to discharge the retained water

d)

Sluicing cycle returns to item a) above

The proposed unmitigated operation assumes sluicing on every tide (twice a day) every day of the year.
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13.1.1.2 Marina Basin
To deliver the proposed marina in Hayle Harbour, Cockle Bank will be removed and the area beneath and
around it will be deepened to create a basin in which vessels can float at all states of the tide.
13.1.1.3 Fisherman’ s Harbour
The delivery of development and the regeneration of the Harbour, coupled with the needs of the fishing
community in Hayle has necessitated the incorporation of a new fisherman’s harbour in the scheme. The
fisherman’s harbour relies on the construction of a significant fixed, cross-flow harbour arm and floating
pontoon elements.
13.1.1.4 Penpol Creek half tide gate
At the entrance of Penpol Creek a half tide bottom-hinged lifting gate will be constructed, with associated civil
works and a footbridge. Under normal operation the gate will lift when the tide falls to mid-tide level
(approximately 0m ODN) to retain a permanent depth of water within the creek to keep certain vessels afloat
during low tide. However it will also be possible to raise the gate to a higher retained water level. It is
envisaged that this functionality will enable the temporary mooring of a historic vessel (that will require a
greater draught) at South Quay for tourist and local interest. In conjunction with other civil engineering works, it
will also provide a means of increasing the tidal flood defence protection to existing development within Hayle
centred around Foundry Square.

13.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

13.2.1

Water resources

The management of water resources is governed by a range of legislation and guidance set out in international,
national and regional policies and plans. This assessment has been prepared taking these plans and policies
into account. In addition to its coastal location, Hayle Harbour receives fluvial waters from the Mellanear and
Angarrack Streams. It is also in close proximity to the Hayle River. Consideration has been given to legislation
covering both fluvial and marine environments.
All three rivers are designated as Main Rivers under the provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991. . Main
Rivers are usually larger streams and rivers. However, they do include smaller watercourses of local
significance. A Main River is a watercourse marked as such on a Main River map. Main River Maps are
administered by the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). The Main River
designation also includes any structure or appliance that controls or regulates the flow of water in, into, or out
of, the Main River. It does not relate solely to the watercourse itself. The Environment Agency is the
responsible authority in relation to Main Rivers, and has permissive powers to carry out flood defence works
on such watercourses.
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13.2.2

Administrative arrangements

Coordination of policy for inland waterways, coastal and marine environments is managed by Defra. Many
quality standards are set at European level, which are then transposed into UK law. Enforcement of water
quality standards in England is managed by the Environment Agency.
13.2.3

International policy framework

European Commission Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC)
The overall objective of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) is to bring about the effective co-ordination of
water environment policy and regulation across Europe. The main aims of the legislation are to; ensure all
surface water and groundwater reaches ‘good’ status (in terms of ecological and chemical quality and water
quantity as appropriate), promote sustainable water use, reduce pollution and contribute to the mitigation of
flood and droughts. The WFD also contains provisions for controlling discharges of dangerous substances to
water and includes a ‘List of Priority Substances’ (see EC Dangerous Substances Directive below). The WFD
is implemented in England by the Environment Agency.
European Commission Bathing Water Directive (2006/7/EC)
The EC Bathing Water Directive sets water quality standards for designated bathing areas to protect the health
of bathers and to maintain and improve overall water quality. Information on compliance with the Directive is
used to determine which bathing areas pose a risk to human and environmental health, and to set priorities for
water quality improvements. The directive requires regular monitoring of microbiological indicators of faecal
contamination and classifies bathing waters based on a three-year trend established via monitoring. Bathing
waters are classified into four categories; poor, sufficient, good and excellent. The Bathing Water Directive is
implemented in England by the Environment Agency.
European Commission Dangerous Substances Directive (76/464/EEC)
This directive controls the release of dangerous substances to water. Various substances are listed in the
Annex to the Directive as either List I or List II substances, with List I substances considered the most harmful
to human health and the aquatic environment. The purpose of the directive is to eliminate pollution from List I
substances and reduce pollution from List II substances. The directive will be integrated into the EC Water
Framework Directive with List I substances replaced by a ‘List of Priority Substances’ included in the WFD.
The rest of the Dangerous Substances Directive will remain in place until 2013 (transition period).
13.2.4

National policy framework

Making Space for Water is a government strategy for flood and coastal erosion risk management in England.
Both the consultation document (Defra 2004) and the Government’s first response to the consultation exercise
(DEFRA 2005) are relevant.
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Over the 20 year life time of the strategy the government aims to implement a more holistic approach to
managing flood and coastal erosion risk in England. The main aims of the strategy are to reduce the threat to
people and their property, and to deliver the greatest environmental, social and economic benefit consistent
with the government’s sustainable development principles.
Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk (PPS 25)
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS 25) was published by the UK Government in December 2006 superseding
PPG 25. The document sets out how new development should take flood risk into account at all stages in the
planning process. PPS25 is underpinned by the Sequential Test, which aims to direct new development to
areas of lowest possible flood risk. If, following the Sequential Test, development is considered to be
necessary in a higher risk flood zone, and depending on the severity, an Exception Test can be conducted.
Through the appraisal of risk and impacts, PPS25 steers appropriate development towards implementation of
appropriate flood risk reduction and management measures. This includes the incorporation of Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) where appropriate.
PPS 25 incorporates potential climate change impacts, and the current scientific ambiguity, by incorporating a
‘high emissions’ extrapolation for sea level rise. Guidelines are also included to take account of increased
storminess through increased rainfall, river flow, wind speed and wave heights.
Coast Protection Act 1949
Certain marine works within Hayle Harbour fall within the scope of the Coast Protection Act 1949. The Act sets
out to control activities in, and to protect, the coastal zone. Under the Hayle Harbour Act 1989, the Harbour
Authority (Hayle Harbour Company Ltd) has powers to undertake certain works within the harbour. These
powers include the ability to carry out dredging within the harbour, and to dispose of the material arising in a
prescribed way.
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
In England SSSIs are notified by Natural England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (amended 1985)
to protect those sites which represent the country’s best wildlife and geological sites. Natural England has
powers to protect SSSIs from damage and to ensure they are managed appropriately. The Countryside and
Rights of Way Act 2000 gives increased power to Natural England to prevent damage that is being made
through neglect or inappropriate management. In addition, there is a statutory duty on Local Authorities and
other public institutions to further the conservation and enhancement of SSSIs whilst carrying out their
operations and exercising their decision making functions (this includes making planning decisions).
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Environment Agency General Quality Assessments
The Environment Agency (EA) conducts General Quality Assessments of river and estuary quality annually
against four key aspects including biology, chemistry, nutrients and aesthetic quality. Based on the General
Quality Assessment, rivers and estuaries are classified into the categories Good, Fair, Poor or Bad.
Environmental Quality Standards(EQSs) for rivers
Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs) have been established for some rivers setting concentrations of
specified substances for the relevant waters. EQSs can be statutory or informal. For example, the Dangerous
Substances Directive establishes statutory EQSs for listed substances. Informal EQSs have been set by the
EA in the form of River Quality Objectives (RQOs).
The EA set RQOs for each stretch of river on the basis of a system known as the 'River Ecosystem (RE)
Classification'. The purpose of the RQOs is to help protect and improve the quality of water in rivers in
England and Wales. The objectives will generally be expressed in terms of quality grades which reflect the
general health of the waters. They are used to plan the maintenance and improvement of river quality and
provide a basis for the EA in setting discharge consent standards.
EQSs for estuaries
The EA reports on estuarine water quality every 5 years. The EA conducts an assessment of estuarine water
quality in terms biological, chemical and aesthetic quality. Estuaries are then classified into categories Good,
Fair, Poor or Bad. The estuary classification scheme is due to be improved in the near future with estuary
quality reported to meet the requirements of the EC Water Framework Directive. This will classify the
ecological status of estuaries using information on water quality, hydrology, plants, fish populations and
benthic fauna.
Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs)
Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs) have been issued by the EA and a number of these guidelines are
relevant. In particular, PPG 1 provides practical advice on site drainage, PPG3 provides guidance on the use
of oil separators to prevent pollution, and PPG 6 provides guidance on control of water pollution during
construction and demolition stages of works. Compliance with these PPGs will need to be considered as part
of the environmental management documentation developed for demolition, construction and operational
phases of the development.
Water Resources Act 1991 (WRA 1991)
The Water Resources Act 1991 consolidated previous water legislation in respect of both the quality and
quantity of water resources.
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13

Water Resources

13.1

Introduction

This chapter deals with water resources in relation to the proposed regeneration scheme. This includes tidal
and fluvial waters and surface water management.
The marine works that form a major component of the scheme are identified below, and are described in
greater detail in Annex 13G – Description of Works, including; purpose, scope of works and outline
construction methodology.
13.1.1

Key scheme elements

The scheme, in general terms, is described in Chapter 3. The key elements related to water resources impacts
within the harbour are described below.
13.1.1.1 Sluicing
‘Sluicing’ is the term that is used in this section to describe the activity of passing water through a sluice. A
sluice is an artificial structure for conveying water, with a gate (or gates) to regulate the flow. The scheme
proposes that the sluices that were historically located at the entrance to Copperhouse Pool, Carnsew Tunnels
and Carnsew ‘Second Sluice’ be replaced with modern equivalents. The sluice gates will be operated in such a
way as to aid the sediment management regime in the harbour as described below.
On a rising tide, water will enter the pools through the three sluice structures. This currently only occurs at
Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Tunnels. At high tide the sluice gates will be closed holding back a volume of
water in the pools. The volume of water that enters the pools is determined by the hydraulic characteristics of
the sluices themselves, and by the magnitude of the tide.
At a predetermined time on the falling tide, the sluice gates will be opened to release the stored water. The
timing of the release is intended to maximise the velocity of the discharge flow from the pools, in order to
scour sediment out of the harbour.
For the purpose of sediment management, the proposed operation of the sluice gates is as follows:
a)

Close all sluice gates at high tide

b)

Keep all sluice gates closed until 3 hours after high water

c)

Open all three sluice gates to discharge the retained water

d)

Sluicing cycle returns to item a) above

The proposed unmitigated operation assumes sluicing on every tide (twice a day) every day of the year.
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13.1.1.2 Marina Basin
To deliver the proposed marina in Hayle Harbour, Cockle Bank will be removed and the area beneath and
around it will be deepened to create a basin in which vessels can float at all states of the tide.
13.1.1.3 Fisherman’ s Harbour
The delivery of development and the regeneration of the Harbour, coupled with the needs of the fishing
community in Hayle has necessitated the incorporation of a new fisherman’s harbour in the scheme. The
fisherman’s harbour relies on the construction of a significant fixed, cross-flow harbour arm and floating
pontoon elements.
13.1.1.4 Penpol Creek half tide gate
At the entrance of Penpol Creek a half tide bottom-hinged lifting gate will be constructed, with associated civil
works and a footbridge. Under normal operation the gate will lift when the tide falls to mid-tide level
(approximately 0m ODN) to retain a permanent depth of water within the creek to keep certain vessels afloat
during low tide. However it will also be possible to raise the gate to a higher retained water level. It is
envisaged that this functionality will enable the temporary mooring of a historic vessel (that will require a
greater draught) at South Quay for tourist and local interest. In conjunction with other civil engineering works, it
will also provide a means of increasing the tidal flood defence protection to existing development within Hayle
centred around Foundry Square.

13.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

13.2.1

Water resources

The management of water resources is governed by a range of legislation and guidance set out in international,
national and regional policies and plans. This assessment has been prepared taking these plans and policies
into account. In addition to its coastal location, Hayle Harbour receives fluvial waters from the Mellanear and
Angarrack Streams. It is also in close proximity to the Hayle River. Consideration has been given to legislation
covering both fluvial and marine environments.
All three rivers are designated as Main Rivers under the provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991. . Main
Rivers are usually larger streams and rivers. However, they do include smaller watercourses of local
significance. A Main River is a watercourse marked as such on a Main River map. Main River Maps are
administered by the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). The Main River
designation also includes any structure or appliance that controls or regulates the flow of water in, into, or out
of, the Main River. It does not relate solely to the watercourse itself. The Environment Agency is the
responsible authority in relation to Main Rivers, and has permissive powers to carry out flood defence works
on such watercourses.
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13.2.2

Administrative arrangements

Coordination of policy for inland waterways, coastal and marine environments is managed by Defra. Many
quality standards are set at European level, which are then transposed into UK law. Enforcement of water
quality standards in England is managed by the Environment Agency.
13.2.3

International policy framework

European Commission Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC)
The overall objective of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) is to bring about the effective co-ordination of
water environment policy and regulation across Europe. The main aims of the legislation are to; ensure all
surface water and groundwater reaches ‘good’ status (in terms of ecological and chemical quality and water
quantity as appropriate), promote sustainable water use, reduce pollution and contribute to the mitigation of
flood and droughts. The WFD also contains provisions for controlling discharges of dangerous substances to
water and includes a ‘List of Priority Substances’ (see EC Dangerous Substances Directive below). The WFD
is implemented in England by the Environment Agency.
European Commission Bathing Water Directive (2006/7/EC)
The EC Bathing Water Directive sets water quality standards for designated bathing areas to protect the health
of bathers and to maintain and improve overall water quality. Information on compliance with the Directive is
used to determine which bathing areas pose a risk to human and environmental health, and to set priorities for
water quality improvements. The directive requires regular monitoring of microbiological indicators of faecal
contamination and classifies bathing waters based on a three-year trend established via monitoring. Bathing
waters are classified into four categories; poor, sufficient, good and excellent. The Bathing Water Directive is
implemented in England by the Environment Agency.
European Commission Dangerous Substances Directive (76/464/EEC)
This directive controls the release of dangerous substances to water. Various substances are listed in the
Annex to the Directive as either List I or List II substances, with List I substances considered the most harmful
to human health and the aquatic environment. The purpose of the directive is to eliminate pollution from List I
substances and reduce pollution from List II substances. The directive will be integrated into the EC Water
Framework Directive with List I substances replaced by a ‘List of Priority Substances’ included in the WFD.
The rest of the Dangerous Substances Directive will remain in place until 2013 (transition period).
13.2.4

National policy framework

Making Space for Water is a government strategy for flood and coastal erosion risk management in England.
Both the consultation document (Defra 2004) and the Government’s first response to the consultation exercise
(DEFRA 2005) are relevant.
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Over the 20 year life time of the strategy the government aims to implement a more holistic approach to
managing flood and coastal erosion risk in England. The main aims of the strategy are to reduce the threat to
people and their property, and to deliver the greatest environmental, social and economic benefit consistent
with the government’s sustainable development principles.
Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk (PPS 25)
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS 25) was published by the UK Government in December 2006 superseding
PPG 25. The document sets out how new development should take flood risk into account at all stages in the
planning process. PPS25 is underpinned by the Sequential Test, which aims to direct new development to
areas of lowest possible flood risk. If, following the Sequential Test, development is considered to be
necessary in a higher risk flood zone, and depending on the severity, an Exception Test can be conducted.
Through the appraisal of risk and impacts, PPS25 steers appropriate development towards implementation of
appropriate flood risk reduction and management measures. This includes the incorporation of Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) where appropriate.
PPS 25 incorporates potential climate change impacts, and the current scientific ambiguity, by incorporating a
‘high emissions’ extrapolation for sea level rise. Guidelines are also included to take account of increased
storminess through increased rainfall, river flow, wind speed and wave heights.
Coast Protection Act 1949
Certain marine works within Hayle Harbour fall within the scope of the Coast Protection Act 1949. The Act sets
out to control activities in, and to protect, the coastal zone. Under the Hayle Harbour Act 1989, the Harbour
Authority (Hayle Harbour Company Ltd) has powers to undertake certain works within the harbour. These
powers include the ability to carry out dredging within the harbour, and to dispose of the material arising in a
prescribed way.
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
In England SSSIs are notified by Natural England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (amended 1985)
to protect those sites which represent the country’s best wildlife and geological sites. Natural England has
powers to protect SSSIs from damage and to ensure they are managed appropriately. The Countryside and
Rights of Way Act 2000 gives increased power to Natural England to prevent damage that is being made
through neglect or inappropriate management. In addition, there is a statutory duty on Local Authorities and
other public institutions to further the conservation and enhancement of SSSIs whilst carrying out their
operations and exercising their decision making functions (this includes making planning decisions).
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Environment Agency General Quality Assessments
The Environment Agency (EA) conducts General Quality Assessments of river and estuary quality annually
against four key aspects including biology, chemistry, nutrients and aesthetic quality. Based on the General
Quality Assessment, rivers and estuaries are classified into the categories Good, Fair, Poor or Bad.
Environmental Quality Standards(EQSs) for rivers
Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs) have been established for some rivers setting concentrations of
specified substances for the relevant waters. EQSs can be statutory or informal. For example, the Dangerous
Substances Directive establishes statutory EQSs for listed substances. Informal EQSs have been set by the
EA in the form of River Quality Objectives (RQOs).
The EA set RQOs for each stretch of river on the basis of a system known as the 'River Ecosystem (RE)
Classification'. The purpose of the RQOs is to help protect and improve the quality of water in rivers in
England and Wales. The objectives will generally be expressed in terms of quality grades which reflect the
general health of the waters. They are used to plan the maintenance and improvement of river quality and
provide a basis for the EA in setting discharge consent standards.
EQSs for estuaries
The EA reports on estuarine water quality every 5 years. The EA conducts an assessment of estuarine water
quality in terms biological, chemical and aesthetic quality. Estuaries are then classified into categories Good,
Fair, Poor or Bad. The estuary classification scheme is due to be improved in the near future with estuary
quality reported to meet the requirements of the EC Water Framework Directive. This will classify the
ecological status of estuaries using information on water quality, hydrology, plants, fish populations and
benthic fauna.
Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs)
Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs) have been issued by the EA and a number of these guidelines are
relevant. In particular, PPG 1 provides practical advice on site drainage, PPG3 provides guidance on the use
of oil separators to prevent pollution, and PPG 6 provides guidance on control of water pollution during
construction and demolition stages of works. Compliance with these PPGs will need to be considered as part
of the environmental management documentation developed for demolition, construction and operational
phases of the development.
Water Resources Act 1991 (WRA 1991)
The Water Resources Act 1991 consolidated previous water legislation in respect of both the quality and
quantity of water resources.
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Under Section 85 of the WRA 1991 it is an offence to cause or knowingly permit polluting matter to enter into
"controlled waters", that is rivers, estuaries, coastal waters or groundwater, without permission. Permission is
generally obtained as a discharge consent granted by the EA. The Agency sets conditions which may control
volumes and concentrations of particular substances or impose broader controls on the nature of the effluent.
Each consent is based on the objective (RQO) set by the Agency for the quality of the stretch of water to which
the discharge is made as well as any relevant standards from EC Directives. The EA may also refuse an
application for a discharge consent.
13.2.5

Regional policy framework

Regional Planning Guidance for the South West of England (RPG 10)
This regional planning guidance for the South West of England is provided by the Secretary of State for
Transport, Local Government and the Regions. It aims to provide a regional spatial strategy within which local
authority development plans in the South West should be prepared for the period 2016 and beyond. All parts
of this guidance must be taken into account by local planning authorities in preparing their development plans
and may be material to decisions on individual planning applications and appeals. Policies in relation to water
resources and flooding are set out in Section 9 ‘Infrastructure and Natural Resources’.
Policy RE 1 of RPG 10 discusses water resources and water quality. The policy encourages local authorities
and developers to protect and enhance river and coastal water quality, protect groundwater resources, take
water related issues into account at an early stage and co-ordinate the timing of new development with the
provision of sustainable water supplies, sewage treatment and discharge systems. It also promotes the
adoption of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS).
Policy RE2 of RPG 10 encourages local authorities and developers to direct development away from land liable
to flooding, and promote the use of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS). For development in flood
plains the policy advises that development plans need to minimise the cumulative adverse impacts and secure
enhancement of the floodwater storage and ecological role of flood plains.
13.2.6

Local policy framework

Penwith Local Plan 2004
The Local Plan provides the strategic base for all land use planning in the Penwith area for the period up to
2007. Management of Water Resources is discussed in Section 5 General Development Guidance and in
Section 6 Coast and Countryside. .
Policy GD-4 states that proposals for development will not be permitted where they would cause significant
harm as a result of inadequate provision for:
x

sewerage treatment, surface water drainage and water supply
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x

the prevention of water pollution or

x

the prevention of flooding, on site or elsewhere

Policy CC-7 states that proposals for development which would significantly harm the nature conservation
value or geological interest of a Site of Special Scientific Interest will not be permitted.
Policy CC-8 states that development will not be permitted where it would significantly harm the nature
conservation or geological interest of areas of great scientific value, county wildlife site, county geological
sites, ancient woodland sites and local nature reserves. Where development is permitted any impact on such
values must be minimised and conditions will be imposed, or a planning obligation sought, to ensure that
mitigating measures are undertaken.
Policy CC-14 states that proposals for development which would have a significant adverse effect on the
shoreline or adjacent coastal waters in terms of its landscape character, amenity, nature conservation,
archaeological, historic and geological values will not be permitted.
St Ives Bay Coast Protection Order 2003
Under the Coast Protection Act 1949, Penwith District Council has powers to control certain activities within
the coastal zone. Under Section 18 of that Act, in 2003, PDC put in place an Order, prohibiting the excavation
or removal of materials from the sea shore, except under licence from PDC. The areal extent of the order,
known as the Penwith District Council, St Ives Bay Coast Protection Order 2003, includes Hayle Harbour.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Hayle Harbour Act 1989, the Harbour Authority has entered into a
licence, under the provisions of the St Ives Bay Coast Protection Order, in relation to the carrying out of
dredging within the harbour.

13.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

13.3.1

Scope

Spatial scope
The spatial scope of this assessment encompasses the area within the planning application boundary and any
other areas which are affected by the proposed development site, particularly within the harbour and estuary.
Temporal scope
The current baseline for the assessment is 2007. Impacts will be considered during the 9 year construction
phase, which is programmed to commence in 2008. Occupational impacts will be assessed from 2017
onwards with an expected design life of 100 years. Climate change has been assessed in accordance with the
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PPS25 guidelines allowing for a 30% increase in peak rainfall intensity and appropriate allowances for sea level
rise.
Technical scope
The technical scope of this assessment is to:
x

Identify the existing baseline conditions

x

Identify potential impacts from construction and occupation

x

Assess the significance of identified impacts

x

Identify the need for specific mitigation measures

x

Identify the likely residual impacts

13.3.2

Methodology

Information regarding the site and the current environmental baseline has been gathered through a desk study,
baseline studies and contact with the Environment Agency and Penwith District Council.
The Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been conducted in accordance with Planning Policy Statement 25
(PPS25) – Development and Flood Risk. This guidance introduces a sequential risk-based approach to flood
risk. The Flood Risk Assessment (Annex 13H) provides more detailed information regarding the methods used
and how the development will meet the requirements of PPS25.
The methodology for impact prediction and mitigation is based on assessing both the magnitude of the
changes expected and the sensitivity of the receptors.
13.3.3

Baseline studies

To guide the development of the proposed scheme and enhance understanding of Hayle Harbour and its
environmental context, a wide range of data collection, studies and investigations have been undertaken.
Where appropriate previous information has been reviewed, and when necessary new studies undertaken.
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Water based surveys undertaken previous to and during this scheme appraisal include:
Date

Type of Survey

Author

May to June 1983

Current velocities and water levels

Sea Sediments

January 1989

Current velocities and water levels

HR Wallingford

March 2003

LiDAR topographic survey

Environment Agency

July 2004

LiDAR topographic survey

ING Real Estate Development

November 2004

LiDAR topographic survey

ING Real Estate Development

June 2005

Bathymetry x-sections + water levels

Merrett Survey Partnership

The following studies presented in Table 13.1 (and as Annexes to this chapter), together with other reference
documents, have been utilised in building knowledge of the water environment and associated issues:
Report Title

Author

Date

Harbour Wall Condition Survey (Annex 13A)

Buro Happold

January 2005

Sediment Exchange Monitoring (Annex 13B)

Buro Happold

March 2005

Harbour Wall Schedule of Works (Annex 13C)

Buro Happold

March 2005

Harbour Contamination Report (Annex 14A)

Buro Happold

December 2005

Copperhouse Sluice Gate Condition Inspection (Annex 13D)

Kenneth Grubb

Sept 2006

Associates
Pool Level Factual Information (Annex 13E)

Buro Happold

May 2007

Hydraulic Studies Phase 2 (Annex 13F) *

HR Wallingford

June 2007

Description of Works (Annex 13G)

Buro Happold

July 2007

Hayle Harbour Flood Risk Assessment (Annex 13H)

Buro Happold

August 2007

* This report has additional references relev ant to this Assessment

Table 13— 1: Key studies
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13.3.4

Impact significance criteria

The assessment methodology has separately considered the construction phase (short term impacts) and the
operation phase (long term impacts). Construction impacts have been considered by breaking the construction
elements down. For the operational phase, the whole scheme has been assessed.
The methodology for assessment of impact significance and mitigation is based on assessing both the
magnitude of the changes expected and the sensitivity of the receptors which the changes would affect. Table
13.2 and Table 13.3 detail the criteria used to access these factors.

Magnitude
of change

Criteria

Large

Water Resources: Wholesale changes to watercourse channel, route or hydrology.
Changes to site resulting in an increase in runoff with flood potential, and also
significant changes to soil erosion/sedimentation patterns. Major changes to the
water chemistry of surface runoff and groundwater.

Medium

Water Resources: Some fundamental changes to the course and hydrology. Changes
to site resulting in an increase in runoff within system capacity. Moderate changes to
soil erosion/sedimentation patterns. Moderate changes to the water chemistry of
surface runoff and groundwater.

Small

Water Resources: Minor changes to the water courses. Changes to site resulting in
slight increase in run off well within the drainage system capacity. Minor changes to
soil erosion/sedimentation patterns. Minor changes to the water chemistry of surface
runoff and groundwater

Negligible

Water Resources: No change to watercourses, run off and soil erosion and
sedimentation patterns and water chemistry.

Table 13— 2: Magnitude of change
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Receptor
sensitivity

Receptor

High

Water Resources: Water body of very good chemical or biological quality. Includes:
designated bathing waters, shellfish and salmonid fisheries. A source used for public
water supply. SSSI, SPA/SAC, Ramsar site or highly sensitive aquatic ecosystem.

Moderate

Water Resources: Water body of high amenity value including areas of bathing and
where water immersion sports are regularly practised. Water body of ‘good or fairly
good’ chemical and biological quality and/or non-public water supply or cyprinid
fishery. Water body of nature conservation importance at the regional level or a
moderately sensitive aquatic ecosystem e.g. SNCI.

Low

Water Resources: Water body of ‘fair’ chemical or biological quality. A source in close
proximity to a source protection zone or abstraction point. Water body of
moderate amenity value, including public parks, boating or where a popular footpath
passes adjacent to the watercourse, or where the receiving water course passes
through a housing development or town centre. Also non-contact water sports.
Water body of particular local social/cultural/educational interest. Water body of low
amenity value with only casual access, e.g. along a road.

Negligible

Water Resources: Low sensitivity aquatic ecosystem. Water of ‘poor’ or ‘bad’
chemical or biological quality. Water body of no amenity value, seldom used for
amenity purposes, in a remote or inaccessible area.

Table 13— 3: Receptor sensitivity
The significance of a potential impact is derived by considering both the sensitivity of the feature and the
magnitude of change. The method is shown in Table 13.4.
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Receptor
sensitivity

Magnitude of change

Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

High

Severe

Major

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Major

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Table 13— 4: Impact significance
Impacts to potential receptors can be adverse or beneficial. For example; surface water flows off the site may
be reduced by implementing a revised drainage scheme.
The marine regime of Hayle Harbour, and the extent to which it may be affected by the proposed scheme,
depends on the performance of a number of elements. These were identified as:
a)

Tidal regime of Carnsew Pool, and the influence of the Carnsew tunnels

b)

Tidal regime of Copperhouse Pool, and the influence of the Copperhouse Gate

c)

The potential for reinstating sluicing. That is, retention of water in the pools following the high tide in
order to release the waters when the external harbour waters are lower, with a strategy for instigating
a net sediment movement out of the harbour

d)

Installation of a floating marina in the harbour

e)

Installation of a half tide gate in Penpol Creek

f)

Installation of a fisherman’s harbour structure off North Quay

The methodology adopted in this assessment for the water resources issues involved the following:
x

Review of international, national, regional and local legislation, policy and guidelines

x

Review available background information including previously proposed scheme studies

x

Establish baseline conditions on and around the site through literature review and existing data obtained
from the Environment Agency, British Geological Survey, Ordnance Survey, and site walkover. Baseline
conditions have been broken down to ensure a robust examination of baseline conditions
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x

Identification of sensitive receptors

x

Identification of risk from and to the proposed development and hence the likely impacts, magnitude of
change and significance of impact during both the construction and operational phases. The impacts
have been broken down to ensure a robust examination of risks from the proposed development.

x

Develop mitigation strategies through consultation with the design team and Client

x

Identification of residual effects

13.4

Baseline conditions

The baseline conditions of the physical water environment are defined through a number of data sources,
depending on their context. The baseline conditions have been broken down into water resources, coastal
erosion, flood risk, hydraulic regime (further broken down into sediment transport and hydrology) and
navigation.
13.4.1

Water resources

There are a number of natural water resources in close proximity to the site:
x

Copperhouse Pool

(see Figure 13.1)

x

Carnsew Pool

(see Figure 13.2)

x

Angarrack Stream

(see Figure 13.1)

x

Mellanear Stream

(see Figure 13.4)

x

Penpol Creek

(see Figure 13.4)

x

Hayle Harbour

(see Figure 13.3)

x

Hayle Estuary

(see Figure 13.3)

x

St Ives Bay

(see Figure 13.5)

None of these waters are used commercially in Hayle, or downstream, apart from mooring and associated
quayside activities related to commercial (primarily shell fish) vessels. The principal use for the waters is in
amenity use and access to commercial fishing grounds.
Water quality is assessed against the River Quality Objectives (RQO). Theses are targets used to assess
whether the river is of adequate quality to support a certain type of ecosystem. Each stretch of river is given a
target from the River Ecosystem Classification Scheme. These range from very good quality (suitable for all fish
species) to poor quality (likely to limit fish species).
A summary of the latest results for the period 2002 to 2004 and 2003 to 2005 is shown in Table 13.5.
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River Name

River Stretch

Year

Target

Compliance

Angarrack Stream

Nanpusker-Phillack

2003-2005

1- very good

Marginal

Angarrack Stream

Nanpusker-Phillack

2002-2004

1- very good

Marginal

Table 13— 5 River Ecosystem Classification 2002 to 2004 and 2003 to 2005
13.4.2

Coastal erosion

Appendix F of the Flood Risk Assessment (Annex 13H) contains the Penwith District Council’s Draft Pre-Level
2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This makes reference to the Land’s End to Hartland Point Shoreline
Management Plan (Sections 4.12 to 4.14), and identifies conclusions of the study for the Hayle Estuary.
The morphological processes inherent in an estuary are extremely complex and unpredictable sustaining long
periods of accretion followed by long periods of erosion. Currents within the Hayle Estuary are influenced by
both tidal flow (spring or high tide and neap or low tides at fortnightly intervals) and fresh water flows from the
various streams which empty into the estuary.
The flood tide flows through the main navigational channel at the mouth of the estuary and divides at Middle
Weir into two channels. One channel goes to the west into Lelant Water while the other heads to the east into
the harbour area. The tidal waters evacuate the estuary along the same channels determined by the rate of the
offshore tidal level and the constraints offered by sand bars and sluicing release.
The sediment flow and hydrological processes of the Hayle Estuary is wholly dependent on the coastal
processes of St Ives Bay, of which it forms a sub-cell at its southern most extremity. Sediment within St Ives
Bay is considered to form a closed sand cell, which constantly circulates sediment around the bay. Very little
sediment is believed to enter or leave the system. As a consequence of the St Ives Bay closed sand cell
system, littoral topography along the bay and estuary are subject to change. For example, the channel through
the estuary is known to have been deeper in the past, allowing passage of ships to travel upstream along the
River Hayle as far as St Erth Bridge up until the sixteenth century.
13.4.3

Flood risk

13.4.3.1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Penwith District Council has made available their draft Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) which forms
part of their Local Development Framework. The Pre-level 2 Assessment is Appendix F of the Hayle Harbour
Flood Risk Assessment, which is Annex 13H of this chapter.
The Draft SFRA does not deal with baseline flood risk, but focuses principally on assessing the potential
impacts of an earlier version of the current Master Plan for the regeneration of Hayle. This is of limited value, as
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there are a number of inaccuracies and misunderstandings within the SFRA. The current version of the Master
Plan has not been considered within the draft SFRA.
13.4.3.2 Site specific flood risk assessment
The FRA (included as Annex 13H of this Environmental Statement) contains details of the baseline flood risk
relevant to the development site. In summary this concludes that:
x

There is no fluvial flood risk to the proposed development site from any of the watercourses in the
proximity to the site

x

Tidal flood risk is defined by the present day 1 in 200 year still water level of 4.548m ODN. Figure 5 of
the FRA indicates that such a level would inundate parts of North Quay in immediate proximity to the
harbour, and parts of South Quay. All other parts of the proposed development site would be floodfree

x
13.4.4

Significant areas of the existing town within Foundry Square would be inundated in such an event.
Harbour hydraulic regime

Calibrated flow and sand transport models of Hayle Harbour were established by HR Wallingford, using sitespecific measurements. Specific attention was given to reproduce the water exchange between the main
estuary and the two former sluicing ponds (Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools). Thereafter, spring and neap
tide simulations were performed to establish a recent baseline regime against which the effects of the
proposed development could be assessed.
Annex 13F contains HR Wallingford’s Hydraulic Studies Phase 2 Report.
Sediment transport
The baseline scenarios confirmed that the sediment transport processes within the harbour are dominated by
tidal effects. Waves and tides are responsible for the general morphology in the south of St Ives Bay.
Whereas the tidal processes are quasi-steady and deterministic, wave energy will vary from season to season
and year to year: as a consequence the morphology will also vary and this is consistent with the observed
evidence for relatively large scale beach changes at the harbour entrance.
Historically, sluicing was carried out to sweep the harbour clear of sediment. Since sluicing stopped the
harbour has accreted, suggesting net import of sediment. Historical evidence indicates that Copperhouse
Pool has accreted substantially over the past decades. Conversely, Carnsew Pool has not experienced the
same degree of accretion: the northern end of Carnsew still showing a deepened area which was dredged to
create a cooling water pool for the power station which ceased operation years previously. This information
suggests that Copperhouse Pool has accreted due to sediment import from the Angarrack and Mill Leat
streams (there being no stream discharging into Carnsew Pool). That the accreted areas in Copperhouse Pool
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include areas of vegetation suggests finer, cohesive sediment which is also more likely to be derived from the
Angarrack and Mill Leat Streams rather than from marine sources. However, even with the likely reduced
storage volume of Copperhouse Pool (due to accretion) the simulations confirmed that reinstatement of
sluicing would be effective in flushing sediment seawards.
Hydrology
The hydraulic features of the four main water bodies within the site are described in the following section.
Copperhouse Pool (Figure 13.1) is characterised as a gated tidal pool. The Pool is fed fluvially by the Angarrack
Stream, which runs down a man-made channel to the south of the Pool, with an estimated 1 in 2 year (50%
3

3

annual probability) discharge of 8m /s, and a 1 in 100 year (1% annual probability) discharge of 23 m /s. At the
down stream end of the Pool, Copperhouse Gate provides flow control and a flood defence function. The gate,
owned by the Environment Agency, is primarily designed to act as a flood defence mechanism, with a
secondary function to regulate saltwater inundation. Generally the gate is maintained in a position with the
lowest edge approximately 600mm above the sill, during special occasions (such as Hayle in Bloom and
regattas) the gate is lowered to impound Copperhouse Pool. The pool discharges into Hayle Harbour (Figure
13.3).
Carnsew Pool (Figure 13.2) to the west of the Harbour is fed hydraulically through a series of tunnel culverts
which connect the pool to the harbour. These tunnels start in the pool as two arched structures which both
split into two, leading to the emergence of four rectilinear tunnels entering into the Harbour (Figure 13.3).
Penpol Creek, located between Penpol Terrace and South Quay (Figure 13.4) all but dries during a low tide.
The Mellanear Stream is a culverted watercourse that flows through the town, passing under Foundry Square
and discharging through the Southern Quay wall via two culvert outfalls fitted with sluice/flap gates. The
3

stream has an estimated 1 in 2 year (50% annual probability) discharge of 2m /s, and a 1 in 100 year (1%
3

annual probability) discharge of 6.6m /s.
13.4.5

Navigation

Hayle is a significant fishing centre with 27 vessels registered. In addition, there are some commercial vessels
used for diving and pleasure trips. Chapter 15 identifies the socio-economic context of the harbour and user
groups. Water based user groups operating out of the Harbour include:
x

Commercial fishing

x

Recreational fishing

x

Water skiing

x

Canoeing
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x

Sailing (limited)

Currently, at low tide the harbour dries out, and moored vessels sit on the sea bed for several hours during the
low tide period. Operationally, the vessels tie up against the quay walls, leaning against them as the tide falls
below the level that is necessary to keep them afloat. Boats of 1m draft can navigate at Spring Tides for 3
hours either side of high water. This is extremely limiting for a marina. Modern 10m shallow draft yachts require
a water depth in excess of 1.4m.
Navigation into Hayle Harbour is also made difficult by a sand bar (Hayle Bar) at the entrance to the approach
channel. This sand bar varies in elevation during storm build up and subsequent gradual reduction. The bar
has been responsible for a number of incidents over the last couple of decades and presents a safety risk.
All Harbour navigation and water based recreational activities are controlled by the Hayle Harbour Master.
13.4.6

Tide levels

The following tide levels have been obtained from the Admiralty Tide Tables (2006).
Mean High Water Springs

+6.6m Chart Datum (CD)

+3.2m ODN

Mean High Water Neaps

+4.9m CD

+1.5m ODN

Mean Low Water Neaps

+2.4m CD

-1.0m ODN

Mean Low Water Springs

+0.8m CD

-2.6m ODN

Local Chart Datum at St Ives is 3.4m below ODN.
13.4.7

Surface and foul water drainage

The existing surface and foul water drainage system local to the proposed main development areas consists of
a system of combined sewers located within the highway area discharging to the sewage treatment works
south of Griggs Quay to the west of Hayle Harbour. This being said, there are significant areas of the site (e.g.
South Quay and much of North Quay) that have no formalised surface water drainage systems. There are also
a number of ad hoc surface water outfalls to be seen in the existing harbour walls.
The topography for the area shows a natural fall towards the Quays hence the route of the combined sewers
follows the main highways local to the pools and creeks. From the asset record information received from
South West Water it appears the pumping station on North Quay pumps to the station on East Quay and the
combined discharge is pumped from East Quay via Penpol Terrace and Carnsew Road to the sewage
treatment works. There are combined storm overflows from the two pumping stations that would permit
discharge to the tidal waters between North and East Quays, when the capacity of the pumping installations is
exceeded. Figure 13.6 shows the approximate location of combined storm overflows (CSO).
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13.4.8

Key receptors

The key water-based receptors are identified with their criteria for assessment in table 13.6.
Receptor

Criteria

Sensitivity

Copperhouse Pool

SSSI, the tidal inundation regime is key to supporting

HIGH

the ecology, refer to Chapter 12. Copperhouse is also
used on an occasional basis for regattas.
Mellanear Stream

Culverted watercourse immediately upstream of

LOW

Penpol Creek, and isolated from backflow by
sluices/tidal flaps
Angarrack Stream

Upstream of Copperhouse Pool, and partly within

LOW

SSSI
Carnsew Pool

SSSI, the tidal inundation regime is key to supporting

HIGH

the ecology, refer to Chapter 12.
Harbour

The water body is of high amenity value, both in

MODERATE

recreational and commercial terms.
Penpol Creek

Of lower amenity value than the harbour, however,

MODERATE

there is frequent use by a significant number of boat
owners
St. Ives Bay

In part a SSSI, in addition to high amenity value

HIGH

Table 13— 6 Key receptors

13.5

Assessment of potential impacts

13.5.1

Key activities resulting in potential impacts

The marine works necessary to support the delivery of the scheme are identified as:
1.

Installation of new Carnsew Second Sluice

2.

Construction of new fixed pedestrian bridge at Carnsew Second Sluice channel

3.

Excavation and renovation of Carnsew Second Sluice channel

4.

Refurbishment of tunnels to Carnsew Pool and Carnsew First Sluice

5.

Excavation of harbour at Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf
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6.

Dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf tunnel intake

7.

Installation of new lifting/swing pedestrian bridge at Penpol Creek

8.

Dredging of basin at south end of Penpol Creek

9.

Construction of a new Penpol Creek half tide gate and pedestrian crossing

10. Excavation and dredging of Cockle Bank and surrounding area to provide marina basin
11. Installation of a new floating pontoons for marina
12. Construction of a new Fisherman’s Quay
13. Excavation and dredging of harbour area to the north-west of Fisherman’s Quay
14. Construction of a new fixed vehicular bridge by Copperhouse Gate
15. Construction of a new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay
16. Maintenance works to Copperhouse Pool sluice gate
17. Remediation and reinstatement of North Quay Wall
18. Remediation and reinstatement of North Quay (Eastern) Wall
19. Remediation and reinstatement of South Quay Wall
20. Remediation and reinstatement of East Quay Wall
21. Remediation and reinstatement of Carnsew Wharf Wall
22. Remediation and reinstatement of Carnsew Quay
23. Slipway and associated land works
Impacts on the water environment have been considered in terms of; water quality, navigation, erosion, and
flood risk.
13.5.2

Potential impacts on water quality

13.5.2.1 Assessment of construction impacts on water quality
During construction activities likely to result in impacts include:
x

Clearance of land, excavation and backfilling potentially resulting in elevated suspended sediment in
site run off draining directly to the harbour and to nearby surface water, and potentially increasing
sediment loads

x

Demolition of buildings potentially resulting in dust and debris entering the harbour and drainage
systems

x

Leakage or accidental spillage of fuels or chemicals used on site during construction, including
cement material during construction of road infrastructure and buildings and dirty water from the
construction site, potentially contaminating the harbour, groundwater and nearby surface water

x

On-site mixing of construction materials, potentially resulting in accidental spillage of oils, fuels,
cement, sand and gravel – potentially contaminating the harbour, groundwater and nearby surface
water

The potential impacts from the construction activities identified above are found in the section below:
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1.

Increased sediment loads

One of the biggest risks to adjacent surface water bodies during construction is from site runoff containing
elevated suspended sediment levels, increasing sediment loads. This can result from land clearance,
excavation, movement of materials to and from the site and storage of materials on site. High sediment input
can have direct adverse effects on adjacent surface watercourses through increasing turbidity (thus reducing
light penetration and reducing plant growth), and by smothering vegetation and bed substrates, thus impacting
on invertebrate and fish communities through destruction of feeding areas, refuges and breeding / spawning
areas.
Indirect adverse effects can also be associated with suspended sediments that have associated inorganic or
organic contaminants (e.g. heavy metals and pesticides, respectively).
The magnitude of any impact from increased sediment loads will depend on the scale and nature of any
potential incident and thus is difficult to predict. For a full summary of the impact magnitude see table 13.7.
Hayle Harbour is likely to have some attenuation properties due to tidal flushing thereby minimising potential
impacts on the harbour. Where possible any works will be treated as land based construction, isolated from
the marine environment. The magnitude of change in terms of sediment loading from the identified
construction activities in the harbour is assessed as medium. The resultant significance of the potential impact
on Hayle Harbour is therefore deemed to be small adverse with an overall significance of Moderate Adverse.
Carnsew Pool is located within the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI. It has a high sensitivity and may
be affected by increased sediment deposition directly from the works or via Hayle Harbour. Where possible
any works will be treated as land based construction, isolated from the marine environment. The Harbour is
likely to have some attenuation properties due to tidal flushing thereby minimising potential impacts on
Carnsew Pool. The magnitude of change to Carnsew Pool in terms of sediment loading is assessed as being
medium. Given the sensitivity of the receptor the overall significance of the impact on Carnsew Pool is
assessed as being Major Adverse.
Hayle Estuary is located within the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI, has a high sensitivity and may
be affected by increased sediment deposition via Hayle Harbour. The Estuary is likely to have some
attenuation properties due to tidal flushing thereby minimising potential impacts. The resultant magnitude of
the potential change is therefore deemed to be small with an overall impact significance of Moderate
Adverse.
Penpol Creek is considered to have a low sensitivity to increases in sediment load. The creek lies beyond (in
terms of sediment flux) the sediment sink of the dredged basin of the harbour and therefore the impact is
considered to be Minor Adverse.
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Mellanear Stream is considered to have a low sensitivity. The river lies upstream of Hayle Harbour and is
isolated from Penpol Creek by sluices/tidal flaps. Therefore the impact of increased sedimentation is
considered to be Negligible.
Angarrack Stream is considered to have a low sensitivity. The river lies upstream of Hayle Harbour and
therefore the impact of increased sedimentation is considered to be Negligible.
St Ives Bay is a bathing water beach and is therefore sensitive to any change. However, considering the
distance between St Ives Bay and the site, any increased sediment arising from the proposed development
would have been dispersed before reaching the bay. The significance of the impact to St Ives Bay is therefore
assessed to be Negligible.
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Build new Carnsew Second
Sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Dredging of basin adjacent to
Carnsew Wharf tunnel intake

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Dredging of basin at south end
of Penpol Creek

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Mellanear Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Excavation and dredging of
Cockle Bank and surrounding
area to provide marina basin

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

New Fisherman’s Quay and
Slipway

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Excavation and renovation of
Carnsew Second Sluice channel

Excavation of harbour at
Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf

New Penpol Creek half tide gate
and pedestrian crossing

Table 13— 7: Impacts of increased sedimentation from specific work items
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2.

Dust and debris

Demolition of existing buildings has the potential to release dust and debris that may be blown into adjacent
watercourses. Increased dust levels in watercourses may reduce the levels of light reaching aquatic plant and
animal species. Debris blown into watercourses can decrease the recreational and aesthetic quality of the
resources. For a full summary of the impact magnitude see table 13.8.
Hayle Harbour The magnitude of change to Hayle Harbour from dust and debris is considered to be small,
resulting in an impact significance of Minor Adverse.
Carnsew Pool is likely to be more affected by debris than dust (due to some attenuation provided by Hayle
Harbour), although this is still likely to have little impact on the condition of the SSSI. Due to the proximity of
the pool to the site works the magnitude of change is determined to be medium. Therefore the overall
significance of the impact is considered to be Major Adverse.
Mellanear Stream has a low sensitivity. Due to its proximity to the site works the magnitude of change is
considered to be small and the impact significance is considered to be Negligible.
Angarrack Stream has a low sensitivity but due to its proximity to the site works the impact is considered to
be Negligible.
St Ives Bay has a high sensitivity, but due to its distance from the site works it is unlikely to be affected by
dust and debris. The impact is therefore considered to be Negligible.
Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

New fixed pedestrian bridge at

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor

Carnsew Second Sluice channel
Refurbishment of tunnels to

Adverse
Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Carnsew Pool and Sluice

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate
Adverse

New lifting/swing pedestrian

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

bridge at Penpol Creek

Adverse
Mellanear Stream
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

New fixed vehicular bridge by

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major

Copperhouse Gate

New pedestrian bridge from East

Adverse
Angarrack Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor

Quay to North Quay
North Quay Wall remedial and

Adverse
Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

reinstatement works
North Quay (Eastern) Wall

Adverse
Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

remedial works
South Quay Wall remedial works

Minor

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

East Quay Wall remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Wharf Wall remedial

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

works

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Carnsew Quay remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Table 13— 8 Impacts of increased dust and debris from individual work items
3.

Accidental leaks and spillages of hazardous substances

During construction, there is an elevated risk of potential leaks or accidental spillage of hazardous chemicals
used on site infiltrating to groundwater or migrating to nearby surface watercourses and resulting in an adverse
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impact. For the most part it is only when large quantities of hazardous substances are spilled, or the spillage is
directly into the watercourse, that a significant risk of acute toxicity will arise in the receiving water. This can
present a specific risk to certain bottom-dwelling invertebrates and other aquatic invertebrates.
The magnitude of any impact will depend on the scale and nature of any potential incident and thus is difficult
to predict. For a full summary of the impact magnitude see table 13.9.
Considering the predicted low water quality of Hayle Harbour, the magnitude of any change may be
considered to be small adverse, with an overall impact significance of Minor Adverse.
Carnsew Pool is an SSSI and therefore has a high sensitivity. Although any leakage or spillage on the site
would experience some attenuation and dilution within the Harbour and Hayle Estuary, hazardous substances
could result in a medium change to the water body, resulting in an overall impact significance of Major
Adverse.
Copperhouse Pool is an SSSI and therefore has a high sensitivity. Although any leakage or spillage on the site
would experience some attenuation and dilution within the Harbour and Hayle Estuary, hazardous substances
could result in a medium change, resulting in an overall impact significance of Major Adverse.
Hayle Estuary SSSI has a high sensitivity and is in relative close proximity to the site. Although any leakage or
spillage on the site would experience some attenuation and dilution within the harbour and Hayle Estuary,
hazardous substances could result in a small change, resulting in an overall impact significance of Moderate
Adverse.
Penpol Creek is considered to have a low sensitivity. Contaminants which infiltrate groundwater could migrate
towards the Penpol Creek, although this is considered unlikely. The impact magnitude is therefore considered
to be small, which translates to an overall impact significance of Minor Adverse.
Mellanear Stream is considered to have a low sensitivity. Contaminants which infiltrate groundwater could
migrate towards the Mellanear Stream, although this is considered unlikely. The impact magnitude is therefore
considered to be small, which translates to an overall impact significance of Minor Adverse.
Angarrack Stream is considered to have a low sensitivity. Contaminants which infiltrate groundwater could
migrate towards the Angarrack Stream, although this is considered unlikely. The impact magnitude is therefore
considered to be small, which translates to an overall impact significance of Minor Adverse.
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Build new Carnsew Second
Sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New fixed pedestrian bridge at
Carnsew Second Sluice
channel

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Excavation and renovation of
Carnsew Second Sluice
channel

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Refurbishment of tunnels to
Carnsew Pool and Carnsew
First Sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Excavation of harbour at
Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Dredging of basin adjacent to
Carnsew Wharf tunnel intake

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New lifting/swing pedestrian
bridge at Penpol Creek

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Mellanear Stream

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Mellanear Stream

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Dredging of basin at south end
of Penpol Creek

New Penpol Creek half tide
gate and pedestrian crossing
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Excavation and dredging of
Cockle Bank and surrounding
area to provide marina basin

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New floating pontoons for
marina

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New Fisherman’s Quay and
Slipway

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Excavation and dredging of
harbour area to the north-west
of Fisherman’s Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

New fixed vehicular bridge by
Copperhouse Gate

Copperhouse Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Angarrack Stream

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

New pedestrian bridge from
East Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Copperhouse Pool sluice gate
maintenance works

Copperhouse Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Angarrack Stream

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

North Quay Wall remedial and
reinstatement works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

North Quay (Eastern) Wall
remedial and reinstatement
works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

South Quay Wall remedial and
reinstatement works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

East Quay Wall remedial and
reinstatement works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Wharf Wall remedial

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

and reinstatement works

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Carnsew Quay remedial and
reinstatement works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse
Table 13— 9: Impacts of accidental spillage of hazardous chemicals from individual work items
4.

Disturbance of contaminated material

Made ground on site may contain areas of contamination. There is the potential for contaminated land to be
disturbed and migrate towards Hayle Harbour and other water features, either by infiltration into the
groundwater or overland. For a full summary of the impact magnitude see table 13.10.
The impact magnitude to Hayle Harbour is considered to be small, with an overall impact significance of
Minor Adverse.
Carnsew Pool is an SSSI and therefore has a high sensitivity. Due to the sensitivity of the site and close
proximity to site works the impact magnitude is therefore considered to be medium, with an overall impact
significance of Major Adverse.
Copperhouse Pool is an SSSI and therefore has a high sensitivity. The proximity to the site will allow
attenuation and dilution of contaminants within the Harbour. Due to the close proximity to site works the
impact magnitude is therefore considered to be medium, with an overall impact significance of Major
Adverse.
The flushing of the estuary will allow attenuation and dilution of contaminants within the Harbour and Estuary.
The magnitude of change to Hayle Estuary is therefore considered to be small, with an overall impact
significance of Moderate Adverse.
Penpol Creek has a low sensitivity, its proximity to the site and low risk of groundwater providing a base flow
to the creek gives rise to a small impact magnitude. This translates to an overall impact significance of Minor
Adverse.
Mellanear Stream has a low sensitivity, its proximity to the site and negligible risk of groundwater providing a
base flow to the steam gives rise to a small impact magnitude. This translates to an overall impact significance
of Negligible.
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Angarrack Stream has a low sensitivity, its proximity to the site and negligible risk of groundwater providing a
base flow to the stream gives rise to a small impact magnitude. This translates to an overall impact
significance of Negligible.
St Ives Bay is located sufficiently north of the site, such that any leakage or spillage on the site would
experience some attenuation and dilution within the Hayle Estuary. The impact magnitude is therefore
considered to be small, with an impact significance of Moderate Adverse.
Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Build new Carnsew Second
Sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New fixed pedestrian bridge at
Carnsew Second Sluice channel

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Excavation and renovation of
Carnsew Second Sluice channel

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Refurbishment of tunnels to
Carnsew Pool and Carnsew First
Sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Medium

Moderate

Excavation of harbour at
Carnsew Quay/Carnsew Wharf

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Dredging of basin adjacent to
Carnsew Wharf tunnel intake

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New lifting/swing pedestrian
bridge at Penpol Creek

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Mellanear Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Dredging of basin at south end
of Penpol Creek
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Mellanear Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Excavation and dredging of
Cockle Bank and surrounding
area to provide marina basin

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New floating pontoons for
marina

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New Fisherman’s Quay and
Slipway

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Excavation and dredging of
harbour area to the north-west
of Fisherman’s Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

New fixed vehicular bridge by
Copperhouse Gate

Copperhouse Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Angarrack Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

New pedestrian bridge from East
Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Copperhouse Pool sluice gate
maintenance works

Copperhouse Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Angarrack Stream

Low

Negligible

Negligible

North Quay Wall remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

North Quay (Eastern) Wall
remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

South Quay Wall remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

New Penpol Creek half tide gate
and pedestrian crossing
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

East Quay Wall works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Wharf Wall remedial
works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor
Adverse

Carnsew Pool

High

Medium

Major
Adverse

Carnsew Quay remedial works

Table 13— 10: Impacts of release of contaminated material from individual work items
13.5.2.2 Assessment of operation impacts on water quality
Potential effects on receptors are considered against a whole scheme condition, rather than individual
activities, unlike construction phase impacts. Each receptor is considered individually and discussed.
During operation, activities likely to give rise to impacts include:
x

Sluicing

x

Increased harbour activity

x

Retention of impounded water within Penpol Creek upstream of the half tide gate

x

Surface and foul water drainage

Sluicing
Operational procedures include the potential for reinstating the use of hydraulic gates to hold back water in
Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools after high tide, then releasing it some time after the Harbour levels have
dropped (referred to as ‘sluicing’). This operation is intended to provide a sediment management function,
sweeping sands out of the harbour into St. Ives Bay. Key conditions generated during the sluicing include:
x

High water levels retained in Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools for an extended duration

x

Increased flow rates in the vicinity of the sluice gates on release of the stored water

The Angarrack Stream is a Main River and has a low sensitivity. Running into Copperhouse Pool, it would
effectively be impounded for a period during gate closure, and fluvial flow would continue to discharge into the
Pool. The watercourse extent, for this assessment, is considered to terminate upon entering Copperhouse
Pool, therefore, the impoundment could, if retained for an extended period of time increase stream water levels
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upstream of the Pool. The impact magnitude to the Angarrack Stream is considered to be medium, with an
overall impact significance of Minor Adverse.
Copperhouse Pool is identified as a SSSI, and is therefore an area of high sensitivity. Operating the sluice
gates in a sluicing function will retain a high water level for a prolonged period, increasing the length of
inundation, and consequently increasing the potential for sedimentation from the Angarrack Stream. The
magnitude of change is medium, consequently the significance of impact is Major Adverse.
Carnsew Pool is identified as a SSSI, and is therefore an area of high sensitivity. Operating the sluice gates in
a sluicing function will retain a high water level for a prolonged period, increasing the length of inundation. The
magnitude of change is medium, consequently the significance of impact is Major Adverse.
Increased harbour activity
Hayle Harbour (water side) area is the location of significant proposed construction works; excavation of
Cockle Bank, provision of a solid quay at the fisherman’s harbour and installation of floating pontoons for
marina use. The harbour is identified as a low sensitivity. Although there is an active fishing fleet using the
harbour, the provision of marina pontoons will bring more vessels into the water space. The potential risk of
increased vessel numbers is an increased pollutant potential from poorly maintained engines, poorly controlled
sanitary pump-out and other related impacts.
The magnitude of change in the harbour is characterised as large, with an overall impact significance of
Moderate Adverse.
Impounding Penpol Creek
Under operating conditions, the proposal to install a half tide gate in Penpol Creek will alter the hydrological
regime upstream of the gate, which may impact on water quality.
The Mellanear Stream is a Main River and has a low sensitivity. Under normal operating conditions, with a
retained water level at half tide, the stream will be able to continue to discharge as at present. The impact
significance on water quality under these conditions is considered to be Negligible. When the impounded level
is raised to permit larger vessels to be accommodated within the creek, then the impact significance on water
quality is considered to be Minor Adverse.
Penpol Creek has a low sensitivity, the provision of a half tide gate will alter the tidal range in the creek.
Currently, the creek has a tidal range in the order of 4m, largely drying at low tide. The tidal gate, operating to
retain a suitable water level to keep boats afloat at all stages of the tide, will alter the tidal regime. Retention of
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the Creek water may impact on water quality due to the reduced rate of water exchange. The impact
magnitude is considered to be medium, with an overall impact of significance of Minor Adverse.
Surface and foul water drainage

Surface water
The strategy for draining surface water from the proposed development areas will be to construct a separate
network of gravity storm drainage. This network will be arranged to follow public areas and to ensure that as
much of the system can be vested in South West Water as public sewers under a Section 104 Agreement
under the 1991 Water Industry Act. The discharge locations for the surface water will be arranged where
possible to be into tidal waters. Discussions with the Environment Agency are ongoing to seek their approval
to discharge and agree the necessary consents i.e. land drainage and discharge consents.
New outfalls will be required through the harbour walls at a level likely to be between high and low tidal water
levels, the details of these will also require agreement with the Harbour Authority to ensure they do not impact
on navigation or mooring.
The piped network will collect flow from roofs and paved areas and convey it to the harbour areas for
discharge. Car parking above 50 spaces and other relevant areas which fall under the scope of the EA’s PPG3
shall be provided with oil separators of the appropriate class, or other measures will be employed to prevent
pollution of the water environment.
With the possible exception of Riviere Fields, attenuation is not proposed to the surface water system given
the development areas’ proximity to the sea. In relation to Riviere Fields, infiltration systems will be
investigated, and if ground conditions permit (specifically, contamination and hydrogeological conditions),
SUDS systems will be adopted. If this is not possible, then surface water drainage will be arranged either to
Copperhouse Pool attenuated to the Greenfield rate of runoff, or to tidal waters, in which case, attenuation will
not be provided.
The proposals will have a number of impacts:
It will reduce the surface water component entering the existing combined sewers – Negligible
It will increase the rate of storm discharge to the Harbour – Negligible
It will improve the quality of storm water entering the harbour – Minor Beneficial
It will reduce the potential for infiltration of rainfall into contaminated ground, and reduce the potential for
mobilising contaminants into the Harbour – Minor Beneficial
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Foul drainage
The strategy for draining foul water from the proposed development areas will be to construct a separate
network of gravity foul drainage to connect to the existing South West Water infrastructure. Again this network
will be arranged to follow public areas and the system will be designed to be vested in South West Water as
public sewers under a Section 104 Agreement under 1991 Water Industry Act. The connection locations for the
foul water will be arranged to be as close as possible to the existing pumping stations on North Quay and East
Quay. The new development will increase flows both through the pumping stations and their respective rising
mains and could potentially impact on the capacity of the sewage treatment works. South West Water has
indicated that the infrastructure provision will need to be informed by the carrying out of a network modelling
exercise. This would be a combination of flow monitoring and network modelling.
The results of the evaluation will advise what works, if necessary, would be required to upgrade the existing
system to cater for the demands of the new development. Consultations with the Environment Agency and
South West Water are ongoing to establish what actions will be necessary in this respect. However, it is
anticipated that appropriate provision can be made to provide a suitable foul drainage system to serve the
development, phased over the 9 year construction period.
The impact magnitude is considered to be small, with an overall impact of significance of Negligible.
13.5.3

Potential effects on coastal erosion

13.5.3.1 Assessment of construction impacts on coastal erosion
In littoral terms, the proposed development is located at a process cul-de-sac. Wave and tide action dominate
the sediment processes in the vicinity of the harbour mouth, effectively pushing sand around and into the
harbour entrance from the beach. However, except for the emerging sand lobe at the Hayle Towans, the
Harbour area is virtually isolated from the Bay littoral processes.
During construction a large quantity of material will be excavated, transported and utilised onsite for fill,
construction or capping. All of the excavation works will be contained in the Harbour, with some re-shaping of
the Hayle Towans sand lobe. The construction phase of the works could release an amount of fine material,
which during ebb tides could wash out of the Harbour and accrete on the St. Ives Bay beaches.
The Harbour Contamination Report (Annex 14A) has identified elevated levels of contamination in Cockle Bank,
and the dredging/excavation of this area may release contamination into the water body.
The potential impacts of harbour excavation/dredging are considered to be Moderate Adverse on the harbour
itself and St Ives Bay.
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13.5.3.2 Assessment of operation impacts on coastal erosion
Historically, sluicing was carried out to sweep the harbour clear of sediment and maintain a stable and
accessible approach channel. Since the cessation of sluicing the Hayle Bar has repeatedly risen, the approach
channel has become more constricted and circuitous, and increased quantities of material have moved round
the base of the Hayle Towans towards the harbour. The re-introduction of a sluicing regime will slightly alter
the sediment regime in the strip of St. Ives Bay between the Harbour and the Hayle Bar. It is anticipated that
the level of the bar will be reduced, the approach channel will straighten and the quantity of material entering
the harbour will be reduced.
Operational changes will occur within Hayle Harbour due to excavation of Cockle Bank, provision of a solid
quay at the fisherman’s harbour and installation of floating pontoons for marina use.. Currently Cockle Bank
directs the ebbing flow from the two pools (Carnsew and Copperhouse). On removal the flows will follow a new
path. The altered flow path will impact on erosion and deposition processes as examined in the HR Wallingford
report (Annex 13F). The delivery of the fisherman’s quay will provide a flow constriction near the entrance of
the harbour causing a scour (erosion) and subsequent accretion (deposition) cell. The impact significance of
these construction changes on the harbour is considered to be Minor Adverse.
Hayle Estuary is designated as a SSSI, and is considered to be of high sensitivity. Altering the hydraulic
regime of the harbour and associated pools may have an impact on the hydraulic and sedimentation regime of
the Estuary itself. However, the hydraulic modelling undertaken by HR Wallingford demonstrates that regular
sluicing from both Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools would tend to drive sediment back out of the estuary as
occurred in the past. The magnitude of change is considered to be small, and the reduction of sand ingress
into the estuary is considered, through consultation with RSPB to be beneficial to the SSSI, therefore the
impact significance of sluicing is Moderate Beneficial.
Much of St Ives Bay, external to Hayle Harbour, is designated as SSSI and is of high sensitivity. Reinstatement
of the sluicing regime at the two pools will increase scour through the approach channel. Although it is not
possible to quantify the rate of change or benefit, reinstating sluicing will tend to straighten the approach
channel and reduce the level of the bar at the entrance of the channel. The impact significance of sluicing on St
Ives Bay is therefore considered to be Moderate Beneficial.
In addition, the HR Wallingford report (Annex 13F) indicates that the quantity of sand entering the Hayle
Estuary will be reduced. This issue is further discussed in the Ecology Chapter (Chapter 12).
Considering the improvement in sediment management by sluicing through a predicted reduction in Hayle Bar
level and the reduction of sand loss from the Bay to the Harbour, the sluicing element of the development is
considered to provide an impact significance of Minor Beneficial.
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13.5.4

Potential impacts on flood risk

The following assessment of potential effects has been based on the Flood Risk Assessment included in
Annex 13H. Please refer to this Annex for detailed information.
13.5.4.1 Assessment of construction impacts on flood risk
Only those items of construction work (from Section 13.5) that may have some impact on flood risk, and the
development itself are considered below.
Proposed development
The proposed development will be constructed partially within the current Flood Zone 2 (1 in 1000 year flood
event) and Flood Zone 3 (1 in 200 year flood event), although a large part of the overall development will be
located within Flood Zone 1 (<1 in 1000 year flood event). The construction will be phased. Each phase of
development will be constructed in such a way that it is entirely self contained in terms of flood risk
management. This includes the setting of minimum finished floor levels and thresholds to undercroft parking at
6.35m OD. This exceeds the recommended standard of protection of 1 in 200 year tidal level, including climate
change allowance to the year 2117, and an additional 500mm uncertainty freeboard. It also includes the
provision of emergency access routes to all development phases of a minimum level of 5.66m OD. This
represents the 1 in 200 year tidal level including climate change allowance to the year 2117. Please refer to the
Flood Risk Assessment for full details of this. Therefore the impact significance of the construction of these
works on flood risk is considered to be Negligible.
Penpol Creek half tide gate
The gate will be constructed so as not to affect tidal exchange within the Creek, and so tidal flood risk to
existing development in Hayle will be unchanged. The operational performance of the fluvial discharge from
Mellanear Stream into Penpol Creek will be unaffected by these works. Therefore the impact significance of the
construction of the half tide gate on flood risk is considered to be Negligible.
New fixed vehicular bridge by Copperhouse Gate
The bridge will require temporary works during construction which will over sail, and may be supported from
within the waterway immediately upstream of the Copperhouse old railway bridge (the existing bridge
crossing). Works may include construction from floating plant, and will involve construction from land based
plant. The Land Drainage Consent process for the temporary works, controlled by the EA, will ensure there are
no adverse flood risk impacts. Therefore the impact significance of the construction of these works on flood
risk is considered to be Negligible.
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Copperhouse Pool sluice gate maintenance works
These works will require the flood defence gate to be temporarily taken out of commission. This could lead to
an increase in flood risk to Copperhouse from two sources. First, if Copperhouse Pool cannot discharge to the
harbour, then water levels may build up in the pool and pose a fluvial flood risk to Copperhouse. Second, if the
gate is removed for modification, and the sluiceway left open, then the tidal flood risk to Copperhouse will
increase. Temporary works arrangements will be agreed with the Environment Agency, and will be controlled
through the Land Drainage Consent process to ensure that adverse flood risk impacts are minimised.
Therefore the impact significance of construction of these works on flood risk is considered to be Minor
Adverse.
13.5.4.2 Assessment of operation impacts on flood risk
Proposed development
The proposed development will be constructed in phases. Each phase of development will be constructed in
such a way that it is entirely self contained in terms of flood risk management. No part of the development will
be occupied, until the full flood protection measures are in place. The flood defence standard adopted for the
entire development has been set above the recommended standard (the 1 in 200 year tidal event), and
exceeds the 1 in 1000 year tidal event, including climate change and 500mm uncertainty freeboard allowances.
Therefore the impact significance of the operation of these works on flood risk for the life of the development is
considered to be Negligible.
Surface water drainage
Surface water drainage for the new development will be designed, to discharge directly to tidal waters, except
in the case of Riviere Fields, where drainage will be either by infiltration, attenuated discharge to Copperhouse
Pool, or un-attenuated discharge to tidal waters. Drainage infrastructure will be designed so as not to lead to
flooding of buildings for a design event of 1 in 100 years including appropriate allowance for climate change.
The design will incorporate measures to direct exceedance flows away from development. Therefore the
impact significance of the operation of these works on flood risk for the life of the development is considered
to be Negligible.
Penpol Creek half tide gate
Once constructed, the new Penpol Creek Half Tide Gate will provide an enhanced tidal flood defence to a
significant area of Hayle centred on Foundry Square. The impact significance of the operation of these works
on flood risk is considered to be Moderate Beneficial for the existing development at tidal flood risk in
Foundry Square.
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The facility to impound Penpol Creek over a large range of levels will provide flexibility to manage fluvial flood
risk from the Mellanear Stream when combined with high tidal levels in the harbour. Subject to the agreement
of the Environment Agency on the operational arrangements, the impact significance of the operation of these
works on flood risk is considered to be Moderate Beneficial for the existing development at tidal flood risk in
Foundry Square.
Copperhouse Pool sluice gate
The operation of the Environment Agency’s Copperhouse Pool Sluice Gate for sluicing will require operational
arrangements and procedures to be formally agreed with the Environment Agency, so that its primary function
– that of a tidal flood defence gate – is not compromised. Therefore the impact significance of the operation of
the gate for sluicing on flood risk is considered to be Negligible.
13.5.5

Potential impacts on hydraulic regime

13.5.5.1 Assessment of construction impacts on hydraulic regime
As identified in Section 13.5.1, there are some 23 items of work in the marine environment. This section only
identifies those which are considered to have a potential impact on the hydraulic regime during construction.
See table 13.11 for details.
Refurbishment of the tunnels to Carnsew Pool could have a significant impact on the hydraulic regime of
the pool. The refurbishment will require the temporary isolation of the tunnels from the hydraulic process, that
is, no flow will pass through them. This will have a significant impact on the inundation regime of the pool and
is considered to represent an impact significance of Severe Adverse.
New Penpol Creek half tide gate and pedestrian crossing will be constructed within cofferdams and in
phases to permit tidal exchange into/out of the creek. Any fluvial outflow from the Mellanear Stream will be
unaffected by the construction, and dewatering operations from cofferdams will be pumped into the open
harbour area. Considering the low sensitivity of the aquatic ecosystem, the impact significance of these works
on Mellanear Stream and Penpol Creek are considered Minor Adverse.
Excavation and dredging of Cockle Bank and surrounding area to provide marina basin will remove the
existing man-made bank that currently directs the flow from Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools. During the
excavation works, the flow will follow an altered route depending on extraction progress. Although there is a
marked impact on the hydraulic regime during construction, the inundation regime of the two pools will remain
unaltered. Consequently the impact significance on the receptors is considered to be Negligible.
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In relation to Hayle Harbour, the dredging for the removal of Cockle Bank and the creation of the marina basin
will involve the disturbance of sediments due to the dredging process itself. The impact significance on Hayle
Harbour is considered to be Minor Adverse.,
Construction of the new Fisherman’ s Quay will be undertaken through local exclusion of the tide. These
works will not impact on any of the identified receptors. However there is potential risk associated with
accidental release of sediments. The location of the Fisherman’s Quay, in the vicinity of the highest velocity
field found in the harbour, leads to the conclusion that any released sediment will settle in flow reduction areas
such as the marina basin, or out in the bay, therefore the sensitive receptors will not be affected, the impact
significance is considered to be Negligible.
New fixed vehicular bridge in the vicinity of Copperhouse Gate, during the construction works there will be
a degree of flow alteration as the three piers are built in the pool. It is unlikely that their construction will have a
significant impact on the flow regime into, and out of, the pool. The impact significance is considered
Negligible.
The new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay will have a single pier towards the centre of the
two quay walls, the construction methodology is to form this pier as a single/group of bearing piles, that is
locally driven with little in the way of temporary works, or local disruption. The impact significance on Hayle
Harbour is considered Negligible.
Copperhouse Pool Sluice gate maintenance works will necessitate the removal of the current sluice gate for
modification and improvement works. During this period the sluice gate will not operate as a flow regulator or
be able to be deployed in a flood defence mode. The flood defence function of this structure is considered of
great benefit to third party property, but only in the event of significantly adverse tidal/fluvial conditions. The
impact significance on the normal hydraulic regime (filling and emptying) of Copperhouse Pool is considered to
be Moderate Adverse.
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Refurbishment of the tunnels to
Carnsew Pool

Carnsew Pool

High

Large

Severe
Adverse

New Penpol Creek half tide gate
and pedestrian crossing

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Excavation and dredging of
Cockle Bank

Carnsew Pool

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Copperhouse Pool

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

New fixed vehicular bridge

Copperhouse Pool

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

New pedestrian bridge from East
Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Copperhouse Pool Sluice gate
maintenance works

Copperhouse Pool

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Construction of the new
Fisherman’s Quay

Table 13— 11: Effects of construction on Hydraulic Regime
13.5.5.2 Assessment of operation impacts on hydraulic regime
The operation of Carnsew Pool second sluice will potentially increase the speed of inundation into Carnsew
Pool if both sluice structures are open fully. This will increase the high tide achievable in the pool. The low tide
will remain unaltered through the provision of a sill that is at the same elevation as the existing Carnsew
Tunnels weir. The impact significance is considered to be Moderate Adverse. See table 13.12 for details.
Penpol Creek half tide gate and pedestrian crossing will operationally alter the hydraulic regime of Penpol
Creek. Retention of a half tide level will reduce the intertidal area, and increase the subtidal extent. The
Mellanear Stream will more often discharge into a half tide marine condition, and on occasions, a higher
retained water level condition. Impact significance on the hydraulic regime is considered Minor Adverse.
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The Marina basin will generate an area of velocity reduction, as the flooding tide passes the Fisherman’s
Quay, and the ebbing tide exits from the two pools. The flow streams from the two sluicing pools will be
considered in the design of anchoring the floating pontoons. The impact significance is considered to be
Minor Adverse.
The Fisherman’s Quay will operationally alter the flow paths in its vicinity. The predicted flow pattern and rates
are further detailed in the HR Wallingford Report, Annex 13F.
Vehicular bridge in the vicinity of Copperhouse Gate, will have no impact on the operational condition of the
hydraulic regime as the piers are designed to avoid the current flow channel from Copperhouse Pool. The
impact significance is considered to be Negligible.
The new pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay will have little effect on the hydraulic regime, as
there will only be a single pier support which will be slender and have a Negligible impact significance.
Copperhouse Pool Sluice gate will, operationally, have a Major Adverse impact on the hydraulic regime of
Copperhouse Pool due to the re-instatement of sluicing outlined in Section 13.1.1.1. The high water will be
artificially maintained for a period of three hours on every tide.
Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Operation of Carnsew Pool
second sluice

Carnsew Pool

High

Small

Moderate
Adverse

New Penpol Creek half tide gate
and pedestrian crossing

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Minor
Adverse

Construction of the new
Fisherman’s Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

New fixed vehicular bridge

Copperhouse Pool

High

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

New pedestrian bridge from East
Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor
Adverse

Copperhouse Pool Sluice gate
maintenance works

Copperhouse Pool

High

Small

Major
Adverse

Table 13— 12: Effects of operation on hydraulic regime
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13.5.6

Potential impacts on navigation

Note:

All harbour works associated with the regeneration scheme which may limit navigation in any way will

be the subject of a separate Harbour Revision Order.
13.5.6.1 Assessment of construction impacts on navigation
During construction there will be a balance between construction efficiency and the needs of the harbour
users. Refer to the Harbour Works Description, Annex 13G, for further information on specific items of work.
See table 13.13 for details.
Key work elements that may directly affect navigation are:
Excavation of Cockle Bank and Marina Basin
Initial construction may require the use of a floating dredger, in which case, it is likely to require a quayside
mooring and encumber navigation in the vicinity. However, as the dredging operation continues, the dredging
activity will be isolated to the historic space of Cockle Bank and will no longer hinder the existing navigation
availability.
Potentially, depending on method of construction adopted, there may be the use of a floating pipeline or barge
to receive dredged material. In this case, there may be disruption to navigation on the North Quay side of
Cockle Bank. The impact severity is considered to be Minor Adverse.
Construction of Penpol Creek gate
The most efficient method of construction of the Penpol Gate in Penpol Creek would be to exclude the Creek
from the tidal regime during the period of construction. This would exclude vessels from accessing Penpol
Creek and represents a significant impact on the navigation of Penpol Creek and is considered as Moderate
Adverse.
Construction of Fisherman’ s Quay
The works associated with the construction of the fisherman’s quay will be limited approximately to the
footprint of the structure itself, without constricting the main flow channel beyond that represented by the
harbour arm. The construction phase of the harbour arm will require space on North Quay excluding it
temporarily from mooring availability, as other mooring space will be available, the impact significance is
considered to be Minor Adverse.
Installation of pontoons
The installation of pontoons will be carried out from floating plant, and will not materially affect navigation or
mooring berths. The impact significance is considered to be Negligible.
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New pedestrian bridge from East Quay to North Quay
The construction of the proposed pedestrian bridge will, in the main, be undertaken using land based plant.
However the pier is likely to involve marine plant. The duration of works requiring marine based plant will be
short (probably less than 6 weeks), but is likely to have an effect on access to a section of East Quay and to
the existing harbour slipway during this period. The impact significance is considered to be Minor Adverse.
Construction of new slipway and sailing centre
The construction of the proposed slipway and associated sailing centre will be undertaken at the same time as
the fisherman quay works, so will not generate additional cumulative impact on navigation during construction.
The impact significance is considered Negligible.
Quay Wall remedial works
Small sections of wall will be isolated from navigation access during remedial works. The period of isolation will
be comparatively short, with other sections of wall available for mooring. The impact significance of these
works are considered to be Negligible.

Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Excavation of Cockle Bank and
Marina Basin

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Small

Minor Adverse

Construction of Penpol Creek
Gate

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Construction of the new
Fisherman’s Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor Adverse

Hayle Estuary

High

Negligible

Minor Adverse

Installation of Pontoons

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor Adverse

New pedestrian bridge from East
Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor Adverse

Construction of new slipway and
sailing centre

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor Adverse

Wall remedial works

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Negligible

Minor Adverse

Table 13— 13: Effects of construction on navigation
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13.5.6.2 Assessment of operation impacts on navigation
This section considers the operational activities within the harbour and the potential impacts that each activity
may have on navigation.
Sluicing, as a material component of the scheme, will affect navigation in the vicinity of Hayle Harbour. At the
point of release (the sluice gates at Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools), there will be a significant increase in
local water velocities. These locations, however, are not used as mooring points. Refer to Annex 13F (the HR
Wallingford report on flow velocities and extents). The report demonstrates that the flow velocities soon drop
to acceptable levels for navigation. Indeed, the navigation window for safe access and egress to and from the
harbour is identified as three hours either side of high water. If users adhere to this safe navigation window,
they will not be manoeuvring during periods of high sluicing flow. See table 13.14 for details.
The sluicing operation will aid the maintenance of the approach channel in terms of depth. The sluicing
process will tend to sweep sediments from the harbour back into St. Ives Bay, it is also considered that the
approach channel will straighten and the Hayle Bar, currently a safety risk, will tend to lower. Refer to Annex
13D for more information. The impact of sluicing on navigation in Hayle Harbour is considered Major
Beneficial.
Marina provision and operation in Hayle Harbour is understood to be contentious due to the safety risks
associated with the Hayle Bar. Although there is no statutory requirement for qualification when in ownership,
or skippering a vessel in the UK, it is widely understood that navigating the North Devon and Cornwall coast
has certain challenges such as large tidal range, tidal races, shoals, Atlantic swell and drying harbours. A
marina at Hayle will provide protected floating berths for transiting and resident vessels which are in short
supply in the region. Considering the combined findings of the HR Wallingford report, Annex 13F, and local
boating awareness, the impact significance is considered Moderate Beneficial. However, a safety risk
remains to be mitigated, and this is addressed in section 13.6.2.
Other key scheme elements that have a direct impact on navigation are:
Marina basin and floating pontoons
The provision of a marina basin and additional berthing points, with modern facilities and services will be an
improvement in the boating amenity value of Hayle, servicing boat users much better than the current
provision. The impact significance, in terms of navigation, is Major Beneficial.
Penpol Half Tide Gate
When deployed operationally at half tide to retain a fixed water level, navigation will not be possible between
the main harbour and Penpol Creek. Navigation will be restricted to water levels above mean tide, that is, a
duration of approximately 6 hours, 3 hours either side of high tide. Currently boat owners can access Penpol
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Creek over a wider navigation window. However, most require the flow speeds to be low enough through the
harbour entrance to navigate. This period occurs concurrently with the revised navigation access regime. The
impact significance is considered Minor Adverse.
Fisherman’ s Quay
The fisherman’s quay will formalise and increase the facility provision significantly to the local fishing fleet.
Better berths, catch handling, storage and operational space will improve their working conditions and safety
considerably. The impact significance is Major Beneficial.
East Quay to North Quay Bridge
The provision of a bridge between East Quay and North Quay will still permit navigation to the upstream
section of East Quay, either beneath the fixed deck portion, or through the moveable section (lifting/swinging).
Nonetheless, the ease of navigation will be reduced, and therefore the impact significance is considered to be
Minor Adverse.
North Quay Slipway and Sailing Centre
Provision of the proposed slipway and sailing centre will increase the facility value of navigation in Hayle. The
current slipway is narrow, steep and with poor access. The sailing centre will provide a coordinated, and
manageable amenity for recreational sailing and boat use. The impact significance is considered to be Major
Beneficial.
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Item

Receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of Impact

Significance
of Impact

Sluicing

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Large

Major
Beneficial

Marina basin and floating
pontoons

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Large

Major
Beneficial

Penpol gate

Penpol Creek

Low

Small

Moderate
Adverse

Construction of the new
Fisherman’s Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Large

Major
Beneficial

New pedestrian bridge from East
Quay to North Quay

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Large

Minor
Adverse

Construction of new slipway and
sailing centre

Hayle Harbour

Medium

Large

Major
Beneficial

Table 13— 14: Effects of operation on navigation
The cumulative impacts of the proposed elements in operation are considered to be Major Beneficial.

13.6

Mitigation measures

13.6.1

Mitigation for impacts on water quality during construction

The construction methods discussed below will assist in avoiding, reducing or minimising the potential for
contaminants, sediments, dust and debris and pollutants migrating to water features and thus protect water
quality and the ecosystems and fisheries they support. The Contractor will be required to prepare a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), which will include mitigation measures to protect the
water environment. This will set out how construction activities will be undertaken in accordance with the
pollution prevention guidelines published by the Environment Agency, particularly PPG1 (General guide to the
prevention of water pollution), PPG5 (Works in, near or liable to affect watercourses) and PPG6 (Working at
construction and demolition sites), and other good construction guidance, such as guidance on silt pollution
and how to prevent it.
13.6.1.1 Mitigation for increased sediment loads
The areas of exposed surface will be minimised and the gradient kept as shallow as possible to prevent large
amounts of material being washed into the Harbour and Estuary during periods of heavy rainfall. Any areas
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which are exposed will either be re-covered/surfaced as soon as practicable, or bunds will be employed to
control this element. Tight control of site boundaries will be enforced by the contractor, including minimal land
clearance and restrictions on the use of machinery adjacent to Hayle Harbour. Wheel wash facilities will also
be provided at all entry and exit points. The residue from the wheel wash facilities will be disposed of outside
the site and not discharged into the Harbour.
Run off from site will be captured in perimeter cut-off ditches, settlement lagoons, and/or settlement tanks.
These will allow run-off to be treated prior to discharge. Approval will be required from the Environment
Agency for any discharges to controlled waters such as Hayle Harbour. See table 13.15 for details.
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Carnsew Pool

Increased sedimentation
during excavation

Minimise area and gradient of exposed surfaces.
Boundary control. Wheel wash facilities. Treatment and
interception measures. CEMP.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Increased sedimentation

Minimise area and gradient of exposed surfaces.

during excavation

Boundary control. Wheel wash facilities. Treatment and

Hayle Harbour

interception measures. CEMP.

Penpol Creek

Moderate adverse

Minor adverse

Increased sedimentation

Minimise area and gradient of exposed surfaces.

during excavation

Boundary control. Wheel wash facilities. Treatment and
interception measures. CEMP.

Mellanear
Stream

Minor adverse

Negligible

Increased sedimentation

Minimise area and gradient of exposed surfaces.

during excavation

Boundary control. Wheel wash facilities. Treatment and
interception measures. CEMP.

Negligible
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Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Hayle Estuary

Increased sedimentation

Minimise area and gradient of exposed surfaces.

during excavation

Boundary control. Wheel wash facilities. Treatment and
interception measures. CEMP.

Moderate adverse

Minor adverse

Table 13— 15: Increased sediment loads mitigation
13.6.1.2 Mitigation for dust and debris
Dust management procedures which are typically implemented for air quality management issues (see chapter
11), such as damping down to suppress the creation of dust, could be applied to mitigate impacts from dust
on water bodies resulting from demolition and earthworks. Good site practice, perimeter fences and tight
control of materials and waste will minimise the risk of debris entering water courses. See table 13.16 for
details.
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Carnsew Pool

Dust and debris

Dust management procedure e.g. damping.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Dust and debris

Dust management procedure e.g. damping.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Dust and debris

Dust management procedure e.g. damping.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Dust and debris

Dust management procedure e.g. damping.

Negligible

Negligible

Hayle Harbour

Penpol Creek

Mellanear
Stream
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Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Angarrack
Stream

Dust and debris

Dust management procedure e.g. damping.

Negligible

Negligible

Table 13— 16: Dust and debris mitigation
13.6.1.3 Mitigation for accidental leaks and spillages of hazardous substances
The Contractor will be required to prepare a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), which will
include a detailed mitigation strategy to minimise the risk of accidental leaks and spillages of hazardous
substances. This will set out how construction activities will be undertaken in accordance with the pollution
prevention guidelines published by the Environment Agency, for example PPG2 (Above ground oil storage
tanks).
Storage facilities and tanks will be provided and the re-fuelling of machinery will be conducted within bunded
areas. The storage and bunded areas will be constructed of impervious floors and walls with the capacity for
the contents of the storage tank and an additional 10% safety margin. Drip trays used for diesel pumps and
standing plant will be regularly maintained to prevent leaks. Oil interceptors will also be installed in areas that
may be used for temporary oil storage and refuelling. As a remedial measure, spill containment equipment
such as absorbent materials will be stored on site.
Any mixing of construction materials, such as concrete, will be conducted in designated areas located away
from drainage lines and Quay walls. The mitigation strategies implemented should be reviewed regularly to
best suit the practices currently being undertaken on site. See table 13.17 for details.
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Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Carnsew Pool

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Negligible

Negligible

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Accidental Leaks and Spillages
of Hazardous Substances

In accordance with EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidance. Appropriate storage, interceptors,
designated work areas and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Hayle
Harbour

Penpol Creek

Mellanear
Stream

Angarrack
Stream

Copperhouse
Pool

Hayle Estuary

Table 13— 17: Accidental leaks and spillages mitigation
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13.6.1.4 Mitigation for disturbance of contaminated materials
Any contaminated land or groundwater discovered on site during construction will be remediated, removed or
avoided. See table 13.18 for details.
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Carnsew Pool

Disturbance of contaminated
material

Remediation or removal of contaminated land
prior to construction and CEMP.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Disturbance of contaminated
material

Remediation or removal of contaminated land
prior to construction and CEMP.

Moderate adverse

Negligible

Disturbance of contaminated
material

Remediation or removal of contaminated land
prior to construction and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Disturbance of contaminated
material

Remediation or removal of contaminated land
prior to construction and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Disturbance of contaminated
material

Remediation or removal of contaminated land
prior to construction and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Negligible

Disturbance of contaminated

Remediation or removal of contaminated land

material

prior to construction and CEMP.

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Disturbance of contaminated

Remediation or removal of contaminated land

material

prior to construction and CEMP.

Minor adverse

Minor adverse

Hayle Harbour

Penpol Creek

Mellanear Stream

Angarrack Stream

Copperhouse Pool

Hayle Estuary

Table 13— 18: Disturbance of contaminated material mitigation
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13.6.2

Mitigation for impacts on coastal erosion

13.6.2.1 Mitigation for construction stage
The excavation/dredging of the harbour, including Cockle Bank, will be controlled to limit potential sediment
plume formation. Techniques such as dredging screens, and imposing limits to operation within the tidal cycle
will reduce the potential impact. Such techniques and operating procedures will be established through the
CEMP. These mitigation measures will reduce the impact significance from Moderate Adverse to Minor
Adverse.
13.6.2.2 Mitigation for operational stage
Operation stage mitigation has been drawn from the previous sub-sections then grouped by function for
assessment and identification of residual risk.
During operation of the scheme, coastal erosion, and accretion will be an on going process of maintenance
and management. St. Ives Bay is a very active littoral cell. The key processes will remain unchanged by the
proposed development that is that wave action at high tide will continue to push sand around the base of
Hayle Towans towards the harbour. The transfer of material from St. Ives Bay to the harbour area will be
reduced during periods of sluicing. However, this will primarily occur during summer months, rather than
during the winter when wave effects are greatest. It is therefore intended to introduce a sediment trap at the
seaward end of the fishermen’s harbour/marina. This will trap sediments encroaching into the harbour, which
sluicing may fail to control. It is proposed that material won from the sediment trap on an operational basis will
be redistributed onto the beach of St. Ives Bay in the vicinity of the Towans. See table 13.19 for details.
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

St Ives Bay

Loss of beach material to the
harbour – limited by sluicing
regime

Management of sediment ingress through
sluicing and sediment trap maintenance

Minor Beneficial

Major beneficial

Sedimentation in the harbour.

The provision of a sediment trap at the

Harbour (water side)

entrance of the harbour will focus accretion at a
maintainable location. The marina basin will be
excavated towards the Copperhouse Pool, to
capture any fine material discharged from the
Angarrack Stream.
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Receptor

Harbour

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Ingress of material from St.
Ives Bay

Management of sediment ingress through
sluicing and sediment trap maintenance

Minor Adverse

Negligible

Table 13— 19: Coastal erosion mitigation
13.6.3

Mitigation for water resources impacts

Surface water drainage
Although it is not proposed to provide mitigation for adverse impacts, as these are, at worst, Negligible,
consideration will be given to re-use of roof water from the larger retail and commercial developments as grey
water for toilet flushing and irrigation use.
Foul drainage
There is no mitigation proposed for impacts resulting from the proposed foul drainage strategy.
13.6.4

Mitigation for flood risk impacts

Refer to Annex 13H Hayle Harbour Regeneration Flood Risk Assessment for more information.
The strategy for delivering flood defence to the scheme is through wide spread ground level raising, so that all
new development within Flood Zone 3 is set above the appropriate flood level. All development thresholds are
to be raised to at least 6.35m AOD, including doorways, parking thresholds, building voids, vents and flood
sensitive equipment. Safe access and egress is delivered as identified on Figure 8 of the Flood Risk
Assessment. These elements are built in as components of the scheme.
Penpol Creek gate will be constructed to enable functionality as a flood defence asset. Although the activation
of Penpol gate will not provide an additional flood defence standard of service for the proposed scheme, it will
provide third party flood security to Hayle Town Centre, particularly properties in Foundry Square. See table
13.20 for details.
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Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Harbour (land side)

Flooding of property and
personal safety risk

No mitigation is proposed as the scheme
adequately deals with flood risk for the life of the
development including Sea Level Rise, and
freeboard.

Negligible

Negligible

Increased flood risk

There will be an operational regime that will
ensure the gate is raised with sufficient notice to
provide increased fluvial storage behind the gate
to receive storm discharge.

Minor Adverse

Minor Beneficial

Mellanear Stream

Table 13— 20: Flood risk mitigation
13.6.5

Mitigation for impacts on hydraulic regime

Penpol Creek half tide gate
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Penpol Creek

Reduced water quality behind
the Gate within the
impounded section

The gate will be operated at a half tide
configuration, therefore, when the tide rises
above this level the creek will receive a full flush
from the tide. Maximum retention will be during
the neap period, with a maximum residence time
of 7 days.

Minor Adverse

Minor Adverse

Reduced navigation

Vessels that require access and egress during
times of impoundment may be serviced outside
of Penpol Creek

Minor Adverse

Minor Adverse

Table 13— 21: Mitigation for impacts from Penpol half tide gate
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Sluicing from both Carnsew and Copperhouse Pools
The scheme proposes that the sluices that were historically located at the entrance to Copperhouse Pool, the
Carnsew Tunnels and at the Carnsew ‘Second sluice’ be replaced with modern equivalents. The sluice gates
will be operated in such a way as to aid the sediment management regime operated in the harbour, that is, at
high tide the sluice gates will close holding back a significant volume of water in the pools as the tide goes out.
At a predetermined time the sluice gates will open to release a large amount of water at an increased velocity.
The faster water flow will occur when the channel water levels are lowered by the tide, creating a degree of
scour and a net export of material out of the harbour. The results of modelling (Annex 13f) shows in the inner
harbour area the sediment flux vectors are reversed suggesting that the sluicing would be effective in flushing
sediment out of the harbour. However, principally due to predicted ecological constraints (please refer to
Chapter 12 – Ecology for details) this regime cannot be implemented without perceived unacceptable impacts.
The mitigated operational procedure for sluicing is therefore:
a)

Sluicing during the period of 15 April to 31 August

b)

Sluicing to be undertaken on effective spring tides (not neaps), that is, two high tides a day during a

th

st

five day period
c)

Only one set of Carnsew sluices (either Carnsew Tunnels, or Carnsew Second sluice) will be opened
to allow ingress of water. This will replicate the inundation profile that currently exists

d)

The waters will be retained for a period not exceeding 3 hours

e)

The waters will be released through Copperhouse gate, and a single Carnsew sluice
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Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Angarrack Stream

Increase stream water levels.

The duration of retention in Copperhouse Pool (3
hours) will not be sufficient to build levels such
as to increase flood risk to Copperhouse.

Minor Adverse

Negligible

Increased water level

Water retention for sluicing will only be
undertaken during the most effective tides, that
is, the few either side of peak spring tides.

Copperhouse Pool

retention

Carnsew Pool

Hayle Estuary

St. Ives Bay

Major Adverse

Moderate Adverse

Increased water level
retention

Water retention for sluicing will only be
undertaken during the most effective tides, that
is, the few either side of peak spring tides.

Major Adverse

Moderate Adverse

Reduced sand ingress into
Estuary

No mitigation necessary

Moderate Beneficial

Moderate Beneficial

Straightened channel and
reduced sand bar.

No mitigation necessary

Moderate Beneficial

Moderate Beneficial

Table 13— 22: Mitigation for impacts arising from sluicing
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13.6.6

Mitigation for impacts on navigation

Marina basin and floating pontoons
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Harbour (water side)

Increased pollution due to
increased vessel numbers

A marina pollutant management plan will be
operated by the Harbour Authority.

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Increased pollutant risk on

Pollution management plan operated by the
Harbour Authority

Copperhouse Pool

flooding tide

Carnsew Pool

Harbour

Boat user safety

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Increased pollutant risk on
flooding tide

Pollution management plan operated by the
Harbour Authority

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Improved recreational boating
amenity delivered

No mitigation necessary

Major Beneficial

Major Beneficial

Increased boating use, safety
risk from Hayle Bar and
navigation window

Sluicing will straighten the approach channel
and reduce the level of the Hayle bar when
undertaken. Education of boat users, safe
operating practices, notice to mariners etc.

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Table 13— 23: Mitigation for impacts from Marina basin and floating pontoons
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Fishermen’ s Harbour
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Harbour (water side)

Altered sediment regime

Provision of a sediment trap will interrupt
incoming material prior to reaching the marina
pontoon space for ease of maintenance.

Moderate Adverse

Minor Adverse

Improved commercial user
amenity and facility

No mitigation necessary

Major Beneficial

Major Beneficial

Table 13— 24: Mitigation for impacts from Fishermen’ s harbour
East Quay to North Quay bridge
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

East Quay

Restricted access

The bridge design will incorporate an opening
section, either lifting or swing.

Major Adverse

Negligible

Table 13— 25 Mitigation for impacts from East Quay to North Quay Bridge
Heritage Footbridge (Penpol Creek)
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Penpol Creek

Restricted access

The bridge design will incorporate an opening
section, either lifting or swing.

Major Adverse

Negligible

Table 13— 26 Mitigation for impacts from Heritage Footbridge
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North Quay Slipway and Sailing Centre
Receptor

Environmental Impact
Impact Significance

Mitigation Measure
Residual Impact Significance

Boat users

Increased facility and amenity
value to users

No mitigation necessary

Major Beneficial

Major Beneficial

Table 13— 27 Mitigation for impacts from North Quay Slipway and Sailing Centre

13.7

Residual impacts

Residual risks from flooding will remain for events greater than 1 in 1000 year event, including climate change.
This potential risk is considered Negligible.
The absence of a positive drainage network during the construction phase complicates the methods in which
contaminants are contained and treated, primarily hydro-carbons and oils. However, mitigation measures will
minimise these impacts, and considering that the impacts will be short term only, the residual impacts will
generally be Minor Adverse.
Mitigation measures have been proposed to treat and contain contaminated soils or pollutants from crude
sewage entering the groundwater and/or being washed into Hayle Harbour. Good site practice will also reduce
the likelihood of accidental spillages of chemicals and fuels from entering the groundwater or site surface
water run off.
Good site practice will reduce the likelihood of excess sedimentation in site surface water run off. There are
still residual risks remaining, but the probability is low and the risks are short term only, therefore adverse
residual impacts will be Minor. Mitigation measures proposed for the operational phase of the development are
intended to avoid adverse impacts, rather than minimise. Residual impacts will therefore be Negligible.
13.7.1

Construction stage residual impacts

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared and implemented to manage the
environmental impacts of the construction process. All construction and installation activities including those
carried out by subcontractors and suppliers would be supervised, or regularly checked through the completion
of site inspections by the Contractors Environmental Manager, to ensure that requirements identified in risk
assessments or method statements have been implemented. The frequency and extent of this supervision
would vary according to the degree of competence displayed by the workforce and the level of risk to the
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environment. Construction phase operations would be carried out in accordance with guidance contained
within the Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidelines. Notwithstanding this, residual impacts remain,
and these are considered below.
13.7.1.1 Increased sediment loads
Receptor

Environmental
Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Management

Carnsew Pool

Increased
sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Stormwater will be diverted around and away
from stockpiles using diversion channels and
bunds. Implementation of a CEMP.

Hayle
Harbour

Increased
sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Stormwater will be diverted around and away
from stockpiles using diversion channels and
bunds. Implementation of a CEMP.

Hayle Estuary

Increased
sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Stormwater will be diverted around and away
from stockpiles using diversion channels and
bunds. Implementation of a CEMP.

Table 13— 28 Residual Impact of increased sediment loads
13.7.1.2 Dust and debris
Receptor

Environmental
Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Management

Carnsew
Pool

Dust and Debris

Minor adverse

Barriers put in place to prevent debris entering
Carnsew Pool during construction.
Implementation of a CEMP.

Table 13— 29 Residual Impacts of dust and debris
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13.7.1.3 Accidental leaks and spillages of hazardous substances
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Management

Carnsew
Pool

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

No such materials will be kept within the 1
in 200 year flood extents. Waste will be
stored within a bunded area and disposed
of appropriately by a regulated waste
contractor. Implementation of a CEMP.

Copperhouse
Pool

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

No such materials will be kept within the 1
in 200 year flood extents. Waste will be
stored within a bunded area and disposed
of appropriately by a regulated waste
contractor. Implementation of a CEMP.

Hayle
Estuary

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

No such materials will be kept within the 1
in 200 year flood extents. Waste will be
stored within a bunded area and disposed
of appropriately by a regulated waste
contractor. Implementation of a CEMP.
Table 13— 30 Residual Impacts of accidental leaks and spillages
13.7.2

Operational stage residual impacts

Appointed environmental representatives will carry out regular inspections of their respective areas, to verify
that management, maintenance and supporting controls are being implemented effectively. These inspections
will utilise the site environmental standards as the minimum standards that should be achieved, with necessary
actions being recorded and raised at progress meetings. Subsequent inspections would commence with a
review of all outstanding actions from previous reports to verify that they have been completed.
13.7.2.1 Hydraulic regime
Receptor

Penpol Creek

Environmental Impact

Residual
Impact
Significance

Reduced Water Quality
Minor Adverse
behind the Gate and
Reduced Navigation
Table 13— 31 Residual Impacts of hydraulic regime
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13.7.2.2 Sluicing from both Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Management

Harbour (water
side)

Sedimentation in the
harbour.

Minor Adverse

Implementation of a CEMP.

Copperhouse Pool

Increased water level
retention

Moderate Adverse

Implementation of a CEMP.

Carnsew Pool

Increased water level
retention

Moderate Adverse

Implementation of a CEMP.

Table 13— 32: Residual Impacts of sluicing
13.7.2.3 Fisherman’ s Harbour
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Management

Harbour (water
side)

Altered sediment
regime

Minor Adverse

Implementation of a CEMP

Table 13— 33: Residual Impacts of new fisherman’s harbour

13.8

Monitoring

It is essential to monitor sedimentation, pollution and other negative impacts throughout the whole project
cycle, from the design of the scheme, through to the construction and operation phases. The residual impacts
identified in section 13.7 will be monitored and mitigation adjusted as necessary.
13.8.1

Monitoring during construction stage

Monthly water monitoring is advised during the construction period, to ensure proposed mitigation measures
are being effective in maintaining the existing surface water quality. A water quality monitoring programme
should be implemented to confirm the water quality impact before the full-scale implementation of
construction. Providing correct working procedures are adopted and care is taken to avoid pollution of the
watercourses, no significant residual effects are predicted for the construction phase of the development.
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13.8.1.1 Increased sediment loads
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Carnsew Pool

Increased sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Monitoring of water quality and
sediment testing throughout the
construction stage

Hayle
Harbour

Increased sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Monitoring of water quality and
sediment testing throughout the
construction stage

Hayle Estuary

Increased sedimentation
during excavation

Minor adverse

Monitoring of water quality and
sediment testing throughout the
construction stage

Table 13— 34 Monitoring of increased sediment loads
13.8.1.2 Dust and debris
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Carnsew Pool

Dust and Debris

Minor adverse

Monitoring of the dust /debris
produced and water quality during
the construction stage

Table 13— 35 Monitoring of dust and debris
13.8.1.3 Accidental leaks and spillages of hazardous substances
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Carnsew
Pool

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place throughout the construction
stage

Copperhouse
Pool

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place throughout the construction
stage

Hayle
Estuary

Accidental Leaks and
Spillages of Hazardous
Substances

Minor adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place throughout the construction
stage

Table 13— 36 Monitoring of accidental leaks and spillages
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13.8.1.4 Effects on coastal erosion
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Hayle
Estuary

Sediment plumes and
mobilisation of
contaminants due to
dredging

Minor adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place throughout the construction
stage

St Ives Bay

Sediment plumes and
mobilisation of
contaminants due to
dredging

Minor adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place throughout the construction
stage

Table 13— 37 Effects on Coastal Erosion
13.8.2

Monitoring during operational stage

13.8.2.1 Hydraulic regime
Receptor

Environmental
Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Penpol Creek

Reduced Water Quality
behind the Gate and
Reduced Navigation

Minor Adverse

Water quality monitoring will take
place at regular intervals

Table 13— 38 Monitoring of the hydraulic regime
13.8.2.2 Sluicing from both Copperhouse and Carnsew Pools
Receptor

Environmental
Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Harbour (water
side)

Sedimentation in the
harbour.

Minor Adverse

Monitoring of sedimentation and
water quality at regular intervals

Copperhouse Pool

Increased water level
retention

Moderate

Monitoring of sedimentation and
water quality at regular intervals

Increased water level
retention

Moderate

Carnsew Pool

Adverse

Adverse

Monitoring of sedimentation and
water quality at regular intervals

Table 13— 39 Monitoring of sluicing
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13.8.2.3 Fisherman’ s Harbour
Receptor

Environmental Impact

Residual Impact
Significance

Monitoring

Harbour (water
side)

Altered sediment regime

Minor Adverse

Monitoring of sediment regime at
regular intervals

Table 13— 40 Monitoring of the fisherman’ s harbour

13.9
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14

Ground Conditions

14.1

Introduction

This chapter summarises relevant planning policy and government guidance in relation to ground conditions
and contamination. It describes the physical aspects of the site and the proposed development in so far as
they affect the potential for impacts in relation to contamination of the ground (soil), water and physical ground
conditions.
The impact assessment describes the potential and known sources of contamination within and around the
site, current conditions, those aspects of the proposed development that may affect, or be affected by soil and
water contamination, associated potential impacts, mitigation measures and residual impacts following
mitigation.
The contamination setting of the site has been determined by undertaking a desk based study as well as an
exploratory level ground investigation. Using this information, potential risks to receptors from identified
possible sources of contamination via a number of pathway linkages have been assessed and mitigation
measures and recommendations for further work provided.
Where there are incomplete or insufficient data, these are identified, together with proposals for additional
work as part of the development.
Relevant issues within this section have implications for the assessment of other chapters of this
Environmental Statement (ES), notably transport, water resources (flood risk, drainage and water quality, and
hydrology), air quality, and utility services.

14.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

14.2.1

Environmental Protection Act 1990

Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (supported by DETR Circular 01/2006) sets out the statutory
regime for the control and treatment of existing contamination for sites not passing through the planning
process. The legislation is specifically directed at local authorities to identify and remediate sites within their
catchments. The legislation works on a ‘suitable for use’ approach and requires remediation where it is shown
that contamination is causing (or potentially causing) unacceptable risks in relation to current or intended uses
of the site. The ‘suitable for use’ approach involves managing risks posed by contaminated land by making
risk-based decisions based on a linkage between a source (of contamination), a pathway (e.g. ingestion of soil)
and a receptor (e.g. a small child). If the pollutant linkage is not established or is dealt with by remediation, the
site cannot be defined as ‘contaminated land’ under the provisions of Part 2a.
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Part 2a defines contaminated land where:
‘Significant harm is being caused or there is a significant possibility of such harm being caused, or
Pollution of controlled waters (as defined by the Water Resources Act, 1991) is being, or likely to be, caused.’
14.2.2

Planning policy

Although application of Part IIA of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 is not directly relevant to the
proposed development, contamination is a material consideration under planning (as identified by Planning
Policy Statement 23: Planning and Pollution Control) and it is conventional practice to adopt a similar risk based approach to assessing the remediation requirements for all sites undergoing redevelopment.
The assessment of contaminated land and the requirement for remedial action within the planning context is
further substantiated by Penwith District Council’s Adopted Local Plan (4 February 2004) Policy CC-18 as
follows:
Proposals for the reclamation of derelict land and the improvement of unsightly land outside towns and villages
will not be permitted unless:the proposed use is compatible with the location of the site and its surroundings; or
the scheme is intended to reduce safety hazards; and
features of landscape character, nature conservation, archaeological, historic and geological value are
safeguarded.
Where it is likely that the site contains contaminated or toxic materials prior site investigations will be required
to determine the extent of contamination and, where necessary, measures to avoid pollution during and after
implementation will be secured through the use of conditions
Policy TV-15 is also relevant in this regards and states as follows:
Where proposals for the re-use of previously developed land, including the reclamation of derelict land, in
towns and villages involve sites likely to contain contaminated or toxic materials, prior investigations will be
required to determine the extent of contamination and, where necessary, measures to avoid pollution during
and after implementation will be secured through the use of conditions.

14.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

This section describes the methodology used to investigate ground conditions and assess the affects of land
contamination.
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A risk-based approach was used to assess contamination which required identification of a contaminant
source (hazard), a receptor and a realistic pathway via which the contaminant may reach the receptor.
The assessment considered both the impacts of potential existing contamination on the proposed
development and the potential for the proposed development to impact on land quality.
Spatial scope
The spatial extent of this assessment comprises land within the site boundary and the wider area within which
on-site migration of contaminants may adversely affect defined receptors such as infrastructure, water
resources, ecology and general public.
Temporal scope
This assessment summarises all the historical information available relating to the site to date, detailing the
potential contaminants that may be present on site as a result of previous land uses. The potential impacts
and effects during the construction phase of works and the site operation (based on the proposed land use)
are identified and assessed.
Technical scope
The contaminated land report identified a number of resources / receptors that may be affected by
contamination present on site. These include:
•

Construction workers

•

Current & Future site users

•

Potential groundwater and surface water resources

•

Plants / fauna

14.3.1

Methods for determining current baseline conditions

The significance of the hazards posed by potential sources of contamination both on and off site has been
assessed by the following methodologies:
•

Desk based study: this included a review of all available environmental information on the site (this
may include previous site investigation data where available) and surrounding areas and a detailed
assessment of all historical information relating to the site and surrounding areas

•

Site inspection: undertaken as part of the desk based study, this included an inspection of visible and
olfactory evidence of contamination present at the surface as well as assessment of the current site
uses to identify whether any potentially harmful substances are being used or stored on site
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•

Site investigation: an exploratory level site investigation was undertaken following the desk based
study and site inspection. The spacing and positioning of exploratory hole locations in the ground
investigation undertaken in 2005 was informed by the preceding desk top study and standard
industry guidance (R&D Report P5-066/TR, 2000). Therefore, where areas of the site were identified
as being potentially contaminated due to historical activities, a more targeted approach was adopted
for these areas

14.3.2

Impact magnitude

Criteria for assessing the significance of potential human and environmental impacts have been based on a
qualitative assessment of the magnitude of the effect (or how far the effect deviates from the baseline
condition) and the receptor sensitivity. The qualitative criteria used to assess how far an impact effect deviates
from the baseline condition, i.e. the magnitude of change, are described in Table 14-1 below.
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Magnitude of Change

Criteria

Large

Construction phase
Construction activities result in a major pollution release.
Operational phase
The development introduces a new large scale source of potential contamination
or potential receptor.

Medium

Construction phase
Construction activities result in a minor pollution release.
Operational phase
The development introduces a new small scale source of potential contamination
or potential receptor.
The development introduces a new pathway for pollution linkage

Small

Construction phase
Typical construction related pollutant release.
Operational phase
Temporary pathway or receptor introduced only for pollution linkage.

Negligible

No foreseeable change

Table 14— 1 Magnitude of change
14.3.3

Receptor sensitivity

The receptors identified on the previous page are considered to have varying degrees of sensitivity to
contamination potentially present within the site, based on potential impacts and pathways. Receptor
sensitivity is defined in Table 14-2.
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Sensitivity

Receptor

High

Land to be used for allotments or domestic gardens, to grow crops for human consumption,
or upon which animals are reared for human consumption
Parks playing fields and open spaces (soft landscaping only)
Highly sensitive water receptor, e.g. public water supply, water body of a high quality, or of a
highly sensitive aquatic ecosystem
High sensitive ecosystems, SSSI, SPA, NNR, cSAC.

Moderate

Land to be used for residential purposes without gardens
Moderately sensitive water receptors, other aquifers, water body of medium quality,
moderately sensitive aquatic ecosystem not used for large scale human consumption, can be
used for industrial purposes. Often important for local recreational properties.
Moderately sensitive ecosystems such as regionally scarce habitats or local amenity areas

Low

Industrial/Commercial end uses
Ecosystems such as derelict land etc.
Low sensitive water receptors include non potable water sources, water body of poor quality,
low recreational qualities, low ecological content
Industrial land use

Negligible

No pollutant pathway present

Table 14— 2 Sensitivity of receptor
14.3.4

Significance evaluation

The assessments of magnitude of change and sensitivity of the receptor have been used to qualitatively
assess the impact significance of the proposed development as shown in Table 14-3. Impacts have the
potential to be either adverse or beneficial.
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Receptor Sensitivity

Magnitude of Change
Large

Medium

Small

Negligible

High

Major

Major

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Table 14— 3 Assessment criteria for impact significance
14.3.5

Limitations, assumptions & exceptions

The nominal grid spacing selected for the ground investigation means that there is potential for large features
to have gone undetected in this phase of the survey. Following R&D Technical Report P5-066/TR, 2000
(Secondary Model Procedure for the Development of Appropriate Soil Sampling Strategies for Land
Contamination, published by the Environment Agency) the grid used was determined to have a 40%
probability of detection of a 100m 2 circular feature and an 80% probability of detection of a 2000m 2 circular
feature. Therefore, a more closely spaced soil sampling grid, directly linked to end use, should support
detailed design.
Due to limitations in baseline data available at this stage, further investigative work will be undertaken for
detailed design. Results from this additional assessment will be submitted in support of the detailed planning
application for this development. Information describing the requirements of the additional work is provided in
Section 14.7.
Stockpiled materials in the area of the disused power station have not been sampled as it is understood that
this material is owned by the operator of the recycling plant on North Quay and will be removed before
development.
No work has been undertaken to locate and investigate any concealed underground tanks, although none have
been identified as being present on site by Cornwall Fire Brigade.
Localised instances of fly tipping have not been sampled or assessed.
Further work is required to characterise the approximate 20,000 m3 of fill to be excavated from the western
side of South Quay.
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As yet no investigations have taken place beneath existing buildings and floor slabs.
Although a number of limitations have been identified, the assessment undertaken to date is considered
suitably robust for the purposes of this Environmental Assessment chapter. Additional ground investigation is
proposed in due course to;
i. Confirm initial findings
ii. Undertake sampling where access was not possible in the original ground investigation
iii. Where significantly elevated concentrations of contaminants were encountered for the
purposes of delineating the extent (vertical and horizontal) of the contamination. The results of
all of these investigations will in form subsequent detailed quantitative risk assessment and
identification of the need and scope of remediation

14.4

Baseline conditions

14.4.1

Site description

In addition to its coastal location, Hayle Harbour receives fluvial waters from the Mellanear and Angarrack
Streams. It is also in close proximity to the Hayle River. The town itself includes a large harbour and has a long
history of industrial development. The development of the town has led to its current division into the western
“Foundry” and eastern “Copperhouse” areas. The layout of the harbour is dominated by two tidal water
storage lagoons, Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Pool, constructed to flush sediment from the harbour.
In the north western part of the site is a large area (approximately 10,800m 2) owned and operated as a substation by Western Power. Numerous over ground electricity cables enter the substation from the north west,
whilst cables to the south west are buried underground, some of which cross the estuary towards the village of
Lelant.
During the ground investigation Japanese knotweed was identified on South Quay which was later confirmed
by an ecological survey.
Further details are set out in the Buro Happold Ltd Contamination Report in Technical Annex 14A.
14.4.2

Site history

A brief history of the site is set out in Chapter 2 of this Environmental Statement and covered in more detail in
Chapter 10 and those aspects of particular relevance to ground conditions are detailed in the Buro Happold
Ltd Contamination Report in Technical Annex 14A.
In summary, the previous land usage across the site of relevance to this assessment includes the following:
•

sand and gravel pits
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•

copper and tin mines

•

gasworks

•

iron foundries

•

tin and copper smelting

•

calcining works

•

glass works

•

rifle range

•

ore hutches

•

chemical works (sulphuric acid, bromine)

•

a coal-fired power station

•

coal yard

•

electricity sub-station

•

waste treatment

•

boat building and breaking

•

various scrap yards

•

lime kilns

•

a timber yard and saw mills

•

steel fabrication and engineering

•

biscuit works

•

oil storage

•

railway and crane lines

•

general wharves

Figure 2 of Technical Annex 14A shows the locations of these historical land uses across the site area.
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14.4.3

Geology

In general, the ground investigation (GI) confirmed the published geological sequence described below.
The majority of the site is underlain by Marine and Estuarine Alluvium. This in turn is underlain by the
Gramscatho Beds of the Devonian Period; these are well graded moderately strong turbiditic sandstones in
beds up to 2m thick with interbedded slates. This strata is shown to outcrop at the surface south of Carnsew
Road, on the spur to the south east of East Quay and to the north of North Quay on the power station,
chemical works, and Chieftain’s Yard areas. The higher ground to the north and west of these areas is shown
to consist of Quaternary Blown Sand.
14.4.4

Hydrogeology & hydrology

The strata beneath the site are classified by the Environment Agency as a Minor Aquifer, i.e. “fractured rocks or
potentially fractured rocks, which do not have a high primary permeability, or other formations of variable
permeability including unconsolidated deposits. Although not producing large quantities of water for
abstraction, they are important for local supplies and in supplying base flow to rivers”. The overlying materials
are described as soils of high leaching potential or intermediate leaching potential i.e. they may rapidly transmit
pollutants or may possibly transmit pollutants. Some of the soils at the site are given this classification
because of the limited data available for soils in urban environments.
The Environment Agency have provided some data on the water quality of the Hayle Estuary, this is included in
the Buro Happold Ltd Contamination Report in Technical Annex 14A and is also described in Chapter 13.
14.4.5

Ground investigation findings

In general the ground investigation confirmed the geological sequence as predicted by the geological maps
(see above). Most of the site has a layer of made ground at the surface. A map showing the thickness of
made ground encountered at each exploratory hole is included in Technical Annex 14A. The made ground is
highly variable but is generally granular and includes widespread ash and clinker. An area of deep ash fill was
proven in the dune area to the north of North Quay.
Hydrocarbon odours, black staining and oil were noted around Chieftains Yard and the eastern portion of
North Quay. This contamination is thought to be related to the Esso tank farm that formerly occupied
Chieftains Yard.
Detailed information relating to the chemical conditions within the Made Ground is presented in Appendix I of
the Buro Happold Ltd Contamination Report in Technical Annex 14A and summarised below:
14.4.5.1 Soil
It has been found that Made Ground soils contain consistently elevated concentrations of arsenic, copper and
zinc with respect to relevant screening criteria (CLEA soil guideline values and Dutch Intervention Values).
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Isolated elevated concentrations of lead, naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene were identified at discrete locations
across the site with respect to the relevant screening criteria.
Elevated concentrations of Diesel Range Organics and Petrol Range Organics have been encountered in North
and South Quay, i.e. in areas designated for residential and retail land uses in the illustrative masterplan which
is the subject of this assessment. Elevated concentrations in North Quay appear to be linked to a former Esso
Oil Storage area (Chieftain’s Yard). It is assumed that the occurrences on South Quay are most likely to be
attributable to the former scrap yards and ship building/breaking activities.
Isolated asbestos, mainly in the form of cloth, was identified on South Quay and the Triangular Spit.
Results of samples taken from the Made Ground stratum on the site indicate that there is a high risk to human
health from a limited number of contaminants (arsenic and locally lead, naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene).
There is also a high risk to plant health from the phyto-toxic elements of copper and zinc.
Chemical test results for soil samples collected from Hayle beach recorded a notably better soil quality than
any part of the proposed development site. Only arsenic was marginally elevated (mean 22 mg/kg, compared
to the SGV of 20 mg/kg) above current guidance for the most sensitive forms of land use.
14.4.5.2 Leachates
Leachate test results showed consistently elevated levels of arsenic, copper and zinc with isolated elevated
cadmium, nickel and selenium results.
14.4.5.3 Waters
Groundwater test results showed consistently elevated levels of arsenic, copper and zinc together with
elevated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
14.4.5.4 Gas
No methane was recorded on the monitoring visits. Elevated levels of carbon dioxide (>0.5%) were recorded
in boreholes BH102, 103, 107, 108, 504, 506, 507 (Technical Annex 14A). The highest carbon dioxide level
was recorded at 1.9 %vol on 11 October 2005 in BH108 (Zone 3), which is potentially related to the
hydrocarbon contamination in this area. Depleted oxygen levels were also recorded in BH107 and BH108.
Radon gas concentrations cannot be monitored during the ground investigation, therefore the site has been
assessed in terms of data on the number of homes affected in the vicinity (availably in the Envirocheck Report
Technical Annex 14A and in the National Radon Protection Board, 2002, Radon Atlas of England and Wales.
The data available indicates the site is in area whereby radon protection measures are considered necessary to
protect future residents/building users from the effects of radon gas.
Table 14-4 summarises the sources identified across the site.
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Source

Location

Chemical of Concern

Made Ground

Site-wide

Arsenic, Copper & Zinc. Isolated elevated
concentrations of lead, benzo(a)pyrene &
naphthalene.

Hydrocarbon hotspots

North and South Quays

Diesel & petroleum range hydrocarbons and
carbon dioxide

Surface Made Ground

South Quay & Triangular spit

Asbestos fibres

Natural ground

Site wide

Radon Gas

Shallow groundwater

Site wide

Arsenic, Copper, Zinc & PAHs.

Table 14— 4 Potential sources of contamination
14.4.6

Current site conditions

The majority of the site is currently derelict with some isolated commercial buildings associated with the
landing of fish, storage of construction/fishing equipment and vehicle/vessel maintenance.
14.4.7

Current potential contamination receptor pathways

Current site specific source-pathway-receptor linkages have been considered for the site with respect to the
sources outlined above, the current use of the site as described above and the potential linking pathways.
Site specific receptors and pathways are described in Table 14-5.
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Receptor type

Receptor

Sensitivity

Pathway

Human

Current site users

Low

Vapour/gas/dust

(commercial )

inhalation (indoor and
outdoor air)

site users, public offsite

High

Ingestion via
contaminated water
supplies

Natural Environmental

Groundwater

Moderate

Vertical migration of
contaminants

Surface Water - Hayle

Moderate

Estuary
Phytotoxic effects

Surface water / shallow
groundwater migration

Low

Plant uptake

Table 14— 5 Potential contamination receptor pathways – current situation

14.5

Assessment of potential impacts

The impact of the potential presence of contaminants within and around the site can be broken down into
three stages: the current situation (this is the baseline and is outlined in Table 14-5), the construction phase
and the operation phase. Conditions during the construction phase differ from the current and operation
phases in that materials may be exposed to agents such as water and air that may lead to dispersion of
contaminants in the environment and to direct contact with construction personnel. Under current conditions
the likelihood of uncontrolled exposure to agents is significantly reduced due to the type of land use.
Exposure to agents will most likely increase as a result of the operation of the proposed development because
of the creation of new residential land uses, especially in areas where garden areas and areas of public open
space are proposed.
Site specific source pathway receptor linkages for both the construction and operation phases of the proposes
development have been considered for the site with respect to the identified contamination sources, the future
uses of the site and the potential linking pathways.
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Site specific receptors and pathways are described in Table 14-6 and Table 14-7.
Receptor type

Receptor

Pathway

Human Health

Construction workers

Direct contact and dermal uptake, soil and dust
ingestion, dust and vapour inhalation (outdoor air)

Natural Environmental

Site end users, public offsite

Vapour/gas/dust inhalation (indoor and outdoor air)

Shallow groundwater

Vertical migration of contaminants

Hayle Estuary (includes

Surface water / shallow groundwater migration

ecological receptors)
Phytotoxic effects

Plant uptake

Table 14— 6 Potential contamination receptor pathways – construction phase
Receptor type

Receptor

Pathway

Human Health

Site end users – residential

Direct contact and dermal uptake, soil and soil
dust ingestion, vapour/gas/dust inhalation (indoor
and outdoor air)

Site end users –

Vapour/gas/dust inhalation (indoor and outdoor air)

commercial/industrial

Site end users, public offsite

Ingestion via contaminated water supplies and soil
dust ingestion/inhalation.

Natural Environmental

Shallow groundwater

Vertical migration of contaminants

Hayle Estuary (includes

Surface water / shallow groundwater migration

ecological receptors)
Phytotoxic effects

Plant uptake

Table 14— 7Potential contamination receptor pathways – operational phases
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14.5.1

Assessment of the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario

The “do nothing” scenario considers the impact of the site on receptors if it remains in its current state, i.e.
without any proposed development. Potentially unacceptable risks identified to future site users in this
assessment are summarised as follows:
•

A risk has been identified to all site end users from naturally occurring radon gas via indoor inhalation.

•

Site end users are considered to be at potential risk from the identified hotspots of organic
contamination where water supply pipework passes through the site. Off site the general public are
less likely to be at risk as water mains are most likely to be present under roads around the site and
existing water mains do not cross the existing site boundary.

•

Risks to shallow groundwater and the Hayle Estuary are considered to be significant from the
hydrocarbon hotspots identified in the North and South Quays. This classification requires
confirmation through further investigation and detailed risk assessment. Risks are unlikely to change
under the “do nothing” scenario.

14.5.2

Assessment of construction impacts

During the demolition and redevelopment of the site, workers may come into contact with underground
structures that may contain potentially harmful substances as well as potentially contaminated Made Ground
and asbestos fibres that were identified at the surface on South Quay.
Local residents and members of the public may be affected by contaminated dust generated by the demolition
and redevelopment works on site unless appropriate mitigation measures are employed. Similarly off-site flora
may also be affected by deposition of dust generated on site, although this is considered unlikely.
Groundwater may be affected by the increased leaching of contaminants from the Made Ground when it is
reworked as part of the construction process.
The proposed dredging of Cockle Bank and harbour area will result in the remobilisation of contaminated
sediments, particularly the contaminated clay and silt fraction which may have a deleterious effect on
groundwater quality. The effects of dredging are considered in greater detail in Chapter 13. Similarly where
excavated contaminated Made Ground is stockpiled on site rainwater may percolate through the stockpile and
leach contaminants increasing the contaminant loading within the underlying groundwater and potentially
Hayle Estuary.
The increased use of water for dust suppression measures during demolition and construction may lead to
increased contamination of surface run-off potentially impacting water quality within Hayle Estuary.
The significance of these identified impacts is outlined below in Table 14-8
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Receptor

Receptor

Impact

Sensitivity
Construction workers

High

Health impacts from direct contact,

Magnitude

Significance of

of Change

Impact

Large

Major adverse

Medium

Major adverse

Medium

Moderate

dermal uptake, soil ingestion and dust,
dust and gas / vapour inhalation
Local residents and

High

members of the
Groundwater

Health impacts from inhalation and
ingestion of contaminated dust particles

Moderate

Degradation of groundwater at depth via

adverse

increased leaching of contaminants

Surface water

Moderate

Degradation of surface water quality of

Large

Major adverse

Small

Minor adverse

Hayle Estuary (principally due to
dredging of cockle bank and harbour
sediments)
Adjacent Flora

Low

Exposure to phytotoxic contaminated
materials (deposited as dust) that may
inhibit / prevent plant growth

Table 14— 8 Predicted construction impacts
The predicted construction impacts described above relate to all contaminant sources.
14.5.3

Assessment of operational impacts

The proposed development will comprise a new marina and fishing quay, business and retail space, a hotel,
residential properties (with and without garden areas) and space for community and leisure activities. The
development will also include infrastructure including roads and pavements, car parking areas, service/ utility
installations and drainage systems.
Proposed built structures and infrastructure associated with the proposed development may be affected by
the presence of contaminants in the underlying soils, particularly sulphates, certain organic contaminants and
soil gases and volatile organic vapours. Typically where these contaminants are encountered at elevated
concentrations significant erosion of concrete and steel foundations can occur along with the deterioration of
plastic services such as water supply pipe-work.
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Similarly future activities associated with the proposed development may impact on soil and groundwater
conditions beneath the site. Examples of this include the incorrect storage of fuel as part of the proposed
development and the subsequent contamination of the underlying soils and groundwater.
The significance of the potential impacts associated with the operational stage of the development are
presented in Table 14-9.
Receptor

Receptor

Impact

Sensitivity
Site users (residential)

High

Health impacts from

Magnitude

Significance of

of Impact

Impact

Large

Major adverse

Small

Moderate adverse

Negligible

Minor adverse

Medium

Major adverse

direct contact, dermal
uptake, soil ingestion
and dust, dust and gas /
vapour inhalation
Site users

High

(commercial/industrial)
Site users (see above), public

Dust and gas / vapour
inhalation

High

off-site

Health impacts from
ingestion of
contaminated water
supplies.

Maintenance workers

High

Exposure to
contaminated materials
beneath hardstanding
and within service
trenches during future
services construction.
Health impacts from
direct contact, soil
ingestion, dust and gas /
vapour inhalation
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Receptor

Receptor

Impact

Sensitivity
Plants in public open spaces

Low

Exposure to phytotoxic

Magnitude

Significance of

of Impact

Impact

Small

Minor adverse

Medium

Moderate adverse

Small

Moderate/minor

contaminated materials
(deposited as dust) that
may inhibit / prevent
Groundwater

Moderate

Degradation of shallow
groundwater via
increased leaching of
contaminants

Surface water

Moderate

Ongoing degradation of
surface water quality in

adverse

Hayle Estuary from
existing contamination
Surface water

Moderate

Degradation of surface

Medium

Moderate adverse

Medium

Moderate adverse

Large

Major adverse

water quality in Hayle
Estuary from fuel storage
and re-fuelling
operations in proposed
marina

Groundwater

Moderate

Degradation of shallow
groundwater via storage
& potential spillage of
fuels/chemicals in

Planned Buildings

Moderate

Potential corrosion /
damage of building
materials and services

Table 14— 9 Predicted operational impacts
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14.6

Mitigation

Mitigation measures have been derived by assessing the risks to human health and the environment in line
with DEFRA/Environment Agency Contaminated Land Report 11 ‘Model Procedures for the Management of
Land Contamination’, September 2004 (CLR11). Further ground investigation will be carried out to further
determine the need for and scope of these mitigation measures. It is envisaged that these further investigations
will be undertaken in support of the detailed planning application for the proposed development prior to the
commencement of any on site construction activities.
The following mitigation measures will therefore require review upon receipt of the additional ground
investigation. It is considered unlikely that results from the proposed additional ground investigation will require
any additional mitigation measures to those proposed below, for the purposes of this assessment, a worst
case scenario has been assumed.
Further details of these mitigation measures are provided in the Buro Happold Ltd Contamination Report within
Technical Annex 14A.
14.6.1

Construction impact mitigation measures

The following mitigation measures will be managed through the site specific Construction Environment
Management Plan (CEMP). This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 17:
•

The risks to construction workers from direct contact with contaminants in the Made Ground during
site development will be clarified following the site specific ground investigation and can be mitigated
through appropriate use of personal protective equipment (PPE). Risks to construction workers in
certain areas of the site associated with specific historic activities such as the former oil storage
depot known as Chieftains Yard may be higher and will therefore require additional PPE and possible
additional safe working procedures. Construction workers should remain vigilant of ground
conditions at all times and should report any suspect areas of potential contamination

•

Surface asbestos fragments/fabric will be removed from the South Quay by a competent/licensed
contractor. All material will thereafter be disposed to an appropriate licensed landfill by the contractor

•

During both demolition and construction phases of work, dust suppression measures will be
employed by the contractor when necessary to prevent the potential generation of contaminated dust
particles and its migration off site

•

Temporary drainage measures will be employed by the contractor alongside the dust suppression
measures to prevent the generation of excessive surface water run-off and potential migration of
contaminants and/or silt into the nearby Hayle Estuary
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•

Pollution control measures will be implemented by the contractor where required and spillage
containment will be present on site at all times;

•

Stockpiling of grossly contaminated soils will be avoided if possible and where necessary, stockpiles
will be covered when not in use. Drainage from the stockpiles will be managed by the contractor
dependant on their size to prevent the generation of contaminated run-off; and

•

It has been suggested by Cornwall County Council Natural Environment Service (NES) that the
mobilisation of sediments associated with the removal of Cockle Bank is inevitable. However it is
judged that the remobilisation of these sediments could be minimised as much as is reasonably
possible through implementation of appropriate methods such as working at the correct stages of the
tide, the use of silt traps etc. This factor will be considered when collating tender information for the
appointment of the dredging contractor. The dredging contractor will be required to produce a
specific CEMP for the proposed dredging works in which specific details relating to the mitigation of
sediment mobilisation will be set out in line with best practice.

14.6.2

Operational impact mitigation measures

Based on the existing information, the following measures to mitigate operational impacts have been
proposed:
•

Removal of hydrocarbon hotspots in the North & South Quay and locally tank contents and
surrounding impacted material where found if required following additional ground investigation and
detailed risk assessment Possible remediation options that would be considered are excavation and
disposal or physical, chemical or biological remediation technologies. A range of remediation
technologies are now available in the UK and may be carried out in or ex situ, depending on site and
development specific constraints. Disposal as hazardous waste for small hotspots, and ex-situ bioremediation for larger areas would be undertaken

•

Given the widespread concentrations of arsenic, copper, zinc and, to a lesser degree, lead it is
necessary to opt for a simple cover system to protect end users from contact with contaminated soil
in areas of soft landscaping. By their nature, areas of hardstanding provide a break in the source –
receptor – pathway linkage and additional capping is not required for these areas. The thickness and
make up of the cover system is dependent on land use and the mean contaminant soil concentrations
found in these areas. BRE BR 465 (2004) Cover systems for land regeneration, Thickness of cover
systems for contaminated land has been used to establish the appropriate thickness. The results
enclosed within Technical Annex 14A suggest a general 600mm of cover should be applied to all
proposed land uses in areas of soft landscaping because of the concentrations of arsenic, copper or
zinc. The results of further testing recommended in Technical Annex 14A may permit reductions in
the overall thickness of the cover system in selected areas during the detailed design stage
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•

In the areas designated for commercial and industrial use the planned extent of a cover system is
notably reduced by the prevailing cover of building aprons or external hardstanding. The area
requiring the greatest extent of simple cover is the Hilltop Residential Zone where private gardens are
planned

•

The simple cover system can be catered for by importing clean sub and topsoil with a soil quality that
is at least 50% lower than the Soil Guideline Values for the contaminants of concern. As an
alternative to importing material, or perhaps as a partial solution, consideration will be given to use of
ex-situ soil washing to remove the finer more contaminated fraction in the near surface material or to
importing suitable soils derived from Cockle Bank. The finer fraction will, however, require offsite
disposal or treatment before re-use on site

•

Service trenches will be lined with an impermeable membrane and backfilled with clean material to
prevent contaminants entering the public water supply in areas where contamination is assessed to
present a risk to drinking water. Similarly these measures will also prevent the potentially dangerous
build up of ground gas and vapours within trenches that could prove harmful to maintenance workers

•

Protection measures are required to mitigate risks associated with radon gas. It is envisaged these
will also mitigate risks associated with localised elevated concentrations of naphthalene and other
ground gases. Building designers will need to consult BRE Report BR 211 to determine the
appropriate radon protection measures required for buildings across the site

•

Specific mixes of concrete may also be required for building foundations where the underlying ground
conditions are identified as being potentially corrosive to concrete

•

Japanese knotweed is present on South Quay. This will be managed in accordance with Environment
Agency, May 2001. Code of Practice for the Management, Destruction and Disposal of Japanese
Knotweed, which gives advice on herbicides and acceptable disposal options both on and offsite. It
is noted that it normally takes at least three years to kill Japanese Knotweed with herbicides. Burial
on site will be considered but for offsite disposal the material will be classified as hazardous waste

•

Some material arising from the dredging of Cockle Bank and the harbour may be considered suitable
for re-use in certain areas of the site (i.e. under areas of hardstanding). Soil washing will increase the
range of potential uses for the dredged material. In essence soil washing involves removing the fine
fraction (where the majority of the contamination is concentrated) from the soil using appropriate
physical properties. The washing process is likely to be purely physical, without the addition of
chemicals to aid washing, so there are unlikely to be odour problems. Dust will need to be controlled
using standard techniques (see Chapter 11). If efficiency and the cost of washing are key then the
operators are likely to require 24 hour working, noise is then the primary nuisance (see chapter 6).
Further testing will be required for the detailed design of the soil washing plant, for example, to
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determine if material is to be separated on a size or specific gravity basis, if abrasive techniques are
required, if polymers are required to coagulate and flocculate the fine fraction to the resulting filter
cake. It is envisaged the resulting filter cake will be treated using cement as a stabilising agent. This
will effectively reduce the hazardous properties and improve the engineering properties of the material
enabling it to be re-used on site. Buro Happold are currently in discussion with the Environment
Agency regarding the feasibility of this option with regards to the waste management regulations
•

All re-fuelling of boats within the proposed marina will be undertaken in line with current UK
standards. All fuels will be stored within bunded tanks. Bund capacity will be at least 110% of the
total tank capacity and designed to comply with current industry standards

•

All fuels and chemicals used within the proposed industrial zone will be stored and used in
accordance with current regulatory and industry guidance. For example, all fuels will be stored within
110% bunded areas, all chemicals will be stored on appropriately sized drip trays located on
hardstanding within dedicated chemical storage areas as a minimum and safe working procedures
will be adopted to minimise spillage through accidents etc

14.7

Residual impacts

The additional work highlighted in Section 14.8 will be undertaken prior to the demolition and redevelopment of
the site, and the mitigation measures outlined above will be reviewed based on the additional data and findings
and then adopted. Steps will be taken to ensure that good practice procedures both in construction and
health and safety during the remediation completion and site development will be adhered to. The majority of
residual effects resulting from contaminated land should not therefore be significant during the construction or
operational phase.
The dredging of Cockle Bank and the harbour is considered an event that will result in a moderate adverse
impact following mitigation. The impacts of this activity are considered in greater detail in Chapter 13 along
with details on its management.
Table 14-10 presents an assessment of the significance of residual impacts based on existing information.
This table will need to be updated upon receipt of the additional data and findings of the recommended
additional work.
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Event/Source

Description of

Significance

unmitigated

of impact

Mitigation

Significance
of residual

impact

impact

Construction
Contaminated Made

Health impacts

ground (inc. asbestos

to construction

development of safe working

at surface)

workers

procedures, surface asbestos

Major adverse

Provision of PPE &

Negligible

removal
Generation &

Health impacts

mobilisation of

to adjacent site

contaminated dust

users

Major adverse

Dust suppression

Negligible

Negligible

particles
Mobilisation of

Degradation of

Moderate

Temporary drainage measures

contaminants in Made

groundwater

adverse

to be implemented

Further spillage of

Localised

Minor adverse

pollution control measures

hydrocarbons during

degradation of

(including spill kits) to be

decommissioning/de

soils,

present on site

molition

groundwater,

Ground
Negligible

surface water
quality
Dredging of Cockle

Degradation of

Bank

Major adverse

Some temporary impact is

Moderate

surface water

likely, however selection of

adverse

(Hayle Estuary),

dredging technique will
include requirement to
minimise mobilisation of
contaminated sediments as
much as reasonably practical
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Event/Source

Description of

Significance

unmitigated

of impact

Mitigation

Significance
of residual

impact

impact

Stockpiling of

Degradation of

contaminated soils

both surface and

Grading stock piles to ensure

groundwaters

rapid run-off

Generation &

Denigration of

mobilisation of

adjacent flora

Major adverse

Avoidance of stockpiling.

Minor adverse

Minor adverse

Dust suppression

Negligible

Major adverse

Incorporation of clean capping

Negligible

contaminated dust
particles
Operation
Exposure to

Health impacts

contaminated Made

to future

layer in areas of soft

Ground

residential site

landscaping

users
Exposure to

Health impacts

Moderate

Incorporation of clean capping

contaminated Made

to future

adverse

layer in areas of soft

Ground

commercial site

Negligible

landscaping

users
Exposure to naturally

Health impacts

occurring radon

to future indoor

protection measures where

site users

necessary

Contamination of

Health impacts

public drinking water

to off-site public

supplies

users

Exposure to

Maintenance

contaminated Made

workers

Ground

Major adverse

Minor adverse

Incorporation of radon

Construction of clean backfill

Negligible

Negligible

service trenches

Major adverse

Construction of clean backfill

Negligible

service trenches, capping
layers in areas of soft
landscaping, provision of PPE
where required.
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Event/Source

Description of

Significance

unmitigated

of impact

Mitigation

Significance
of residual

impact
New plants grown in

Plants in public

existing Made Ground

open spaces

impact
Minor adverse

Incorporation of clean capping

Negligible

layer in areas of soft
landscaping

Continuing

Denigration of

Moderate

Excavation and remediation of

Minor

denigration of

groundwater

adverse

contaminated soils where

beneficial

groundwater from

quality

deemed appropriate

existing contaminated
land
Continuing

Surface Water

denigration of surface

Moderate/Min

Excavation and remediation of

Minor

or adverse

contaminated soils where

beneficial

water from existing

deemed appropriate

contaminated land
Spillage of fuel etc. in

Surface Water

proposed marina into

Moderate

Adoption of safe working

adverse

procedures. All fuels to be

Hayle Estuary

Negligible

stored appropriate (e.g.
bunded tanks)

Spillage of

Ground water (&

Moderate

Adoption of safe working

chemicals/fuels in

ultimately

adverse

procedures. All

industrial zone

surface water)

Negligible

fuels/chemicals to be stored
appropriately

Elevated sulphate in

Damage to

Made Ground

construction

Major adverse

Appropriate specification for

Negligible

construction materials

materials
Table 14— 10 Significance of residual impact
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14.8

Requirements for additional ground investigation

A number of limitations have been identified with respect to the existing site investigation data. However, the
assessment undertaken to date is considered suitably robust for the purposes of this ES chapter. The scope
of the proposed additional ground investigation necessary to resolve these existing uncertainties is outlined
below.
i.

A closer sampling grid is required in areas of the site where elevated concentrations of
contaminants have been identified

ii.

Investigation of areas beneath concrete slabs/buildings

iii.

Further work is required to define the size, character and treatment options for the hydrocarbon
‘hotspots’ encountered. This should include further gas/groundwater well installation and
monitoring, particularly in the quay areas

iv.

Further work is required to fully characterise the material to be dredged from Cockle Bank with
respect to optimising the performance of the proposed soil washing, determining the effects of
the dredging on water quality within Hayle Estuary and determining the possibilities for its re-use

v.

Further chemical testing is required on any material destined to be disposed of in landfills in order
to confirm classification as inert, non-hazardous or hazardous material

vi.

14.9

Further work is required to characterise the material to be dredged in Penpol Creek

Monitoring

Remediation will be subject to validation testing in accordance with CLR11 and environmental management
procedures to be outlined in the site specific environmental management plan (EMP). All construction related
activities will also be subject to the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) (see Chapter 17).

14.10

Cumulative impacts

No adverse impacts on ground conditions are anticipated from the construction of any of the developments
being undertaken within the Hayle area of Cornwall.
The impacts discussed in the above sections do not represent a significant cumulative impact on any
receptors.
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14.11

Conclusions

The Environment Agency and Penwith District Council have confirmed in writing that the investigation and
assessment undertaken to date is considered suitable for outline strategic purposes. Both regulatory bodies
have recognised the requirement for further investigation and risk assessment, especially in areas of the site
where historic contamination is suspected. As described above, these further investigations (summarised in
Section 14.8) will be undertaken in support of the detailed planning application.
Key construction impact mitigation measures include the provision of adequate PPE and the adoption of safe
working practices, a full programme of asbestos removal along the South Quay, stockpile management
procedures as well as dust suppression and temporary drainage measures. The proposed dredging of Cockle
Bank and the harbour sediments to enable the construction of a Marina will necessitate the generation of a
careful management procedure to ensure the effects of sediment remobilisation are minimised as best as
reasonably practical.
The proposed dredging of Cockle Bank and the harbour sediments and remediation will be subject to waste
management licence regulations and potentially a FEPA licence depending on the routes of disposal. Both the
Environment Agency and the Marine and Fisheries agency have been consulted on the regulatory requirements
for the proposed activities.
Where possible, some of the material from Cockle Bank may be considered suitable for use without treatment
(i.e. beneath areas of hardstanding). A waste management licence exemption would be required for this
activity. A Mobile Treatment Licence (issued by the Environment Agency) will be required for soil washing
plant. The resulting filter cake is likely to required disposal as hazardous waste. Solidification/stabilisation of
the cake with cement/lime may allow it to be classified as non-hazardous waste or be re-used on site, for
example beneath areas of hard standing. This could be carried out under one mobile treatment licence. This
will require further consultation with the Environment Agency waste officer to confirm the licensing
requirements.
As Cockle Bank is within the main river limits of the Angarrack Stream, Land Drainage Consent from the
Environment Agency is required for dredging. A Food And Environment Protection Act (FEPA) licence may
also be required from the Department of Food and Rural Affairs if any material is disposed of below mean high
water springs levels. In addition the Hayle Harbour Act may impose or relinquish some additional
requirements. If the local harbour authority is unable to regulate these activities, a coastal protection act (CPA)
consent will be required.
Potential operational impact mitigation measures comprise complete source removal and / or remediation,
construction of capping layers in areas of soft landscaping, use of gas protection measures and
implementation of clean service trench techniques. All fuel associated with the adjacent marina should be
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stored appropriate with regard to the environmental sensitivity of the location and refuelling practices should
be undertaken to recognised industry guidance.
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15

Socio-Economics

15.1

Introduction

This chapter presents an evaluation of the social, economic and community impacts resulting from the
proposed development, as outlined in Chapter 3: Scheme Description, of this report.
This chapter provides an assessment of the:
•

Potential changes to population and households

•

Potential impacts on employment and the demand for jobs

•

Potential impact on demand for community facilities and services

•

Potential impacts on deprivation

•

The extent to which the proposed development is expected to deliver local and regional economic
development policy

15.1.1

Context

Hayle is located in the St Ives Bay on the Hayle Estuary within the Borough of Penwith, West Cornwall. St Ives
is located 5 miles to the west and Penzance and Camborne are within 10 miles. Truro is sited approx 25 miles
to the east.
In the Victorian era Hayle was a very important port, playing a key role in Cornwall’s Industrial Revolution. The
remains of the town’s industrial heritage have produced a town rich in historic artifacts. Since the decline of tin
and copper mining in the early 20 century however, Hayle’s prosperity has declined and it now suffers serious
th

economic and social deprivation with a low wage economy that is reliant on tourism and still over represented
in both agriculture and fishing.
The town is, however, currently the focus of several major regeneration initiatives including a phased
programmed of regeneration at Harvey’s Foundry (new employment space and refurbishment of the main
Foundry offices) and Hayle Townscape (a combined Townscape Heritage Initiatives (THI) and Heritage
Economic Regeneration Scheme (HERS) scheme, with workspace and affordable housing at Foundry Farm,
public realm works and grants to owners of historic buildings). The Market and Coastal Towns Initiative (MCTI)
is also involved in the town and has identified an ambition to produce a brand for Hayle based on the core
theme of ‘water’.
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15.2

Legislation and planning policy guidance

The following strategies and policy are relevant to the proposed development. The planning policy section
(Chapter 4) provides further identification of relevant policies and the relationship of the proposed
development with such policy.
Those objectives of the Regional Economic Strategy 2006-2015 which are relevant to the scheme are:
•

Strategic Objective 1: Successful and competitive businesses – The RES highlights the need to promote
enterprise in disadvantaged and rural areas

•

Strategic Objective 2: Strong and inclusive communities – there is a need to tackle the causes of
deprivation and exclusion and to focus on opportunities for new sustainable growth through urban and
rural renaissance

Just Connect – the Integrated Regional Strategy produced by the South West Regional Assembly –
identifies five headline aims for the South West Region, including the following relevant to the proposed
development:
•

To harness the benefits of population growth and manage the implications of population change – in
particular by providing sufficient housing (including affordable) to meet identified future needs, and by
ensuring that the long term effects of population growth and change are anticipated in the planning of
the full range of public services

•

To enhance our economic prosperity and quality of employment opportunity – in particular by ensuring
that housing development and the needs of the economy are planned for together, and by reducing
differences in economic performance within the region

•

To address deprivation and disadvantage to reduce significant intra-regional inequalities – in particular
by supporting those parts of the region that are in need

The Regional Spatial Strategy for the South West 2006-2026 highlights the need to stimulate the economic
potential of settlements, whilst also seeking to achieve a high quality lifestyle for all members of the
community. This is not only critical for their future success, but also the success of the regional economy in
terms of reducing disparities. The RSS is informed by ‘The Cornwall Towns Study’ which analyses the growth
potential of 18 towns in the County. Hayle is forecast on regional trends to grow by 646 jobs (+26%) between
2006 and 2026. This is higher than the Cornwall towns forecast growth rate of 22%. The report identifies the
regeneration proposals for the harbour and town centre as being crucial to the economic future of the town.
The emerging round of EU Structural Funding will be delivered in Cornwall through the ‘Convergence
Programme’ . The priorities/challenges for this include:
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•

The need for high quality business accommodation – the evidence base document highlights the fact
that there remains unmet demand for high quality business accommodation of a range of types and
sizes. Market conditions are such that in the vast majority of locations, however, development will not
come forward without an element of pump priming from the public sector

•

The predicted growth of the population of Cornwall over the next decade is highlighted as a challenge. It
is anticipated that over 50,000 new houses will need to be built (a significant proportion of which will
need to be affordable)

At present, draft priorities for Cornwall and the Isle of Scilly through the European Social Fund Convergence
2007-2013 programme include:
•

Tackling Barriers to Employment - Objective: increase employment and reduce unemployment and
inactivity. Tackle barriers to work faced by disadvantaged groups. Reduce the number of young people
NEETs (14-19 year olds but not exclusively)

Improving the skills of the local workforce - Objective: to help all people in Cornwall achieve the highest levels
of skills and qualifications they can in order to enable them to find jobs and improve their chances of career
progression. The draft European Regional Development Fund Convergence programme identifies four
priority axes for activity. These include:
Innovation and research and development:

1.

Aim: to enable Cornwall and Isles of Scilly to compete more effectively as a centre for creativity, innovation and
research and development
Strategic Objectives:
•

Increase the intellectual capital through investments in knowledge infrastructure and research capacity
in higher education; supporting business investment in research and development; and supporting
HE/business collaboration

•

Improving the productivity of companies through increasing the rate of innovation and economic
benefits from exploiting knowledge including product and process improvements

•
2.

Increasing the number of high value added and innovative new start businesses
Enterprise and Innovation

Aim: to restructure the economy to one with a higher proportion of higher value added business, underpinned
by more productive enterprises
Strategic Objectives:
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•

Increase the proportion of businesses and employment in high value added business activities

•

Increase the quality of new starts through developing the enterprise culture and supporting high growth
and high value added new starts

•

Increase the productivity of business through provision of high quality support services in key areas e.g.
internationalisation, ICT take up and use and investment support

•

Increase the scale of investment and re-investment by the private sector

•

Develop critical business infrastructure, capitalising on existing assets where possible, which contribute
to the knowledge based economy

3.

Learning and skills

This priority does not have specific aims and objectives as for the other 3 axes. It aims to develop the learning
and skills infrastructure needed to develop high level skills and the development of human capital. It is also
expected that this priority will provide the infrastructure needed to support activities in the other priority axes of
the European Regional Development Fund Convergence programme. It does not appear to have any output,
result or impact targets in its own right.
4.

Economic Infrastructure and Place Based Regeneration

The general principle is for sustainable development in towns and locations, balancing employment growth
across towns.
Strategic Objectives:
•

Increase the connectivity of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly regionally, nationally and internationally

•

Ensure the digital and ICT infrastructure supports business competitiveness and the further development
of a knowledge society

•

Increase the capacity of key towns and locations to accommodate new investment critical to the
development of a knowledge based economy

The need to ‘establish a viable scheme for the redevelopment of Hayle Harbour’ is identified as a key target in
the Penwith Community Strategy. .The following aims and targets of the Penwith Integrated Area Plan are
also judged to be relevant to the proposed development:
•

‘To facilitate and create sustainable quality employment opportunities that strengthen and broaden the
local economy’
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•

‘To encourage, develop and aid the sustainability and vitality of the small towns and villages in the area,
by strengthening the links between them, and improving their roles as local centres of economic and
social activity’

Hayle Market and Coastal Towns Initiative, with support from Penwith District Council and South West
Regional Development Agency, has identified key economic issues including: the need for redevelopment of
the harbour; a shortage of good quality jobs; and the need for infrastructure to encourage existing companies
to expand, new companies to be formed and companies to relocate to the area. In particular there is a need to
increase the supply of suitable sites and premises, workforce skills and training, support for business and the
promotion of the area as a place to do business. The Market and Coastal Towns Initiative process has
identified an ambition to produce a brand for Hayle, based on the core theme of ‘water’.
The Hayle Area Plan has been prepared through the MCTI initiative and sets out the Vision for Hayle as:
‘By 2025 Hayle will be a distinctive area, celebrating, protecting and promoting its natural and heritage assets; a
friendly area, embracing new residents, businesses and visitors in the warmth of its welcome & traditions; a
skilled area, providing skills and quality employment for local people and growth opportunities for local
businesses; and a sustainable area, making sure that all new initiatives are planned and developed for the
benefit of the community. We have created an effective environment for regeneration through branding, which
we regard as key to the economic regeneration of Hayle.’
The plan highlights the fact that ‘the poor condition of the harbour and the lack of development there means
that the area is not making the contribution that it should to Hayle by creating new jobs, attracting more
tourists and visitors, improving the environment and preserving wildlife’.
Other important issues raised within the Plan are:
•

There is a shortage of good quality, well-paid jobs for local people and the infrastructure encouraging
formation/expansion of businesses is inadequate. This includes sites and premises, skills, training and
promotion of the area

•

Lack of distinctiveness for the town as a whole

•

Lack of leisure and community facilities

•

Affordable housing

Penwith Local Plan (adopted 2004) identifies Hayle and St Ives for their ‘local roles’, recognising that Hayle’s
shopping facilities throughout the town are predominantly of a lower order and meet the needs of local
residents. St Ives is seen as having an important centre in its own right yet still a secondary centre to
Penzance.
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The Local Plan identifies a target of 1,400 (70 per annum) affordable homes for the period 1991-2011. At
present build rates Penwith needs to complete 125 affordable dwellings per year for the remaining years of the
plan.
The Penwith Community Strategy (Penwith Vision 2025) sets out an overall vision for the district, and notes in
an early objectives section relating to “A prosperous area with job opportunities for all” that this vision may be
achieved, for example, at Hayle:
“The £175 million redevelopment scheme for Hayle Harbour is second only, and indeed complementary, to
Camborne Pool Redruth in terms of a regeneration opportunity in the western part of the County. It provides a
strategic opportunity to contribute to housing and employment needs within West Cornwall without
compromising the high environmental quality of the area. The proposals utilise previously develope d land in the
town centre, approximately 25% of the housing will be affordable, and educational opportunities will be related
to developing skills and growth sectors. Together with the inclusion of the Wave Hub project, the scheme
allows for the creation of one of the first truly sustainable communities within the region. The developer has
already invested over £10 million in acquiring the site. To achieve this Vision, further significant investment in
the infrastructure is necessary to support the proposals as part of the regeneration of Hayle as a whole.”
Penwith Vision 2025 also comments in relation to “Linking the Vision with the Regional Spatial Strategy and the
Penwith Local Development Framework” that:
“The Regional Spatial Strategy identifies Penzance as one of the key Cornish towns for regeneration. The other
main towns of Hayle, Helston, St.Ives, Wadebridge, Launceston and Bude also play a key role as local centres
for shopping, employment and community facilities and as leisure and tourist destinations, along with a range
of smaller towns and villages meeting more local needs. In particular Hayle has the development opportunities
that its harbour affords and the potential for the wave hub (wave energy scheme). These examples may see
these towns take on a more strategic role for their size. Of particular significance is the regeneration needs and
potential of Hayle Harbour. The scale of regeneration needed to restore the harbour and its surroundings are
regionally significant in view of:
•

Its potential to uplift the vitality of the town for the benefit of its residents and visitors and overall
economy of the area

•

The sensitivity of its environment

•

The close relationship and links with Camborne Pool and Redruth

•

The draft Regional Spatial Strategy proposes a total of 4,800 new dwellings between now and 2026”
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Penwith DC has progressed its Local Development Framework and the “Core Strategy, Issues and
Options” report has been published for consultation with responses to be sought through 2007.
The Core Strategy Issues and Options report identifies that the Area Action Plans will set out the future roles
of settlements and identifies the main areas of change within the District. An Area Action Plan is proposed for
Hayle.
In respect of housing the Strategy notes that Penwith should deliver 240 dwellings per annum from 2006 to
2026, equating to 4800 dwellings over 20 years. The Core Strategy will ultimately contain policies which
distribute housing to specific settlements across the district. Whilst the RSS notes that housing should be
developed at densities between 30 and 50 per ha, it is noted that PPS3: Housing uses 30 dwellings per ha as a
national indicative minimum standard.
With regards to employment, the Penwith Core Strategy notes that policy on employment is likely to:
•

Prevent the loss of existing employment land

•

Provide an appropriate future supply of employment land in the district to meet the requirements of
industrial demand and the projected increase in job growth
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15.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

The socio economic and community impacts of the proposed development have been assessed using the
following processes:
•

Understanding of current policy and planning context, future growth forecasts and capacity issues.

•

Assessment of baseline socio-economic conditions in Hayle and comparison areas.

•

Discussions with key stakeholders

•

Prediction of the socio-economic impact of the proposed development, including impacts on
population, housing, employment (both direct and indirect), health, education, policing and
community facilities

•

The assessment of the proposed development is based on land use, floor areas and dwelling
numbers as provided by LDA Design

The proposed development seeks to develop Hayle as a self sufficient community with mutually supportive
businesses and services. It is intended that Hayle will grow as a sustainable centre for innovation and industry
with exceptional levels of ICT connectivity and onsite renewable energy infrastructure. Building upon natural
and cultural assets it is intended that the town’s tourism appeal together with its importance for high quality
jobs will enable it to develop a significant food and drink and retail economy which is sustained by year round
visitors and the indigenous resident and business communities.
15.3.1

Data Sources

Data for Hayle has been drawn from a variety of sources and is presented at one of a number of geographical
levels depending on the availability of data. Sources are identified either in the body text, as footnotes or as
sources where data has been tabled.

15.4

Baseline conditions

A socio-economic profile of Hayle is found in Technical Annex 15A; the main points are summarised below.
Where appropriate, information for Hayle is compared with that for Penwith, Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly, the
South West and England and Wales. Data for Hayle is calculated by summing ward data from Hayle North and
Hayle South. An adjacent ward, Gwinear, Gwithian & Hayle East is not included as it covers a relatively large
rural area.
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15.4.1

Population & households

15.4.1.1 Population, Age Structure and Household Size
Hayle’s population of 7,465 (Census 2001) has an older age profile than England & Wales and the South West
region, reflecting the popularity of the area as a retirement destination and suggesting a strong demand for
services such as health and social care. In comparison to the South West region there are slightly lower levels
of working age population as a whole, however, in comparison with Penwith, there are relatively high levels of
working age population (20-44) underlying the need for good quality employment opportunities in the area.
15.4.1.2 Housing
There are 3,334 dwellings in Hayle of which the majority (89%) are houses or bungalows. Only 10% of
dwellings are flats, almost 4% lower than rates across Penwith. Holiday/second homes account for 1.7% of
dwellings within the town which is less than a quarter of the level for Penwith and approximately a third of the
level for Cornwall. However, it is still over double that for England and Wales as a whole. The adjacent, more
rural, ward Gwinear, Gwithian and Hayle East has significantly higher second home ownership levels (4.8%).
Owner occupied rates are similar to those in other comparison areas. In Hayle they are 71.5%, Cornwall
72.4% and England & Wales 69%. The proportion of dwellings rented from the Council is however much lower
in Hayle. Only 1.1% of properties are rented from the Council, compared to 6.3% in Cornwall and 13.2% in
England & Wales. This is in line with the district policy; in Penwith District Council rented property accounts for
less than 1% of dwellings. As a consequence the proportion of other social rented dwellings is high within
Hayle and Penwith (14% and 12.6% respectively). This contrasts with rates between 5 and 6% in Cornwall
and nationally.
Whilst the proportion of owner occupied households in Hayle is comparable with the proportion nationally, the
standard of housing is comparatively lower with 20.4% not having central heating (compared to 8.5%
nationally).
House prices in Hayle have increased by 95% since 2001 (Land Registry, Oct – Dec 2001 &Oct –Dec 2006,
www.landreg.gov.uk), from an average of £102,128 to £199,207 in 2006. Whilst a lower increase than in
Penwith and Cornwall (111% and 96% increase respectively) it is still significantly higher than the increase
across the South West (75%).
The average house price in Hayle (Land Registry, Oct – Dec 2001 &Oct –Dec 2006, www.landreg.gov.uk), is
92% of the South West average and 88% of the Cornish average. In nearby Carbis Bay and St Ives, average
house prices are £283,536 and £288,040 respectively (both 25% above the Cornish average and 30% above
the regional average).
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With an average Penwith annual salary of less than £18,000, housing affordability is clearly a key issue within
the district and whilst Hayle is clearly more affordable than surrounding settlements, the average house (at
nearly £200,000) still remains unaffordable for many local residents.
This issue is emphasized in the study by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation,(Affordability and the Intermediate
Housing Market, Joseph Rowntree). This determined housing affordability by using house price to income
ratios. In a national study Penwith had the third highest house price to income ratio in the country (after
Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster). Retaining / increasing affordability within the local housing market
clearly remains a key issue within the town.
15.4.1.3 Deprivation
There are areas of deprivation geographically scattered throughout Hayle. Moderate deprivation (i.e. within the
worst performing 25% of Super Output Areas nationally) is identified within 3 of the 5 Super Output Areas

1

within Hayle.
15.4.2

Employment

15.4.2.1 The Economy
There are 2,682 jobs within Hayle (NOMIS, ABI 2005, www.nomis.co.uk). Employment in the town is dominated
by two key sectors – public administration, health & education (39% of jobs) and distribution, hotels and
restaurants (which includes retail employment) (28.5% of jobs). The proportion of employees within the public
administration sector reflects the larger size of organizations within this sector. Whilst there are only 38
businesses within the public admin sector (an average of 22 employees per business) in the distribution, hotels
and restaurants sector there are 97 businesses (on average less than 6 employees per business).
There is a relative lack of larger businesses within Hayle town; of the 267 businesses, 81% have up to ten
employees and only seven (less than 3%) have 50 or more employees. The largest sector is distribution, hotels
and restaurants (36.5% of businesses) followed by 11.3% in construction and nearly 16% in banking &
finance. Whilst banking and finance are relatively important within Hayle, they are under-represented in
comparison to the district, county and region.
Recent tourism research in Hayle (Cornwall County Council, Cornwall Towns Study, 2005) found that while
22% of Hayle’s employment is directly supported by tourist spend and almost three quarters of businesses
deal directly with tourists, very few Hayle businesses rely on tourists for over 75% of their turnover. The study
identified that there is significant scope to develop the tourism sector and to enable local residents and

1

Statistical unit of geography used by Office of National Statistics. This represents an approximate population of 1,500

people.
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businesses to benefit more fully from it. However, it also identified barriers such as the potential creation of
only low-paid jobs and the lack of space or premises for business expansion.
Hayle is a significant fishing centre with 27 vessels registered in the port. In addition to the fishing fleet there
are some associated businesses and vessels for divers and pleasure trips. In 2004 it was estimated that
Hayle’s fishing related employment accounted for 47 jobs.
Self-employment within Hayle is lower than in both the district and county (16.2% as compared to 23% in
Penwith and 19.5% in Cornwall). There are 517 self –employed people within Hayle.
Economic activity rates in Hayle are slightly higher than those for Penwith (61% as compared to 60%). They
are lower than those for Cornwall (63.1%), the South West (67.5%) and England and Wales (66.5%).
A relatively high level of part-time working is also an issue as it often indicates a high number of jobs with lower
than average pay. Sectors such as hotels and catering and retail often have higher levels of part time working.
Rates are lower than for the district (28.4% compared to 31.6%) but are still higher than for Cornwall and the
South West.
Earnings data is currently available only at district level. This indicates average weekly pay of £345.10 in
Penwith (NOMIS, ASHE residence based 2006, www.nomisweb.co.uk) in comparison to £364.10 in Cornwall
(6% higher), £423.50 in the South West (22% higher) and £451.60 in England and Wales (31% higher).
In 2003 earnings data was available for Hayle (NOMIS, NCS 2003, www.nomisweb.co.uk). This indicated that
average earnings were 25% less than the Cornish average. Clearly it is not possible to determine whether this
trend has continued (i.e. if 2006 earnings in Hayle are considerably lower than even 2006 Penwith earnings),
however, even if a more favourable scenario has been reached (that Hayle is now on par with district earnings
and only 6% lower than the Cornish average.). it is clear that there is a need for quality, well-paid jobs within
the local area.
There is a low skilled population within Hayle. 35.1% of people have no qualifications, compared to 28.1% in
Cornwall and 29.1% in England and Wales. The proportion of people with the highest level qualifications (4/5 –
degree level) is significantly lower than comparison areas (10.5% in contrast to 15.8% in Cornwall and 19.8%
in England and Wales). Notably, Penwith has relatively high levels of highly qualified residents (16.1%) though
clearly a low proportion choose to live in Hayle. This may present issues in terms of providing an appropriately
skilled local workforce for the new employment within Hayle Harbour. Attracting more highly skilled people to
the new residential provision would alleviate this problem to some degree though clearly upskilling of the
existing workforce should be seen as an important issue.
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Hayle has a low proportion of residents working in higher level professional occupations (AB) (12.4% as
2

compared to 16.7% in Cornwall and 22% in England & Wales). It has high levels of residents working in semi
skilled/unskilled positions (D) (20.4% compared to 17% in Cornwall and 17.2% nationally) and high levels are
also claiming state benefit, unemployed or employed within the lowest grade positions (E) (20.4% against 17%
in Cornwall and 16% in England and Wales). This has obvious implications in terms of the earning capacity of
residents and their ability to afford housing.
There were 140 people claiming unemployment benefit in Hayle in January 2007. This is nearly 20% more than
the figure at the same time in 2006. During the winter Hayle and Penwith have higher claimant rates than
Cornwall, the South West and England and Wales. In summer months, the claimant rate drops to below the
national rate, illustrating the seasonal nature of unemployment in Cornwall (i.e. significantly higher in winter
than summer). This is linked to the importance of the seasonal tourism industry and also to seasonal
agricultural employment.
The unemployment rate in Penwith has been higher than the Cornwall and regional averages for some time, as
is the proportion of working age people claiming income support. However, increasingly worklessness is a
3

concern as relatively high numbers of the adult population are not working.
Travel to work patterns in Hayle are relatively similar to that of Cornwall. 38.9% of people travel less than 5km
to work (38.9% in Cornwall), contrasting to 40.9% in Penwith and 40% in England and Wales.
Hayle is located within Penwith Travel To Work Area, along with Penzance and St Ives. Penwith and the Isles of
Scilly TTWA have 12.5% of the County’s employment (26,800) and 11.2% of its GVA (£645.6m). The disparity
between employment and GVA indicates relatively low levels of productivity in the area and could reflect the
dominance of tourism industries (which are traditionally low value). GVA per person in employment is also low
for the TTWA at £24,090 (compared with £26,875 for Cornwall). To generate higher GVA, the development of
higher value tourism and diversification into other sectors will be required (Cornwall County Council 2005,

2

Professional occupations are defined as AB Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professional, C1

Supervisory, clerical, junior managerial/administrative/professional, C2 Skilled manual workers, D Semi-skilled and unskilled
manual workers and E On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workers

3

Worklessness is defi ned for ex ample in a Department of Work and Pensions study, as detachment from the formal labour

market in particular areas, and among particular groups. Workless individuals include individuals w ho are unemployed and
claiming unemployment benefits, individuals who are economically inactive and eligible for inactive benefits (who may or may
not be claiming them), and i ndividuals who are working excl usively in the informal economy (who may or may not be also
claiming benefits).
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Cornwall Towns Study). At a regional level Penwith TTWA represented 1% of the South West’s employment in
2005 and 0.9% of GVA
Hayle’s role within Penwith TTWA is clear when reviewing the differences in the sectoral distribution across
Hayle with those in the TTWA. Hayle has a concentration of activity in printing, plastics, metals, wholesale &
health but leaves retail, hotels & restaurants, retail estate, other business services, recreational activities and
public administration to the other settlements within the TTWA, mainly Penzance.
15.4.3

Community services & facilities

15.4.3.1 Retail
Hayle has two main areas of retail provision – the Foundry Square area, leading to Penpol Terrace; and
Copperhouse, Market Square and Fore Street. Together they contain 81 retail units with approximately
8,180sqm floorspace. The centres comprise a range of mostly small independent local retailers. The only
regional or multiple names are Spar, Pioneer Co-op, Warrens Bakery and Alliance Pharmacy. In addition there
is a Lidl store on the eastern outskirts of Copperhouse and further to the west is the recently developed West
Cornwall Shopping Centre which includes Next, Boots and Marks and Spencer which includes a proportion of
food shopping. The retail impact study (2007), contained in Technical Annex 15B, shows that total annual
convenience spend in Hayle is estimated at £12.0m (substantially in the Co-op store, with Lidl and the other
stores together comprising approximately 15% each of the total); and a total annual comparison spend
estimated at £4.6m.
15.4.3.2 Education facilities
Hayle is served by the following schools:
Primary Schools

Age

Locality

Bodriggy Primary School, TR27 4DR

3-11

Hayle

Penpol School, TR27 4AH

4-11

Hayle

St Piran's School, TR27 4HY

3-13

Hayle

11-18

Hayle

Secondary Schools
Hayle Community School, TR27
4DN
Table 15— 1: School provision in Hayle
Source: DFES Register of Educational Establishments
There are approximately eighteen other primary schools, plus Camborne Science and Community College,
within about five miles of Hayle.
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Penwith College provides further education provision to the Hayle area, from its main site in Penzance and
from outreach activities in Hayle, accommodated in the Community Centre at Carew House. The courses run
in Hayle have typically been adult computing courses .
4

15.4.3.3 Health
Hayle is served by two GP surgeries: Dr Higgs and Partners at Bodriggy Health Centre and Connor Downs
Surgery. The former employs seven doctors and the latter, two. There are also a number of dispensing
pharmacies: Moss Pharmacy, 1-2 Penpol Terrace, Alliance Pharmacy and Moss Pharmacy, 44-46 Fore Street.
St Michael’s Hospital in Hayle has 69 beds and provides some surgical departments, outpatient centre,
neurological rehabilitation centre and family planning clinics. There are no accident and emergency or minor
injuries departments. Whilst threatened with closure in 2006, this is no longer an issue and the hospital is to
become a centre of excellence for breast surgery.
There are two dental surgeries in Hayle, each employing two dentists. Neither are taking on new patients nor
offering urgent dental care.
The health of Hayle residents is better than for Penwith; 10.7% consider themselves in ‘not good health’
compared to 11.3% in Penwith. Rates for Cornwall and England and Wales are however lower (9.9% and 9%
respectively).
15.4.3.4 Crime
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary currently provides approximately one police officer per 485 people, which is
slightly fewer officers than in other parts of the country – for example in Essex there are 400 people per officer
and in Hampshire 450 people per officer.
Penwith has been the best performing district in terms of all-crime reduction over the last 12 months (a 1.9%
reduction since the last audit) but the rate of improvement has plateaued and there are early signs of
deterioration (Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly Community Safety Rolling Audit, Sept 2006) In common with the
rest of Cornwall, crime is very seasonal with a county average of 15% higher crime levels during the summer
months; in Penwith this seasonal bias is even more pronounced.
42% of all crime in Penwith takes place in Penzance however the wards within Penwith which have shown the
highest increases in crime rates include Hayle North and Hayle South (7.3% and 4.6% increases respectively).
Youth crime is a key issue.

4

The 2002 OFSTED Report indicates that ICT is one of the College’s particular strengths
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15.4.3.5 Other facilities
Hayle Library is located at Commercial Road. It provides the usual range of services expected from the County
Library Service.
Connexions Information and Advice Centre gives information and advice for Young People aged 13-19. The
service is focused around careers and learning but Connexions also provides advice on a wide range of other
issues faced by young people. According to the Connexions website their outlet at Pool Industrial Estate,
approximately 7 miles away, is the nearest provision for Hayle.
Jobcentreplus has an outlet at 52 Fore Street, Hayle.
15.4.4
•

Summary of baseline conditions

Hayle has a population of 7,465 people. In common with the rest of Cornwall there are fewer young
adults and higher levels of older adults than the national average

•

There are 3,334 dwellings in Hayle. A lower proportion of these dwellings are flats and second/holiday
homes than for comparison areas. Within the town few dwellings are available to rent from the Council,
however the proportion of ‘other social rented property’ is high (most likely as a consequence of low
numbers of Council houses)

•

Hayle demonstrates a need for regeneration – it is in the 10% most deprived areas in Cornwall and three
of the Super Output Areas within the town are within the 25% most deprived wards in England

•

House prices in Hayle are lower than for Penwith and surrounding towns but still high in comparison with
national levels. Given the relatively low average earnings, affordability of housing is a key issue

•

There are 267 businesses in Hayle, employing 2,165 people. In addition there are 517 self employed
people, giving a total of 2,682 people working in Hayle. Most of the businesses in Hayle are small (10
employees or less), although there are seven businesses with over 50 employees

•

Approximately, 37% of the businesses in Hayle are in the distribution, hotels and restaurant sector.
Although public administration, education and health make up 14% of the businesses/organisations,
they account for 39% of the employed workforce

•

Self-employment rates within the town are lower than in both the district and county

•

Economic activity rates (at 61%) are slightly higher than for Penwith but lower than county or regional
averages

•

Penwith earnings are lower than the Cornish average and historically Hayle earnings have been lower
than Penwith averages
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•

Skills levels within the town are low. 35.1% have no qualifications and there are high levels of people
working in semi-skilled/unskilled positions or employed within the lowest grade positions

•

There are 140 people claiming unemployment benefit in Hayle. This rate is seasonally high and during
the winter it is almost double that of the region

•

Within Penwith TTWA there are relatively low levels of productivity (GVA per head) which could reflect
the dominance of tourism industries (traditionally low value) within the area

15.5

Assessment of potential impacts

The key socio-economic impacts likely to result from the proposed development are set out below.
15.5.1

Potential impact on population and households

15.5.1.1 Population projections
A recent study (Cornwall County Council, 2005, The Cornwall Towns Study 2005) shows that Cornwall’s
population is growing rapidly and this growth is entirely due to in-migration (currently a net total of 5,000
people migrate into the county each year). Recently in-migration has changed and is now made up largely of
economically active and younger people. In-migration is one of the principal components of demand for new
housing, alongside new household formation either through young people leaving the parental home or the
separation of existing households.
National population projections (ONS, Population Projections 2003, www.statistics.gov.uk) indicate an average
growth for Cornwall as a whole of 4,400 persons a year in the period 2006 – 2026, evenly spread through the
period. This gives a total increase in population of 88,000 by 2026 – an overall increase of 17% on current
figures.
If Hayle’s population of 7,465 increased by the same average rate as the county as a whole, this would
suggest an additional population of 1,269 people over 20 years, or 63 per year.
Hayle is not currently recognised as one of the main centres for growth in the Regional Spatial Strategy which,
therefore, indicates that it is not identified for growth at a higher rate than average. However, as a town
identified in District strategies as a key location for growth it will be expected to accommodate a significant
proportion of the West Cornwall/Penwith growth in housing numbers. The Cornwall Structure Plan names
Hayle as one of the ‘other Main Towns’ where ‘the level of development … will be assessed against their
‘ability to consolidate their roles and functions and to support balanced growth through jobs, services and
transport infrastructure.’ In addition, forthcoming Local Development Framework documents note that Hayle
will be one of the targeted locations for future development in future years.
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15.5.1.2 Proposed development population
The proposed 1,039 new dwellings in the Hayle Harbour comprise 668 flats and 371 houses (64%/36% split).
Of these 175 affordable units are proposed (17% of units).
Assuming the average Penwith household size of 2.21 (ONS, Census 2001, www.statistics.gov.uk), the overall
population growth as a result of the development would be 2,296 people. Comparing this to the population
predictions above it is evident that the development is capable of meeting a significant part of the identified
need for new housing in West Cornwall and accommodating forecast population growth, resulting in a
significant increase in the size of Hayle’s population. This growth would exceed that anticipated through
standard population increase by 81%.
The phasing plan for the proposed development indicates a 10 year build period. This allows for an average
build rate of approximately 104 dwellings per annum and therefore an increase of 230 people pa assuming
average household size as per above. This is compared to the increase of 63 people pa predicted through the
trend forecast population increase for Hayle.
15.5.1.3 Age structure
If new residents within the proposed development are of a similar age structure to the existing Hayle
population, it is possible to extrapolate current figures to show the approximate number of additional people in
each age range. The results of these calculations are shown in the following table.
Current

% in each age

Additional Hayle Harbour

Population

group

residents (extrapolation of
current population)

Pre school (0-4)

439

5.9%

135

School Age (5-15)

930

12.5%

286

5,320

71.3%

1,636

(3,197)

(42.8%)

(983)

776

10.4%

239

7,465

100.0%

2,296

Economically Active Age(16–74)
(Of which economically active)
Older (75 and over)
Total

Table 15— 2: Age Structure of additional population resulting from the proposed development

Source: Census 2001/Roger Tym & Partners
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These age-related figures for the additional population in Hayle are useful in assessing their likely impact on
the demand for jobs and local services such as health, education and community facilities.
The age structure of the additional population (as a result of proposed development) suggests an additional
1,636 people of economically active age of which 983 are likely to be available to work (assuming current
levels). Over a 10 year phasing plan this equates to 98 new economically active residents per annum.
Overall there will be a significant increase in the population of Hayle as a result of the development. This will
have a major beneficial impact upon the town in terms of increased vitality, demand for services and structure
of the local community. The population will be strengthened by an increase in the economically active
population which in turn has the capacity to strengthen the local economy.
Clearly the scale of population increase will need to be addressed in terms of demand for public services and
facilities to ensure that the increase is managed in line with provision of new facilities/infrastructure.
15.5.2

Potential impact from new Housing in the Proposed Development

The proposed development will provide 1,039 dwellings. There is a 10 year phasing plan which indicates an
average rate of development of almost 104 dwellings annually.
The Penwith Core Strategy (LDF) identifies that 240 dwellings pre annum should be delivered across the
District from 2006 to 2026, equating to 4800 dwellings over 20 years. The proposed development is, therefore,
capable of delivering 22% of the new housing required in Penwith between 2006 and 2026. The Core Strategy
will ultimately contain policies which distribute housing to specific settlements across the district, but it is
noted that the Penwith Vision 2025 (Community Strategy) and other documents identify Hayle as a centre for
growth and regeneration with the ability to contribute to achieving strategic priorities.
Whilst the RSS notes that housing should be developed at densities between 30 and 50 per ha, the Core
Strategy Issues and Options report notes that PPS3: Housing uses 30 dwellings per ha as a national indicative
minimum standard.
Current District policy set the target that 1,400 (70 per annum) affordable homes are to be developed for the
period 1991-2011. Given present build rates Penwith needs to complete 125 affordable dwellings per year for
the remaining years of the plan period. For individual applications Supplementary Planning Guidance identifies
that 30% of new homes should be affordable in developments of 15 dwellings or more.
The proposed development identifies provision for 175 (17%) affordable dwellings, a figure which has been
agreed during extensive consultation with Penwith DC on the basis of the appropriate location of affordable
housing to meet need in the district and mechanisms for its delivery and management. The proposed
provision of affordable housing, available as either social rented or equity share / owner occupied, will
contribute towards easing the current shortage of lower cost homes available to rent or purchase in Hayle.
The provision of new homes for both owner occupation and housing association ownership will improve the
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overall quality of Hayle’s housing stock as modern dwellings in this category tend to remain in better condition
than privately rented stock. The provision of this total quantum of new housing will contribute to stability of
house prices and availability of housing to meet needs across the range of tenures, particularly in the light of
continuing increases in population and household numbers.
15.5.2.1 Deprivation
As described in the Baseline Conditions section of this chapter, Hayle suffers from small areas of deprivation
scattered throughout the town. The proposed development will have positive effects on this deprivation in the
following areas:
•

Deprivation relating to barriers to housing and services. The new housing in the development will
offer a variety of dwelling type, size and tenure and will include a proportion of affordable homes
which will be mixed with private housing and will be built to the same quality. The proposed
development also includes community facilities and provision for services such as health and sport /
leisure as well as open space for informal recreation and play

•

Deprivation relating to income and employment. This is likely to be reduced as the development will
offer a significant number of good quality jobs in sectors such as Business Services, Education &
Health, and Miscellaneous Services, Distribution (especially retail), Hotels & Catering. It will be
important for education and training providers to work with the Learning & Skills Council and other
agencies to ensure that the local workforce is up-skilled to take advantage of these new job
opportunities and to maximise earning potential

15.5.2.2 Spend
A significant proportion of new residents is likely to have gross disposable incomes higher than that of the
existing Hayle population and it is likely, therefore, that there will be a considerable increase in spend within
the local and surrounding areas which will help to support businesses and jobs in the area.
It is assumed for this assessment that average weekly household expenditure by residents of the proposed
development will be more in line with the South West average (£433.30) per week as opposed to the Hayle
average. On this basis it can be estimated that the total weekly household expenditure of those living in the
proposed development will be £450,199. When leakage assumptions are factored into this calculation it can be
estimated that the total weekly spend in the Hayle area as a result of the residential development will be
£146,360. Over a whole year, therefore, the total household expenditure (for all new dwellings in the
development) is estimated to equate to £7,610,708 (see following table)
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Household expenditure

Housing (net)*, fuel & power

SW average

Hayle total

Leakage

Local weekly

weekly

weekly

Factor

expenditure by

expenditure

expenditure

(£/ household)

(£)

new households
(after leakage) (£)

40.70

42,287

10%

4,229

44.90

46,651

37%

17,261

narcotics

10.90

11,325

37%

4,190

Clothing and footwear

20.90

21,715

8%

1,737

Household goods & services

29.60

30,754

8%

2,460

5.30

5,507

50%

2,753

Transport

65.90

68,470

10%

6,847

Restaurants, hotels

34.00

35,326

50%

17,663

6.80

7,065

50%

3,533

Recreation and culture

61.10

63,483

50%

31,741

Communication

11.70

12,156

10%

1,216

services

34.70

36,053

50%

18,027

Other expenditure

66.80

69,405

50%

34,703

433.30

450,199

Food and non-alcoholic
drinks
Alcoholic drinks, tobacco &

Health

Education

Miscellaneous goods &

Total

146,360

Table 15— 3 Household expenditure of new households within Hayle
* Excluding mortgage interest payments, council tax and Northern Ireland rates.
In addition to the estimate of direct spending, it is important to calculate the additional impact, through the
expenditure multiplier, in the local economy. The multiplier is a measure of further economic activity, i.e. the
additional spend generated in local shops, services, and paid workers further along the supply chain.
Multipliers for UK cities and towns typically range between 1.19 and 1.40. For the purpose of this exercise a
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relatively conservative multiplier of 1.3 is used. Therefore, for every £1 spent locally there is an additional 30
pence injected into the local economy from further rounds of spending.
When a multiplier of 1.3 is applied to the total additional weekly household spend that will be spent locally as a
result of the development it gives a total figure of £190,268 per week. Over a whole year this will equate to
£9,893,936.
5

Based upon the broad assumption that a £50,000 spend in the local economy per annum supports one job, it
can be estimated that the additional spend in the local area as a result of the residential development will be
enough to support 198 additional jobs. These jobs will be found in a range of sectors, including retail and
services – and in some cases these additional jobs will be accommodated in the floorspace appraised within
the proposed development. To avoid double counting, these jobs are not included in the jobs total estimated
for the conclusions to this section. However, it should be noted that there will be wider economic benefits from
the new spend; and that the estimates used here for employment and business growth are significantly
supported by the new spend which will be generated by the new residents.
The new housing will have a significant beneficial impact upon Hayle, providing high quality modern housing
and offering a variety of tenures and dwelling types. The development will provide just over a fifth of the
housing requirement for the district to 2026 and provide approximately 2.5 years requirement of affordable
dwellings. This will benefit the district and County in terms of meeting new housing requirements in an area
with relatively few opportunities for brownfield housing development.
15.5.3

Potential impacts on employment and demand for jobs

This sub section looks at the estimated number and variety of jobs that the employment space in the proposed
development could produce, and compares these estimates with forecasts for employment growth in the
Penwith area.
15.5.3.1 Potential employment in the Hayle Harbour
The proposed development makes provision for the following areas:

5

•

13,198sqm of retail floorspace (142,063sqft)

•

3,515sqm of leisure floorspace (37,835sqft)

•

12,505sqm of business space (134,604sqft)

•

5,575sqm of industrial floorspace (60,009sqft)

•

2,090sqm of education/community floorspace (22,497sqft)

This assumes that all housing has been sold and is occupied all year round
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15.5.3.2 Retail employment
The proposed development includes 13,198sqm of retail floorspace including food and drink elements. The
proposed development identifies that 11,555sqm will be retail (A1) and 1,643sqm will be food and drink (A3).
As noted above, the retail impact study in Technical Annex 15B shows that total annual convenience spend in
Hayle is estimated at £12.0m and a total annual comparison spend estimated at £4.6m. The study estimates
6

that growth in spending in the study area (Penwith district and north and western parts of Kerrier district) could
amount to £94.3m between 2007 and 2012. This increase in trade, in addition to meeting the turnover
requirement of existing commitments, increase in floorspace efficiency and the impact of “special forms of
trading” (including internet shopping), would be sufficient to support the new retail floorspace in the proposed
development with limited impact on other centres. All other centres would still see a growth in total
expenditure over the 2007 total, though diversion of trade due to increased market share in Hayle would result
in a reduction in the levels of growth which would otherwise be forecast.
The growth in retail provision in the proposed development, including a range of comparison goods shops,
7

restaurants, bars and cafes, would add significantly to the attractiveness of Hayle as a shopping destination
and would be likely to attract trade from residents and tourist visitors based in West Cornwall and further
afield; mostly within a one-hour drive time. This trade would support the retail and other businesses in the
proposed development, supporting the employment levels estimated in this appraisal.
Retailing will be a significant part of the new employment created by the proposed development. Using English
Partnerships employment calculations (ARUP and EP, 2001, Employment Densities: a Full Guide), the following
assumptions can be made.

6

Spend associated with comparison goods. These are defi ned as d urable goods such as clothing, household goods,

furniture, DIY and electrical goods
7

Durable goods such as clothing, hous ehold goods, furniture, DIY and electrical goods.
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Element of Development
Use/Type

Employment Density

Potential Out-Turn

(sqm/sqft) (gross internal

Economic Impact (Jobs)

floorspace per workspace)
11,555sqm (124,377sqft) retail

20/215

577

1,643sqm (17,685sqft) food & drink

13/140

126

Total

703

Table 15— 4 Employment assumptions
15.5.3.3 Industrial/commercial
The proposed development comprises 12,505sqm (134,604sqft) of business space and 5,575sqm (60,009sqft)
of industrial floorspace. The business space includes provision for a Business Centre, creative industries
workspace and the Wave Hub building. The industrial floorspace includes provision for a fishermen’s support
building and industrial units.
The Business Centre is intended to provide an important focus for business and skills development as part of
the regeneration of Hayle, and will provide accommodation for further education, other skills providers and
business support agencies to work with local businesses. Detailed delivery mechanisms and programmes will
need to be prepared to maximise benefits.
The integration of shore-side facilities and business premises for Wave Hub will enable the proposed
development to contribute significantly to strategic objectives for the development of renewable energy
programmes in the South West and to the establishment of a cluster within a key industrial sector. The Wave
Hub proposals have been developed by SWRDA with the full co-operation of ING Ltd, and have been
appraised fully within SWRDA procedures. Progress with the concept has included the selection of preferred
industrial partners, and the detailed development proposals for Wave Hub will be developed to meet their
needs. The proposals appraised here presents a current estimate of the floorspace requirement and potential
employment impacts, based on standard best practice appraisal methods.
In addition to the main elements of economic development and employment creation, the proposed
development includes a range of industrial and commercial floorspace which will be available to the open
market. The direct impact of this is assessed on the basis of best practice assumptions. Some specialist
facilities will be provided, in relation to the marina and harbour area, to support business and employment
serving those markets.
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Assumptions regarding potential employment requirements can again be made using English Partnerships
calculations:
Element of Development Use/Type

Employment Density

Potential Out-

(sqm/sqft) (gross internal

Turn Economic

floorspace per workspace)

Impact (Jobs)

3,895sqm (42,895sqft) Business Centre

20/215

199

1,165sqm (12,588sqft) small business units

32/340

36

6,455sqm (69,480sqft) of general business space

19/205

340

5,575sqm (60,009sqft) of industrial space

34/365

163

8

9

Total

738

Table 15— 5 Employment assumptions
15.5.3.4 Leisure and related uses
The proposed development indicates 3,515sqm (37,835sqm) of leisure floorspace and related uses. This
includes the provision of a marina, which was considered in various configurations. A study for ING ltd (RGA
report for ING no other details) indicated that the employment which might result from the marina could be
around 8.5 Full Time Equivalent jobs, and annual turnover might exceed £1m. As the management and
operation of the marina will need to be integrated with the overall responsibility for management and operation
of the harbour as a whole, it is difficult to provide an exact estimate of the employment requirements, so for the
purposes of this appraisal an estimate is based on this figure combined with an overall estimate from
employment densities.
The employment impact of the proposed development in leisure and related use is broken down as follows.
(English Partnerships employment densities are available only for some leisure uses)

8

Densities within units may be high but common areas red uce the overall density

9

There may be significant variances with the nature and s ector of occupier and degree of automation.
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Element of Development Use/Type

Employment Density

Potential Out-Turn

(sqm/sqft) (gross internal

Economic Impact

floorspace per

(Jobs)

workspace)
435sqm (4,662sqft) Feature Café and Restaurant

13/140

33

65sqm (700sqft) Interpretation kiosk

36/390

2

220sqm (2,368sqft) gym

55/600

4

2,430sqm (4,306sqft) hotel -60 bed, high quality

0.8/bedroom

48

400sqm (4,306sqft) harbour office, toilets etc

19/205

21

835sqm (8,998sqft) Sailing Club

55/600

15

Total

123

Table 15— 6 Employment impact of the proposed development in leisure and related use
It should be noted that a major aspect of the regeneration of Hayle Harbour will be the improved environment,
opportunities for informal leisure and shopping, and the related facilities which will tend to attract visits from
the resident population of Cornwall and tourists staying across the county. The direct impacts of these visits
will be evident in terms of the business turnover and employment created, and these are assessed in this
section. More broadly, however, the improved reputation and profile for Hayle are likely to contribute to further
investment and economic growth, particularly in leisure but also in other industrial sectors.
15.5.3.5 Construction jobs
The proposed development will clearly require significant construction activity over a considerable period.
Using estimates supplied to ING ltd by Elliott Thomas, the labour requirement for the proposed development is
as follows:
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Years

Working

Const

Estimated

Aver

Estimated

Weeks

Value

manweeks

Men/wk

lab peak

Phase 1

3

144

67,000,000

33500

235

470

Phase 2

2

96

21,000,000

10500

110

220

Phase 3

2

96

15,000,000

7500

80

160

Phase 4

2

96

22,000,000

11000

115

230

Table 15— 7 Labour requirements
This indicates that the average labour requirement across the 10 year construction programme is 145 people,
with a peak of 470 during Phase 1.
To express these phases of employment as full-time equivalent permanent years of employment, in order to
aid comparisons with other employment impacts, it is assumed (using best practice guidance) that 10 “manyears” of construction employment are equivalent to one permanent job. So for this development the total of
62,500 “man-weeks” during the 10 year construction is equivalent to 1,302 “man-years”, which equates to 130
FTE permanent jobs created by the construction phase of the proposed development.
The proposed development would have a significant beneficial impact upon the level of employment within the
town, increasing the number of jobs by over 50%. As well as increasing the actual number of jobs, the new
jobs are likely to comprise some within higher value sectors therefore increasing the ability of the local
population to access quality employment opportunities with potential for higher earnings thereby addressing a
number of key local issues.
In addition to jobs within the proposed development, the new scheme will increase demand for a range of new
facilities which in turn will have employment requirements of their own. These will also add to the employment
opportunities available within Hayle. Demand for these facilities and their employment requirements are
outlined below.
15.5.3.6 Community use
The new population of over 2,296 people will create demand, or need, for a range of enhanced or new
facilities, some of which will be met by a range of commercial and public facilities provided within the
proposed development. Community facilities included in the proposed development include health provision, a
crèche and a Tourist Information kiosk.
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The provision of these new or extended facilities will generate some new jobs in the area. Best practice
guidance from English Partnerships does not (as in above cases) provide guidance on average employment
calculations in respect of community uses, so other methodologies have been applied.
15.5.3.7 Health and social care facilities.
As the population of Hayle increases, so will the need for additional primary care facilities. Discussions with
Central Cornwall Primary Care Trust (PCT) for previous Economic Impact Assessments suggest that a new GP
is needed for approximately every 1500 additional population, plus additional support staff including practice
nursing, community nursing and administration / clerical functions. For a new build, that would equate to
approximately 150 sq m of space. The total new population of 2,296 suggests that 1.5 FTE additional GPs
plus support staff will be needed as local health provision to meet the needs of population in the proposed
development.
15.5.3.8 Educational use
Planning for schools provision needs to include consideration of current school roles, future population change
in schools catchment areas and other factors, and actual requirements within the Hayle town area cannot be
confirmed with certainty at this stage in the process. However, it is clear that the proposed development will
lead to some increase in the population of school age and, therefore, demand for additional provision in the
area. Cornwall Local Education Authority (LEA) has recently used the standard calculation of one school child
per 4.5 dwellings i.e. one child of primary school age and one child of secondary school age per 9 dwellings.
The proposed development comprises 1,039 dwellings of which 668 are flats and 371 houses. Cornwall LEA’s
assumptions can reasonably be used in respect of the houses but it is likely that the number of children within
the flats will be lower. It is therefore reasonable to assume a lower child ratio per flat; 1 school child per 9 flat
dwellings.
Increased demand for education facilities as a result of the housing development in Hayle Harbour is therefore
estimated as 78 primary and 78 secondary school places, a total of 156 pupils. Over a 10 year build period
this equates to an increase of approximately 16 children per year.
Dfes standards (School Workforce in England, Department for Educations & Skills, 2006 data,
www.dfes.gov.uk) indicate a pupil: teacher ratio of 22:1 in primary schools and 16.6:1 in secondary schools. In
addition there is a pupil: adult ratio of 12.8 in primary schools and 11.7:1 in secondary schools. Overall this will
create 20.4 additional jobs within schools.
15.5.3.9 Community open space
Open space and play areas for the proposed new housing will need to be developed in accordance with the
Local Plan / National Playing Fields Association standards (1.4ha/1,000 population). Applying the potential
population of the 1,039 units (calculated as 2,296 people) will generate an open space requirement in the order
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of 3.2ha. Given the location and opportunities for recreation provided within the proposed scheme, this is
broadly in line with that provided by the development (2.7ha).
15.5.3.10

Policing, crime & safety

Assuming that Devon & Cornwall Constabulary’s current ratio of police officers per head of population remains
consistent (1 per 485 population), there will be a need for five additional police officers in total.
The following table summarises the potential employment requirements as a result of demand for community
facilities.
Facilities Requirements

Number/Size of

Potential Out-Turn Economic

Requirement

Impact
(FTE jobs)

Local Health provision
School places (secondary school)

5 total
76 places

4.6 teaching jobs
6.5 other jobs

School places (primary school)

76 places

3.4 teaching jobs
5.9 other jobs

Open Space

3.09ha

N/A

Policing

5 officers

5 jobs

Total

30.4

Table 15— 8 Potential employment requirements
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In addition, jobs will be created in other facilities provided as part of the proposed development, The following
table identifies potential employment densities in respect of these uses:
Element of Development Use/Type

Employment Density

Potential Out-

(sqm/sqft) (gross internal

Turn Economic

floorspace per workspace)

Impact (Jobs)

90sqm (969sqft) Tourist Information Pavilion

36/390

2.5

1,250sqm (13,455sqft) of educational/business use

32/340

39

Total

41.5

Table 15— 9 Potential employment densities
* Based on assumptions that crèche could accommodate 25 children. Staff ratios 1:3 for under 3’s and 1:4 for pre-school. Assumptions also meet US standard for a minimum of 2 .8sqm per child.

15.5.4

Overall potential job generation

The overall job creation potential of the proposed development is clearly significant. Our calculations have
indicated that 1,766 jobs could be created as a result of the range of employment uses outlined in the
proposed development. The following table summarises the earlier job creation calculations.
Potential job creation at Hayle Harbour
Proposed Use

Estimated Employment

Retail

703

Industrial/Commercial

738

Leisure

123

Community

30.4

Other Uses

41.5

Construction

130

Total

1,766

Table 15— 10 Job creation calculations
7.1 RTP using English Partnerships, Cornwall County Council and National Playing Fields Standards.
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15.5.5

Summary of socio-economic impacts

The proposed development is clearly, in community and economic terms, a significant development at both a
local and district scale. The proposed number of dwellings is almost a third of the number of Hayle’s existing
dwellings and provides a significant proportion of Penwith’s future housing targets. Current policy requires the
development of 240 dwellings per annum across the district therefore this proposed development accounts for
over 5 years supply for the whole of Penwith.
In employment terms, the total of 1636 (the total excluding construction) jobs is 2.57 times the total jobs
growth projected for Hayle using regional trends. This assessment estimates that 1,636 adults of working age
will be residents of the new housing, and a total of 983 economically active residents will be accommodated.
This overall comparison suggests that the proposed development will contribute to providing new employment
for existing residents of Penwith and may contribute to reducing existing net outflows of residents to work in
other areas. In essence, there will be more jobs provided by the new development than can be taken up by the
new development population.
The gross figures do however need to be considered carefully to assess the “additionality” which can be
achieved:
15.5.6

Additionality of the economic Impacts

When assessing the economic impact of a project, account must be taken of the ‘additionality’ of the benefits,
by considering in turn the leakage, displacement, substitution and multiplier effects within the target group and
the target area. Additionality is defined as,
“the extent to which something happens as a result of an intervention that would not have occurred in the
absence of the intervention.” (English Partnerships Additionality Guide, September 2004)
These calculations have been carried out below, using guidance from the above guide.
As the scale of development is significant it is appropriate to use Penwith District as the target area given the
potential economic impact of the project.
The first calculation is the reference case (or deadweight) which is the outputs (i.e. new jobs) that would have
occurred whether or not the proposed development takes place.
There is no clear alternative use for the Hayle Harbour site. Historically a number of initiative/projects have
been proposed for Hayle Harbour but none of these have progressed indicating an inability/unlikelihood for
development of the site. The local economy cannot be described as dynamic and at present a very limited
number of low value employment opportunities are based on site. Whilst the site is designated as brownfield
and, therefore, potentially capable of accommodating new development, these factors make this an unlikely
scenario.
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We have therefore assumed that if the Hayle Harbour project does not occur, then no additional new jobs will
be created on the site.
Leakage – This is the proportion of the outputs (new jobs) that are likely to benefit those outside the proposed
development’s target area, i.e. outside Penwith and the Camborne Pool Redruth regeneration area. The level
of leakage of new jobs will depend, for example, on the ability of local residents to access or to compete for
these jobs depending, for example, on their skills.
At this stage we have assumed that a realistic assessment of leakage of employment to residents of other
areas (indeed a conservative estimate) is equivalent to the English Partnerships Additionality Guide ‘low’ rate of
10% (whereas the leakage of employment may in reality be lower than this). A high proportion of the
employment benefits, and thus local expenditure impacts resulting from new incomes, will be retained within
the Penwith and CPR area (including providing local employment to people who currently leave Penwith every
day to work elsewhere in the county).
Displacement – This is the proportion of project outputs/outcomes which should be discounted because the
project results in reduced outputs elsewhere in the target area. For example, where the businesses developed
in Hayle Harbour take market share from local firms in Penwith with the result that established local firms
downsize and reduce the number of jobs they offer, or where local businesses move into Hayle Harbour and
the space they vacate elsewhere in the town is no longer used for employment purposes.
This factor is assessed at the English Partnerships Additionality Guide ‘low’ rate of 25% as it is likely that the
new jobs will be largely in new industries and enterprises which complement the current businesses and will
not compete for market share. Again this is considered to be a conservative estimate in relation to
displacement, which is in reality likely to be lower than 20%.
Substitution – This is where a firm substitutes one activity for a similar one (such as recruiting a jobless person
while another employee loses a job) to take advantage of public sector assistance. This can be thought of as
‘’within firm’ displacement. While there may be public sector assistance for some elements of employment
growth at Hayle, it is either specific to the regeneration of the harbour (and therefore not contributing to
substitution within the target area) or it is general to the Cornwall county area (and again will not contribute to
substitution). There is therefore considered to be no potential substitution within the proposed development.
Economic multiplier effects – Further economic activity associated with additional local income and local
supplier purchases, i.e. the knock-on effects within the local economy. Two types of multiplier can be
identified (English Partnerships, September 2004, Additionality Guide):
•

The supply linkage multiplier (or indirect multiplier) due to purchases made as a result of the project
and further purchases associated with linked firms along the supply chain
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•

An income multiplier (or induced multiplier) associated with local expenditure as a result of those who
derive incomes from the direct and indirect impacts of the project

The English Partnerships Additionality Guide advises appraisers to use a combined or composite multiplier to
take account of both indirect and induced economic impacts. The Guide suggests that the majority of projects
will have average linkages at a neighbourhood level and that a composite multiplier of 1.1 is suitable. This is
the figure applied here.
15.5.6.1 Summary of additionality
Net impact of additionality is calculated using the following equation:
[Gross impact x (1-leakage) x (1-displacement) x (1-substitution) x Multiplier] – Deadweight
For the proposed development this equates to:
[1,766 gross jobs x .0.9 x .75 x 1.1] – 0 = 1,311 net jobs
15.5.6.2 Forecasts of additional jobs vs forecast future employment growth in Penwith
It is possible to compare Offpat Guidance (see above jobs per year) against economic growth prospects for
Penwith modelled by Cambridge Econometrics. These forecasts are based on past growth trends and future
forecasts of employment growth and have been modelled by Cambridge Econometrics for the Penwith (Travel
To Work Area). The TTWA currently contains 26,800 jobs of which 2,682 jobs are currently located within the
town of Hayle. The model considers past trends using historical data for employment growth since 1981 for
the Penwith TTWA. This shows that between 1981 and 2005, Penwith TTWA under-performed compared to
Cornwall and the region. Penwith TTWA experienced dramatic changes to its economy with most sectors
recording high gains or losses in employment. Manufacturing, banking, communications and public
administration have all reduced employment significantly. Education had the main increase in employment
along with retail, other business services and health. Actual employment within the TTWA declined by 8.8%.
Cambridge Econometrics modelled two regional growth scenarios for the future; Scenario 1 forecasts a growth
in employment of 14% and Scenario 2 of 18% over the next 20 years. The two scenarios are not
fundamentally different in terms of the way they rank growing sectors versus declining sectors. The
Cambridge model lists Other Business Services, Miscellaneous Services, Education and Health and
Distribution as the fastest growing sectors for the next 20 years. The first three have all achieved much higher
growth rate in the last 20 years than those forecast for the future.
Scenario 2 relies on accelerated growth in the additional sectors of Construction, Hotels & Catering,
Communications, Air Transport, Banking & Finance, Computing Services, Professional Services, Education,
Health and Miscellaneous Services to achieve the higher forecast. Applying these scenarios to the Penwith
TTWA shows the forecast employment growth shown in Table 15.11.
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2026 Employment Index
(2006 Index = 100)
Sector

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Agriculture etc

88

88

Food, Drink & Tob

67

67

Wood & Paper

100

100

Printing & Publishing

150

150

Basic Metals

100

100

Metal Goods

100

100

Mech. Engineering

100

100

Elec. Eng. & Instrum

0

0

Manuf. nes

100

100

Construction

108

108

Distribution

100

100

Retailing

134

137

Hotels & Catering

115

117

Land Transport

100

100

Communications

100

100

Banking & Finance

100

100

Computing Services

200

200

Prof Services

133

147

Other Business Services

138

138

Public Administration & Defence

92

92

Education

140

150

Health & Social Work

132

139

Miscellaneous Services

120

127

Total Employment

117

122

Additional employment forecast (where

18%

22%

current jobs in Penwith TTWA = 100)

+4,700 jobs

+5,800 jobs

Table 15— 11 Forecast employment growth Penwith TTWA 2006 – 2026
Source: Cambridge Econometrics

The model forecasts that the current 26,800 jobs in Penwith TTWA will increase by between 4,700 (+18%) and
5,800 (+22%) jobs over the period 2006-2026, i.e. between 235 and 290 new jobs per year. This is much faster
than the regional forecast and may represent a considerable challenge for the area considering past
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performance. Growth is expected to be led by retail services however computer services, education, health
and other business services will also contribute.
The job numbers from the CE model are likely to be conservative in their estimate as the model does not take
into account any proposed development activity and therefore does not suggest any fundamental changes in
the contribution of a TTWA to the regional total employment. Should the proposed development go ahead it
could be expected that there would be an increase Hayle’s proportion of employment and GVA in the South
West, and that the overall job numbers for Penwith will be higher than forecast as Hayle contributes to the
economic regeneration of the district.
The following table compares the estimates of the number of additional economically active people expected
to live in Hayle Harbour with the various job forecasts set out above.
Estimates

Overall figures

Economically Active People in Hayle Harbour

983

Forecast additional jobs in Hayle

1,311

Cambridge Econometrics Scenario 1 for Penwith TTWA (235pa)

4,700

Cambridge Econometrics Scenario 2 for Penwith TTWA (290pa)

5,800

Table 15— 12 Hayle Harbour forecasts - economically active people & jobs
Summary
The scale of change as a result of the proposed development is considerable. As such the level of change in
respect of all impacts (i.e. housing, population, floorspace and jobs) is, in all cases, major. The table below
provide an overall summary of the benefits.
Impact

Scale of Impact

Assessment of Impact

Additional Population

2,296 people

Beneficial

Additional Households

1,039 new dwellings

Beneficial

New floorspace

13,198 sum retail

Beneficial

3,515sqm leisure

Beneficial

12,505sqm business

Beneficial

5,575sqm industrial

Beneficial

2,090sqm education/community

Beneficial

Additional Jobs

1,311 jobs*

Beneficial

Increased local spend

Up to £9,893,936 annually

Beneficial

Table 15— 13 Overall operational impacts summary
*including construction
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Specific construction impacts are as follows:
Impact

Scale of Impact

Assessment of Impact

Additional Jobs

Average labour requirements of

Beneficial

145 people per annum over each
year of construction activity with a
peak of 470 per annum in the
initial phase of development.
Table 15— 14 Construction impacts

15.6

Mitigation

Overall the developments noted within the proposed development should provide benefits to the population
across a range of measures including provision of an upgraded environment, cultural facilities and potential for
some restructuring of the economy through provision of sites and premises (and targeting of key sectors). It is
important that a clear degree of flexibility is built into the proposed development to ensure that the
development can fulfil its function to assist in the regeneration of Hayle and the development of Penwith. This
flexibility will ensure that, as the development progresses, maximum opportunity is taken to enhance the
positive socio-economic impacts of the development of Hayle Harbour, and to mitigate any negative impacts.
There are additional benefits to the population and businesses beyond the scope of this assessment which can
be ensured through various enhancement/mitigation measures. These include:
Physical development
•

Large construction projects typically draw on services and labour from a large geographical area.
Maximising opportunities for local companies to be involved within this process should be prioritised as
far as is possible

•

Whilst large scale construction projects can be outside the reach of smaller locally based companies,
splitting construction contracts does increase the pool of local businesses which are capable of
benefiting from the expenditure

•

Timing of construction projects can have an impact on local benefits. If a number of significant projects
are undertaken simultaneously it will increase the chance that the resources required are more than local
capacity. Development programme phasing may address this issue
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Skills development
•

Businesses within growth and key sectors will be attracted to Hayle Harbour employment sites. In order
to benefit from this restructuring of the local economy, it will be necessary to ensure the availability of
suitably skilled staff

•

Part of this process will be working with providers to ensure that skills availability is developed in tandem
with needs. Meeting these needs will include skills development activity prior to development project
completion

•

Other elements of this skills development will include retraining individuals with skills in declining sectors

•

Local education providers, in particular Combined Universities Cornwall, produce a large number of
skilled people each year. Many of these people will move to other parts of the country following their
education but by building opportunities to retain some of these within the local economy, these skills
can be used to add value to the local economy

Access to employment opportunities
•

Deprived local communities are not always in a position to take advantage of the opportunities offered
by large scale regenerations schemes (RTP, 2006, Gloucester Integration Strategy). As such it is
important to ensure that Hayle and Penwith residents are able to take up quality employment within new
businesses at Hayle Harbour

•

Potential barriers to employment include:

•

Poor health – long term sickness

•

•

High levels of seasonal unemployment

•

A low wage economy which impacts upon working feasibility for parents with young children

Raising awareness of new employment opportunities amongst deprived and excluded communities can
illustrate the opportunities available. Initiatives through agencies such as Job Centre Plus and schemes
such as ILM’s (Intermediate Labour Market Schemes) can be used to bring jobless people back into the
labour market

Sector development
•

There is an opportunity to foster the development of growth sectors though premises, skills and inward
investment marketing. There is also an opportunity for some form of cluster development around the
renewable energy sector
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Enterprise
•

Hayle has relatively low levels of self employment (in comparison with Penwith). Small business growth
is nationally recognised as being important both for the local and national economy and there is a case
for more targeted business advice and support in areas where start-ups are promoted

Community
•

Community and voluntary organisations have a role in delivering a wide range of services. This includes
mental and physical health, disability services, the environment and leisure & tourism. It will be
important to consider community and voluntary organisations in the detailed planning of schemes

Health
•

There are some health issues in the Hayle population which have a social and economic cost.
Addressing these issues should be done by both assessing requirements for additional facilities to meet
need and the use of activity programmes e.g. exercise referrals to potentially resolve some health issues

Other mitigation measures
•

Close liaison with partners in the development to ensure any changes in the external environment which
may impact on socio-economic needs in Hayle and/or the wider district are recognised and their likely
impact understood. For example, potential inward investment needs and changes in the pattern of inmigration

•

Monitoring of the socio-economic impacts (such as the number and quality of jobs created, reduction in
housing need, and reduction in out-commuting,) to ensure impacts are positive and to feed back into
future development phases

•

Proposals within the Heads of Terms of the Section 106 agreements will ensure provision/completion of
particular aspects e.g. provision of a site for a GP surgery
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15.7

Residual impacts

The proposed development is not identified as creating adverse socio-economic impacts which are not
addressed directly through provision within the proposals or where positive benefits cannot be enhanced
through the measures identified above. There are not anticipated to be residual adverse impacts.
15.8

Monitoring

Several aspects of the proposed development should be monitored in order to identify any issues of concern
or need for response. Key aspects are:
•

Construction employment : monitoring of contracts and local employment content to ensure use of local
trades people

•

Affordable housing : regular review of construction programme and delivery mechanisms to ensure
availability of affordable housing to meet local needs

•

Employment development : monitoring of construction programme and sales/letting arrangements to
ensure provision of industrial/commercial premises as per the masterplan and use/occupation to meet
economic aspirations for the development

•

Regular review of phased provision of community facilities, with relevant authorities, to ensure that
provision within the proposed development and the town are properly planned to meet overall needs

15.9

Conclusions

In summary, the key socio-economic changes to Hayle as a result of the proposed development are:
•

An additional 1,039 dwellings comprising 668 flats and 371 houses. 175 affordable dwellings will be
provided

•

An increase in population of 2,296 people. Of these, 983 are likely to be economically active adults

•

Development of the following floorspace is proposed:
•

13,198 sqm of retail floorspace (142,063sqft).

•

3,515 sqm of leisure floorspace (37,835sqft)

•

12,505 sqm of business space (134,604sqft)

•

5,575 sqm of industrial floorspace (60,009sqft) and

•

2,090 sqm of education/community floorspace (22,497sqft)

All the changes will clearly have a significant impact upon the town. An increase in the population of the town
will enable the community to support a greater number of facilities’ and services so benefiting both existing
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and new residents. The size of the housing stock will also increase, adding to the range of housing options
within the town and increasing the opportunities for affordable housing provision.
A considerable proportion of new employment space is also proposed within the scheme providing significant
benefits to an area with relatively limited employment opportunities. The proposal indicates that the
employment site uses have the capacity to provide full time, year round employment which is an important
benefit in an area where the tourism sector is a key employer.
•

An additional 1,311 jobs (this is a net figure after additionality effects are taken into consideration). The
10

fact that there are likely to be more jobs created than there are new residents to fill them should enable
the local area to become more sustainable by reducing the daily net out-flow of workers to other
employment centres (particularly Truro). This will be achieved not only by the number of extra jobs
created but also by the higher quality of those jobs which should attract many of the people who
currently live in the town but cannot find suitable jobs there. In addition, the extra jobs offer the
opportunity for learning and skills agencies to improve the economic activity rate of local residents by
encouraging those of working age into employment
•

The residential development alone will result in an additional £9,893,936 spend in the local area per
annum

11

(This will help support 198 jobs - but note that these jobs are largely included in the above estimates of
new additional jobs (being located in retail and other sectors within the proposed development and also
projected through “multiplier” effects, as noted in the section on “additionality”)
•

The creation of a new marina and the impoundment of Penpol Creek as well as fishing fleet and fish
processing facilities will not only help attract visitor spend (through visiting vessels) but will also assist
the local fishing sector to diversify and add value

•

Development of the ‘Wave Hub’ project to catalyse the development of the renewable energy sector in
Cornwall

•

A range of community services and facilities on site and support for existing or enhanced facilities
elsewhere in the town

10

Some job creation elements still to be added – Winter Gardens, Energy Centre & crèche primarily.

11

Including multiplier effects
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16

Energy

16.1

Introduction

This chapter of the Environmental Statement reviews the likely energy consumption of the Hayle Harbour
proposal, the likely environmental impacts of that consumption and the methods proposed for mitigation of
these impacts. The sustainable use of energy is a major consideration in the design of this scheme - the
proposals respond both to the requirements of ING ltd and SWRDA, while reflecting national, regional and
local energy policies.
This chapter summarises the results of studies into the likely energy usage and carbon emissions resulting
from the proposed development. Comparisons are drawn between: the existing buildings on the site; an
unmitigated scheme based on current regulations; and a mitigated scheme incorporating measures that to
increase levels of sustainability and meeting the relevant planning policies.
16.1.1

Background

The site of the proposed development is located around Hayle Harbour on the north coast of Cornwall.
Key site issues that influence energy consumption and mitigation options include:
•

The RSPB Reserve at Carnsew Pool adjacent to the site

•

The surrounding residential areas and other buildings

•

Cliffs from Hilltop down to North Quay

•

Steep slopes from Riviere Fields down to Copperhouse Pool

•

The proposed Wave Hub bringing energy ashore from a range of technologies which will be supported
as part of the redevelopment and is key to the regeneration

•

A history of industrial use

•

The harbour and associated sluicing ponds and structures

The proposed development would consist of five distinct areas; North Quay, South Quay, East Quay, Hilltop
and Riviere Fields. For this energy strategy we have considered these areas to be described as follows:
•

North Quay is a mixed use area that incorporates industrial, leisure, business, retail and residential uses

•

South Quay is a mixed use area that incorporates business, retail, residential, leisure, education and
community facilities

•

East Quay will include a landmark exhibition, conference and community building
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•

Hilltop and Riviere Fields are medium density residential areas

16.1.2

Structure of the energy chapter

This energy chapter is structured as follows:
•

A review of legislation and planning policy guidance, with key elements identified

•

Details of the methodology used for the assessment of energy consumption and the resulting emissions

•

Estimate of existing energy use on the site

•

The assessment of energy consumption and emissions for a standard unmitigated development

•

Identification of mitigation targets

•

Assessment of the strategies for mitigation of energy use and emissions

•

Description of the proposed mitigated scheme

•

Resultant energy consumption and emissions post mitigation

•

Strategies for monitoring and reducing energy consumption for the completed development

•

Conclusions and a summary

Technical appendices are used to support the results presented in this chapter, including a schedule of the
relevant legislation and policy, and a detailed review of potential energy efficiency and renewable energy
technologies.

16.2

Legislation and planning policy

This section introduces the importance of energy in international, national, regional and local planning terms.
16.2.1

Introduction

World energy production was predicted by the International Energy Agency (IEA) to be 10,579 million tonnes of
oil equivalent in 2004 (IEA, 2005) with around 11.3% from renewable and waste sources, 6.5% from nuclear,
2.2% from hydro power stations and 80% from fossil fuels. Around 60% of this energy is used by
industrialised countries, which make up only 20% of the population (Elliott, 2003).
One of the significant environmental impacts of energy generation is the production of carbon dioxide (CO2)
through burning fossil fuels, which is thought to play a key role in climate change (Elliott, 2003). The IEA (2005)
estimated world CO2 emissions from energy use as 24,983 million tonnes in 2004, with around 51% produced
by Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries of which UK emissions
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account for 540 million tonnes CO2. Since 1760 the level of atmospheric CO2 has increased from around 280
ppm to 368 ppm in 2000 (Elliott, 2003). This increase, fuelled by increased CO2 emissions, has contributed to
the greenhouse effect and the increase in average world temperatures. Over the last 140 years the best
estimate is that the global average surface temperature has increased by 0.6 ± 0.2°C (IPCC, 2001).
In 1997 at the UN climate change conference in Kyoto, industrialised countries were set greenhouse gas
emission limits. The targets set are for global emissions reductions of 5.2% below 1990 levels between the
years 2008 and 2012, with the EU assigned a target of 8% reductions, which incorporates a 12.5% target for
the UK (DTI, 2005). Beyond the initial Kyoto Protocol targets, the UK government has announced in the Energy
White Paper an aspiration of reducing Carbon equivalent emissions by 60% by 2050 (DTI, 2003).
The UK government’s chief scientist, Sir David King, stated “Climate change is the most serious problem that
we are facing today-more serious than even the threat of terrorism” (Connect, 2004) - this approach has lead
to the development of energy policies and strategies at both national and local levels. The principles set down
by national government are applied by local and regional departments.
Hayle has a Town Council and is within the jurisdiction of Penwith District Council. Penwith is one of six
districts in the County of Cornwall, and is part of the Southwest Regional Assembly in England.
Policies affecting energy policy for the proposed development are set by:
•

National Planning Policy Statements (Energy White Paper, PP1, PPS 22)

•

Government Office for the South West (GOSW)

•

Cornwall County Council (CCC)

•

Penwith District Council (PDC)

•

Hayle Town Council

Other bodies which have influence over energy strategy in local policy and developments include:
•

Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership (CSEP)

•

Sustainability South West

•

Regen SW

•

Hayle Area Plan Partnership

•

Cornwall Sustainable Building Trust (CSBT)
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16.2.2

National targets

The UK produces 2% (DTI, 2003) of the world production of carbon dioxide, but the UK government has
committed itself to show leadership in cutting its emissions by 20%, below the agreed 12.5% reduction, of
such gases from 1990 levels as stated in the report “Climate Change -The UK programme 2006” (DEFRA,
2006). This target can only be achieved by significant efforts by all the involved parties.
The domestic energy consumption and its associated CO2 emissions have been identified by the UK
Government in the Energy White Paper 2003 published by DTI (DTI, 2003) as a major area in which
improvements could be made. Moreover, recent changes to Building Regulations have imposed very tight
limits on CO2 emissions for residential and non-residential buildings which will prove challenging for these
buildings to achieve the new regulatory targets. The Energy White Paper also signalled the Government's
aspiration to further double the proportion of electricity supplied by renewables by 2020 with associated
savings of around 9 million tonnes of CO2 in 2010 according to DEFRA. The National Audit Office (DTI, 2005)
suggest that doubling the proportion of renewable energy to 20% by 2020 would reduce CO2 emissions by
between 73 and 99 million tonnes of CO2.
The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) issued the Housing Green Paper, Homes for
the Future: more affordable, more sustainable (DCLG, 2007a) in July 2007. The paper discusses the drastic
demand for quality housing throughout the UK and the need to increase the standards imposed on the
domestic sector through both adjustments to Building Regulations and the introduction of mandatory rating
systems. In particular the use of The Code for Sustainable Homes (CfSH) (DCLG, 2007b), currently a voluntary
rating, is proposed to be a compulsory requirement in the future.
Two key changes are predicted for the Building Regulations as part of the future housing strategy (DCLG,
2007c ,d); a reduction of emissions of 25% from 2006 levels (comparable to CfSH Level 3) in 2010 and 44%
(comparable to CfSH Level 4) in 2013. The point of most contention is the 2016 target to design all new
dwellings to be carbon neutral (comparable to CfSH Level 6). It has not yet been assessed whether this will be
feasible.
The CfSH ratings and requirements have not yet been included in Government legislation and the suggested
timeline for implementation still needs to consider the effect of commercial feasibility on the ability to achieve
these goals in such a short timescale.
Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1) – Delivering Sustainable Development (2005) refers to energy as follows:
•

Developers of renewable energy projects should engage in active consultation and discussion with
local communities at an early stage in the planning process, and before any planning application is
formally submitted
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•

Developers should consider the opportunity to incorporate renewable energy technologies in all new
developments

•

The visual effects should be sought to be minimised where possible

•

Renewable energy developments should be located and designed in such a way as to minimise
increases in ambient noise levels

•

For biomass projects, the need to transport crops to the energy production site may lead to increased
traffic. A potential source of fuel should be identified, and energy generation plant should be located
as close as possible to this source

•

The design of wind turbines should take into account airport operation, radar links, power lines, roads,
railways, and the relevant authorities should be consulted with regard to separation distances

The objective of Planning Policy Statement 22 (PPS22) – Renewable Energy (2004) is to ensure that the
planning system plays its part in delivering Government policy on energy as set out in the Energy White Paper.
The key principles in the approach to planning for renewable energy are:
•

Renewable energy developments should be accommodated throughout England in locations where
the technology is viable and environmental, economic, and social impacts can be addressed
satisfactorily

•

Considerable weight should be given to the environmental and economic benefits of all proposals for
renewable energy projects

•

Regional and local bodies are to set targets for renewable energy generation to be expressed as the
minimum amount of installed capacity. Local planning authorities may include policies in local
development documents that require a percentage of the energy to be used in new residential,
commercial or industrial developments to come from on-site renewable energy developments

16.2.3

Regional targets

In the Draft Regional Spatial Strategy for the Southwest 2006-2026 (SWRDA, 2006), the Southwest Regional
Assembly lists overall policies. The Regional Spatial Strategy is still in draft and has not yet been adopted but
will form part of the context for the Penwith Local Development Framework. The draft RSS is expected to be
adopted in late 2007/early 2008
Key aspects relating to energy and the Hayle development are (SWRDA 2006):
•

Development policy G – Sustainable construction

“Developers, local authorities, regional agencies and others must ensure that their strategies, plans and
programmes achieve best practice in sustainable construction by:
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Requiring that all new and refurbished buildings achieve the requirements of BREEAM and Eco-homes, very
good standard, or at least Level 3 above minimum building standards in the emerging ‘Code for Sustainable
Homes’ in order to minimise lifetime resource use, energy consumption, water use and waste production
Requiring that all larger scale developments, in particular, urban extensions, are designed and constructed to
meet the top Level 5 of the emerging ‘Code for Sustainable Homes’, including carbon neutrality”
•

RE5 Renewable energy and new development

“Larger scale developments will be expected to provide, as a minimum, sufficient on-site renewable energy to
reduce CO emissions from energy use by users of buildings constructed on site by 10%. Developers will be
2

expected to demonstrate that they have explored all renewable energy options, and designed their
developments to incorporate any renewable energy requirements. Individual Local Planning Authorities may
use lower thresholds for what constitutes a larger-scale development and set higher percentages for on-site
generation, taking into account the impact on initial and lifetime affordability of homes.”
In addition the ‘Regional renewable energy strategy’ (Regen SW, 2003) was published with an overall vision to
“maximise the social, environmental and economic benefits of renewable energy through the integration of
renewable energy into mainstream policy and practice at all levels within the region.” It outlines plans for
“generating up to 15% of the region’s power from renewable sources by 2010”.
16.2.4

Local targets

Sustainable energy supply is high on the agenda in Cornwall. Cornwall currently has the highest per capita
renewable energy production of any English county and is the location of the UK’s first wind farm.
Cornwall County Council has five key aims. The first “Achieving a sustainable economy’’ includes
“investigating ways of achieving the lowest possible carbon emissions for Cornwall’s economy; encouraging
companies to adopt sustainable business practices; maximising energy efficiency and renewable resources’’.
The Cornwall Energy Study (CSEP, 2006) reinforces the national and regional targets and priorities and adds a
further goal of doubling renewable energy production between 2010 and 2020. It also highlights the long term
aim for zero carbon emission buildings and emphasises the need to move from encouraging to requiring
renewables and carbon reductions in planning.
Penwith District Council specifies in the Penwith Local Plan 2004 Policy GD-2 that “the design and layout of
development should: (iii) maximise passive solar gain and utilise energy efficient building types.’’(Penwith DC,
2004). The document A Climate Change Strategy for Penwith (PDC, 2006) mentions the need to require a
minimum percentage of predicted energy demand in developments to be supplied by renewable energy
sources (B2.3).
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These requirements are not yet in the Hayle local plan, but they are expected to form part of the context for the
emerging Penwith Local Development Framework and Hayle area action plan. As such these requirements
have not yet been formally adopted; however they are reflected in the mitigation proposals for this project set
out in sections 16.5 and 16.6.
16.2.5

Proposed development commitments

In consideration of these planning policies, proposals and strategies and the commitment by the developer,
three key energy related targets have been set for the proposed development.
•

Meet and exceed Building Regulations Part L through passive and efficiency means to reduce energy
consumption

•

All buildings to achieve either a ‘very good’ BREEAM rating or a CfSH Level 4 as appropriate

•

To provide, as a minimum, sufficient on-site renewable energy generation to reduce CO2 emissions
from building energy use by 10%

16.3

Methodology and assessment criteria

This section describes the methodology used for the assessment of the environmental impact of energy use,
including: how the baselines have been identified, unmitigated impacts measured and mitigated scheme
developed.
The methodology used takes in the following key steps:
1.

The baseline condition is identified – the energy consumption and CO2 emissions resulting from the
existing mix of buildings on the site are estimated

2.

The unmitigated scheme is described, including the mix of buildings proposed in this scheme, based on
compliance with existing building regulations and energy supply from conventional sources

3.

Energy use and CO2 emission impacts for the unmitigated scheme are estimated, based on Building
Regulations 2006 Part L (ODPM, 2006) Standard Assessment Procedure calculations and CIBSE Guide F
(CIBSE, 2004) Best Practice Data

4.

A mitigated scheme incorporating efficiency measures and alternative energy technologies is described

5.

Residual impacts for the mitigated scheme are estimated based on the results of energy modelling using
industry benchmark and quoted performance figures for alternative energy technologies

Detailed methodologies for the various elements of the assessment are set out in the Technical Annexes 16A
to 16C and these are summarised in sections 16.3.2 to 16.3.5
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16.3.1

Impact assessment methodology

This chapter considers the atmospheric emissions impacts from the consumption of energy. Other
environmental impacts from gas exploration and supply or electricity generation are not included. Local air
emissions as a result of on-site fuel combustion for energy supply are covered in the air quality chapter
(Chapter 11). Noise impacts from energy generation are covered in the noise and vibration chapter (Chapter 6).
The main measurable environmental impact from energy consumption is considered to be the generation of
CO2 emissions through the combustion of fossil fuels and generation of power in remote power stations.
Energy is used in buildings for a number of reasons. This report considers the breakdown of energy
consumption between fossil fuel consumption (considered natural gas) and power consumption (from lighting,
small power, cooling etc.).
Effective CO2 emissions are measured based on carbon emission factors as shown in Table 16.1. Energy
consumption is measured in kWh and includes the inefficiency of consumption (i.e. combustion losses). The
energy consumption (or generation) is multiplied with the appropriate carbon emission factor to obtain an
estimate of carbon dioxide emissions. The methodology employed for establishing the impact of the proposed
development is shown in Figure 16.1.

Fuel Source

Conversion Factor

Natural Gas

0.194

Electricity Consumed

0.43

Electricity Generated

0.568

Table 16— 1 CO2 emission conversion factors used for the assessment of the impact of energy
consumption (CIBSE, 2004)
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Figure 16— 1 Energy chapter EIA process diagram
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16.3.2

Baseline energy consumption estimate methodology

The baseline is a ‘do nothing’ scenario with the proposed development site continuing to operate as at
summer 2007. This assumes that all buildings would remain as they are and would continue to be used in the
same ways as at present. A number of other assumptions have been made as follows:
•

Building footprint areas, building age/condition and type of usage were defined based on survey data
(OS Map, 1999)

•

Energy consumption was evaluated for buildings only; non-building related operational use of the site
and movement of materials etcetera are not included

•

It was acknowledged that buildings on the site and building use are likely to change over time under
the ‘do nothing’ baseline scenario, perhaps with other new proposals put forward. However it was not
possible to assess the relative impact of these unknowns

•

Baseline energy consumption predictions are based on simple building type definitions and “Typical
Practice” energy consumption benchmarks defined within CIBSE Guide F (CIBSE, 2004)

16.3.3

Unmitigated scheme impact assessment methodology

Energy consumption and CO2 emission impacts for the unmitigated scheme (that is as described in Chapter 3)
were calculated using the area schedule and mix of uses proposed for the current scheme (Table 16.2)
constructed to comply with 2006 Building Regulations.
Energy consumption predictions were calculated using CIBSE Guide F (CIBSE, 2004) good practice for all of
the non-residential buildings. The results of an IES Virtual Environment 2005 SAP calculation were used to
assess the energy consumption of the residential buildings based on 2006 Building Regulation standards.
16.3.4

Residual impact from mitigated scheme assessment methodology

The energy consumption predictions for the unmitigated scheme have been used as the basis from which
emissions reductions have been calculated and used to inform the selection of the resultant mitigation
measures.
CO2 emission reductions from energy efficiency measures and renewable technologies have been assessed
using standard industry benchmarks together with manufacturer’s data and measured performance data.
Standard industry benchmarks, manufacturer’s data and measured data have been used to assess the
effective CO2 emission reductions from applying mitigation methods.
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North Quay South Quay East Quay

Riviere Fields

Total

Area (m2)

Area (m2)

Area (m2)

Area (m2)

Area (m2)

Residential

37164

19515

0

30925

87604

Retail

2613

10585

0

0

13198

Community

0

2000

5000

0

7000

Office

7355

5150

0

0

12505

Leisure

1055

0

0

0

1055

Hotel

2430

0

0

0

2430

Industrial

5575

0

0

0

5575

Total

56192

37250

5000

30925

129367

Table 16— 2 Total area breakdown approximations for each building type of proposed development
16.3.5

Methodology, limitations and assumptions

Some of the key limitations and assumptions of this study are considered to be as follows:
•

Energy consumption estimates for the site are based on the latest illustrative master plan package. At
this stage, detailed building designs are still to be developed for the building plots and only the
building surface areas are available as well as the description of the intended use of the building.
Therefore, energy consumption estimates have been produced taking into account types of building
use rather than specific detailed design proposals for individual buildings

•

Energy consumption of the existing buildings is estimated based on typical benchmarks rather than
measured data

•

Energy use related to transport is not covered in this environmental statement

•

Energy use related to construction transport, the construction process and embodied energy is not
covered in this chapter as this is not possible to quantify at this stage

•

Local air emissions as a result of on-site fuel combustion for energy supply is not covered here; refer
to Chapter 6
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Within the limitations of the outline planning application, this report is regarded as a robust assessment of
relative energy consumption implications although specific energy consumption figures will vary as the design
develops.
16.3.6

Assessment methodology consultation

For validation of the assessment approach used the following bodies were consulted:
•

Penwith District Council

•

Government Office for the South West

•

Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership

•

The Hayle Area Plan Partnership

•

The Cornwall Sustainable Building Trust

•

South West Regional Development Agency

The consultation process focussed on checking that the methodology used to establish the energy strategy
was satisfactory. This included consultation on the benchmarks used, types and extent of technologies
considered and the anticipation of future legislation. The discussion dates and correspondence are listed in
Technical Annex 16G.

16.4

Baseline conditions

16.4.1

History of energy use and generation on the site

There has been a history of significant energy use on the site:
•

The two foundries on each side of the harbour, Harvey’s Foundry and the Cornish Copper Company
were significant users of fossil fuel energy in the form of coal and coke

•

The ICI manufacturing facility developed fuel additives for use in aircraft

•

The power station which closed in 1979 used coal delivered by ship from South Wales to meet the
electricity needs of much of Cornwall

•

Carnsew Pool was used for energy cooling of the power station

The tidal driven sluicing of water through the harbour from Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Pool has been a
significant historic application of a natural energy source on the site. The use of sluicing reduced the need for
mechanical dredging which offset the use of fossil fuels that would otherwise have been consumed by
mechanical dredges.
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More recently the site has largely become disused, the remaining buildings are few in number and use of the
site as a whole is at a very low intensity. However, it is proposed that soon Hayle will play a significant role in
the development of a network of renewable energy sources, starting with wave power. The coast of Hayle is
the proposed home of the Wave Hub which will bring renewable power ashore generated by a range of wave
energy generation technologies. It is likely that this power will be transmitted by undersea cable and fed into
the National Grid transmission system at Hayle, where a monitoring and demonstration centre could be
located in the future.
16.4.2

Assessment of baseline energy consumption and emissions

At present the site is largely unoccupied brownfield land used at low intensity as shown in Figure 16.2.
Baseline energy consumption and CO2 emissions for the site have been aggregated from estimates for the
following buildings which are currently in use:
•

Chieftains Yard on North Quay

•

ICI Octel Building Café

•

Hayle Harbour Office in the former Customs House

•

Farm buildings on Riviere Fields

•

Boat builder and shellfish wholesaler on East Quay
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Figure 16— 2 Ordnance Survey map of existing site and buildings
As set out in Technical Annex 16A, the estimated current annual CO2 emissions from the existing buildings are
summarised in Table 16.3 and 16.4.
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North Quay

South Quay

East Quay

Riviere Fields

Total

Total

tonnes
CO2

% of
total

tonnes
CO2

% of
total

tonnes
CO2

% of
total

tonnes
CO2

% of
total

tonnes
CO2

% of
total

Heating &
Hot Water

97

23%

0

0%

41

10%

7

2%

145

34%

Electricity

193

45%

0

0%

87

20%

5

1%

286

66%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

290

67%

0

0%

129

30%

12

3%

431

100%

Total

Total

Cooling
Total

Table 16— 3 Baseline CO2 emissions by end use
North Quay

Residential
Retail
Community
Office
Leisure

South Quay

East Quay

Riviere Fields

tonnes

% of

tonnes

% of

tonnes

% of

tonnes

% of

tonnes

% of

CO2

total

CO2

total

CO2

total

CO2

total

CO2

total

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

12

3%

12

3%

102

24%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

102

24%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

103

24%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

103

24%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Hotel

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Ind.Facility

85

20%

0

0%

129

30%

0

0%

214

50%

Total

290

67%

0

0%

129

30%

12

3%

431

100%

Table 16— 4 Baseline CO2 emissions by building type
The current annual energy related emissions for the site are estimated to be 431 tonnes of CO2.
16.4.3

Regional and local baseline emissions

For comparison with the emissions from the proposed development gas and electricity consumption for
Penwith district in 2005 is set out below (DTI, 2007):
Domestic gas use

247 GWh by 16,680 consumers

Commercial and industrial gas use

64 GWh by 290 consumers

Total gas use

311 GWh by 16,970 consumers

Domestic electricity use

172 GWh by 33,100 consumers

Commercial and industrial electricity use

128 GWh by 4,500 consumers

Total electricity use

300 GWh by 38,000 consumers
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Applying the emission factors as set out in Table 16.1, the CO2 emissions for Penwith District arising from gas
and electricity consumption in 2005 were approximately:
Gas use

59,000 tonnes CO2

Electricity use

129,000 tonnes CO2

Gas and electricity

188,000 tonnes CO2

The population of Hayle is 7,474; out of 63,000 in Penwith (Penwith DC 2007). Allocating gas and electricity
use equally across the population gives an approximate estimate of 2005 CO2 emissions for Hayle of:

16.5

Domestic CO2 for Hayle

14,000 tonnes CO2

Total CO2 for Hayle

22,000 tonnes CO2

Assessment of potential impacts for unmitigated scheme

As set out in Technical Annex 16B, the estimated annual CO2 emissions for the development constructed to
2006 Building Regulations standards before additional mitigation measures are summarised in Table 16.5 and
16.6.

Heating &
Hot Water
Electricity
Cooling
Total

North Quay

South Quay

East Quay

tonnes
CO2
762

% of
total
14%

tonnes
CO2
634

% of
total
12%

tonnes
CO2
69

1,337
60
2,159

25%
1%
41%

1,435
29
2,099

27%
0.6%
40%

123
19
210

Riviere Fields

Total

Total

% of
total
1%

tonnes
CO2
360

% of
total
7%

tonnes
CO2
1,825

% of
total
34%

2%
0%
4%

479
0
839

9%
0%
16%

3,374
108
5,307

64%
2%
100%

Table 16— 5 Unmitigated scheme CO2 emissions by end use
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North Quay
South Quay
East Quay
tonnes
% of
tonnes
% of
tonnes
% of
CO2
total
CO2
total
CO2
total
Residential
1,008
19%
529
10%
0
0%
Retail
291
5%
1,179
22%
0
0%
Community
0
0%
80
2%
210
4%
Office
440
8%
308
6%
0
0%
Leisure
123
2%
0
0%
0
0%
Hotel
172
3%
0
0%
0
0%
Ind.Facility
117
2%
0
0%
0
0%
Car Park
8
0%
3
0%
0
0%
Total
2,159
41%
2,099
40%
210
4%
Table 16— 6 Unmitigated scheme CO2 emissions by building type

Riviere Fields
tonnes
% of
CO2
total
839
16%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
839
16%

Total
tonnes
CO2
2,376
1,470
290
749
123
172
117
10
5,307

Total
% of
total
45%
28%
5%
14%
2%
3%
2%
0%
100%

The values in Table 16.5 and 16.6 are calculated based on indicative floor areas. Hilltop areas are included
within Riviere Fields and North Quay.
The unmitigated proposed development would generate approximately 5,300 tonnes CO2, twelve times the
current baseline CO2 emissions of the site, and increase the total estimated Hayle CO2 emissions by 19%. The
total CO2 emissions for Penwith District would be increased by approximately 3%. This is a minor detrimental
impact in the local context and in consideration of the amount of new development in the UK. Such increases
are to be expected as an inevitable consequence of any new development of this scale built to current
standards.
16.6

Mitigation

In response to the key policy targets set out in 16.2.2 the design for the proposed development has the
following objectives, against which the mitigated scheme will be developed as detailed design progresses:
•

Meet and exceed Building Regulations Part L through passive and efficiency means to reduce energy
consumption

•

All buildings to achieve either a ‘very good’ BREEAM rating or a Level 4 rating in Code for Sustainable
Homes as appropriate

•

To provide, as a minimum, sufficient on-site renewable energy generation to reduce CO2 emissions
from building energy use by 10%

As detailed in Technical Annex 16C, to achieve BREEAM ‘very good’ ratings for the non-residential areas of the
development a CO2 emission reduction of approximately 27% over and above current Building Regulations is
required.
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To achieve Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4 requires a compulsory 44% reduction in CO2 emissions
beyond Building Regulations requirements using the SAP method. This can be achieved via the application of
a range of efficiency measures and/or the use of renewable technologies.
The mitigated scheme would use a combination of passive energy, energy efficiency and alternative energy
technology techniques to reduce CO2 emissions. Specific passive and efficiency design measures have not
been included in the illustrative masterplan; however realistic targets are set beyond 2006 Building
Regulations. The scheme would be designed to meet the relevant Building Regulations when construction
begins. These are either likely to be the same or more onerous than the 2006 standards. As the design of each
element of the scheme develops a comprehensive energy strategy for each element and the development as a
whole would emerge harnessing the most appropriate blend of energy sources and technologies.
The Hayle Wave Hub inter-connector is proposed to come to shore in Hayle and is likely to be supported and
serviced from Hayle Harbour. However the energy from the Wave Hub and other ‘off-site’ renewables is not
considered in this assessment. Should eventual occupants/users choose to procure energy supplies from the
Wave Hub and/or other off site renewable source, the resulting CO2 savings would be in addition to those
resulting from the mitigation measures set out in this report. The site boundaries as shown in Chapter 3 are
taken as the boundaries for site energy generation to qualify as ‘on-site’.
16.6.1

Review of passive energy reduction measures

The first measure that would help to reduce carbon emissions from any buildings or group of buildings is an
efficient design. A low energy, low carbon design is a key starting point to minimise energy use. It is the role of
the building designer to simplify the building and make it more energy efficient. To ensure the low carbon
principles are maintained the buildings would incorporate the following low energy characteristics wherever
practical:
•

Orientation - Maximise south facing glazing to make most of solar radiation in the winter

•

Shape – A low volume to surface ratio means a compact building that would minimise conduction
losses through the fabric hence requiring less heating

•

Thermal mass – Building elements with high mass and calorific capacity can absorb excess heat and
delay peak conditioning times

•

Improved fabrics and glazing –To exceed the requirements of Part L which would minimise heat
losses

•

Improve air tightness – Reduces the level of heat losses and gains and the energy required to
condition the infiltration air
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•

Natural lighting – Careful design to incorporate daylighting and use of lighting controls would lead to a
reduction in artificial lighting required and its associated energy demand

•

Natural and demand-driven ventilation – Minimise the amount of energy required to condition a
building

These methods are discussed in further detail in Technical Annex 16D.
16.6.2

Review of energy efficiency measures

A range of potential energy efficiency measures have been reviewed and are set out in detail in Technical
Annex 16E. Table 16.7 presents a summary of the results of this review. Measures marked with a tick are to be
considered in the detailed design stage while measures marked with an x are not considered feasible for the
specified area.

Technology

North

South

East

Riviere

Quay

Quay

Quay

Fields

Wind- Large
Scale

Conclusions

Will conflict with adjacent bird sanctuary

Wind- Small

Unproven technology, low carbon savings. could

Scale

be used for art, educational or way-finding

Solar

High capital cost, good for 'green' image, could

Photovoltaics

be used to supplement other technologies

Solar Hot Water

Biomass

Biomass CHP

High capital cost, good for 'green' image, could
be used to supplement other technologies
Would work well with district heating system or
for individual properties
Unproven technology with high capital cost which
requires further investigation

Ground Source

Energy efficient provision of both heating and

Heat Pumps

cooling but require electrical energy

Ground Water &

Low capital cost and energy efficient. Further

Harbour Cooling

investigation required
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Energy from

On-site waste stream is not considered sufficient

Waste

but could be investigated if local plans dictate

Hydro Power

Use of energy generated from sluicing will require

from Sluicing

further investigation

Table 16— 7 Initial review of suitability for applying energy efficiency measures across the proposed
16.6.3

Hayle Harbour redevelopment

For the purposes of Table 16-7, the units proposed for Hilltop are split between North Quay and Riviere Fields.
The energy reduction impact and level of utilisation of passive and energy-efficiency design measures cannot
be assessed at the masterplanning stage. These require detailed designs for each building to establish the
effect of overshadowing, air flow and floor layout. Integration of these measures will be incorporated as the
project develops through detailed design.
Regardless of the design, there has always been a significant difference between calculated and actual
building energy consumption. Quality of construction is considered one of the reasons for this discrepancy. It
would therefore be necessary to have an inspection regime in place to ensure items such as continuity of
insulation and the treatment of cold bridging to be signed off by a competent person. This could involve the
use of thermal imaging at completion to provide visual evidence of faults.
16.6.4

Review of renewable energy options

A range of renewable energy technologies have been reviewed, which are set in detail in Technical Annex 16F.
Table 16.8 presents a summary of the results of this review. Options marked with a tick require further
investigation during the detailed design stage to establish their potential contributions to the proposed
development while options marked with an x are not considered feasible for the specified area The following
renewable energy technologies were reviewed:
•

Large scale wind – Large scale wind turbines which typically generate large amounts of electricity

•

Small scale wind – Building integrated urban scale turbines which generate electricity

•

Solar photovoltaics – Solar photovoltaic panels convert direct and diffuse energy from the sun into
electrical energy

•

Solar hot water collectors – Utilising the sun’s energy to heat water on south facing roofs

•

Biomass boiler – The use of woodchip as part of modern efficient heating systems for heat supply
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•

Biomass Combined Heat and Power (CHP) – Biomass CHP is the simultaneous generation of useful
heat and electricity from biofuels

•

Ground source heat pump – A heat pump that uses the earth as a heat source when operating in
heating mode, or a heat sink, when operating in cooling mode

•

Ground water and harbour cooling - Heat is extracted from a building by way of a heat pump and
rejected into the harbour/ ground water which acts as the heat sink.

•

Energy from waste – waste treatment that creates energy in a form of electricity or heat from a waste
source that would have been disposed of in a landfill

•

Tidal power – A form of hydropower that exploits the rise and fall in sea levels due to the tides, or the
movement of water caused by tidal flow

•

Hydro power from sluicing – Power generated through the sluicing of pools
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Technology

North

South

East

Riviere

Quay

Quay

Quay

Fields

Conclusions

Intelligent Control

To be investigated and incorporated during the

Systems

detailed design of the development

Low Energy

To be incorporated during the detailed design of

Lighting

the development

Lighting Control

To be investigated and incorporated during the

Systems

detailed design of the development

Demand Driven

To be reviewed at the detailed design stage for

Ventilation

areas such as enclosed car parks

Heat Recovery

To be investigated further during the detailed

Systems

design of the development

High Efficiency
Plant and
Equipment
District Heating

To be incorporated during the detailed design of
the development
More efficient and would serve to 'future proof'
development but with additional capital cost

Combined Heat

Promotes local involvement and provides

& Power (CHP)

operational savings

Table 16— 8 Review of renewable energy options summary

16.7

Residual impacts from the mitigated scheme

16.7.1

Key features of mitigated scheme

The commitment to meeting the targets of BREEAM ‘Very Good’ and Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4
would allow for a site wide CO2 emissions reduction of approximately 24% based on an average energy
requirement. Table 16.9 shows the percentage improvement beyond Part L and the effective total reduction.
The values do not include cooking or appliance energy consumption which is not assessed as an element of
Part L.
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North Quay
BREEAM 'V ery good'
CfSH Level 4
South Quay
BREEAM 'V ery good'
CfSH Level 4
East Quay
BREEAM 'V ery good'
Riviere Fields
CfSH Level 4

Building type

CO2 reduction beyond
Part L

CO2 Savings
(tonnes)

CO2 Savings (%)

Commercial

27%

263

5%

Residential

44%

261

5%

Commercial

27%

344

6%

Residential

44%

137

3%

Commercial

27%

49

1%

Residential

44%

217

4%

1,270

24%

Total

Table 16— 9 Estimated CO2 emission savings required to meet policy targets
* The percentage carbon savings are bas ed on the estimated values for the proposed development which incl ude both
cooking and appliance loads. The percentage red uction beyond Part L is therefore higher than the estimated reduction.

The values in Table 16.9 are calculated based on indicative floor areas. Hilltop areas are included within Riviere
Fields and North Quay
The reduction would be achieved through a combination of passive and energy efficiency measures (as
detailed previously), and renewable energy options. From an initial feasibility study comparing technical
performance, site suitability, environmental impacts and financial viability the following renewable energy
technologies are considered to be the most appropriate for the proposed development:
•

Biomass district heating for North Quay

•

District heating using biomass boilers or gas-fired CHP for South Quay

•

An individual biomass boiler or heat pump system for the building proposed for East Quay

•

Individual dwellings covering Hilltop and Riviere Fields will use technologies deemed suitable by the
housebuilder, this may include ground source heat pumps or biomass boilers or roof-mounted
technologies such as solar hot water collectors

These technologies would be sized to achieve the CO2 reduction levels required to meet the targets as
demonstrated in Table 16.9.
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16.7.2

Renewable energy framework

The renewable energy framework aims to achieve a minimum of 10% saving in CO2 emissions using on-site
renewables. This 10% target would be met as part of the BREEAM and CfSH targets previously described.
These aims require careful consideration and comparison of the viability of renewable energy options for each
of the building types proposed for Hayle Harbour. In addition, the ability to adapt the systems and strategies as
technologies develop or energy demand changes is important for a multi phase development of this scale.
The areas of high density mixed-use development provide an opportunity for using a district heating system
served by an energy centre. District heating would help to ‘future proof’ the development as the energy centre
could be adapted as new technologies emerge without requiring retrofitting of every building connected to the
system. The most effective energy options for use with district heating are biomass boilers or CHP systems
(though CHP is not a renewable energy technology unless fed with renewable fuels).
The low density housing areas such as Riviere fields may not be suitable for connection to district heating due
to the larger pipe distances required. These properties would be more suited to using individual renewable
energy systems such as solar roofs. Individual systems would allow for flexibility in technology selection
dependent on factors such as land availability, roof space or lack of accessibility. This flexibility in design is
particularly convenient in multi-phase masterplan developments. The most cost-effective renewable
technologies to achieve the targets for individual properties are likely to be biomass boilers and ground source
heat pumps. Additional heat or power could also be provided by wind turbines, solar hot water collectors or
solar photovoltaic roofs.
16.7.3

Result of mitigation measures

Table 16.10 summarises the emission reductions arising from the adoption of the renewable energy options
that may be used to satisfy the needs of the renewable energy framework.
The renewable energy options and energy saving measures selected for the mitigated scheme would reduce
CO2 emissions by 24% from the unmitigated scheme, with the renewables accounting for at least 15%. The
mitigation measures reduce the increase in emissions from the baseline scheme. The unmitigated scheme
would emit more than twelve times the current baseline emissions, whereas the mitigated scheme would
reduced emissions to nine times greater than the baseline. The mitigated scheme results in an increase of total
estimated Hayle CO2 emissions of 15% accounting for a 2% increase for Penwith District. This small increase
represents a minor environmental impact.
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Area
North Quay

Option1 CO2
Option2 CO2
Option1 CO2
Option2 CO2
savings
savings
savings (%)
savings (%)
(tonnes)
(tonnes)

Technology

Size

100% Biomass

2.8MW

50% Biomass

1MW

50% Biomass

0.6MW

CHP

160kWe

100% GSHP

0.5 MW

33

0.6%

Biomass Boilers

25kW

360

7%

GSHP

762

14%

Option 1
Option 2
South Quay

381

7.2%

101

1.9%

33

0.6%

4kW

295

6%

Solar HW

4m2

265

5%

Solar PV

2m2

105

2%

1180

22%

317

6%

Option1
Option2
East Quay
Option1
Riviere Fields
Option1
Option2

Total

1472

28%

Table 16— 10 CO2 emission reductions from chosen renewable energy technology options
16.7.4

Barriers to the implementation of mitigation measures

Several barriers exist to the implementation of the mitigation measures discussed throughout this chapter. In
particular, detailed building layouts are unknown which limits the extent to which mitigation measures can be
assessed. Some of the main barriers are as follows:
Barriers to passive measures:
•

Orientation, shape and position of buildings has not been fixed. Detailed design decisions would
influence the use of passive lighting and ventilation strategies

•

Insulation levels, material selection and construction types would vary between buildings

•

Part L requirements for building fabric, glazing and air tightness may change

•

Associated costs of implementation of passive measures would vary between buildings and with time

Barriers to energy efficiency measures:
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•

Associated costs of implementation of energy efficiency measures would vary

•

Existing infrastructure and development phasing could affect the viability of a district heating scheme

Barriers to renewable energy technologies:
•

Capital cost limitations and phasing

•

Insufficient land available for some technologies

•

Impact of existing infrastructure for deliveries of biomass fuels

•

Overshadowing of surrounding buildings

•

Public perception of the visual impact of technologies

•

Ownership and financing of the systems

•

Perceptions of risk and uncertainty of performance

•

Low density areas such as Riviere Fields and areas of Hilltop

•

Ecological issues surrounding the proposed development

The majority of these barriers are characteristic of proposed developments at the masterplanning stage. The
mitigation measures recommended in this report have taken into account the nature of the proposed
development site and the barriers to their implementation and have therefore selected those technologies
viewed to be most appropriate. The mitigation approach has been developed in consideration of these barriers
and on this basis we are confident that the mitigation measures proposed are feasible and practicable.
16.7.5

Further mitigation

The technical options for mitigation of energy consumption impacts are described and analysed in detail in
Technical Annex F. The chosen mitigation options are a balance between meeting the CO2 targets set,
financial constraints and practical limitations. Provision of centralised heating systems on North and South
Quay allows flexibility for further mitigation and other options are also available as outlined in Table 16.10. The
extreme level of mitigation would be to aim for carbon neutrality; this would require reducing energy
consumption to an absolute minimum and supplying all energy from local renewable sources. In the context of
the proposed development, the main difficulty is the generation of power on-site. In the UK wind power is an
economical and efficient means of generating electricity on a large scale. However, the risk of bird strike and
the difficulties of locating a wind turbine near to residential accommodation cancelled out all of the most
beneficial locations on the site. The second option for site wide electricity generation and provision would be
the use of Biomass CHP. Although there are several installations underway in the UK at present these are yet
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to be constructed and operated reliably for long periods, so it is still considered an untested and unreliable
technology.
At present the ability for the proposed development to attain carbon neutrality is not seen as an attainable
goal. This may change as new technologies establish themselves as reliable and suitable for larger
developments. The mitigation measures of the proposed development facilitate the reduction of a large
proportion of the CO2 emissions far above the required or anticipated levels with opportunities for future
improvements through the provision of the district energy system. In conclusion, the residual emissions, whilst
inevitably greater than in the baseline scenario, are minor in the context of regional and national emissions and
the overall environmental impact of those increased emissions is a minor detriment.
16.7.6

Monitoring of impact

The European Union Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD), which was implemented in January
2006 calls for energy performance targets to be set based on either calculated Carbon Dioxide emissions or
on measured performance data. To enable tenants and building occupiers to monitor there energy use
individual metering would be provided. The provision of visible smart meters, giving an instantaneous
indication of current energy consumption would be reviewed as the scheme develops.
The proposal to include central generation of heat via biomass fired boilers gives the opportunity to monitor
energy use for the proposed development as a whole. It is anticipated that smart meters would be provided as
part of the district heating provision. If an energy services company were to be used, the energy consumption
per property would be monitored for billing purposes.
16.7.7

Ongoing cumulative effects

The energy consumption predictions are based on measurements taken from existing buildings. This chapter
considers the environmental impact from this energy use in terms of man-made CO2 emissions which are
believed to lead to global warming. The IEA (2005) estimated world CO2 emissions from energy use as 24,983
million tonnes in 2004, of which UK emissions account for 540 million tonnes CO2. The anticipated CO2
emissions resulting from this energy use are too small to be considered to have a measurable cumulative effect
on the global scale.

16.8

Conclusions

The recently issued Housing Green Paper (DCLG, 2007a) illustrates the Government’s target of increasing the
amount of housing available. Although it is encouraged that this housing be built with sustainability in mind, it
is clear that due to the lack of imposed regulations beyond minimum Building Regulations, the majority of new
buildings in the UK will meet only minimum requirements for the immediate future.
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This study has evaluated the impact of the existing buildings at Hayle Harbour and compared the proposed
development under minimum requirement conditions. A strategy for mitigation beyond minimum regulatory
requirements has been developed to meet planning requirements, relate to wider strategies and reflect the
commitment of the client to reducing CO2 emissions. This mitigation strategy provides significant
improvements beyond the unmitigated scheme and the requirements of relevant regulations.
16.8.1

Mitigation and contributions

The proposed development aims to reduce the impact it could have on the environment far beyond levels
currently required. It aims to anticipate future legislation which may affect later phases. This would be achieved
through:
•

Meeting and anticipating future legislation with regards to CO2 emission reductions

•

Efficient use of energy

•

Use of renewable energy

•

Reduction of annual CO2 emissions by approximately 1,270 tonnes (24%) compared to the standard
unmitigated scheme

•

Reducing reliance on imported fossil fuels and support local fuel supply

•

Contributing to the achievement of international, national, regional and local goals for the sustainable
use and generation of energy

16.8.2

Meeting policy requirements

The Draft Regional Spacial Strategy for the south west includes two relevant policies, as discussed in section
16.2.1:
Development Policy G – Sustainable Construction
“…all new and refurbished buildings achieve the requirements of BREEAM and Eco-homes, very good
standard, or at least Level 3 above minimum building standards in the emerging ‘Code for Sustainable Homes’
in order to minimise lifetime resource use, energy consumption, water use and waste production
Requiring that all larger scale developments, in particular, urban extensions, are designed and constructed to
meet the top Level 5 of the emerging ‘Code for Sustainable Homes’, including carbon neutrality”
RE5 Renewable Energy and New Development
“Larger scale developments will be expected to provide, as a minimum, sufficient on-site renewable energy to
reduce CO2 emissions from energy use by users of buildings constructed on site by 10%. ..”
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Penwith District Council specifies in the Penwith Local Plan 2004 Policy GD-2 that ‘’the design and layout of
development should: (iii) maximise passive solar gain and utilise energy efficient building types.’’ (Penwith DC,
2004).
Although these requirements are not yet in the Hayle local plan, they are expected to form part of the context
for the emerging Penwith Local Development Framework and Hayle area action plan. As such, the proposed
development has been designed to reflect these strategies through:
•

Achieving BREEAM ‘very good’ rating for all commercial buildings

•

Achieving a minimum of CfSH level 4 for all residential properties

•

Seeking to maximise passive solar gain

•

Seeking to employ the use of energy efficient building types

16.8.3

Residual impacts

The proposed mitigated development would increase the number of households in Hayle by approximately
27% while increasing the CO2 levels by only 15%. Likewise the number of households for Penwith District
would be increased by 4% with an associated CO2 emissions increase of only 2%. It is anticipated that an
unmitigated scheme would increase the emissions proportionally to the increased accommodation. Mitigation
lessens the impact of the scheme and is considered a highly significant aspect of the proposed scheme. The
increase in the emissions of the proposed development can be considered minor when compared to the
proportion of housing and non-domestic facilities provided by the development.

16.9
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17

Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)

17.1

Introduction

This section explains what is meant by a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), what it would
contain, how it would be used and sets out the procedures and responsibilities associated with its
implementation. This section is a general overview of the CEMP only; details of measures which would be
included in the CEMP and associated documents for the Hayle project are set out in the mitigation sections of
each specific technical chapter of this Environmental Statement.

17.2

Introduction to EMS

An Environmental Management System (EMS) establishes what an organisation needs to do in order to
manage itself so as to meet its environmental, economic and social goals. A typical EMS model is represented
diagrammatically below.

EMS Model
Policy

Management
Review

Based on the
P-D-C-A Model,
Plan-Do-Check-Act

Planning

Implementation
Checking
Corrective Action
Figure 17— 1 Typical EMS model
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17.2.1

Policy

An Environmental Policy for the project will be developed by the Contractors senior management team. The
environmental policy, as defined by ISO 14001, is a statement by the organisation of its intentions and
principles in relation to its overall environmental performance which provides a framework for action and for
the setting of its environmental objectives and targets. It will be communicated to all employees and sub
contractors via site inductions and tool box talks and will be displayed on various notice boards throughout the
construction sites. The policy should also be available to the public.
17.2.2

Planning

The core document of the EMS is the Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The EMP is the lead
environmental management document that defines the procedures for achieving the objectives set out in the
Environmental Policy and identified environmental performance targets for the project.
The EMP provides the framework for which commitments made in the ES or any requirements of planning
conditions or Section 106 agreements can be realised. The EMP outlines the contractors approach to
environmental management throughout the construction phases with the primary aim of reducing any adverse
impacts from construction on local sensitive receivers.

17.3

Contents of the EMP

There are a number of key features that would be included in the EMP and they are briefly discussed in this
section. A more detailed list is provided in the suggested layout for the EMP provided in Section 17.3 of this
document.
The EMP will identify the project management structure and clearly identify the roles and responsibilities with
regard to managing and reporting on the construction phase environmental aspects. More detail on roles and
responsibilities is provided in Section 17.2.4
An Environmental Risk Assessment will be undertaken when developing the EMP. The risk assessment
identifies all aspects of construction that could have an environmental impact and assesses the potential risk
and impact of that activity on the environment. Management controls are then devised to eliminate and/or
minimise those identified impacts.
The assessment would address the potential impacts created during the temporary construction period (e.g
construction dust and noise) and any permanent impacts (e.g disturbance to vegetation) that are influenced by
construction methods. Specific environmental issues would be addressed in the EMP and strategic details on
how these would be controlled across the project would be provided. A list of potential issues that will need to
be addressed in the plan are provided below based on information provided in the Environmental Statement.
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•

Construction noise and vibration management

•

Air quality including dust management

•

Sustainable waste management

•

Traffic management

•

Archaeology and heritage management

•

Water management (surface and groundwater)

•

Management and protection of ecological resources (particularly relating to timing of certain works)

•

Japanese knotweed management

•

Contaminated land management

The EMP would set out objectives and targets for the project that are realistic and relevant for maintaining or
improving environmental performance.
A programme of monitoring, reporting and auditing of compliance in accordance with any obligations of the
planning consent, licences and approvals should also be contained in the EMP to ensure that identified and
appropriate control measures are effective.

17.4

Roles and responsibilities

The line of responsibility for environmental management during the construction phase is shown in the
organisation chart below. Descriptions of the key individuals with environmental responsibilities are described
in the following paragraphs.
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Key
EMP = Environmental Managem ent Plan
CMS = Construction Method Statements
WI = Work Instructions
(see section 17.5 for more details)

Figure 17— 2 Roles and Responsibilities

17.4.1

Client’ s project environmental manager

The Client’s Environmental Manager would be responsible for monitoring the performance of the project
against statutory requirements and the agreed objectives and targets. Duties would include:
•

review and approve the CEMP, prepared by the contractor, and specialist procedures and identify any
areas for improvement

•

Identify the environmental competence of all contractors (and sub-contractors) working on the project

•

review method statements for environmental aspects and advise of any suggested improvements
prior to work starting
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•

monitor construction activities to ensure that identified and appropriate control measures are effective
and in compliance with the CEMP

•

act as a main point of contact between the contractor and the client’s project team on environmental
issues

17.4.2

Contractor’s project environmental manager

The project environmental manager would be responsible for coordinating and managing all the environmental
activities during the construction phase. The project environmental manager would carry out the following
duties:
•

develop and review the CEMP, Construction Method Statements (CMS’s), work instructions (WIs) and
other specialist procedures

•

identify environmental competence requirements for all staff working on the project and ensure
delivery of environmental training to personnel within the project team

•

review and improve method statements for environmental aspects prior to work starting

•

monitor construction activities performance to ensure that identified and appropriate control
measures are effective and ensure compliance with the CEMP

•

act as main point of contact between the regulatory authorities and the project on environmental
issues

•

in conjunction with the site environmental representatives, overall monitoring of the programme for
the environmental works, and provision of status reports as necessary

•

provision of advice and liaison with the construction teams to ensure that environmental risks are
identified and appropriate controls are developed and included within method statements

•

assistance in the development and delivery of environmental training for site personnel and subcontractors

•

liaison with the clients environmental manager

•

liaison with the project’s public liaison officer

•

management of the environmental monitoring programme, including noise, vibration and dust and
review of the routine reports

•

environmental audit of subcontractors and suppliers
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17.4.3

Contractor’s site environmental representative

The site environmental representative would report to the project environmental manager and would be directly
involved in managing and co-ordinating environmental activities on-site. These would include:
•

Assist environmental manager in developing and maintaining the CEMP, CMS, WIs and various
registers and checklists

•

Monitor construction activities to ensure that identified and appropriate control measures are effective
and in compliance with the CEMP

•

Undertake weekly site inspections, initiate actions, complete a weekly environmental inspection report

•

Maintain training register, identify training needs and provide training where required

•

Provide advice and assistance to site personnel on environmental matters

•

Assist site foreman in maintaining environmental records

•

Assist in investigating and resolving complaints

•

Undertake monitoring when required

•

Ensure correct procedures are followed in the event of an environmental incident

•

Dissemination of waste reduction and waste management procedures to all relevant personnel on site

17.4.4

Contractor’s site foreman

The foreman will report on environmental activities to the site environmental representative and will be
responsible for the following:
•

Implement and maintain environmental controls on site

•

Attend to any spills or environmental incident that may occur on site

•

Report any activity that has resulted, or has the potential to result, in an environmental incident
immediately to the site environmental representative/environmental manager

•

Complete daily environmental log

•

Maintain waste register and ensure correct waste management procedures are being implemented
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17.5

Implementation

17.5.1

Construction Method Statements (CMS)

The EMP provides the overall project strategy for management of environmental issues, however, a
Construction Method Statement (CMS) will address environmental management issues at a site level. The
CMS provides an environmental manual for use by management and construction staff involved in the works.
It addresses the environmental issues that are specific to an activity and/or site. CMS’s should be produced
for all major construction activities and/or major construction sites.
17.5.2

Work Instructions (WIs)

Environmental work instructions (WI’s) are the most detailed form of environmental controls and provide
“hands on” directions for on-site staff. They are related to specific environmental aspects on-site and provide
clear and concise instruction to site personnel in dealing with situations such as:
•

environmental incidents

•

adverse weather conditions

•

complaints

•

controls and commitments detailed in the EMP and CMS’s

•

a trigger point contained in the environmental inspection checklist or log

•

general good site practice

17.6

Checking and corrective action

17.6.1

Monitoring and reporting

Monitoring is an integral part of the EMS as it establishes how the project is performing against objectives and
targets set in the EMP. A schedule and procedures for monitoring and reporting should be developed at the
outset in order to:
•

identify any negative impacts from construction activities

•

assess the effectiveness of control measures

•

demonstrate compliance with regulatory conditions and objectives and targets set in the EMP

•

Identify if further controls/corrective action is required

Regular monitoring and reporting of dust, noise, vibration and water quality will be required by the regulatory
authority. The frequency of this monitoring and reporting will largely be dictated by requirements of the
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planning obligation, section 106 agreements and the objectives and targets set in the EMP. In addition,
monitoring may be required as a result of a complaint, a request by a statutory body or a trigger point in an
inspection or checklist being exceeded. Monitoring and reporting should also reflect any requirements
identified or commitments made in the CMS.
17.6.2

Environmental inspections, audits and registers

In addition to the routine monitoring detailed above a schedule of regular inspections, audits and reporting will
be required by the contractor. These inspections etc will provide a record of site conditions and activities and
provide a mechanism by which the contractor can establish the effectiveness of its EMP.
These checklists and reports should be kept at each site office and should be updated and used in the day to
day operation of the site.
The client will also develop a schedule of inspections and auditing of the contractors EMP in order to ensure
that established standards of environmental controls are being maintained by the contractor.
17.6.3

Compliance and non-conformance/corrective action report

If criteria within the EMP are not fulfilled and appropriate and corrective action is not taken a non-conformance
may be raised by the environmental manager. Examples of circumstances where this may arise include:
•

Receipt of a complaint regarding pollution or other environmental impacts caused by the project

•

Departure from approved or agreed procedures

•

Non-conformance identified as a consequence of any self-assessment, formal audit or other
environmental survey or inspection

Corrective action may include changes to work instructions (frequency of testing, test method etc.), alterations
to the CMS, further staff training etc. Non conformances should be reviewed by the environmental manager
and form part of construction meeting agendas.
In addition, non-conformance/corrective action report can be issued to the contractor by the client. It is the
responsibility of the contractor to immediately initiate corrective actions and, once completed, provide details
of the actions undertaken on the non-conformance/corrective action report and return it signed to the client’s
environmental manager within an agreed timeframe. If the non-conformance is considered to breach
legislative requirements, the breach should be reported to the appropriate public authority.

17.7

Management review

Review triggers will be set in order to maintain the suitability and effectiveness of the EMP. A review would be
carried out when triggers such as the following are met:
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•

As a minimum annually

•

If required as a corrective and/or preventative action in response to an environmental incident or the
outcomes of an environmental audit

•

If required by a statutory body

17.8

Suggested Layout of the EMP

1.0

Introduction

2.0

Project description

3.0

Environmental Policy

4.0

EMP preparation

5.0

•

Consultation

•

Project management structure

•

EMS

•

CMS

Environmental legislation, regulations and guidelines
•

Planning consent

•

Legislation and guidelines register

•

Any permits required

6.0

Environmental aspects and risk assessment

7.0

Objectives and targets

8.0

Environmental issues
•

9.0

10.0

List as identified by ES

Roles and responsibilities
•

Internal team responsibilities

•

Sub contractor responsibilities

Sub-contractor management
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•

Selection

•

Inductions

•

Supervision

11.0

Communication

•

Internal

•

External

12.0

Reporting requirements

13.0

Complaint handling procedure

14.0

Environmental Training

•

Site induction training

•

Specialist environmental training

•

Toolbox talks

15.0

Environmental audits

16.0

Non-conformance & corrective action

17.0

Environmental incidents and emergency response

18.0

Review of the Environmental Management Plan

•

Review triggers

•

Quality system improvements

17.9

Suggested file structure

•

Environmental policy

•

Environmental Management Plan

•

Construction Method Statements
o

Construction method or detailed phasing not known but a number of CMS’s are likely to be
required for each phase and activity

•

Work Instructions
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•

•

o

Contaminated soil/land management

o

Japanese knotweed management

o

Discharging water from site

o

Erosion and sedimentation control

o

Dust management

o

Noise management and monitoring

o

Completing the environmental log

o

Waste management on site

o

Ecological mitigation and protection

o

Environmental Incident management and reporting

o

Non conformance/corrective action reporting and management

o

Spill management

o

Complaint handling procedure and sensitive receiver management

Registers
o

Training register

o

Complaints register

Checklists
o

Weekly environmental checklist

o

Daily environmental log
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18

Conclusions

This EIA process has found, through systematic analysis and evaluation of all available data, that the Hayle
Harbour development will have a number of significant residual environmental impacts, following mitigation,
both adverse and beneficial. These significant impacts are summarised in Table 18—1 below and are set out in
detail in the individual technical chapters. The table presents the significance of the residual impacts, post
mitigation. For more detail as to the exact nature of these impacts and how they were assessed it is important
to refer to the appropriate technical chapter.

18.1

Summary of planning context

The principle of redeveloping the Hayle Harbour area to introduce corresponding socio-economic regeneration
benefits is broadly backed by national, regional and local policy. A policy review demonstrated that the
proposed scheme responds to national, regional and local policy by making Hayle a more sustainable place
through: the creation of a mixed use scheme in conjunction with existing built areas of the town; the provision
of a significant number and variety of homes, jobs and services to expand the choice currently available; an
integrated approach to land use and movement planning; the generation of intensive areas of activity all along
the waterfront; the design of a walkable, permeable and well connected development; the introduction of high
energy efficiency standards, waste and water management solutions; and through the protection of the built
and natural assets that make the town such an appealing destination.
The sustainable development principles that are fundamental to current planning policy are also at the heart of
the proposed scheme.

18.2

Summary of impact assessment

It is anticipated that there will be some significant adverse residual impacts during the construction phase on
noise levels, visual amenity and landscape character, waste infrastructure, archaeological resources, ecology,
water resources and ground conditions. However, these impacts will be no higher than moderate adverse and
most will be temporary and short term. There will also be some beneficial impacts of up to major significance
during construction from repair of harbour walls and other significant historical structures and up to moderate
beneficial impacts from creation of new ecological habitat from wall renovation and marina construction.
There are some identified potential adverse residual operational impacts on noise levels, landscape character
and visual amenity, traffic flows, waste infrastructure, air quality, ecology and water resources. The majority of
these impacts would be no higher than minor adverse with a small proportion being predicted to be up to
moderate adverse. No major adverse residual impacts are expected.
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A number of residual beneficial impacts have been identified from operation of the scheme including; moderate
beneficial impacts on landscape character and visual amenity, a number of beneficial impacts for ecology
including minor beneficial impacts from dune habitat creation and restoration, up to moderate beneficial
impacts on aquatic ecology from the new harbour and minor beneficial impacts on Little Grebe from the
reinstated sluicing regime. The sluicing regime is also identified to bring major beneficial impacts to water
resources from improved sediment management. Many of the works to the harbour will bring beneficial
impacts to water resources including major beneficial impacts from improved recreational and commercial
boating facilities, moderate beneficial impacts from sluicing from reduction in sand bar and straightening of the
channel and minor beneficial impacts from increased fluvial flood storage. The planned remediation of
contaminated soils on the site are also judged to bring minor beneficial impacts and the proposed energy
strategy for the site will bring benefits in the form of reduced CO2 emissions over a traditional Building
Regulations 2006 compliant scheme.
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Residual

Description and Significance

Impact type
Adverse

Beneficial

Construction
Noise impacts.

Up to moderate adverse during piling of the
marina pontoons.

Landscape
impacts

Minor adverse impact on Hayle Harbour
Moderate adverse impact on Riviere and Hayle
Towans, Phillack Valley Side
Moderate adverse impact on Penpol

Visual impacts

From distant and intermediate views up to
moderate adverse impacts
Up to moderate adverse impacts on some local
views.

Traffic flows

Adverse impacts from small increase in traffic
flows due to construction vehicles accessing the
site. Construction traffic routes will use main
roads and minimise access through Phillack

Construction

Moderate adverse impact on Penwith District

waste

C&D waste management infrastructure
capabilities and capacity

Impacts on

Minor adverse impact from demolition of a

Repairs to a number of historic

archaeological

number of receptors from the site.

structures within the site will bring up

and cultural
receptors

Moderate adverse impacts from demolition of

major beneficial impacts

parts of the parapet north of railway swing bridge
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Residual

Description and Significance

Impact type
Adverse

Beneficial

Moderate adverse impacts on the Swing Bridge
from the new road bridge
Moderate adverse impact on the Harbour’s
Managers Office from the raised road
Moderate adverse impact from loss of historic
harbour railway
Ecology

Terrestrial

Terrestrial

Minor adverse impact on Petalwort

None

Minor adverse impact on dune grassland

Aquatic

Minor adverse impact on reptiles

Moderate beneficial impact from

Minor adverse impact on Linnet
Minor adverse impact on Song Thrush
Up to minor adverse impact on Ivy Broomrape
Minor adverse impact on hedges and Cornish
hedge banks
Aquatic

creation/renovation of harbour walls
Minor beneficial impact from new piles
for marina
Minor beneficial impact from new
fisherman’s quay
Ornithology
Up to minor beneficial impact from

Minor adverse impact from loss of small area of

new habitats from renovation of

intertidal and subtidal habitat, and removal of

harbour walls

seaweeds and invertebrates on tunnels at
Carnsew Pool
Up to moderate adverse impacts on flora and
fauna from reduced velocities at Carnsew tunnels
Moderate adverse impacts from excavation of the
harbour
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Residual

Description and Significance

Impact type
Adverse

Beneficial

Potentially up to major adverse impact from
dredging of basin adjacent to Carnsew Wharf
Minor adverse from removal of sediments from
excavation at south end of Penpol Creek
Minor adverse impact from half tide gate at
Penpol Creek
Up to minor adverse impact from dredging of
Cockle Bank
Minor adverse impact from dredging of harbour
and sand trap area
Up to minor adverse impact from new vehicular
bridge
Minor adverse impact from remedial works on
North Quay, Carnsew Wharf, Carnsew Quay, and
East Quay walls
Minor adverse impact from slipway construction
Ornithology
Up to minor adverse impact from disturbance
from construction of bridge at Carnsew Pool
Minor adverse impact from disturbance from
excavation of harbour
Up to minor adverse impact from dredging
Minor adverse impact form dredging of Cockle
bank and surrounding area
Minor adverse impact form loss of habitat to
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Residual

Description and Significance

Impact type
Adverse

Beneficial

floating pontoons
Minor adverse impact from mobilisation of
contaminants during bridge construction
Minor adverse impact from wall remedial works
Water resources

Up to minor adverse impact from increased

.

sedimentation during excavation
Up to minor adverse impact from increased dust
and debris
Up to minor adverse impacts from accidental
spillages or leaks
Up to minor adverse impacts from disturbance of
contaminated material
The excavation/dredging of the harbour, including
Cockle Bank, will be controlled to limit potential
sediment plume formation. The impact on
coastal erosion is therefore judged as minor
adverse.
Ground

Moderate adverse impact from dredging of

conditions

Cockle Bank and the harbour
Minor adverse impact from stockpiling of
contaminated soils

Socio-economic
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Operation
Road traffic

Up to low adverse impacts

noise
Landscape

Moderate adverse impact on Phillack Valley Side

impacts

Moderate beneficial impact on Hayle
Harbour
Moderate beneficial impact on Penpol

Visual Impacts

Minor adverse impact on Viewpoint 7:

Moderate beneficial on Viewpoint 2:

Copperhouse

Lelant Saltings Station

Moderate adverse impact on Viewpoint 5: Hayle

Moderate beneficial on Viewpoint 3:

Towans

The Causeway
Major beneficial on Viewpoint 4: Lelant
Towans

Traffic flow

Adverse impacts on traffic flows at Foundry

The effects of travel demand

Square and Lethlean Lane junctions.

management are difficult to quantify,

Adverse impacts to the A30 north junction will be
mitigated to some degree by proposed remedial
works

as is the timeframe over which the
benefits will be realised.
The scheme when implemented in full
will prove to be a catalyst for wider
more sustainable travel patterns to
and within the town.
Provide wider range of facilities within
Hayle reducing need to travel.

Operation Waste

Moderate adverse impact on Penwith District
MSW and C&I waste management infrastructure
capabilities and capacity

Impacts on

Adverse impacts (up to moderate) resulting from

Beneficial impacts resulting from

archaeological

changes to setting of a number of

development of a viable and
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Operation
and cultural

listed/important structures/buildings from flood

sustainable scheme that provides

receptors

defences, raised road and new road bridge.

access to, and activity along, the
water’s edge; heritage interpretation
introduced throughout the harbour to
raise awareness and inform
understanding of the history of the
town and harbour, cultural heritage
and the function and importance of
specific historic features, both
retained and lost; and provision of
further information through the
preservation in record of that which is
lost

Air quality

The scheme is expected to have minor adverse
impact on air quality

Ecology

Terrestrial

Terrestrial

Minor adverse impact on Petalwort

Minor beneficial long-term impact on

Up to minor adverse impact on Bats

habitat creation at Hayle Towans and

Up to minor adverse impact on reptiles

positive management of wider Towans

Up to minor adverse impact on nesting birds

Aquatic

Minor adverse impact on Ivy Broomrape

Minor beneficial permanent impact on

Up to minor adverse on hedges and hedge banks

invertebrates and algae from Carnsew

Minor adverse impacts on salt marsh
Aquatic
Minor to moderate adverse impact on
invertebrates and alga from sluicing of Carnsew
Pool
Minor adverse impact on some fish from Carnsew
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dune habitats district-wide, via dune

second sluice
Moderate beneficial impact from new
harbour
Minor beneficial impact from operation
of Fisherman’s quay
Negligible to minor beneficial impacts
on fish from sluicing during the period
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Operation
second sluice.
Impacts from dredging would range from
negligible to moderate adverse short-term
impacts

15 April to 30 August, due to effective
increase in the subtidal area
Ornithology
Minor beneficial impact for little Grebe

Minor adverse impact from gate at Penpol Creek

from increases in fish utilisation from

from loss of intertidal habitat

sluicing

Minor adverse impact from increased risk of

Minor beneficial impact from

pollution

maintenance dredging of marina area

Up to moderate adverse impact from dredging of

Minor beneficial impacts from

sand trap

reduction in risk of fuel spills at the

Minor to moderate adverse impact on

improved fisherman’s quay

invertebrates and algae from sluicing from

Minor beneficial impact on Little

Copperhouse Pool

Grebe from sluicing from

Ornithology

Copperhouse Pool.

Adverse impact on waterfowl using intertidal area
from sluicing
Up to minor adverse impact from disturbance
from access road and parking on the Triangular
spit
Up to minor adverse impact from disturbance to
waterfowl from new vehicular bridge adjacent to
intertidal rocks at eastern end of Carnsew Pool.
Minor adverse impact from disturbance from
vehicular bridge at Copperhouse Gate
Water resources

Minor adverse impact from sedimentation of

Major beneficial impact from

harbour

management of sediment ingress

Minor adverse impact on water quality from half
tide gate

through sluicing and sand trap
Minor beneficial impact from
increased fluvial flood storage behind
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Operation
Minor adverse impact on navigation from half tide
gate

gate at Penpol Creek
Moderate beneficial impact from

Moderate adverse impact from increased water

reduced sand ingress to estuary from

level retention from sluicing from Carnsew and

sluicing

Copperhouse pools

Moderate beneficial impact from

Minor adverse impact from increased pollution

straightening of channel and reduced

risk

sand bar from sluicing

Minor adverse impact from safety risk from

Major beneficial impact from improved

increased boat use

recreational boating amenity

Minor adverse impact from altered sediment

Major beneficial impact from improved

regime from use of sand trap

commercial user amenity
Major beneficial impact from
increased facility and amenity to boat
users

Ground

Minor beneficial impact from

conditions

remediation of contaminated soils

Socio-economic

No residual adverse impacts

Energy

Beneficial impacts from reductions in
CO2 emissions compared to a scheme
which complies with current Building
Regs.

Table 18— 1 Summary of significant residual impacts
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